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103.86 Mantis, The All-Devourer: A Folktale\fn{told by ║kábbo (1810-1875)} near the Strontbergen Hills, Northern
Cape Province, South Africa. (M) 6
Mantis went to the ticks’ house. They saw him, and said to each other,
“What man is coming here?” Another said,
“Mantis is coming. We’ll creep into the sheep’s wool, and let him come into the house. Let the little child
remain here, he can look after the pots on the fire. Then the old man will come into the house as the child sits here
alone. Now, you must all carry knobkerries. Then, when he approaches the child, we’ll listen to the mantis. He’ll
question the child, because he’ll see that we’re not in the house.”
The ticks then went into the sheep’s wool. Mantis went up to the child.
“Am I like a fighting man, that the people have fled in fear of me? But I’m just a quiet man. There’s no one
here but this black child. The others have gone, leaving him sitting alone in the house tasting the contents of this
pot. The houses have no people!”
But the people were listening in the sheep’s wool. Mantis said,
“Let me just put my quiver down and take out this fat and eat it—because the people have fled in fear. As for
this child, I’ll first eat until I am satisfied, then I’ll knock him down because he has no sense.”
A tick fell down from the sheep’s wool. Mantis saw him, and asked,
“Where did you come from?” But the young man tick was silent. He lifted the pot and placed it carefully on
the fire.
Then his sister fell down, his older brother fell down and snatched the pot. Other ticks fell down at other fires.
The other ticks that were still in the sheep’s wool whispered to each other,
“You must fall down one by one!”
A big young man tick slipped down beside the mantis, and he sat there holding Mantis by his cape. His older
brother slipped down on the other side of Mantis, and he held him by the other side of the cape. Another tick
made a rustling sound as he dropped down. Their father, an old tick, was still up in the sheep’s wool. He said to
another,
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“You must wait! Hold the stick, ready to strike. Many people are down there, sitting about on the ground.
They’ll beat him while we knock him down, as he sits among the people.”
Mantis drew back. He said to himself,
“Let me move: a little further away.”
He pulled at the cape that was fast to the ground.
Then the old tick fell upon him, and knocked him down. Another tick fell on Mantis, he beat Mantis’s
shoulders, he struck with the knobkerrie. Another tick sprang out here, on one side, and he beat Mantis’s side.
Another tick leapt down on him, he beat his other side until Mantis screamed.
Then Mantis slipped out of the cape. The ticks rushed together and struck at him. He called out as the ticks
beat him.
Mantis was leaving. He called to his hartebeest-skin bag, and the bag came to him. The quiver arose by itself,
and came to him. The stick came, the bag came. Mantis went away first, and his things followed him. He went
flying into the water, he swam across, he walked up the water’s bank. He said to the hartebeest’s children,
“Wait for me over there, so that I can come to you slowly to carry you. The people have beaten me badly, and I
must go home slowly.”
*
Fly, Mantis’s grandson, saw him, and said,
“Mantis is coming; he’s coming over there. He’s coming slowly. The ticks seem to have beaten him, as they
usually do because they’re angry people. Mantis remembered that he has wings, that’s why we see him returning.
He’ll not sleep well tonight.” Mantis sat down, and said,
“The people to whom I went must have been hidden. I didn’t see them. They kept coming out from above, they
kept sliding down. They beat me while the sheep were in the kraal.” Fly said to Mantis,
“You went to the house to which people do not go, people only look in that house in passing whenever the
sheep are in the kraal, and they go to their own homes. For those people are black, they are accustomed to beating
a man to death because of those sheep. They go into the sheep’s wool, and we cannot see them. They keep a
lookout, they see a man first, while he’s still far off. They hide their bodies in the sheep’s capes hanging up there.
Then they keep falling down, and they beat a man from all sides.” Mantis agreed with him:
“That’s just what they did. One man knocked me down, others dropped down and struck me. I didn’t pick up
my stick and strike back, I got up and left my stick. My things were still lying on a bush. The quiver came after
me to the water where I went to wash off the blood, the other things followed me.” Fly said,
“You’re sitting there shivering because you went into cold water to cleanse your wounds. You might have died
without our knowing. You had to go into the water because of your tricks, because you went to play tricks on the
people you did not know! Nobody goes to them, because they drink blood! They are black people, they are
bloody-handed. Their houses are always black, because they are angry folk.” Mantis said to him,
“Fly, don’t teach me, I’m an old man! I feel as if I would like to sit listening to stories, that’s what I would like
to hear. You always scold me. But I think that I’m the one who should be angry. Now I’m not going to talk any
more, I’m going to lie down. My head aches. And don’t say that you don’t sleep well, because I really ache! I
shall writhe in pain!”
Mantis lay down to sleep, he covered his head. Fly said,
“You always act like this.”
*
Mantis lies there, he moans—and he dreams that all the ticks’ houses arise and come. The sheep rise up, the
sheep come and stand in front of his house, and the ticks’ houses are at the side of his houses, while Fly is still
asleep.
Fly will see when he awakens—the capes of the ticks are here, all their things are here, their knobkerries with
which they beat him are here. Those ticks will soon feel the cold, even though they are asleep. They shall sleep
very heavily, they’ll feel as if they were wrapped up even though they are not, as they lie in the cold. They’ll feel
as if they are lying inside houses, but they’ll wake up and miss them.
And they shall not see the spoor of their sheep, for the spoor will have gone into the air, the kraal will have
mounted upwards with the sheep in it.
Then they’ll first miss their fire early, for their fire will have gone with the house, the pots will have entirely
disappeared. Those people will not cook for their knives will have gone. I shall be cutting up sheep with them,
while the ticks are walking about in their bare flesh, no longer possessing the things they once possessed.
Now they will have to drink blood, because they will no longer have a fire as they used to have. Real people
will henceforth cook, while the ticks walk entirely in the dark. They will have to continue biting the bodies of
things, they will have to drink the blood of things and no longer eat cooked meat.
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Fly awoke. Mantis said,
“Fly; are you sufficiently awake to look out at the thing that’s bleating like a sheep outside? It seems to have
come to us early while we were asleep here.” Mantis lay there, he questioned Fly while he still had his head
covered.
Fly got up and came out. He saw the sheep, and said,
“People, get up! Get up, and see the sheep standing in this kraal that my grandfather Mantis has brought!
“Sheep are here, and the houses have come with them! And look at these pots that he has brought! Look at the
ticks’ capes, in which we shall lie wrapped up!
“Now I can keep warm from this cold in which I have always lain uncomfortably. The knobkerries with which
they beat my grandfather are here—I shall possess them, so that I can beat the people! My grandfather Mantis will
take the old fellow’s knobkerries, and I’ll take my fellow-children’s knobkerries, because they helped their parents
to strike my grandfather Mantis when he was alone.”
*
Rock-badger, Mantis’s wife, got up. She said to Mantis,
“Mantis, why did you take away the people’s sheep?” Mantis answered her as he lay there,
“It seemed right to me, because those people attacked me, they wanted to kill me in their anger. Then, because
they fought me at their fire, I wished that those angry folk over there should no longer warm themselves at a fire.
They shall now drink raw blood because they shall lack a fire, they shall not be able to make a fire.
“Now, they cannot cook, they cannot roast meat to feed themselves.
“Now, they shall walk about in their flesh. In these pots here the San shall some day cook, because they shall
have a fire. We who are here will then also be as the ticks now are. We shall eat different things, because we too
shall lack fire.
“You, Fly; the ichneumon,\fn{A slender parasitical wasp} will then go to dwell in the hills with your mother,
Porcupine. She will truly become a porcupine, she will live in a hole, while Grandmother Rock-badger will live in
a mountain den, for her name is really “Rock-badger.
“I shall have wings, I shall fly when I am green, I shall be a little green thing. You, Fly, will eat honey because
you will be living on the hill. Then you will marry a she-fly.” Porcupine called to Rainbow:
“Oh Rainbow! Look at the sheep standing here, the mantis has brought them! We don’t have to eat them,
because the tick-people did not see them go, they’ll not know where the sheep have gone. The sheep went straight
up into the air as they stood in the kraal. The other things went up with the sheep. The sheep came out of the sky,
they stood here. The things also came out of the sky and sat down here, while the people were asleep over there.”
Fly said,
“Mantis! Now leave these people’s things alone, let them keep their houses.” Mantis replied,
“Do you not see why I thought it right? These people did bad things to me, they wished me to tremble with the
pain of my skin. I want those people to see what I can do and recognize it. They would not give me food, so that I
could eat and then return to my home. Had I been able to return comfortably, I would not have done this to them.
“Now they must truly suck blood, for they lack a fire altogether.
“They must walk about in their flesh which is black, because they cannot find capes.
“They’ll walk about at night with their naked bodies. They must sit in the cold, because they have no houses.
They’ll continue to bite the hare’s ears to drink its blood. The old tick will always bite men’s skins, he’ll suck out
blood because he lacks a knife altogether. They’ll suck blood with their mouths, when they have bitten through
the skin. They’ll fill themselves with blood, they shall truly be blood-bellies. And they will continue to bite the
sheep. Men will search through the sheep’s wool, dividing the wool, throwing the ticks down on the ground and
crushing them, because they are sheep’s ticks.” Mantis said,
“Now I want you, Fly, the ichneumon, to catch some fat sheep for Father to cut up for us and hang up to dry
near the house. I don’t feel like cutting up, because I’m still writhing in pain. The swelling must first be over, then
I can cut up, then I shall hang meat to dry at my house—because I want the sheep’s fat to be dry, so that the
women can render it, so that we can moisten the dry meat that we’ve been crunching, the quagga’s\fn{“The
southernmost sub-species of the plains zebra.”W} meat that was white with age and not tender.
“So now, I want you to cut up the old sheep—let the young ones wait a little, because we’ll not finish these
sheep, there are so many. I want Porcupine to go out tomorrow, when she has cooked and put aside the meat that
she has dried. The man over there will come and eat these sheep with me, because I’ve counted them and see that
they are plentiful.” Porcupine said,
“Do you really want me to go to the man who eats bushes? He’ll come and swallow all the sheep as they stand
in the kraal! And don’t think that these bushes will be left, because we’ll all be swallowed with the sheep. He is a
man who devours things! He walks along eating up the bushes as he passes, the bushes among which he walks.”
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Mantis said to her,
“You must go to your older father, All-devourer, so that he can help me to eat up these sheep and drink this
soup—because I’ve poured some of the soup away because I feel that my heart is upset. Fat has taken hold of my
heart, I don’t want to drink more soup. So I want the old man over there to come, he’ll drink up the soup and then
I can talk, for I don’t talk now. So fill the sack there with cooked meat and take it, then he’ll come. Otherwise he
might refuse.” Porcupine said,
“People do not live with that man, he is alone. People cannot hand him food, for his tongue is like fire. He
burns people’s hands with it. Don’t think that we can hand food to him, because we’ll have to dodge away to the
sheep over there!
“The pots will be swallowed with the soup in them! Those sheep will be swallowed up in the same way, for the
man over there always does so. He doesn’t often travel, because he feels the weight of his stomach which is
heavy.
“I, Porcupine, live with you, even though he is my real father, because I fear that he may devour me and I
know that you will not devour me. Nevertheless, I’ll bring him tomorrow. Then you’ll see him with your own
eyes.”
*
The next day Porcupine went, she carried cooked meat. She arrived at her father’s place, the place of Alldevourer. She stood there, and took off the sack of meat. She said to her father,
“Go! Cousin there invites you to come and eat the sheep over there, for his heart is troubling him. He wants
you to come. I have told you, now I’ll go on in front because I don’t walk fast.”
She shook out the meat from the bag onto the bushes. All-devourer licked up the meat and the bushes with it,
he gulped down the bushes too.
Porcupine slung on the bag. She went forward quickly, she walked on giving directions:
“You must climb up to that place from which I came, you’ll see the sheep standing there.”
She was afraid of All-devourer. She was the first of the two to reach the house. Mantis asked her,
“Where is Father?” Porcupine answered him,
“He’s still coming. Look at the bush standing up there, watch for a shadow that will come gliding from above.
Watch for the bush to break off. Then look for the shadow when you see that the bushes up there have disappeared. His tongue will take away the bushes beforehand, while he is still approaching behind the hill. Then his
body will come up and the bushes will be finished off right up to where we are, when he arrives. We’ll no longer
sit hidden here.
“Now I want Fly to eat plenty, for of that meat he will never eat. Because of the man who comes yonder, the
bushes will be finished, the sheep will likewise be swallowed up.”
*
All-devourer followed the trail of Porcupine. As he moved along, he ate up the bushes. He climbed up the hill,
finishing off the bushes, while his shadow glided up to Mantis’s house. It fell upon the mantis. Mantis looked at
the sun, he asked where the clouds were, for the sun seemed to be in the clouds. Porcupine said to him,
“There are no clouds there! But I want Fly to go and hide this pot away for me, for he truly feels the shadow of
the man coming over there, it altogether shuts us in, the sun will seem to have set when he reaches us. His mouth
sits black along there—it is not a shadow, it is what the trees go into.”
Mantis saw All-devourer’s tongue. He asked Porcupine,
“Is Father holding fire in his hand? For a fire is waxing red over there!” Porcupine answered him,
“It is the man coming there, his tongue is red. He is near, that’s why you see his tongue. We’ll get out of the
way here. We’ll not hand him anything ourselves, just put down something, for him, because his tongue would
singe our hands if we held anything out to him.
“I want Rock-badger to hide the other pot so that she can still have soup. Now she herself can see the stomach,
it truly extends to either side of us!
“We do not hear the wind, because he is coming. The wind does not blow, because he always makes a shelter
when he stands. He does not sit down, he stands. He’ll first eat the things up, for they are still plentiful. He has put
in a layer of bushes at the bottom of his stomach, he has partly filled it, but he has not filled it up yet. That’s why
he is still seeking food.
“For he is a man who fills himself to his trunk. If he looks around and finds no food, he’ll swallow these folk,
because they invited him to come to eat food that was not enough.”
*
All-devourer arrived. Mantis placed food for him. All-devourer gulped it down quickly. Mantis took soup and
poured it into a bucket. All-devourer swallowed the bucket. A pot was still keeping warm. Mantis took meat that
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had been put away in a bag, he put it into a bucket; he pushed the bucket towards All-devourer. All-devourer put
out his tongue, he licked and scorched the mantis’s hands. Mantis pulled his arms quickly away, he sprang aside,
knocking against the Rock-badger. Rock-badger said,
“Why does Mantis spring aside from the man whom he invited to come? Porcupine told him not to give
anything to All-devourer with his hands, but to put meat on the bushes.”
Mantis took meat and put it in the pot. He said to the young Mantis,
“Child, make a good fire for the pot. My hands are burning, keeping me sitting where Grandfather scorched
me. For you can feel his hot breath! His tongue feels like that too!” Rock-badger said to him,
“You ought to ladle out sheep’s meat and put it on the bushes.”
Mantis did not hear, he sat spitting on his hands to cool them.. He ladled out another bucketful. He again
pushed the bucket to All-devourer. All-devourer licked Mantis’s hands. Mantis sprang aside, losing his balance,
and tumbled into the house. He got up, he sat licking, cooling his hands. He said to Fly,
“Fly, give me meat to cook, for you see it is as Mother told us—the buckets seem to have vanished.” Fly said
to Mantis,
“Mother told you that it would be like this. You would not listen, you invited the big cousin whom people
know, whom no one invites, because his tongue is like fire.” Mantis called to the young Mantis,
“Go and fetch me the meat that the porcupine hid, for you see this bucket of meat has been devoured. You must
look at the stomach.”
Mantis brought two buckets, he ladled out meat. Rock-badger nudged him, he winked at her. He slung a bucket
forward with meat in it, then he slung another bucket forward alongside of it. All-devourer’s tongue licked his ear,
he tumbled into the house. Rock-badger spoke to him, he winked at her. She said,
“Mantis, leave off winking at me! You must feed Cousin, whom you invited here. You must give him plenty to
eat, for the porcupine told you that she did not want to fetch him because his tongue is always like this!”
All-devourer gobbled up both buckets, he licked up the meat that was on the bushes of the house, he devoured
it together with the bushes. Mantis said to Fly,
“Fly, you must cook at that place, and bring the meat that is on the bushes, because the buckets are all finished.
I’ll give the old man a pot that is hot to swallow, for you see that the bushes are swallowed up. I shall no longer sit
and cook in the bushes when the wind blows.”
All-devourer stepped backwards, he licked up Rainbow’s home-bushes, he devoured them quickly with the
meat on them. Mantis said to Fly,
“Fly, quickly bring a sheep, you must cut up a sheep quickly, for you see that the bushes have been swallowed
with the meat!”
All-devourer asked for water. Mantis lifted a whole water-bag, and placed it before him. All-devourer’s tongue
took up the water-bag, he swallowed it with the water in it. He licked up a thorn bush. Mantis said to the young
Mantis,
“You see, we shall not eat, for that thorn bush has been devoured, although it has thorns.” Mantis said to Fly,
“Oh Fly, fetch that water there that is in the water-bag, for you see that this water-bag has been swallowed.
Grandfather turns his head seeking more water. He himself has devoured everything else, he still seems likely to
gobble up our beds! I’ll truly sit upon the ground if Grandfather eats up all the things in my house!”
All-devourer licked up Porcupine’s things, he swallowed them quickly. Mantis said to his son, the young
Mantis,
“See, Sister’s things there have been devoured, Sister sits there on a bare place. The sheep, will soon be
devoured.”
All-devourer looked towards the sheep, his tongue took up all the sheep, he swallowed them quickly while
they were still alive. Mantis said,
“Haven’t the sheep been quickly swallowed? Before I had cut them up as I had meant to do! And the bushes
have vanished, swallowed up! We’re sitting on a bare place. Now I no longer have those things that I brought here
so that I might possess them!” Porcupine winked at Fly.
“Fly, I tell you, your younger brother must spring away: Father will be swallowed if he goes on acting bravely
like this, and Grandfather Mantis is the one who talks—he’ll certainly be swallowed!”
All-devourer called his name, he who is a devourer of things whom Mantis called to come to him. He said to
Mantis,
“Mantis, bring out the things you invited me to eat, the real things that I, a devourer of things, should eat!”
He advanced, he burned Mantis with his tongue. Mantis said,
“I who am Mantis invited you who devour things to my home. You came and finished off my things. You
should not now ask for the real food for which I invited you—those sheep that you’ve devoured, that was the food
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that I invited you to eat. There is no other food.”
All-devourer quickly devoured Mantis, and Mantis shut up.
*
The young Mantis sprang away, he took up the bow.
All-devourer looked towards Rainbow.
Young Rainbow sprang aside, he ran away. Mantis was quite silent because he was in the stomach. Alldevourer stood opposite Rainbow, he said that he was really going to swallow his daughter’s husband. Although
he was handsome, still he would swallow him for he felt inclined to do so. He advanced, and he quickly
swallowed his daughter’s husband with the bed on which he was sitting. The stomach of All-devourer now hung
down almost to the earth.
Porcupine wept, she stood sighing. The children came from afar. Porcupine asked the young Mantis,
“Are you a fierce man?” He was silent. She asked him,
“Are you angry?” Young Mantis was silent, because he felt angry. She also questioned her son, Young
Rainbow. She turned as she sat, she heated a spear, she asked her son,
“Are you angry? You must remember that Grandfather’s tongue resembles fire. I don’t want you to flinch if
your heart is like Father’s heart.”
Young Rainbow sat still, they agreed to cut his grandfather open. She took the spear out of the fire, she drew it
burning along her younger brother’s temple. The fire burnt his ear, he sat still. She reheated the spear, it became
red hot. She put the spear burning hot into her younger brother’s nose. Tears slowly gathered and stood in his
eyes. She said to him,
“A mild person is this, whose tears slowly gather.”
She heated the spear, she placed it burning hot to her son’s ear-root, her son sat still. She heated the spear
again, she said to her son,
“Grandfather’s tongue is like this. I don’t want you to flinch from him, if your heart is like your Father’s
heart.”
She took the spear out when it was red, and put it into her son’s nose. She looked at his eyes, they were dry.
She said to herself,
“Yes, a fierce man is this. That one is a mild man. This one is fierce, he resembles his Father. That one is mild,
he resembles his father Mantis, he is a runaway.” She said to her son,
“Remember, Grandfather’s tongue is like this. You must sit firmly when you go to Grandfather.”
*
The children went in wrath to their Grandfather, they approached him as he lay in the sun. He arose, he stood
up, and waited. Young Rainbow said to the other,
“Mother wished me to sit on one side of Grandfather, and you to sit on the other side. Because you cut with the
left hand like your father, you must sit with your left arm outwards, the arm in which you hold your spear. I will
sit opposite on this side, so that I may have my right arm outside, the arm in which I hold the spear.”
All-devourer scorched Young Mantis’s temple with his tongue. He walked forward, he scorched with his
tongue the root of his grandson Young Rainbow’s ear. He said that this little child seemed very angry. He walked
forward, he scorched the root of Young Mantis’s ear with his tongue, Young Mantis sat still. He went forward
again, he again scorched Young Mantis’s other ear with his tongue. Young Rainbow looked hard at the other, he
signed to him to hold his spear fast, and he held his own well. The other held his spear well, because he had said
beforehand,
“You must cut one side, while I cut the other side. Then we must run away; while the people pour out.”
He sprang forward, and cut. And the other cut too. They ran away, while their fathers poured forth. The sheep
also poured out, the buckets poured out. His father sat on the bed. The pots poured out, the things poured out. His
grandfather doubled up and died. The children said,
“Bushes, we have cut you out! You should truly become bushes, you’ll grow at your place, you’ll be what you
were before. The place will be right again, and these sheep will wander over it, they’ll graze over it and again
return to the kraal which will be as it was before. For that man who now lies here, who ate up the bushes, he shall
utterly die and go away; so that the people may gather dry bushes and be able to warm themselves.”
The young Mantis spoke, he felt that he truly resembled his father, his speech resembled his father’s speech—
it came true.
Rock-badger gave Mantis water, she said to him,
“Mantis, you must only drink a little.” Mantis said,
“I’m dying of thirst, I must drink up the eggshellful!”
He gulped all the water down, and he fell. Rainbow still waited. Porcupine said to Rock-badger,
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“Take that long stick lying there. You must beat your husband on the shin-bone with it until he gets up, you
must hold his face fast and rub it.”
Rock-badger took the long stick and hit Mantis on the shin. He started up quickly, he sat there shivering. Rockbadger reproved him:
“I told you to drink only a little, because you would be like this if you gulped down all the water. But you
would drink, nearly killing yourself, so that you fell down!” Porcupine gave Rainbow water, she said to him,
“Rainbow, you must only drink a little, you must soon put the water down—when you have just wet your
mouth. You must sit down and wash yourself a little, for you have just come out of the stomach. After a while you
can drink plentifully, when you feel that your body is warm.”
Rainbow drank a little, he put the water down and did not gulp it all. He washed himself, he drank, and then he
drank plentifully.
His wife cooked meat for him which she had kept hidden away, for she had told Fly to hide some for her so
that they could eat it when the children had dealt with the man who was devouring them and he lay dead.
“We must eat here, for he lies over there where the children have killed him. Then we’ll travel away, leaving
him lying outside that house. We’ll move away, seeking a new home, because the man lies in front of this home.
We’ll live in a different house, which we’ll make our home.”
They traveled to a new home, and left the house at which the man who had devoured the people was lying.
At this new home, they always lived in peace.
103.92 The Young Man Of The Ancient Race, Who Was Carried Off By A Lion, When Asleep In A field: A
Folktale\fn{told by Díä!kwan (c.1840- )} Katlop Mountains, nr. Calvina, Western Cape Province, South Africa (M)
2
A young man of the early race, while hunting, ascended a hill, and he became sleepy. While he sat looking
around for game, he became sleepy. He therefore thought that he would lie down, for he was very sleepy. What
could have happened to him today? He had not previously felt like this.
Because of this, he lay down. While he slept, a lion came. Because of the oppressive noonday heat, it went to a
water pit, it was thirsty. The lion saw the man there, lying asleep, and it took up the man.
The man awoke, startled, and he saw that a lion had taken him up. He decided not to stir, because he knew that
if he did so the lion would bite and kill him. He would first see what the lion intended to do, for it appeared to
think that he was dead.
The lion carried him to a zwartstorm tree; and then carefully placed him in it. The lion concluded that it would
continue to be thirsty if it ate the man; it would first go to the water to drink, then, afterwards, when it had drunk,
it would come to eat him. But it would continue to be thirsty if it ate now.
It pushed, pressing the man’s head between the branches of the zwartstorm tree, then it began to return to the
water pit. The man turned his head a little. Because of that movement, the lion looked back—why had the man’s
head moved? It thought that it had firmly fixed the man’s head between the branches of the tree. Then the lion
decided that it had apparently not fixed the man into the tree firmly enough, for the man fell over. So once more
the lion pressed the man’s head amidst the branches of the zwartstorm tree.
And it licked the tears from the man’s eyes. The man was weeping, and that is why the lion licked his eyes.
Then the man felt a stick piercing the hollow at the back of his head; so he turned his head a little, all the while
looking steadfastly at the lion. He turned his head a little. And the lion looked to see why it was that the man
seemed to move.
Again, it licked tears from the man’s eyes. The lion again decided to thoroughly press the man’s head among
the branches, so that it might clearly see if the problem was that it was not firmly fixing the head in the tree,
because it seemed that the man had stirred. The man saw that the lion suspected that he was alive, so he did not
stir, although the stick continued to pierce him. Finally, the lion concluded that it appeared as if it had pressed the
man firmly into the tree, for the man did not stir. The lion went a few steps away, then it looked back towards the
man. The man drew up his eyes, looking through his eyelashes to see what the lion was doing.
Now the lion went away, ascending the hill. Then it descended the hill on the other side, while the man gently
turned his head to see if the lion had really gone away. He saw that the lion appeared to have descended the hill on
the other side, but then he saw the lion again, raising its head, peering behind the top of the hill, because it thought
that the man seemed to be still alive. It therefore wanted to look thoroughly once more. It seemed as if the man
intended to get up, the lion thought that the man was feigning death. But it saw that the man was still lying down,
and it decided to quickly run to the water, drink, then quickly come away from the water so that it might eat this
man. It was hungry; it was also very thirsty, and that is why it first went to get a drink, intending to come
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afterwards to eat, after it had drunk.
The man lay looking at the lion, watching what it did, and he saw it turning away and disappearing, it turned
away and disappeared, it seemed as if it had gone altogether. The man thought that he would lie still for a time, in
case the lion again came looking. The lion was cunning, he knew, it might deceive him, making it appear as if it
had really gone away when in fact it intended to return because the man seemed to have stirred. The lion was
clearly perplexed as to why, when it thought that it had firmly fixed the man’s head in the tree, he persisted in
falling over. He knew that the lion would move quickly, so that it might return to assure itself that the man still lay
there. And the man saw that a long time had passed since it again came to peer at him, and it now seemed as if it
had indeed gone.
Still, the man thought that he would first wait a little; otherwise, he would startle the lion if it was still nearby.
And the man saw that a little more time had now passed, he had not seen the lion, the thing appeared to have
really gone away.
He was careful in his actions now, he did not immediately arise and flee. He got up, then quickly sprang to a
different place, hoping that the lion would not know the place to which he had gone. When he had done this, he
ran in a zigzag direction, desiring that the lion not be able to smell his footsteps, that it not know the place to
which he had gone. He hoped that the lion, when it came, would not come to seek him in this place. That is why
he decided to run in a zigzag direction, so that the lion might not be able to detect his footsteps as he went home.
If it were able to do so, he knew that the lion would come to seek him at his home. Therefore, he decided not to
run straight to his house. The lion, when it returned and missed him, would seek his footprints, so that it might,
following his trail, look for him to get hold of him.
When he emerged, at the top of the hill, he called out to the people at his home, telling them that, while the sun
stood high, he had been “lifted up,” he had been “lifted up.” They must therefore bring out many hartebeest-skins,
so that they might roll him up in them, for he had just been “lifted up” while the sun was high. He knew that the
lion, when it came out from the place to which it had gone, would miss him and would resolve to seek him, to
track him. For that reason, he wanted the people to roll him up in hartebeest-skins, so that the lion would not
come and get him.
They knew that the lion is a thing which acts in that way regarding the thing that it has killed: it does not leave
it, when it has not eaten it. That is why the people must do this with the hartebeest-skins, the people must roll him
up in them; the people must roll him up in the skins so that the lion would not get him.
The people did this, they rolled him up in mats and in hartebeest-skins, which they rolled together with the
mats. The man had asked them to do this, so they rolled him up in hartebeest-skins: he was their hearts young
man, they did not wish the lion to eat him. They therefore intended to hide him well, so that the lion should not
get hold of him. He was not a young man whom they loved but little. Therefore, they did not wish the lion to eat
him, they would cover him over with the house’s sheltering bushes, so that the lion, when it came seeking the
young man, would not get hold of him, when it came seeking him.
The people went out to seek an edible root; they dug it out, and they brought it home at noon, and they baked
it. And an old man, as he went along getting wood for his wife so that she might make a fire to roast the root, saw
the lion as it came over the top of the hill, at the place where the young man had come over. He told the people
about it, he said,
“Look at the hill over there, at the top of the hill, at the place where that young man came over. See what it
looks like.” The young man’s mother said,
“You must not allow the lion to come into the houses. You must shoot it dead before it comes to the houses.”
The people slung on their quivers, and they went to meet the lion. But when they shot at the lion, it would not
die, although the people were shooting at it. Another old woman spoke, she said,
“You must give the lion a child, so that it will go away from us.”
The lion said that it did not want a child, it wanted the person whose eyes tears it had licked, he was the one it
wanted. Other people said:
“In what manner were you shooting at the lion that you could not manage to kill it?” Another old man said:
“Can you not see? It must be a sorcerer. It will not die when we shoot at it, it insists upon having the man
whom it carried off.”
The people threw children to the lion, but the lion did not want the children whom the people threw to it. It left
them alone, still seeking.
The people shot at it while it was seeking the man, wanting to get hold of the man. The people were shooting
at it. They said,
“Bring us spears, we have to kill the lion.”
The people were shooting at it, but it did not seem as if they were shooting at it. They were stabbing it with
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spears, hoping to stab it to death, but it did not seem as if the people were stabbing it. It continued to seek the
young man, saying that it wanted the young man whose tears it had licked, he was the one it wanted.
It tore things apart, breaking the people’s houses to pieces while it tore things apart, seeking the young man.
And the people said,
“Can you not see that the lion will not eat the children whom we have given to it?”And the people said,
“Can you not see that it must be a sorcerer?” And the people said,
“You must give a girl to the lion, we’ll see if the lion will eat her and then go away.”
But the lion did not want the girl, the lion only wanted the man whom it had carried off, he was the one it
wanted.
And the people said that they did not know how they should act towards the lion for they had been shooting at
the lion since morning, and it would not die. While the people were shooting at it, it had been walking about.
“We do not know how to act towards the lion. The children whom we gave to the lion it refused, wanting only
the man whom it had carried off.” And the people said,
“Tell the young man’s mother about it, that, although she loves the young man, she must take him out, she
must give the young man to the lion, even if he is the child of her heart. She can see that the sun is about to set,
that the lion is still threatening us, that it will not leave us, that it insists on having the young man.” And the young
man’s mother said,
“You may give my child to the lion, but you must not allow it to eat my child and continue to go walking
about. You must kill it while it is upon my child, so that it may die, like my child, so that it may die, lying upon
my child.”
And the people, when the young man’s mother had thus spoken, took the young man from the hartebeest-skins
in which they had rolled him up, and they gave the young man to the lion.
And the lion bit the young man and killed him. While it was biting at the young man, the people were shooting
at it, the people were stabbing it as it bit the young man to death.
And the lion spoke, it said to the people that now it would die, for it had finally got hold of the man whom it
had been seeking, it had got hold of him.
And it died, while the man also lay dead; it also lay dead, with the man.
106.52 1. The Girl’s Story 2. The Frog’s Story 3. A Lion’s Story Three Folktales\fn{told by !kwéiten fa║ken
“the Katkop Mountains, north of Calvinia,” Northern Cape Province, South Africa (F) 2\fn{ This appears in
the Author Index under K as !KWEITEN TA || KEN}

(c.1840?)}

1
The people had gone hunting: she was ill; and she perceived a man\fn{ Here the informant explained that this misfortune
happened to men of the Early Race, the race of man that preceded the Bushmen, briefly interrupting his narrative of the folktale .} who
came up to her hut; he had been hunting around.
She asked the man to rub her neck a little with fat for her; for, it ached. The man rubbed it with fat for her. And
she altogether held the man firmly with it.\fn{ By drawing in her neck .} The man’s hands altogether decayed away in
it. (The flesh decayed away and came off, as well as the skin and nails, leaving merely the bones.}
Again, she espied another man, who came hunting. And she also spoke, she said:
“Rub me with fat a little.”
And the man whose hands had decayed away in her neck, he was hiding his hands, so that the other man
should not perceive them, namely, that they had decayed away in it. And he said:
“Yes, O my mate! Rub our elder sister a little with fat; for the moon has been cut, (the moon died, and another
moon came), while our elder sister lies ill. You shall also rub our elder sister with fat.”
He was hiding his hands, so that the other one should not perceive them. The Leopard Tortoise said:
“Rubbing with fat, put your hands into my neck.”
And he, rubbing with fat, put in his hands upon the Leopard Tortoise’s neck; and the Leopard Tortoise drew in
her head upon her neck; while his hands were altogether in her neck; and he dashed the Leopard Tortoise upon the
ground, on account of it; while he desired, he thought, that he should, by dashing it upon the ground, break the
Leopard Tortoise.
And the Leopard Tortoise held him fast. The other one had taken out his hands from behind his back; and he
exclaimed:
“Feel that which I did also feel!”
And he showed the other one his hands; and the other one’s hands were altogether inside the Leopard Tor11

toise’s neck. And he arose, he returned home.
And the other one was dashing the Leopard Tortoise upon the ground; while he returning went; and he said that
the other one also felt what he had felt. A pleasant thing it was not, in which he had been!
He yonder returning went; he arrived at home. The people exclaimed:
“Where have you been?”
And he, answering, said that the Leopard Tortoise had been the one in whose neck his hands had been; that
was why he had not returned home. The people said:
“Are you a fool? Did not your parents instruct you? The Leopard Tortoise always seems as if she would die;
while she is deceiving us.”
2
A girl formerly lay ill; she was lying down. She did not eat the food which her mothers\fn{ I.e., her mother and the
gave her. She lay ill.
She killed the children of the Water; they were what she ate.\fn{ The informant said that she had not personally seen these

other women.}

things, but that she had heard that they were beautiful, striped like a zebra. The Water was as large as a bull, and its children were the size
of calves, being the children of large beings .} Her mothers did not know that she did thus, that she killed the Water’s

children; that they were what she ate. She would not eat what her mothers were giving to her.
Her mother was there. They\fn{All the women and all but one of the children .} went out to seek Bushman rice. They
spoke, they ordered a child\fn{A little girl, as big as a European child of eleven.} to remain at home. The girl did not know
about the child. And the old woman said that she must look at the things which her elder sister ate. And they left
the child at home; and they went out to seek food. They intended that the child should look at the things which her
elder sister ate.
The elder sister went out from the house of illness, and descended to the spring, as she intended again to kill a
Water-child. The Bushman child was in the hut,\fn{ I.e., in her mother’s hut .} while she\fn{The girl.} did not know
about the child. And she went and killed a Water-child; she carried the Water-child home.
The Bushman child was looking; and the girl boiled the Water-child’s flesh; and she ate it. And she lay down;
and she again went to lie down, while she the child beheld her. And she went to lie down, when she felt that she
had finished eating.
The child looked at her; and she lay down. And her mother returned. The child told her mother about it; for her
elder sister had gone to kill a handsome thing at the water. And her mother said:
“It is a Water-child!”
And her mother did not speak about it; she again went out to seek for Bushman rice. And when she was seekng about for food, the clouds came up. And she spoke, she said:
“Something is not right at home; for a whirlwind is bringing things to the spring. For something is not going
on well at home. Therefore, the whirlwind is taking things away to the spring.”
Because her daughter killed the Water’s children, therefore the whirlwind took them away to the spring. Something had not gone well at home, for her daughter had been killing the Water’s children. That was why the whirlwind took them away to the spring. Because her daughter killed the Water’s children, therefore the whirlwind took
them away to the spring; because she had killed the Water’s children.
The girl was the one who first went into the spring, and then she became a frog. Her mothers afterwards went
into the spring; the whirlwind brought them to it, when she was already in the spring. She was a frog. Her mothers
also became frogs; while the whirlwind was that which brought them, when they were on the hunting ground; the
whirlwind brought them to the spring, when her daughter was already in the spring. She was a frog. And her
mothers afterwards came; the whirlwind was that which brought them to it, when they were on the hunting
ground. Meanwhile their daughter was in the spring; she was a frog.
Her father also came to become a frog; for the whirlwind brought her father—when he was yonder on the
hunting ground—to the spring, to the place where his daughter was. Her father’s arrows altogether grew out by
the spring; for the great whirlwind had brought them to the spring. He also altogether became a frog; likewise his
wife, she also became a frog; while she felt that the whirlwind had brought them to the spring.
Their things entered that spring in which they were. The things entered that spring, because they\fn{ The people.}
were frogs. Therefore it was that their things went into the spring, because they were frogs. The mats\fn{ The thick
grass or reed mats from which the Bushmen construct their huts .} grew out by the spring, like the arrows; their things grew
out by the spring. These things that grow by the springs belonged to the first Bushmen, who preceded the present
race.\fn{The informant says that her mother told her this.}
3
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The child cried there for Bushman rice; a lion hearing came to her, while she cried there. Her parents lay
asleep; she sat by them, sat crying.
And the lion heard, as she cried there. And the lion came to her, on account of it.
And she took out some of the grass upon which her parents were lying; because she had perceived the lion.
The lion intended to kill and carry off her parents.
She set the lion on fire with it. The lion ran away; the bushes took fire, because the child had set the lion on
fire.
And the child’s mother afterwards gave her Bushman rice because she felt that the lion would have killed
them, if the child had not set the lion on fire with grass.
And the lion went to die on account of the fire, because the fire had burned, killing it. And the child’s mother
said,
“Yes, my child, if you had not in this manner set the lion on fire we should have died. For you set the lion on
fire for us, for we should have died had you not set the lion on fire for us. Therefore it is, that we will break for
you an ostrich eggshell of Bushman rice; for, you have made us to live. We should have been dead, we should
have died, had you not set the lion on fire for us; had you not, in this manner, set the lion on fire for us, we should
have died.”
91.138 Letters And Land Submission\fn{by Emma Sandile (1842-1892/93)} “west of the Great Kei River in the
Eastern Cape region”, South Afri ca (F) 3
To Sir George Gray,
2 November 1860
My Lord Governor,
I want to ask if you please sir to let me go back to see my parents for a short time and I will come back again I
will not stop any longer. It is because I do desire to see my own land again I beg you to let me go to see my
parents and if you do let me go I shall never forget your kindness. I should be so please to see my Mother’s face
again. I beg you do let me go my Lord Governor of your kindness I am quite sure that you will, I cannot do as I
like now because you are in my fathers place if you do listen to my ask I am sure I do not know what I shall do,
because I cannot do any thing for you, and you can do so much for me.
Emma Sandilli.
*
To Bishop Gray,
3 January 1864
My dear Lord Bishop,
I write to you\fn{The first Anglican bishop of Cape Town.} as a child to her parents and I am sure I need not called
you any other way but my father. I have been brought under your care, and was Baptized and Confirmed by your
own hands. I am sure I am almost in great hope that although I am not near you still you could do anything for
anybody nor matter who they are you show your kindness to them even to us black boys and girls.\fn{ Emma Sandile
was the daughter of Sandile, Senior Xhosa chief in British kaffraria, and her letters are the earliest known writing in English by a Xhosa
female.} Really my Lord your kindness to me has been more than my own father would do to me, and when I think

that perhaps I shall see you no more in this world, it reminds me of those words which you spoke in the day of our
Confirmation and when you turned round to me and said to you my child who are going back to your own country
among the heathens.
I could cry now only because I am afraid I should perhaps never see you again both you and Mrs. Gray. She is
king hearted,\fn{So the text.} and if you be kind enough to give my love to the young ladies and tell them that I
take great pride in them which I hope they will always do the same to everybody. I am not forgotten them yet and
I never will.
And also I wish to tell you that I am glad to see my friends again and they come in great numbers almost every
day to see me and the Bishop allows them to come. And I am sure he is very kind to me indeed both of them, and
I like them very well indeed. But although I am very sorry to be away from you, man and woman you can see
them coming up and then they all sit down on the grass, and I must go round and shake hands with them and you
can see them put their hands in their mouths saying how fat you are what makes you fat? And to let me sit down
no they like to see me stand all the while and when they goes away then they all kiss my hand.
And as for this young gentleman I come to see, I have not seen him yet, and by this time I hope to see my
home and see all those that I left behind me which I shall be very glad to see them again here. I am not going to
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stay with them not more than two weeks and the Bishop is going to take me down to see Mr. Owner.\fn{ Joseph Cox
Warner, Resident Agent at Thembu.} I think that is his name is it not?
I am your dutiful servant,
Emma.
*
To Bishop Gray,
14 January 1864
My Lord Bishop,
I was very glad to get a kind letter from you because I look upon you as a father and a child. I am not ashamed
to write to you or afraid to say anything because I don’t see why should I hid it from you, a dear parent to me like
you. Never could I forget you as long as God keep my life, and until death may part us both. I would in pleasure
write to you when I have seen Qeya but I have not seen him yet and when ever I see him by God’s Mercy I will
write to you about him and what I think of him.
Oh! It is a blessing indeed to know the way of salvation and do those things that are pleasing in the side of God
who by his great Mercy gave us His only son Jesus Christ to die for the whole world that whosoever believeth in
Him shall never die but have everlasting life. I am sorry my Lord to be away from you and I know that you are
very much put [out] about me, because I might do as my Countrymen are as you say in your kind letter and do as
they do, because they know not the word of God which is the bread of our souls, and what would I asked you
more than anything else is your prayer for me and a blessing that the blessing of God Almighty may be upon me,
and your blessing also.
I am not in the least afraid to write to you because why? Because there is no need of it, was I not brought under
your care? Yes I was and I was also Baptized and Confirm by your own hands and what more could I fear, when
you are my father. I am not afraid to called you my Father because you allowed me to call you Father. And I hope
you will always write to me because it makes me so happy to get letters from you.
And also I must let you know that I am going to Mr. Owner the gentleman you told me to go to though I don’t
think I spelt his name right. And please let me know if the ladies are quiet well. I don’t mean every lady in the
land which could be found but those I knew in your place and in Zonnebloem. And also I wished to ask you one
thing if you won’t mind me asking you is about my brother being Baptise because I should like him to be because
I am.
I have not much to say to you only you don’t forget me in your prayers and think about me in the Holy
meetings I mean in the Church. And also I should be glad if you where to tell me what you don’t think I ought not
to write, but I hope I have write nothing to displease you and if you tell me I will try to do better next time when I
write to you again if we are all well. I am sorry I can’t tell you how do I like Grahams Town because I have not
been through it only just round a little way and turn back again. And I am glad to tell you that I am in good health.
And what do you think my friends want me to do, to put a hand[ker]chief round my head because they say I
look better than nothing at all. I told them that I don’t want it round my head because I am not used to it now, and
I am sure whenever they comes they say the same thing and I don’t know what to do!! Oh! But they do make me
laugh.
And now I must end my long letter,
I am your dutiful servant,
Emma.
*
To Miss Smart,\fn{Emmas former schoolmistress.}
26 March 1864
My dear Mother,
I was very glad indeed to get a letter from you, and also I was sorry to hear that my cat had been sick, and I
hope that when you give it away you will give it to someone who will be kind to it. Mrs. Warner’s sister (Miss
Stanford) is teaching me to play on the Seraphine, and I am sure she tries all she can do for me, and I shall be
sorry to part with her now.
And also I must tell you that I have seen the young chief, he is a tall fine young man, and I must let you know
that the marriage is going to take place. Oh! How I wish that you could be here and see him take my hand and kiss
it, and I love him too, I am sure you would like him if you were to see him, and you would be quiet amused with
him.
I have got so smart since you saw me. I have golden earrings in my ears, crochet lace round my petticoats, high
heel boots, a net and ribbons on my head, but I hope I shall never be proud although they like to see me dressed
nicely yet they always tell me that dress must not make me vain.
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I was very glad to see the Governor\fn{ The new governor, Sir Philip Wodehouse.} and his son at Glen Grey, but very
much disappointed that Lady Wode House was not with him. I saw more kaffirs on that day than I ever seen in my
life they all come on horseback to salute the Governor, the young chief Qeya\fn{ Ngangelizwe, Paramount Chief of the
Thembu, the most powerful chiefdom beyond the Xhosa-Cape frontier; but the proposal came to nothing .} was here also and the
Governor was very much pleased with him and the Governor congratulated me on the conquest I had made and
kindly promised to furnish our house for us and he told me that whatever I needed he would grant it to me and the
Governor also said how much I have grown and how nice I looked.
But one thing I think will disappoint you, we are not going to be married by the Bishop, or a Clergyman
[Anglican], because Qeya likes to be married by the Rev. Mr. Hargreaves,\fn{ The resident Methodist priest.} and
therefore I cannot do anything but submit as my future happiness depends on my husband. I think it right to try
and please him in everything that is not wrong. No one here is anxious to change my Faith, Miss Stanford herself
belongs to the Church of England. Mr. and Mrs. Brownlee, and the Rev. Tiyo Soga, are coming to the wedding,
and that will be very soon. Then I hope I will let you know all about it.
Please give my best love to Warden and Mrs. Glover. Tell them that I will try next time to write a few lines to
them, and they must not think that I have forgotten them. I have not. I still love them as my parents, which indeed
they have been.
And also I was very glad that you have sent me a copy about your Mountain School. I can remember it very
well. And again you asked me if you gave me B. Wilson on the Communion. No dear Mother you have not, and I
shall be glad if you sent me one.
*
To Charles Levey,
27 September 1882
Sir,
I am the eldest daughter of the late Chief Sandile, and the nkosikazi\fn{Primary wife.} of the late Chief
Stockwe. \fn{A minor chief of the Mqwathi, who later led an anti-British revolt .} At the present time I am living under your
care. Though you have been very kind to me and my children, yet you know that we have no fixed place which
we can call our home. Please ask the Government Commission for Thembuland to recommend to the Government
that I should get a small farm for my children, and the wives of the late Chief Stockwe. We do not wish to make a
native location, but simply want a small place we can call our own. We wish to be always under your care and
protection.
*
Submission to the Land Commission,
Southeyville,
10 February 1883
I want a place to live on; I have five children of my own, one boy, the others are girls; the boy is about twelve
years of age. After my husband’s death, the people of his clan smelt me out, accusing me of being instrumental in
causing his death. I went into the bush with my mother and Philip [Stokwe’s headman], who were faithful to me.
Since the war I have been living close to Southeyville, and living on what I could cultivate.
Petrus Mahongo claims a farm which he says my husband granted to him in his lifetime. It is situated in Seplan, next to the land claimed by the missionaries. I know my husband intended giving him a piece, and came to
Mr. Levey\fn{Charles Levey, recently appointed Thembu Agent after Warner’s departure .} about it. My husband did not intend
giving him the piece that he wanted. My husband spoke to me about the land wanted by Mahongo, and told me
that was for me. He also said that he had told this to Mr. Levey. He told me that I was to live on that land. I never
lived on it, because Mahongo placed a Hottentot on it. There was always a difference between my husband and
Mahongo about this land. There were no beacons up, but this was assigned to me by my husband, the chief, at my
request, and in accordance with our customs. I could never occupy this land owing to Mahongo’s people occupying it. I was waiting for the settlement of the dispute. Mahongo has never occupied this land himself; he let it to a
Hottentot on the Nabus, and used to send his stock there from the colony. I do not like the place I am on. I should
like the place my husband assigned and gave to me, or sufficient of it to live on and maintain my family, and be
secured in my possession. I hear Mahongo has a farm in the colony. I know the people of my husband’s tribe were
very angry at Mahongo having this piece of land. They remonstrated with him, and that is why he did not like
giving him the land.
91.141 Account Of Cape Town\fn{by Eliza M. (c.1850?- )} the Ciskei, Eastern Cape Province, South Africa (F)
3½
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… We left East London on the Sunday, while it was raining; the sea was fighting very much, and there were
soldiers going to England and their wives. On the Tuesday we arrived at Algoa Bay, and boats came to fetch the
people who were going there, and other people came in.
The ship went off the same day. A great wind blew, and I thought myself that if it had been another ship, it
would not have been able to go on, but in its going, it kept twisting about, it did not go straight, but it went well
on the day of our arrival, for the wind was good. We arrived on the Friday.
While I was in the ship, I forgot I was on the water, it was like a house inside, but outside it was not like a
house. There is everything that is kept at home; there were fowls and sheep and pigs, and slaughtering every day.
I kept looking at the thing which makes the ship go. There are two horses inside, made of iron, which make it
go; and when I looked inside, it was very frightful. There are many bed-rooms inside. The ship we were in is
named the Norman, it is a steamer.
It was unpleasant when nothing appeared, but when we left the Bay, we saw the mountains till we got to the
Cape. One mountain is called the Lion’s Head, and another is called Green Point, and I myself saw those
mountains. That which is called the Lion’s Head, is like a lion asleep. And another mountain above the town is
that called Table Mountain; nevertheless it is not like a table, still that name is proper for it.
Before I came into the town, my heart said, “this place is not large,” but when I entered it, I wondered, and was
afraid. Oh, we slept that day.
I have forgotten to relate something I saw the day I arrived. I saw black people, and I thought they were our
kind, but they are not; they are Slams,\fn{ I.e., Muslims.} called in English, Malays. Also, I was astonished at their
large hats, pointed at the top, and large below. I saw some making baskets of reeds, and I wished I knew how to
do it.
*
On the Saturday evening, we went to a shop to buy butter and bread. At night lights were hung up throughout
the whole town. I had thought we were going to walk in the darkness.
I have not yet seen houses built with grass, like those we live in, they are high beautiful houses.
The roads where people walk, are very fine. I have not yet seen a dirty, muddy place in the whole town.
On the Sunday, bells sounded; there is one big one, and other small ones; we went to service in the great
church.
Early on the Monday, wagons came about to sell things. Really people here get these things for nothing from
their owners. A person can get men’s trousers for three shilling each, yet in other places a person can never get
them for that money. You can get three pairs of stockings for a shilling, a child’s cap for a penny; you can get a
width of a dress for three pence, if it is five widths, it is a shilling and three pence.
There are little wagons, the man who drives the horses sits behind, the proprietor does nothing, he sits so.
Another thing. The shoes of the Malays astonished me. There is a heel, and yonder on before a piece of wood
sticks out, and they put it between their toes, and so make a clattering like the Germans.
As things are to be got for such little money, how cheap must they be in England!
On Friday I saw a man riding in a wagon, there was a barrel inside and a cross-bar, and the water came out
there. I don’t know how it came out. It watered the new road, which is being made.
And on Tuesday I saw people working at slates, taking off their ends—it was a great heap; the people who
were at work were four.
On the day of our arrival, a house was burnt, the people escaped, but I don’t know whether the goods escaped.
There are carts which go every day, carrying earth to throw on the road which is being mended, drawn by one
horse.
There is a house where there are all kinds of beasts, and there are figures of black people, as if they were alive;
their blackness is very ugly; also the bones of a man when he is dead, and birds and elephants, and lions, and
tigers and sea-shells.
I was afraid of those people, and the skeleton. There is also an ape holding Indian Corn, and there are
monkeys.
In the evening we went out again, we went to the houses of the Malays; we went to see their decorations, for
they were rejoicing because their days of fasting were ended. They were very beautiful; they had made flowers of
paper, you would never think they were made of paper. We went for the sole purpose of seeing these works. They
made a great noise, singing as they walked; you would laugh to see the children dancing outside and clapping
their hands.
There are also wagons there for the sale of fish. The proprietors sound a thing like a horn to announce that he
who wishes to buy let him buy.
There are others for collecting dust-heaps, they ring a bell.
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There are vehicles to convey two people, he who drives the horses, and he who sits inside. In some there are
windows and lights lit at night: those windows are two.
There are not many trees in the town; in some places there are not many at all, but in one place it is like the
bush; it is pleasant underneath the trees; there are stools to sit on when a person is tired.
That path is very long; I saw two Newfoundland dogs. I did not know that I should ever come to see them
when I heard them spoken of. They are dogs with large heads and great long ears; the hair is like sheep’s wool,
and they have great claws; they are suited to assist people. It seemed as if they could swallow me without
chewing; I was very much afraid, but one was not very big, it was about the size of the dogs of black people,
when it barks, it says so with a great voice.
Also, I saw sheep rather unlike others, in the tail here it was very large, the head was small, and the body was
large and fat.
I have forgotten to mention something which I ought to have said before; when I came out of the ship and
walked on land the earth seemed to move, and when I entered a house, it seemed to imitate the sailing of a ship,
and when I lay down it seemed to move.
I saw an ox-wagon here, but I had not imagined that I should see a wagon. We go to a very large beautiful
Church; I don’t forget the people who sing, the English; the prayers are said with thin voices as if it were singing;
but the chief thing done is singing frequently, all the while there is continually singing, and then sitting. There is a
kafir school here; I went one day, they were reading; they can read well; there are also carpenters &C.
There is another place besides that which I said is like the bush, and in that place there are trees and flowers,
and two fountains; a thing is stuck in, and the water comes out above. I saw the date-tree when it is young; it is
one leaf, yet when it is grown, it is a very large tree. In that place there are wild birds, doves are there, and those
birds which the English call canaries, and a very beautiful bird, its tail is long, its bill is red.
Yesterday the soldiers had sports, the music-band played, and when they finished playing they fired. They
were many, and they fired together. And as we were walking, they fired; I was very much startled and afraid. And
today they are playing the music. It seems today it exceeds in sweetness, I mean its sound.
There came a person here who is a kafir. I rejoiced very much when I heard that he too was one. He asked me
what I had come to do here; I said “I am only traveling.” He asked whether I was a prisoner, and I said “No.” He
said he was very glad, he had thought I was a prisoner. I told him that I was going away again, and he said “May
you go in peace, the Lord preserve you well till you arrive whence you came.” I never saw a person like him of
such kindness; he said he had come here to learn, he came from where I did; but I should not have known him to
be a kafir, and he did not know that I was one.
There are creatures which are eaten; they come from the sea, their name is called crawfish, they are frightful in
appearance, yet their flesh is very fine and white.
The person of this house is a dyer of clothes, the white he makes red, and the red green, and the brown he
makes black. I saw the wood with which they dye. Soap is cut in pieces, and put in water, and heated and boiled
well, and continually stirred. This thing—dyeing clothes—is a great work. Water is even in the house; I don’t
know where it comes from, a person turns a thing, and fresh water comes out as if it were of a river.
There are also carts for selling meat, and for selling bread. I saw the fire-wagon, I did nothing but wonder. I
did not know that it was such a big thing. It is long, with many wheels, they are not so large as those of an oxwagon; people sit in places inside. The wheels run on metal; I say I could do nothing but wonder very much. I had
not thought that it was such a great thing. And when it is about to proceed it says “Sh!” I don’t know whether it is
the boiling of the water; it hastens exceedingly, a person would be unable to notice it well, yet now some people
say that this is a small one which I have seen. If it treads on anything, it must smash it, it is a very great thing. I
shall never forget it. Where I saw it, the place was fenced on both sides, and I beheld it from the outside. I entered
it another week after I had seen it; we went to Somerset West and slept one night. In the morning we returned by
it: when I was inside, the earth seemed to move; it is pleasant to ride inside. I end now although this is not all the
news about it. When I was in it, I saw a sugar plant; it is not a large plant, it is short with red flowers. I saw other
trees at Somerset West which I had never seen before.
One day I saw people going to a burial, the carriages were black, but that people should wear black clothes is
done also among the natives where a person has died; there were stuck up black feathers, and on the graves were
placed stones with writing; the name of the person was written, and the years of his age, and the year in which he
died.
I have seen today another thing which I did not know of, that thing which is said to be always done by white
people in this month of May. They make themselves black people, they smear themselves with something black,
with red patches on the cheeks; a thing is made with evergreens, and a man is put inside, and two people carry it,
and another man carries a pan, and goes begging for money.
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*
Another thing which I saw during the past month, was people going to the Governor’s house—little chiefs, and
chiefs of the soldiers, some had hats with red and white feathers, and silver coats, and gold swords, and the bishop
went too.
I heard it said that they were going to hear the things which were about to be spoken by people who had come
from Graham’s Town, King William’s Town, Beaufort, and other places; it was said that these people were going
to speak of the state of those towns and the doings of the people who live there.
I do not say that those coats were really of gold, I say there was gold on some parts of them, on the arms and
the back.
Also I have seen the fruit of the tree which the English call the chestnut; I did not see what the tree is like, the
fruit is nice, the outside of it is hard; when you eat it, it is sweet and edible like the potato, you can roast it or boil
it.
There is another fruit called banana in English, it also is a nice fruit; it is not boiled or roasted, it is eaten like
other fruits.
There is a great white sweet potato, it is called Sweet Potato; those potatoes are very large, I had never seen
them before, they are nearly all long: I do not know whether they are the potatoes named “Medicine” by the Fingoes.\fn{I.e., the Mfengu, Xhosa-speaking people whose societies had been destroyed during the turmoil of the early 19 th Century, many
of whom had found refuge in the Ciskei under British protection; and of whom Eliza M. seems to have been one .}
*
I am puzzled to know how to begin to relate what was done yesterday, but I will try.
Yesterday was said to be the wedding-day of the Great Son of Victoria,\fn{ May 15, 1863 was a commemorative celebration of the Prince of Wale’s marriage.} but it was not really the day of his marriage, for he has been married some
time.
The thing first done was arranging the children of the schools and I was there too. All walked in threes, going
from one street to another.
When we left the school-house we took up our station on an open piece of ground, other people climbed on the
houses, and others looked on from below. On one house where we were standing there was the figure of a man
like a king, a red cloth was put as if it were held by him, it is called in English a flag.
Amongst all of us there were flags of different beautiful kinds; we stood there a great while, till we saw a
multitude of soldiers and their officers and little chiefs and different sorts of people: one set wore clothes all alike,
another had different clothes and ancient hats which were worn by the people of that time.
All these now went in front, a very long line, then followed the ranks of another school, and we came after
them. When we had finished going through many streets, we went to stand in another open spot of ground. All the
time we were walking we were singing the song of Victoria.
And there we saw the Governor and his wife; we all saluted.
Although it seems that I have written a great deal I have not yet wondered at the things done at night, but let
me finish those of the day. We were given food. We saw boats going along with people inside and boys wearing
red clothes; there followed one with an old man, his hairs were long and white. There was a woman at his side
wearing short clothes. Other boats followed with people in them, all the time they were appearing the drum and
trumpets were sounded.
I don’t know how I shall make myself understood. I never saw such a beautiful thing; some of the men wore
short dresses and short coats, and others wore short trousers like those of the French. All these things were red.
When we had finished walking we went to stand in an open piece of ground, then we all went home. I do not
know if any other things were done.
We went out again in the evening to see the fireworks. First we went into the gardens, where there were what I
shall call candles; but nevertheless they are not called so in English. They were lights put inside little red and
green glasses. When I was at a distance I thought they were little round things, all these were hung up and
fastened in the trees—-there were some large ones and there were others not put in glasses.\fn{ This was what the
English call “illuminations”:H}
We walked and went to a great crowd of people, we could not tell what we should do to see that which we
came to see. There we saw a tall man with a high hat, I did not understand how it was made, and another man
wearing women’s clothes continually playing with that tall man. All these things have their names in English,
some were called Punch & Judy, Specter, Father of the Doomed Arm-chair, or the Maid, the Murderer and the
Midnight Avenger, and many other plays besides these.
We passed on from that woman and man and went to see white people smeared with soot, they went into a
house made of a tent where there were stools, and two came out and spoke to the people saying,
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“Ladies and gentlemen, come in and see what we have got here inside.”
Some went in and others did not, afterwards they opened that the people might see; there were black people
sitting on chairs and singing. So we left; at the entrance of the garden there was written in letters of fire,
“God bless Albert and Alexandra.”
In another place there were other things of fire, that place is called in English the Parade, where there was a
thing like a light-house, on all sides there were candles. Some people sent up fire from Table Mountain, others
from Green Point, others sent up fire in the midst of the town, it went up and came down again.
Besides these things there was another thing done, an ox was baked whole, the legs were not removed, only the
inside and the hoofs. Many tables were set underneath the trees; that ox was intended for the poor people.
*
I am going to end now; I am very glad that I was brought here to see things which I never thought I should see.
There is another thing which has lately taken place, the birthday of Qeen Victoria. Two balloons were made, no
one went in them, there were only lights. That sort is called fire-balloons.
The first was sent up; it rose very high till it was like a star: I did not see it again where it went. The other
reappeared, it did not rise high like the first, it burnt, and fire came down like two stars.
I saw where newspapers are printed; four people were at work.
I do not know what I shall say to tell about it. There is a thing which folds the papers and another thing which
continually receives them.
It made us sleepy.
91.154 Dream Life And Real Life: A Little African Story\fn{by Olive Emilie Albertina Schreiner aka Ralph Iron (18551920)} Wittebergen Mission Station (now Maphutsaneng, Lesotho), very near Herschel, Joe Gqabi District
Municipality, Eastern Cape Province, South Africa (F) 4\fn{ “Karel Schoeman, the South African historian and leading
authority on Schreiner's life, has written that she was an outstanding figure in a South African context: ‘From a chronological viewpoint,
Olive Schreiner’s life shows an interesting pattern. After she spent the first twenty-five thereof in South Africa ... she was in England for
more than seven years, and also lived during this time in Europe. After this she lived in South Africa for twenty-four years, the time of her
friendship with Rhodes, the Anglo-Boer war and her growing involvement in issues like racism and the lot of women, after which another
exile followed in England for seven years; it was only shortly before her death in 1920 that she returned to South Africa. (Olive Schreiner:
A Life in South Africa 1855–1881, Human & Rousseau, Cape Town, 1989)’”W}

Little Jannita sat alone beside a milk-bush. Before her and behind her stretched the plain, covered with red
sand and thorny “Karroo” bushes; and here and there a milk-bush, looking like a bundle of pale green rods tied
together. Not a tree was to be seen anywhere, except on the banks of the river, and that was far away, and the sun
beat on her head.
Round her fed the Angora goats she was herding; pretty things, especially the little ones, with while silky curls
that touched the ground.
But Jannita sat crying. If an angel should gather up in his cup all the tears that have been shed, I think the
bitterest would be those of children.
*
By and by she was so tired, and the sun was so hot, she laid her head against the milk-bush, and dropped
asleep.
She dreamed a beautiful dream. She thought that when she went back to the farmhouse in the evening, the
walls were covered with vines and roses, and the kraals were not made of red stone, but of lilac trees full of blossom. And the fat old Boer smiled at her, and the stick he held across the door for the goats to jump over, was a lily
rod with seven blossoms at the end. When she went to the house her mistress gave her a whole roaster-cake for
her supper, and the mistress’s daughter had stuck a rose in the cake; and her mistress’s son-in-law said “thank
you!” when she pulled off his boots, and did not kick her.
It was as beautiful dream.
While she lay thus dreaming, one of the little kids came and licked her on her cheek, because of the salt from
her dried-up tears. And in her dream she was not a poor indentured child any more, living with Boers. It was her
father who kissed her. He said he had only been asleep—that day when he lay down under the thorn bush; he had
not really died.
He felt her hair, and said it was grown long and silky, and he said they would go back to Denmark now. He
asked her why her feet were bare, and what the marks on her back were.
Then he put her head on his shoulder, and picked her up, and carried her away, away! She laughed—she could
feel her face against his brown beard. His arms were so strong.
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*
As she lay there dreaming with the ants running over her naked feet, and with her brown curls lying in the
sand, a Hottentot came up to her. He was dressed in ragged yellow trousers, and a dirty shirt, and torn jacket. He
had a red handkerchief round his head, and a felt hat above that. His nose was flat, his eyes like slits, and the wool
on his head was gathered into little round balls. He came to the milk-bush, and looked at the little girl lying in the
hot sun. Then he walked off, and caught one of the fattest little Angora goats, and held its mouth fast, as he stuck
it under his arm. He looked back to see that she was still sleeping, and jumped down into one of the sluits. He
walked down the bed of the sluit a little way and came to an overhanging bank, under which, sitting on the red
sand, were two men. One was a tiny, ragged, old Bushman, four feet high; the other was an English navvy, in a
dark blue blouse. They cut the kid’s throat with the navvy’s long knife, and covered up the blood with sands, and
buried the entrails and skin. Then they talked, and quarreled a little; and then they talked quietly again.
The Hottentot man put a leg of the kid under his coat and left the rest of the meat for the two in the sluit, and
walked away.
When little Jannita awoke it was almost sunset. She sat up very frightened, but her goats were all about her.
She began to drive them home.
“I do not think there are any lost,” she said.
Dirk, the Hottentot, had brought his flock home already, and stood at the kraal door with his ragged yellow
trousers. The fat old Boer put his stick across the door, and let Jannita’s goats jump; over, one by one. He counted
them. When the last jumped over: “have you been to sleep today?” he said; “there is one missing.”
The little Jannita knew what was coming, and she said, in a low voice,
“No.” And then she felt in her heart that deadly sickness that you feel when you tell a lie; and again she said,
“Yes.”
“Do you think you will have any super this evening?” said the Boer.
“No,” said Jannita.
“What do you think you will have?”
“I don’t know,” said Jannita.
“Give me your whip,” said the Boer to Dirk, the Hottentot.
*
The moon was all but full that night. Oh, but its light was beautiful!
The little girl crept to the door of the outhouse where she slept, and looked at it. When you are hungry, and
very, very sore, you do not cry. She leaned her chin on one hand, and looked with her great dove’s eyes—the other
hand was cut open, so she wrapped it in her pinafore. She looked across the plain at the sand and the low karroobushes, with the moonlight on them.
Presently, there came slowly, from far away, a wild spring-buck. It came close to the house, and stood looking
at it in wonder, while the moonlight glinted on its horns, and in its great eyes. It stood wondering at the red brick
walls, and the girl watched it.
Then, suddenly, as if it scorned it all, it curved its beautiful back and turned; and away it fled over the bushes
and sand, like a sheeny\fn{Brilliant.} streak of white lightning. She stood up to watch it.
So free, so free! Away, away! She watched, till she could see it no more on the wide plain.
Her heart swelled, larger, larger, larger: she uttered a low cry; and without waiting, pausing, thinking, she
followed on its track. Away, away, away!
“I—I also!” she said, “I—I also!”
When at last her legs began to tremble under her, and she stopped to breathe, the house was a speck behind her.
She dropped on the earth, and held her panting sides.
If she stayed on the plain they would trace her footsteps in the morning and catch her; but if she waded in the
water in the bed of the river they would not be able to find her footmarks; and she would hide there where the
rocks and the kopjes\fn{Small hills} were.
So she stood up and walked towards the river. The water in the river was low; just a line of silver in the broad
bed of sand, here and there broadening into a pool. She stepped into it, and bathed her feet in the delicious cold
water. Up and up the stream she walked, where it rattled over the pebbles, and past where the farmhouse lay; and
where the rocks were large, she leaped from one to the other.
The night wind in her face made her strong—she laughed. She had never felt such night wind before. So the
night smells to the wild bucks, because they are free! A free thing feels as a chained thing never can.
At last she came to a place where the willows grew on each side of the river, and trailed their long branches on
the sandy bed. She could not tell why, she could not tell the reason, but a feeling of fear came over her.
On the left bank rose a chain of kopjes and a precipice of rocks. Between the precipice and the river bank there
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was a narrow path covered by the fragments of fallen rock. And upon the summit of the precipice a kippersol tree
grew, whose palm-like leaves were clearly cut out against the night sky. The rocks cast a deep shadow, and the
willow trees, on either side of the river. She paused, looked up and about her, and then ran on, fearful.
“What was I afraid of? How foolish I have been!” she said, when she came to a place where the trees were not
so close together. And she stood still and looked back and shivered.
At last her steps grew wearier and wearier.
She was very sleepy now, she could scarcely lift her feet. She stepped out of the river-bed. She only saw that
the rocks about her were wild, as though many little kopjes had been broken up and strewn upon the ground, lay
down at the foot of an aloe, and fell asleep.
*
But, in the morning, she saw what a glorious place it was. The rocks were piled on one another, and tossed this
way and that. Prickly pears grew among them, and there were no less than six kippersol trees scattered here and
there among the broken kopjes. In the rocks there were hundreds of homes for the coneys, and from the crevices
wild asparagus hung down. She ran to the river, bathed in the clear cold water, and tossed it over her head. She
sang aloud. All the songs she knew were sad, so she could not sing them now, she was glad, she was so free; but
she sang the notes without the words, as the cock-o-veets do. Singing and jumping all the way, she went back, and
took a sharp stone, and cut at the root of a kippersol, and got out a large piece, as long as her arm, and sat to chew
it. Two coneys came out on the rock above her head and peeped at her. She held them out a piece, but they did not
want it, and ran away.
It was very delicious to her. Kippersol is like raw quince, when it is very green; but she liked it. When good
food is thrown at you by other people, strange to say, it is very bitter; but whatever you find yourself is sweet!
When she had finished she dug out another piece, and went to look for a pantry to put it in. At the top of a heap
of rocks up which she clambered she found that some large stones stood apart but met at the top, making a room.
“Oh, this is my little home!” she said.
At the top and all round it was closed, only in the front it was open. There was a beautiful shelf ion the wall for
the kippersol, and she scrambled down again. She brought a great branch of prickly pear, and stuck it in a crevice
before the door, and hung wild asparagus over it, till it looked as though it grew there. No one could see that there
was a room there, for she left only a tiny opening, and hung a branch of feathery asparagus over it. Then she crept
in to see how it looked. There was a glorious soft green light. The she went out and picked some of those purple
little ground flowers—you know them—those that keep their faces close to the ground, but when you turn them
up and look at them they are deep blue eyes looking into yours! She took them with a little earth, and put them in
the crevices between the rocks; and so the room was quite furnished. Afterwards she went down to the river and
brought her arms full of willow, and made a lovely bed; and, because the weather was very hot, she lay down to
rest upon it.
She went to sleep soon, and slept long, for she was very weak. Late in the afternoon she was awakened by a
few cold drops falling on her face. She sat up. A great and fierce thunderstorm had been raging, and a few of the
cool drops had fallen through the crevice in the rocks. She pushed the asparagus branch aide, and looked out, with
her little hands folded about her knees. She heard the thunder rolling, and saw the red torrents rush among the
stones on their way to the river. She heard the roar of the river as it now rolled, angry and red, bearing away
stumps and trees on its muddy water. She listened and smiled, and pressed closer to the rock that took care of her.
She pressed the palm of her hand against it. when you have no one to love you, you love the dumb things very
much. When the sun set, it cleared up. Then the little girl ate some kippersol, and lay down again to sleep. She
thought there was nothing so nice as to sleep. When one has had no food but kippersol juice for two days, one
doesn’t feel strong.
“It is so nice here,” she thought, as she went to sleep, “I will stay here always.”
Afterwards the moon rose. The sky was very clear now, there was not a cloud anywhere; and the moon shone
in through the bushes in the door, and made a lattice-work of light on her face. She was dreaming a beautiful
dream. The loveliest dreams of all are dreamed when you are hungry. She thought she was walking in a beautiful
place, holding her father’s hand, and they both had crowns on their head, crowns of wild asparagus. The people
whom they passed smiled and kissed her; some gave her flowers, and some gave her food, and the sunlight was
everywhere. She dreamed the same dream over and over, and it grew more and more beautiful; till, suddenly, it
seemed as though she were standing quite alone. She looked up: on one side of her was the high precipice, on the
other was the river, with the willow trees, drooping their branches into the water; and the moonlight was over all.
Up, against the night sky the pointed leaves of the kippersol trees were clearly marked, and the rocks and the
willow trees cast dark shadows.
In her sleep she shivered, and half awoke.
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“Ah, I am not there, I am here,” she said; and she crept closer to the rock, and kissed it, and went to sleep
again.
It must have been about three o’clock, for the moon had begun to sink towards the western sky, when she
woke, with a violent start. She sat up, and pressed her hand against her heart.
“What can it be? A coney must surely have run across my feet and frightened me!” she said, and she turned to
lie down again; but soon she sat up. Outside, there was the distinct sound of thorns crackling in a fire.
She crept to the door and made an opening in the branches with her fingers.
A large fire was blazing in the shadow, at the foot of the rocks. A little Bushman sat over some burning coals
that had been raked from it, cooking meat. Stretched on the ground was an Englishman, dressed in a blouse, and
with a heavy, sullen face. On the stone beside him was Dirk, the Hottentot, sharpening a bowie knife.
She held her breath. Not a coney in all the rocks was so still.
“They can never find me here,” she said; and she knelt, and listened to every word they said. She could hear it
all.
“You may have all the money,” said the Bushman; “but I want the cask of brandy. I will set the roof alight in
six places, for a Dutchman burnt my mother once, alive in a hut, with three children.”
“You are sure there is no one else on the farm?” said the navvy.
“No; I have told you till I am tired,” said Dirk; “the two Kaffirs have gone with the son to town; and the maids
have gone to a dance; there is only the old man and the two women left.”
“But suppose,” said the navvy, “he should have the gun at his bedside, and loaded!”
“He never has,” said Dirk; “it hangs in the passage, and the cartridges, too. He never thought when he bought it
what work it was for! I only wish the little white girl was there still,” said Dirk; “but she is drowned. We traced
her footmarks to the great pool that has no bottom.”
She listened to every word, and they talked on.
Afterwards, the little Bushman, who crouched over the fire, sat up suddenly, listening.
“Ha! what is that?” he said.
A Bushman is like a dog: his ear is so fine he knows a jackal’s tread from a wild dog’s.
“I heard nothing,” said the navvy.
“I heard,” said the Hottentot; “but it was only a coney on the rocks.”
“No coney, no coney,” said the Bushman; “see, what is that there moving in the shade round the point?”
“Nothing! you idiot,” said the navvy. “Finish your meat; we must start now.”
There were two roads to the homestead. One went along the open plain, and was by far the shortest; but you
might be seen half a mile off. The other ran along the river bank, where there were rocks, and holes, and willow
trees to hide among. And all down the river bank ran a little figure.
The river was swollen by the storm full to its banks, and the willow trees dipped their half-drowned branches
into its water. Wherever there was a gap between them, you could see it flow, red and muddy, with the stumps
upon it. But the little figure ran on and on; never looking, never thinking; panting, panting! There, where the rocks
were thickest; there, where the open space the moonlight shone; there, where the prickly pears were tangled, and
the rocks cast shadows, on it ran; the little hands clenched, the little heart beating, the eyes fixed always ahead.
It was not far to run now. Only the narrow path between the high rocks and the river.
At last she came to the end of it, and stood for an instant. Before her lay the plain, and the red farmhouse, so
near, that if persons had been walking there you might have seen them in the moonlight. She clasped her hands.
“Yes, I will tell them, I will tell them!” she said; “I am almost there!” She ran forward again, then hesitated. She
shaded her eyes from the moonlight, and looked. Between her and the farmhouse there were three figures moving
over the low bushes.
In the sheeny\fn{Lustrous.} moonlight you could see how they moved on, slowly and furtively; the short one,
and the one in light clothes, and the one in dark.
“I cannot help them now!” she cried, and sank down on the ground, with her little hands clasped before her.
“Awake, awake!” said the farmer’s wife; “I hear a strange noise; something calling, calling, calling!”
The man rose, and went to the window.
“I hear it also,” he said; “surely some jackal’s at the sheep. I will load my gun and go and see.”
“It seems to me like the cry of no jackal,” said the woman; and when he was gone she woke her daughter.
“Come, let us go and make a fire, I can sleep no more,” she said; “I have heard a strange thing tonight. Your
father said it was a jackal’s cry, but no jackal cries so. It was a child’s voice, and it cried, ‘Master, master, wake!’”
The women looked at each other; then they went to the kitchen, and made a great fire; and they sang psalms all
the while.
At last the man came back; and they asked him, “What have you seen?” “Nothing,” he said, “but the sheep
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asleep in their kralls, and the moonlight on the walls.
“And yet, it did seem to me,” he added, “that far away near the krantz\fn{Cliff.} by the river, I saw three figures
moving. And afterwards—it might have been fancy—I thought I heard the cry again; but since that, all has been
still there.”
*
Next day a navvy had returned to the railway works.
“Where have you been so long?” his comrades asked.
“He keeps looking over his shoulder,” said one,” as though he thought he should see something there.”
“When he drank his grog today,” said another, “he let it fall, and looked round.”
Next day, a small old bushman, and a Hottentot, in ragged yellow trousers, were at a wayside canteen. When
the Bushman had had brandy, he began to tell how something (he did not say whether it was man, woman, or
child) had lifted up its hands and cried for mercy; had kissed a white man’s hands, and cried to him to help it. then
the Hottentot took the Bushman by the throat, and dragged him out.
Next day, the moon rose up, and mounted the quiet sky. She was full now, and looked in at the little home; at
the purple flowers stuck about the room, and the kippersol on the shelf. Her light fell on the willow trees, and on
the high rocks, and on a little new-made heap of earth and round stones. Three men knew what was under it; and
no one else ever will.
91.158 The Black Mamba\fn{by Ernest Glanville (1856-1925)} Wynberg, Western Cape Province, South Africa (M) 3
We were talking about snakes at the little roadside winkle—a composite shop, where you could buy moist
black sugar, tinned butter, imported; tinned milk, also imported cotton, prints, boots, “square face,”\fn{ A type of
gin.} tobacco, dates, nails, gunpowder, cans, ribbons, tallow candles, and the Family Herald. We always did talk
about snakes when other topics failed, and no one had been fishing for some time, and the big pumpkin season
had passed.
“Man,” said Lanky John, the ostrich farmer, “I killed a snake, a ringhals, yesterday morning back of the kraal,
and in the evening when I went by there was a live ringhals coiled round the dead one.”
“There’s a lot of love among snakes,” said Abe Pike, who had swapped a bush-buck hide for a pound of coffee
and a roll of tobacco. “They don’t talk much, but they think a lot, and you can’t plumb the feelings of silent folk;
they’re that deep.”
“Ever been in love, Uncle?” asked Lanky John, popping a big lump of black sugar into his mouth.
“I guess it won’t take more’n a foot measure to get to the bottom of your feelings, tho’ you are long enough to
be a telegraft pole,” snorted Uncle Abe.
“Snakes haven’t got any brain,” said Lanky John, after an awkward pause.
“No more has a whip-stick,” said the old man, with a contemptuous glance at Lanky’s long, thin limbs.
“That’s true,” replied John, with a wink at us; “though I’ve heard of a snake that glued on to a whip-stick all
for love of you, Uncle.”
“Snakes,” said Abe, “knows when to speak and when to keep shut, which is more than some folk can do. If
you come unexpected on a snake in a path, and he sees your foot coming down on him, he lets you know he’s
about, and that foot of yours if jest fixed in the air. Well, suppose that snake is not in the path, but jest stretched
out ’longside, he don’t call out. For why? ’Cos he knows it’s safer for him and for you that he should keep quiet.
“I tell you there’s not a man here who hasn’t time and again passed in the dark within a few inches of a snake.”
A listener, who was seated in a dark corner, moved out into the sunshine.
“Did I ever tell you that yarn about the black mamba?”\fn{ Dendroaspis polylepis, one of the four mambas (popularly socalled) of the cobra family, has attained a recorded length of about 14 feet and (unlike the other mambas) hunts on the ground and lives in
open rocky regions; extremely agile and aggressive, and highly venomous as well, its natural prey are birds and small mammals .}

“You never did, old man, so shove along.”
“You may thank your stars there’s no mambas down in this country, for of all critturs that crawl, or fly, or
walk, there’s not one for nateral cussedness and steady hate to come up to a black mamba.
“Why! thunder! If there was a mamba in these parts, and he’d a grudge against me, I’d move off a hundred
miles to where my sister ’Liza lives.”
“A hundred miles! That’s a good step.”
“Maybe it wouldn’t be fur enough neither. You wait!
*
“Ten years ago I was riding goods\fn{ Driving wagons of merchandise.} to the Diamond Fields, and after one trip I
was starting back with the empty wagon, there being no produce to load up with, when a chap came up and of23

fered three guineas for his passage.
“Well, a man’s wagon is his home, and you don’t want to give a fellow the run of your tent for a month without knowing something about him. So I jes looked him all over—saw that his boots were worn out, and that he
kep’ looking over his shoulder, when he climbed into the wagon and drew the blanket over him—though the sun
was fierce enough to light your pipe.
“He gave me sich a look when he went in that I had not the heart to drag him out, and off I trekked.
“He didn’t join me at the fire that night, and when I climbed in, thinking he was asleep, he was shiverin’ as
though he had the ague.
“Well, I gave him a glass of Cango and went to sleep. At sunrise I trekked again, and bymby\fn{ Bye-and- bye.} I
see him draw the canvas aside and look back over the veldt, which was as flat as the palm of my hand.
“Thinks I, he’s expecting the police, but I let him be, and at dinner her came out, looking as skeered as a
monkey with a candle. First he took a walk round the wagon, then he shaded his eyes as he glanced over the veldt,
then he took a bite and a look, then a sip and a look.
“‘What are you looking for?’ says I.
“He let the beaker fall out of his hands and turned white.
“‘Have you seen it?’ he whispered, with a sort of choke.
“‘Seen what?’ I said.
“‘I don’t feel well,’ he answered, with a twitch for a smile, and climbed back into the wagon.
“I tell you his looks made me feel queer, and I slept that night under the wagon.
“Well, I made a long skoff \fn{Quarter of a day} the next day, crossed the Modder River, and no sooner’d we get
across than the river came down with a rush, brimming full with a boiling yeller flood right up to the lip of the
steep banks. That coon spent the whole day on the bank watching the other side, and fixing his eyes on every tree
and branch that went sailing down.
“‘It’s a grand flood,’ he said, rubbing his hands together; ‘’twould sweep a whale away like a piece of straw.’
“‘Yes, and a policeman too, eh?’ said I, looking at him hard.
“He noticed the meaning in my words, and a human smile broke over his face, chasing away the worried look
that seemed carved into it.
“‘Policeman,’ he said. ‘I’ve no cause to fear a policeman, or any man. Good God!’ he cried, catching me by the
arm, ‘what’s that?’
“‘Where?’ said I, fit to jump out of my skin for the terror in his face.
“He stood there with his eyes glaring at the water, and a shaking finger pointing into the very heart of the yeller
flood.
“There stood out the root of a tree, and clinging to the root the coils of a snake, with his gleaming head moving
like a branch. Jest a moment it showed, then the water swirled over it again.
“‘Let go of my arm,’ I said, for his fingers were biting into me, and the look of him made me afeard, so that I
talked gruffly.
“‘Did you see it?’ he said, and then he jest collapsed like a bundle of clothes.
“I had a good mind to leave him there, but, instead, I histed him on to my shoulders, and poured enough Cango
into him to make him forget his name. He wasn’t fit to stand until a couple of days after, and then wha’ jer think
he did? Cut up his clothes into shreds and laughed fit to kill himself when I found him at it.
“Of course, I though he was clean daft, but he weren’t, and for the first time, with my old corduroys on him, he
sat by the camp fire, sipping his coffee, and talking—talking mainly about snakes and bloodhounds, and things
that made my backbone whang like a broken fiddle-string.
“He frightened himself, too, so that when he saw the long achter-oss sjambok\fn{“A strip of rhinoceros or hippopotamus hide an inch to one and a half inches square in its native condition, but roughly tapered for flagellatory purposes, and from four
to six feet in length. The very sight of this implement puts much power Into the backbone of every well trained and intelligent bullock, for a
strong hand can lay open his ribs with it, be bis hide never so thick and case hardened.” (The Rock Island Argus, Volume 48, Number 13, 1
November 1899, p. 6)} quivering on the ground where the driver had thrown it, his jaw got rigid, and moved up and

down without any words coming from his mouth.
“Then, with a sort of sob, he snatched up the axe, and I’m blowed if he didn’t cut that sjambok into a thousand
bits. It was a good sjambok, too, made of rhinoceros hide, as thick as your wrist at the butt and going off to a
point, and when I told the idiot what he’d done, he jes went off into another unnateral fit of wild laughter, after
which he paid me a guinea and went to bed.
“Putting this, that, and the other together, with the Cango brandy, I guessed my man had got snakes in his head,
and I kept the demijohn under lock. That calmed him down, and he was all right until we came to the Orange
River, where we had to camp while the water went down.
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“About fifty wagons were there waiting to cross, and there was quite a stir with all the fellows moving about
visiting. When we had outspanned, I joined a group to hear about the state of the roads, the condition of the veldt
for grazing, and all them things that transport riders talk about, when one chap asked if I had heard the news.
“‘What news?’ says I.
“‘About that snake,’ says he; ‘he was seen at the Riet River drift last week.’
“‘Yes,’ says another, ‘and two days before he was at Aliwal North.’
“‘I heard from the mail coach driver,’ says a third, ‘that the snake overtook his coach, stopped the horses, and
took a steady look at all the passengers, after which he went across the veldt, leaving ’em all frozen with terror. It
was twenty feet long, and its eyes were like black diamonds.’
“Of course, I wasn’t swallering that, but when I told my traveler the sweat gathered in big drops on his forehead, and the old hunted look came into his face.
“‘You don’t believe this silly yarn?’ says I, placing my hand on his shoulder.
“‘Believe it, man!’ he said. ‘Good heavens! That snake is after me.’
“‘After you,’ says I.
“‘Yes,’ says he, making an effort to swallow something. ‘It has chased me up and down over a thousand miles
for two months.’
“‘Nonsense!’ I said; ‘you’re nervous and fanciful.’
“‘Listen,’ he said. ‘Two months ago I was hunting in the Zulu country, and one day, ten miles away from my
camp, I shot a mamba. I took the body back with me to skin it; but when the two blacks I had with me saw it, they
cried out to me to take it away, or the mamba’s mate would come in the night. I left them sleeping by the fire, and
the next morning they were still sleeping—ay, they were sleeping the last sleep, for the mamba had been in the
night.
“‘As I looked at them, with the blood in me like water, I heard a heavy breathing, and saw my horse on the
ground, his eyes glazed and his nostrils fighting for breath, while resting on his body, was the awful head of a
mamba, his eyes fixed on mine, and his forked tongue darting in and out. I fired at him with the rifle barrel, but
clean missed in my flurry; then I ran until my courage came back. I found that I had left the powder behind, and
slowly turned back. I had not gone a hundred paces when I met him on my track, slipping like a black streak
through the grass, and I thought of nought then but escape.
“‘After a time I met a party of Zulus, but when I asked for their assistance, they fled with loud cries of alarm,
and at a Zulu kraal, where I stopped to ask for thick milk, they drove me out when they learnt why it was I fled.
“‘That night as I slept that snake coiled by my side.’
“‘What!’
“‘Yes; he could have struck me then, but he preferred to have full vengeance. I woke at the flicker of his
tongue on my cheek, thinking it was a fly—a fly! good Lord! and my hand fell upon his cold, sinewy folds, and
his head was resting on my shoulder.
“‘Ever since he has been after me, with a deadly hate that is slowly driving me mad. Sometimes he disappears,
but I never escape from the glint of his unwinking eyes, and one day he will strike, unless—unless—’
“‘Well?’ said I, looking at his drawn face.
“‘Unless,’ he said, ‘I forestall him.’\fn{I.e., unless I commit suicide.}
“‘No, my lad,’ said I, ‘for that would be a sin, and when you are stronger this dream of yours will go.’
“He looked so fallen in, so weak, all of a sudden, that I took him for a walk to the river, and the rush of the
waters seemed to comfort him. He sat on a big boulder looking across, and the whiteness presently went from his
cheeks.
“‘I’ve got an idea,” he said, ‘if I could reach the other side I’d be all right again.’
“We sat there in a sort of dream for an hour or two, when I happened to look round, and right there on the flat
of the ground was stretched out the biggest and the ugliest snake I ever saw, black as night, with a great vicious
diamond-shaped head, and a pair of eyes that glowed all colors.
“He looked as if he’d traveled; his scales, instead of being glossy, were dull with scratches here and there, and
his skin had a sort of bagginess as if he hadn’t eaten for weeks.
“As soon as he saw me turn he raised his head about five feet from the ground, and from his eyes there shot a
look that jest kept me fixed like a stone. Then that poor young feller on the stone began to speak again, in a soft
way, of the river and its journey to the sea.
“‘I wish,’ he said, ‘I could look on the sea again.’
“Then I heard him move, and I knew he was looking into the eyes of his enemy, for that snake began to sway
his head to and fro, to and fro, while his tail went twisting in and out, sending his body nearer and nearer.
“Suddenly there was a shriek, and a splash, and the snake went by me—streamed over the rock into the water,
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and when I leapt to my feet with a yell that startled the whole camp, I saw an arm thrust above the yeller flood,
and above the arm the bend of that black snake, his head turned down looking into the water, and a coil of his
body round the elbow.
“Ole Abe Pike has swound\fn{Swooned; fainted.} away once, and that was the time. Yes; there was his black
body gleaming with the water on it, and his head turned towards the face of the enemy—that poor young chap he
had follered over three countries for one thousand miles—one thousand English miles.”
“That a true story, Uncle Abe?”
“Ain’t I told it? That’s why I gave up transport riding. I darsn’t go near that Orange River again.”
92.108 Flight Of The Royal Household\fn{by Paulina Nomguqo Dlamini (c.1858-1942)} Zululand, kwaZulu-Natal
Province, South Africa (F) 3½
I was still at Ondini when preparations for war were made.
The British were kindling a war which Cetshwayo did not want. When he realized that the British were determined to make war, he set about phakela\fn{Mobilizing.} his own army. He assembled his regiments and ordered
his medicine-men to “doctor” them and treat them with protective and potent medicines.
An ox, which had been doctored by the medicine-men, was killed. Without skinning it, it was cut up into strips.
These strips of meat were thrown into the air and had to be caught by the soldiers, who sucked at them, spat out
without swallowing, and passed the strips to the next men. After this ritual all the warriors had to take an emetic
and then they were fortified by being sprinkled with protective medicines.
*
The war began with the battle of Isandlwana.\fn{ The battle of Isandlwana took place on 22 January 1879. The British camp
was annihilated.} As soon as Cetshwayo was apprised by his messengers that battle had been joined, he took his seat
on the magic coil, the inkatha, holding the crescent-shaped nhlendla in his hand.
He did this to ensure that his warriors would fight with unity of purpose, that they should not waver, and that
victory would be theirs. It was generally believed that if the king was sitting on the inkatha the influence of his
personality would reach out to his people ensuring the unity of the nation.
His mothers urged him not to get up from the magic coil to go to the cattle-kraal. They maintained that if he
did, the battle could not possibly end in his favor.
Fleet-footed messengers kept coming in with hurried reports about the progress of battle. When the king heard
that his regiments were heading towards victory, he began to leave his seat on the inkatha every now and then.
But the mothers scolded him on that account.
In the end it did not help much; the warriors returned from battle carrying the fury of war on their backs. They
were covered in blood and had tied up their wounds with grass.
When it became known that a large Zulu force had failed to overwhelm the small British garrison at Rorke’s
Drift;\fn{Following the battle of Isandlwana and during the evening and night of 22-23 January 1879 a portion of the Zulu army
launched a heavy attack on the British garrison at Rorke’s Drift, but was repulsed with huge losses . This episode was later made into a
film, entitled Zulu (1963), which helped launch the career of the British actor Michael Caine (1933- ); but I remember it for the music—
the choral singing—which accompanied various scenes, as it was the first time I had heard anything like African choral singing, and its
juxtaposition with a Welsh battle hymn (Men of Harlek), which the British force sang to stimulate their morale for the coming battle. I
remember thinking at the time—“My God, what a terrible waste … all those brave men … all those futures lost”—and I wept for the
horrible grip that the human fascination with anger exercises on everyone contaminated with it. I was only 20 years old myself then; but I
remember it like it was yesterday. It was one of the first times in which I was impressed with the idea that it has to stop—that we must find
a solution to the problem of anger in all its forms—a solution at once acceptable to everyone in the world through its (self-evident) resolve;
and so this project.} the mothers reproached Cetshwayo severely. They put the blame on the king for not having

occupied the inkatha uninterruptedly.
*
I was at Ondini when the war drew to an end. It was then that British troops, coming up from the south, were
mar-ching on the royal umuzi\fn{Homestead.} The king’s older regiments became engaged with the enemy. But
then one day, lights began to flash from the Emthonjaneni range.\fn{ The flashing lights emanated from the British heliograph signalling aparatus. Emthonjaneni (loco at the spring) got its name from the fact that here was situated the spring from which Dingane obtained water for his exclusive personal use, whilst residing at Umgungundlovu .} Scouts were sent out and came back with

the intelligence that the British had encamped themselves on the Emthonjaneni heights.
On that day preparations were made for the king to flee. The isigodlo girls were ordered to collect all the king’s
personal belongings and to take them to a safe hiding place. We left on the very same day accompanied by two of
the royal manservants, Lugede Sibiya and Mfezi Thwala. The one went in front of us, the other brought up the
rear.
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We carried all the king’s goods and chattels to Hlophekhulu and had to ascend the mountain, which is the
home of hyenas and contains deep caves, to just below the white krantzes. With the aid of a rope the king’s belongings were lowered into a deep cave.
We returned immediately and on the following day we carried our own possessions into hiding. On that day we
consisted of a particularly large group; we were almost an army of our own.
On our return we reported to the king that all goods were safely hidden. In reality, however, the king’s possessions had been taken to safety for the benefit of those in charge; because when the king was captured and taken
away, his possessions were retrieved by the men who had hidden them, and who enriched themselves thereby.
On that very same evening at sunset we left the royal umuzi, accompanied by the king, and marched to his late
father’s umuzi, Mlambongwenya. When we got there messages came in, indicating that the enemy had reached
Ondini.
We immediately continued our flight by moonlight and reached Landandlovu. We had come to the royal umuzi
of kwaMbonambi late at night; but the intelligence that we were being pursued by British soldiers who were out
to capture the king, forced us to flee further.
The king went on foot and we walked with him. He hardly spoke a word.
At daybreak Cetshwayo instructed his menservants to take all his wives, children and girls, as also all the cattle
to Zibhebhu at Banganomo.\fn{Zibhebhu kaMaphitha was chief of the Mandlakazi. He was a member of the Zulu royal house for
his grandfather Sojiyisa and Cetshwayo’s grandfather Senzangakhona had been brothers. Zibhebhu was an outstanding military leader,
who had served his king well, as induna of Gqikazi, and during the Anglo-Zulu war. He was one of the thirteen kinglets appointed by Sir
Garnet Wolseley at the conclusion of the war, but on the restoration of Cetshwayo rose in opposition to him .}

The cattle would serve our physical needs and ensure that the mothers and children would not die of starvation.
All that day we kept on walking, without sleep. From then on we no longer slept at any umuzi, but under the
open sky. On this journey it was my task to look after the\fn{ Eleven-year-old.} Crown Prince Dinuzulu.
Then, at long last, we reached the place of the king’s cousin, Zwide Zulu. It was at Zwide’s umuzi that we had
to part company with the king. It was here that he selected twenty girls from among us who were to accompany
and look after the children. In order that we might not be seen he ordered us to move only at night.
*
I still remember how sore our feet became through walking among the thorns, especially at night when, without even a footpath to guide us, we could not see where we were going. The most gruelling part of our march
came when we had to cross the waterless region of Bonjeni.
No, my friends, we Zulus are really a tough people!
At long last we arrived at Banganomo, the umuzi of Zibhebhu.
Great was Zibhebhu’s joy when he saw—not us, but the large herd of cattle following us.
After our arrival we were split up. The women with children, and I, were taken to Enkalakuthaba. It was a
small umuzi, but we were received with great kindness and well cared for. The umuzi was occupied by two women, who were both handicapped.
On the second day of our stay, Zibhebhu called on us and said:
“Now you will stay with me. In due course I shall restore you to your homes and people.”
But this he merely said to set our minds at rest, so that we would not run away. In reality, he had no intention
of releasing us.
A little later the two royal children, Crown Prince Dinuzulu and Princess Beyisile, who were in our care, were
removed by their uncle, Ndabuko, a younger brother of the king. He had his umuzi in our neighborhood, still
within the Mandlakazi area.
But Zibhebhu refused to part with any of the cattle, which had been intended to provide the children with milk
and meat. He made up a lying story to the effect that Cetshwayo had given the cattle to him as a present. He used
them all for his own purposes and never made retribution for one single beast. He was a real Judas!
As time went by it became known that King Cetshwayo had been captured in the Ngome forest\fn{ The capture
was effected by Major Marter with a squadron of Dragoon Guards on 28 August 1879 .} and that the British had taken him away
on board a ship. That meant the final end of the war.
This was to Zibhebhu’s advantage; because he could now keep the cattle without fear of further challenge. We
also heard whispers that Zibhebhu now intended taking all the girls, women and children into his possession. All
this persuaded us to flee; a decision which we put into effect three months later.
*
In Zibhebhu’s eyes we were already his property. He had told his own people:
“Take care that they don’t run away because I want to return them safely to their homes.”
But this was a deception intended to allay our fears. Secretly he told his people not to make it known to us, that
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he would not allow us to leave.
However, some of our relatives quietly told us about Zibhebhu’s designs; because he was also related by marriage to the Buthelezis. Zibhebhu was one of the Buthelezi sons-in-law. For instance, he was a brother-in-law of
Saul Buthelezi, who later lived at the Esibongweni mission station, where he became a church-warden.
*
So the eight of us\fn{ Girls.} left the Mandlakazi, never to return. We reached Wele at sunrise and decided to
rest and have a good sleep. Our traveling companions went to report our arrival to Ndabuko, a younger brother of
the king. He invited us to come to his umuzi, where we received kind hospitality. We were regaled with meat, a
mash consisting of mealies, sweet potatoes and pumpkin, called isijingi, and beer.
We noticed immediately that Ndabuko had made himself independent and was governing as a ruler. On the
following day we took our leave, saying:
“Stay well, Ndabezitha. We must press on to reach home; but we shall call again.” He replied simply,
“Go then, and give my regards to your elders.”
We continued our journey and eventually reached our homes where we relaxed and had a good rest. This was a
most joyful reunion after a long separation. The festive atmosphere materialized a few days later when a big feast
was arranged. Two big oxen and three goats were slaughtered. The first ox was presented as a sacrifice to the
ancestors, who were thanked with the words,
“Spirits of our ancestors, we thank you for having safely brought back our children.”
It was a delusion of our people, believing that the spirits of the ancestors would partake of the meat by coming
at night to khotha\fn{Lick.} it. What help can ancestors give us? I now wish our people would free themselves
from these incomprehensible delusions!
*
We had very many suitors. At times the young men arrived in whole groups; but the young men from our more
immediate neighborhood were not to our liking. Sixhwethu and I were enamoured of two young men of the abaQulusi clan, who lived quite far away. Our own people reproached us for falling in love with men from far away;
but we replied:
“Our mothers belonged to the Ugudludonga\fn{Wall polishers.} regiment; but we don’t want to be wall polishers
like our mothers, that is why our hearts wish to fly over the hills and far away!”
This made our people laugh.
We were in love with those two young men, and actually became betrothed to them. They both belonged to the
Mazibuko family. Sixhwethu became engaged to Maweni and I to Shikashika.
Some time after our betrothal the civil war\fn{ The “civil war” following the Anglo-Zulu war, during which Cetshwayo died,
was waged, on the one side, by certain dissident factions led by Zibhebhu, and, on the other, the royalists, loyal to the cause of Cetshwayo
and his heirs.} erupted. Hamu’s\fn{Hamu was a half-brother of Cetshwayo, but of uncertain loyalty. At the battle of Ndondakusuka he
had supported Cetshwayo; during the Anglo-Zulu war he placed himself under the protection of the British; after the war he made common
cause with Zibhebhu against the royal house .} and Zibhebhu’s people fought against the abaQulusi, who remained loyal
to Cetshwayo. Our fiancés were both killed in the battle of Emhologo in Hamu’s territory.\fn{ Rev. Filter (Heinrich
Filter, the German Lutheran missionary to whom Paulina Dlamini related her account) gives the date of this battle as 2 January 1881; but
the editor has failed to identify this battle and to confirm the date .}

This civil war was later followed by another one which was fought because Zibhebhu had appropriated the
king’s cattle.
*
During the armed strife with Zibhebhu we took refuge among the rocks and krantzes and a cave in the mountain called Ngwibi. The whole mountain is called Ingwenya and the pass over the mountain is Isikhala sika Madlungulu. On this, the eastern side of the Ingwenya range is Mount Ngwibi. The cave is not near the summit but in
a depression of the mountain.
This cave was discovered by Qina Buthelezi, while he was herding cattle in that area. He is the same man
whom you, Baba Mhlahlela, baptized at Lemgo, when he received the name Zakarias. The cave was so big that
even cattle could be accommodated inside at the bottom.
On the day on which we moved into the cave a white goat was sacrificed. The ancestral spirits were implored:
“Madlozi, you who belong to us, open the doorway, that we may enter, and that we, your children, may be
saved. The enemy, who will kill us, if he finds us outside, is close at hand.”
The goat’s gall was sprinkled on the rocks and it was then said that the entrance had thereby been secured. The
pouring out of the gall had truly opened the cave.
The men then entered the cave first, to see that everything was in order and safe; then they called out to us,
“Come inside! All is well and it is safe.”
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I was one of the last to enter. I was afraid that some of the huge boulders might come tumbling down on us.
By the friction of two sticks, called uzwathi, fire was made and all parts of the cave were lit up, enabling us to
select nice dwelling-places within that large cave.
Penetrating the cave in the direction of the setting sun, we found deep inside a large pool of water. We turned
back in a hurry when someone told us that this was the abode of a huge snake.
This dark pool was quite frightening. It was fed by a spring, and its water emerged deep down in the valley.
The smoke from the fires was dissipated through fissures in the rocks; they were such that no sunlight ever penetrated.
The cave consisted of a series of large white halls. We found sleeping mats which were alleged to have
belonged to Mzilikazi’s people. It was said that these mats and the broken earthenware vessels, which we found,
had been used by the juveniles from Mzilikazi’s clan, who had occupied this cave during their circumcision
ceremonies.
An old woman who had been one of Mzilikazi’s people and was still living in the vicinity, mentioned that it
had been a custom, that should one of the circumcised boys die, the clay vessels which he had been using, would
be broken where they stood. This woman also related that this mountain was inhabited by the Mzilikazi boys during their circumcision period. They were not permitted to have any contact with the occupants of the imizi in the
vicinity. Those people who brought food for the circumcized boys never approached closely. They kept at a great
distance and merely called out,
“Here is your food.” When one of the boys had died, their relatives were also advised by shouting:
“So-and-So is no longer in existence. He is dead.”
The mourners were not allowed to cry, as long as there were still some boys whose wounds had not yet healed.
Only when all had got well and could return home could the dead be lamented.
*
One day one of Hamu’s and Zibhebhu’s izimpi took up position at the cave, but did not find us, because we had
withdrawn deep into the cave. Our enemies were afraid to enter. They sat on top of the rocks and called to us:
“Come out and show us where the cattle are; if you do as you are told, we will not harm you.”
But we kept very quiet and stayed deep inside the cave, till they moved off again. Those with a little extra
courage did venture to peep into the entrance of the cave; but they did not go inside.
Our men, who were concealed near the mouth of the cave, would have immediately stabbed any entrant to
death. So the enemy moved off again, without having even tried to enter.
They also failed to get hold of the cattle, which were kept inside the cave. The cave was very large indeed. The
cattle entered it from the west, and we from the east. The cattle suffered no hardship; there was sufficient grazing
and water. The cows were not milked either to stop them lowing for their calves, when they were kept away.
We, however, nearly perished from hunger; because we stayed there for nearly a year and were unable to till
any fields or do any planting. We were reduced to searching for and digging up the tubers of a grass-like plant
called inkomfe or inongwe. They resemble the amadumbe, but are much hairier.
We cooked them, but ate them without salt, because we had none. We also picked inhlokoshiyane berries.
These berries we cooked and then ground them on stones, as we do with boiled mealie grains. We also searched
the forests for edible tubers, such as the izinongwe, which are only eaten in time of famine; wild figs; and
izikhwa-li, tuberous veld plants, which we dug up. All these could be reached from our cave.
I shudder to think of this famine! The Lord preserved us; but our suffering was great.
91.160 Excerpt from Jock Of The Bushveld: “The First Hunt”\fn{by Sir James Percy Fitzpatrick (1862-1931)} King
William’s Town, Eastern Cape Province, South Africa (M) 5
… Jock’s first experience in hunting was on the Crocodile River not far from the spot where long afterwards
we had the great fight with The Old Crocodile.
In the summer when the heavy rains flood the country the river runs “bank high,” hiding everything—reeds,
rocks, islands, and stunted trees—in some places silent and oily like a huge gorged snake, in others foaming and
turbulent as an angry monster.
In the rainless winter when the water is low and clear the scene is not so grand, but is quiet, peaceful, and
much more beautiful. There is an infinite variety in it then—the river sometimes winding along in one deep
channel, but more often forking out into two or three streams in the broad bed. The loops and lacings of the divided water carve out islands and spaces of all shapes and sizes, banks of clean white sand or of firm damp mud
swirled up by the floods, on which tall green reeds with yellow tasseled tops shoot up like crops of kaffir corn.
Looked down upon from the flood banks the silver streaks of water gleam brightly in the sun, and the graceful
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reeds, bowing and swaying slowly with the gentlest breeze and alternately showing their leaf-sheathed stems and
crested tops, give the appearance of an ever-changing sea of green and gold. Here and there is a big rock, black
and polished, stands boldly out, and the sea of reeds laps round it like the waters of a lake on a bright still day.
When there is no breeze the rustle of the reeds is hushed, and the only constant sound is the ever-varying voice
of the water, lapping, gurgling, chattering, murmuring, as it works its way along the rocky channels; sometimes
near and loud, sometimes faint and distant; and sometimes, over long sandy reaches, there is no sound at all.
Get up on some vantage point upon the high bank and look down there one day in the winter of the tropics as
the heat and hush of noon approach, and it will seem indeed a scene of peace and beauty—a place to rest and
dream, where there is neither stir nor sound.
Then, as you sit silently watching and thinking, where all the world is so infinitely still, you will notice that
one reed down among all those countless thousands is moving. It bows slowly and gracefully and with evident
difficulty, until at last it stands upright again like the rest but still all a-quiver while they do not move a leaf. Just
as you are beginning to wonder what the reason is, the reed bows slowly again, and again struggles back; and so it
goes on as regularly as the swing of a pendulum. Then you know that, down at the roots where you cannot see it,
the water is flowing silently, and that something attached to this reed is dragging in the stream and pulling it over,
and swinging back to do it again each time the reed lifts it free—a perpetual see-saw.
You are glad to find the reason, because it looked a little uncanny; but the behavior of that one reed has
stopped your dreaming and made you look about more carefully. Then you find that, although the reeds appear as
still as the rocks, there is hardly a spot where, if you watch for a few minutes, you will not see something moving.
A tiny field-mouse climbing one reed will sway it over; a river rat gnawing at the roots will make it shiver and
rustle; little birds hopping from one to another will puzzle you; and a lagavaan turning in his sunbath will make
half a dozen sway outwards.
All feeling that it is a home of peace, a place to rest and dream, leaves you; you are wondering what goes on
down below the green and gold where you can see nothing; and when your eye catches a bigger, slower, continuous movement in another place, and for twenty yards from the bank to the stream you see the tops of the reeds
silently and gently parting and closing again as something down below works its way along without the faintest
sound, the place seems too quiet, too uncanny and mysterious, too silent, stealthy and treacherous for you to sit
still in comfort; you must get up and do something.
*
There is always good shooting along the rivers in a country where water is scarce. Partridges, bush-pheasants
and stembuck were plentiful along the banks and among the thorns, but the reeds themselves were the home of
thousands of guinea-fowl, and you could also count on duiker and rietbuck as almost a certainty there.
If this were all, it would be like shooting in a well-stocked cover, but it is not only man that is on the watch for
game at the drinking-places. The beasts of prey—lions, tigers, hyenas, wild dogs and jackals, and lastly pythons
and crocodiles—know that the game must come to water, and they lie in wait near the tracks or the drinking-places.
That is what makes the mystery and charm of the reeds; you never know what you will put up.\fn{ Drive from
cover.} The lions and tigers had deserted the country near the main drifts and followed the big game into more
peaceful parts; but the reeds were still the favorite shelter and resting-place of the crocodiles; and there were any
number of them left.
There is nothing that one comes across in hunting more horrible and loathsome than the crocodile; nothing that
rouses the feeling of horror and hatred as it does; nothing that so surely and quickly gives the sensation of “creeps
in the back” as the noiseless apparition of one in the water just where you least expected anything, or the discovery of one silently and intently watching you with its head resting flat on a sand-spit—the thing you had seen half
a dozen times before and mistaken for a small rock.
Many things are hunted in the bushveld; but only the crocodile is hated. There is always the feeling of horror
that this hideous, cowardly, cruel thing—the enemy of man and beast alike—with its look of a cunning smile in
the green glassy eyes and great wide mouth, will mercilessly drag you down—down—down to the bottom of
some deep pool, and hold you there till you drown.
Utterly helpless yourself to escape or fight, you cannot even call, and if you could, no one could help you
there. It is all done in silence: a few bubbles come up where a man went down; and that is the end of it.
We all knew about the crocodiles and were prepared for them, but the sport was good, and when you are fresh
at the game and get interested in a hunt it is not very easy to remember all the things you have been warned about
and the precautions you were told to take.
*
It was on the very first day at the river that one of our party, who was not a very old hand at hunting, came in
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wet and muddy and told us how a crocodile had scared the wits out of him.
He had gone out after guinea-fowl, he said, but as he had no dog to send in and flush them, the birds simply
played with him: they would not rise but kept running in the reeds a little way in front of him, just out of sight. He
could hear them quite distinctly and thinking to steal a march on them took off his boots and got on to the rocks.
Stepping bare-footed from rock to rock where the reeds were thin, he made no noise at all and got so close up that
he could hear the little whispered chink-chink-chink that they give when near danger.
The only chance of getting a shot at them was to mount one of the big rocks from which he could see down
into the reeds; and he worked his way along a mud-bank towards one. A couple more steps from the mud-bank on
to a low black rock would take him to the big one.
Without taking his eyes off the reeds where the guinea-fowl were he stepped cautiously on to the low black
rock, and in an instant was swept off his feet, tossed and tumbled over and over, into the mud and reeds, and there
was a noise of furious rushing and crashing as if a troop of elephants were stampeding through the reeds.
He had stepped on the back of a sleeping crocodile; no doubt it was every bit as frightened as he was.
There was much laughter over this and the breathless earnestness with which he told the story; but there was
also a good deal of chaff,\fn{ Ridicule.} for it seems to be generally accepted that you are not bound to believe all
hunting stories;\fn{As one should not believe all fishing stories.} and Jim and his circus crocodile became the joke of the
camp.
We were spending a couple of days on the river bank to make the most of the good water and grazing, and all
through the day someone or other would be out pottering about among the reeds, gun in hand, to keep the pot full
and have some fun, and although we laughed and chaffed about Jim’s experience, I fancy we were all very much
on the look-out for rocks that looked like crocks and crocks that looked like rocks.
*
One of the most difficult lessons that a beginner has to learn is to keep cool. The keener you are the more
likely you are to get excited and the more bitterly you feel the disappointments; and once you lose your head,
there is no mistake too stupid for you to make, and the result is another good chance spoilt.
The great silent bush is so lonely; the strain of being on the look-out all the time is so great; the uncertainty as
to what may start up—anything from a partridge to a lion—is so trying that the beginner is wound up like an
alarm clock and goes off at the first touch.
He is not fit to hit a haystack at twenty yards; will fire without looking or aiming at all; jerk the rifle as he
fires; forget to change the sight after the last shot; forget to cock his gun or move the safety catch; forget to load;
forget to fire at all; nothing is impossible—nothing too silly.
On a later trip we had with us a man who was out for the first time, and when we came upon a troop of koodoo
he started yelling, war-whooping and swearing at them, chasing them on foot and waving his rifle over his head.
When we asked him why he, who was nearest to them, had not fired a shot, all he could say was the he never
remembered his rifle or anything else until they were gone.
These experiences had been mine, some of them many times, in spite of Rocky’s\fn{ Apparently a friend of his
introduced in an earlier portion of the book.} example and advice; and they were always followed by a fresh stock of
good resolutions.
*
I had started out this day with the same old determination to keep cool, but, once into the reeds, Jim’s account
of how he had stepped on the crocodile put all other thoughts out of my mind, and most of my attention was given
to examining suspicious-looking rocks as we stole silently and quietly along.
Jock was with me, as usual; I always took him out even then—not for hunting, because he was too young, but
in order to train him.
He was still only a puppy, about six months old, as well as I remember, and had never tackled or even followed a wounded buck, so that it was impossible to say what he would do; he had seen me shoot a couple and had
wanted to worry them\fn{Get his teeth into them and pull them down.} as they fell; but that was all. He was quite
obedient and kept his place behind me; and, although he trembled with excitement when he saw or heard anything, he never rushed in or moved ahead of me without permission. The guinea-fowl tormented him that day; he
could scent and hear them, and was constantly making little runs forward, half crouching and with his nose, back
and tail dead level and his one ear full-cocked and the other half-up.
For about half an hour we went on in this way. There was plenty of fresh duiker spoor to show us that we were
in a likely place, one spoor in particular being so fresh in the mud that it seemed only a few minutes old. We were
following this one very eagerly but very cautiously, and evidently Jock agreed with me that the dukier must be
near, for he took no more notice of the guinea-fowl; and I for my part forgot all about crocodiles and suspiciouslooking rocks; there was at that moment only one thing in the world for me, and that was the dukier.
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We crept along noiselessly in and out of the reeds, round rocks and mud holes, across small stretches of firm
mud or soft sand, so silently that nothing could have heard us, and finally we came to a very big rock, with the
dukier spoor fresher than ever going close round it down stream. The rock was a long sloping one, polished
smooth by the floods and very slippery to walk on. I climbed it in dead silence, peering down into the reeds and
expecting every moment to see the dukier.
The slope up which we crept was long and easy, but that on the down-stream side was much steeper. I crawled
up to the top on hands and knees, and, raising myself slowly, looked carefully about, but no dukier could be seen;
yet Jock was sniffing and trembling more than ever, and it was quite clear that he thought we were ver close up.
Seeing nothing in front or on either side, I stood right up and turned to look back the way we had come and
examine the reeds on that side.
In doing so a few grains of grit crunched under my foot, and instantly there was a rush in the reeds behind me;
I jumped round to faced it, believing that a crocodile was grabbing at me from behind, and on the polished surface
of the rock my feet slipped and shot from under me, both bare elbows bumped hard on the rock, jerking the rifle
out of my hands; and I was launched like a torpedo right into the mass of swaying reeds.
When you think you are tumbling on to a crocodile there is only one thing you want to do—get out as soon as
possible. How long it took to reach the top of the rock again, goodness only knows! It seemed like a life-time; but
the fact is I was out of those reeds and up that rock in time to see the dukier as it broke out of the reeds, raced up
the bank, and disappeared into the bush with Jock tearing after it as hard as ever he could go.
One call stopped him, and he came back to me looking very crestfallen and guilty, no doubt thinking that he
had behaved badly and disgraced himself. But he was not to blame at all; he had known all along that the dukier
was there—having had no distracting fancies about crocodiles—and when he saw it dash off and his master
instantly jump in after it, he must have thought that the hunt had at last begun and that he was expected to help.
After all, that row and excitement there was not much use in trying for anything more in the reeds—and indeed
I had had quite enough of them for one afternoon; so we wandered along the upper banks in the hope of finding
something where there were no crocodiles, and it was not long before we were interested in something else and
able to forget all about the dukier.
*
Before we had been walking many minutes, Jock raised his head and ears and then lowered himself into a halfcrouching attitude and made a little run forward. I looked promptly in the direction he was pointing and about two
hundred yards away saw a stembuck standing in the shade of a mimosa bush feeding briskly on the buffalo grass.
It was so small and in such bad light that the shot was too difficult for me at that distance, and I crawled along
behind bushes, ant-heaps and trees until we were close enough for anything.
The ground was soft and sandy, and we could get along easily enough without making any noise; but all the
time, whilst thinking how lucky it was to be on ground so soft for the hands and knees, and so easy to move on
without being heard, something else was happening.
With eyes fixed on the buck I did not notice that, in crawling along on all-fours, the muzzle of the rifle dipped
regularly into the sand, picking up a little in the barrel each time. There was not enough to burst the rifle, but the
effect was surprising.
Following on a painfully careful aim, there was a deafening report that made my head reel and buzz; the kick
of the rifle on the shoulder and cheek left me blue for days; and when my eyes were clear enough to see anything
the stembuck had disappeared.
I was too disgusted to move, and sat in the sand rubbing my shoulder and thanking my stars that the rifle had
not burst. There was plenty to think about, to be sure, and no hurry to do anything else, for the noise of the shot
must have startled every living thing for a mile round.
*
It is not always easy to tell the direction from which a report comes when you are near a river or in broken
country or patchy bush; and it is not an uncommon thing to find that a shot which has frightened one animal away
from you has startled another and driven it towards you; and that is what happened in this case.
As I sat in the shade of the thorns with the loaded rifle across my knees there was the faint sound of a buck
cantering along in the sand; I looked up; and only about twenty yards from me a dukier came to a stop, half fronting me. There it stood looking back over its shoulder and listening intently, evidently thinking that the danger lay
behind it. It was hardly possible to miss that; and as the dukier rolled over, I dropped my rifle and ran to make
sure of it.
Of course, it was dead against the rules to leave the rifle behind; but it was imply a case of excitement again:
when the buck rolled over everything else was forgotten!
I knew the rule perfectly well—reload at once and never part with your gun. It was one of Rocky’s lessons, and
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only a few weeks before this, when out for an afternoon’s shooting with an old hunter, the lesson had been
repeated. The old man shot a rietbuck ram, and as it had been facing us and dropped without a kick we both
thought that it was shot through the brain. There was no mark on the head, however, and although we examined it
carefully, we failed to find the bullet-mark or a trace of blood; so we put our rifles down to settle the question by
skinning the buck. After sawing at the neck for half a minute, however, the old man found his knife too blunt to
make an opening, and we both hunted about for a stone to sharpen it on, and while we were fossicking about in
the grass there was a noise behind, and looking sharply round we saw the buck scramble to its feet and scamper
off before we had time to move.
The bullet must have touched one of its horns and stunned it.
My companion was too old a hunter to get excited, and while I ran for the rifles and wanted to chase the buck
on foot he stood quite still, gently rubbing the knife on the stone he had picked up. Looking at me under bushy
eyebrows and smiling philosophically, he said:
“That’s something for you to remember, boy. It’s my belief if you lived forever there’d always be something to
learn at this game.”
*
Unfortunately I did not remember when it would have been useful. As I ran forward the dukier tumbled,
struggled and rolled over and over, then got up and made a dash, only to dive head foremost into the sand and
somersault over; but in a second it was up again and racing off, again to trip and plunge forward on to its chest
with its nose outstretched sliding along the soft ground.
The bullet had struck it in the shoulder, and the broken leg was tripping it and bringing it down; but, in far less
time than it takes to tell it, the little fellow found out what was wrong, and scrambling once more to its feet was
off on three legs at a pace that left me far behind.
Jock, remembering the mistake in the reeds, kept his place behind, and I in the excitement of the moment neither saw nor thought of him until the dukier, gaining at every jump, looked like vanishing forever. Then I
remembered and, with a frantic wave of my hand, shouted,
“After him, Jock.”
He was gone before my hand was down, and faster than I had ever seen him move, leaving me ploughing
through the heavy sand far behind. Past the big bush I saw them again, and there the dukier did as wounded game
so often do: taking advantage of cover it changed direction and turned away for some dense thorns.
But that suited Jock exactly; he took the short cut across to head it off and was close up in a few more strides.
He caught up to it, raced up beside it, and made a jump at its throat; but the dukier darted away in a fresh direction, leaving him yards behind.
Again he was after it and tried the other side; but the buck was too quick, and again he missed and overshot the
mark in his jump. He was in such deadly earnest he seemed to turn in the air to get back again and once more was
close up—so close that the flying heels of the buck seemed to pass each side of his ears; then he made his spring
from behind, catching the dukier high up on one hind leg, and the two rolled over together, kicking and struggling
in a cloud of dust.
Time after time the dukier got on its feet, trying to get at him with its horns or to break away again; but Jock,
although swung off his feet and rolled on, did not let go his grip. In grim silence he hung on while the dukier
plunged, and, when it fell, tugged and worried as if to shake the life out of it.
What with the hot sun, the heavy sand, and the pace at which we had gone, I was so pumped that I finished the
last hundred yards at a walk, and had plenty of time to see what was going on; but even when I got up to them the
struggle was so fierce and the movements so quick that for some time it was not possible to get hold of the dukier
to finish it off. At last came one particularly bad fall, when the buck rolled over on its back, and Jock let go his
grip and made a dash for its throat; but again the dukier was too quick for him; with one twist it was up and round
facing him on its one knee, and dug, thrust, and swept with its black spiky horns so vigorously that it was
impossible to get at its neck.
As Jock rushed in the head ducked and the horns flashed round so swiftly that it seemed as if nothing could
save him from being stabbed through and through, but his quickness and cleverness were a revelation to me. If he
could not catch the dukier, it could not catch him: they were in a way too quick for each other, and they were a
long way too quick for me.
Time after time I tried to get in close enough to grab one of the buck’s hind legs, but it was not to be caught.
While Jock was at it fast and furious in front, I tried to creep up quietly behind—but it was no use: the dukier kept
facing Jock with horns down, and whenever I moved it swung round and kept me in front also. Finally I tried a
straight run in; and then it made another dash for liberty. On three legs, however, it had no chance, and in another
minute Jock had it again, and down they came together, rolling over and over once more.
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The dukier struggled hard, but he hung on, and each time it got its feet to the ground to rise he would tug
sideways and roll it over again, until I got up to them, and catching the buck by the head, held it down with my
knee on its neck and my bushman’s friend\fn{His machete} in hand to finish it.
There was, however, still another lesson for us both to learn that day; neither of us knew what a buck can do
with its hind feet when it is down. The dukier was flat on its side, Jock, thinking the fight was over, had let go;
and, before I could move, the supple body doubled up, and the feet whizzed viciously at me right over its head.
The little pointed cloven feet are as hard and sharp as horns and will tear the flesh like claws. By good luck the
kick only grazed my arm, but although the touch was the lightest it cut the skin and little beads of blood shot up
marking the line like the scratch of a thorn.
Missing my arm the hoof struck full on the handle of the bushman’s friend and sent it flying yards out of reach.
And it was not merely one kick: faster than the eye could follow them the little feet whizzed and the legs
seemed to buzz round like the spokes of a wheel. Holding the horns at arm’s length in order to dodge the kicks, I
tried to pull the dukier towards the knife; but it was too much for me, and with a sudden twist and a wrench freed
itself and was off again.
All the time Jock was moving round and round panting and licking his chops, stepping in and stepping back,
giving anxious little whimpers, and longing to be at it again, but not daring to join in without permission. When
the dukier broke away, however, he waited for nothing, and was on to it in one spring—again from behind; and
this time he let go as it fell, and jumping free of it, had it by the throat before it could rise. I ran to them again, but
the picking up of the knife had delayed me and I was not in time to save Jock the same lesson that the dukier had
just taught me.
Down on its side, with Jock’s jaws locked in its throat, once more the dukier doubled up and used its feet. The
first kick went over his head and scraped harmlessly along his back; but the second caught him at the point of the
shoulder, and the razor-like toe ripped his side right to the hip.
Then the dog showed his pluck and cleverness. His side was cut open as if it had been slashed by a knife, but
he never flinched or loosened his grip for a second; he seemed to go at it more furiously than ever, but more
cleverly and warily. He swung his body round clear of the whizzing feet, watching them with his little beady eyes
fixed sideways and the gleaming whites showing in the corners; he tugged away incessantly and vigorously,
keeping the buck’s neck stretched out and pulling it round in a circle backwards so that it could not possibly
double its body up enough to kick him again; and before I could catch the feet to help him, the kicks grew weaker;
the buck slackened out, and Jock had won.
*
The sun was hot, the sand was deep, and the rifle was hard to find; it was a long way back to the wagons, and
the dukier made a heavy load; but the end of that first chase seemed so good that nothing else mattered. The only
thing I did mind was the open cut on Jock’s side; but he minded nothing: his tail was going like a telegraph needle; he was panting with his mouth open from ear to ear, and his red tongue hanging out and making great
slapping licks at his chops from time to time; he was not still for a second, but kept walking in and stepping back
in a circle round the dukier, and looking up at me and then down at it, as if he was not at all sure that there might
not be some fresh game on, and was consulting me as to whether it would not be a good thing to have another go
in and make it all safe.
He was just as happy as a dog could be, and perhaps he was proud of the wound that left a straight line from
his shoulder to his hip and showed up like a cord under the golden bridle as long as he lived—a memento of his
first real hunt. …
22.28 Pamela\fn{by Dorothea Fairbridge (1862-1931)} Cape Town, Western Cape Province, South Africa (F) 6
Over the whispering brown grasses and pink gladioli that carpet the flat top of Table Mountain strode two men.
The stillness of the air was unbroken save for the scrunch of little white pebbles under their feet and the chip-chip
of small brown birds which scurried away at their approach, melting into the scrubby tussocks of reed and low
tufts of heath.
As they came near the edge of the sheer wall of grey rock that rises behind the City of Cape Town a hum of
sound floated up to their ears—that ollapodrida\fn{ Stew} of faint noises which only he may hear who stands three
or four thousand feet above a busy town. Through the hum distinct notes were audible in the crystal clearness of
the atmosphere—the throaty crowings of laggard roosters, the shriek of the long train crawling out of Cape Town
on its way to the Zambezi,\fn{ I.e., to the towns along the Zambezi River .} the hooter from the tobacco-factory, the clang
and rumble of the electric trams.
And on a ledge two thousand feet below them perched a brown-skinned boy thrumming on a banjo one of the
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queer oriental melodies, so unmelodious in European ears, which have come down to the coloured people of the
Cape from their Batavian forbears.\fn{A note reads: Their Malay ancestors, from Batavia or the Dutch East Indies.}
Harrison—stock broker in the city of London, pillar of St Hilda’s, South Kensington, owner of a yacht in
which he never had time to sail, and a moor in Scotland over which his friends shot each August and September—
drew in a long breath of the diamond air.
“It’s worth it,” he said unexpansively. The other man lowered himself on to a grey boulder and stared at the
view as though he had never seen it before.
“The climb?” he said at last. “I am glad that you are pleased.”
At the dull apathy in his voice Harrison turned and looked at him in surprise. Wilfred Hayes paid no attention
to the movement, but continued to stare at the wonderful picture that lay unrolled at his feet; but with eyes that, as
Harrison now saw, marked nothing of blue mountains touched with snow, of the calm waters of the Bay, of
wooded kloofs\fn{Steep-sided wooded ravines or valleys:W}down which tinkled clear brown streamlets, of the redroofed houses and straight streets of the city at the foot of the mountain.
His gaze, with all his soul in it, was fixed on the little flat island that is at the entrance to Table Bay—the low
sweep of sand over which the winds moan and the sea-birds wail and the Angel of Affliction spreads his wings.
“What’s the matter?”
Harrison felt genuine distress as he looked at Hayes and saw the grey dreariness in his face.
*
They had been friends at Winchester,\fn{ Winchester public school, back in England .} but had drifted out of each
other’s ken in the years that had intervened, to meet again unexpectedly on the deck of a Union-Castle steamer.
Harrison, of whom the great modern god that men called overstrain\fn{ And which we Americans refer to as being
“stressed-out.”} had taken heavy toll, was on his way southward with two alternatives confronting him—three
months’ complete rest from business or—. He didn’t care to think of the other alternative, so had taken a taxi from
the doctor’s door to Fenchurch Street and booked a cabin in the Saxon.
Within an hour of sailing, profoundly bored with the prospect of a solitary voyage, he had thankfully hailed his
old schoolfellow, returning to a sugar- plantation in Natal after a brief visit to England, ending in a briefer
honeymoon.
The bride was one of those pleasant, healthy girls whom you know to be English at a glance, whether you meet
them in the Rue de Rivoli or in Adderley Street, Cape Town. Not aggressively English, you understand, but unmistakably the output of the little island which moulds them in their thousands—and might do worse work. You
would never have paused to ask Mrs. Hayes whether she played hockey and golf, skated, danced, or swam, ate a
solid afternoon tea and rode to hounds—all these accomplishments were apparent at sight, as apparent as her
robust good looks and evident common sense.
And there was nothing pedantic about her vocabulary. Everything that wasn’t “ripping” or “simply lovely” was
“rather nice”—from Salome to Tariff Reform.\fn{ A note reads: Subjects extending from the aesthetic, as in Oscar Wilde’s play
Salome (1894), to the political. Opposition to colonial tariff reform swept the British Liberal Party to victory in 1906 .}
If there were moments when Hayes, after the whirl and excitement of a hurried courtship, wondered whether
the frank, cheerful young woman who had consented to go back with him to Natal and set his rambling bungalow
and uncontrolled Indian servants in order were in truth the mate of his soul, Marjorie’s pleasant, sunny nature
made her an agreeable companion and satisfied almost every craving of his nature.
And those that she didn’t satisfy could be laid to rest, he thought with an unexpected throb of pain.
Who was he, to ask more of life than the full measure, pressed down and running over, which had been laid at
his feet?
*
“Hayes?”
The sharp note of interrogation in Harrison’s voice roused him.
“Yes?” he said, withdrawing his eyes with an effort. “I beg your pardon, old chap, but I wasn’t listening.”
“So I saw. Nothing wrong, I hope: you look rather queer? Heart all right?” Harrison sat down with his back
against a rock and stared reflectively at Hayes. The latter shook his head:
“I am as fit as a fiddle,” he said with a concentrated bitterness which seemed oddly inappropriate to the words.
The Stock Exchange\fn{The London Stock Exchange.} is not a school for diplomatists, but there are moments when
even the least penetrating amongst us knows that it is better to keep silence than to speak. So Harrison lit a pipe
and puffed at it, waiting for the confidence if it should come; equally prepared to discuss the weather and Home
Rule if Hayes preferred doing so. But the sympathy in his kindly soul seemed to reach out and touch the other
man.
“I want to tell someone,” he said without any preamble.
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Harrison nodded gravely, and moved his position slightly, so that he could look out to the African hills instead
of into his friend’s face.
“I shall go mad if I sit here and look at that island,” Hayes added hoarsely.
He turned away sharply and threw himself full length on the ground next to Harrison, and a strong pungent
odour floated up into the air from the crushed geranium leaves beneath him.
*
“It was during the war.\fn{I.e., the Boer War (October 1899-May 1902).} I came out with the Imperial Yeomanry, and
for a time my troop was stationed over amongst those mountains.” He jerked his head towards the Drakenstein—
steel-blue under the hard light of the midday sun.
“We found it precious hard work to get fresh vegetables for the men. The Cape Town market was out of the
question—the trains were too busy carrying troops and ammunition and comforts for the sick and wounded to be
utilized for our provisions. I should like to have seen K.of K.’s face\fn{ A note reads: Kitchener of Khartoum (1850-1916),
the Commander-in-Chief of the imperial forces during the South African War .} if anyone had suggested it to him,” he added,
with the grim ghost of a smile.
“Well—so we had to depend on what we could buy from the neighbouring farmers, few of whom were over
anxious to supply us. It was poor work riding from farm to farm only to be told that none of the cabbages and
turnips were for sale, all being required for the family. The entire population must have been on a strict vegetarian
regimen or have had some secret system of conveyance to our friend the enemy.
“At last the men grew mutinous and threatened a raid—with which South Africa would have rung to this day,
of course.”
His eyes were fixed on the island again, staring passionately at its flat, unlovely surface.
“What did you do?” asked Harrison a little absent-mindedly. He was watching three spreeuws\fn{Starlings.}
floating in the abyss below him, the sun gleaming on their polished black bodies and chestnut wings. It is never
safe to deduce any man’s hobbies from his occupation, and when Harrison wasn’t stockbroking he was an ardent
ornithologist.
*
“I had noticed a. farm, tucked away in a fold of the hills, farther from the camp than those to which we had
applied in vain. So I asked the Colonel for an afternoon’s leave, and rode across the veld towards the mountains.
“A wonderful country! If Providence and a benevolent uncle hadn’t made me a tea-planter in Victoria
County\fn{A note reads: As Hayes farms sugar in Natal, this is an inconsistency .} I should have turned fruit-farmer at the
Cape. I never saw anything like the stately peace of some of the old homesteads I passed on that ride. I wonder
how many English people realize that there were great houses and wide cultivated lands at the Cape—Constantia
for instance—when James the Second was King.\fn{ 1685-1688} The present generation is doing its best to ruin the
old places by pulling down the gables and thatched roofs and clapping on corrugated iron, but there are a good
many still unspoiled.\fn{A note reads: Fairbridge supported the restoration of old Cape buildings.}
“Well, I found my homestead at last—a little gem of a house under the shade of giant oaks. The place looked
extraordinarily neat and well-kept: it was an agreeable shock to find tubs of blue hydrangeas and pots of azaleas
on the stoep, after the eternal paraffin tins of the country.
“I checked my horse, with the sensation of the impossibility of riding up to what was obviously the front door
of a gentleman’s house and asking him to sell me a cartload of vegetables. As I hesitated, the upper half of the
teak door was thrown open and an unmistakably English parlourmaid looked out. At the sight of a stranger she
came out on to the stoep and down the flight of rounded steps, in all the incongruity of her neat cap and white
apron and her well-trained domestic air.
“‘You wish to see Miss North, sir?’
“I didn’t; I only wanted to get away more quickly than I had come; but how could I explain that to the immaculate being who stood with impassive face waiting for me to dismount? Under her directions I tied my horse
to a ring in one of the oaks and followed her up the steps, brushing off some of the dust that I had acquired during
the ride, pulling my khaki jacket into place, and vainly endeavouring to smooth my hair.
“‘Mr. Hayes, Miss.’
*
“A girl turned, with a look of surprise, from a high old-fashioned bureau at which she sat writing.
“‘I heard a horse, and 1 thought it was Mr. Hugo—a neighbour.’
“She came forward holding out her hand in a pretty, friendly way. A slip of a girl in a clinging black gown,
with gray eyes and dark hair and a soft, low voice. And the grace of her! She was of Huguenot descent on her mother’s side, as I found afterwards, and all French in her supple movements as she was all English in her heart and
mind.
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“‘You are at the Yeomanry Camp,’ she said, glancing at my khaki-clad form, which had never felt so shabby or
dust-sodden before. ‘Jack, my brother, will be sorry to find that he has missed you. He has gone up to Cape Town
for a few days to see a doctor.’
“A shadow flickered over her face as she spoke.
“‘Nothing serious, I hope,’ I said, as I laid down my cap and riding-whip on an old brass-bound chest that
stood near the door.
“‘Oh, no—only touches of fever every now and then. But old Mr Hugo—our nearest neighbour—gave him no
peace until he promised to consult someone. So he went off this morning, leaving me in charge of the house, with
my aunt—my father’s sister—who has lived with us ever since my mother died, when 1 was three years old.’
“‘You haven’t always lived on this farm?’ I was conscious of the note of surprise in my voice, but she only
laughed.
“‘Why not? There was nothing Miss Henley, my governess, couldn’t teach me as thoroughly as I could have
learned it in Cape Town. And next year I am going to England to see my father’s people. Oh!’
“She drew in her breath with a catch of delight, then her gray eyes filled with tears.
“‘He had always meant to take me himself, but he had important business which often took him away from
home and prevented his leaving the Cape. And six months ago—he died.’
“Her voice broke on the last words, as she bent over the tea table which the impeccable parlourmaid had
placed at her elbow while we were talking. She poured out the tea in silence, then she roused herself.
“‘About England’—a warm flush crept into her cheeks—‘sometimes I lie awake at night and think about it for
hours and ache with longing. I have never seen a lily of the valley or heard a rook or a cuckoo. How I shall love it
all!’
“‘You’ll be glad enough to get away when winter comes,’ I said. Then I reviled myself for an idiot as I saw the
look of pain in her face.
“‘Oh no! It would be wonderful—that white pure world, when the snow is like velvet under your feet and
every tree sparkles with diamonds.’
“Clearly if her father had told her nothing of November fogs and east winds it was none of my business to do
so.\fn{They can, it is true, be penetrating; but I was so precociously Anglofile that my two years of life in the United Kingdom (19701972) were undiluted joy—I was 27, and I just romped about, happy as a lark. Work was play, play was a dream come true—the English …
I had come home!:H}

“So I sat silent and corroborative while she told me of an island of romance which did in very truth bear some
distant resemblance to my dear native land—with a difference. It was easy to see how all the disadvantages had
faded out of the mind of the man who had not seen it for twenty years, leaving only an idealised realm of faery—
the England of his waking and sleeping dreams. And as she talked I wondered how I should explain myself and
my quest for vegetables. Otherwise I didn’t see how I should be able to explain myself and my presence in her
house at all.
“When she paused, to pour out a second cup of the tea that tasted so good and was served with what seemed
such incredible luxury and daintiness after months of camp life, I blurted out my errand. Could she tell me where
to get cabbages and onions? None of the neighbouring farmers would sell us any, and I thought—I thought—
“At this point I gulped down my tea with great haste and prayed inwardly that she would come to my rescue.
“She did.
“‘I will send for our manager,’ she said at once. ‘He worked the farm during my father’s lifetime, and Jack is
keeping him on until the end of the year. He generally sends everything up to the Cape Town market, and will
probably be enchanted to find buyers closer at hand.’
“Half an hour later I rode away from the farm, the richer by a cartload of sweet potatoes and onions which
were to follow me to the camp in the morning, and with the whole world transfigured for me by the light in
Pamela North’s eyes.
*
“She asked me to come again, and I went day after day. Sometimes it was ostensibly to interview the Manager
on the relative merits and prices of cabbages and knol-kohl.\fn{A note reads: Cape Afrikaans for a bulb cabbage, literally
translated.} Sometimes it was brazenly to call on Pamela and her Aunt, Miss Helena North—that dear, deaf woman
who must have accomplished miles of crochet while we talked on every subject in heaven and earth.
“Sometimes we rode together between hedges of white Macartney roses and vermilion kaffir—honeysuckle—
or over the open veld in the intoxicating clearness of the air. Or she would take me to farms in the neighbourhood
and introduce me to the farmers—good kindly souls with hazily dim ideas as to the genesis of the war, taught by
their predikants that all rooineks\fn{Rednecks.} were verdoemde,\fn{Damned.} but prepared to receive me courteously in my private capacity as Pamela’s friend.
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“There were other farmers—life-long friends, now hostile and sullen towards everyone bearing an English
name—but of these she never spoke with bitterness.
“‘They do not know the truth,’ she said once. ‘Many of them honestly believe all that those who have stirred
up this war tell them, so we must not judge them as if they knew.’\fn{ Actually, it was the English imperialist Cecil Rhodes
who stirred up the first armed conflict (1895) against the Boer governing authorities in those territories which at the time were by treaty
independent of English control; and it was a British governor (Alfred Milner, Governor of Cape Colony, 1897-1905) who could be said to
have been the immediate provicator of the struggle (for in 1899 he ordered the buildup of the British garrison in the region from its original
strength of 12,000 to, eventually, some 500,000 men). But it was these Boers (overwhelmingly farmers) who much earlier than this,
resenting the rapid influx of English miners and business people into their regions over the discovery of gold and diamonds in 1884, had
taxed them unmercifully and (through fear of their eventually overwhelming numbers) denied them voting privileges, may justly be said to
be responsible for the ultimate carnage. In the event, some 28,000 British soldiers were killed, to some 4,000 Afrikaaner soldiers and
20,000 Afrikaaner civilians. Uncounted thousands of Africans also died.}

“For England—her father’s land—she had a love that was almost a passion. It never clashed with her love for
South Africa, any more than my affection for my native Westmorland dales interferes with my part and lot in the
Empire. The two things were distinct elements, and it was their fusion that gave her a width of outlook beside
which mine was narrow and parochial.
“And of England she never wearied of talking and asking questions.
“It was absurd, but I sometimes found myself wishing that the lovely dream-structure she had reared on her
father’s memories need never be shaken. If I could but transport her on a wishing-carpet to my own country! I
thought of the wide sweep of Windermere under the silver moon, of the banks of Grasmere yellow with daffodils,
of the gray stone cottages covered with scarlet tropreolum, of the harebells on Helvellyn.
But of the want and misery in the great towns, of the sin and sorrow that follow in their wake, of chill gray
days, of overcrowding and squalor and unloveliness, we never spoke.
“Would the reality have disappointed her, I wonder? I hardly think so: her love for the England of her daily
dreams was so real that it would have embraced everything—shortcomings and wonderful reality alike.
“‘I don’t believe I shall be able to bear the first sight of it,’ she said once. ‘Think! England-England-England!’
She sang the words aloud in a rapturous chant, throwing her riding whip into the air and catching it again—as
Taillefer sang the song of Roland.\fn{ A note reads: Taillefer (d. 1066), the Norman minstrel who sang war songs at the Battle of
Hastings. The Chanson de Roland is a great medieval epic.}
“‘Oh, how much you have missed, you who have always lived there!’ she cried laughing—but there were tears
in her gray eyes—‘you can never see it for the first time, as I can!’
“We rode on in silence for a few minutes, spattered by the white petals from an avenue of ancient pear-trees
that sheltered us from the sun.
“‘And yet I know that I shall always want to come back to South Africa,’ she said, after a while. ‘This was my
mother’s country, and I am part of it. We ought to turn now. Aunt Helena would perish of thirst before she ordered in tea for herself, and it is a quarter past four.”
*
“A week after my first visit I rode away from the camp one afternoon with a new book under my arm. I was
eager for Pamela to read it, so that we might discuss it; for she had become the point upon which my every
thought was focused—the One Woman in the whole world for me.
Hayes lapsed into silence, and the dreariness in his eyes deepened to a look of anguish. After a moment he
went on speaking:—
“Half a mile from the farm I met old Hugo—who owned Nachtwacht, farther up the valley. I had often found
him at the farm on my visits to Pamela, and had blessed the kindliness that had moved him to sit near Aunt Helena
and shout into her ear while we talked. When he saw me he rode forward quickly and, taking hold of the bridle,
turned my horse’s head towards the direction from which I had come.
“‘Go back—go back,’ he muttered hoarsely.
I stared at the old man in amazement. His usually ruddy, cheery face was drawn and shrunken: he mumbled in
his speech; and his shoulders were as bowed as if he had been ninety, instead of a hale sixty-eight.
“‘Why?’ I asked—too alarmed by his appearance to be indignant.
“‘It is her wish—Pamela’s.”
“I felt as though I had been turned to ice—under the vivid South African sun, with the trill of the cicadas in my
ears and the smell of the hot vine-leaves in my nostrils.
“‘Last night came back her brother from Cape Town. Oh, my poor boy—my poor boy! Almachtig!’\fn{A note
reads: Afrikaans for Almighty or Almighty God.}
“A sensation that was almost relief set my blood free to course through the veins once more. Evidently the
doctor’s verdict had been unfavourable. But if so, and sorrow had fallen on Pamela, my place was at her side.
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“I wrenched the bridle free and turned towards the farm. But, as the angel stood before Balaam’s ass,fn{ A beast
whose story is related at Numbers 22:21-35.} the old man barred the road.
“‘If you go on you will but bring her fresh trouble,’ he said. ‘It is by her wish that I ask you to go back.’
“A chill of despair crept over me again at his dogged reiteration.
“‘If I go back today, at her desire, I may come again?’
“For a moment he looked at me with eyes in which pity and misery fought for mastery. He bowed his head.
“‘If you wish it—yes; but it is better not.’ In hot indignation I flamed out at him.
“‘You have never loved a woman if you can say that to me!’ He did not speak for a moment. Then:—
“‘For forty years I loved one woman—Amy Letty; and I stood by her grave last year. And now I shall marry
Helena—it is all I can do for my children’
“He turned abruptly from me and rode back towards the farm, leaving me to the mercy of the most soul-filling
anxiety a man can know.
“On the way home my horse put his foot into a mole-hole and threw me over his shoulder, so that it was not
until a week later that—with an arm in splints, and in flagrant defiance of the doctor’s orders—I rode up to the
steps of the farm.
“I had written to Pamela—my right hand was uninjured—pouring out my love for her and imploring her to
write to me, but no answer had reached me.
*
“Somehow the sight of the closely shuttered windows and locked doors of the homestead awakened no surprise. I think I had known all the time that I should not find her there.
“I sat on my horse, staring like an idiot at the hydrangeas drooping in the heat. They had never flagged when
Pamela was at home, I thought idly—as one fiddles with trifles in the face of despair—she would have called
Cupido, the gardener, to water them.
“I dismounted slowly and painfully, and tied my horse to the ring in the oak. Then I hunted about for a bucket,
filled it at the little brown stream that spluttered past the homestead, and watered her thirsty flowers. Taking
Bingo’s bridle over my uninjured arm I followed a little oak avenue that led to Hugo’s farm up the valley.
“Half an hour’s walk brought me out on to a wide werf,\fn{Yard.} flanked by a fine old white-gabled house. On
the stoep sat the farmer, and my heart—heavy enough before—sank like a plummet as I saw his attitude of dejection. He looked up wearily.
“‘You have come, then?’
“‘I broke my arm. They would not give me leave earlier. Where is she?’ My voice sounded harsh and discordant as I forced my frozen lips to speak.
“He got up from the rustbank\fn{Bench, for resting on.} on which he had been seated and went into the house, returning with a letter which he held out to me.
“‘For you—from her.’ He walked slowly down the steps and crossed the werf to the guava orchard, leaving me
alone with my letter.
“It was very short.
Dear—my dear: I shall never see you again, but I take your letter with me into the darkness and I thank God for one
week of utter happiness.
There is nothing left to me but to care for my brother, for an angel with a flaming sword stands between me and the
life of the living.
And England—my England—I shall never see. If

“The pen had fallen from her hand and blotted the page. The envelope was blank.
*
“An hour—two hours—passed. I was roused by hearing old Hugo's heavy footsteps behind me. I sprang to my
feet.
“‘Where is she?’ I gasped.
“‘I may not tell you.’
“‘Why not?’
“‘It is her wish’
“‘I don’t believe it. I love her, and she loves me. What right have you to stand between us?’
“‘It is her wish,’ he repeated drearily, looking at me with pity in his eyes.
“‘For God’s sake explain. There is no one else?’
“‘There is no one else. There can never be anyone else for her, she says. Only—only Jack.’
“‘Her brother?’
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“‘Yes. He is very ill.’ Light began to break.
“‘She is gone away with him?’
“‘Yes. To a place where he may be cared for by doctors who understand his—his sickness.’
“‘But where is it?’
“‘I don’t know.’
“‘What is the matter with him?’
“‘I don’t know.’
“He looked me full in the face as he spoke and we both knew that he lied, for Pamela—for Pamela.
“‘Will he get better?”
“‘God knows,’ he said evasively. ‘But her mother died of it—in the place to which he has gone. The cottage
still stands in which she lived—apart from the other patients, who are, for the most part, poor folk. Her husband
used to spend all the time he could spare from his children with her, and I hold money in trust to keep it in order
and the little garden filled with the flowers that she loved best. Her father died of the sickness before her. He took
it from a native who doctored him for a thorn in his foot, and bound up the wound with a strip torn from his own
rags. So he drew the poison into his blood for a legacy to his children’s children. God help them!’
“I stood trembling in every limb. What unnameable horror lay behind his words? With shaking lips 1 whispered,
“‘Pamela?’ As a man in a hideous trance he answered:
“‘She never knew until Jack came home and told her what the doctor had said to him—he knew the family
history himself, and his mind was almost unhinged. She has gone with him. She said that she must never see you
again.’ And then, quite suddenly, the old man put his head down on his arms and sobbed.
*
“I don’t know how 1 got back to the camp that night, but I have a confused recollection of finding it in a state
of joyous uproar, consequent on an order to entrain for the North having arrived while I was away at the farm. We
left next morning, and during the year that followed I never went into action without hoping that I shouldn’t come
out of it. They said I was brave and gave me the V.C.!\fn{ The Victoria Cross, the highest military decoration it is possible for
Her (His, then) Majesty to bestow .} God knows I was only utterly indifferent; and if another man thought life worth
having I didn’t see why I shouldn’t risk mine, which was valueless to me, in order to oblige him.
“And an old uncle who had large sugar-plantations in Natal bequeathed them to me—on account of my pluck,
he said.”
Hayes laughed drearily.
“Well the war came to an end at last, and we all went to our own places, and have been busily forgetting ever
since that we were once soldiers of the King. My sugar-plantations bring me in as much as I can spend, and—I am
married.”
“Did you ever get any news?”
Harrison’s pipe had gone out as he listened.
“Never. I inquired in every probable and improbable direction. I addressed letters to old Hugo’s care and they
were returned, marked address not known. For eight years the darkness of which she spoke has closed over
her head—until today.”
He drew a crumpled newspaper from his coat pocket and held it out to Harrison with a hand that shook.
“I found this at luncheon-time, stuffed in between the plates, and I saw her name.”
Harrison’s eyes followed the pointing finger and read:
Died, on Robben Island,
December 1st, 1908.
Pamela Mary North.
“Why Robben Island?” he asked in a hushed voice.
The gray tint in Hayes’s face spread to his lips.
“Robben Island,” he said quietly, “is the leper settlement.”
105.119 Umxakaza-wakogingqwayo (Rattler-of-the-weapons-of-the-place-of-the-rolling-of-the-slain): A
Folktale\fn{told by Lydia Umkasethemba (before 1868- )} kwaZulu-Natal Province, South Africa (F) 10
A certain king had a child whose name was Umxakaza-wakogingqwayo (Rattler-of-weapons-of-the-place-ofthe-rolling-of-the-slain).
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That name was given to her because when she was born an army went out to battle rattling its weapons—and
so she was named Umxakaza. The name Wakogingqwayo was given because this army killed many men, and
their bodies rolled on the ground.
The king had another child who was called Ubalatusi (Brass-colored-one), so called because she resembled
brass. As Umxakaza was growing up, her father said,
“On the day that you come of age, we shall collect many cattle for the purpose of bringing you home! And
these cattle that are brought to you shall be taken at the point of the spear, cattle-raids will be made into distant
nations, and when the cattle come to you they will darken the sun!”
*
After a time, Umxakaza came to maturity. She was out with others in the open country, and she said to them,
“I have come of age.”
The other girls rejoiced when they heard this, and they ran to all the villages, telling other girls. They all came
and remained with Umxakaza for a time. Then they left her, and went home, plundering the entire village. The
town was huge, the rows of its houses could not be counted. If a man standing in the middle of a cattle-enclosure
shouted, people standing on the other side could not hear that there was anyone shouting at all. A man standing on
the top of a hill would conclude that there were many villages, but in fact it was one.
The girls returned to Umxakaza. The people in the town had watched in wonder when they saw the girls coming to plunder. They shouted,
“The king’s child is of age!”
The king selected twenty head of cattle, and sent them to bring Umxakaza back from the open country. But
Umxakaza, remembering her father’s pledge, said,
“I do not see anything.” The cattle were taken home, and the father selected forty. They were taken to Umxakaza. She said,
“I do not see anything. And these cattle were also taken home. Her father selected a hundred, and said,
“Take those.” They took the cattle to Umxakaza, but she said,
“I can see the sun.”
They took the cattle home. All the men belonging to her father’s society came running with cattle, shouting,
“Umxakaza-wakogingqwayo is of age!” There were now two hundred head of cattle, and these were taken to
Umxakaza. She said,
“I still see the sun. Until the sun is darkened, as my father promised, I’ll not return!”
They returned to the king. Men ran through the entire nation, taking the cattle from Umxakaza’s father’s
people. When these cattle were collected and brought to her, Umxakaza said,
“I still see the sun.”
They returned home. An army was levied. It went to spoil foreign nations of their cattle, and came back with
them. They were brought to Umxakaza. She said,
“I still see the sun!”
Another army was levied, and it returned with many thousand head of cattle. But Umxakaza said that she still
saw the sun.
*
Again an army was levied. The soldiers set out, and after a time they saw some cattle feeding in a large valley.
They could not count how many hundred there were, but there were cattle white and dun, brown, black, red; the
horns of some were directed downwards, the horns of others were moveable, others had only one horn.
And there was a huge beast sitting on the hills overhanging that valley where the cattle were. The name of this
beast was Usilosimaphundu (the rugose-nodulated-beast). It was called Usilosimaphundu because there were hills
on it, and little hills, and on one side of it were many rivers, on another side were great forests, on another side
precipices, on another side there was open high land.
And amidst all the trees that were on the beast were two trees much higher than all the rest. They were both
named Imidoni (Water-boom-tree). They were the officers of Usilosimophundu. When Usilosimaphundu saw the
army driving the cattle away, he said,
“Those cattle that you’re driving away, who do they belong to?” The soldiers replied,
“Get away! Let the rugose beast get out of the way!” He replied,
“All right, go off with them then.”
But about this beast: there were only a mouth and eyes—his face was a rock, his mouth was very large and
broad, but it was red. In some of the countries that were located on his body it was winter; and in others it was
early harvest. But all these countries were in him.
The soldiers drove off the cattle of Usilosimaphundu. And as they approached their town, the sky clouded—it
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was as if it were going to rain, neither sun nor heaven could be seen, they were concealed by the dust raised by
these cattle. They said,
“The sky was clear! Where does this mist come from? It’s impossible to see!”
Then they saw that it was caused by the dust. When they came near to their homes, it was dark and they could
no longer see the cattle. They took the cattle to Umxakaza. She said,
“Here are the cattle that darken the sun.”
*
So they went home with her. When she arrived, the umgonqo (a small house or chamber in which a girl is
placed when she comes of age) was already built, and the incapha (a soft kind of grass for putting under girls
menstruating for the first time) spread on the ground. She entered the umgonqo with the girls, and remained there.
And now all the men who had gone out with the army killed bullocks: everyone in the town killed his own
bullock. But because there were so many slaughtered cattle, many were not even skinned. The crow skinned for
itself; the vultures skinned for themselves; and the dogs skinned for themselves. Throughout the entire nation,
there was no smell but that of meat.
But the cattle of Usilosimaphundu were not slaughtered, because those belonged to Umxakaza’s father.
*
She remained uncounted years in the umgonqo. The people no longer knew her; she was known only by the
girls who were in the umgonqo with her, for they would allow no one to enter the house. Those who were allowed
to come in merely sat down without actually seeing her, and she remained inside the umgonqo. After a long time,
the people said,
“Before Umxakaza comes out, let all the people go to the royal garden” (in which the people assemble to dig
and sow for the king). The people agreed:
“It will be painful to harvest after she has come out, because beer will be made throughout the whole kingdom.”
So it happened that, when she was about to leave the umgonqo, all the people rose very early in the morning.
In her father’s village, there was beer everywhere—in one place, it was strained; in another, it was mixed with
malt; in another, it was soaking.
In the morning, all the people set out for the royal garden. The garden was very far off, and the people thought
that by getting an early start they would be able to return early in the evening. Only Umxakaza and her sister
remained at home.
*
Some time after the departure of the people, Umxakaza and her sister heard the heaven thundering, and the
earth moved even in the very house where they were sitting. Umxakaza said,
“Just go out and see what this is, Ubalatusi. Why should the heaven thunder when it is so bright?”
Ubalatusi went out, and she saw a forest standing at the entrance of the village! And she could no longer see
where the entrance had been! She came into the house, and said,
“You will see, child of the king. There’s something huge at the gateway! The fence has been broken down on
one side, and is now just lying on the ground.”
As they were speaking, two leaves broke off from the Imidoni and entered the house where they were sitting.
On their arrival, the leaves said,
“Take a water-vessel, Ubalatusi, and go fetch water from the river.”
She took the water-vessel and went to the river. They sat waiting for Ubalatusi. But at the river, she dipped
water into the water-vessel, and when it was full, she was unable to leave the place. After a time, the leaves said,
“Go out, Umxakaza, and look for some water here at home.” She said,
“I am of age, and it’s not yet time for me to leave the umgonqo.” They replied,
“We already knew that you were of age. But we say, Go and get water!”
She went and brought water from another house, and came back with it. The leaves said,
“Light a fire.” She replied,
“I cannot light a fire.” They said,
“We already knew that you could not light a fire. But we say, Light a fire!”
She lit the fire. The leaves said,
“Take a cooking-pot and place it on the hearth.” Umxakaza said,
“I can’t cook.” The leaves replied,
“We already knew that you could not cook. But we say, Cook!”
She put the pot on the fire, and poured water into it. The leaves said,
“Go and bring some corn from your corn-basket. Then pour it into the pot.”
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She went and fetched some com, and put it on the fire. They sat, and the corn was boiled. They said,
“Turn up the millstone, and grind the boiled corn.” But she said,
“I cannot grind, I am the king’s child. Look here”—showing them her hands, for her nails were very long.
(Chiefs and great men allowed their nails to grow long. Such long nails were regarded as honorable. But women
were not allowed to have long nails, as they would interfere with their work. Umxakaza, being the chief’s child,
has allowed her nails to grow.) One of the leaves took a knife, and said,
“Give me your hand.” The leaf cut the nails with the knife, and said,
“Now grind!” Umxakaza said,
“I cannot grind! I’m the king’s child!” The leaves said,
“We already knew that you could not grind, and that you are the king’s child.”
One of the leaves arose and turned up the millstone, then took the upper stone and, putting the boiled corn on
it, ground it. It said,
“See, that is called grinding.” Then it left the stone, and said,
“Grind!” She ground a large mass of corn. They said,
“Take your pot of amasi (curdled milk), and put it here.” She did so. The leaves said,
“Take a large pot and put it here.” She did so. The leaves said,
“Wash it.” She washed it. The leaves said,
“Go and pick out the milk calabash from your calabashes, and bring it here.” Umxakaza said,
“Our milk calabash is large. I can’t carry it alone! It takes three men to carry it!” The leaves said,
“Go, and we’ll go with you.” They went and brought the calabash back. The leaves said,
“Empty it.”
She brought the pot near, and they poured the amasi into it. They also poured some into the large pot. Then
they took a basket, and put some of the ground corn into it. They took another basket and placed it on top of the
ground corn. They took yet another basket and covered the amasi that was in the pot. One of the leaves took a
spoon, and put it on the top of the basket. Then he took the pot and the amasi to Usilosimaphundu.
When the leaf came to him, Usilosimaphundu took the ground corn and the basket, and also the basket that
covered the ground corn, and he opened his mouth and put it in his stomach—both the two baskets and the ground
corn. Then he took the amasi that was covered with the basket, and put it all into his stomach, along with the
spoon. The leaf went up and again entered the house. It said,
“Take down three spoons.” It said,
“Look here, here is a spoon. Eat, and we’ll eat with you.” Umxakaza said,
“But I do not eat amasi! I’m still under the obligations of puberty!” (That is, she has not yet left the umgonqo,
and is still bound by the customs that are observed on coming to puberty, one of which is that the young woman is
not to eat amasi until she is called upon by her father to come out of the umgonqo. When she comes out, they
slaughter a bullock for her, the caul of which is placed over her shoulders and breasts, the head is shaved, and the
whole body bathed; she dances, and then she can eat amasi.) The leaves said,
“We already knew that you are of age, and that you do not yet eat amasi. But we say, Eat!” Umxakazawakogingqwayo cried, and said,
“Hawu! Oh, my mother! Who would eat amasi before the ceremonies of puberty are completed?” She said this
because when she should eat amasi many oxen would be slaughtered, because it would be given her properly by
her father. The leaves said,
“Eat, at once!”
She took a spoon, and they all ate the amasi. Then the leaves went down to the house which was near the
gateway. When they got there, they took out the pots containing beer, and the pots containing the boiled meal, and
mats and vessels—everything that was in the house, they took to the gateway. And, even though the village was a
large one, they took out everything from the entire village, leaving nothing in a single house. When they were
about to take the things from the house of Umxakaza-wakogingqwayo’s mother, Umxakaza said,
“Just leave the little pot for me. It’s in the upper part of the house, luted\fn{ Sealed; coated} down with cow dung.
You’ll see it, it’s little.”
They went and took out everything, but they left the very large pots that contained beer that was strained (i.e.,
already fit for use). They also left the little pot. Then they went down to the gateway.
Everything that had been taken out of the village by the leaves Usilosimaphundu ate up. He did not chew it, he
merely swallowed it.
Finally, everything in that village had been removed, but Usilosimaphundu was not satisfied. The leaves went
up and entered the house where they had left two pots of beer. One of the leaves threw itself into one of the pots,
and the other cast itself into the other, and when the two leaves came out of the pots, both pots were empty. They
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took the pots and carried them to the gateway to Usilosimaphundu. He took them both, and put them in his mouth,
and swallowed them. The mouth of Usilosimaphundu moved with rapidity. He said,
“Come down now, Umxakaza-wakogingqwayo.”
Umxakaza went into the house, and took the little pot and uncovered it. She took out the brazen ornaments for
her body, and put them on. She took out her brazen pillow, she took out her garment ornamented with brass, she
took her brass walking stick, she took out her petticoat ornamented with brass beads. She dressed herself, and
went outside. She stood there, holding her garment and pillow, resting on her sleeping mat and rod. Usilosimaphundu said,
“Just turn your back to me, Umxakaza-wakogingqwayo.”
She turned her back to him. He said,
“Now, turn again, Umxakaza-wakogingqwayo.”
She turned. Usilosimaphundu said,
“Just laugh now, Umxakaza-wakogingqwayo.”
But Umxakaza did not wish to laugh, for she was in trouble. She was leaving her father and mother and her
regal position. Usilosimaphundu said,
“Come down now, Umxakaza-wakogingqwayo.”
*
She went down to Usilosimaphundu.
And when she went down, it was as if her little sister at the river felt her departure. She started up suddenly
with her water-vessel, and went up to the village.
And it was as if her mother felt it too, for she left all the people who were walking with her. Umxakaza-wakogingqwayo mounted Usilosimaphundu. And as soon as she had mounted, Usilosimaphundu ran speedily off.
Her sister saw him as he disappeared behind a hill, but she did not know what it was. And the mother, too, as
he disappeared, saw it—but did not know what it was.
Ubalatusi and her mother arrived at home together. The mother saw that the fence had been broken down on
one side. She said,
“What has been here?” Ubalatusi said,
“I say it was the beast whose cattle were taken away.” The mother said,
“Where were you?” She said,
“I was sent by the leaves to fetch water with a vessel from the river. When I got to the river, I was unable to get
away again.” Her mother said,
“But do you say that my child is still here at home? What was it that disappeared over there, just as I reached
that place?”
The mother ran then, and entered the umgonqo. When she got there, she found that Umxakaza was not there.
She went into another house, but she did not find Umxakaza there. She went into another, she did not find her
there. She ran swiftly back to the men, and said,
“Hurry! My child has been taken away by the beast who was plundered of his cattle!” They said,
“Have you seen him?” She replied,
“Something disappeared behind the hill as I approached home. And my child is no longer there!”
*
The men went home, and all armed. They set out following the tracks of the beast. They saw it, they went to it
—it had stood still, awaiting them. They came up to it. Usilosimaphundu laughed and said,
“Do what you’re going to do! Do it quickly, so that I can go. The sun has set.”
They hurled and hurled their spears. One spear was thrown into a pool, another on a rock, another fell in the
grass, another fell in the forest—all were thrown, but nothing was stabbed. Not a single spear was left. The beast
said,
“Go, and arm again!”
They went home to arm. Again, they hurled their spears. It happened as before: they did not stab a thing.
Finally, they said,
“We’re defeated!” Usilosimaphundu said,
“Goodbye.” All the people cried,
“Let her come down!” He assented, and Umxakaza came down when he said,
“Descend.”
They kissed her, weeping—and she too was weeping. The army of her people put Umxakaza in the middle.
But when the beast saw this, he said,
“They want to take her away!”
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He turned, and passed through the middle of the group. It was as though something threw Umxakaza into the
air. Then Usilosimaphundu turned back with her, and went away with her.
Umxakaza’s mother and sister, her father and brother followed the beast. They went on, and when the beast
rested they also rested. In the morning when he awoke, they went on with him.
The mother went on, weeping. But the father and brother and sister were tired, and they turned back.
Her mother continued to accompany the beast. They went some distance, then rested. Usilosimaphundu
plucked some sugarcane and maize, and gave it to the mother of Umxakaza. She ate.
In the morning, when Usilosimaphundu set out, Umxakaza’s mother also set out. Finally she became tired, and
she asked the beast to allow Umxakaza to come down so that she might see her. He replied,
“Get down then, Umxakaza-wakogingqwayo. Get down, so that your mother may see you.”
She got down. They both wept, both she and her mother. Her mother kissed her, saying,
“Go in peace, my child.” Usilosimaphundu said,
“Get up, Umxakaza.”
She got up. He went away with her, and put her down far off—she did not know in what direction her people’s
country was.
Usilosimaphundu came to the site of an old village. There was a large tobacco garden in the middle of it. On
the border of the garden was a beautiful cave. Its floor was smeared with fat, it was very bright inside, and there
were a blanket and sleeping mat there, a pillow, and a vessel of water. Usilosimaphundu said,
“Stay here, Umxakaza-wakogingqwayo. I have ruined your father, because he would have got much cattle for
you when you married. But I have ruined him, because you will never see him again, and he will never see you.
Stay here.
“Your father ruined me by taking away my many cattle, and now I have ruined him.”
*
So Usilosimaphundu departed. And Umxakaza remained there alone, with two sugarcane and four ears of
maize given to her by Usilosimaphundu. She sat until she lay down to sleep there in the cave.
In the morning, she awoke and sat in the sun. She took a sugar cane, broke off a joint, and threw it away. She
broke off another, and threw it away. Only one joint was left, and she peeled that and ate it. Then she took the ears
of maize and roasted them. She rubbed off the grain, she rubbed off the grain, and ate the portion that was in the
middle. The rest she threw with the sugarcane.
(Great people select the middle joints of the sugarcane, rejecting the upper and lower joints. They also reject
the grains of maize that are at the ends of the ear, selecting only those in the middle.)
At noon, the sun now bright, she saw something coming in the distance—for the cave was on the high land.
There was just one tree there, and the thing that she saw went and sat under it. Then again she saw it approaching
by leaps. Umxakaza went into the cave.
The thing came into the tobacco garden, and it plucked the tobacco. It saw footprints, and was frightened. It
looked around, then again plucked some tobacco, and went and put it outside the garden. Then it entered the cave.
When Umxakaza-wakogingqwayo saw the thing, she arose and thrust out her hand. It saw the hand and fled,
leaving the tobacco behind. It went and disappeared over a hill. She remained there until it was dark.
In the morning, Umxakaza-wakogingqwayo went and sat outside. Then she saw two things approaching,
proceeding by leaps. They went and sat in the shade of the tree. Then they got up and went to the tobacco garden.
Umxakaza went into the cave.
When they had entered the garden, they plucked the tobacco. The one she saw the day before plucked tobacco
in fear. It said,
“Footprints! Footprints! Where did they come from?” The other said,
“Where are they?” It replied,
“There.”
They went and put the tobacco outside. Then they entered the cave. Umxakaza got up and thrust out both
hands.
She saw that they were Amadlungundlebe (one-legged cannibalistic creatures). When they saw the hands, they
fled and disappeared behind a hill. When they reached their chief, they said,
“There’s something in the chief’s cave!” The chief of the Amadlungundlebe said,
“What is it like?” They said,
“There are two.”
Other Amadlungundlebe were summoned, and in the morning they went to the chief’s cave. Umxakaza saw
many of them approaching, and she said,
“The day has now arrived on which I shall be killed.”
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When they reached the tree, they sat in the shade, they sat there in the shade and took snuff. Always when they
went to pluck tobacco, they sat there in the shade. Then they got up and went into the tobacco garden and plucked
tobacco, putting it outside.
The chief of the Amadlungundlebe had ordered that his cave should be swept regularly, and that the people
who went to sweep the cave should first pluck some tobacco, then put it outside the garden.
The others asked the two Amadlungundlebe where they had seen it. They said,
“It was in the cave.”
They were told to go and look in the doorway, and see if it was there. They went stealthily, afraid, and looked
in. They were unable to see clearly because her body glistened. They came back and said,
“It is one, it glistens! We cannot see it clearly.” The chief of the Amadlungundlebe said,
“Let’s all say together, ‘Is it a man or a beast?’” So everyone shouted,
“Are you a man or a beast?” Umxakaza replied,
“I am a human being.” They said,
“Come out so that we can see you!” Umxakaza said,
“I don’t want to come out, because I’m a chief’s child!”
The chief sent some Amadlungundlebe, telling them to run swiftly and bring a bullock—a large ox—and hurry
back with it. When the ox was brought, it was slaughtered.
Then Umxakaza-wakogingqwayo came out, carrying her blanket and her sleeping mat, and pillow and rod,
wearing her petticoat that was ornamented with brass beads. She put the blanket and pillow down at the doorway,
and rested on her rod and sleeping mat. The chief of the Amadlungundlebe said,
“Turn your back towards us.”
Umxakaza turned her back to them. The chief of the Amadlungundlebe said,
“Turn round.”
Umxakaza turned. The Amadlungundlebe said,
“Oh, the thing is pretty! But oh, the legs!” And again they said,
“It would be pretty but for the two legs!” They told her to go into the cave, and they all went away.
Many Arnadlungundlebe were called together. In the morning, they went to Umxakaza. They carried a veil
through which, if anyone put it on, the body could be seen. They came and sat in the shade and took snuff. When
Umxakaza saw them, she said,
“They’re coming now to kill me!”
They came to the tobacco garden, they plucked tobacco, and put it outside the garden. Then they entered the
cave and told her to come out. She went out. They gave her the veil. She put it on while they looked at her and
said,
“Oh, it would be a pretty thing—but oh, the two legs!”
They said this because she had two legs and two hands, unlike them: if an ox of the white man is skinned and
divided into two halves, the Arnadlungundlebe were like one side, there not being another side.
*
The Arnadlungundlebe danced for Umxakaza. And when they had finished dancing, they went home with her.
When she saw the village of the chief of the Arnadlungundlebe, she said,
“Oh, this village! It’s large, just like my father’s!”
And it was very great. She was placed in a house at the top of the village. Many cattle were killed, and she ate
meat. She was called the chief's child, because the chief of the Arnadlungundlebe loved her very much and called
her his child.
Umxakaza lived in the dark palace; there was a white palace at the lower part of the village. (No visitors were
allowed to enter the dark palace; the white palace was entered by those called by the chief.)
Finally, Umxakaza was very fat and unable to walk. When she left the palace and was halfway between the
white and the dark palaces, she became tired and returned to the house. When she got up, a pool of fat remained
where she had been sitting. The chief of the Arnadlungundlebe would drink the pool of fat that came from
Umxakaza, because the nation of the Arnadlungundlebe used to eat humans. The people said,
“Oh, Chief, let her be eaten! Let the fat be melted down, because it’s being wasted on the ground!” But the
chief of the Arnadlungundlebe loved Umxakaza-wakogingqwayo very much, and said,
“When she is eaten, where shall I be?” The Amadlungundlebe said,
“Oh, Chief, she is a mere deformity! Of what use is a thing that can no longer walk, that is wasting the fat of
the chief?” Finally the king assented—they had continued to beseech him for three months, saying,
“Let the fat of the chief be melted down!”
So he assented. Many Arnadlungundlebe were summoned, and they went and brought back much firewood. A
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great hole was dug, and a large fire was kindled. Then a large sherd was taken and put on the fire.
It was very bright, there was not a single cloud in the sky. Finally the sherd was red. When it was very red,
Umxakaza was called.
She went with them. When she got to the gateway, she looked. She saw that there were many many people.
She sang,
Listen, heaven! Listen, listen!
Listen, heaven! It does not thunder with loud thunder,
It thunders in an undertone. What is it doing?
It thunders to produce rain and change of season.

Then the Amadlungundlebe saw a cloud gathering tumultuously in the sky. Umxakaza sang again,
Listen, heaven! Listen, listen!
Listen, heaven! It does not thunder with loud thunder,
It thunders in an undertone. What is it doing?
It thunders to produce rain and change of season.

The whole heaven became covered with clouds. It thundered terribly, and it rained a great rain.
The rain quenched the red hot sherd, and took the sherd and tossed it in the air. It was broken to pieces.
The heaven killed the Amadlungundlebe who were walking with Umxakaza—but it left her uninjured. It killed
some others too, but many remained with their chief.
Again, the heaven became clear and bright. The Amadlungundlebe said,
“Let a fire be kindled at once! Let the sherd get hot at once! And let Umxakaza be taken and raised and placed
on the sherd! Then she’ll not be able to sing!”
The sherd was made hot. Finally, it was red. They went to get her, they lifted her up. When she got to the
gateway, she looked up and said,
Listen, heaven! Listen, listen!
Listen, heaven! It does not thunder with loud thunder,
It thunders in an undertone. What is it doing?
It thunders to produce rain and change of season.

It rained and thundered terribly.
The chief of the Amadlungundlebe was killed, and many other Amadlungundlebe died. Only a small number
remained. The small remnant that remained were afraid, and said,
“Let’s not touch her again, but let’s not give her food, let her get thin and die!”
Umxakaza rejoiced because they now gave her but little food. She remained there until she became thin—but
she was not excessively thin, only much fat had disappeared. She took a basket then, and into it she placed the
things that the king of the Amadlungundlebe had given her.
*
When she had put them in the basket, she set out. She carried it on her head, and she went on her way thus
burdened, for some of the garments were ornamented with brass beads.
She journeyed sleeping in the open country, because she feared the Amadlungundlebe. She went for a long
time without eating, until finally she came to a nation of humans.
She traveled, sleeping among them. Sometimes at one village they would give her food, at another they would
refuse her. She traveled until she was very thin.
One day, she reached the top of a hill. She saw a very large town, and said,
“That town! It resembles the town of the Amadlungundlebe from which I have come! The town that was like
my father’s!”
She went down, seeing the smoke of fire coming from the houses at the top of the town, and when she came to
the gateway she saw a man sitting there in the shade. But his hair was as long as a cannibal’s. She merely passed
on, but she compared him, saying,
“That man resembles my father!”
She went to the upper end of the town, and recognized it now as her father’s. When she arrived at her home, he
mother was making beer. Umxakaza sat down by the wall, and said,
“Chieftainess, give me some of your umhiqo (beer in an early stage of preparation).” They said,
“Good day!”
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She saluted them in return. She saw that her mother’s head was deranged, and asked,
“But what’s the matter at this kraal? And what’s the matter with the man at the gateway?” The mother
answered,
“You, where do you come from?” She replied,
“From over there.” The other said,
“Well, Princess, death entered this place. The princess royal of my house went away. That is her father whom
you saw at the gateway. Don’t you also see what condition I’m in?” She replied,
“When she went away, where did she go?” The mother said,
“She went with the beast.” She said,
“Where did he take her?” The mother said,
“She was of age. The beast’s cattle were taken away because the princess’s father had said, before she was of
age, that when she came of age, the cattle that would bring her home would darken the sun. But her father did not
possess that many cattle, so they went and took those belonging to the beast.” The girl said,
“But why do you cry, since your child was treated badly by yourselves alone? Why did you take away the
cattle of the beast? You killed her on purpose!” The mother replied,
“Let this contemptible thing go! She sees because I have given her my umhiqo. She now laughs at me about
my dead child!
“Does anyone exist who would be willing to give anything to the beast?
“From the day my child departed from the midst of her father’s nation, has there been any joy here? Do we not
now just exist?” Umxakaza said,
“Here I am! I am Umxakaza-wakogingqwayo! Although you left me, here I am again.”
Her mother cried, and so did the others who were sitting by the door. Her father came running, saying,
“Why are you crying?” They said,
“Umxakaza has come!” Her father said,
“But she has returned! Why do you cry?”
He sent men out, telling them to go to the whole nation, summoning the people, telling them to make beer
throughout the land, for Umxakaza-wakogingqwayo had come home.
Beer was made throughout the land. The people came together, bringing cattle, rejoicing because the princess
had returned. Cattle were slaughtered, and her father and mother had a great festival. Her father cut his hair, and
put on a head-ring; her mother cut her hair, and put on a top-knot.
(The head-ring is a sign of manhood, and no one is permitted to wear it until he has received the chief’s
command. It is regarded as the chief’s mark, and must be treated with respect. The top-knot of a woman is formed
of red clay. Much attention is paid to the head-ring and top-knot, and the hair is kept shaven both inside and
outside the ring, and all around the knot. When they are in trouble, this is neglected, and it can be seen at once by
the head that there is some cause of affliction.)
There was rejoicing throughout the land.
*
It was rumored among all the nations that the princess had returned to her home, and that she was very
beautiful. A chief came from another country to ask Umxakaza’s father for his daughter in marriage. He refused,
saying,
“She has just come home. She was carried off by the beast, and I don’t want her to go away. I want to live and
be glad with her.”
Many chiefs came, but her father gave them all one answer. Finally the chiefs went away, without getting Umxakaza for a wife.
But there was another chief of a distant country. He had heard about this young woman. He sent an old man, he
said,
“Let him go.”
And the old man went, and when he came to the entrance of Umxakaza’s town, he turned into a beautiful and
glistening frog. The frog entered the town leaping, and it settled on a gatepost. Umxakaza was playing with others
near the gateway. Umxakaza said,
“Come and see this beautiful thing!” All the people came out, looking at it, and saying,
“What a beautiful frog!”
It leapt out of the gateway. When it had gone out, Umxakaza said,
“Oh, give me my things!”
She put them all into a basket, and set out with them. They cried,
“But you’ve just come home! Where are you going now?” She replied,
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“I’m going to follow the frog, to see where it is going!”
The father selected twenty men, to carry food and her things. They all set out, following the frog as it leapt,
until they were tired.
*
Umxakaza then traveled alone with it, and when they were alone the frog turned back into a man. When it had
turned into a man, Umxakaza wondered and said,
“What happened to you, that you became a frog?” He said,
“I just became a frog.” She said,
“Where are you taking me?” He replied,
“I’m taking you home to our chief.”
They went together until they came to another nation. When they had gone a great distance, she saw a large
forest. The path went through this forest. When they reached the forest, the old man knew that they were now near
home. He said,
“Hurry! The place we’re going to is far off.”
She came to the forest. The old man took her, left the path, and went into the middle of the forest. He said,
“No! Shall I take such a beautiful thing for another man?”
He stood still with her in an open place. Umxakaza wondered at such a beautiful place in the forest—it was as
if humans dwelled there. The old man said,
“Let all beasts come here!”
Umxakaza heard the entire forest in a ferment, a crashing sound. She was afraid. The old man departed and
went into the forest, shouting and whistling,
“Fiyo, fiyo! Let all the beasts come here!” Umxakaza stood still, and said,
“Open, my head, so that I may place my things inside.”
Her head opened, and she put all her things in it. Then her head closed again, it was as though it had not
opened. But her head was now fearfully large, and when a person looked at it, it was fearful.
*
Then she went up into a tree. When she was on the top of the tree, the branches came together, for she had
climbed at a place where the trees were thick and united. She turned the branches aside, and went up. The branches again closed behind her.
From the top of the tree, Umxakaza was able to see a village in front of the forest. She remained in the tree.
Wild beasts came, seeking prey. They seized the old man. He said,
“No! Don’t eat me! The one I called you here for is no longer here! I no longer see her!”
They tore him. He scolded them, and said,
“Leave me alone, my children! I’ll give you something tomorrow!”
So the animals departed. The old man was left alone, and he set out and went home. When Umxakaza saw that
he had gone outside the forest, she quickly came down from the tree and ran out of the forest. When the old man
was nearing the village, she saw him and said,
“Wait for me, because we’re traveling together! Why did you leave me?”
He halted. But he wondered when he saw how large her head was, for Umxakaza’s head used to be small. But
the old man was afraid to ask, “What happened to you?” because he had called the beasts to come to her.
They went into the village. She stood at the doorway. The old man saluted his chief, and said,
“I have found a wife for you. But her head is not right.”
They went into the house, and sat down. All the people wondered,
“Oh, she’s beautiful! But the head is that of an animal!” They said,
“Let her be sent away.” But the chief’s sister was there, and she objected,
“Leave her alone! If she’s deformed, what of that?” The bridegroom did not love her, however, and he said,
“Since I am taking my first wife, and I a king, should I begin with a deformed person?” His sister said,
“It is no matter. Leave her alone, let her stay even if you do not marry her.”
So she remained there, and the people called her Ukhandakhulu, Big Head. People gathered to go to a dance,
and the chief’s sister asked her to go with her to look at the dancing. But Ukhandakhulu said,
“Because I’m a deformed person, the people will laugh at me and they’ll drive me away, saying that I came to
spoil the dance. If I make an appearance there, the young women will stop dancing and flee when they see me.”
She said,
“No, we’ll sit down at a distance if they laugh.” Ukhandakhulu said,
“Won’t you dance yourself?” She replied,
“No, I don’t wish to dance, I wish to remain with you.” For the young woman loved her very much, and she
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loved her in return; that is why she did not like to go to the dance and leave her alone.
They put on their ornaments, and both went to the dance. Those who saw them fled, saying,
“There’s a deformed thing walking with the princess!” Others asked,
“What is it like?” They said,
“The head is frightening!” As soon as the two had arrived at the dancing place, all the people fled, and some
warned them off, saying,
“Don’t come here!”
They went away and sat on a hill until the dance was ended. Then they returned and sat down at home. The
entire nation exclaimed in wonder,
“You should see the thing the chief has married!”
*
They remained at home many days. Once they went to bathe. They bathed, they came out of the water and
stood on sods of grass so that their body and feet might dry, because they had scraped their feet. (When they
washed, they rubbed their feet with a soft sandstone, to smooth the skin.) The young woman said,
“Ukhandakhulu, what caused you to be as you are?” She replied,
“It’s just natural to me.” The young woman said,
“You would be beautiful, child of my parents, Ukhandakhulu. But you are spoiled by your head.” Ukhandakhulu laughed and said,
“Open, my head, so that my things may come out.”
Her head immediately opened, her things came out, and she placed them on the ground. Her head closed and
was small again. When the young woman saw this, she threw herself on her, seizing her. They laughed, the young
woman saying,
“Can this be the one we call Ukhandakhulu?”
They rolled each other in the mud, laughing, unable to get up. Finally they got up and bathed again. As they
were standing, the young woman said,
“What had you done?” She replied,
“I had placed my things in my head.”
She then told everything that had been done by the old man. The young woman wondered, and Umxakaza said,
“That’s what made me have such a large head.”
Then Umxakaza gave her one of her garments. She put on her own garment which was ornamented with brass
beads, and told her,
“I am Umxakaza-wakogingqwayo. That is my name.”
They returned home. When they arrived, they stood at the doorway. The people went out and said,
“There’s a young woman come to point out her husband.” Others said,
“Whose daughter is she?” Those who saw her said,
“We don’t know where she comes from.” They asked,
“Is she alone?” They replied,
“There are two. But the one accompanies the other.” All the people went out then and looked, asking,
“Which of you has come to point out a husband?”
They could not see them distinctly, because they bent their heads down, looking on the ground. The young
woman of the village raised her head, and said,
“This is Ukhandakhulu.” All the people wondered, they ran and told the chief,
“You should see Ukhandakhulu when her head is as it is now!”
The chief went out and saw her. He called for many cattle, and many were slaughtered. The whole nation was
summoned. It was said,
“Let the people assemble! They are going to dance for the queen!” All who saw Ukhandakhulu wondered.
Beer was made. The king danced, he loved Umxakaza very much. His sister said,
“What is this? You gave directions that she should be sent away!”
*
The old man was killed because of what he had done.
At length, she returned to her father’s place with the cattle by which the bridegroom’s people declared her his
chosen bride.
They arrived at her father’s. They said,
“Umxakaza-wakogingqwayo has come.”
They killed many cattle for the bridegroom’s people.
The dowry was paid immediately.
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She was married.
The king loved her very much.
She became his wife, she reigned prosperously with her husband.
92.103 The Story Of Nosente\fn{by Nosente of the Umgqwashe (1860s- )} Nyara, the Transkei, Eastern Cape
Province, South Africa (F) 3
When I was at Middledrift\fn{ In the Ciskei.} I was seen. In those days young men when they wished to marry
traveled about the country, looking at the girls.
One young man saw me, and he sent messages to my father asking that he might marry me. My father called
his brothers, and they talked with the messengers. They talked about the cattle that that man should give to my
father.
After a time we saw strange cattle in the cattle-fold. We were told that they had been sent to graze in this country, and that my father was looking after them. I had never seen that man. I did not know that I was to be married
until one day people said,
“You will go to be married today.”\fn{ This is by no means a universal Xhosa custom. Most frequently the man has spoken to
the girl before he approaches her parents.}
I was afraid, but I could not help myself. It was the decision of the elders. I was a very ignorant girl then.
All the time since those men had first talked with my father, the old people of the kraal had been getting
baskets, and mats, and blankets. They asked for baskets from my mother’s brothers. My father sold a goat, and
bought other baskets and mats from those who make them, and he bought blankets, and a hoe from the store.
But I did not see any of these things. The old people did not tell me that I should be married lest I should run
away.
Seven cattle were brought to my father before I was taken to be married. Word was sent to the home of that
man to tell them that the bridal party would arrive on a certain day. My sisters from the kraal\fn{Father’s brothers’
daughters.} accompanied me, and a sister of my father who was a widow, and another who was divorced, and two
men, adherents of my father, to whom he had lent cattle. The other girls and my father’s sisters were all carrying
baskets, and mats, and new blankets.
We went on foot. At dusk we arrived at that kraal. We sat down behind the huts.
After we had sat a young man came to ask us for what we had come. The men replied that we were strangers
traveling, and that we sought a place to sleep. We were given a hut swept and freshly smeared.\fn{ Coated (the floor),
probably with cow dung: H} When we came to that kraal the people pointed out my husband to me, saying,
“That one is your husband.”
A goat was brought and killed, “to bring us off the mountains.”\fn{ I.e., to welcome them.} Half the goat we
cooked, and we ate in our hut. The other half was left to the people of the kraal.
*
The next day I went early to the river with my father’s sisters and the other girls. There we washed, and rubbed
ourselves freshly with fat, and with red ochre, and my father’s sister put on me the new long skirt which she had
brought, and many bead ornaments. The other girls also were dressed in long skirts.\fn{ Married women wear skirts to
the ankle, unmarried girls, skirts to the knee .} We were given handkerchiefs for our heads, and were warned that none of
us should go uncovered, for we must show respect in this kraal as brides.
In the cattle-fold men killed an ox. Meat was brought to us, and I was given to eat first. Many people came to
feast. Men and women danced the umdudo.\fn{Wedding dance.}
In the afternoon I was taken to “walk in the courtyard.” I stood with my sisters before the men of the kraal. My
father’s sisters took the blankets off our breasts, and we stood that the men might see us. Then I was given a spear,
and told to throw it in the kraal. The women of the kraal were running to and fro shouting,
“Here people plough, here people weed, here people grind, here people draw water, here people are diligent.”
After I had thrown the spear, I went with my sisters to draw water and collect firewood. We left the wood and
water outside the great hut. At the same time the men from my home were giving presents from the goods they
had brought to the parents of my husband and to his sisters.
The next day the people from my home went away. Before they left they exhorted me saying that I should be
diligent and humble in this kraal, that I should cook for all the people of the kraal, and behave myself seemly, so
that when they came they should hear no evil of me.
My husband’s people gave me a new name, calling me Nosente, the Mother of Compassion, because they
avoided the name by which I was called at home.
I do not know why they said Mother of Compassion. They called me what they liked.
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*
When I was a bride I had to be very diligent, and respectful to all the people of my husband’s home. I got up
very early in the morning, and cleared the ashes from the fire, and went to fetch water. Every day I went to gather
firewood, and wild green plants for food. I ground meal for porridge and beer, and cooked and swept, and
smeared the floors with cow dung.
Only I could not sweep or smear the back part of the great hut, for the back part of the hut is the men’s part,
and it was the hut of my husband’s elder brother. In my own hut I could go all over.
I could not go near the cattle-fold, or cross the courtyard between it and the huts. Even at night we must not
cross the courtyard, and if a wife goes out she must cover her head, for, it is said, the ancestors\fn{ I.e., ancestral
spirits.} of her husband are there.
When a bride goes from one hut to another she makes a wide circle round the back of the huts, that she may be
far from the courtyard and the cattle-fold.
I could not call the names of my husband’s elder brothers, or of his father, who was dead. I could not say
words like their names. A bride when she first comes does not speak much. She listens to the other women talking
and hears what they call things. All the women in the kraal should avoid those words which wives may not use,
for if a daughter of the kraal call her brother’s name\fn{As she is entitled to do.} then a bride may hear, and call what
she should not call.
When she makes mistakes her husband’s mother and sisters reprove her, and tell her what she must say.
Sometimes if a bride does not behave nicely, and neglects to do the things which she should do at her husband’s
home, it is said to her, “You call your husband’s father’s name,” and then she must go back to her own father and
get gifts to bring back to her husband’s home, to “wash” with.
She may bring a goat, and it is killed, and the people of the kraal eat it. But her people tell her that she has
done wrong, and that she must not act in such a way again.
I could not eat milk food in my husband’s kraal when I was first married. Then one day a beast was killed, that
I might eat. My husband’s younger brother handed me sour milk, and meat of the beast which had been killed. I
ate them together. After that I could eat the thick milk of my husband’s cows.
*
Each wife living at my husband’s home had her own field, but we worked together in the fields.
People were beginning to use ploughs drawn by oxen then, and the men ploughed the fields. We women
weeded with hoes we bought from Europeans.
When the weeds were many we took millet, and soaked it in water until it sprouted, then ground it with more
millet, and made beer. People saw the smoke when we were cooking the beer, and we told them that we were
going to weed such and such a field, with beer, on a certain day. They came with us to the field at sunrise, bringing their hoes, and many people hoed our field.
We sang the hoeing song. We carried some beer to the field in baskets, and clay pots, and people drank. Then
when the sun was hot they left their work and came to drink at our kraal. We too went to hoe the fields of other
people and to drink their beer.
At harvest the grain was brought home, and stored in pits dug in the cattle-pen. The grain was put in, and a
stone put over the mouth of the pit, and the mouth was sealed with dung, then the cattle trampled upon it and hid
it.
Each wife had her own pit. Each in turn cooked food from her field, and all the people of the kraal ate together. I cooked tonight, and my husband’s brother’s wife cooked tomorrow.
*
In autumn we repaired our huts, cutting grass, and repairing the thatch, and replastering the walls.
When we came to this country after the war we saw people making huts with mud walls and grass roofs. People said, “Look, there are good huts!” and we made them also.
The old huts with grass walls were low and caught alight very easily, then people sleeping in them, men,
women and children, were burned.
When there was much work to do thatching and plastering, we sometimes made a little beer and called our
friends, the women who lived near, to help us with the work, then afterwards we drank the beer.
The men came to drink also although they had not worked.
Now people make square houses with iron roofs.
*
After I had been married a short time I became pregnant. I told the wife of my husband’s brother. She showed
me the plant which I should put in a pot of water. Every day I drank of that water.\fn{ A pregnant woman drinks an
infusion of a plant as a laxative. Different families use different plants. A woman must always use that of her husband’s family .} Every
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day I still went to draw water and fetch wood, and I worked in the fields.
When labor pains began I went to my hut. The women of the kraal came to me.
Then when they saw that the child did not come they sent a boy to call Nomanga, whom people said was
skilled as a midwife. After she came the child was born. I took it and washed it.
Next morning early I put some leaves of the tree isifuto on the fire at the back of the hut. After washing the
child I swung it in the smoke of the fire, singing as I did so,
Hotshi! Hotshi!
Lomtana akule,

Abemdala apike into azaziyo.\fn{Hotshi! Hotshi! May this child grow. When it is old may it deny the thing it knows.}

This I did every morning and every evening for a month, that the child might grow strong. I called the child
uPote, the twisted one, because he was born with heavy labor.
*
All my children went to school. UPote passed Standard VI, and his teachers said that he should go on and
become a teacher, but he did not like to do that, and he ran away and went to work in Port Elizabeth.
All the others passed Standard V or VI.
My daughter died in the influenza epidemic in 1918. My husband also died. UPote, who was working in Port
Elizabeth, died there. Another son went to work in Johannesburg and died there. Another went to work in Cape
Town and died there.
Two are here at home. The elder is not working for Europeans. The younger goes to work in East London for a
time, and then comes home.
*
The elder one living at home is married to a girl from Gqumahashe. When she was brought by her people a
goat was killed, “to bring them off the mountain.” The next day an ox was killed for the feast, and she was
married in church.
Before they went away her people gave her advice, saying that she should show respect to her husband’s home
and conduct herself humbly; that she should cook, that when guests arrived in the kraal she should give them
food, and that there should be no one in the kraal to whom she did not give food; that she should no longer go
about with young people, but with old people, that she might learn their manners; that when she laughed she
should not raise her voice loudly, but that she should laugh softly out of respect.
We of the kraal also gave her advice telling her these same things.
Then the men of her home presented the gifts they had brought to us, the people of the kraal. They had brought
dresses, and shawls, and dishes, and such things.
*
Now since we are “school people” my daughter-in-law does not avoid parts of the hut, and the courtyard, as I
did when I was a bride. She does not call the name of my husband, or of my sons older than her husband, or
words like them, but she may write the surname of the family when she writes a letter to her husband. School
people do not kill that the bride may eat the milk of the kraal.
I gave sour milk to my son’s wife, and after that she drank it. She lives in my hut and cooks with me, but she
has her own hut to which she goes with her husband at night.
She has four children.
*
Now when children are born all the old customs are not followed by school people.
Men may enter the hut of the mother of a newborn child before she comes out, but some still do not like to
enter.
School people do not kill a goat just when the mother comes out of the hut, but the baby is baptized in church,
and on that day a baptism dinner is made and a goat is killed for the feast. At the baptism dinner of the eldest child
the top tier of the parents’ wedding cake which they have kept as their “proof”\fn{ I.e., proof of a legal marriage .} is
eaten.
My daughter-in-law and I work in the fields. I weed much. For a time I worked in the kitchen for Europeans.
Now I wash and iron. My daughter-in-law is also hired to sew for Europeans.
*
The difference between life now, and life when I was young, is that now there are poverty, and sorrows.
When I was young nothing troubled me. Now the difference is great.
Now children do not live with their parents as they used to do. They are scattered. Only two or three children
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are with their parents.
The mother wonders how the others are. She wonders whether they are ill or what.
There is heaviness. Children no longer honor their parents as they used to do.
Times have changed.
91.165 The Gateway Of The Four Winds\fn{by Eugène Nielen Marais (1871-1936)} “born in the Transvall,” Pretoria,
Gauteng Province, South Africa (M) 7
The late Dr. Paul de Roubaix, the well-known South African botanist, once related the following occurrence to
a small gathering of us:
Our talk was of the supernatural and someone asked the doctor whether he believed in the survival of the
human personality after death. In reply he merely smiled and then after a while, when an expectant hush settled on
the company, he said in his subdued, melodious voice:
“I shall tell you of an incident which is the nearest to scientific proof that has ever fallen within my personal
experience.”
And then he told us the story of The Gateway of the Four Winds …
*
“It was on the sixteenth day of July, quite late in the afternoon, when Jan Nel and I reached the foot of the
mountains. We were on horseback and riding hard, because it was bitterly cold and the sky was murkily overcast,
and the nearest and only shelter was the Gate-House up on the highest part of the plateau.
“The peaks of the Middelberg Mountains\fn{ This name is apparently meant to apply to the range of mountains to the east of
the Middleberg that lies in the former Orange Free State—there is another one in the Transvaal—whose peaks range up to 11,000 feet
above sea level.} were smothered in clouds which now and again went into a violent commotion—a sure sign that a

tempest was raging on the plateau. Jan Nel took in all the signs with evident dismay.”
“We shall have to ride for it,”\fn{I.e., ride quickly} he growled warningly from time to time. “Heaven help man
or mouse who has to spend this night on the plateau without cover.”
“The pass itself was like an appalling sounding-board. Among the mighty walls of rock we were sheltered
from the wind, but the tumult above us raised a ceaseless booming. It was no more than a slow walking pace to
which we could urge our weary horses up the steep rise and when we emerged at the top it was dark night.
“I don’t think I have ever experienced a night so dark and so bitterly cold. The wind had reached the fury of a
hurricane and on black wings mistcloud after mistcloud swept over us. Not a star was visible in the dark sky. The
driving sleet, sharp as needles of steel, tortured our bare hands and faces almost beyond endurance.
“Jan rode ahead and I followed close behind. Talk we could not, because in that uproar the loudest shouts
would not have been heard. The Gate-House is about six miles—an hour on horseback—from the entrance to the
Gate.
“We could feel the horses quiver and shake under us, and so exhausted with the cold were they that from time
to time the buffets of the wind would make them stagger violently.
“I must confess that on that night hope deserted me. Stopping and making a fire was, of course, quite out of the
question and I realized that if we and the poor animals had to spend the night without shelter on those bare heights
—eight thousand feet above sea-level—we should be doomed.
“I kept my eyes on Nel and the image that he made in the darkness is forever fixed in my memory. He and his
horse were no more than an indefinite black shape, but I could make out that he was leaning down over his
saddletree to protect his body as much as possible against the violence of the wind and the cold. That he could
hold his course was, of course, only to be ascribed to the inexplicable instincts developed by the veld people\fn
{Those who inhabit a tract of open grassland on the South African plateau.} to whom he belonged.
“But that night I was sure he had lost his way. To me it seemed we had been riding for hours and the GateHouse was only six miles from the upper entrance.
“I remember I had just resolved to force my horse ahead with spur and sjambok to tell him that I could go not
a step further, when he reined in his horse. As we came shoulder to shoulder I could hear that he was shouting
something, but the wind swept away his words so that they were unintelligible. He was, however, at the same time
pointing ahead with his sjambok.
“At first my tear-filled eyes could make out nothing in the curtain of flying mists that shrouded the world. And
then—for only a moment, through a sudden rent—I saw a glittering light, clear as a star.
“Never truly, crossing the equator, did the seafarers of old greet the pole-star which guided them back home
more joyfully than I welcomed that small light.
“It was the Gate-House or, as it was generally called in those days, the House of the Four Winds, which was a
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translation of its native name—Ntolo di fefogile.
“The darkness was so misleading that to me the light seemed miles away yet and when I became conscious
again of my surroundings, we were standing near the stone wall of a house and a large stable door.
“Jan saw to our horses, while I regained breath and courage within the quiet and warmth of the large stable.
*
“Our reception at the Gate-House I shall never forget. After we had vehemently and continuously pounded the
door to make ourselves heard above the din of the storm, a man unlocked the door and beckoned to us to slip in
quickly, so that he could as speedily as possible shut out the wind and rain.
“In the large room, to which the front door gave access, were Willem Cameron and his wife. I remember yet
that despite my shivering misery I stood for a moment astonished at the rare beauty of Mrs. Cameron. She was
one of the most beautiful Afrikaner-women I have ever seen … the true Madonna-type with features that conveyed above all the impression of calmness and composure. You will all remember the extraordinary fearlessness
that later during the war she displayed in the face of extreme danger.
“Bear this fact in mind, because it will help you to judge the events we lived through that night in the GateHouse.
“There were only four of us, because Cameron had no children.
“In the large stone fireplace a glowing fire of lead-tree logs was burning and Nel and I were soon as near to the
lovely warmth as we could with safety approach!
“Mrs. Cameron was all motherly solicitude on account of our pitiable state. Within a few minutes she had
placed two steaming glasses of punch in our numbed hands and we drank while she served the meal which happened to be ready at that moment.
“It would be hard to describe the profound sense of well-being which invaded us with this sudden change of
environment. Here warmth, rest and peace; outside the raging storm with death in its chill embrace.
“And now I must tell you something, first, of the Gate-House and its history—also to enable you better to
assess every aspect of that night’s occurrence.
*
“The house was built originally by Jan Valentyn Botha—Jan Valentyn, General Potgieter’s celebrated fieldcornet.\fn{Probably Andries Hendrik Potgieter (1792-1852) of whom W notes that “a number of African chiefs who held him in very
high regard came to pay their respects before his death.”W,H } It was at the time when the “Black Captain” in his
mountains \fn{Probably Chief Moshesh, who (successfully) sought British protection in 1868 against the voracious Boers .} was still
persistently defying the Boers, and the house was really a stronghold to protect the Gate.
“Jan Vlentyn was a famous tradesdman and it was in all respects a remarkable house that he built here in the
wilderness. It was made of huge blocks of loose textured sandstone which could easily be broken out in squares
with a crowbar.
There was one large room over half of which was a loft with a ladder staircase leading up to it from within the
room. On either side of this was a small bedroom with doors opening into the central apartment. Further back was
a large kitchen and from there a roofless passage which gave access to the stable and—beyond the stable—to the
cattle-pen. You could therefore with absolute safety reach any part of the house, stable and cattle-pen.
“In earlier days the walls were all provided with loopholes, but at the time of my visit these had all long been
walled up. The Black Captain was still in his mountains, growling and moody, but he had ceased to be a menace.
The old people would still speak warningly of the “Black Vulture,” but the younger generation merely smiled at
such talk: he could no longer do any harm! That was a fairly common belief … until on a day he once again came
down from his mountain crags and perpetrated the atrocious Janse massacre.\fn{ A reference to Johannes Jacobus Janse
van Rensburg (1779-1836) [whose] entire group was massacred by an impi of Manukosi near Inhambane. Only his two children were
spared, as a result of an intervention by another Zulu warrior.”W,H }

“The situation at that time was therefore as follows: most people scorned the Black Captain as a warrior; yet
we still talked about him quite a lot and there were people of sound judgment who mistrusted the peace. How
often have I not heard it said: ‘Give him half a chance, and he’ll start murdering again’—a prophecy that was later
to be dreadfully fulfilled.
“So large were the stone blocks of which the house was built that in the large room one could easily imagine
oneself inside a mountain cave. The roof was very high and the section without a ceiling was spanned from wall
to wall with massive wild olive beams. Up in the darkness near the apex of the roof the light from the flames in
the grate performed a puppet-dance of light and shade.
“‘It is a rough night in which to make your first acquaintance with the House of the Four Winds, Doctor,’
Cameron said to me when we were sitting down at the festive board with which Dora Camereon welcomed us.
‘We are used to storms here in the baboon-country where the roof of the earth keeps touching the clouds.’
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“‘And it is no matter for light talk,’ said Mrs. Cameron with her beaming smile. ‘In weather such as we’re
having tonight man or beast compelled to experience it without protection would be in danger of their lives.’ And
then she went on to tell us of horses and cattle of theirs that had perished of cold on the heights of the plateau
during a single night of exposure to a winter snowstorm.
“We listened with rapt attention to the forces raging outside. We could hear that the tempest was every moment
increasing in violence. The giant front door was of stout beechwood reinforced with wagon-wheel hoops, and was
held on the inside by a large wooden latch. The wind-buffets made us for a moment expect the door to be
wrenched from its hinges. Every now and then a blast would come down the chimney carrying with it a gush of
smoke.
“The turmoil was dreadful. There was a growling as of some furious beast, alternating with cries that sounded
almost human. Moreover there was a continuous wailing as though all the long imprisoned spirits of the tortured
earth had been suddenly released to make plangent\fn{ Plaintive.} announcement of their rancor and misery.
“The great house was massively built, yet the breath of the storm at times penetrated to where we were and
caused the flame of the lamp to flicker up and down.
“After the meal we settled round the fireplace in large easy-chairs, and Cameron gave us a more detailed
account of the history of the remarkable old house and its successive inhabitants.
“Despite his Scottish name, Cameron is (as you know) a genuine Afrikaner of Voortrekker stock and his wife is
a descendant of the old craftsman himself, Jan Valentyn Botha, who built the house.”
Dr. de Roubaix sat silently wrapped in thought for a while, and when he resumed his tale it was as if he had
fallen deeply under the impression of sole solemn thought or other.
“I should like to reproduce the course of events as precisely as possible. I wish not to create the wrong atmosphere, because we poor ignoramuses who have passed through a medical course know at least this with some
certainty: that it is easy to conjure up a false environment through suggestion and so to lead people astray. So
listen attentively!
“The storm aroused a strange state of mind in me—how shall I describe it?—a sense of well-being and peace,
a sense of our having escaped great peril. Such was of course my main sensation. But there was something besides—and it is something less easily described.
“Deep down in my spiritual consciousness was a sense of dread—a feeling of perpetual watchfulness, an
impression of something threatening—something without shape or body that was at hand. What it was and
whence it came I did not know, but my mental attitude was one of fearful premonition.
“You realize of course that this feeling was not overwhelming. It was something obscure and far off, from the
dark recesses of my soul, something which I could easily suppress and which would then just as easily bob up into
the full glare of my consciousness.
“I say this to enable you to grasp that when the thing that happened did happen it did not confront me altogether unexpectedly. And there were other—more arresting—“intimations” as well—as you shall hear!
“In the middle of our talk I saw Jan Nel suddenly sit up in a listening attitude. He raised his hand to silence us.
“‘What was that?’ he asked. What he really meant was: ‘Did you also hear it?’
We all breathlessly listened. Jan Nel had the delicate, highly trained senses of a man of the veld. I knew well
enough that he could hear and see and even smell things long before I could. But even Cameron at first heard
nothing.
“‘It is the storm, brother,” he said reassuringly. “If you live here on the Heights for a period, you soon learn to
know such unearthly noises and you get used to them.’
And then the second thing happened. Mrs. Cameron suddenly jumped up from her chair.
“‘God help us!’ I heard her breathe softly as if in prayer. I saw her turn pale before my eyes, until in the
firelight her whole face showed colorless like a snowdrift; and deep in her beautiful, violet eyes was a gust of
dread that fell on my heart like the clutch of an ice-cold hand!
“And then at once I heard it, too!
“How shall I convey it to you? It might, of course, all have been suggestion. That I leave to your judgment.
“Above the angry roaring and groaning of the storm I heard, far off and faint, a sound; or rather, two sounds. I
knew instantly that it was something I had heard before—long ago in my childhood days, and for some time I
could not recollect what it was. But I noticed directly that the memory of the three with me was livelier than my
own.
“One of the sounds was prolonged, something that was like a challenge and a call to watchfulness; the alarm
flourish from the vanguard of an army … a very singular sound. And in between—like a mighty accompany-ment
—was a dull reverberation of blows, like the echo of thunder among distant mountains.
“Gradually my recollection achieved clarity. It was the bush trumpet of our northern natives and the booming
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was the roll of war drums! In my childhood I had often heard it, but at that time it did not herald any menace.
With my three friends it was different. They had often heard these sounds under the shadow of danger and bloodshed. That is why the impression made on them was much livelier than that on me.
“‘It can’t be!’ said Cameron, although no one had suggested that it was.
“‘It’s the wind … you must have left the stable-door ajar and … what Natives could roam about in such a
night? It’s impossible, unthinkable! …’
“But what he had further to suggest was interrupted by a violent and terrifying outburst—an outburst that
jerked all of us to our feet with every fiber quivering in our bodies. It was the huge front door that had suddenly
burst open. The large wooden latch fell clattering on the floor … and from outside a gust of wind burst inwards,
immediately blowing out the lamp on the dinner-table and chasing the flames high up into the chimney. With the
wind a tumult of mist, rain and snow came surging in and speedily filled the whole room with an almost tangible
darkness through which the light of the fire glimmered faint and uncertain.
“And in the thick of the tumult we saw something—we all saw it together, and the moment I saw it I had not
the slightest doubt that it was material and tangible.
“It was a young man who staggered—off-balance and about to fall—across the threshold, dragging his feet. He
was so enveloped in the drizzle that he was from time to time hardly more than a dark shape. But I recollect that
the firelight blazed brightly upon him for a moment and then I saw him clearly—for no longer than five pulsebeats. He was dark-haired … hatless … had a short, dark beard. His eyes were shut and on his face was reflected
an expression of agony—of extreme torture. He was white as a sheet and on me he made the instant impression
that he was staggering towards his death. I expected in fact to see him collapse, before any one of us could reach
him … And then he almost disappeared again in the moving cloud of mist.
“But my eyes followed him, as he reeled on through the living-room and beyond into the bedroom on the left.
“I take it you thoroughly realize”—Dr de Roubaix went on with emphasis—“that I saw the young man clearly
for only a moment, his whole body and especially his features, but so clearly that I shall never forget his face. If I
were an artist I should be able here and now to draw his countenance so that anybody would recognize him, assuming that persons exist who knew him earlier in the likeness in which he appeared to us.
“As he staggered towards the bedroom he became very indistinct and that for two easily understood reasons.
All that illuminated the large apartment at the time was the flickering flames of the fire in the grate and on his way
to the bedroom he was, of course, moving ever further away from the fire, and consequently further away from
the more illuminated part of the living-room
“The second reason was that the front door had all this time remained ajar and permitted the continuous inrush
of ever thickening mist-haze and fine sleet. The huge apartment made the impression of a gigantic, foaming soapcauldron from which the lid had suddenly been removed!
“My recollection of what I saw, at the moment when the young man entered through the door of the bedroom
and so went out of our sight is vague—this I readily admit.
“From what I have told so far you will naturally have deduced that everything was not all that it should be concerning the young man who that night, in an apparently dying state, reeled into the House of the Four Winds. And
that would be a sound conclusion!
“I must admit that I have not told the story on more than three occasions until now, and one of these was in a
scientific exposition in the journal of a foreign psychological society, and I may add that the exposition was based
on the hypothesis that everything was the result of a subjective illusion. The second half of my tale I have not
imparted to my scientific colleagues.
“In continuing my confession, I may as well add that the main reason for my silence was a feeling of embarrassment. This also you must remember, because it, too, is of value, when you weigh the evidence”
For a considerable time the doctor sat silent and absorbed. My impression was that he was consulting his
memory, not so much to recall the facts, as to arrange and present them in the best possible way.
*
“I am now going to tell you the second part of the event and again I shall attempt to represent accurately
everything that has even the slightest value as evidence.
“You must understand that the storm even inside the room, made such a tremendous roar and din that no
human voices would have been audible, if any one of us should have spoken or cried out. I don’t know therefore
whether any word or cry from any of us accompanied the entry of the young man. The first words I heard, were a
loud cry from Mrs. Cameron to her husband: ‘Willem, shut the door; everything is blowing to pieces! or
something to that effect. In any case, it was a normal outcry of which neither the spirit nor the words owed any
color to the apparition.
“Cameron and Nel shut the double door and I could see that this needed all their strength. Meanwhile Mrs.
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Cameron produced some tool or other from somewhere in the apartment and handed it to her husband, and with
this he hammered the latch to the door-frame.
“Instantly there was a profound silence in the apartment—or, rather, the shutting out of the storm gave me an
impression of profound silence. Dora Cameron relit the lamp and occupied herself with restoring disarranged
cloths, papers and other small articles of furniture, while the three of us dried our hands and faces at the fire.
“‘Blast!’ said Cameron. ‘This is weather for you.’
“‘Yes,’ Nel added, ‘the Lord be thanked that the doctor and I reached shelter in time.’
“‘Now you must listen carefully”—Dr. de Roubaix enjoined us—“all the minor details which I mention, are
true happenings and I mention them for an important reason. With an incident of this kind everything depends on
evidence and there are only two sources of knowledge that we can invoke: the first is the impression which the
occurrence made on our environment, or on other people present, and the second is the impression made on
oneself. In more scientific terms I should call them the objective and the subjective consequences of the incident.
“All three of us had again subsided in our chairs. Mrs. Cameron remained standing at the table with her eyes
fixed now on us, now on the fire. I observed her closely.
“And now I must impart to you a curious and most incomprehensible fact:
“Not one of us said a word about the young man and we all sat down calmly as if we had never seen anyone
enter the bedroom in such astonishing circumstances.
*
“I became conscious of an irresistible compulsion which prevented me from saying anything about the incident
until one of the others should bring it up; and this despite the fact that I knew well enough that, if the young man
was at that moment in need of anything on earth, it was the help of a physician. I simply could not utter a word!
My attention was fixed upon one after the other, and the bearing and behavior of Nel and Cameron appeared normal to me; that is to say it seemed to me as if they had seen nothing of the sudden entry of the young man.
“But with Dora Cameron it was different. She was pale, with a distinct trace of fright in her eyes and she was
staring carefully and fixedly at me, with a sort of anxious curiosity—as though she wanted to be sure of whether I
had seen something, or whether I would say something. The other two kept on talking about the storm and the
probable damage that might be expected from it.
“But Mrs. Cameron and I were both silent. A feeling gradually arose in me that the two of us were sharing a
secret of which the other two knew nothing.
“After a considerable period she walked to the fireplace and took from the mantelpiece a brass candlestick
with a candle which she lit at the fire.
“‘Come, Doctor,’ she said to me, ‘let me first show you your bedroom.’
“It was an odd thing to say and do. So it will appear to you now and so it appeared to me later when I was able
calmly to reconsider everything. But at the time the oddness of her suggestion made no impression on me, and
Cameron and Nel gave no sign that they saw anything unusual in her conduct.
“I immediately got up and followed her to the small bedroom to the left of the living-room—the bedroom
therefore that I had seen the young man enter. I must frankly admit (and I have often meditated upon the matter)
that I cannot remember what my feelings at the moment were. I cannot even remember whether I expected with
any certainty to find the young man in the bedroom. I think—but I am not sure of it—that I instantly hit upon the
thought that only Mrs. Cameron and I had seen the young man, and that she, for some reason or other, wanted to
keep his presence in the room secret from the other two.
“When I entered the room Mrs. Cameron was standing next to the bed. It was made with snow-white sheets
and pillow-slips\fn{Pillowcases.}—as is customary in guest-rooms. She held the candle high above her head in
order to light up the bed and all parts of the little room, and meanwhile her eyes were closely fixed on me. Neither
of us said a word, but for some time we stared questioningly at each other.
“You see, Doctor, there is nothing,” she said at last and with these words she turned around and led me back to
the living-room.
“You must take careful note of the odd behavior of both of us.
“Why did I not say a word about the young man? As a scientifically inclined person I should offer the explanation that, although I should have been prepared there and then to take a solemn oath that I had seen the young man
exactly as I have told you, I was nevertheless just as sure in my subconscious mind that the apparition was
subjective and not objective.
“We had scarcely all reoccupied our easy chairs when a second incident occurred which again disturbed the
equanimity we had recovered.
“There was a knocking at the front door, as if with the blows of a sledgehammer. But it is remarkable that this
time there was no noticeable fright in any of us.
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“Who on earth can it be?” said Mrs. Cameron; and her husband sped to the door without a word and unlocked.
Again there was a gush of mist and snow across the threshold, but this time the storm was speedily shut out again
and the nocturnal visitor turned out in the light of the lamp to be a familiar neighbor of the Camerons and an old
friend of all of us. It was the grand old man, Big-Willem Prinsloo, one of our oldest inhabitants, a man of Voortrekker stock, who was known and admired throughout the district.
“He was wearing a raincoat which glistened with melting snow, and his long white beard shone like a string of
diamonds in the firelight. I can well remember the gigantic figure. According to the custom among our old folk he
kissed Dora Cameron and I recollect how after the embrace she had to wipe her face with a little laugh. You will
probably all remember the impressive appearance of the old gentleman, his calm and composed bearing, the roguish smile after one of his own jokes, and the deliberate and emphatic manner of speaking which seemed in inborn
characteristic of our old warriors.
“‘Dora, I am a sold block of ice right through, he said, after he had hung his coat and hat on the hat rack, and
had warmed his numb hands at the fire. A bowl of steaming coffee was speedily placed in his hands, while Dora
hastily laid half of the table and prepared a meal for the old gentleman.
“We sat until late that night talking before the fire, while the storm raged unceasingly outside. We exchanged
news and uncle Big-Willem related to us how his horse had struggled up through the Gate. So violent was the
storm that he very nearly decided to return to the Gate and find shelter for the night for himself and his horse
somewhere under the kranses.
“It was as if we were all reluctant to leave the fire and go to bed.
“And then Dora Cameron again said an odd thing:
“‘Did you come across anything unusual, uncle Willem? We heard the Natives beating their drums and
blowing their horns, and I think the doctor imagined he saw a ghost.’
“She looked at me with a forced smile when she said this, as though she wanted to intimate that she was
poking fun at me. But I sensed that something much deeper was implied in her words. Do you recollect that she
had previously said something odd? Do you remember the remark in the room—‘You see, Doctor, there is nothing
here?’ Interpret that in relation with what she now said apropos of nothing said before, and then perhaps you will
realize that there was something—a sort of unexpressed understanding—between the woman and me.
“Uncle Willem laughed when she asked him this.
“‘No,’ he said, ‘my days for seeing ghosts are over. They bother you only until your twentieth year. They’re at
their worst while you still have to ride at night to sit up with the girls. As soon as you have a wife they seem to
lose heart. Since I married my old woman I have not seen any ghosts. I expect they agree among themselves that
the poor fellow is haunted enough at home, and so they leave all that in the wife’s hands.’
“And then it was as if a more serious thought suddenly occurred to him.
“‘But if ever there was a place where ought to be haunted, it is this old house—Ntlo di fefogile—as the Natives
called it in the old days. The old belief is that specters tend to appear at places where death has come to some
unhappy person under ghastly circumstances. If that is true, then this room ought to be the chose place, and if
anyone ought to see the ghosts, it is Doortjie, because her late mother … well, one might say that she experienced
it all despite the fact that at the time she had not yet come into the world. Doortjie … let me see … your mother
was born just a month after your grandfather’s death? Yes, just a full month.’
“The old gentleman could sense that all of us were eager to hear the story. The others had heard it before more
than once and knew all about it, but they were quite as eager as I—who had never yet heard it—to hear the old
man tell it again; and I can assure you that I have never in my life listened to anything more dramatic, anything
more moving. Never did he make a single gesture, never was there a change of voice. Calmly and composedly his
deep voice flowed on, while his eyes were fixed on the wall, as though he were recalling in the bright flames the
pictures which he summoned before us.
“‘I was one of the first four to arrive on the scene just after it had happened. I was with uncle Thonie du Toit.
We had just returned from hunting … This farm then belonged to Doorjie’s grandfather, Koos Valenty Botha—
Vall-Koos we commonly called him, because he was so blond in color. He was a young man of twenty-four and
only a year married. Doortjie’s grandmother was expecting her first child—and as I told you, she was born just a
month later …’
“He interrupted his story for a few minutes and when I looked at Mrs. Cameron I was surprised, almost
startled, to see that for the second time that night she had turned deathly pale. Her large, dark blue eyes were fixed
unmovingly on the face of Uncle Willem—and she was listening eagerly to ever word. She clasped and wrung her
hands without ceasing and I could see her breast heaving with a terrible emotion.
“‘Dora’s grandmother was also Doortjie—Doortjie Botha. Her husband, Koos, took possession of the farm at
the time of his marriage, and he brought his bride straight from the church to this house. It was exactly a year
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later. They had just got everything in readiness to move to Doortjie Botha’s mother at Onder-die-berg.\fn{ A note
reads: Onder-die-berg—“Under the Mountain”—Foot-of-the-Mountain.}
“‘They were to stay for a few months and so were taking the cattle and all their small farming with them.
Doortjie’s child was to be born there in her mother’s house. That was the plan.
“‘Only Koos Botha, his wife and her niece, Sussie du Toit, a grand-daughter of Uncle Thonie’s, who was to
accompany them on the visit to Onder-die-berg, were therefore living in the house. Sussie was as young girl of
about seventeen or eighteen. It was the same time of the year as now—the beginning of winter, and Koos was in a
hurry to get his cattle out of the cold as soon as possible. He should have moved much earlier, but it was so fated
that one delay after another prevented their departure. Which of us will ever escape the appointed place and hour
of his death?
“‘It was a fairly dark night. The three of them had just finished their meal and were sitting before the fire
exactly as we are now doing, when the dogs in the yard suddenly started barking furiously. Koos had four large
hunting dogs—of the old Voortrekker lion-hounds with the streak of wavy hair along the spine. There has never
been a more ferocious, courageous and faithful breed of dog in the world—and as large and strong as three-yearold lions.
“‘Koos got up and went out to see.
“‘You must remember that at that time it was a period of peace. We frequently paid visits to the Black Captain
and traded in his head village, and every year he went with us to shoot elephant. Among the three in the house
there was therefore not the slightest suspicion. “Natives” was surely the last thought that would occur to them. All
that they could anticipate was a jackal or, at worst, perhaps a wolf or a leopard, and against beasts of prey the
cattle were more than adequately protected in the built-on kraal, with the four dogs as sentries.
“‘And so Koos Botha went outside and shut the front door behind him. He stayed away for a long time and the
barking of the dogs became more furious than ever and sounded nearer and nearer to the house.
“‘Doiortjie Botha remarked: “It’s the cattle that have broken out of the karral. They always make such a fuss
when that happens. Koos won’t get them in again soon in the dark.”
“‘And then they talked again of other things. There was not the least fear or uneasiness. And do you know
what they then did? Doortjie offered to teach her niece to dance, because at Onder-die-berg they would dance a lot
during the winter. And with much laughter they danced around the table … and then suddenly the front door burst
open and Koos crashed in with all four dogs, like raging lions around him.
“‘You can imagine the terror that seized the two young girls. The first they saw was Koos’s jacket crimson
with blood and two assegai blades in his chest; a third he had himself already pulled out. He could not speak a
word. Staggering along he reached that bedroom (and uncle Willem indicated the apartment to the left) and
collapsed on the bed. He was dead, before his wife could say farewell to him.
“‘And do you know what saved the lives of the two girls? Listen: Uncle Thonie and the three of us who had
accompanied him on the hunt, were coming up the mountain on horseback having let our wagons go the long way
round. We were to sleep here that night. We were nearly half-an-hour on horseback from here when I heard the
barking of the dogs, and now and then the firing of a six- or eight-pounder. We knew at once that something was
amiss and pressed on as fast as our tired horses could gallop.
“‘When we got near we saw the flashes of rifle fire coming from one of the old loopholes which Sus du Toit
had wrenched open next to the door; and the barking of the dogs was inside the house. And then we perceived the
cause.
“‘Before the illuminated frame we saw at intervals a troop of Natives in war-dress and soon we could hear
their cries. They were afraid of the dogs—more afraid of the dogs than of Sus du Toiut with her elephant rifle—
because this is a peculiarity of the mountain Natives. I have myself seen them charge armed men behind a fortification, and then run away from a big dog which they might easily have killed with a single assegai-thrust.
“‘It was only a small group of Natives—about fifty of them under the leadership of a younger brother of the
Black Captain. A few shots were enough to set them running: We followed them some distance in the dark and
shot down about six of them and then we returned to the house.
“‘Here we found Sus du Toit still at the loophole with three of Koos Botha’s elephant rifles and a small
Bushman girl to help her load!
“‘And that night Doortjie Botha’s first child was born here in the back room. You can imagine the circumstances. In one room lay the corpse of her murdered husband and to comfort her in her labor only a young girl of
eighteen and we four helpless men.
“‘Under such tears and misery did Dora’s mother first see light in this old house. Two weeks later the unhappy
mother followed her husband to the grave. That is why Dora’s mother was called before her marriage the
“Murder-orphan.”
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“‘What is it Dora, my child?’ Uncle Willem suddenly broke off and then we noticed that Dora Cameron was
sobbing violently, with her hands pressed to her face.
*
“And there now you have the evidence,” Dr. de Roubaix concluded his tale.
“From it you are as well able as I to deduce whether it yields sufficient proof that the human personality survives after death and is able to communicate with the living.
“There is also another question that presents itself to me when I reflect upon the event: is it possible that an
incident of this kind can make an impression on an unborn child and is such an impression hereditary?
“How is one otherwise to account for Dora Cameron’s behavior that night?”
91.172 Lettie\fn{by Gustav Preller (1875-1943).} Klipdrift District, Pretoria, Gauteng Province, South Africa (M) 3
The episode of Lettie and the English officer occurred many years ago, and by now the details are becoming
blurred in the mind. But just for that very reason I though I ought to set down the whole story before it is perhaps
completely forgotten. The war and all it involved are little by little fading from memory, like an unfixed
photograph in sunlight; the truly great things which emerged from it, the things which everyone should remember,
those we forget for the sake of the professional historian and his researches; the little things that were bitterly felt
within a tiny circle we blot out to gratify dry-as-dust policies, Colenso, Magersfontein, Spioen Kop—they become
names only, with small groups of English and small groups of Boers firing and firing.\fn{ The battles of Colenso and
Magersfontein were two of three battles fought between British and Boer forces during the week of December 10-17, 1899; that of Spioen
Kop was fought on January 23-24, 1900. All three were British defeats, despite in each case overwhelming superiority in terms of infantry
and heavy weaponry (at Colenso 14,000 British troops and 44 field artillery to 4500 Boer troops, no count of field artillery; at Spioen Kop
20,000 and 36 to 8000 and 4; and at Magersfontein 14,964 and 27 to 8500 and 5). The casualties were staggeringly disproportional: the
combined killed and wounded on the British side at Colenso and Spioen Kop were 386 killed and 2,005 wounded to the Boer 76 and 297.
British losses in killed and wounded combined at Magersfontein were 941 to the Boer 236. } The whine of the bullets, the groans

of the wounded, the hunger and thirst, the anguish—all fade from memory’s slate like the homework does for the
school-teacher when we were children. Merebank, Irene, St. Helena—we ourselves erase those names. But Lettie
…
Ah yes, Lettie—she was an attractive little thing, with a sturdy grace and freshness like the dew-spangled vygies\fn{Flowers} on the garden wall in early morning.
A year or so before, she had come back, quite unspoiled, from our old Seminary for girls, having learnt just
enough of worldly wisdom to have some idea how little she knew and to rejoice at the feeling that she had a nation of her very own to belong to.
And that day in Rietpol’s old homestead over towards Slangampies she was the only one on her feet when the
English officer came riding up, accompanied by a few soldiers and a National Scout as guide. Mother lay ill in
bed, father and elder brother were on commando, and the little ones were with the farm-hands in the fields.
Stiff from his long ride the officer swung himself heavily down from the saddle, disentangled his foot from the
stirrup and threw the reins to his orderly. Then he proceeded up the footpath with his deliberate, straddling gait
towards the door: yellow leggings, wide-cut riding-breeches, khaki helmet and eyeglass.
The scout made as if to follow him but the officer gestured him back to stay with the horse.
He tapped on the door with the butt of his riding-whip, coughed once or twice, and Lettie appeared.
Were there any of the menfolk here, he inquired of Lettie, after stiffly sketching a gesture of salute with his
riding-whip.
“No,” was the reply.
“Where is the owner of the farm?”
“On commando.”
“Um … and where is the commando?”
“You ought to know that better than I.”
“Come come now, not so … er … impertinent; such a pretty girl should have more sense than to talk like that;
especially,” he added with a slight stutter and a rather fatuous little laugh, “when her father is away on commando, and she is all alone at home.”
Lettie felt an intense exasperation boiling up in her but she merely shrugged her shoulders, casting the while a
quick uneasy glance in the direction of the farm-lands.
“You might at least invite a caller in.”
“A visitor we know, certainly. As things are, no.”
“But it is my duty, don’t you see, to search the place for firearms?”
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“In that case you will do so without an invitation.”
“Have you any weapons here?”
“Yes.”
“Ah! … hum … well then,” he came to a decision, “would you be so good as to hand them all over to me?”
Without uttering a word in reply Lettie turned and disappeared into the house.
The officer signaled to his escort and two soldiers with loaded rifles stepped nearer; he drew his own revolver
and walked into the front room.
The girl returned almost immediately with two rifles and a few cartridges, which she placed on the table—an
ancient Martini lacking a back-sight and a small brand-new hunting Mauser.
“There they are,” she said, and in spite of the brave bearing she had maintained thus far, she could not help
casting a glance of bitter regret at the little Mauser. It had been a present from her brother and with it she had
learnt how to shoot.
He picked up the Mauser.
“Ah—um—this little toy—I’ll …”
“Would you be so good as to send the soldiers outside?”
The two soldiers who had followed their officer were standing with weapons at the ready in the front room and
Lettie began to feel irritated.
The officer laid down his revolver on the table and examined the two rifles more closely. He handed over the
Martini to the soldiers with directions to break it up and go back.
They saluted and marched off to their camp, which was just on the others side of the ridge.
“As for this little toy,” he went on, picking up the Mauser, “I’ll look after it for you myself; perhaps it might
give me the—er—opportunity to visit you again one day!”
He opened the breech and a cartridge shot on to the table—short-necked, soft-nosed—
“It’s only for wild game,” explained Lettie a little nervously.
“Um … also perhaps suitable for … Englishmen?”
“Certainly, if they run wild.”
One after the other he removed all six of the remaining cartridges from the magazine on to the table, studied
the perfect little beadsight on the rifle and then spelled out the girl’s name engraved on the silver name-plate
affixed to the butt.
“Your father’s name?”
“No.”
“Your brother’s?”
“No.”
“Whose then?”
“Mine.”
“Oh … but what do you do with a gun?”
“Pretty much what anyone else would do with it, I suppose.”
“Target shooting?”
“I can snoot … but why all these questions, sir? Won’t you please just take the rifle away and leave us in
peace?”
But, at the moment, this seemed to be the very last thing the tiresome intruder had any intention of doing. And
no wonder: life in the field for months on end lent to the presence of the Boer girl with her comely appearance
and pert demeanor an irresistible charm which the man’s training in discipline was not proof against. Her cool
polite-ness was in striking contrast with the rather belligerent attitude of most of the other women with whom his
duties had brought him into contact—that is to say, those other who did not want to dissolve in floods of tears—so
much wasted effort as far as he was concerned. He felt a stronger inclination to spar with her at least a little
longer.
“That,” he went on, pointing to the soft-nosed cartridge, “might very well give me the right to set fire to the
roof of this house …”
“I ws not aware that there still needed any further reason for such an action; it is of course your duty …”
“Huh …. Yes, it’s my duty, worse luck,” he replied. “But perhaps … er …. If, let’s say, you would care to … er
… play me a little tune on the … er … harmonium, then in this instance it wouldn’t fall within the scope of my
duty”—all this with a creasing of the face that was evidently intended for an affable smile.
Lettie was on the point of snapping out a sharp answer, when she remembered her mother lying sick in the
room alongside; and rash anger immediately gave way to fear. He had the power to burn the house down over
their heads—he might perhaps even do just that. This sort of thing had happened often enough! No, better trty to
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humor him.
He noticed her uncertainty and made another suggestion: “Or perhaps we might have a target shooting match,
you and I?”
Still deep in thought Lettie made a gesture of impatience.
“I’ll tell you what we’ll do,” he proposed once more, “let’s make a bet on it; three shots each, and if I beat you,
then …”
“No,” she interrupted firmly, as if she had come to a sudden decision, “no, only one shot each, and no conditions laid down in advance. Terms can be arranged afterwards!”
“Ahem … excellent … ha!” He picked up the rifle, and replaced all the cartridges in the magazine.
Lettie put on her kappie and led the way outside.
She took him across the threshing floor towards a small stretch of level ground, straight in the direction of the
English camp, in order to show him the rifle range.
He could not keep his eyes off her and was far too deeply absorbed to notice in which direction they were
going. Chatting all the while he stalked along at her side with his trained officer stride, hardly bending his knees.
“Er … the target, what shall it be? A … er … hen’s egg?”
“What distance?”
“A hundred yards, eh?”
“No, Lettie objected, “for such a short distance rather a match-box.”
He had suggested an egg as a joke, intending to set up his helmet as target. The match-box proposition took
him completely by surprise.
“Now look: go and put it on that ant-hill over there and then measure off a hundred paces from there to here.
Not too long ones, mind!”
He fumbled in the pocket of his breeches and drew out a box of matches. She pointed out the ant-hill to him
once more and he strode leisurely towards it with wide-swinging arms.
“Mark off from the ant-hill,” Lettie called after him mischievously, “not from this end!”
He halted and turned round, and only then did the significance of her remark dawn on him …
“Eh? … Oh yes.”
“Shall we draw lots for the first turn?” she asked, when he had returned and been assured that it was the right
ant-hill.
“Hum … no … ladies first, and, er … you see, in that case I won’t need to walk all that way again to set up the
match-box for myself!”
And he chuckled inordinately at this, as if it were the best joke in the world.
Lettie herself slipped a cartridge in the breech, looked through the back-sight, took aim, and at first tried to fire
resting on one knee but found she was trembling too much to do so. She rose up and took aim standing.
“Please make a shadow over the bead.”
He draped a lavender scented silk handkerchief over his riding-whip and held it between the sun and the sight.
A few tense moments followed.
She let the barrel of the gun sink, then suddenly took aim again and squeezed the trigger almost in a single
movement.
A tiny cloud of dust kicked up far beyond the ant-hill and the bullet whined over the ridge straight towards the
camp.
The match-box had vanished.
“Bull’s-eye!” shouted the Englishman. “Hip-hip …”
“Now go and put it back again,” Lettie commanded without wasting a moment.
“Um … er … and if we both score hits, then we’ll have to shoot it out …”
“Yes.”
When he was fifty paces away Lettie slipped another cartridge into the breech and stole softly after him. When
he turned to face her after reaching the ant-hill, she took aim with the Mauser.
“Hands up!” she ordered in a cold hard voice; there was no mistaking her intention.
“Ha! Ha!”
“Hands up!” came again from behind the dainty little foresight.
His hands rose in the air and the eyeglass dropped.
“Do as I tell you,” she went on peremptorily, keeping the rifle pressed against her shoulder and aimed steadily
at him. “Take off your sword!”
Mechanically he unbuckled the sword along with the revolver and bullet-pouch and dropped them at the foot
of the ant-hill.
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“Take off your hat!”
He tried to make a plea, something about the heat of the sun, but …
“Take off your hat, or I shoot!”
He flung down the helmet and revealed for the first time a bald head that shone in the sunlight.
“Right-about turn and run for your life over that ridge … now, run!”
Again he tried to make as if the whole thing was a joke, but he looked across the fifty feet straight into the
muzzle of the loaded Mauser; he thought of the soft-nosed bullet … the match-box and her resolute demeanor
alarmed him that she might start fiddling about with the trigger.
He swung off, first with a rather stiff rolling gait, his arms raised.
“Faster!” he heard from the rear. He cast a hasty glance behind him and then scurried ahead so fast that one
would never have guessed he possessed stiff knees. He made a bee-line for the camp at top speed.
The first shot had already raised the alarm in the English camp behind the ridge, and at the very moment that
their sorely discomfited superior officer approached the rise, some half a dozen other English soldiers bobbed up
at scattered points in front of him.
Lettie snatched up the splintered box of matches—after all the war was already well into its second year—but
left the Englishman’s equipment just as it had fallen at the foot of the ant-hill, and returned home.
That same afternoon Rietpol’s fine old homestead lay in ruins, burnt to the ground, and a few days later Lettie,
along with her mother and younger brothers, was on her way to the Merebank concentration camp.
But, as I have said, it all happened so very long ago that hardly anyone remembers about it now.
91.182 Badeni’s Bank Note\fn{by Frank Brownlee (1875-1953)} Transkei Territories (now part of Eastern Cape
Province), South Africa (M) 4
Badeni, working in the gold mines of Johannesburg, received a letter from his wife, for whom it has been
written by the teacher of the school in his home location.
The letter read:
My Dear Spouse:
I hope you are well, we are well, under the earth. Whereas there is a great starvation in this country please send me
money like £1 or £5 sterling so that I may buy victuals for myself and your famishing off-spring. The trader is refusing
with that food, saying he does not believe in the stability of your finance, therefore credit is considerably weak. I will
buy mealies with that £5 you are consciously sending me by return of post.
Thanking you in anticipation, I am,
Yours faithfully wife,
Mamtolo

Badeni could not read, so, after opening the envelope, fingering the letter, and looking at it helplessly from all
angles, he took it to the native clerk in the office of the Mine Compound.
The clerk read the letter, and explained to Badeni how he should go about sending a remittance to his
languishing wife and family. Paper money should be put in the letter, and upon the envelope a blue cross should
be made, to signify that its contents were valuable. Fourpence extra postage was necessary, to ensure the letter
traveling in greater security.
Badeni persuaded the clerk to write a letter to his wife, responding to the call for cash. He knew about paper
money, he said, and he himself would put it in the envelope.
The clerk wrote this letter:
Dear Madam,
Your epistle to hand. It has moved me to great sorrow. Herewith I enclose £5 (five pounds) for the maintenance of
yourself and my children during the protracted period of my unavoidable absence.
Believe me to be, dear madam
Your respectful husband,
Badeni

Badeni did not quite like the tone of the letter. He demurred to the term “respectful” in its application to his
relation with his wife, but the letter would serve its purpose. He insisted, however, on the clerk’s adding as a
postscript: “I hope you are well, I am still well.”
With this missive Badeni made his way to a little shop of which he knew, where from time to time he had
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made purchases, with each of which he had been well satisfied. The pair of bright yellow boots he had bought
there still “sang” pleasantly when he wore them, though he had had them for some months. The concertina, it is
true, was inclined to cough when certain of its notes were pressed, but that was no fault of the shopkeeper’s, who
was not responsible for the fact that the instrument had been wetted in a heavy and unexpected shower of rain.
The tin trunk with a large padlock held his possessions in perfect safety.
In every respect, Badeni had found the keeper of the little shop a friendly and trustworthy fellow. He had given
himself the name Tandabantu (beloved of the people), and had painted it in large letters on his sign-board. This
name was what had first attracted Badeni to the shop.
Tandabantu’s advice as to purchases had often been given in a way calculated to inspire confidence: this or that
article was for sale only to ignorant Shagaans or such-like folk, who knew nothing of the value of their purchases. Badeni would naturally require something of better quality, and though the price might be a little higher,
he would get much better value for his money. Advice such as this was given in whispers, so that the other
customers might not hear, and Badeni was gratified at being singled out for special consideration.
So when he produced his letter and explained its purport to Tandabantu the shopkeeper, things were made
easy: Badeni required five paper moneys for five sovereigns. Why not take one paper money for £5? That would
make the letter lighter, so avoiding extra postage. The £5 paper was of necessity different in appearance to the £1
papers, so that people might not be deceived or confused.
Agreeing to this proposal, Badeni placed five sovereigns on the counter. Tandabantu produced a small brown
box containing an unthinkable mass of money. From among the coins he extracted a paper, which he handed to
Badeni, explaining that it was a five-pound note. Upon the paper was depicted a buxom woman reclining
voluptuously on a cornucopia, her fat arms embracing a sheaf of corn, while people placed goods of untold value
at her feet. Above the picture was the inscription
50 La Corona 50
Gran Manufactura de
Esquisitos Tabacos
On the inner side of the lid of the box was pasted a picture similar in every way to the one Badeni held, except
that some artist had given the lady a sweeping moustache and a goatee beard. Badeni did not see that picture.
He looked a little doubtfully at the paper he held in his hand, and was inclined to ask some questions about it,
but Tandabantu was busy with other customers. His talk, however, had been smooth and kindly; surely he was one
without guile. Badeni slowly folded the paper, placed it in the envelope, and left the shop.
On his way to the post office he reviewed the whole position. The clerk at the compound had told him how a
letter containing money should be marked with a blue cross, for which an extra charge of fourpence would be
made. This was not only a foolish waste of money, but the blue stripes would tell people that the contents of the
envelope were valuable; they would attract the attention of thieves. There would be no such marks on this letter,
and none would know of the money it contained.
It was with feelings of complacency that he dropped the letter to his “faithfully wife” into the narrow aperture
which formed a mysterious connecting link between the City of Gold and the little post office agency at the
trader’s store in the location where was his home.
The letter from his wife was the first Badeni had ever received, and the reply was the first he had dispatched.
He was pleasantly thrilled by the novel experience, and naturally mentioned it to his companion in the compound.
“But how did you write a letter?” asked one. “You can’t write.”
“I do not write very well,” replied Badeni, modestly, “so I got the clerk to help me a little over the hard places
in the letter. There were parts in which I had to advise the clerk as to the manner in which my wife should be
addressed. Between us we wrote a letter which in the end seemed to me to be well enough. It was I who put into
the letter matters which had been overlooked by the clerk, skilled though he considers himself to be in the making
of letters.”
*
In due course the letter reached its destination. It was handed over to Mamtolo at the trader’s store. She
received it with seemly insouciance, looked at the envelope critically, then put it in the bundle which held her
modest purchases. After reaching home she went to the teacher’s house, with the letter tucked away in her doek.
Meeting the teacher she opened the conversation with greetings and small talk, gradually working round to the
subject of letters.
“Yes,” she said, “people write letters and post them. People receive letters and read them.”
“It is like that,” replied the teacher politely. “Letters are sent and letters are received.”
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“I had almost forgotten to mention,” continued Mamtolo, “that I received a letter this morning, and I thought
you might like to see it.” She felt in the pocket of her skirt, in the breast of her blouse, and elsewhere for the letter,
well knowing where it actually was.
“Yini!” she said. “I must have left it at home or dropped it on the way.”
Mamtolo withdrew the letter from her headgear, opened it, with some ceremony handed it to the teacher to
read and settled her fat body in a chair in an attitude of pleasant anticipation. The teacher read the letter and
examined the enclosure.
“This is not money,” he exclaimed. “It is just a picture, and it seems to say something about tobacco.”
“There is nothing like that,” replied Mamtolo. “How can it not be money? You yourself have read in the letter
that my husband put £5 in with it.”
“I still say it is not money,” answered the teacher.
“Don’t talk foolishly,” said Mamtolo. “You are more stupid than the children you try to teach. Do you think my
husband would play a trick on me? Give me my letter and money.”
Mamtolo took the letter back to the store.
“I have had a letter from my husband, and he has sent me money to buy food,” she told the trader. “I want to
buy a bag of mealies.” So saying she put the “bank note” on the counter.
“What is this?” asked the trader, regarding the lady with the cornucopia and sheaf of corn with some show of
interest.
“That,” said Mamtolo, “is money to pay for the mealies. There should be £4 change.”
“This is not money,” replied the trader.
“What is the matter with all you people?” queried Mamtolo, with asperity. “Here is my husband’s letter with
which he sent me this money. Read what is written there, and then you will know that it is money.”
“If this is money,” replied the trader, “it is of a kind that I cannot accept.”
Mamtolo snatched up the letter with its enclosure and bounced out of the shop. On her way home, considering
the position she came to the conclusion that there must have been collusion between the trader and the teacher
with a view to swindling her.
She would go to the Labor Agent in the village, a trustworthy man, and put the matter to him. He had “joined”
(recruited) her husband for work at the mines, and knew all about him.
*
She went to the Labor Agent, who listened patiently to what she had to say. Again she was told that the paper
she produced was not money.
The Labor Agent’s suspicions were aroused, and he asked Mamtolo for the letter and paper, so that the whole
matter might be inquired into in Johannesburg, but no argument would induce her to part with her “money.” Her
husband had said it was money, and such it must be. If in the end the paper should prove to be worthless, she
herself would go to her father and demand that the cattle paid him in respect of her marriage to Badeni be returned
to Badeni’s father. So would she dissolve the marriage. No, she would not part with her paper. Badeni would be
returning home before very long, and she would confront him with it.
“Meanwhile you will be requiring money such as the trader will accept,” said the Labor Agent. “Here is a
pound, which your husband can repay me on his return.”
The Labor Agent reported what he had heard of the matter to the Criminal Investigation Department in
Johannesburg, suggesting that Badeni had been swindled by someone who had given him a picture from a cigar
box in place of a £5 note. He described the picture. He also mentioned the matter to the local Sergeant of Police.
The C.I.D.\fn{Criminal Investigation Division.} people, on making inquiries, found that Badeni had already left for
home, but in accordance with their very efficient methods they kept a careful record of the Labor Agent’s report,
and classified it in its proper place for further investigation.
It was just about this time that Tandabantu the shopkeeper appeared at the Criminal Investigation Bureau,
reporting that his store had been burgled. Sundry articles had been stolen, and a small box—a cigar box, he said—
containing cash was missing.
The C.I.D. took up the investigation of Tandabantu’s report. Particulars of the missing articles were advertised
in the Police Gazette, and it was not long before a man found in possession of some of the missing property,
including the cigar box, was arrested.
The Police Sergeant in the village of Badeni’s home district, seeing the notice in the Police Gazette, scratched
his head.
“Cigar box—cigar box,” he thought. “Isn’t there something about a cigar box that I ought to remember?” He
looked through his “occurrence book” for inspiration. Running his finger down the pages, he came to a sudden
halt at the entry: “492 Mr. Lager reports informally that the wife of one Badeni of Bawa location showed him a
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picture from a cigar box which had been enclosed in a letter from her husband, and which she believed to be a £5
note. Action taken: see letter to C.I.D. Johannesburg.”
The Sergeant instructed one of his subordinates to saddle up at once, go to Bawa location, and from there bring
in a man named Badeni. Meanwhile the Sergeant got the wires going. The reply to his telegram contained instructions to have Badeni subpoenaed, to attend at Johannesburg as a witness in the housebreaking case.
Badeni appeared before the Sergeant with trepidation.
“What is it all about?” he thought. “What wrong have I done lately?”
His conscience pricked him in the matter of certain indiscretions committed while at the mines, a place where
it was so easy to do things which might result in a court case. There was, for instance, that time when he had obtained a bottle of liquor by illicit means. He had taken part in other ventures of a doubtful kind, which if they
became known might mean imprisonment for someone.
His thoughts were interrupted as he entered the charge office by a loud voice:
“Badeni, male, adult, Fingo,\fn{The name of his tribe.} laborer, resident in Bawa location,” the voice said.
“Not guilty,” replied Badeni instinctively.
“You are required to appear before the Magistrate of Johannesburg in connection with a case of housebreaking
with intent to steal and theft,” said the Sergeant.
“In all my life,” replied Badeni, “I never broke a house nor have I ever stolen or intended to steal.”
“At present there is no charge against you,” said the Sergeant reservedly. “You are merely required to give evidence in a case in which a man is charged with breaking into a shop and stealing.”
“But I know nothing about a thing of that kind,” said Badeni. “I thought they might be wanting to know about
liquor—”
“There is nothing about liquor in this case,” broke in the Sergeant to Badeni’s relief. “You are required to give
evidence as to what you know about a case of burglary, and you are to produce the paper you sent your wife in a
letter. You will be told all about it when you reach Johannesburg.”
*
Now Badeni regarded this development as a welcome interlude to a trying and delicate situation. His relation
with his wife had become more than a little strained. She had confronted him with his letter and the picture; the
latter he declared to be money.
“If you can buy with that money,” she said tartly, “go and do so. No one will give me so much as a tickey\fn
{Three penny piece; South African slang.} for it.” She had related her several experiences with the “bank note,” and from
day to day she had in a most irritating way persistently referred to the subject.
Badeni was becoming exasperated. He was sorely tempted from time to time to take his sticks, give his wife a
sound thrashing, and so adjust the matter. It was only her threat to tell the other women that he had been duped,
and so bring ridicule upon him, that deterred him.
Returning from his visit to the Police Sergeant, he told his wife as much of the interview as he thought was
good for her to hear. He was to go to Johannesburg, he said, in connection with an important case concerning
other people. He would take the paper with him, and change it there for other money. In Johannesburg, where he
had obtained it, it would be well known to be good for £5.
He had no definite plan as to how he would get the £5, but his little piece of bluff would serve to keep things
quiet between himself and his wife for the time being.
*
The case of housebreaking came before the Magistrate’s Court in Johannesburg in due course. Police evidence
was given as to the arrest of the man accused, and the missing articles found in his possession. Tandabantu identified the articles in detail. Asked how he knew the cigar box, he pointed to the whiskers on the face of the lady in
the picture inside the lid. The moustache and beard, he said, he had added to the lady’s face in an idle moment.
There had been a similar picture on the inside wrapper of the box, but this he had torn off—the rest of the wrapper
was still there.
Badeni, on being called, said he thought he knew the box. The “paper-money” he produced, he said, had come
out of it. He was about to proceed with the story of how he had got the paper in exchange for five sovereigns
when to his surprise he was silenced.
The case drew to a close; the guilt of the housebreaker was clearly proved, and he was sentenced to a long term
of imprisonment.
Tandabantu was leaving the court with is recovered property when a constable tapped him on the shoulder.
“I want you,” said the constable, “on a charge of fraud.” Tandabantu was arrested.
*
When the case came before the court Badeni was again called as a witness.
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Once more his “paper money” was produced. It was compared with the picture in Tandabantu’s cigar box, and
found to be identical. On closer examination it was found to have one rough edge, exactly corresponding with the
edge of the wrapper in the box from which it appeared to have been torn. Among several finger-prints found on it
was one which was clearly established to be that of Tandabantu.
Badeni gave evidence as to his having been handed the paper in exchange for £5, and in the end the shopkeeper was convicted of fraud, and sentenced to pay a fine of £30 or undergo three months’ imprisonment with
hard labor. Of the fine £5 was awarded to Bandeni. Tandabantu paid the fine, and Badeni received the fiver.
By some oversight on the part of the police he also obtained the cigar box.
*
His business having been completed, Bandeni found himself for the moment at a loose end in Johannesburg,
and having been brought there qt the expense of “the Crown,” he decided to save himself passage-money by
staying there and taking o his old job at the mine. He had, moreover, at the back of his mind, some rendering of
the saying:
“Absence makes the heart grow fonder.”
He thought that by remaining away from home for a while his wife’s feelings towards him might be softened.
In any case, it would take some time to make up a credible story to tell her, as to how he had exchanged the “bank
note” for cash.
Meanwhile he got a friend to write home for him, saying that he would be staying on at the mines for some
months. The letter also said non-committally:
“I have obtained money for that paper of which you know.”
After working for some time Badeni returned home. Among his kit was the cigar box. He had done fairly well
at his job, and was able to hand his wife quite a decent parcel of money. He carefully avoided reference to the
paper money he had taken to Johannesburg to exchange for cash. He hoped his wife had forgotten about it, and
that he would not have to give his version of the transaction.
But wives do not forget so easily, and one day Mamtolo surprised him by the direct question:
“How did you obtain money for the paper? All the people here, as you know, told me it was of no value.”
“Oh, that, are you asking me about the paper?” replied Badeni, playing for time.
“Yes, I would like to hear about that,” said Mamtolo.
“Do you know banks?” asked Badeni. “Banks are the places where money of all kinds is kept. People take
papers there and they are given white money or red money (silver or gold) in exchange. I took the paper to the
bank, and there they readily gave me £5 for it.
“There are many such papers in the bank, and I often saw people buying things in shops with paper money just
like the one I sent you.
“Those who visit the big cities often have experiences that appear remarkable to the ignorant folk who stay at
home,” he said, deftly directing the conversation into safer channels, and there the matter dropped.
*
A week or two later Badeni returning home from a beer-drinking was met by a highly excited wife.
“While you were away,” she said, “I was looking for matches among your belongings, and there I found this
little box. See, it has paper money pasted inside the lid!”
“We are not talking about that,” replied Badeni sharply, as he snatched the cigar box from his wife and threw it
in the fire.
91.175 The Sea Cave\fn{by Maria Elizabeth Rothmann (1875-1975)} Swellendam, Western Cape Province, South Africa
(F) 7
Looking out to sea from the shore somewhere south of Bredasdorp you sometime sight a vessel on the horizon,
coming from the east and bound for Cape Town. When it is directly abreast you can plainly see the whole ship,
down to the water line; but as it goes west it veers further and further south, so that presently you will see only its
smoke, and then that too is gone.
The ship had to sheer away to avoid the great Agulhas Bank, the southern flank of the foundation on which
Africa is built, and which stretches out far under water. On a projecting crag of the reef there is a beacon which is
the signal for shaping course: still further to the west thee is a bigger signal—the Cape Agulhas lighthouse.
Over the bank the sea surges in, and where it is checked by the land the waves have eaten away all but the
hardest rock, left in masses along the shore. Between them the sea has heaped up bastions of sand dunes against
itself; it piles them higher and higher, and then the great winds, Northwest and Southeast, shift them. Ceaselessly
the waves beat against the cliffs, beat and bore, beat and bore, here fashioning a sold mass into a rough Gothic
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arch, there hollowing out deep caves under huge cliffs.
Such a cave is the Waenhuiskrans.
It is so deep and wide that it could house fifty ox-wagons; and this was probably the old pioneers’ way of
estimating its size, and the reason for its name—the “Wagon-house Cave.”
Its portal, a fairly regular half moon in shape, lies open southward to the sea, and in comparison with the
interior is not very wide; perhaps thirty-five feet across and rather less than twenty feet from the top of its arch
down to the water. When the breakers had worn an entrance they began to hollow out, to right, to left, backward
and upward, so that today the Waenhuis measures at a rough guess seventy feet in width and rather more from
front to back; the domed ceiling, more or less symmetrical, is about thirty feet high in the middle. And for floor
the sea has rolled in big, smoothly rounded stones and packed them well and firmly into the back of the cave,
leaving the front of scoured rock.
*
Through the portal the breakers march ceaselessly in, march and fall; even at low tide there is no admittance
for humans, save for the young, the strong, the adventurous. In front of the cave the rocky bank stretches away far
out to left and right, more or less level, bare and jagged at low tide.
But just before the portal there is a deep, wide fissure through which the breakers press tumultuously inward.
East of the channel stands a massive rock which may have fallen down from above or have been carved out in its
place by waves. It cuts off any approach to the cave from that side.
But on the opposite side of the channel there is a possible approach, tried sometimes by venturesome boys.
Next to the entrance there is a foothold from where they could leap sideways into the cave, especially when, as
sometimes happens, sand has been washed in to form a landing-place …
To reach this jumping-off spot, accessible only at low tide, one has to scramble down from the cliff’s summit
outside, a difficult and dangerous undertaking, especially for those who do not know the place, or the backwash of
the breakers. The sea reserves for itself the front entrance to the Waenhuis.
But there is a little backdoor.
In the eastern wall of this rocky cape the waves have also pitted out deep cavities. One of these arches up to
about nine feet at its entrance and extends a good five and twenty feet inside. Where its roof slopes to the floor at
the back there is a dark opening like an oven door, about four feet square. If you enter this cave, and make your
way carefully over the large egg-shaped stones that like thick underfoot, and bend low to look through this hole at
the back—then you are looking right into the Waenhuis from behind.
The first time you do this you can scarcely believe your eyes, so unexpected and impressive is the sight of the
great vault, with the glittering blue and white of the churning sea beyond.
*
Only at low tide is this back entrance accessible by picking a way with difficulty from the beach, and then not
dry-footed.
At high tide the side cave is half filled, so that some of its water is splashed through the little opening into the
big cave. Inside the Waenhuis at high tide the whole floor is covered right to the back, but at low tide it is left bare
and dry. Then the cave lies open, vast and still, though full of the booming of the waves outside.
To the human, bowing his way in at the back door it seems as though he has entered an alien place, where his
law and order have no authority; he stands quiet for a while, and gazes about him. That is how the Waenhuis looks
today; that is how I knew it fifty years ago.
But along our southern coast wind and water are giant forces, known for their terrifying power since Diaz\fn
{Bartholomew Diaz (c.1450-c.1500), Portuguese explorer.} met with them for the first time, and under their assault strange
transformations may be effected. Between the time I have mentioned the Weaenhuis for some years presented an
entirely different appearance.
The whole of its floor was covered with a thick carpet of sand, which had banked up at the portal so that,
except at spring tides, the waves were halted at the entrance, and could not break inside. Then at low tide the
children could come in at the back-door and run right through to the front and on to the jumping-off place outside,
for this was also covered by sand to within a foot of its top. And then, by some action of wind or sea, that whole
mass of sand was swept out again so that the Waenhuis floor once more lay clean and bare, as it is today.
*
Some distance east of the Waenhuis, up on the cliffs, lies what has during the past half century grown into a
lively little seaside resort, with hotels, a shop, a post office with telephone, and other modern facilities. But many
of the cottages belong to sea lovers who are accustomed to doing without these facilities—who still, as in old
times, at the wayside farms obtain bags of straw with which to stuff the mattresses in their seaside homes; who do
the cooking on the open kitchen hearth on trivets or crosslaid iron bars, and bake their bread in large, flat-bot69

tomed, three-legged pots; who grill the freshly caught harders or galjoen on the coals out-of-doors on the sheltered side.
Such a little three-roomed house, with a wooden lean-to built by the boys attached to its side, was owned by
the Meurants.
I knew it well. The Meurants were our good friends, and the little house was often placed at our disposal. But
at the time of which I write, the Christmas holidays at the end of 1938, I was not there. What took place then was
told me later by Sara, and by Margie, her daughter-in-law.
The friendship between our families began before either Sara Meurant or I had begun to think of such a thing
as old age; Hannes Meurant was still living. He died in his 60 th year, as old then as Sara was now in 1928; she was
his junior by thirteen years. It was he who bought the cottage at Waenhuiskrans.
It had cost little as money is reckoned today, but even its moderate price was hard for him to find. The big jam
and canning factories which later gave fruit farming its impetus had not been started. The Meurants’ little fruit
farm had to be worked to its utmost, like poor Hannes’s bodily strength, to provide for the family and send the
children to good schools.
But a month at the seaside in summer, when the apricot crop had been picked and dried—a month in one’s own
house with no worrying rent to be paid—was a necessary respite for Sara and Hannes; both reckoned, wisely
enough, that they could invest their savings in no better way. And it certainly saved the six of them many a
doctor’s bill!
*
Hannes died in 1924.
And there was Ben, seventeen; Rika, fourteen; Johannes only nine, and little Hendrine, only five years old. For
estate and heritage there was the little farm with what was on it but also with a mortgage. Ben—the other children
were too young—was their mainstay, and Ben’s one desire was to try to fill his father’s place.
Fortunately, after a few years, the farm gained a mighty ally in the first jam factory to be established in the
district, and it could pay off the mortgage and provide sufficiently for the growing needs of the five, under the
watchful and meticulous care of Sara and Ben.
Only the needs; for pleasure there was the seaside cottage and pleasure it did provide in full measure. It
became the family gathering place; there Ben could rest his limbs and lay aside his cares, and Sara could find
relief from endless planning and contriving. As time went on and the children grew up it was still the place where
Rika and her husband could forget all the appointments and obligations of their busy town life, where the children
could forget their school books. In the Meurants’ cottage there was only one rule and discipline—all for each and
each for all; and under its sway the Meurants could attain the maximum pleasure with the minimum of exertion.
Blessed, happy place! Sara refused more than one attractive offer for it, however tempting it had sometimes
seemed, with all the pinching and contriving to give the children “book-learning.”
The cottage had now to accommodate an expanding family.
Rika, trained as a nurse, had—on the completion of her course—helped to pay Johannes’ university fees. After
some years she had married and gone with her attorney husband to live in Bloomfontein; there were now two
children.
Johannes, at twenty-three had almost finished his post-graduate course in Physics—an intelligent boy, he had
been helped so far by loans and grants. Next year he would be earning, and taking his turn by helping Hendrine
through her kindergarten teacher’s training.
And Ben, the farmer, had at last found it possible to get him a wife, as every good farmer should.
So there they were in the Merurant cottage on the cliff-top, Sara, Ben and his wife Margie, Johannes and
Hendrine; Rika and her family were to arrive soon.
This time it was a more than usually intimate family gathering; during the year Sara had handed over the farm
to the young couple and gone away. I think it was because of our long-standing friendship that she had decided on
our town as her dwelling-place; she bought a house and garden there. And now she and the children had foregathered here by the sea, all, as always, for each, and each for all, and every one of them had eagerly looked forward
to it.
But notwithstanding all their affection for each other, in that house of happiness care and trouble found
entrance.
*
“Margie,” said Sara to her daughter-in-law while they were in the kitchen preparing breakfast, “I slept so
badly. I do so wish I could just be idle down by the coast.”
“Well, Mother, then you just go down to the sea, and be idle!” said Margie with a decisiveness which betrayed
a desire of her own. “I’ll see to breakfast, and dinner, and everything.”
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Sara smiled. Housekeeping had the charm of newness for Margie and seaside cooking held many opportunities
for experiment; appetites were easily satisfied. Rika, to whose criticism Margie was sensitive, had not yet come.
“Just tell me, Mother, what you would like for midday; and then you stop out all morning; why not?”
“No, my dear; you know all our supplies; I’ll not order. Well then, I’d like to go now—at once.”
“But have some breakfast first!”
“Oh, I’ll take something along; yes—it’s nearly half past eight. Who knows when Hendrine and the boys will
be back for breakfast; it will be so hot by that time. Won’t you cut me a sandwich, and put it in my little bag? I’ll
come for it in a minute.”
And in a short while Sara stepped out barefooted, and went down the steep path to the waterside, her little canvas bag in her hand. Margie stood on the stoep and watched her going. Margie knew why Mother had been sleepless. But she had a habit of thinking before speaking, and on this occasion the time for speaking had not arrived.
Not for her.
She had not been present the evening before when Johannes had dropped the bomb. She and Ben slept in the
lean-to adjoining the living-room, and from there she had heard their voices, rising in excitement, from the front
stoep, and being checked to difficult silence. But she had not gone in; she had determinedly gone to bed and had
been asleep when Ben came I much later. He too had slept little, and when she was wakened at dawn by his
restless tossing, he began to talk at once.
“What do you think? Johannes—actually telling us he wants to join the British Air Force! It’s incredible! A
Meurant! If I had not heard it out of his own mouth no one would have made me believe that one of us could
think of such a thing!”
“And is he going?”
“I don’t know, Marg. I don’t know how he can possibly go after seeing what Mother feels, and hearing what
she said about it.”
“And what you said.”
“Yes—well—Hendrine also—but he knows all that as well as we do—grew up knowing it!”
Ben was deeply disturbed. Margie was troubled; she had not expected such intensity of feeling. She moved a
little closer to him and lay quietly considering the matter; she did not attach so much value to what Johannes
might intend doing, but this was not the time to say so.
Although Margie was two years younger, her student years had coincided with Rika’s—she at the university,
Rika at her training hospital. They had become friends, the closer when Margie had gone visiting at the farm with
Rika and got to know the other Meurants. Her own people lived far away in the Eastern Province, and the
Meurant farm had become a second home for her where, with or without Rika, she used to spend her short
vacations. Johannes was a few years her junior; he had come to the university during her final year. He was clever
and had made good progress, but to Margie he was and remained a junior.
*
It was a quiet, warm summer morning. Wandering on the shore one could keep cool; one could linger by the
clear pools, left in rocky outcrops by the ebb-tide, let one’s bare feet be caught by the lazy little waves, and feel
the exhilarating firmness of the wet sand underfoot.
But that morning Sara had neither eyes to see nor heart to feel the charm of the clean, open shore. She found
herself hastening feverishly forward on to the next rocky barrier; up over its back; down the other side, glad to be
out of sight, for a moment, of the staring windows of the houses up on the cliff. She quickened her pace still more.
Her sixty years had not to any appreciable degree lessened her body’s strength; she usually carried her still
dark head high and confidently; the gray eyes looked steadfastly out from under the dark brows and told of calm
judgment.
But not today.
Her head was bent; the eyes had an inward look. Reaction to deep hurt is different in different people; some
find solace in the sympathy of their fellows and hasten to seek it; others, like sick animals, seek a hiding-place to
endure their pain in solitude. Sara was of the latter kind.
Her feet seemed to be carrying her forward on a set course step after rapid step; up the sandy slopes covering
the cliffs to landward; then back to the water’s edge, and finally to the back entrance of the Waenhuis.
To reach it she splashed through the rocky pools, sometimes knee-deep, or jumped recklessly from boulder to
boulder as if driven. She reached the low archway giving entrance to the great cave; just inside it there was a little
drift of sand, thick enough to cover the stones on the threshold.
On this cool bed Sara sank down. A little draught of air coming gently through, caressed and soothed her. She
placed her canvas bag and linen hat on the ledge; her limbs relaxed; she rested.
“Now I must think,” she said aloud. For now at last she was alone, away from anything that might ask for her
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attention.
But no one can think after so great a shock and after an entirely sleepless night following upon the shock. All
that her brain called up were recollections, of one word after another spoken on the evening before by one of the
children or by herself, one image after another of a strained face, an impetuous gesture.
“We Afrikaners …”
“Man, do you still call yourself that? …”
“Children! Let Johannes speak. I want to know—I must know—what is in his mind …”
“Mother—well, I’m not ashamed of what I want. I’m, no Englishman. If only I could get to one of the other
armies! If England were at war with us—well, then, of course!
“But this war … Mother, it’s not our war! The world’s nations are fighting each other, and great things, wonderful things must happen. And one wants to know! To know what goes on, not to sit and pretend there’s nothing!
What sort of knowledge can I get, away from all that happens, licking up a crumb here and there—no one makes
progress like that, Ben!”
“Progress!”
Ben’s face as he spat out the word! Johannes, scarlet, enraged!
“Mother! Is this fair? Am I to be despised? Must I think and feel according to a formula?”
That to her!
After all the years, so overfull of planning, of strain, of self-sacrifice—for the children! No strain, no sacrifice
too great if it helped them forward. And now this reproach!
From the one of whom she and Ben had worked and contrived the most.
The tragedy of those years, now, it seemed, so mistakenly, so vainly endured, overwhelmed her. The tears for
which she had had no use during the wakeful night now broke through. Sara sobbed and wept; leaning her cheek
against one of the smooth worn stones by her side, alone in that impersonal solitude, she let her grief have its way.
The exhaustion after the tears relaxed the tension of the spirit. Sara began to be conscious of her surroundings,
of the rhythm of the breakers rising and falling at the mouth of the cave, of the light breath of the breeze cooling
her fevered face. She sat, quietly and dreamingly. The old rule, never to remain long in the Waenhuis, took gentle
hold on her thoughts.
“I’m going soon,” she said to herself, and the vague purpose stressed by the monotonously falling waves
calmed her still more.
Further and further their sound receded, rhythmically repeated, lulling, Mechanically shifting her tired limbs to
an easier position on the fine sand, she fell asleep.
*
Sleep in the open air is refreshing but never deep. When she woke Sara felt as if she had been away somewhere for a little while, away from everything and from herself, and had just returned with the same thought with
which she had drifted off: I must be going home!
Then a little sprinkling from drops of cold water woke her thoroughly to perceive a difference in the sound of
the breaking waves. Shocked into awareness, she sprang up and looked, first through the little archway where the
sprinkling had come from. And there a wave-top fell through, this time with a splash; it shot through the archway
and fell on the sand. Bending forward hurriedly to go through she drew back to avoid a third wave, foam-topped
and stronger.
No way out there! At best that exit was a difficult one, even at low tide; you had to pick a careful way over
boulders and through pools. Now the water would sweep you from your feet and fling you against the rocks.
Sara trembled. She clenched her fists to control her rising panic.
She turned away from the backdoor and walked over the floor of the cave until she stood where the roof was
highest—to get the feeling of space. It seemed to her that the water which but a few minutes ago had so lazily
tumbled into the cave was now with every breaker sweeping up almost to where she stood. Through the channel
the rollers advanced, urged forward by the tremendous pressure from without; she saw, she felt the stupendous
power that drove them.
Blind terror gripped her with such violence as though some force were tearing at heart and bowels with iron
claws. For a few moments, standing there, she had no consciousness of herself, and when consciousness returned
she found herself with hands tightly clasped over eyes and forehead, two thoughts, jostling each other in her
brain:
It can’t be!
It is! The second dominated.
“If it is, I must face it.”
Her lifelong habit and principle—that of seeking the truth in every experience, of never turning away from the
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truth when it appeared unsought—this ingrained habit, grown into a second nature, could not fall away even when
confronted by the inexorable last truth of all.
And Sara, trembling, faced it. The horror of being trapped in this cavern as it gradually filled with water, the
violence of the sea, all but paralyzed her senses. But now she knew that it was fear that was overwhelming her—
fear which she was powerless to fight; she realized that she might actually die of terror even before the waves
could drown her. And shuddering away from this knowledge, she involuntarily flung her spirit out to something in
space, to seek for aid.
And the wonder happened—that most miraculous, that most unaccountable of human experiences, that help so
sought for in an utmost need—comes!
How and whence—who shall define its source? Sara Meurant did not try, nor did she need to define it; she
stood still and accepted.
Reason resumed its healing sway; she had conquered the strongest enemy, hideous, destroying fear; it could
not overpower her again. She began to think. She measured with her eyes the extent to which the floor was
already covered with water. And the upward sloping part behind her that was still dry. She looked for marks that
would show how far the water could push in through the little backdoor—evidently not far, else the little patch of
sand would not lie so snugly there. And then, old beach-wanderer that she was, used to the boys’ daily reckoning
of high and low tide, then only did she set about calculating it herself, and glanced at her wrist watch.
It was noon. She had left home at half past eight, half an hour after low tide; it must have been nine o’clock
when she had reached the Waenhuis; she must have slept for some hours. She told it off again—low at eight—
high at two o’clock—another two hours—well? And was the floor half covered? Really less than half; the dry part
at the back was larger, undoubtedly larger, and suddenly she remembered that this was the time for neap tide—
dead water, the boys called it.
“Ah!” she sighed. Perhaps the position was not so desperate after all.
Right in the middle of the cavern floor there was a great rock, roughly flat-topped; the children called it “the
pulpit,” and when they were at an age to enjoy such doings. Loved to clamber to the top and with many gestures
and intonations to deliver their school recitations to such public as there was to attend.
Sara estimated the rock’s height. The water had reached its base, but she might still manage the climb. Freed
from panic, she knew that there was time enough, and she studied the position now from one angle, now from
another and decided that the top of the rock would not be further above water level than the back of the cavern
where the sloping roof met the rock wall. The angle there was sharp—how far would one be able to get it? And on
“the pulpit” one would at any rate be able to stand—but would one?
Well—better not work that problem out; it brought the Enemy too near. She succeeded once more in convincing herself that the neap tide would not, could not entirely fill the cave. And then she went to where she had put
her bag and hat beside the backdoor and took them, and made her way carefully over the slippery stones to a place
where she could sit and from where she could assure herself to the extent of the water’s advance. And when she
had sat down and leaned back, the slackening of her limbs told how great had been the strain.
For a long time she sat, dully conscious of the urge to take some sort of measure of the water’s rise, but unable
to formulate her reckoning. At last she grained control and began to calculate.
It would be low tide at half past eight; she would surely be able to get away at about six. Another six hours! Oh
well—Nine to six; nine hours’ imprisonment in the Waenhuis—but fortunately it was summer. Nine hours! And
then it occurred to her that Margie had packed something in her bag, and suddenly she was also aware that she
was hungry.
Yes, there was ample provision; sandwiches, a couple of early peaches from the farm, and best of all, a flask of
hot tea.
Kind Margie! Good child!
After the refreshing tea, and a log drawn out meal of sandwiches and fruit, while at every moment observing
the incoming waves, she felt stronger. The water made no alarming inroads, but there was still another hour and a
half to go before the tide turned. It was always difficult for Sara to sit still and watch a critical situation
developing. It had always helped to be doing something about it even if it only meant calculating what could be
done.
So she got up and placed marking stones and timed the waves to reach them so as to be able to establish a rate
of advance; more of a comfort this, rather than a reassurance, because of the variation in the waves’ force. But
finally she reckoned that at worst she would at two o’clock perhaps be wet through, but not caught and drowned
and helplessly washed into the furthest corner.
To this conviction she clung as hard as she could.
She was unable to concentrate on anything but every breaking wave. The hour and a half, measured thus,
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passed so slowly that at times, seized with sudden panic, she pressed the wristwatch to her ear to make sure that it
was still faithfully ticking away the seconds. And although she did not then realize it, this preoccupation with the
time was her salvation; the fixed attention, tense though it was, to every wave’s advance, kept the brain busy; if it
were slackened off, fear might again have caught hold.
The great rocky bank outside the portal of the cave was now entirely covered. From far out each wave in turn,
glittering in the midday sunlight, swept on to it, to be forced into the deep channel, flung against the rock on the
eastern side, and thrown back in a welter of foam into the cave.
A power that knows no mercy! And in the shadowy recess of the cavern the puny human creature watched its
violence and dared to measure and calculate its force! And thanked God for the little watch on her wrist that told
her it was close on the turning of the tide.
When it was two o’clock she could just stand erect under the cave’s roof, about eight feet from where it joined
the floor; when it was half past two she was wet to the waist. But what did that matter? Hope had grown into
certainty; the highest and furthest of her marks had dried and not got wet again.
And after that she endured the hours with patience.
*
And now she realized that she had the time and the solitude for taking stock of what had happened since the
evening before.
Painful though it still was to call it to mind, she made herself examine and consider it. One hears and reads of
mortal fear; she had experienced it. In what manner is it the most intense and terrible of all human emotions? Its
sudden attack? Its approach from nowhere?
There it is upon you, in depths within you of which you had no conception. And in a flash it completely overmasters every sense; nothing in you is your own; reason is stricken powerless, the spirit numbed. All the senses
fly screaming into extremes of expression. To die like that?—ah, God! …
Sara rose quickly to her feet and walked to and fro so as not to give way again, and to assure herself that she
was safe.
The spirit numbed—yes, that described it; numbed, not torn and tossed like the mind and the senses:
“Strange,” thought Sara, “I have never in all my sixty years had it so convincingly proved to me: when reason
and bodily powers had been wholly put out of action, something else in me took charge and, entirely without my
help or directing, knew where to go for succor. I must never forget it.”
*
Well, now she could think. For the first time since Johannes had put his startling plan to her and Ben she was
able, as always to consider and weigh the matter according to its merits. Perhaps the few hours’ sleep had restored
her; perhaps the violent dislocation of her whole habit of thought; perhaps the exhaustion that had followed;
perhaps even Margie’s picnic meal! All these had restored to body and mind some measure of their normal
equilibrium. And something more.
She had learned that the arch-destroyer of mind and body is Fear.\fn{ Franklin D. Roosevelt said as much, concerning
slightly different circumstances, in his first inaugural address: “The only thing we have to fear is Fear itself: nameless, unreasoning,
unjustified terror.”} For a moment she wondered whether that was the Enemy against whom our Lord warned us

when He told us to pray to be delivered from the Evil One.
Her thoughts turned to her children, now probably racked with anxiety for her safety; they would have
searched the beach and rocks—no, better put that out of her mind; she could do nothing to relieve that anxiety.
Better concentrate on her own problem, for that was why she had come here. Time—that was what she had
needed; now she had the time.
And with regard to that problem—was it not there too that fear had first to be considered as the chief alarmist?
“Why am I afraid? Let me see. In the first place, of course, I fear my son may be killed; definitely that. It is not
to be put aside. Well, put that aside—accepting it for what it is. But then—estrangement between me and my son,
a very possible estrangement, and unavoidable if our ways go so far apart. And then? Nothing more, I think, that
can be called fear. But those two can easily get the upper hand in my whole attitude towards Johannes, and make
my approach to the problem an unreasoning one. And then one makes mistakes; no doubting that; mistakes which
perhaps can never be set right again between us. I must be very careful.
“Estrangement—I think that is the stronger of the two fears, stronger than the fear for his life. But is estrangement really to be feared, even with such differences of aim and purpose? I can never cease loving him even if his
way of thought and life were opposite in every respect to mine. I could not—unless I were to become another
person. And will he forget me? Well, if that were possible I should be powerless to prevent it even if I were to
have him always with me. The master-fear—is it really justified?
“What else is there in his desire that is so repugnant to me? That he will fight on the side of England in this
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coming war? That, yes! For there is a principle involved. Let me put it clearly to myself, otherwise I could not put
it clearly to him.
“It is wrong to do anything to help England to world domination because I know domination to be a
destructive force. Nations must and will, like individuals, influence each other; that is natural and good. But no
individual may disintegrate another’s personality to form it differently; nor may any nation do it to another; the
personality has to develop freely to produce sound mutual influencing. Consciously and unconsciously England is
seeking to undermine our national personality; she is strong enough to do it.
“I may not help her. Hannes and I, grounded in that duty by our parents, opposed the destructive force. And we
taught our children that this is duty.”
Sara pondered this aspect of her problem long and deeply; who of us passes it lightly by? And then with a sigh
she put it aside—the principal factor in her difficulty.
“But before I speak to him I must try to see the whole matter through his eyes,” she said to herself. “What is it
that drives him? Not fear, as with me. Perhaps an urge for truth; he always wants to test things, to find out for
himself; wants to know how battles are fought, how flying, how bombing, how spying are carried out—how so
gigantic an undertaking as war is organized. It is his kind of mind, and Ben and I have always been proud of it,
expected so much from his bent for research.
“How eagerly he hunts for news of war—so certain that it is coming. Is he perhaps driven, not like us, by the
hope that England will suffer, but by the possibility that he might get near enough to observe and to understand? It
does seem so, surely! Yes, I think so. Or am I just seeking justification for my child? No, indeed. That is it.”
Slowly pacing the rocky floor which now began to dry off, now and then coming to reset on the little sandbank
near the backdoor, she pondered the matter from this angle. And yet—there was the principle concerned; no
arguing that away; a principle for Johannes as well as for herself. Would he see it that way?
He must, surely. He is intelligent and also intellectually honest. But would that be outweighed by the deepseated urge? Or would he for all his intelligence and honesty, let the urge shape the principle—he is very young!
“Well,” concluded Sara, “I shall have to see.”
“And now,” she thought, turning to another side of her difficult problem, “now I know what it is I fear, and
what it is he wants—then there is still, for us both, the principle in the thing. For me, at any rate; I cannot let that
go. But must I of necessity expect him to abide by my principle? Conscience must above all be individual and
free, or it has no value.
“And that is what the boy said—must he think according to a formula … How that hurt! ... Well, we shall see.”
“We shall see.”
It has always been Sara’s way, when uncertain of her course, by this pronouncement to shelve a matter and
await further development, a postponement which an unwilling child could not but accept. And when she put it
now to herself she suddenly realized, with a rush of joy, that she still “could see”—that there was for her a future;
that there was time that could bring counsel. And such thankfulness flooded her heart that she turned from her
problem with a sense of peace.
She went to the little archway to see how far the tide had receded; for a while it had not come through, and she
had fixed a time for attempting the back passage again. But the wash in the side cave was still very strong; she
would not be able to maintain a footing. Nothing for it but sit and wait.
Well, it would not be more than two or three hours and then she would be at home with the children. She felt
no impatience. She walked over the widening floor to dry her clothes and then it was good to sit down to rest. But
sitting so, and looking out on the sea, and realizing again its relentlessness, its enormous and inexorable power,
she had to turn away from the revelation and begin her march again. It is a magnificent and inspiring experience
to salute from the firm-based, open earth that mighty power, held within its allotted bounds and subject to its
preordained rise and fall, but it is not for man to be trapped within those bounds!
So Sara bided her time, and the trusty little watch gave assurance that it was four o’clock; that it was half-past
four; and when she looked up after this observation—there stood Johannes!
On the little level space at the western corner of the portal, there where the venturesome boys try the jump into
the cave at low tide, there was Johannes, edging his body round the rock, his slender bare body in bathing shorts.
To Sara, after what she had experienced during the day, sometimes through other than the body’s senses, he
seemed to be there by some miracle.
Only for a moment, in which she saw him clinging to the rock by his left hand, hanging out to search the shadowy interior with his eyes—then she ran forward, and he saw her.
Joy flashed between them; then Sara called a vehement warning, and pointed outwards. And he looked round
and sprang away just as the wave curled over.
“Now Ben and the girls will be somewhere up there,” she told herself. “They’ll see that he does not venture
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again … Now we know.
“Now we can all wait.”
13.149 Excerpt from Mhudi: An Epic Of South African Native Life A Hundred Years Ago\fn{by Solomon
Tshekisho Plaatje (1876-1932)} Boshof, Free State Province, South Africa (M) 7
… At the Barolong settlement of Thaba Necho, the day broke as if reluctantly, over a thick mist, which,
mingling with the early mourning smoke from the thousands of hearths in the huts and courtyards, created a light
fog. But this was soon dispersed when the African sun rose over the north-eastern horizon.
The top of Thaba Necho hill, visible for scores of miles in each direction, dwarfed every hillock and kopje\fn
{A small hill found especially on the African grasslands, sometimes reaching 100 feet above the surrounding plain and often covered with
scrub.} round about as though standing sentinel over the surrounding landscape. It has been snowing the previous
night, and the picturesque brow of the hill (skirted by a thick black forest round the sides) was enhanced by a
clear white cap of snow that covered its peak. But, once the sun had risen, his rays were so powerful that one
could scarcely realize the wintry weather or the recent fall of snow.
On this particular morning the Chiefs Moroka and Tauana had announced a big game drive, at which it was
intended to count all the guns and other weapons of war in the place. This was a part of the plan for arming the
tribe against the dreaded Matabele.\fn{ The Matabele (also called Ndebele of Zimbabwe, or Ndebele Proper, to distinguish them
from the Transvaal Ndebele) originated early in the 19 th century as an offshoot of the Nguni of Natal. At the time of this story they are
under the command of Mzilikazi, an Nguni military commander under Chaka, king of the Zulu; and he, having come into conflict with
Chaka in 1823, was forced to flee, migrating with his followers and making war as he went, ultimately settling (c.1840) in what is now
known as Zimbabwe. A sample of the justice of Mzilikazi will be seen in the final segment of this excerpt .}

The day’s exercisers, as previously arranged, were preceded by one of the favorite national sports, viz., a long
foot-race by the men. The race was made a contest between the tribes of Ra-Tshidi—the subjects of Tauana—and
of Seleka—the subjects of Moroka. Chieftains of both sections, mounted on swift Basuto ponies, went out as
starters, the meeting point being a kopje, nine miles distant from Thaba Necho town.
Over two hundred young men took part in the race. The prize to be given by the chief of the losing clan was a
huge bullock to be slaughtered at a subsequent feast in honor of the winners. In addition, a prize of one heifer was
to be awarded to the young man who should carry off the emblem of victory, the switch end of a white ox-tail, and
deliver it to one of the waiting chiefs at the goal.
The competitors were up and off long before the first streak of dawn, so that they were already on the return
journey when the run rose. A long black train appeared in view and thousands of people, who lined the route to
the goal, were waiting to cheer and encourage the leading runners in their final effort. At that distance it could not
be seen who the leaders were, only a score of them having yet climbed the ridge. The rest of the train, following
the graceful curve of the road towards the top of the incline, moved like a giant serpent nearly half a mile in
length.
By the side of the string of runners the starters rode, Tshabadira and Motshegare, chieftains of the respective
clans, each urging on his side.
Already the ears of the fleet-footed racers caught the shrill but clear notes of the coldoo-ooldoo-oo-o of the
Barolong girls, and the runners did their very best. The silvery white switch could be seen fluttering in the
morning breeze, held aloft by the leading runner who, coming nearer and nearer, was observed to be none other
than Ra-Thaga. He was ten yards ahead of the next runner, and it seemed certain that he would carry the switch
home; but as they came within four hundred yards of the goal, another man overhauled him and seized the white
switch.
Ra-Thaga, still doing his best, was not reluctant to hand over the emblem of victory, for he found that his rival
was Mapipi, his fellow clansman. He was running close behind the latter, when, after another hundred and fifty
yards, Pheko of the Seleka clan ran level with him. Pheko sped along so fast that within a short time he took over
the switch from Mapipi.
The imminent danger of losing the prize and the prospect of forcing his chief to pay incited Ra-Thaga to
accelerate his speed and without knowing how he did it he was abreast of Mapipi, and past Pheko—who was still
carrying the switch. With careful running and cool judgement he led the race, reached the goal, and received the
coveted prize with the congratulations of both chiefs.
Pheko, still bearing the emblem, tied for the second place with Mapipi.
The cheers of the spectators rent the air as more and still more of the runners arrived. By that time the winners
had already taken up positions among the onlookers and were watching the advance of their own long trail.
*
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In the meantime a faction fight broke out towards the rear between a number of young men of the rival teams.
This arose through one of the Seleka tribe declaring that Ra-Thaga had not won the race for the Ra-Tshidi; for
while reaching the winning post at the head of the competitors, he had failed to take over the switch from Pheko
of the Seleka, the bell-bearer, and Mapipi of the Ra-Tshidi who carried no switch. But Pheko being abreast of him
should be counted equally as a winner.
In the speaker’s opinion, no side had won and the race was a draw. This argument was resented by the winning
side, who maintained that Ra-Thaga, their man, had outstripped the alleged winner by six paces.
“But,” shouted the other, “the emblem was not in his hand.”
“Hang the emblem, hang the hand!” cried a chorus on the other side. “They did not run on the emblem, nor on
their hands; they ran on their feet.”
Arguments grew heated and changed into abuse, till one of the disputants, getting infuriated, picked up a stone
and struck an opponent in the face, causing it to bleed.
*
The bleeding youth was led to the presence of the chiefs, who shook their heads with indignation. The Chief
Moroka in a serious voice asked,
“What son of a menial had perpetrated this outrage?”
A headman pleaded that the wound was inflicted accidentally in the excitement of the moment by some rowdy
youths after the race, and moreover, added the advocate, the wound was not very serious.
“Deliver the offender to me,” commanded the great Moroka; “let me teach him, and other through him, that an
assault is a crime according to Barolong law, even though the victim did not suffer any permanent injury. See how
he bleeds. We abhor human blood. Assault not serious! Let it be known that we Barolong abominated human
blood in any form. Do you people take my court for a den of beasts?”
“Mercy, O Chief!” shouted the crowd. “A e ne modiga!” (mercy on him).
“Now,” said the Chief, “listen to my mercy. Fetch me two bullocks from his father’s herd and slaughter them
for the entertainment of the youths who ran in the race this morning. In future, anyone spoiling for human blood
may go and join the Matabele, and there slake his thirst for blood. They are the only nation I know who delight in
bloody accidents. Assault not serious! Let me hear no more of such bloody sports.”
*
“Behold, here comes a stranger. A Boer;\fn{ The word is Dutch; it means husbandman, or farmer.} he looks tired and
frightened. Make way for him, give him a stool. Be seated, stranger. Who are you?”
“I am Schalk von Merrel, Captain Marock,” replied the newcomer, “a messenger from Sarel Siljay who
trekked\fn{Wandered: In 1652 the Dutch East India Company sent out a party of soldiers and officials to establish a shipping station on
the Cape of Good Hope; but though the settlement prospered, over half the population eventually turned to the life of the trekboeren
(wandering farmers).}through here last year, but I am dying for a drink of water.”

“Bring him a gourd of cool water,” said chief Moroka.
“Well Schalk, I and my councilors are pleased to see you. What is Sarel’s pleasure?”
The seething crowd surged forward to listen to the startling story told by the young Boer after he had quenched
his thirst. Not being fluent in the Barolong tongue, he was imperfectly understood; yet his news sent a shocking
thrill through the heart of every listener. After the Boer had spoken, chief Moroka asked dejectedly,
“You say all your oxen are captured by the Matabele! In spite of all the guns you had?”\fn{ This ties us down to
1837, when the Matabele were known to have come into conflict with the Europeans. Between 1835 and 1843 about 12,000 Boers left the
Cape Colony in what became known as the Great Trek, heading for the relatively empty spaces of the high grasslands and southern Natal .}

“Yes, Captain,” replied the young Boer.
“Did not Sarel and his Boers smoke at them with those wooden poles with the spit-fire noses?” asked the
second chief. “And they rushed on all the same through the fire and captured your stock? Had the Matabele firearms too? Then how did they manage it?”
“I hope,” said the third chief, “they captured none of your smoking-sticks?”
“They did seize two or three rifles but they cannot very well use them, as I understand they have neither
powder nor lead,” replied Schalk.
“His news is very disturbing,” said the fourth chief.
“King Moshueshue\fn{Ruler over all the Basutos, of which the Barolong was but one tribe .} should be told of this,” said
another. “An overwhelming force must be organized and armed against the common foe. Death seems to have no
effect upon this ferocious people. Truly, their warriors, like cats, have several lives.”
“Well said,” concluded Chief Moroka. “Dismiss the crowd. Supply the Boer with some refreshments. I will
take council with my headmen immediately. Let there be rain!” And shouts of Poolah followed the remarks.
The people had scarcely begun to disperse when three men came forward through the throng.
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*
Unlike the rest of the crowd massed in the khotla,\fn{Assembly place.} these three apparently had not come from
their homes as they carried bundles on their shoulders like ordinary travelers. Chief Moroka recognized the
leading man and returning his salute said,
“You are Rantsau, son of Thibedi, are you not? A much traveled young man of considerable experience at
home and abroad? You understand the language of the Basuto, and of the Qoranna and Hlubis, and the Boers
down in Graaf Reinet, don’t you, Rantsau? Of course I know you. Have you not learnt to speak the language of
the Fish-eaters\fn{The English.} yet? You must speak Setebele too? I would like to send you as a spy to Inzwinyani
before we proceed to attack Mzilikazi. You will go? I know you will when I command you.”
“Well, Rantsau, where have you been to this time? I have not seen you for a long while. Give us your news.”
Rantsau then addressed the chiefs.
“My lord and chiefs, I have no news, except that the Boers who passed through here several moons back have
befallen a catastrophe. They have been wiped out by a Matabele, and I am afraid that not one of them has survived to tell the story.”
“But,” said Chief Moroka, “here is a Boer who says the others are still alive. He left them the day before yesterday.”
“Then,” said Rantsau amid sensation, “he must have come from another party, not from Sarel Siljay’s army.
\fn{The Boers fought frequent range wars with the Africans.} No, my lord.”
“But he is from Sarel Siljay’s army,” said the chief. “Sarel himself sent him here to me. Anyway, Rantsau, let
us have your version.”
“The three of us were returning from Bopediland near the Vaal River,” proceeded Rantsau. “When we reached
the forest beyond the Namagadi River, we noticed two naked men emerging from the bush and looking in the
opposite direction. They withdrew directly they saw us.
“I should explain, my lord and chiefs, that by this time we were not far from the place where on our forward
journey, two moons back, we found Siljay’s army encamped.
“After passing this bush we saw another man spying at us from a tree-top. He scrambled down from the tree
directly upon observing that we were looking at him. We then hastened to put as much space as possible between
us and that bush.
“Later we came across two Boers whom we warned that the Matabele were going to ambush them. Sometime
after we heard the sound of many guns some distance off. The guns rattled and never ceased for a long, .long
time. As a matter of fact I have never heard such a din before. Judging by the incessant noise we came to the
conclusion that the Matabele must have been massacred.
“Later three mounted Boers came into view hurrying forward a large flock of sheep. We climbed a ridge to
give the alarm to the Boers, when we saw another mounted Boer galloping towards the three, shouting at the top
of his voice,
“Mieklass,\fn{Nicholas.} Mieklass! Come back, we are surrounded by the kafirs!\fn{A derogatory term for Africans
of all tribes.} never mind the sheep, Mieklass, return to the wagons!”
“At this the Boers left the sheep and rode away very fast. Late in the afternoon, a group of Matabele appeared.
They rounded up the sheep and drove them off.
“Reaching the peak of the nearest hill, and looking about we saw huge clouds of dust and numbers of Matabele
in the distance driving the herds and the flocks of the Boers and not a sign of the owners anywhere; no, not even
the sound of a gun, so we came to the conclusion that the Boers had been surrounded and massacred, like our own
people had been years ago at Kunana.”\fn{Now a large farm in North-West Province, South Africa}
*
No one listened more attentively to Rantsau’s story than Ra-Thaga. He had always been nursing a bloody revenge in his heart, and the preparations for arming the tribe against the Matabele had been proceeding too slowly
for his liking. He desired retribution before he died, and he was fearful lest some natural or unnatural cause should
shorten his life before he greeted that goad day.
But the news of this latest success of the Matabele against the well-armed Boers conveyed to his mind the
staggering impression that this ferocious nation was super-human, and that nothing in this world would ever
punish them. Could it be a fact, he asked himself, that there is absolutely not power to exact judgement in return
for all the wrongs and cruelties of the past, and for the loss of so many of his relatives who died guiltless deaths at
the hands of the Matabele?
The idea was revolting. Amid such thoughts Ra-Thaga scarcely heard the Chief Moroka thanking Rantsau for
his news, unpleasant as it was.
*
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At sunset the crowd began to collect at the Chief’s court to hear the Council’s decision on Sarel’s message. It
was on the night of the full moon, and the powerful rays of the big round aerial ball, mingling with the waning
light of the passing day seemed to dispel the settling dusk, and to prolong the twilight; and so it was not at all dark
as old men and young men collected and sat down to hear the ominous decision. Many of the men had already
taken up their places in the khotla.
The chiefs were a long time coming, and little knots of debaters automatically grouped themselves here and
there. Soon there was a low but insistent hubbub in the center of the open-air court, for the discussions, carried on
in low tones, were decidedly animated.
Some were for letting the Boers stew in their own juice, as the Barolongs had perforce to do years before;
others were for combining with the Boers against the Matabele; some again were for letting the enemy well alone
as long as he remained on the far side of the Vaal river—that river of many vicissitudes and grim histories—yet
many believed that a scrap with the Matabele with the aid of the Boers would give each one an opportunity of
avenging the blood of his relations before he himself joined his forefathers. Such were the conflicting views that
found expression among the waiting throng. One grizzly old man with small jaws and very short teeth, touching
his shins said:
“Oh, that I could infuse some youth into these old bones and raise my shield! I would march against the vampires with spear in hand. Then Mzilikazi would know that among the Barolong there was a man named Nakedi—
just as the pack of lions at Mafika-Kgocoana knew me to their cost.”
One man raised a laugh among the serious groups.
“What a truthful thing is a proverb,” he said. “According to an old saying, ‘Lightning fire is quenched by other
fire.’ It seems a good idea then to fight the Matabele with the help of the women, for they always kill women in
their attacks. If Sarel Siljay’s women had not helped the Boers, they would not have defied Gubuza’s\fn{ Apparently
one of the Matabele sub-commanders.} army and Schalk would not be here to tell the tale.”
*
The chiefs arrived almost simultaneously and took their seats without giving any indication of what they had
decided to do. There was some little delay after this. Every man bent forward expectant how the question, War, to
be or not to be, was to be decided. This delay severely taxed the patience of the waiting crowd, but it was unavoidable. One chief, representing a powerful clan, had not yet appeared and an announcement, so momentous, could
not be made before his arrival.
Not until Chief Moroka had twice asked, “Where is Morahti?” did he arrive and take his seat to the right of the
presiding chief.
Morahti (for that was the name of the late-comer) was not exactly of royal blood. He owed his eminent position to a rather liberal endowment of this world’s goods, as the gods are partial in their bestowal of fortune;
secondly, his position was due to his marriage to a princess of the first royal house.
Morahti sat down with an air of pomp as though proud of the fact that business did not proceed without him.
One of his equals, in sarcastic allusion to the lateness of his appearance, indulged in a little banter at his expense.
The object of the squib, turning round to his railer, said
“How unbecoming to your dignity these frivolous remarks are on a serious occasion like this.”
“Quite so,” put in a third chief sitting just two chairs away. “They are almost as frivolous as the flippancy of
my cousin Morahti, who must needs keep the chiefs and people waiting while he stays indoors to watch how
gracefully my cousin Neo—the late-comer’s wife—puts on her anklets.”
“It must indeed be true,” retorted Chief Morahti, “in the words of a Barolong proverb, that ‘kings sometimes
beget dross’ or else I could not account for a lineal descendant of the great Tau, attributing to me such weakness
as that of regulating my actions by Neo’s anklets.”
*
The chief was about to call the assembly to order when, in the waning light of the evening, a horseman was
observed riding into the town. He was recognized as another Boer urging along his exhausted and hungry mare by
repeatedly striking his heels against her flanks. One chief said,
“I hope that he is not coming to report that the Matabele returned to the attack and killed every Boer.”
“Nor that Gubuza is following hard on his heels,” remarked another.
They were soon set at rest, however, for the new arrival, a young Boer named Phil Jay, came in the wake of
Schalk to support his appeal for relief. The Boers, said Phil, were anxious to hear that the chief would come to
their rescue before the enemy returned to surround them.
The meeting was then called to order.
*
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Chief Moroka was not as great an orator as most of the native chiefs but he excelled in philosophy. In that
respect his witty expressions and dry humor were equal to those of Moshueshue, the Basuto King. He spoke in a
staccato voice, with short sentences and a stop after each, as though composing the next sentence. His speeches
abounded in allegories and proverbial sayings, some traditional and other original. His own maxims had about
them the spice of originality which always provided his auditors with much food for thought.
He knew he had no right to join hostilities without the consent of the tribesmen, yet he delivered a speech
which, while leaving no doubt as to his personal sympathies, left the main decision in the hands of the assembly.
When he called for silence, the stillness was like unto that of a deserted place. The crowd pressed forward and
eagerly hung on to every word, but it is to be regretted that much of the charm is lost in translation.
“Men of the Barolong,” he said aloud, “Listen!
“Old people say that ‘the foolish dam suckles her young while lying down; but the wise dam suckles hers
standing up and looking out for approaching hunters.’ This day has brought with it the most appalling news since
we pitched our abode on the banks of the Sepane River.
“For the first time, since we experienced their depredations, the marauders of Mzilikazi have forded the Lekwa.\fn{Vall River. In 1828, shortly before he was murdered, Chaka would send his regiments on a raiding party all the way to the
borders of the Cape Colony.} they are now prowling on our side of that deep stream.
“You all remember the visit of Sarel Sil-Jay, the Boer chief, who called on us last year and inquired the way.
You saw his mounted followers and their flowing beards; you saw his women and children in their hooded wagons, like a moving city traveling northward, where they said they were proceeding in search of God.\fn{ The Boers
developed their own subculture, based on self-sufficient patriarchal communities. They compared their way of life to that of the Hebrew
patriarchs of the Old Testament. Staunch Calvinists, they saw themselves as the children of God in the wilderness, a Christian elect divinely ordained to rule the land and the backward natives therein .} Well, they have found the Matabele instead.

“Crossing the Kikwe and the Kikwane, they forded the Namagadi River, and then camped at a place which we
must now call Battle-hill. Here they remained in their wheeled houses and peacefully fed their children on the
meat of the springbok, the wildebeest and other antelopes of our plains. Then, while the Boeers were quietly drying their venison in the sun, Mzilikazi, without a word of warning, sent his big man Gubuza with an army which
cast a thousand spears into Sarel’s city. A desperate fight must have taken place, for the Boer women left their
boiling meat-pots on the fires and stood at the backs of their men to reload their guns as fast as the long-beards
could fire them.
“As the result of the fight the attackers were drive off; but Gubuza, on retiring, looted every beast in the possession of our white friends.\fn{It is a matter of record that the Boer settlers regarded the native population—whose land they were
able to occupy largely unopposed as the result of Chaka’s warfare, which left much of the grasslands denuded of people—as religiously
subhuman. It was this mindset which enabled them to practice upon them the sort of bestialities which the Nazis practiced upon the Jews of
Occupied Europe during World War II—indeed, one of these incidents is included in this excerpt. That this was not true of every Boer,
however, is what this book was in part designed to demonstrate (italics mine).H } Now they are anxious to remove their families

but have no draft animals left to pull their wagons. These young men have come to tell us that ‘the ox is found’.
\fn{I.e., ‘There is a state of war’ .} Now I wish you to know from you whether help shall be forthcoming and, if so,
how quickly?
“Personally I think that, if we must perish, it were better to die fighting (for then our women could flee into
Basutoland)\fn{Modern Lesotho.} than to wait until Gubuza’s impis\fn{Regiments.} are in our very midst.
“Those of you whose mothers and grandmothers have perished at the point of the Matabele assegai\fn{The
short-handled stabbing spear with which Chaka armed his troops, forcing his warriors to fight at close quarters, and making them much
more effective as efficient killing machines. Much the same tactical war base was employed by the Romans in arming their troops with
short, and not long, swords.} must realize the danger to which Sarel’s women are exposed if they remain any longer at

Battle-hill, for ‘no jackal-skin could possibly be sewn to a Matabele pelt.’
“Gubuza, fortunately, has not yet seized my cattle and I have enough bullocks to pull Sarel’s own wagon and
bring his wife back. Will anyone else’s oxen go up with mine, or must we leave the other wives stranded on the
plains? What say the Hammersmiths to the Boer appeal? What say the sons of Mokgopa-a-Mazeppa whose tribal
totem is iron? What answer is forthcoming from the descendants of Moroa-Phogole? Will these young Boers
return to their parents smiling, or must they go back and say, ‘The Barolong are afraid; their Chief alone will help
us!’ What say the sons of Kwena and the offspring of Mhurutshe who venerate the baboon?”
By this time the speech had stirred a feeling in the center of the crowd. The commotion was made audible by
the mention of the several sections of the tribe; and the various clansmen loudly responded:
“We are with thee, O Chief.”
“We will be there at thy command.” A hurricane of enthusiasm arose from the throng as first one and then
another of the men cried,
“My oxen will be ready by daybreak, O chief.”
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“I am going off to fetch mine from the cattle station.”
“Mine are available, they are pasturing just outside the city.”
“No woman brave enough to load a gun to kill the Matabele shall perish while I have a pack-ox.”
“The day will soon be breaking, let us wait no longer.”
The spontaneity of these offers showed that there would be more than enough oxen to go round. So the Chief
said:
“I knew that the Barolong were no cowards. Our friends shall know that it is not wrought iron we venerate but
that our tribal badge is a hammer made of tempered metal. Let the boers come here and camp at the foot of the
Black Mountain. Here Sarel and I will tarry.”
*
During the Boer’s sojourns at Thaba Ncho, there sprang up a lively friendship between Phil Jay, a young Boer,
and Ra-Thaga. The two were constantly together, at the Boer settlement, at Moroka’s Hoek, and at the Barolong
town of Thaba Ncho proper.
They made up their minds to learn each other’s language, so Phil taught Ra-Thaga how to speak the Taal and
Ra-thaga taught the Boer the Barolong speech. They were both very diligent and persevering, and, having ample
opportunities for practice, they both made very good progress.
There was one special bond of fellow-feeling between them, namely, their mutual aversion to the Matabele.
Ra-Thaga could never forgive the sacking of Kunana, nor Phil Jay the loss of his cattle and those of his
relatives. His Boer pride was repeatedly hurt when he recollected how badly they had been worsted by the wild
folk whom his people called “nude kafirs”.
He thought likewise of his particular cow, Driekol, which yielded abundant supplies of milk. When he remembered that enemy children were being fed on the milk of his cows, \fn{ Milk was the staple of the Zulu diet.} while his
own brothers and sisters lived partly on Barolong charity, the soothing words of his mother could scarcely allay
his wrath. Sometimes he would burst out in her presence saying:
“Oh that our cattle were captured by friendly Hottentots, or reasonable Natives such as the Barolong, instead
of those wild savages!”
Whenever he confided his grief to Ra-Thaga the effect was only to fan the glowing embers of revenge that
were burning in his breast. Then Ra-Thaga would exclaim:
“Whenever I visit the homes of other men and see the beautiful dishes that their mothers-in-law prepare and
send over to them, and find no one near my dwelling to mind the babies when Mhudi goes a-faggoting,\fn{ Woodgathering.} I think of her and say: ‘This faithful child of my mother, so lonely and forlorn, is without help, because
without a mother’s advice!’ Shall I ever forgive the Matabele! But for them, my mother-in-law would be alive and
active.
“And when I see a sheep-master select the fattest wether in his sheep kraal and proudly send it to his motherin-law, I grieve and wish that she were alive, for then my cattle-fold would hold no kine, my sheep-pen no fattailed mutton and my hunting snares would catch no venison too good for her. The plains would feed no game, the
silver jackals grow no furs and no eland falling to my musket would have fore-quarters so fat and tasty but would
be all hers.
“Yesterday again I was looking at my poor wife at work, and there was that everlasting gap which only a
mother-in-law can fill; and it was poignantly brought home to me that I have married an orphan, and am therefore
orphaned also.”
At times they fell into a discussion and schemed and plotted for means of avenging these wrongs. If their secret maledictions did not affect the Matabele far away, they always seemed to increase their liking for each other.
*
By this time Ra-Thaga’s admiration for the Boers embraced not only Phil jay’s family, but other members of
the Boer settlement. Almost every time he went up to the Hoek he returned to his house with tales of fresh virtues
he had discovered among the Boers. Their unerring shooting, their splendid horsemanship, the dexterity of Boer
women with the needle; the beautiful aroma of the food they cooked (possibly due to the fact that their iron pots
were always systematically scrubbed and cleaned), and the luster of their eating utensils.
Ra-Thaga’s intense love of the Boers, however, was not shared by his wife, for Mhudi could not understand
why they were so hairy, and why they were so pale. But her husband always said:
“Wait until you taste the beautiful food they cook, and you will fall head over heels in love with them all.” She
wished she could believe her husband, but somehow she could not master an inexplicable dread that lingered in
her mind.
One day Ra-thaga induced her to accompany him to the Boer settlement at the Hoek. He succeeded in getting
Phil Jay to speak to his wife the few Rolong words he had taught him in exchange for his own Boer vocabulary.
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This had a reassuring effect on Mhudi who met at least one Boer who could talk her language. Phil and her
husband visited other parts of the Boer camp and left her with Phil’s mother, but they could not understand each
other’s language.
The Boer lady gave her some cookies which were exceedingly tasty, and she made a parcel of them to take to
her children; she began to reflect that after all her husband had not exaggerated the virtues of the Boers.
It was fortunate for these feelings that she could not understand their language, for some of the Boers who
eyed her curiously, exchanged among themselves several remarks about her that were not too complimentary. Phil
and Ra-Thaga were away rather long, and Mhudi, as her husband had predicted, began to “fall in love with every
Boer”.
How wrong she had been in her first dislike of her husband’s friends! She already began to reproach herself for
having doubted the wisdom of her resourceful husband, when something occurred that shook to its foundations
her newly found faith in the character of the Boers.
*
Outside one of the huts close by she observed a grizzly old Boer who started to give a Hottentot maid some
thunder and lightning with his tongue. Of course Mhudi could not understand a word; but the harangue sounded
positively terrible and its effect upon the maid was unmistakable.
She felt that the Hottentot’s position was unenviable, but more was to come. An old lady sitting near a fire
behind the wagon took sides against the maid. The episode which began rather humorously developed quickly
into a tragedy.
The old lady pulled a poker out of the fire and beat the half naked girl with the hot iron. The unfortunate maid
screamed, jumped away and writhed with the pain as she tried to escape. A stalwart young Boeer caught hold of
the screaming girl and brought her back to the old dame, who had now left the fireplace and stood beside a vice
near the wagon.
The young man pressed the head of the Hottentot girl against the vice; the old lady pulled her left ear between
the two irons, then screwed the jaws of the vice tightly upon the poor girl’s ear.
Mhudi looked at Phil’s mother, but, so far from showing any concern on behalf of the sufferer, she went about
her own domestic business as though nothing at all unusual was taking place.
The screams of the girl attracted several Dutch men and women who looked as though they enjoyed the sickly
sight.
Mhudi’s first impulse was to rush to the rescue, but, suddenly, remembering that every Boer had a gun, she
feared that such cruel people might as easily riddle her with a score of bullets, for she was revolted by their
callous indifference to the anguish of the unfortunate girl.
At last Ra-Thaga and Phil came back and Mhudi appealed to her husband to help the girl. Ra-Thaga explained
to Phil, and the latter immediately went up to unscrew the vice and the grateful maid, still screaming very loudly,
fell at his feet and thanked him.
Mhudi, whose love for the Boers was thus shattered as quickly as it had been formed, retained a strong
confidence in the sagacity of her husband who apparently had the sense to make friends with the one humane
Boer that there was among the wild men of his tribe.
And when they left, she shook the dust of Moroka’s Hoek off her feet and vowed never to go there again.
*
That night Ra-thaga could scarcely go to sleep.
Mhudi pestered him with questions about the Boers and her interrogations continued almost to the small hours
of the morning.
“What sort of people are these friends of yours?” she would ask.
“Have not the Boers got a saying like ours: ‘a e ne modiga?’”\fn{A plea on behalf of someone who is chastised.}
*
Hardly knowing where he was going Umpitimpiti walked through the courtyard into the open space where the
assemblies were held and cases were tried. There he found himself in the midst of a large crowd of men.
Two of them cowering in front of the King, were closely guarded by four stalwart young soldiers. Umpitimpiti
pressed his way into the thick of the crowd until he could hear what was being said.
He understood that one was a doctor, \fn{A seer; witchdoctor is meant.} who, on being commanded to divine the
whereabouts of Umnandi\fn{Mzilikazi’s wife, and the Matabele queen .} had prophesied something which proved hopelessly inaccurate.
The second man was Dlhadhlu who had failed to report the disappearance of his missing Rolong maid; he was
shaking with fear like a reed at the mercy of the wind. Umpitimpiti also trembled when he remembered how
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hopelessly implicated he himself was in the same case; presently he heard the angry King raise an imperious
voice, saying,
“Their ears have heard my anxious inquiries but paid no heed to them. Cut off their ears!” This order was
promptly obeyed by the four warders in charge of the unfortunate men.
“Their feet walked out of my way so that useful information might not reach me until too late,” proceeded
King Mzilikazi. “Chop off their feet!”
“Their tongues lied to me in my distress. Cut out their tongues!”
“Their eyes have seen the cause of my anguish. Pluck out their eyes!”
All these drastic commands were obeyed as soon as they were uttered, for any hesitation on the part of an
unwilling attendant might have increased by one the number of victims. …
91.186 The Dictionary\fn{by Francis Carey Slater (1876/77-1958)} “near Alice,” Eastern Cape Province, South Africa
(M) 7
Moses Mpondo was walking slowly along a path that curled about among leafy trees. A much-thumbed School
Reader was in his hand: he stared at its pages occasionally, and repeated in a loud whisper the lines he was
endeavoring to marshal within the confines of a somewhat exclusive memory.
Moses was a fine specimen of a healthy young native: tall, strongly built, and of a comely countenance. He
was, moreover, one of the innumerable disciples of Beau Brummel.\fn{ George Bryan Brummel (1778-1840), British dandy,
wit, and authority on matters of etiquette .} He wore a soft felt hat around which a pink silk scarf was cunningly wound—
its tassels flaunting gaily over his left ear. His trousers were of a light check material, tight at the knees, and so
wide at the ankle as almost to conceal his brightly polished, high-heeled boots. A starched shirt, a stand-up collar,
an amazing red tie, and a tightly-fitting black coat served to complete his personal adornments.
Moses walked along meditatively, bringing his high-heeled boots down with audible thuds, and earnestly conning\fn{Studying.} his lesson. It was the last day of the term at the Mission Station, and he was to give a recitation
at the breaking-up concert that evening. As this was the first occasion upon which he had been invited to take part
in a function of this nature, anticipations of the event aroused within him feelings of pleasurable pride.
The thought that he would soon be going home for his holidays added to his exultation. He had been at school
for nearly two years, and was looking forward with eagerness to the occasion upon which he might display his
fine clothes and air his intellectual attainments among the friends of his youth.
Moses had been a devout student of the English dictionary. Long, sonorous words were as dear to him as fine
phrases are said to be to a lover. The meaning of these alarming words was to Moses quite a secondary consideration; so long as he could pronounce them trippingly off the tongue, who would dare to question his erudition?
So Moses sauntered along his path, tapping the ground with his high-heeled boots in a jaunty fashion, and
parrot-wise repeating his verses. He felt eminently satisfied with the whole wide world and everything within it—
himself in particular. Surely a very enviable frame of mind!
*
The memorable evening had arrived and the various members of the mission station mustered in a large hall.
The chairman and the secretary of the Literary Society sat at a small table on the platform. First the minutes of the
preceding meeting were solemnly read; and the adoption thereof was proposed, seconded and carried in due
course.
The roll of membership was then called; after which the chairman indicated that he would receive apologies or
excuses upon behalf of absent members. First one member arose and, fingering his tall white collar, said blandly:
“Mr. Sheerman, I rise to give the reason of Mr. Timotheous Tutuma, he has the acute agony in his interior!”
Then another member arose, and, scratching his head, said bashfully:
“Mr. Sheerman, I rise to give the reason of Mr. Obediah Masingata, he’s mending his trousers!”
After these and various other excuses—mainly of a frivolous nature—had been given, the chairman announced
the business of the evening—which was a collection of readings, recitations and music arranged by Mr. Jeremiah
Quakamba.
The first item on the program was a part-song rendered with great effect by a small choir of young native men
and women. The Bantu peoples are natural musicians and their singing—especially that of the males—is very impressive.
The next number was a reading by Mr. Hosea Sobosobo, who stumbled somewhat sheepishly through Tennyson’s\fn{Alfred Tennyson (1809-1892), English poet and Poet Laureate (1850-1892) .} Dream of Fair Women, and sent the bulk
of his audience to sleep in the process. Then Mr. Joshua Quewnquezi—whose complexion made pale the ace of
spades—sang with great fervor in a resounding bass voice She was the Fairest of any Flower.
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After this item had been suitably applauded, the chairman arose and announced:
“We shall now have a recitation from Mr. Moses Mpondo.”
Moses had taken his seat at the very back of the hall. This was done advisedly, as he wished to make an
imposing promenade up to the platform. He was naturally anxious that his début at the Literary Society should be
attended with all the pomp and circumstance befitting so important an occasion.
When the chairman called upon him, Moses arose beaming and stamped towards the platform in a deliberate
and pompous manner. The clank of his high-heeled shoes upon the boarded floor sounded to him as sweet as the
music of the spheres. He had oiled his hair profusely, parting it carefully down the one side and retraining it into a
peak in front. A surprisingly high collar had been recruited for the occasion, and Moses had every reason to be satisfied with his personal appearance. He now stepped upon the platform, and, after gravely bowing to the audience, turned to the chairman and said:
“Misteer Sheerman, my rezitation is entitled, Leetle Geem.” He then cleared his throat, and raising his hand in
a theatrical manner, began:
The cawtage was a thatch-ed waan,
The out-side cold and meen,
Yet every-theeng witheen that cawt
Was wandress neet and cleen!

Here he paused. He had forgotten the next verse, so he began again:
The cawtage was a thatch-ed waan——

He realized now, to his horror, that he had forgotten the next line. He raised his rolling eyes nervously to the
ceiling and began to scratch his head. A subdued titter went through the room.
The cawtage was——

He began again in a husky voice—“lost” suggested someone in a loud whisper, and the audience burst into a roar
of laughter.
Moses continued to scratch his head; his features relaxed into a sickly smile. When the merriment had
somewhat subsided, he turned to the chairman and said pompously:
“The paradoxical demonstration of stupendous redundancy is unmitigated by despicable degeneration.”
Cheers and laughter greeted this sally and Moses, not ill-pleased with himself, stumped back to his seat.
*
Moses Mpondo was taking a morning walk.
Upon one side of him, green mealie fields sparkled and shimmered beneath the dazzling rays of the sun; upon
the other, a brooklet purled and gurgled in full-throated gladness, bantering light-heartedly the solemn reeds and
rushes that grew upon its banks.
Moses’s foot was once more upon his native heath, and this fact yielded no inconsiderable satisfaction to him.
The reception accorded to him, by his relations and the friends of his youth, was by no means lacking in cordiality
and admiration; so Moses—not unnaturally—looked upon himself as the hero of the hour.
He had frequently delighted his friends with volleys of English words, rolled out with sonorous gusto. The
very evident admiration of his hearers, upon these occasions, was in no wise diminished by their blissful ignoreance of the meaning of his resonant phrases: that Moses’s own knowledge in this respect was, to say the least,
vague, never occurred to them.
Among some of his adherents, especially the fairer sex (if such a term may be permitted), his personal appearance called for an even greater degree of admiration. His polished, high-heeled boots, bell-bottomed trousers, high
collars, and dazzling ties were all noted with pleasurable approval.
And Moses, as he strolled along through the enchanting sunlight, felt like a young Apollo freed from the yoke
of Admetus.\fn{Apollo, an immortal god, was required by the gods of Greek mythology to tend the herds of Admetus, King of Pherae,
as punishment for killing the Cyclopes.} Sunshine lay around him, and sunshine tingled in his blood. Freed from the dull
prose of work, life glowed with lyric freshness: it became a texture of mirth and music—a rainbow colored joy.
As Moses sauntered along he turned the pages of his much-thumbed, beloved pocket dictionary. This volume
was to him a guide, philosopher and friend. He carried it about with him by day, and dreamed upon it at night. He
was now, as he modestly termed it, “commeeting some deefficult tearms.”
He was slowly repeating to himself the word “fascination,” when looking up he beheld a young “Red” girl ap84

proach.
Now, Moses, as a rule, looked upon “Red” people\fn{ A note reads: Heathen Natives. So-called because they wear garments dyed with red ochre .} with scorn an contempt, and unhesitatingly dubbed them “ignorant heathen.” This blithe
young creature, however, stepping fearlessly over the dew-spangled grass attracted him strangely, so much so, that
he gazed at her in open-mouthed admiration.
A cotton blanket, stained with red ochre and fastened around her supple waist by means of a leather strap,
served the young damsel as a skirt; a similar blanket hung gracefully around her shoulders; a black cashmere
handkerchief was becomingly folded about her head, and a string of crimson beads encircled her neck.
As she passed Moses, she coquettishly dropped a fold of her blanket, displaying a rounded shoulder and
swelling bosom; at the same time she flashed upon him an alluring glance from a pair of black-diamond eyes, and,
smiling, revealed two rows of milky white teeth.
Moses was completely bowled over. He felt as he had never felt before. So overcome was he that he allowed
the maiden to go some distance ere he mustered up courage to address her. Then, as she cast another glance at him
over her shining shoulder, he called out:
“Say so.”
“Yes,” replied the maiden, stopping. Moses retraced his steps towards her and said:
“Where are you going?”
“To Mamba’s location,” was the reply.
“What are you going to do there?”
“I am going to borrow a hoe.”
“Who is your father?” was the next query.
“Mbwe.”
“Where does he live?”
“At Kesi,” she replied, indicating a kraal some two miles from Moses’s own home.
“Whom do you walk with?”\fn{Who is your husband?}
“You are too fond of asking questions,” she replied, and flashing upon him another bewitching smile, she
tripped away over the dewy grass.
*
Moses turned to his dictionary once more.
“Fascination,” he repeated slowly. The meaning of this word had just been forcibly brought home to him.
He closed the book with a bang. His zest for “commeting deefficult tearms” had somehow vanished. He
pushed his hands into his pockets, and stamped moodily up and down.
Somehow the sunshine did not seem so bright as it had been; somehow the lyric sweetness of the morning had
all been absorbed by the blithe little Red maiden who had tripped away so lightly over the dew-delighted grass.
He wondered whether she would return that way; and, though he would have scorned to admit the fact, fervently
hoped that such might be the case.
After strolling about in an aimless manner for about an hour, he beheld the object of his thoughts once more
coming towards him. Accordingly he straightened himself up, and, after cocking his hat gracefully over his left
ear, drew the dictionary from his pocket and simulated profound absorption in its entrancing pages.
As she approached he began to feel decidedly nervous. He longed to speak, but his wonted self-assurance
failed him; instead, he doffed his hat, and treated her to a stately bow as she passed. Her reply to this dignified
mode of greeting was a laugh—musical and mirthful.
“What did you do that for?” she paused to ask. Moses, somewhat annoyed, relied that he usually saluted ladies
thus.
“But I am only a ‘Red’ girl,” she said. “I have never had that done to me before, and”—she added with another
merry peal—“it does seem so funny.”
Moses, much hurt, maintained a dignified silence. Presently in a grave manner she asked:
“What is the book about?”
“Stupendous, unmitigated fascination,” he replied in English.
“What does that mean?” she asked, admiringly.
“That you are a pretty girl,” was the gallant reply.
She blushed, or, to put it more appropriately, smiled, and exclaiming: “Kini! How can the book know me!” she
sped away, leaving poor Moses more sadly enmeshed than ever.
For a long time he stood gazing at the little red figure threading its way through rustling mealie fields. When
she was finally lost to sight, he turned, and uttering a profound sigh, walked slowly homeward.
*
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Moses could not sleep that afternoon. As a rule he enjoyed his siesta; but upon this particular day sleep seemed
to be unreasonably coy and hard to please. The heat was trying, the flies were troublesome, and Moses felt sulky
and sad.
But what conduced—even more than the flies—to banish sleep was the memory of a pair of black-diamond
eyes and a supple girlish figure. Moses tossed from side to side uneasily; at length unable to remain inactive any
longer, he arose and went out.
It was the middle of the afternoon. The sun’s rays were beating down fiercely upon the veldt. Green mealie
fields flashed in the sun like a scintillating sea of diamonds. Silence reigned around, broken only by the occasional chirp of a grasshopper or the twitter of finks from their hanging nests over the river.
The irresistible “Red” maiden had informed Moses that she dwelt at Kesi, so to Kesi he now bent his steps.
When in sight of Kesi, he paused and began to scan the adjacent mealie fields carefully; soon he espied a woman
hoeing in a field some distance up the river. Going down the valley he entered the woods, which skirted the Kesi
River, and made his way up the stream. When he reached a point, about a hundred paces from where the woman
was hoeing, he clambered up the bank and peered cautiously through the intervening trees.
One look convinced him that the woman hoeing in the field was his bewitching damsel. He settled himself
down comfortably upon the grass beneath a golden-blossomed mimosa tree, and, lighting his pipe, smoked meditatively as he watched his captivating creature at work.
She had discarded her upper blanket, and her bare shoulders gleamed in the rays of the sun. She toiled with
untiring energy, despite the heat of the afternoon, and, ever and anon, she would chant some Bantu refrain as she
worked.
Moses’s pipe went out and dropped unheeded to the ground as he watched the lithe, girlish figure swaying
gracefully over her work.
At length, unable to bear the suspense any longer, he emerged from his hiding-place and stood hesitatingly
upon the edge of the mealie field. The girl happened to look up at this moment and caught sight of him, but,
turning her back towards him, she quietly resumed her work.
Moses began to wax very wroth; he was not accustomed to such treatment, and cursed himself for coming out
in the broiling sun after an ignorant “Red” girl, who could not appreciate his mental attainments, while so many
maidens of his own class would have been highly delighted to have his company. Surly and despondent, he was
about to proceed homeward when his attention was arrested afresh by the girl.
She had been hoeing a strip of young mealies about a foot high. Adjoining this was a field in which the mealies
were full-grown—that is about six feet in height. What now attracted Moses’s attention was the fact that the girl
appeared to be making her way, still hoeing, towards the field of full-grown mealies. When she neared the edge of
the latter, she glanced over her shoulder towards Moses and she instantly disappeared from sight.
Making his way stealthily through the tall, glossy mealies, he came to a halt at the edge of the field, a few
paces from the object of his adoration. She continued to hoe, however, with renewed energy, as if wholly unconscious that her admirer was so near.
Moses began to feel very uncomfortable; presently he gave vent to a bashful, apologetic cough. The maiden
simulated a start of surprise and exclaimed in a voice of feigned anger:
“What do you want here?” Moses, rather taken aback at this blunt question, replied sheepishly:
“I want to speak to you.”
“Well, what is it?” she asked, still in an angry tone. Moses burnt his boats; and, much to his own surprise,
blurted out:
“I want to walk with you.” A silvery peal of laughter burst from the girl.
“And now is it,” she asked, “that you, a learned man—a person of the school—should wish to walk with me, a
‘Red’ girl?”
“Because I like you very much,” he answered stoutly.
The “Red” girl was much surprised. Her face grew tender as she realized what a tax upon Moses’s pride it
would be to make this declaration, for where is the woman who is not susceptible to whole-hearted devotion? So
she smiled kindly at him and asked gently:
“Have you any cattle to pay lobola?”\fn{The bride-price; a sum of property given to a girl’s father before the wedding in order
to secure his permission to marry his daughter.}
Moses replied sadly in the negative.
“Well, what will you do if I do walk with you?” she asked.
“I shall go and work at the mines,”\fn{The South African diamond mines are probably meant.} he replied.
“And leave school?”
“Yes!” was the reluctant but firm reply.
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The girl gazed wonderingly at Moses. This young man, who had surprised her so, was stalwart of figure and
comely in countenance; she began to experience a tenderness toward him already. Again she smiled kindly at him,
while with a corner of her headcloth she wiped away a bead of perspiration from her shining, round cheek.Moses
stepped back among the nodding mealies:
“Come here to me,” he said authoritatively, and she dropped her hoe and came towards him. Putting his arms
gently around her bare shining shoulders he saluted her warm, mirthful lips with a bashful kiss. The girl looked
surprised.
“We ‘Reds’ do not this thing,” she said. “We only kiss our babies.”
“Don’t you like it?” he asked slyly.
“Yes,” she admitted hesitatingly, and he kissed her again.
“What is your name?” was his next question.
“Maliwe, and what is yours?”
“Moses,” he replied. Suddenly the girl started in alarm:
“Your clothes,” she gasped, “will be stained all red from my blanket.” Moses was horror-stricken at the
thought of such a dire calamity, but looking down into her joyous sparkling eyes he resolved to ignore such
mundane matters as soiled clothes, and replied stoutly:
“Never mind the red.”
As they stood and whispered together among the swaying mealies the sun dipped down beyond the distant
hills; the evening breezes began to rustle caressingly through the mealie fields and stars blossomed in the high
fields of heaven. Then they parted; and Moses went homeward—walking on air.
*
Next morning, Moses betook himself to Kesi again. Maliwe had bidden him not to come to her until she approached the border of the full-grown mealie patch: this she would do as soon as the coast was clear. When he
arrived within view of the mealie fields he saw her hoeing far out among the new mealies, so he sat down and
began to consider his position seriously.
He was to return to school next day, but he now made up his mind to take train for Johannesburg instead. He
was eager to obtain remunerative employment in order that he might acquire cattle for the purchase of Maliwe. He
did not propose to tell his friends of his new plans; for from that quarter he could only expect stubborn opposition.
He decided, however, to use the money which would be handed to him for the payment of his school fees, as a
means to accomplish his journey to the Golden City,\fn{ Johannesburg.} where he would be secure from parental
interference.
As he sat meditating thus, he saw two men in red blankets enter the field in which Maliwe was hoeing. They
approached and appeared to be speaking to her. Then he saw them seize her by the arms and drag her away. He
heard her scream, and one of the men appeared to threaten her with a kerrie.
This was too much for Moses; he sprang up and sped towards them—swift as an antelope. He overtook them
as they were leaving the mealie fields; and Maliwe, when she caught sight of him, uttered a joyful cry.
One of Maliwe’s captors was a young man, tall and lank; an old scar ran down one side of his face,
emphasizing the sinister cast of his features. The other man was about forty, short and stout, with small squinting
eyes and a fatuous smile.
They were, in truth, an ill-looking pair, and Moses came to a sudden halt when he approached them.
“What are you doing with the girl?” he asked.
“Don’t you see we are carrying (twala) her,” said the stout man. “I want her for my second wife.”
“But does she want to go?” said Moses. The stout man laughed sneeringly; and then replied, in a purring voice:
“I don’t care whether she wants to go or not; if she does not come quietly we shall thrash her. I shall pay
whatever lobola her father demands—is that not sufficient? But you school people do not approve of these things,
do you?”
Here he laughed again, and they proceeded to drag Maliwe away. She turned to Moses and cried piteously:
“Mos-ess, don’t let them take me—don’t let them take me!”
The two men laughed derisively: they were armed with stout kerries and Moses carried only a light ornamental
cane. They knew he would not dare to interfere with them.
“Are you going to let them take me?” wailed the girl again; then: “Oh, you coward, you dog! Is this the thing
you are?” She spat fiercely towards him as she spoke. The two men who had paused during the colloquy, now
laughed heartily. The stout man patted the girl upon the shoulder and purred:
“Come on, Maliwe, my sleek, young heifer,” and they hurried the weeping girl away.
*
Moses stood switching his cane against his bell-bottomed trousers and gazing sorrowfully after them. He had
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never felt so weak and miserable before. Then he began to scratch his head; this was the course he usually
resorted to when perplexed, and it did not fail him now: an idea began to glimmer.
She had called him “a coward, a dog, a thing;” he would endeavor to prove that he was none of these.
He sat down and took off his shiny, high-heeled boots, and, tying them together, hung them around his neck.
Then he plunged among the trees that skirted the river, and rapidly made his way, under cover of these, in the
direction in which the men had gone with Maliwe.
Never did the woodcraft, acquired in his early youth as a herd-boy, serve him better.
He soon came within sight of the party; and, keeping carefully under cover, followed them to a kraal about
three miles up the river. Here they forced Maliwe into a hut, somewhat detached from the others, and after
fastening the door securely with a riem,\fn{A pliable strip of oxhide.} they repaired to the kraal to partake of kafir
beer.
Moses, still keeping under cover, carefully reconnoitered the surrounding country. He noticed with satisfaction
that there were several thickets in the neighborhood of the kraal; but what pleased him less was the sight of
several lean and hungry-looking dogs sniffing about the huts. Satisfied with the result of his investigations, he
turned and walked hastily homewards.
By the way he paused, and taking his beloved dictionary from his pocket flung it into the river. Thus he bade
farewell to his guide, philosopher and friend, and, at the same time to his volatile past.
*
The events of the past two days had made a great change in Moses. Usually light-hearted and loquacious, he
now became moody and silent. His relatives noticed his unwonted reserve that evening; but, as he was to return to
school next day, they concluded that he was morose at the prospect of leaving them.
Moses retired to rest early, remarking that he would set out upon his journey at dawn. He lay awake in the
darkness, tortured by foreboding thoughts. He was aware that, according to the usual Bantu custom, Maliwe
would remain scathless\fn{ Unviolated.} at the kraal of her suitor until the matter of lobola was settled. She would
then return to her father’s kraal where the marriage ceremonies would be consummated.
This was the usual custom, but he had heard of instances where it had not been strictly adhered to: instances
where harm had befallen the prospective bride. He ground his teeth in agony at the thought, and cursed the
tardiness of the heavy-footed hours.
He longed to find relief from this suffocating cloud of thought in the storm of action.
At midnight he arose and donned his oldest and shabbiest suit of clothes. A box containing his sister’s clothes
was also in the room, and from this he extracted a plain cotton gown and other articles of female attire which he
made up into a small bundle. This, an empty mealie sack, a riem and a stout knob-kerrie he took with him and
sallied out into the darkness.
Stealing quietly to his father’s kraal, he caught a young kid, and, after cutting its throat, placed it in the sack
and hurried away. After he had proceeded some distance, he went among some bushes near the river and deftly
skinned the kid. He then wrapped the skin around a stone and flung it into the river. Replacing the kid in the sack,
he made his way rapidly toward the location to which Maliwe had been taken.
As he approached his destination he entered a thicket on the opposite side of the kraal from the hut where
Maliwe was immured. He then drew the kid from the sack, and, after fastening it securely to a low bush, moved to
a point some distance away and flung a stone among the bushes where the carcass of the kid had been fastened.
The dogs, roused by this noise, rushed towards the bushes snarling; the discovery of the dead kid, however,
silenced them and they soon became very much absorbed. This was the consummation Moses so devoutly wished,
and he was not slow to take advantage of it.
Making a rapid detour of the kraal he crept stealthily up to the hut where Maliwe was imprisoned, and, placing
his ear to the small aperture that served as a window, he listened intently.
What he now heard did not conduce to allay his fears: from the one corner of the hut he heard a regular,
resounding snore; from the other, a sound of low sobbing. Foreboding thoughts petrified Moses for a moment and
a choking sensation gripped his throat; clenching his hands, he muttered in agony of spirit:
“If he has harmed her, he shall die!”
The vow seemed to comfort him, and he whispered hoarsely through the small aperture:
“Maliwe.” There was no reply, and he whispered more loudly:
“Maliwe.” The sobbing ceased and Maliwe’s face instantly appeared at the opening.
“Mos-ess,” she whispered joyfully. “Mos-ess, is it you?”
“Shee,” he replied warningly, then in a trembling whisper: “Who is in the hut with you?”
“An old woman. The old thing is lying right across the door,” the girl said in a whisper of mingled mirth and
fear.
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“Take your head-cloth and stuff it into her mouth,” he whispered. “Be careful and be quick.” There followed a
scuffle, a smothered cry; then silence. He cut the riem, that fastened the wattle door of the hut, and with it bound
the old duenna’s arms and legs, gagging her effectively at the same time with Maliwe’s head-cloth; then he seized
the girl by the hand and they hastened away together through the night.
At dawn, having left the scene of their midnight adventures far behind, they paused to rest. Hard by, a small
river, surrounded by trees, splashed and gurgled in jocund manner. Moses gave Maliwe the bundle containing his
sister’s clothes and told her to bathe in the river, and thereafter to substitute the civilized apparel for her red
garments. She obeyed meekly.
A little “Red” girl went down to the river, and presently a bewitching maiden in a cotton gown emerged
therefrom. Moses seized her hands, and, looking steadfastly into her black-diamond eyes, inquired, sternly:
“Am I a coward, a dog, a thing?”
“No, Mos-ess,” she replied, tenderly, “you are my man and I shall follow gladly wherever you lead me.”
*
They traveled on for several days until they reached a distant part of the country: here Moses obtained employment upon a farm as a cattle-herd and Maliwe was installed in the farmer’s kitchen as maid-of-all-work.
The mortality among the plates and dishes, at first, caused the farmer’s wife much annoyance and filled Maliwe with painful perplexity and remorse; by degrees, however, she became more accustomed to her new way of
life, and the crockery had a better time.
*
It is now many years since Moses and Maliwe fled together, but they have never regretted the flight.
Of late years Moses has become a lay preacher. Upon Sundays he dons a black swallow-tail coat and a white
tie, and preaches to the farm servants with great fervor and effect.
His eloquence is, however, confined to his own language, as his English has gone the way of his old pocket
dictionary. At times, when Maliwe annoys him, he dusts the archives of memory and bursts forth:
“Stupendous, unmitigated fascination!”
“What does that mean?” is the invariable query.
“That you are a nasty, cross, old woman.”
“It did not always mean that!” she retorts, smiling.
And Moses also smiles.
3.90 & 55.35 1. The Pain 2. The Sisters: Two Short Stories\fn{by Pauline Janet Smith (1882-1959)} Oudtshoom, the
Little Karoo, Western Cape Province, South Africa (F) 8
1
All their married, childless life of nearly fifty years Juriaan van Royen and his wife Deltje had lived in the
Aangenaam valley in lands that he hired from Mijnheer van der Wenter of Vergelegen.
His lands lay an hour by foot from the Vergelegen homestead, on a little plateau on the mountain-side facing
the north and the sun. The soil was poor and thin, and of all the poor men working hired lands in the Aangenaam
valley Juriaan was one of the poorest.
He was a tall, thin, loosely built man, slow and quiet in his speech, and slow and quiet in his movements. His
lanky dust-colored hair, fading with age instead of turning gray, and worn long like a Tak-Haar Boer’s from the
Transvaal, gave him a wild and unkempt look that seemed but to accentuate his gentleness of heart.
For his wife Deltje his tenderness had increased with age, and, lately, with her pain. The little old woman,
plump and round, with skin as soft and smooth as a child’s, and a quiet, never-failing cheerfulness of spirit in spite
of her pain, was dearer to him now than she had been as his bride.
As his bride she had come to him up in the mountains from the harsh service of Mevrouw du Toit of Leeuw
Kraal with but the clothes she wore and her Bible tied up in a red-and-white handkerchief. Mevrouw’s eyes had
been weak, and to save her mistress’s eyes Deltje as a young girl had been taught to read. Juriaan could neither
read nor write, and when on their marriage night Deltje had opened her Bible and read to him it had seemed to
him that no music in all the world could be so beautiful as this.
In old age her voice had become thin as a bird’s, but her reading was still beautiful to him. Their years of
poverty, which might have embittered them, their childlessness, which might have driven them apart, had but
drawn them closer together, and it was together that they now faced Deltje’s pain.
And to them both, because all their lives they had been healthy, Deltje’s pain was like a thing apart: a mysterious and powerful third person who, for incomprehensible reasons, clutched at Deltje’s side and forced her to lie
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helpless for hours on the low wooden bedstead in the little bedroom.
*
The three-roomed mud-walled house in which the old couple lived stood close to a small stream behind a row
of peach-trees. Every year from these trees they took a thank-offering of dried fruit to the Thanksgiving at
Harmonie, and year by year they had beaten the stones of the peaches into the earthen floor of the living-room.
Every morning Deltje sprinkled this floor with clear water from the stream and swept it with a stiff besom.
The floors of the kitchen and bedroom she smeared regularly with a mixture of cow-dung and ashes called
mist. The little house smelt always of mist, of strong black coffee, the beans of which were ground with peas to
make it go farther, and of griddle cakes baked in the ashes of the open fire in the kitchen.
The living-room, with its three chairs strung with thongs of leather, its table scrubbed a bright yellow with the
yellow-bush that grew on the mountain-side, and its gaily painted wagon-box, was a small square room with a
half-door opening on to the yard behind the peach-trees. This was the only door the house possessed, for the
doorways between the living-room and the kitchen and the living-room and the bedroom were empty. The
partition wall, built like the outer walls of mud, did not go up to the reed-and-thatch roof, but ended, within reach,
in a flat ledge on which pumpkins, twisted rolls of tobacco, little bags of seed, bars of home-made soap and watercandles, and various odds and ends were stored.
From the rafters hung cobs of dried mealies, and just outside the door was the worn mealie-stamper, cut out of
a tree-trunk and shaped like an hour- glass, in which the mealies were pounded into meal. There was one window,
in the wall opposite the half-door. It had no glass, and was closed by an unpainted wooden shutter.
Built into the wall between the living-room and the bedroom were three small shelves, and here Deltje kept
their few treasures: her Bible, two cups and saucers, thick and heavy, with roses like red cabbages around them, a
little pink mug, with A Present for a Good Girl in letters of gold on one side of the handle and a golden
Crystal Palace\fn{The name of the enormous exhibition hall designed by Sir Joseph Paxton entirely out of cast iron and glass, for a
great industrial display presented 1851 in London, England .} on the other, a green and red-crocheted wool mat, a blackbordered funeral card in memory of Mijnheer van der Wenter’s mother, an ostrich egg, and a small box lined with
blue satin and covered with rows of little shells round an inch-square mirror.
This was the pride of their simple hearts, and these, after fifty years of life together, were their treasures.
*
It was on the uppermost of the three shelves that for over a year now Deltje had kept the little bottles of
Grandmother’s Drops which, from time to time, Juriaan had got for her from the Jew-woman’s store at Harmonie, for the pain in her side.
At first the drops had seemed definitely to relieve Deltje’s pain, to baffle the mysterious third person who
caused it, and even when the attacks became more frequent and more violent the faith of both Deltje and Juriaan
had persisted because of the printed word on the wrapper.
But in the month of January Juriaan’s faith at last was shaken. In that month of long hot days there came a
succession of attacks which exhausted all the remaining drops and left Deltje weak and helpless as an infant on
the low wooden bed. And leaving her there Juriaan went down in haste to the Jew-woman’s store at Harmonie.
When Juriaan reached the little white-washed store, with the sign Winkel printed crookedly with a blue-bag
over its door, he found there Piet Deiselmann, the transport-rider between Platkops dorp and Princestown village.
Piet Deiselmann, eager, impetuous, a Platkops man who was full of pride for Dutch Platkops and contempt for
English Princestown, was speaking to the old Jew-woman and her grandson of the new hospital which had lately
been opened in Platkops dorp, and of which Juriaan up in the mountains had never heard before. The hospital was
the first to be built in the Little Karoo, and it was Dutch Platkops that had built it.
In Princestown, said Piet Deiselmann contemptuously, men might still die by hundreds for want of a hospital,
but in Platkops there was now no need to suffer pain. One went to the Platkops hospital so ill that one had to be
carried there, and one left it leaping and praising the Lord.
All that Piet Deiselmann said of the hospital filled Juriaan, with Deltje’s damp twisted face always before him,
with a strange agitation of hope, wonder, and fear. For long he dared not speak. But at last, in a voice that
quavered and broke, he asked:
“And must a man then be rich to go to the hospital in Platkops dorp?”
“Rich!” cried Piet Deiselmann. “Rich? Let a man be so poor as he can be to live and at the hospital they will
take him in.”
“Our Father!” said Juriaan in wonder. “Our Father!”
And it was as if, staring at the transport-rider, he already saw Deltje, her round, soft, childish face alight with
joy, leaping and praising the Lord on the hospital stoep.
Juriaan went back to the mountains and found Deltje as he had left her on the feather bed. He poured out some
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drops for her, made some strong black coffee and brought it to her with a little black bread, and then sitting down
on a low stool by her side spoke of the hospital in Platkopsdorp.
All that Piet Deiselmann had said he repeated, and in his slow quiet speech everything Piet Deiselmann had
said seemed to gain a greater significance.
And holding Deltje’s hand in his he told her how he would put the feather bed in the ox-cart, and his reed-andcanvas tent over the cart, and his love, his heart, the joy of his life, would lie there like a bird in its nest; and so
carefully as if it were the very Ark of the Lord that he were driving he would take her in to the hospital in
Platkopsdorp and her pain would be cured.
He spoke as Piet Deiselmann had done of men leaping and praising the Lord, and so great was now their faith
in everything that Piet Deiselmann had said that it was as if within their old and worn bodies their hearts were
already leaping and praising Him.
*
Early the next morning the old man began his preparations for the journey.
He went first up to the kraal on the mountain-side where Jafta Nicodemus, the Vergelegen shepherd, kept his
master’s flocks, and it was settled that for some rolls of tobacco Jafta would take charge of his goats and his hens.
His lands he must leave to God.
He went back to the house, and stretching an old sail-cloth across a bamboo frame fixed this tent to his ox-cart.
Under the cart he tied the big black kettle and the three-legged pot which were their only cooking utensils. He
filled a small water-cask from the stream and tied that also below the cart. He brought out the painted wagon-box
and fixed it in front of the cart for a seat.
In the box was their small store of provisions: biltong,\fn{Cured meat made from bull buttocks.} a small bag of
coffee, a kid-skin full of dried rusks, meal for griddle cakes, and the salted ribs of a goat recently killed.
Behind the cart he tied some bundles of forage, and below the forage dangled a folding stool. On the floor of
the cart he spread the feather bed, pillows and blankets for Deltje’s nest.
When all was ready, and the two plough-oxen were inspanned, Deltje came out to the cart. She wore her black
calico Sacrament gown and sunbonnet, and on her stockingless feet were veldschoen which Juriaan himself had
made for her. She carried in her hand a red cotton handkerchief, sprinkled with white moons, in which were her
Bible, the Present for a Good Girl, and the little satin-lined, shell-covered box.
Excitement, or the drops, had eased for the time her pain, and her round, smooth, innocent face was alight with
her faith in the Almighty, her faith in the hospital, and her faith in Juriaan. And as Juriaan helped her into the cart
he called her again by those tender, beautiful, and endearing names which were the natural expression of his love.
*
The journey to Platkopsdorp by ox-cart from Vergelegen took three nights and the greater part of three days.
They traveled slowly because of Deltje’s pain, and with frequent outspans to rest their oxen. From Vergelegen
to Harmonie all was familiar to them, but not for many years had they been farther afield than Harmonie, and
even in the blazing January heat the straight gray road through the brown parched veld, with far-lying homesteads
in bare parched lands, was full of interest to them.
At night, when the oxen moved steadily forward with a rhythm that the darkness accented, or when they outspanned and the flames of Juriaan’s fire danced to the stars above them, their hearts were filled with a quiet
content.
And before them, day and night, they saw not the gray stone building which Piet Deiselmann had described,
but a golden wonder like the Crystal Palace on Deltje’s mug. And to this golden wonder, this haven of refuge for
the sick and suffering, they clung with unwavering faith through those desperate hours when Deltje, like some
gentle dumb animal, lay damp and twisted in the sweat and agony of her pain.
*
It was towards midday on the fourth day of their journey that they reached Platkopsdorp, a long straggling
village on the east bank of the Ghamka river. Its low, whitewashed thatched houses stood back from the wide
Hoeg Straat in gardens or green lands sloping down to the river. The street was lined with poplars, willows, and
giant eucalyptus trees, and one looked up this green avenue to the Zwartkops Mountains or down it to the
Teniquotas. North, south, east, and west the Platkops plain was bounded by mountain ranges, and the village lay
in the heart of the plain.
The hospital was the only building on the west bank of the river, and was one of the few houses built of stone.
It had as yet no trees, no garden, and no green lands around it, but stood, gray and new, with even its yard
unenclosed, in the open veld.
It did not look in the least like the Crystal Palace on Deltje’s mug, but faith, hope, and the tears which dimmed
their eyes as they came within sight of it made that bare building, surrounded by a wide stoep, beautiful to the old
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couple. They crossed the river by the nearest drift, and drove slowly across the veld towards it.
When Juriaan and Deltje reached the hospital steps the building was already closed and shuttered for the
midday heat, and beyond the creaking of the ox-cart, and the slow “Our Father! Our Father!” breathed by the old
man as he gazed around him, all was silence.
The closed doors and shutters, the empty stoep, upon which they had expected to see men and women, cured
of their pain, leaping and praising God, did not shake their faith, as the faith of others might have been shaken, in
Piet Deiselmann’s report. That burning midday silence was for them but the Peace of God, and with the
unquestioning patience of poverty and old age they awaited in it whatever was to befall them.
It was the matron who, half an hour later, found the ox-cart at the stoep steps. The matron was a kindly,
capable, middle-aged woman who spoke both English and Dutch. Juriaan, holding his soft, wide-brimmed hat in
his hand, answered her questions humbly.
He was Juriaan van Royen, seventy-five years old, working lands on Mijnheer van der Wenter’s farm of
Vergelegen in the Aangenaam valley, and in the cart there, in a nest that he had made for her of the feather bed
and pillows, was his wife Deltje, seventy years, come to be cured of the pain in her side.
The matron turned from the old man, so wild and unkempt, so humble and so gentle, to the patient suffering
little old woman seated with her bundle on the feather bed. With Juriaan’s help she lifted Deltje out of the cart,
and together the old couple followed her up the steps to her office.
Here she left them, and in that quiet darkened room they sat on a couch together like children, hand in hand.
They did not speak, but now and then the old man, drawing his wife towards him, would whisper that she was his
dove, his pearl, his rose of the mountains, and the light of his eyes.
When the matron returned she brought with her a young pleasant-faced nurse.
Nurse Robert, she explained, would take Deltje to the women’s ward, and here, on his afternoon round, the
doctor would examine her. Juriaan, she said, must await the doctor’s report, and had better drive his cart round to
the side of the hospital and outspan. Afterwards he might go back to his lands in the Aangenaam valley, or across
the river to his friends in Platkops-dorp.
*
It was now that for the first time the old couple realized that the hospital was to part them, and that Deltje’s
cure was not to be immediate.
God knows what the little old woman thought as, clinging to the red-and-white handkerchief which held her
Bible, her mug, and her shell-covered box, she was led meekly away by the nurse; but for Juriaan it was as if the
end of the world had come. Stunned and shaken, groping his way like a man suddenly blinded in paths that are
strange to him, he went out into the dazzling sunshine and outspanned.
It was not until after coffee-time—but the old man had had no heart for coffee-making—that Juriaan was sent
for to the matron’s office, where the doctor was waiting for him.
The doctor was an Englishman, and that he had settled in Dutch Platkops when he might have settled in
English Princestown was a fact never forgotten by Platkops and never forgiven by Princestown. With the old man
standing humbly before him he explained now, in slow careful Dutch, the nature of Deltje’s pain.
It was a bad pain. Such a pain in a younger woman might perhaps be cured, but for an old woman there was no
cure, only a treatment that for a time might ease it. If Juriaan would leave his wife for some weeks in the hospital
all that could be done for her the doctor would do, and it might be that after some weeks she would be well
enough to go back again to the Aangenaam valley.
It was for Juriaan himself to say whether she should stay, and it was for Juriaan to say whether, in the
meantime, he would go back to his lands on the mountain-side or to his friends in Platkopsdorp.
The old man thanked the doctor, and in the quiet measured speech which gave weight and dignity to all he
said, answered that if it was in the hospital that the doctor could ease Deltje’s pain it was in the hospital that she
must stay.
As for himself, he could not go back to the Aangenaam valley without his love, his life, his dear one. Nor
could he go to his friends in Platkopsdorp, for he had none there. He was a stranger to Platkops dorp. All his life
had he lived on the mountain-side in the Aangenaam valley, and fifty years had his little love lived with him. If it
was not the will of the Lord that she should be cured of her pain, let the doctor do what he could to ease it, and let
him, of his goodness and mercy, give Juriaan leave to camp out in the veld by the hospital to be near her until he
could take her home.
The doctor turned to the matron and said briefly:
“Let him stay. Take him to her.”
Juriaan followed the matron out of the office down a long, bare passage, which ended in a long, bare, bright
room. In this room were narrow white beds. By the side of each bed was a well-scrubbed locker, and above each
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bed hung a plain white card. The floor was as white as were the lockers, and this bright, bare cleanliness was all at
at first the old man could grasp. Presently he saw that in three of the beds were women, wearing little white frilled
caps that made them look like babies. And slowly it dawned upon him that one of these women, one of these
babies, was Deltje.
At the sight of Deltje’s smooth, round, innocent face set off so idly by the little frilled cap, Juriaan forgot the
strangeness of that range room, forgot the white-capped heads in the other beds, forgot the matron standing by his
side. He saw only his love, his joy, his measure.
And kneeling down by her side he drew her two brown hands into his and held them close against his breast.
*
That night, for the first time since their marriage, Juriaan and Deltje lay apart. For the old man there was neither rest nor sleep. For long he watched the lights in Platkopsdorp twinkling across the river, and for long after
those lights died out he watched the stars above him.
He lay now on the feather bed in the cart, and now on the hard ground beneath it.
He wandered like a ghost round the silent hospital buildings and came back to the ox-cart with a pain that
brought tears to his eyes, though he could trace it to no definite part of his body whatever.
He did not now cry “Our Father! Our Father!” for help. The silence of the night, the silence of the gray stone
building which held his little dove, his pearl, was still for him the silence of the Peace of God. But it was of a God
withdrawn as if forever from his reach.
For Deltje, too, the night was endless. For the first time in her life she lay, not in her shift and petticoats on a
feather bed, but in a cotton nightgown on a narrow mattress. The unaccustomed freedom of her limbs made that
narrow bed wide and empty as a desert to her. And when she slept, in short broken snatches between attacks of
pain, it was to dream that Juriaan lay dead by her side and that she pressed against his cold body for comfort and
warmth in vain.
When morning came it was not the pain in Deltje’s side that made life a mystery to the old couple. It was the
pain in both their hearts.
*
Through the long, hot days, and the hot, still, moonlit nights that followed, the loneliness of the old people, and
for Juriaan the sense of a God withdrawn, steadily increased. The ways of the hospital, the order and routine
necessary for the running of it, remained to the end incomprehensible to them both.
For fifty years on their mountain-side in the Aangenaam valley life had been for them as simple as were their
daily needs, as humble as were their hearts. In this new and bewildering world the kindness of the English doctor,
of the matron, and of the nurse reached them only as the kindness of human beings reaches the suffering of dumb
animals.
On neither side was there, nor could there be, complete understanding. The doctor and the matron might know
all that was to be known about the pain in Deltje’s side. About the pain in her heart and in Juriaan’s they knew
nothing.
And from the inquisitiveness of the other patients in the ward the little old woman shrank with a gentle timidity which increased her isolation.
Alone among strangers in that bright, bare room Deltje would lie, quiet and uncomplaining, thinking of her
house on the mountain-side: of the warmth and comfort of the feather bed in the little bed-room that smelt so
pleasantly of mist: of the wooden shutter, held by a leather thong, which creaked with the lightest of mountain
breezes: of the peach-stone floor, with patches of sunlight crossing it from the open half-door: of the peach-trees
by the little stream that never once in fifty years had failed them: of fruit-drying for the Thanksgiving: of the
Thanksgiving service in front of the church door at Harmonie, when Juriaan, bareheaded among the men, would
smile across to her among the women:\fn{ It was the custom in the Dutch Reformed Church for the men and boys to sit apart from
the women and girls of a Sunday.} of the journey home again and the first glimpse that came to one down in the valley
road of the little brown-walled house perched high up on the mountain-side by the peach-trees and the stream. …
With his own hands had Juriaan built that house for her.
For fifty years had the little stream quenched their thirst, and now they drank of a strange, lifeless water stored
in tanks.
For fifty years had they slept side by side in the little room with the friendly creaking shutter, and now they lay
apart. … What was it that had brought them here? The pain in her side. … But she had now no pain in her side.
All her pain was now in her heart.
Every day she would insist to the nurse that she had now no pain in her side. And the nurse would laugh, jerk
her head a little to one side, and say:
“Am I then a child? Wait a little, Tanta! Wait a little! It is for me to say when you have no pain in your side!”
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Of the pain in her heart she spoke only to Juriaan, when, in the evenings, he sat with her for half an hour.
The old man had made his camp on that side of the hospital in which the women’s ward lay, and from her bed
Deltje could see the smoke of his fire as it rose into the still, hot, clear air. He seldom left the camp except to
wander disconsolate round the hospital buildings, or out into the veld to attend to his oxen. Twice a day he sat for
a little with Deltje in the ward, and in her thin, clear voice she would read to him from her Bible.
But nothing that she read in that bright, bare room, smelling so strangely of disinfectants, brought comfort to
his soul. His God was still withdrawn. Night and day the pain in his heart gave him no peace. He lived like a man
in a trance.
Once he was sent across the river to Platkopsdorp. He saw there, in the windows of the shops in the Hoeg
Straat, such things as he never before had seen and was never to see again, but they made no impression on his
mind whatever. He passed down the Hoeg Straat as if in a dream of unbearable sadness and never revisited it.
It was the young, pleasant-faced Nurse Robert who had sent Juriaan in to Platkopsdorp. To her there still
remained the bright, hard, self-confidence of youth, and in Juriaan and Deltje she saw only two aged innocents
whose affairs it was her duty, and certainly her pleasure, to control.
Her management of them, she was convinced, was for their good, and in all she did for them there was a
certain brusque kindliness. It was she who answered for Deltje when the doctor made his daily round, and though
even to the doctor Deltje would timidly protest that she had now no pain in her side her protests were drowned in
the brisk common-sense of the nurse.
It was Nurse Robert, too, who timed Juriaan’s visit to his wife, and who, on occasions, shooed him out of the
ward like a hen. And, humble and gentle as they were, the aged innocents were unaccustomed to any control
beyond that love of God and of each other which up on the mountain-side had ruled their simple lives.
This brisk, bright, personal interference bewildered them as nothing else in the hospital did.
They came to resent it. They came to fear the pleasant-faced nurse as they had never before feared any other
human being.
She stood between them and the doctor: between them and the matron: and, by her refusal to allow that
Deltje’s pain was cured and her return to the Aangenaam valley possible, between them and everything that made
life dear. With her brisk, bright contempt for the Aangenaam valley, and her praise for everything that Platkops, by
contrast, produced, even to its rain-water, she drove them into a bewildered silence, and at last to flight.
It was the rain-water that, for the old couple, brought the pain in their hearts to its quiet and unnoticed crisis.
In Platkopsdorp the water in the furrows and rivers was so brackish that in marshy lands the ground had
always a thin white coating of salt, and for drinking purposes rain-water was stored in iron tanks. For this water
Deltje had what Nurse Robert considered an unreasonable distaste.
It was in fact the gentle uncomplaining little old woman’s one whimsy, and as the days passed and, though
neither she nor Juriaan realized it, as her weakness increased, her mind dwelt more and more on the brown
bubbling mountain stream which for fifty years had quenched her thirst.
There came a day when in her weakness her talk wandered brokenly from the stream by the peach-trees to the
well of Bethlehem, and from David’s cry for the water of that well, to the River of Water of Life. … Juriaan
sitting helpless by her side felt that his heart must break with its sorrow, that his body must die of the dull heavy
pain that possessed it. … And slowly, through his suffering, his mind came to its deliberate resolve.
*
When Nurse Robert ordered Juriaan out of the ward that evening the old man left by the French door close to
Deltje’s bed. In those hot January nights this door was left open, and only the outer shutters were closed. The
catch of these, Juriaan knew, could be raised from the outside with a knife. He knew also that Deltje’s clothes had
been folded away into the locker that stood by her bed. There was now only one other patient in the ward, an old,
old woman dozing her life away at the far end of the room. And because there were at present no serious cases in
the hospital no one was on duty at night.
On all these things his mind worked slowly, but clearly, as he went out into the veld to look for his oxen. He
found them, drove them back to the cart, fed them, and tied them to it. He lit a fire and made himself some strong,
black, bitter coffee.
He ate nothing. His stock of provisions, in spite of his daily meal from the hospital kitchen, was now so low
for what he had in hand that he dared not lessen it. Night had now fallen, and after arranging the feather bed and
pillows into a little nest, the old man lay down on the hard ground beneath the cart. Above him the sky was sprinkled with stars and the Milky Way made a broad white path across the heavens.
But Juriaan did not look at the stars, and if God walked in His starry heavens His servant Juriaan did not know
it. His God was still withdrawn. Sorrow was all his company. …
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When the last of the lights had twinkled into darkness across the river the old man took off his veldschoen and
crept cautiously round the hospital buildings. Here, too, all was silence and darkness. He returned to the cart and
inspanned the oxen, placing stones before the wheels.
Then he went back to the hospital, mounted the stoep, raised the hasp of the shutters with his knife, and slipped
into the silent ward, where Deltje on her narrow bed, that wide and empty desert, lay quietly, awake. The old man
went up to her and said, without haste, without fear, but with an infinite tenderness:
“Look now, my little one! Look now, my dove! Have I not made again a nest in the cart for you? And are not
our oxen once more inspanned? Come now, in my arms will I carry you out to the cart, and back to the Aangenaam valley we will go.”
He stooped down, opened the locker, and drew out her clothes. With a strange, gentle deliberation he helped
her into her petticoats, and tied up her Bible, her mug, and her shell-covered box. The bottle of medicine left
standing on the locker he slipped into his pocket. Then he gathered the little old woman up into his arms and
carried her out into the moonlit night.
In her little nest in the feather bed Deltje lay content. She had ceased now to tremble, and not for one moment
did she question Juriaan’s right to act as he was doing.
Already her heart was filled with that sense of security which his mere presence brought her.
Already the hospital was but a dream that only for a moment had parted them. The pain in her heart had gone.
Of the pain in her side she would not think. Had she not learned in the hospital how to hide it? Up in the
mountains sitting by the stream and drinking of its clear brown water she would have no pain. … Lying through
the night by Juriaan’s side she would have no pain. …
She lay back among the pillows, a gentle, dying woman, her heart overflowing with its quiet content.
Seated on the wagon-box before her Juriaan drove steadily across the veld, through the drift, and out on to the
Platkops-Princestown road.
Slowly his numbed heart regained its warmth.
Slowly he came to feel that his God was no longer withdrawn. Here, in the ox-cart with his little love, was his
God. Had He not eased her pain? If she was weak had He not given His servant Juriaan arms that were strong to
carry her? Against his breast like a little child he would carry her, and so should she rest. …
They reached the top of the Groot Kop, the highest of the low, flat-topped hills that surrounded Platkopsdorp,
and here the old man wheeled round the cart and halted to rest his oxen. Below them, in the clear pale moonlight,
lay the quiet village, but it was across the river that they looked, at the gray stone building standing there alone.
A moment only they halted, then turned, and went on.
2
Marta was the eldest of my father’s children, and she was sixteen years old when our mother died and our
father lost the last of his water-cases to old Jan Redlinghuis of Bitterwater.
It was the water-cases that killed my mother. Many, many times she had cried to my father to give in to old Jan
Redlinghuis whose water-rights had been fixed by law long before my father built his water furrow from the
Ghamka river.
But my father could not rest. If he could but get a fair share of the river water for his furrow, he would say, his
farm of Zeekoegatt would be as rich as the farm of Bitterwater and we should then have a town house in Platkops
dorp and my mother should wear a black cashmere dress all the days of her life.
My father could not see that my mother did not care about the black cashmere dress or the town house in Platkops dorp. My mother was a very gentle woman with a disease of the heart, and all she cared about was to have
peace in the house and her children happy; around her.
And for so long as my father was at law about his water-rights there could be no peace on all the farm of Zeekoegatt. With each new water-case came more bitterness and sorrow to us all. Even between my parents at last
came bitterness and sorrow.
And in bitterness and sorrow my mother died.
In his last water-case my father lost more money than ever before, and to save the farm he bonded some of the
lands to old Jan Redlinghuis himself. My father was surely mad when he did this, but he did it. And from that day
Jan Redlinghuis pressed him, pressed him, pressed him, till my father did not know which way to turn. And then,
when my father’s back was up against the wall and he thought he must sell the last of his lands to pay his bond,
Jan Redlinghuis came to him and said:
“I will take your daughter, Marta Magdalena, instead.”
*
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Three days Jan Redlinghuis gave my father, and in three days, if Marta did not promise to marry him, the lands
of Zeekoegatt must be sold. Marta told me this late that same night. She said to me:
“Sukey, my father has asked me to marry old Jan Redlinghuis. I am going to do it.” And she said again:
“Sukey, my darling, listen now! If I marry old Jan Redlinghuis he will let the water into my father’s furrow,
and the lands of Zeekoegatt will be saved. I am going to do it, and God will help me.” I cried to her:
“Marta! Old Jan Redlinghuis is a sinful man, going at times a little mad in his head. God must help you before
you marry him. Afterwards it will be too late.”
And Marta said:
“Sukey, if I do right, right will come of it, and it is right for me to save the lands for my father. Think now,
Sukey, my darling! There is not one of us that is without sin in the world and old Jan Redlinghuis is not always
mad. Who am I to judge Jan Redlinghuis? And can I then let my father be driven like a poor white to Platkops
dorp?”
And she drew me down on to the pillow beside her, and took me into her arms, and I cried there until far into
the night.
*
The next day I went alone across the river to old Jan Redlinghuis’s farm. No one knew that I went, or what it
was in my heart to do. When I came to the house Jan Redlinghuis was out on the stoep smoking his pipe. I said to
him:
“Jan Redlinghuis, I have come to offer myself.”
Jan Redlinghuis took his pipe out of his mouth and looked at me. I said again:
“I have come to ask you to marry me instead of my sister Marta.” Old Jan Redlinghuis said to me:
“And why have you come to do this thing, Sukey de Jager?” I told him:
“Because it is said that you are a sinful man, Jan Redlinghuis, going at times a little mad in your head, and my
sister Marta is too good for you.”
For a little while old Jan Redlinghuis looked at me, sitting there with his pipe in his hand, thinking the Lord
knows what. And presently he said:
“All the same, Sukey de Jager, it is your sister Marta that I will marry and no one else. If not, I will take the
lands of Zeekoegatt as is my right, and I will make your father bankrupt. Do now as you like about it.” And he put
his pipe in his mouth, and not one other word would he say.
I went back to my father’s house with my heart heavy like lead. And all that night I cried to God:
“Do now what you will with me, but save our Marta.”
Yes, I tried to make a bargain with the Lord so that Marta might be saved. And I said also:
“If He does not save our Marta I will know that there is no God.”
*
In three weeks Marta married old Jan Redlinghuis and went to live with him across the river. On Marta’s
wedding day I put my father’s Bible before him and said:
“Pa, pray if you like, but I shall not pray with you. There is no God or surely He would have saved our Marta.
But if there is a God as surely will He burn our souls in Hell for selling Marta to old Jan Redlinghuis.”
From that time I could do what I would with my father, and my heart was bitter to all the world but my sister
Marta. When my father said to me, “Is it not wonderful, Sukey, what we have done with the water that old Jan
Redlinghuis lets pass to my furrow?” I answered him,
“What is now wonderful? It is blood that we lead on our lands to water them. Did not my mother die for it?
And was it not for this that we sold my sister Marta to Old Jan Redlinghuis?”
Yes, I said that. It was as if my heart must break to see my father water his lands while old Jan Redlinghuis
held my sister Marta up to shame before all Platkops.
I went across the river to my sister Marta as often as I could, but not once after he married her did old Jan
Redlinghuis let Marta come back to my father’s house.
“Look now, Sukey deJager,” he would say to me, “your father has sold me his daughter for his lands. Let him
now look to his lands and leave me his daughter.” And that was all he would say about it.
Marta had said that old Jan Redlinghuis was not always mad, but from the day that he married her his madness
was to cry to all the world to look at the wife that Burgert de Jager had sold to him.
“Look,” he would say, “how she sits in her new tent-cart—the wife that Burgert de Jager sold to me.” And he
would point to the Zeekoegatt lands and say:
“See now, how green they are, the lands that Burgert de Jager sold me his daughter to save.”
Yes, even before strangers would he say these things, stopping his cart in the road to say them, with Marta
sitting by his side. My father said to me:
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“Is it not wonderful, Sukey, to see how Marta rides through the country in her new tent-cart?” I said to him:
“What is now wonderful? It is to her grave that she rides in the new tent-cart, and presently you will see it.”
And I said to him also:
“It took you many years to kill my mother, but believe me it will not take as many months for old Jan
Redlinghuis to kill my sister Marta.”
Yes, God forgive me, but I said that to my father. All my pity was for my sister Marta, and I had none to give
my father.
And all this time Marta spoke no word against old Jan Redlinghuis. She had no illness that one might name,
but every day she grew a little weaker, and every day Jan Redlinghuis inspanned the new tent-cart and drove her
round the country. This madness came at last so strong upon him that he must drive from sun-up to sun-down
crying to all whom he met:
“Look now at the wife that Burgert de Jager sold to me!”
*
So it went, day after day, day after day, till at last there came a day when Marta was too weak to climb into the
cart and they carried her from where she fell into the house. Jan Redlinghuis sent for me across the river. When I
came to the house old Jan Redlinghuis was standing on the stoep with his gun. He said to me:
“See here, Sukey de Jager! Which of us now had the greatest sin—your father who sold me his daughter
Marta, or I who bought her? Marta who let herself be sold, or you who offered yourself to save her?”
And he took up his gun and left the stoep and would not wait for an answer.
Marta lay where they had put her on old Jan Redlinghuis’s great wooden bed, and only twice did she speak.
Once she said:
“He was not always mad, Sukey, my darling, and who am I that I should judge him?” And again she said:
“See how it is, my darling! In a little while I shall be with our mother. So it is that God has helped me.”
At sun-down Marta died, and when they ran to tell Jan Redlinghuis they could not find him. All that night they
looked for him, and the next day also. We buried Marta in my mother’s grave at Zeekoegatt. And still they could
not find Jan Redlinghuis.
Six days they looked for him, and at last they found his body in the mountains. God knows what madness had
driven old Jan Redlinghuis to the mountains when his wife lay dying, but there it was they found him, and at
Bitterwater he was buried.
That night my father came to me and said:
“It is true what you said to me, Sukey. It is blood that I have led on my lands to water them, and this night will
I close the furrow that I built from the Ghamka river. God forgive me, I will do it.” It was in my heart to say to
him:
“The blood is already so deep in the lands that nothing we can do will now wash it out.” But I did not say this.
I do not know how it was, but there came before me the: still, sad face of my sister, Marta, and it was as if she
herself answered for me.
“Do now as it seems right to you,” I said to my father.
“Who am I that I should judge you?”
90.118 Mr. Sleepwalker\fn{by Ethel Davis Bryant Wilson (1888-1980)} Port Elizabeth, Eastern Cape Province, South
Africa (F) 8\fn{I have inserted quotation marks around the thoughts of the protagonist—where “thought Mary” (five times), “she
continued to herself”, “she wondered”, “she asked herself”, “she thought” (four times), “she asked herself some questions”, “said to
herself” (twice), is so indicated in the text, but is not actually a part of the manuscript. The sub-division indications are also mine:H }

During the time that Mary Manly’s husband was in Australia, Mrs. Manly had an experience that was peculiar.
I should like to say that up to the time that her husband went to the war, Mrs. Manly had never shown any
tendency to undue imagination, nervousness, hysteria, nor to any of those weaknesses which are supposed to be
the prerogative of her sex, but are not—any of which might have been considered responsible for the mounting
episodes which culminated in her nearly killing Mr. Sleepwalker.
Let us begin with Mary Manly, because we do not know very much about the past of Mr. Sleepwalker. It
would be provocative, but not fair, to speculate about Mr. Sleepwalker’s past, but, unless we knew something
about his origin and his history, the speculations would be useless, and disturbing.
Mary Davidson married Hugh Manly who was a forester in the government service of British Columbia, and
so able a man was Hugh Manly in the matter of conservation of forests, marketing of lumber—especially as these
things applied to the province of British Columbia whose forests are among her noblest treasures—that his government began to send him on long journeys to foreign countries where export trade might be developed, and it
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became no great surprise—but a source of something like grief—to Mary when Hugh walked in for dinner, and
said later on in the evening as he often did, “Well, it looks as though I’m off again,” and Mary would learn that
Hugh was being sent by his government to South Africa, or to the United Kingdom, or to Sweden, and so it was
that Mary had to gear herself—as they say—to these absences which became to her a mounting sorrow, because
she loved her husband beyond expression, and he loved only her.
Each time that Hugh left he said something like this, “Next time, darling, we’ll see if you can’t come too,” and
Mary would say,
“Yes, next time, Hugh.”
But next time Hugh might go to Hyderabad, and how can a young wife whimsically accompany her husband to
Hyderabad, when there is a future to look to?
I mention all this because it is possible that the unhappiness of repeated separation, in a world whose essential
limit is bounded by the life and love of two people closely united, may have done something to Mary’s otherwise
calm and extroverted nature, and may have made her susceptible to outside influence of an esoteric, supra-human,
or even subhuman kind.
*
Just at the time when it seemed that Hugh had approached the point in his chosen profession at which he could
say, “Come with me and be damned to everything and hang the expense,” there came the war.
Hugh went to the war, and Mary’s sense of separation became exacerbated to the point where it was anguish.
Are we who love each other so dearly, she said to herself, always to be deprived of our greatest joy, and have I to
accustom myself to the theory that we belong to each other in absentia only, for it is an actual fact that the woman
in the next apartment and I have lived for seven years with only one wall dividing us, and we do not belong to
each other; while Hugh and I, who belong to each other, have lived for seven years with half the world between us
most of the time.
And now this war!
She busied herself at once, but in spite of being daily involved in responsibility and detail, her other life—that
is to say, her absent life with Hugh—gradually became more real to her than the life of meetings, administration,
billeting, in which her body was engaged, especially after Hugh left for overseas. (“Only the body’s busy, and
pretends.”)
Again I say that this other-worldness, which developed in Mary, and in many other young women like her
during those years, but more in Mary Manly, because absence and frustration had already made some mark on her
before the war began, may have been responsible for many queer things, one way and another.
Directly the war was over, Hugh came home (fortunately) and was placed at once at the head of his
department; and before the two had spent a month together, Hugh was sent to Australia.
“You’re coming this time, Mary, and no nonsense about it,” said Hugh, and Mary with rapture prepared to go,
broke her left elbow, and Hugh went without her.
To go now to Mr. Sleepwalker.
*
Before Hugh went overseas he was stationed for a while in Winnipeg. Mary camp-followed him to Winnipeg,
and it was in Winnipeg that she first saw Mr. Sleepwalker.
It was in a streetcar. The streetcar swinging along Portage Avenue was full, and Mary stood, holding onto a
strap. She looked idly about her, and the swaying of the streetcar so determined that her eyes fell upon this person
and that sitting in the row of seats immediately beside the entrance to the streetcar.
She saw a small slim man sitting in this seat, with people on either side of him. Mary’s whole attention was
taken by this man, although no one else seemed to observe him, and as the body of someone swaying beside her
interposed between her and the small man seated, she did not see him, and then she saw him again.
She became violently curious about the small man, and began to speculate about him. He appeared unaware of
people around him, and certainly unaware of Mary’s scrutiny.
“If I were accustomed to menservants,” thought Mary, “or if we lived in a different age, I should think that this
man is, or has been, a ‘gentleman’s gentleman.’ He is drilled in some precision of thought and action, and he hides
behind that soft and deferential pose and immobility some definite and different entity.”
The small man sat erect, looking straight ahead of him, servile yet proud, his hands—in worn black gloves—
folded on the head of his walking-stick which rested between his knees. His hat was a kind of square obsolete
bowler. He wore a wing collar, and a small black tie of the kind known as a string tie. His black suit was old,
worn, and very neat.
Below the anachronistic hat was the face that so attracted and repelled Mary Manly. The features were neat and
of a prissy femininity. The eyes were a warm stealthy reddish brown. His hair descended in reddish brown
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sideburns; otherwise he was clean-shaven.
The hair was soft and unlike the hair of a man; in fact it resembled a soft fur. His mouth was set—so, with
gentility.
“He is a mixture,” thought Mary, as she watched the little man, now and again obscured from her, “of gentility
—a fake product of civilization—and of something feral, I do not know what.
“I seem to have seen those russet eyes,” she continued to herself, “in some animal. Is it a fox? No, I know no
more about foxes than about gentlemen’s gentlemen, and yet it seems like a fox. Or a watching hawk. Or some
red-eyed rodent.
“And why is he in the middle of Canada, in Winnipeg, new city of grain, utility, and railroads, looking like
this, dressed like this? He is as much a phenomenon in his dreadful respectability, riding on an unlikely streetcar
in the city of Winnipeg, as if he wore a crown, or a gray topper, or a sarong. What life does he lead, and why is he
here?”
The small man sat alone, it appeared, in his personal and genteel world, politely apart from those who rubbed
shoulders with him or crowded his neatly brushed worn buttoned boots, and he looked straight ahead of him.
Mary now avoided looking at the small man, because, so lively had been her interest in his peculiarities, she
was afraid that he might become aware of her, and she did not want this to happen; so she turned her back, and
faced in the other direction. Then she got off the streetcar and, for the moment, forgot him.
*
On the next evening, Hugh came in from the barracks, and they had dinner together. Mary tried to tell Hugh
about the small man on the streetcar, but found that she was unable to describe him in such a way as would
interest Hugh; and when Hugh told her, as he did, that he was ordered east and that he thought that embarkation
would be the next step, this drove other thoughts from Mary’s mind and she determined at once to move east also,
because, as she said,
“We may as well continue living together, Hugh, in our own peculiar haphazard fashion. I have really loved it
in Winnipeg, and who knows but that they may keep you in the east longer than you think. So I shall not go back
to Vancouver. I shall go east, too.”
Mary then prepared to go east, following Hugh, who left at a day’s notice. She had by this time attained (she
thought) a fairly philosophic regard for things as they have to be, realizing of course that she was only one of the
millions of persons—friends and enemies—whose lives were dislocated by war; that she could expect no special
privilege because she was Mary Manly, wife of Hugh Manly (usually in absentia); and that she could and must
assume the matter-of-factness which is necessary in the successful conduct of life, which other people achieve so
admirably, and which passes very well for courage.
So she took life as it came, allowing herself to hope, as was natural, that her husband would be kept in Canada,
although a part of each of them wished that he would be sent away and would see action, but safely, with
everybody else, and no favors sought or granted. Mary said good-bye to her friends in Winnipeg, many of whom,
like herself, were also in motion one way or another, and then, late one night, she boarded the eastbound train.
Because Mary was what is called a good train traveler, she soon bestowed her things neatly away and settled
down for the remainder of the night in her lower berth. She slept at once, and only in a half-conscious and
comfortable way was she aware of the stopping, starting, moaning, creaking of the great train.
Suddenly she was awakened by a quiet. The train was standing still, perhaps in a siding, because there seemed
to be no noise., or it may have been in the night-time stillness of the railway station of a town. Mary was half
awake, and did not care. She was sleepily aware of stillness, of time and place suspended—and then of persons
passing quietly, almost stealthily, in the aisle outside her curtain … the porter … perhaps … passenger … porter
… a murmur … a smell … earth … rotted wood … an animal … in the sleeping-car … impossible … a smell …
earth … rotted wood … an animal … it passed.
She fell asleep.
*
When day broke, the train had left Manitoba and was speeding into the vast western wooded lake-strewn
regions of Ontario. The train stopped at Chapleau for twenty minutes. Mary got out, and wandered, as she always
did at Chapleau station, to the small stone memorial that bears the name of Louis Hémon.\fn{ 1880-1913, French
writer}
“Why,” she wondered, “did Louis Hémon come to Canada, write his book which, although unknown to most
young Canadians, had already dimmed to a reputation faintly classic, and die? And why did Louis Hémon die,
still young, at Chapleau, straggling rawly beside its railway station and its forests?”
A young man stood beside her and studied the carved words. Mary looked up at him and spoke tentatively.
“Do you know why Louis Hémon came here?” she asked.
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“Sawry,” said the young man awkwardly, “I never heard of him. I was kinda wondering myself who he was,”
and he strolled away.
Mary turned and walked briskly up and down the platform, with the breeze and against the breeze that blew
refreshingly through Chapleau. She heard the cry “All aboard.” She turned towards her own porter at her own car.
As she waited to mount the steps, she saw walking down the platform the small man in black whom she had
seen in the Winnipeg streetcar.
She was startled to see the small figure in motion. He walked, one might say, with as much stillness as he sat,
regarding no one. He walked with his arms at his sides, guarded, genteel, like a black-suited doll.
She climbed on the train, entered her car, and found her seat.
She did not see him again.
When she joined Hugh in Halifax, there were many urgent things to think about without recalling to mind the
small man whose hair was like fur, and so it seemed that he had never been. Hugh’s convoy sailed, and Mary
Manly went back to Vancouver and put herself at once to work.
*
It was months later that Mary Manly and Therese Leduc went to a movie together. At the end of the first picture, the two people who were sitting beside Mary went out, and, in the dark, another occupant took the seat
beside her.
Suddenly Mary’s attention was taken from the screen by the scent, slight at first, then stronger, of, perhaps, an
animal, or, perhaps, rotted wood, thick and dank (but how could it be rotted wood?). This smell was not at first
heavy, but pervasive, and was very unpleasant to her.
It became at last heavy in the air, and made her uneasy. It recalled to her a journey … a what? … some smell
… not train smell … something that passed by.
She tried to look at the person next to her without appearing to do so. This was difficult. She murmured to
Therese Leduc,
“Do you smell anything queer?”
“No,’ whispered Therese. “What kind of thing?”
“I don’t know,” answered Mary.
“I smell nothing,” said Therese. The smell persisted.
Suddenly the skin on the back of Mary’s neck seemed to prickle. The man (it was a man) who sat beside her
was small, and sat very still. Mary sat still too, and thought,
“I want to get up and leave. I can’t. That is unreasonable.” But at last she whispered to Therese,
“I’m sorry, Terry, but the man beside me does smell. Let’s get out … perhaps we can move. Let’s go your
way.” The two women got up and shuffled out of the long end of the row.
“How disgusting!” expostulated Therese.
“Yes, wasn’t it? It really was,” said Mary, but she did not explain that the smell was not what Terry thought it
was. Not dirt. Nothing like dirt. Something animal. Something wild.
They found other seats, but Mary could not give her attention to the play. After the movie, she discovered also
that she could not tell Therese about the small man, and about this animal smell which she had begun to associate
with him.
The thing was fanciful, and Mary did not like to be thought fanciful. Most of all, she did not like to admit to
herself that she was fanciful. But there it was.
She put her mind to other things, and that was not very difficult.
*
Some time later, as Mary rose from her knees in church, she did not need to look in order to see who it was
that had come into the pew and had now dropped on his knees beside her. The feral scent wafted and then hung
heavy. The small man in black drew himself up to his seat, and sat, doll-like, prim, just as (Mary knew) she had
seen him sit in the streetcar on Portage Avenue.
She saw him as plainly now as though her physical eyes observed the genteel shape, the russet fur of the sideburns, the prissy set of the mouth. He sat beside her, she knew, correct, genteel, yet vulpine, if it was vulpine.
Mary’s head began to spin.
“My imagination plays tricks, or does it?” she asked herself. “Soon, of course, I shall see the two people in
front of me move, turn slightly, disturbed by the smell that disturbs me. It cannot be to me, me alone, that it
comes. He carries it round with him. Others must smell it—always. He is horrible, horrible. But now I can’t leave
… I must stay … he can never have observed me” (for we never think, do we, that we are the observed ones;
always we are the observers), “I shall sit here. I shall stay for the service, and outstay him. But he is horrible.”
And a revulsion at the proximity of this small being almost overcame her, and she felt faint.
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The little man sat still; his worn-gloved hands were on his knees, she could see. He took his Prayer Book and
found his place, following the service respectfully, and in an accustomed manner. Mary’s mind worked obliquely,
directed, in spite of herself, towards the small man.
But the two people in front of her did not turn round, disturbed by the alien smell of rotted wood, of something
animal, unknown.
Mary out-sat the service. Then, with elaborate negligence, while the small man was leaving and after he had
left, she put on her gloves, leaned back in her pew, and awaited the end of the slowly drifting columns of
churchgoers moving with slightly rocking inhibited motion down the aisles. Then she joined the departing stream
at its end, went out into the open air, felt refreshed and, by a foolishly roundabout way, returned home.
“I shall tell Hugh,” she thought. “It’s very silly. I take this too seriously, and if I tell Hugh, I’ll get rid of it. The
thing bothers me out of all proportion. What concerns me is the war, and Hugh, and my jobs of work to do, and
my life that I have always had; and a small being that smells like—perhaps—a weasel or a muskrat has no part
and does not matter.”
So she wrote; but when she read the letter that she had written to Hugh, her story seemed idiotic. She tore the
letter up, and wrote again and did not mention the small man. “Hugh,” she thought, “would not in any case be
amused.”
She could not make the story amusing. She could just make it sound silly. Hugh might be interested in a man
that smelled like an animal (she had seldom smelled an anima!), but she would not be able to conceal from him
the fact that something was being established that affected her unreasonably and unpleasantly; it seemed to her
that the small man, in spite of his apparent immobility and unawareness, was in some peculiar way aware of her
also. This, of course, was possible, yet unlikely and very unpleasant.
She neither saw the small man, nor did the strange scent reach her, for a long time.
*
One night it rained.
Mary drove carefully in her little car. She picked up her cousin, Cora Wilmot, and drove through the lashing
rain, and through the lights and reflections of lights, cross-hatched in the early dark in splashing pools and pavements, lighted by and left behind by the beams of her own headlights, onto Granville Street Bridge. She drove
carefully in the late dinner-time traffic, peering through the rainstorm. She drove rather slowly. Cora, beside her,
peered too.
Then the thing nearly happened.
Just before Mary reached the narrow span of the bridge, Cora cried out, and stifled her cry. Off the slightly
raised platform-like sidewalk of the bridge, into the light of the headlights of Mary’s slowly moving car, stepped a
small man.
He faced the lights of the car, and seemed to look through the windshield of the car, and at, or into, the
occupants. The lights showed all in one flash the white face (and Mary could see the lighted russet eyes), the
intolerable propriety of mouth and chin, dark lines of hair framing the almost rectangular face. The man threw up
his arms with the stiff gesture of a marionette. Mary swerved sharply to the left into whatever cars there might be,
into the span, if need be, rather than touch or become involved in any way with the man who had stepped in front
of her car.
She did not touch him.
She touched neither cars nor span. She did not speak. She drove to the end of the bridge, up Granville Street
hill, through lights, darkness, and rain, and then she pulled up at the side of the road. She was trembling violently.
Cora was voluble.
“That horrible little man!” she said, “What was he doing? Why did he do it? He did it on purpose! No one
crosses the bridge there! There’s nothing to cross for! Oh Mary, what a narrow shave! Let’s sit here a while. What
a face! He looked as if he could see us, as if he was looking at us! I’ll never forget him, will you? Do you feel like
driving now? Let’s get there, and then they’ll give us a drink before dinner, and that will help us both.”
“Yes,” said Mary, and she drove on.
“He saw me,” she thought, “as I drove so slowly in the lights, and then stepped out.”
*
Before the end of the year, Hugh came home, the war being incredibly over. And then, as I said, Hugh went to
Australia, and Mary, with the complicated fracture of her left arm in a sling, stayed at home.
Many and many a time, towards the end of the war, and now, when alone, when sleeping, and at waking, she
seemed to see the doll-like figure of the small man with her motor lights full on his white face. She saw a
marionette’s gesture-two dark arms flung stiffly upwards, she swerved, she drove on in her dream. And then, the
obsession became less frequent.
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Nevertheless, within herself, she knew that she had begun to be afraid of something.
Hugh wrote from Melbourne,
I’m going to be here longer than we thought. Just as soon as the elbow is better enough cable me. I’ll advise you,
and you get a passage by air. And at last …

The load of aggravation lifted from Mary, and she began to lie about her elbow in order to get away and to join
Hugh in Australia. However, their friend the doctor, Johnny Weston, put her off for a week.
One afternoon she returned from John’s surgery with the permission that she might now make arrangements
for her flight to Australia, and so she cabled to Hugh. Such a thing as this had never happened to Mary Manly
before. She went home, and in her ecstasy, her rapture, she telephoned Therese Leduc and Cora, and anybody else
that came to mind, to tell them that she was flying to Australia to join Hugh.
There came a ring at the door of the flat. Still careful of her clumsy left arm, Mary went lightly to the door and
opened it.
A feral smell entered the apartment, followed by the small respectable man who had stood outside Mary’s door
and had rung her doorbell. The man was dressed as usual in black. As he stepped humbly but without question
into the hall, he took off his obsolete square-shaped bowler hat, laid it upon a table, turned and shut the door in a
serviceable manner, and then advanced obsequiously on Mary. In his hand he carried a small black valise. Scent
hung heavy and it was the smell of fear.
Mary was aghast. Her right hand flew to her mouth. She pressed the back of her hand to her mouth and gazed
at the small man over her hand. She did not think, I am alone in this apartment with this unpleasant little creature.
She did not think at all. The air was full of the dank wild earthy smell of something old and unknown. She
backed, and obsequiously the small man advanced upon her. She saw the russet animal eyes, the reddish animal
fur. She saw the prissy gentility of the lips. She smelled the smell.
“Sleepwalker,” said the man softly, looking at her.
Mary snatched up a small bronze vase, and hit the man hard upon the side of the head. He looked at her with
infinite surprise and reproach, swayed, and sank to the floor. He lay there like a large black-garbed doll, and blood
began to flow from the wound on his head. His eyes were closed and he was very pale.
Mary stood looking down upon him, and tried to measure what she had done.
“Three minutes ago,” she thought, “I was mad with joy because I was going to Hugh, and now perhaps I have
killed a man who is a stranger.”
She now felt curiously hard and not at all frightened. She went to the telephone and called John Weston at his
surgery.
“John,” she said, “this is Mary Manly. I am at home. I think I have killed a man. please come.”
And she hung up the telephone and went back to the small man who lay as she had left him.
“I am very stupid,” thought Mary, “because I do not know whether he is unconscious or whether he is dead,
and I don’t know how to find out such things. At least I will bathe his head, and perhaps if he is unconscious he
will rally a bit.”
She got water and a cloth, and although it was repugnant to her, she knelt down and bathed the wound which
she had inflicted on the small respectable man. He stirred. He opened his eyes and looked steadily at her. She rose
to her feet and looked down at him.
“Dear lady,” whispered the man, still prostrate on the floor, “whatever made you do that to me?” and his eyes
were indeed the eyes of an animal.
Well, thought Mary, I can see that this is going to be a very odd conversation. She could not answer his question, and so she said,
“I am very, very sorry that I have done this to you, but why are you here? And why did you walk into my flat
like that? And what was that you said to me when you came in?” It gave her satisfaction that John Weston would
soon come, and would act as some kind of solvent to this situation.
The man sat up slowly, and felt his head. He looked at his red hand with surprise, and again looked up at Mrs.
Manly.
“Name of Sleepwalker,” he said, “carrying a line of ladies’ underwear samples of special buys in rayon, silk,
crepe, also ladies’ hosiery put out by the Silki-Silk Company with agents in all major cities of Canada,” and he
looked at the black valise which lay where it had fallen.
“Oh,” said Mary, feeling very silly indeed. “And do you really mean that your name is Sleepwalker?”
“Name of Handel Sleepwalker,” said Mr. Sleepwalker, and subsided again into a faint on the floor.
*
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The doorbell rang, and Mary opened the door to Dr. Weston.
Because Dr. Weston was ruffled, and had—unwillingly—left his patients when Mary summoned him so imperatively and strangely, he had, since leaving his consulting-room, built up a genuine and justified annoyance
mixed with real uneasiness, and because he could find no other object for his annoyance, he had hung it upon
Mary Manly.
Therefore by the time Dr. Weston arrived at Mary’s apartment he was very angry indeed with her for having
killed a man at a quarter past five in the afternoon, for having taken him forcibly from his consultations, and for
having chosen to do this at a time when Hugh was not at home and therefore was unable to take the matter in
hand. Although a very good friend of Hugh and Mary, Dr. Weston was not at that moment in the frame of mind to
shoulder the results of murder. This is why, when Mary opened the door with a sense of relief, John Weston
dismayed her by a complete absence of sympathy; he turned on her an angry face, and roared at her in an injured
manner,
“What on earth have you been doing?” as if she were guilty.
Well, so she was.
Mary, aware of all that had gone before that was so ridiculously unexplainable at that very instant, realized that
she had to cope with her own emotions, to attend—in the first place—to Mr. Sleepwalker who lay inert on the
living-room floor, and to manage Dr. Weston either by returning anger for anger, innocence for anger, or by
disregarding anger. This latter she decided to do.
“Come,” she said. She turned and indicated Mr. Sleepwalker with an air quite sublime.
“You see!”
When Dr. Weston saw the actual body of Mr. Sleepwalker lying on the floor of the room in which Dr. Weston
and his wife had so often enjoyed a cocktail, and saw Mr. Sleepwalker’s blood upon the carpet, and saw Mary
standing there pale, helpless, bandaged, and gentle, other feelings began to take possession of him. He kneeled
down and examined the prostrate one. Then he looked up and said to Mary in a fretful tone,
“He’s not dead at all!”
“Well, really,” thought Mary, “this is too much! Does John expect that one should make sure of killing someone before disturbing him! John is going to be aggravating, I can see.” But she said simply,
“Oh, John, I am so thankful. This has been very alarming.”
“Did you hit him?” asked Dr. Weston, scrambling to his feet.
“Oh yes, I hit him.”
“Why …?”
“He terrified me,” said Mary. “He stole into the room when I opened the door, and followed me up, and did not
explain his business, and then he said something that frightened me very much. And here I was with my bad arm
and alone, and before I realized what I was doing, John, I hit him with that little vase.”
“What did he say to you?” asked Dr. Weston.
Mr. Sleepwalker spoke from the floor. His eyes were closed. He said softly,
“I did not indeed desire to frighten the dear lady; I merely told the dear lady my name.”
Dr. Weston shot a very baleful look at Mary; he became suspicious of her again (and there were all those patients in the waiting-room).
“And what is your name?” asked Dr. Weston.
“Sleepwalker,” said Mr. Sleepwalker, opening his eyes.
“And where do you live?” asked Dr. Weston. Mr. Sleepwalker closed his eyes again.
“I am afraid,” he said, “that for the moment I am unable to remember.”
“Well, where would you like us to take you?” asked the doctor.
“Yes, where would you like us to take you?” asked Mary, eagerly. Mr. Sleepwalker paused for a moment.
Then,
“I would like to stay here,” he said.
“That is impossible, quite impossible,” said Dr. Weston crossly. “You can take him to the hospital, Mary. He’s
all right to move, and a day or two will be all that’s needed.”
“John,” said Mary, taking the doctor aside, “do you notice a very queer smell in this room?”
“No, I don’t,” said the doctor. “Do you?” She did not answer.
“I will get an ambulance if you will arrange with the hospital,” she said.
“I would much prefer,” said a silky voice from the floor, “if the dear lady would take me to the hospital herself.
Far be it indeed to go in an ambulance.” Mary scowled at the doctor, who said at once,
“No, we’ll get an ambulance. See if you can sit up now.”
Mr. Sleepwalker obediently sat up, a little black figure with legs outstretched on the floor. The doctor suppor103

ted him.
“Now into this chair.”
“I am a poor man,” said Mr. Sleepwalker, sitting up straight and stiff in the chair, with his disfigured head.
“I will pay for your ambulance, Mr. Sleepwalker, and I will pay for your days in the hospital as long as Dr.
Weston says that you must stay,” said Mary.
“Oh, how kind, dear lady,” said Mr. Sleepwalker humbly, and Mary thought, what a brute I am, I’ve never
abased myself and really apologized for hitting him!
“I shall get you some tea,” she said.
Meanwhile, the doctor was busy at the telephone. He looked at his watch.
“Don’t leave me!” murmured Mary as she brushed past him in the hall, and Dr. Weston gave her an unaffectionate look. She took a tray in to Mr. Sleepwalker, who gazed round the room as though he were memorizing it.
“I shall burn this tray, break the cup and saucer, give away the chair, and send the carpet to the cleaners, or we
can sell it—in fact, we might leave the flat. I can’t bear to have had this little horror in the room,” Mary said to
herself unfairly, forgetting that she was very lucky.
Mr. Sleepwalker coughed.
“One thing may I ask,” he said.
“What?” said Mary.
“I should like to ask,” he said, “that the dear lady will visit me in the hospital.”
Mary considered. That was the very least she could do.
“Yes, of course I will,” she said, trying to sound hearty.
“Oh, thank you, tbank you,” said Mr. Sleepwalker. The doctor came out of the hall.
“I have arranged for the bed and the ambulance,” he said, looking again at his watch. “Some time I will hear
more about this.” He had one leg out of the door.
“You will stay!” besought Mary with agitation, seizing his arm. The doctor put down his overcoat again.
“Very well, I will stay,” he said irritably, and thought of his waiting-room. He did not like Mary Manly at all
just now, whether because she had or had not killed Mr. Sleepwalker (although on the whole he was relieved that
she had not) but chiefly he disliked Mary because she had behaved in an irrational manner—he disapproved of
people being irrational—and had called him away from his surgery in the middle of the afternoon. He whirled to
the telephone, and Mary heard him say brusquely,
“I’ll be back. Keep Mrs. Jenkins, and tell Mr. Howe I’ll see him tomorrow, and explain to the two others that
I’ll see them tomorrow, and give them a time, and tell Mrs. Boniface that I’ll drop in on the way home, and don’t
let the Jackson boy go home till I’ve seen him, and …”
“Oh Lord,” thought Mary, contrite, “what have I done to all these people! Poor Johnny!” and she tried to look
pathetic, but it was no good.
*
The ambulance arrived, and Dr. Weston sped away.
Two burly ambulance men helped Mr. Sleepwalker; he walked between them in his still fashion. One big man
carried his absurdly small valise. The other one took charge of the obsolete hat.
Mary stood.
At the door Mr. Sleepwalker made as if to turn.
“I do ask, dear lady, that you will recollect your promise?” he said, with a question.
“I will indeed,” said Mary heartily and with the greatest repugnance.
She heard the door close. She turned and opened all the windows, and did what she could to the room. Then
she telephoned Cora.
“Cora,” she said, “a very peculiar thing has happened. I won’t tell you over the telephone, but here, but for the
grace of God, sits your cousin, the famous murderess”—a thought checked her—“or,” and she laughed, “the famous huntress.”
“What do you mean!” asked Cora.
“Well,” said Mary slowly, “you remember the night we nearly ran that man down on the bridge?”
“Yes, yes,” said Cora.
“Well,” continued Mary slowly, “it’s the same man. Coincidence, of course, of the most extraordinary kind”
(was it coincidence?) “and it’s left me rather shaken.”
“Too much happens to you. Come at once and have dinner,” said Cora.
“I will,” said Mary gratefully.
*
As Mary Manly went to her cousin’s house, she asked herself some questions.
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“If I wished to go the bottom of the queerness of this, if I had any scientific curiosity and not just a detestation
of the whole affair, I would take up a notebook and pencil, and question that … that … person (she avoided even
his name).
“I would say to him, ‘Was your aunt a fox, or was your grandmother a weasel,’ and of course, he would say no,
and where should I find myself then?
“I could ask him if he seeks me in particular, and how, and why. But I am such a coward that I don’t want to
know. Then I would say, ‘My good sir, do you know that you smell?’ And if he said yes, I should have to ask him,
‘Do some people (such as I) and not other people, recognize this animal (yes, I should have to say “animal”)
scent?’
“I can see how totally impossible such a conversation is, and so I shall leave it alone, and shall admit, to myself, and not to others, only the fact that this man frightens me …”
*
When Mary left Cora the next morning (for Cora easily persuaded her to stay the night) she knew that the talk
of her attack upon Mr. Sleepwalker would spread among her friends and acquaintances, and that it would be well
and properly launched by Cora. She realized that she would be the object of universal pity (“Poor Mrs. Manly,
wasn’t it dreadful for her! The man, my dear, walked straight into the flat, and there was Mary all alone, with a
broken arm … I think she’s very good not to prosecute! And so brave. The most extraordinary coincidence my
dear! Cora Wilmot says …”) and that this was not quite fair to Mr. Sleepwalker who, after all, was the one who
had been hit on the temple with a bronze vase and was now in hospital.
She knew that she would be decried as soft, foolish, too kind because she had provided the ambulance and was
about to pay the hospital bill.
However, she had to choose between all or nothing, and the section of the story which was in Cora’s possession, and which Cora would launch on all their acquaintances with her well-known energy, approximated to nothing, and that was best.
*
The following afternoon Mary said to herself as she alighted clumsily with parcels at the hospital, “This
(calling on this man, I mean) is the most unpleasant thing that I have deliberately done in my whole life. I don’t
call hitting … Mr. Sleepwalker … deliberate. It was instinctive. If only Hugh were with me it would be easier.”
However, as she had that afternoon received a cable from Hugh which read: “Cheers and cheers take first passage
and cable me,” she felt more carefree than she would have thought possible.
“I can tell this … individual,” she thought, “that I am going to Australia (that seems far enough way)—which
is true—that I’m going tomorrow, which is not true, but it is true enough.”
And she entered the hospital.
She found Mr. Sleepwalker propped up a little on his pillows, looking very pale. His head was bandaged, and
when she saw the bandage, she felt much more guilty than when, in the storm of terror, she had struck down Mr.
Sleepwalker and had seen him lying on the floor, with blood flowing upon the carpet.
Patients in the adjacent beds regarded her apathetically. Mr. Sleepwalker looked earnestly, too earnestly, at her.
“I should, of course, give him my hand,” she said to herself, “this hand which has struck him down.”
But she did not wish to do so. She found that her feelings were strangely involved. In order to avoid touching
Mr. Sleepwalker’s hand, and for no more altruistic reason, Mary had filled her good hand with flowers, and carried magazines and a box of chocolates under her arm. As she disposed these articles awkwardly about Mr. Sleepwalker’s bed, the handshaking moment passed, as she had intended it should.
A nurse, seeing her arm in a sling, brought forward a chair. Mary smiled at her, thanked her, and sat down.
“I hope you are not too uncomfortable,” she said.
“Oh, no, thank you, dear lady,” said Mr. Sleepwalker, “this is a very nice hospital, nicer than what I was in in
England that time the dogs bit me.”
“Dogs …!” said Mary.
“Hounds,” said Mr. Sleepwalker.
Mr. Sleepwalker’s bandages really afflicted Mary. They made her feel more guilty even than her own conscience. However, she could not afford to get soft about Mr. Sleepwalker, even though she had hit him with a
vase.
“I am sorry that I cannot have a nice long chat,” she said untruthfully, “but the fact is that I am flying to
Australia tomorrow to join my husband.”
“Come a little closer, dear lady,” said Mr. Sleepwalker. His reddish eyes were fixed upon her. Mary made
hitching noises with her chair, but she was near enough. She began to feel faint.
“I should like to go to Australia,” he said. “Oh, how I should like!”
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“Australia is, I am sure, a very nice country,” replied Mary with considerable idiocy. I must keep this impersonal, she thought, and proceeded to talk about Australia, of which she knew very little.
“So you see I cannot stay any longer; in fact, I must go. Everything will be arranged, the bill, you know. I am
so very sorry for what I did to you. It was really some terrible misunderstanding.”
The little man in the bed continued to look earnestly at her.
“It as been a pleasure indeed to meet you, dear lady,” he said in his soft voice. (“What an extraordinary statement!” thought Mary.) “May I thank you indeed for your kindness, and may I tell you, dear lady, how grateful I
have always been to you, and how I have frequently and in oh ever so many places enjoyed your delicious smell
… fragrance, I should say.”
“My …! My …!” stammered Mary, and sprang to her feet.
She stood for one moment looking down at Mr. Sleepwalker. Then she turned and the patients saw her running
like a hare out of the ward.
91.202 Outa Sem and Father Christmas\fn{by Toon van den Heever (1894-1956)}Heidelberg, Gautang Province,
South Africa (M) 3
Sweets were by now only a lingering memory and meat no more than a word to set the mouth watering.
Three times a day it was kaffir corn and ground acorn coffee; the kaffir corn however boasted some trifling
variations: first kaffir corn porridge, then stamped kaffir corn, and finally extra stiff kaffir corn porridge.
“Ag, Outa Sem,” Jannie had lamented, “I would so like a nice bit of meat, or a spoon of syrup over my porridge or a little sugar in my coffee!”
Jannie’s father and brothers were away on commando,\fn{ An indication that the events inthis story are to be understood as
having happened at some time during the Boer Wars. Hence also the food shortages:H } and he had been left behind alone on the
farm under the care of Aia Koema, an elderly griqua maidservant, and her husband Outa Sem.
One day when Jannie had been repeatedly sighing for the fleshpots of Egypt, Outa Semn, succumbing to his
wry sense of humor, fried a piece of an old leather strap and deluded him into believing it was sheep’s tripe. It
smelt delicious, but when he bit into it, Jannie grimaced in such unutterable disgust that Outa Sem fell flat on his
back, kicking his legs in the air in an ecstasy of delight.
Unhappily for him his transports were of brief duration, for Aia Koema appeared on the scene and made short
work of her lord and master. She descended on him with such fury that it was quite a time before he ventured into
the kitchen again.
However, old Sem was the kind one couldn’t keep down for long, and when he fell into disgrace he always
cast about for some means of reinstating himself. That evening when Jannie was sitting as usual in front of the
kitchen hearth Outa Sem opened the conversation with his customary dramatic exordium.
“Stephanus, Joannes, Jacobus, Kastrol, and can you tell me what day tomorrow is?”
At his baptism Jannie had not been given a single one of those names, but Outa Sem’s air of solemnity was
enough to excite an immediate response.
“No, Outa Sem.”
“Well bless my soul; you mean to tell me, my basie, that you really and truly don’t know?”
“No, Outa Sem.”
“Stephanus!”—in a stern, admonishing tone—“protect and save us, you are no better than an ignorant heathen!
Aren’t you ashamed of yourself?”
“Yes, Outa Sem; but what day is it then?”
“It is Christmas Day, the day on which our Blessed Savior, the Lord, is going to be born.”
“But, Outa Sem! Surely He was always there; He made heaven and earth; then how can He be born only tomorrow?”
“Look, my basie, it’s great and wonderful things those, way above the heads of most big people; don’t you
start bothering about them yet a while—one day when your beard starts sprouting, Outa Sem will explain it all to
you.”
The time flew happily by as they sat recalling Christmas festivities of past years—the fun and excitement, and
the mighty slaughtering, and the colossal roasts, and the Christmas presents, and old Sem was almost in tears at
the thought of the fine tot of brandy he would have to do without. Just before he said good night old Sem
remarked:
“My basie, I’m going to lie in wait for old Father Christmas tonight. Seems like to me he’s trying to dodge
coming to your farm; but I’ll get him here for sure if I have to haul him along by his beard this very night! And
you with not a stocking to your name. Well then, just hang this grain-bag at the end there of your bed tonight—
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only let me get my hands on him and there’ll be a present for you—or there will be trouble for someone, big
trouble!”
*
When Jannie woke up next morning he lay still, his thoughts idly wandering, till suddenly the discussion of the
night before came back to him. Like a flash he was out of bed and pouncing on the sack. Yes, a sort of lump there!
what was it? A mouth-organ\fn{Harmonica.} or a clasp-knife! He thrust his hand into the sack, shut his eyes tight
and groped around. Goodness, how funny the things felt.
He dragged them out: a little bottle of sugary honey, then a few pieces of sweet mealie-cane cut in lengths, and
finally a giant of a guinea-fowl!
And Jannie voiced his delight so exuberantly that Outa Sem and Aia Koema came running in to share in the
jubilation.
About eleven o’clock that morning the guinea-fowl began to send forth a heavenly odor—so delicious that
Jannie could not bear to stay outside any longer. However he was not wasting his time on mere olfactory bliss, for
while he was watching Aia Koema’s activities his jaws were busy dealing with the sweet cane.
Just then in walked Outa Sem, stooping under a yoke, at each end of which swung a bucket of spring water
with a wreath of willow twigs in it to prevent spilling. He stopped dead and his nostrils blew in and out like the
flanks of an exhausted horse.
“High-tigh-tigh, folks! It smells here very much as if you’ll be able to eat till you burst today if you don’t look
out!”
“Yes, Outa Sem”—Jannie’s words came tumbling over each other—“oh thank you, thank you ever so much,
Outa Sem, for going to fetch Father Christmas. But, Outa Sem, where did he find the presents?”
“At the back of the moon—that’s where one finds all sorts of things.”
“But tell me, Outa Sem, how did you manage to get him here? Was it a battle to the death?”
Old Sem unhooked the baskets and placed them on the kitchen bench. Then with the eye of an expert he first
made an estimate of the degree of goodwill that prevailed in Aia Koema’s direction. Only then did he lower
himself comfortably on to the bench and let out a sigh:
“Aighty-ty, my basie, perhaps if Ai Koema wouldn’t mind giving me a little something to wet my whistle, I’ll
try to get it working.”
Without a word Ai Koema poured him out a mug of the acorn coffee.
*
“Child of your father, it was no joke getting that old Father Christmas here, no, by golly it wasn’t! for donkeys’
and donkeys’ years he has been driving a team of crack reindeer drawing his carriage, and he skims over the earth
so that his wheels only just graze the top of a steep hill every now and then.
“Now as you know, his old transport road here runs right along the lowest part of the Rooikops ridges, but the
scent of his trail lies only on the tops of the mountains close by. And how was a poor old Outa Sem like me to
manage to follow his spoor and catch him single-handed?
“So I took a few sheaves of young barley to tempt his reindeer, and a terrapin to make them jib\fn{ Stop} if
perhaps I got them on the leeward side, and my sling to back up my words just in case the old chap became unreasonable and lost his temper with me. Then I trotted off ’way\fn{ Away.} over there towards the Sugarbush hills,
where it’s quite high up, to see if I could catch a glimpse of the old fellow.
“But what do you know? I hadn’t even crossed Deelfontein Nek when I spotted right in front of me on the road
someone limping along with a sack on his back.
“At first I had it in mind just to shoot past him because I though then it was only one of these Indian traders,
but then it struck me you don’t find Indians wandering about in the Transvaal any more these days. So I drew a
little nearer in the moonlight and peered at him from under the brim of my hat—and guess what! On my soul, if it
wasn’t old Father Christmas, his very own self.
“‘Oh my goodness gracious, baas Christmas!’ I cried, ‘and how come the oubaas travels tonight on Shanks’s
old pony just like a Jew trader? What’s happened to the transport?’
“‘Ag, my dear old Outa Sem,’ answered Father Christmas and plumped down on his bundle for a bit of a rest
so that his feet could cool off, ‘ag, my dear Outa Sem, ever since Golly Roberts came into the country, I’ve had
nothing but worry, vexation and sorrow! The night before last I outspanned at Floor Venter’s over there at
Dwaalhoek, down near the Vaal River, and drove my reindeer in amongst his animals in the kraal—and to think it
was my crack team too! Bad luck that just that very night one of Golly Robert’s columns of Tommies\fn{ British
soldiers.} turned up to liquidate young Floors’ beasties—I suppose you know old Tommy isn’t too bright when it’s
a question of cattle. I was just going to give them a friendly hail but already it was all up with my reindeer!’
“Now, Sem my boy, I thought to myself, tonight you mustn’t waste time standing and yapping; so I gave the
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bundle a few prods and said: ‘How ’bout a little something, oubaas, for my basie over at Rietfontein farm No.
144—you know it, don’t you, oubaas, just a little bit this side of Daspoort? Isn’t there perhaps something I could
take him?’
“‘Ag Outa Sem, my dear good chap, now I really am so sorry. The presents I brought specially for him are still
lying in my carriage in Floors Venter’s yard; they were too heavy to carry. There was a dapple-gray rocking-horse
with red saddle and bridle; a black air-gun—not one of those shiny tin affairs—with a few boxes of pellets; then
there was a black-handled clasp-knife with two blades, a Rodgers, no less; there was … But what’s the use of
crying over spilt milk? Come, let’s look if we can’t find something for him here.’
“Father Christmas shook out all his stock on the road and we gave the things a look-through: there were a few
plug of black tobacco and some rolls of chewing-tobacco; one or two little bottles of lavender water with bits of
ribbon round the neck; a couple of pipes and a razor with a strop; there were tapes and lengths of whale-bone, lace
and needle-cases. Old Father Christmas shook is head gloomily. ‘No, Outa Sem, I don’t seem to have a thing here
that will make your basie’s heart jump for joy.’
“‘But look now, baas Christmas,’ taking my courage in both hands I put it to him, ‘couldn’t we make a bit of a
try for Vaal River again perhaps?’
“‘What! with these poor old feet? Bless me, Outa Sem, I’ve only just come from there! How am I ever to manage it? I’ve still got to visit Heidelberg—and Boksburg—and Elandsfontein, and all that on my own two feet!”
“‘Oh my goodness, baas Christmas,’ I cried artfully, ‘but baas will never in this world be able to manage that!’
“‘Too true, too true!’ groaned Father Christams, and sat down despondently on his bundle and rubbed his sore
feet one against the other.
“‘Now look here, baas Christmas, “I said ever so cunningly, ‘don’t you lose heart, for where there’s a will
there’s a way. You come along with me to my baas’s farm just the other side of that craggy little hill, then I’ll
transport you and your stock just wherever you want to go. We’ve got tons of vehicles, animals, harness,
everything there.’
“When we reached here the dear old boy was proper mad because he saw at a glance that all our cattle and
horses had joined the English army. I coaxed him ever so nicely: ‘Wait a bit, oubaas, just a sec and you will see
how a smart lad can make something out of nothing.’
“Then I pulled the old spider carriage out of the clump of reeds where our oubaas had hidden it from the
Tommies—or loaned it out to the frogs. I pitched it upside down and whipped off the wheels. Then I slammed it
full of nails, top and bottom, back and front, left and right, till it looked just like a young porcupine.
“To every nail I tied a thread of cotton, this one long, that one short and so on, and at the other end of each
thread I fastened a dung-beetle. No time at all the grass was black with the swarm of creatures sand they were
piled one on top of the other like locusts on a broom-bush. They were kicking over the traces and tangling up the
harness like a span of foolish young oxen. It wasn’t long before old Father Christmas was muttering and
grumbling; so I just had to soothe and coax him again. Didn’t I know that where cattle are scarce the dung-beetles
starve? So I went a little way off and then I was back with a log whip-stock and a little pat of dung kneaded on to
the end the way boys load their clay-sticks when they play.
“‘Jump on it, oubass!’ I shouted, ‘jump or you’ll be left behind!’
“Father Christmas’s trousers had barely so much as touched the seat when I stuck out the whip in front, and
whirra-wirra, folks! What’s going on? When the dung-beetles took the strain, the bottom of the old spider shot
over the palmiet rushes so that they were almost flattened. I raised the tip of the whip-stock ever so little and I
swear to goodness the wings began to hum like a million bees all mad as mad! I lifted the whip just the least bit
higher still and ’pon my soul you should have seen how the farm dropped away from under us, all sideways, and I
couldn’t make out a thing except the dam shining far off below us!
“We skidded to the left to pass a big heavy cloud and almost grazed the moon’s left horn! Just for a joke I
made a few sharp twists and turns; and then I also wanted to see if Father Christmas would get the wind up or take
it all in his stride.
“But no fear! When I swerved round so that the old spider was practically lying on its side against the wind,
the old boy gave such a shout of laughter that his mouth looked just like a bugle, and he yelled at me:
“‘Sem! Sem, old so-and-so! By gum, Sem, you’re a lad in a thousand! You’re the champ, Outa Sem, the tops,
the king of them all!’
“We loaded up at Floors Venter’s, and before the moon had tucked itself away Heidelberg was behind us. At
dorps and farms where there were still people living, we off-loaded presents, and the lighter the spider became the
faster we flew through the air. By first cock-crow we were already streaking back home, just passing Nigel on our
left.
“Now you know, a whole night’s work like that can make one’s cattle as hungry as wolves. It so happened that
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to the right of Heidelberg there was a bunch of hand-suppers and other old jokers who had been able to hang on to
their cattle and I could see my team was beginning to be drawn downwards. Perhaps it was the pat on my whip
getting to dried out by the wind.
“The first time we flew so low Father Christmas was delighted, and while we were skimming between Door
van Tonder’s mealie patches, he was helping himself right and left to the sweet canes and piling them up on
board. By gum it was jolly to see how the old boy was enjoying himself. He was singing away for all he was
worth into the wind that was plastering his beard flat against his cheeks.
“The sky was growing pink as we sailed over Jan Vermaak’s great big bluegum trees and then, high-tigh-tigh
folks, I tell you I got the biggest fright of all the frights of my life! And for why?
“Jan Vermaak’s kraal waas full up with red Afrikander cattle!
“The beetles must have spotted it right away because the humming from their wings rose up like a violin string
that you’ve screw to the limit, and they pelted straight for the kraal at top speed.
“‘Up! Up!’ yelled Father Christmas. ‘Climb, boys, climb!’ I roared.
“Nothing doing! In the end I was holding the whip practically upright, but not a climb out of the beetles. The
wall of the kraal was rushing at us like an express train! It got bitter and bigger and nearer and nearer and …
wha-a-am!
“Cart upset? Cart upset my foot! Wirra-warra, but I ask you, folks, did Outa Sem see stars that time! We just
hung on like a couple of monkeys. The first bounce of the old spider shot it up off the kraal wall and it whizzed as
light as a bird right over the kraal, and at the second bounce it landed in the dunghill on the far side of the kraal’s
drain-hole; and when it bounced for the third time, Outa Sem swears to you it dropped right on top of Wildeals
koppie bottom up, and all I could see was Father Christmas’s beard sticking out at one side, just like the tail
feathers of a widow-bird caught in a trap.
“I put my shoulder right under the axle and heaved till my knees were all a-tremble. Out crawled Father
Christmas on all fours and combed the dung from his beard with his fingers. And when I’d shoved over the spider
so that it was right side up once more, bless me if I didn’t see a huge guinea-fowl lying there that Father
Christmas had landed on and squashed to death.
“But oh my golly, what a mess the things were in! the dapple-gray rocking-horse was as battered as Father
Christmas—it looked just like a rotten mealie-cob that had been through a threshing machine. The red saddle and
the bridle were in ribbons. The air-gun was twisted like a corkscrew. As for the Rodgers clasp-knife, it had grown
itself legs and vanished.
“When Father Christmas stood up, he rocked a little on his feet like a man who has taken more than a drop too
much. Then he rummaged in the pocket of his coat and hauled out the bottle of honey; it wasn’t even cracked
because it must have landed right on top of the guinea-fowl. Then he put the honey, the sweet canes and the
guinea-fowl all together, and said rather sadly:
“‘Take these things, Outa Sam, my dear good fellow, and put them in your basie’s grain-bag with my
compliments. Such a pity about the other fine presents, but as your own oubaas always says, no use crying over
spilt milk and what’s done is done. You’re a champ, Outa Sem, the tops, one of the best! It’s a fact and I don’t
deny it; in future you can go driving as much as you like, but you don’t catch Father Christmas ever going with
you again, because I’ve learned how much I can chew at one bite!”
“The last I saw of him, he was plodding over the Nek, away over there on the highway, hobbling all along side
along, pretty much as the old song has it!”
… And Abel Is Church Elder Still\fn{by G. H. Franz (1896-1956)} “in a rural district east of present-day
Polokwane,” Limpopo Province, South Africa (M) 3
“Does Moruti\fn{The missionary.} know Abel Makhurana?”
“Abel Makhurana, the elder of Malebana?”
“Truly, Moruti knows him,” said the lay preacher, Abraham Kganye, and applied the snuff to his nose. The
missionary—Moruti in the language of the people here—had however observed the peculiar glint in the eye of the
old man and became wary.
“Nay, my father, you must not say ‘knows,’ for who can look into the heart of a man? Surely the wise saying
runs thus: ‘The mane of the lion grows outwards, but the mane of the man grows inwards.’”
“It is even so.”
“Truly, Abel Makhurana is old now, and the people say there was never a time when Abel was not elder of
Malebana.”
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“They speak the truth and yet it is not the truth that they speak. Perhaps they have forgotten, for the time was
but short.”
“I am listening, my father,” replied Moruti patiently as he filled his pipe.
*
Abraham ejected a thin stream of tobacco-juice neatly through the open doorway and then he began:
“It was just after the war, when the Maisemane had laid low the power of the Maburu. Everybody was just
beginning to prepare bedding to sleep on again. At that time our Moruti was Radipone, which is to day: fatherwith-the-spectacles. He was a very good man, a man with a heart, but he and beer did not offer each other water to
drink though their thirst might be great.
“In those days all the elders were old men, for in times of war it is the old men who keep watch over the
villages. As to the young men, are they not all on the march?
“And now the war was over, and many young men were back in their own homes, for the cattle were grazing
in peace under the care of boys.
“Then Moruti Radipone came to Malebana.
“‘Where are all the elders?’
“‘Ao! Then Moruti does not know?’
“‘How should I know, my children?’
“‘Truly, they have all passed away, only Abel Makhurana is left.’
“‘Nxse! Nxse! Then is this congregation a congregation of orphans, for they have no fathers.’
“‘It is even so, Moruti.’
“Then the men sat down and there was talk. They had but one word amongst them all:
“‘We must choose elders so that we can have a church council.’”
“Moruti spoke: ‘Behold, my children, here are many strong men. Are they not young still? They are indeed.
They are men who already possess houses and families of their own … Is there but one such? Nay, there are
many. Now I say to you, when you choose, let your choice fall on men such as these, so that the work of the
congregation may prosper well.’
“These words of Moruti found favor in the ears of the men. There were many, very many, who had become
weary of Abel Makhurana. Why do I say so? Was he not already a bull that had grown heavy with years?
“It was even so, and his grumblings never ceased. If there were an election now, then the voice of the
congregation could cast him out and he would not be able to say:
“‘So-and-so has spoken evil of me, I shall point the finger of witchcraft at him.’
“So they all clapped their hands in acceptance of the Moruti’s words. ‘Moruti speaks the whole truth’ …
“‘Ao, Moruti has seen into the heart of the matter!’ Moruti cut short the debate, and said:
“‘Look now, you are all of one mind. Today is Friday, which is to say, the fifth day of the week; tomorrow is
Mokibelo, and when the sun reaches that point, the bell will be rung, and then must all the men gather together to
choose the new church council. Tonight you shall sleep and meditate over the men you are going to choose.’
“‘So be it, O father,’ answered the men, and the meeting adjourned.
“The next morning when the sun had reached its half-way mark, the bell was rung and the men gathered
together. Not one was missing. It was not just a crowd, it was a multitude. Moruti opened the proceedings. He
spoke:
“‘Behold, men of Malebana, we are here. Our great task is to choose a new church council. You must seek out
men of worth, those who hold dear the Lord and who also will not fear to put their hand to the plough. The matter
is now open for discussion.’
“The up rose Abel Makhurana and he spoke:
“‘My children! Mmallo! Some of you are my grandchildren! Moruti has spoken the whole truth. We must
choose men who have a heart. But they must not only have a heart, they must be men. There is much to be done
here. Who will sit in the judgment seat? Who will gather in the money? Who will undertake the burden of toil in
the congregation?
“‘I say this: you must give me helper who are men amongst men. For many years have I led this congregation
and now I am grown old. Let us make our choice now. I propose Jeremiah Tjale, Silas Kkwebane, Martinus
Machaka, Cleophas Ranala, Filemon Madika. These are the men that my eye rests on, but it is the congregation
that shall open its mouth, so that the thoughts of the heart may flow forth.’
“But indeed all that was naught else but jackal tricks. When he named these names, he had already been
listening for a long time and had heard that those were the ones that the whole congregation would name.
“Yet an old jackal, no matter how old he may become, cannot in the end escape his fate. The trap lies in wait
for him, and while he is going gaily on his way all unawares, bya! there he is, sitting in the trap. Yo, yo yooo! Man
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of Makhurana, this time you have made a mistake. You thought the men would say: ‘Nay, Grandfather
Makhurana, you speak wise words, but you must not abandon us.’ There were your jackal tricks for you;
Sharp-ear the jackal,
Father of all wily ways,
Where went you last night
While the people slept?
Where went I, you ask?
Go look for your hens,
Go say to your dogs,
‘Away, you deep sleepers!’
Behold, this is I,
I, Sharp-ear the jackal!

“But all that the men said deep in their heart was: ‘He has fallen in, the man of Makhurana.’ With their mouth
they declared:
“‘Truly Father Makhurana has seen deep into our heart. Those are they whom we choose. Father Makhurana
has crept into our mouth and has taken the words therefrom.’
“Moruti spoke: ‘In truth, oh men, you have chosen well, and our thanks go to Father Makhurana for his wise
counsel.’
“And that same day he plunged the five men into their work without further ado.
“But the child of Makhurana? Yo! The men had fooled him properly. His face was crumpled into a mask of
creases and even his very eyes had disappeared in the folds. The women said:
“‘Mmallo! you men, how come is then that you have cast out the man of Makhurana thus? Now have you
ruined the whole business.’
“And there at home sat old mother Makhurana in a vile temper. There was no end to her scolding. She calmed
down only when the man said to her:
“‘Now then, Mother, stop that. Before the sun goes down tomorrow I shall be back in the church council again,
even I, the old bull of Makhurana.’ …
“‘Ao! Father, and how will you bring it about?’ …
“‘The schemes of old men are never disclosed!’
“The people had gone to sleep again, and then it was Sunday, and it was Nagmaal, the Holy Communion
service. Did I say: ‘Old jackal, the trip lies in wait for you?’ Yes, those were my words and the old jackal is in the
trap.
“But I did not say that he did not slip out of it again. And indeed he did escape, and it was those very one who
had trapped him that set him free once more.
“The people attended the Nagmaal. The Nagmaal ended. Moruti went outside to greet the members of the
congregation. Here at the back in the vestry were the new elders, and they had the communion cup with them.
Mmallo! they were still the veriest babes in these matters. Not one of them knew what should be done with the
altar vessels. There was still a great deal of wine in the cup.
“‘Ao! men, what must we do with the wine?’
”‘Who can tell us?’
“‘Wait till Moruti comes, then shall we ask him.’
“‘Here is Abel Makhurana coming in’
“‘Father Makhurana, you know all about this business, don’t you? What do we do with this wine?’
“‘Why, my children, if there is any wine left over, then the elders must drink it up.’
“‘Ao! we cannot surely drink out of this cup.’
“‘No indeed; there are two tumblers in the cupboard. Pour it out into them and drink out of that.’
“The glasses were sought. They were washed clean. The wine was poured into the glasses and then the glasses
were passed from mouth to mouth. Yonnayo! Were the poor elders unlucky that day! Just as the glass reached the
last one, Moruti walked into the vestry.
“He stood frozen, that man of God. He spoke no word, but his eyes suddenly turned red as blood. Then came
the lightning-flash; ‘Tseke!,’ and the thunder said: ‘Out!’
“The men looked round for Makhurana, but he had vanished out of the trap. For of course he had seen the
Moruti approaching and had departed softly by the door that led into the church. The men slid out of the vestry
like dogs that hoped nobody would notice them. When they got outside, they saw Abel Makhurana, but that old
warrior was very busy talking in loud tones to some of the other men. He was singing the praises of the new
elders and they were just in time to hear him remark:
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“‘There in the church they bore themselves like veterans. Mmallo! and there in the vestry one would really
think they were already elders who had been born long long before yesterday!’
“Now the new elders perceived that they themselves were sitting in the trap. The afternoon service duly
started. Then it drew to a close. Moruti spoke:
“‘The men of the congregation must remain behind.’
“The men saw at once that something was amiss. Moruti rose up. His heart was deeply grieved. He spoke:
“‘Behold, ye men, yesterday you chose five elders. They seemed good in our eyes. But who can look into the
depths of a man’s heart? My heart is bitterly grieved because my eyes have seen. Here in the vestry these five men
consumed the Nagmaal wine. It is a deadly sin.’
“The men just sat there and it was: tu! Not a sound! Then Abel Makhurana rose up.
“‘Ah, my children, there is bitter sorrow in my heart. Was not I the one to suggest the names of these men?
Yes, it was I, even I. Now I say: Moruti, you are our father. These your children have erred. Chide them, but do
not cast them out.’ Moruti answered:
“‘Nay, man of Makhurana, we shall not cast them out. We shall punish them. They can no longer remain
members of the church council. They have behaved as children, and in the council of the church we need men.’
Makhurana answered:
“‘It is even so, my fahter. Let us choose five other men.’ At first there was silence in the congregation. Then
one of them spoke:
“‘Father Makhurana, you yourself named those five men; now name five others, but see to it that you are
among them, so that our children fall no more into error.’ Then the other men said:
“‘He has spoken mighty words.’
“When the meeting was over, the five elders who had been dismissed gathered together. They were able to
laugh now, because their hearts were free from fear. The verdict was simply:
“‘He has defeated us, that old jackal.’
“‘Ay indeed, we have still to go through the initiation school.’
“‘Yes, that is a true word, we are out and Abel is church elder still.’”
1920
91.211 Down On The Farm\fn{by William Charles Plomer (1903-1973)} Pietersberg (now Polokwane), Limpopo
Province, South Africa (M) 8
In the middle of that superb landscape there is a patch of low-lying ground which is thickly covered for a few
days in the spring with yellow flowers. They spring from the bulb so quickly that nobody notices them until they
are out, when the wind, already warmer, carries their fragrance towards one or other of the two farmhouses.
For right through the middle of the flowers runs the fence which divides the two farms, Adventure and Brakfontein, lying in a broad valley shaped like an amphitheater.
And although this is away up in the mountains, thousands of feet above sea level, and not very far from “bleak
Tarka’s dens and Stormberg’s rugged fells,” the surrounding heights afford a certain amount of shelter. In some
places the country is well grassed, in others it is more like the Karroo, and covered with stunted shrubs and
heaths.
In winter it is all bleached and bone dry, standing water freezes at night, and there are one or two heavy falls of
snow. In summer there are sometimes great storms, but for the most part the climate is pleasant enough, the days
never excessively hot and the nights always cool.
*
The farm called Adventure is less pretentious than the other—a farmhouse, some stone out-buildings, an iron
windmill and a dam of water, an orchard and garden with overgrown quince hedges, the whole surrounded by
great sweeps of open veldt and backed by precipitous rocks. A few fields of wheat and alfalfa (maize will not
ripen at this height) and a row or two of Lombardy poplars and firs, with straggling flocks of sheep, combine to
vary the landscape.
The place belongs to a man called Stevens, who is not at present on speaking terms wit his cousin Kimball at
the other farm.
Stevens is a man of thirty-five, rather taller than the average. He has a slouching way of walking which makes
him look lazier than he really is. He has a slow way of talking, and in one of his large red hands, which look ungainly because his coat sleeves are always too short, he usually carries a small leather whip, more from habit than
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as a symbol of authority, though he is such a simple man that the habit no doubt originated in the wish to seem a
person of importance at least on his own ground.
As for his face, with its short, insignificant nose, large ears and small clear eyes, it is healthy and innocent and
even has a certain shrewdness, though you have only to compare it with the face of its owner’s little son to see
that it is a baby face, and will always remain so, only it is at present rather more tanned and anxious than that of
the child, by reason of a good many more years’ waiting for rain.
Steven’s way of talking is simple in the extreme, and his vocabulary is as limited as his thoughts. He likes
especially to use a few proverbial expressions, which he applies, at what seems to him a suitable turn in the conversation, with all the air of having said something really witty and original. For instance, when somebody proposes an alternative, or corrects a misapprehension, he will say,
“Ah, that’s a horse of a different color!” On facing a dilemma he will say,
“It’s six of one and half a dozen of the other.” And on failing to receive a letter,
“Well, no news is good news.”
Mrs. Stevens is even more unassuming than her husband. A small, untidy woman of indeterminate age, her life
is entirely centered in her husband, her children and her home. What if her hair is wispy and escapes continually
from its fastenings? What if her few clothes are useful rather than beautiful? Her temper is mild and she is not
much troubled by vain ambitions.
Certainly she would be glad of more money with less work and more variety in her life, but if she possessed it,
she would find nothing more worthy to devote it to than her home and family.
She makes efforts, in the intervals of making jam and washing the baby, towards the adornment of her house.
Somewhere she has picked up a kind of handiwork, which she calls appliqué work, and she sees to it that no
surface shall go unadorned. Thus all the linen, every curtain and every towel, bears some conventional pattern in
appliqué work—which means cutting up an old pair of knickers, a duster, or a pair of dyed pajamas into the
shapes of stylized poppies and tulips and sewing rows of these shapes on to some plain surface.
For her husband she feels an admiration that tends to increase with time, the admiration women almost invariably feel for any man in whom they can recognize a real ability of any kind. Not that Stevens is in any way a talented man, but he has reached a kind of maturity and seems able to maintain in his own life and in the lives of
those about him a balance and harmony which cannot easily be shaken.
His cousin Kimball, on the adjoining farm, is his only near neighbor.
*
Kimball is richer and works harder than Stevens, who has never liked him. It is true that for a long time
Kimball’s manner, and his wife’s, was superficially amiable. He seemed to do as much as could reasonably be
expected of a relation and neighbor, and any suspicion of patronage in his manner might have been put down to
the fact that he was older and richer.
But the attitude of the Kimballs was not really satisfactory. Setting up to be kind, they were mainly patronizing, and much freer with advice than with practical help; also, they allowed themselves, as relations, liberties
they would never have dared to take merely as neighbors and acquaintances. Under a mask of affability they were
actually contemptuous.
When anything went wrong with Stevens’s affairs, Kimball’s manner was positively sickening, for nothing
ever went wrong with him—droughts always found him provided with reserves of water, floods were carefully
conducted down previously prepared channels, hailstorms arrived too late to do any damage, and he always managed to sell his wool just at the top of the market.
“Poor old Tom,” he would say to Stevens, “you are having a run of bad luck.”
And from his kindly, bantering tone it was obvious that he was not ungratified by Stevens’s misfortunes and
regarded him as a poor fool for encountering them at all. Besides, he always contrived that Stevens should be
more or less indebted to him, and this, he felt, gave him an additional right to be rude. Something in his very
appearance seemed, when they were together, to be a kind of reproach to Stevens.
“Look at me,” it seemed to say, “I am a little older and uglier than you, but tougher and more active; where
you are shrewd, I am deeply calculating; I prefer justice to mercy, and I know what I want!”
Mrs. Kimball’s appearance contrasted in much the same way with that of Mrs. Stevens. Her hair was bright red
instead of colorless; she frowned and complained shrilly when things went wrong, instead of smiling, and grumbling quietly; and said she simply couldn’t understand the want of success that occasionally attended Mrs. Stevens’s domestic undertakings.
A transient envy passed over the naturally amiable natures of the Stevenses when they saw the Kimballs
achieving some success or other merely by means of better materials and facilities, and perhaps this accounted for
their occasional fits of fecklessness and irresponsibility. There was nothing furtive about their emotions, and they
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made little attempt to conceal the envy, resentment, and even dislike which were mingled with their tolerance of
and civility to the Kimballs.
“It’s all very well for you to lecture me,” Stevens would say to his cousin, “but we haven’t all got your advantages. Do be reasonable.”
But Kimball’s reasonableness was too often the smugness of the self-made man, and forgetting how fortune
and his own lack of sensibility had helped him, he would incite Stevens to imitate him and even boast of his successses. It was for a long time plain that, unless the parties concerned had always been fairly busy, they would
soon have been at loggerheads.
*
Once a week Stevens went to town. Whereas Kimball had a car and could easily make the double journey in a
morning, Stevens had to go by cart and devote the whole day to it. He did not mind this, because he was naturally
leisurely, and although he and his wife sometimes talked of the day when they would be able to afford a car, they
didn’t greatly care whether they ever had one or not. Besides, when Kimball returned from the town, nobody
came out to meet him; he drove the car straight into its garage and was as often as not back in the house before
anybody had even heard him returning.
But Stevens, while the buggy creaked over the veldt towards the farm, on some radiant afternoon when the
shadows were beginning to lengthen over the silent, golden plains, was visible for ten minutes before his arrival,
and was sure of a welcome. His wife would come out with one of the children to meet him, and would stand on a
patch of grass outside the house, the light prairie wind blowing her hair and her dress about, the child waving both
its hands, and the chickens also assembling in the hope that they were going to be fed. And then Willem, the
colored servant, would step quietly forward and take charge of the horses, perhaps without saying a word.
By no means the least important element in Stevens’s pleasure at coming home was the presence of Willem,
the knowledge that he would certainly be there to unharness the horses and put the cart away and carry the parcels
into the house. And although it sometimes happened that scarcely a single word would be exchanged between
master and man, there was a deep understanding and even affection between them, which slightly puzzled Mrs.
Stevens but which she regarded with respect.
It made her husband more mysterious and so more attractive to her than he would have been without it.
Willem was not exactly what is called a Cape Colored Person; still, he was a person, he was colored, and he
came from the Cape. Mrs. Stevens used to say she had no doubt that Plaatje had Chinese blood, but Stevens
smiled and said it was Hottentot. It seemed evident that Bantu and European (Portuguese perhaps) had combined
with something Oriental, Malay or Chinese, to produce this strong but lightly-built man with large dark eyes set in
a smooth honey-colored face with high cheek-bones. His movements were feline, his voice was high and soft, and
his temperament sad.
He was married to a large taciturn Xosa woman who dressed in stiff blue drill with a small waist and very full
skirt down to her feet, a fine creature, but surly, perhaps because she was nearly always pregnant. Her confinements were short and sharp, and a day before or after each event she could be seen striding alone to or from the
horizon carrying on her head an enormous basket of the washing she did for both the Stevenses and the Kimballs.
This heroic-looking woman had the name of Zenobia.
*
Every evening, during the lambing season, Stevens used, before going to bed at about ten o’clock, to take a
storm-lantern and make the round of the three stone sheep-sheds near the house, which were filled at that time
with lambing ewes. Perhaps some obstinate ewe and her lamb would have to be brought together, she would be
propped up on her hindquarters, unwilling and struggling, and milk squirted from her udder into the mouth of her
puzzled lamb, which was either apathetic or so frantic with hunger as to devote all its attention to trying to draw
milk from Stevens’s finger.
All this was a strain on his temper, but it had its consolations. The floor might be thick with dung and the air
saturated with ammoniac vapors, but the freshness and grandeur of the southern night, the lamplit interior behind
him, the immense silence and space on all sides, the darkness sprinkled with stars or the brilliant moonlight, the
sighing of the night wind, the distant bark of a dog or somber echo of a dirge from the kraals—all these things
combined to comfort and content his inarticulate spirit.
But in spite of the pastoral simplicity of the scene, the whole atmosphere of deep natural instincts being
fulfilled, with only a rough stone wall between them and the vast uncertainty of the outside world, the grace of
animal intimacies in the semi-darkness, the sight of a sleeping lamb, than which there is nothing more touching—
in spite of all this, Stevens never felt entirely satisfied unless, as sometimes happened, a sudden shadow, a foottep on the straw, or the striking of a match indicated that Willem had appeared, as if from nowhere, to give him a
hand.
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He never expected Willem to work at night, never even encouraged him to do so, but on these evenings when,
for twenty minutes or half an hour, they both concerned themselves in the heart of silence, with the flock that
afforded them a living, Stevens went to bed feeling tired, trusted, loved, and slept soundly.
*
In the mornings he rose early, for there was always something waiting to be done. When the lambs were a few
weeks old they had to have their tails docked, and this was always done in the early morning. Merino sheep, being
bred for wool, have come in the course of time to carry a great bulk of it, and a woolly tail would expose them, in
summer, to the risk of getting fly-blown.\fn{ “Dirty or contaminated, especially through contact with flies and their eggs and
larvae”:W}
Stevens used to stand at the entrance to a stone kraal, holding a sharp knife in his hand, while the lambs were
caught by natives and brought to him one by one. He found the suitable joint with his left forefinger and thumb,
and severed it in one moment.
The male lambs, with some very few exceptions, had not only to lose their tails but also their sex. Two more
mutilations followed.
Since overbreeding often tends to produce in sheep an extra fold in the skin of the eyelid, so that blindness or
ophthalmia are likely to result, or at least the blindness caused by an overgrowth of wool about the eyes, such
dangers had to be averted by another piece of rough and ready surgery. The extra eyelid was simply snipped off
with a pair of shears, and although it always bled freely, in a few days the wound was bound to knit, the contradiction of the skin opening the eye to a proper extent.
Finally, small pieces were usually clipped out of each ear for purposes of identification.
Thus it often happened that a lamb would be turned out into the dust and heat and jostling of the day, without
tail or testicles, its eyes blinded by its own blood, and its six wounds all undressed. And Stevens, watching the
bleating flock crowding out of the kraal, felt the same sort of satisfaction as a gardener feels when he looks at a
tree that he has just finished pruning, or a sculptor in scraping imperfections from an imagined outline.
*
But he never lost sight of the fact that sheep are living creatures, and that, like all living creatures, they are able
to display either a pitiable weakness or a surprising savagery.
One day he was crossing the lands on some task or other when he noticed a large crow rising from a field with
something in its beak. He marked the lace where the bird had risen, and as he was not in a hurry went to see what
it had been doing. He found a lamb a few weeks old lying on its right side and bleeding from an empty eyesocket. Its sides were quite flat and were still heaving with its last few breaths. Its small tongue already hung in
the dust. It was plain that the lamb had strayed, starved, and lain down from exhaustion, and that the carrion-crow
had profited by its weakness to tug out its eye.
Stevens turned it over gently to see if he could judge how much life was left to it, but it was plainly in the last
stages of existence. The right side had been for some time flattened against the earth, and nightly dews and natural
moisture had reduced it to an unpleasant condition, so that the flies and other insects had already taken advantage
of it. The right eye was also missing.
The lamb collapsed and died in Stevens’s hands.
One morning when he was with Willem and two natives in a kraal where they were sorting a small flock of
rams into two division he was abruptly reminded that the sheep is not such a mild animal as it is supposed to be.
Willem and one of the natives were engaged in catching each sheep in turn by one of the hind legs, and then
holding it firmly by the curved horns while Stevens examined its wool on the shoulders, flanks and back, looked it
over with an appraising eye, and decided whether it was to stay or be urged through a gate, kept by the other
native, into the next kraal. They had nearly finished the job. Stevens made occasional remarks to Willem about
the sheep, and the natives exchanged a joke or two. By the time there were only half a dozen sheep left there was
quite a scuffle as each had to be caught.
One in particular, an upstanding young ram with proud movements, was both wild and strong, and seizing
what it thought was a suitable moment, attempted, with head lowered, to rush the gate, caught the native there
unawares, and threw him violently off his balance. In falling, he caught his head on a projecting stone in the wall,
and almost before anybody had time to realize what had happened, was half sitting, half lying by the gate, and all
without uttering a sound. The other native was about to laugh and make some bantering remark, when he broke
instead into an exclamation of concern. The three men hurried forward, but the man was already dead. His skull
had been split open, and he had been killed instantaneously.
And all this happened before breakfast, before the routine of the day had even begun.
A young man with a wife and child, helping to sort out some sheep, had suddenly left a widow and an orphan,
and it was clear that a skull could be cracked almost as easily as a joke. A string of living rubies ran down on to
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that dark hand which would never again grip a ram by the horns, guide a plough, caress a woman or carry a child.
The body and the traces of blood were removed, the lamentations of the widow rose shrilly in the distance, the
ram, ranging among the rocks, tore up the sweet mountain grass with its teeth, and the mystery remained.
At happy and tranquil moments when the early morning sun warms some remote valley and the breakfast
smoke rises straight upwards in a slow and gauzy arabesque, it becomes suddenly possible to imagine God, an
Old Testament God, saying,
“Take note, there is no barrier between you and me.”
The “act of God” which they saw together that morning was just one more of the innumerable experiences that
Stevens and Willem had in common, and without the exchange of a single comment the bond between them was
strengthened by one more thread—in the presence of sudden death they were joint survivors. …
*
Hardly was the lambing season over than it was succeeded, in early summer, by the shearing.
A large sorting table was set up in the cart house, which had been cleared for the occasion and carefully swept.
The building was windowless, but there was enough light, for the whole of one end was occupied by a pair of tall
wooden gates, now left wide open. Work began at five in the morning and went on all day, the shearers working in
the open doorway, just out of the sun.
There were five of them, and as they were paid for each sheep they sheared, there was a lively competition
among them. All expert workmen, they sheared off the heavy fleeces in the shortest possible time.
After releasing the sheep they would cleverly pick up each fleece in a compact bundle from the floor, and then,
raising their arms above their heads, hurl it out with a swing flat upon the sorting table. It was a godlike movement, and might have put one in mind of Zeus scattering a silver cloud over the heavens.
Stevens and Willem sorted and rolled the fleeces, and packed them in bales which, when full, were deftly sewn
up by a boy who did this same work every year. The wool was agreeable to the touch, fine and dense, the long
staples crimped and gleaming with rich natural oils, so that the workers’ hands and arms glistened. For long intervals the shearers, stripped to the waist and stooping over their task, would work in a silence broken only by the
sound of the shears, but sometimes they sang a chorus or burst out laughing over some inscrutable Bantu joke,
ever and again first one and then another coming up to the table to scatter proudly the fruits of his effort, while out
of doors behind and beyond them the mountains wore their early verdure and the veldt sparkled in summer
splendor.
*
The rhythm of this pastoral, primitive life was broken by storms and droughts and small disasters.
Sometimes, for a day or more at a time, a wind blew steadily from the Karroo, bringing with it heavy clouds
charged with crimson dust which crowded on through the sky until at last the mountains withdrew in a bloodcolored fog. After such a dust storm, rain would follow, the lightning leaping from cliff to crag and sewing sound
to fury with giant stitches of livid light.
Or a vast hailstorm, miles wide, would come drumming its way along the mountain ranges, the roar of ice on
ironstone audible long before its arrival above the amphitheater of Adventure. Sometimes such a storm would
miss the valley and the nearest peaks could be heard ringing with it, and the rocks could be seen thrashed with
falling veils of steely bullets, and smoking with the rebound of the hurrying volleys; sometimes the storm would
fall on Adventure itself, stripping the trees and making such a din on the iron roofs that Stevens’s little boy would
run and hide his head in the bedclothes or creep under the sofa.
Very occasionally there was a visitation of locusts, and then the child was in the seventh heaven of delight.
One morning his father caught him up and perching him on his shoulder pointed out what seemed to be a mist
pouring and spreading over some low hills in the distance. Within half an hour the whole sky was darkened by an
immense swarm of locusts, flying, leaping along the ground, swarming over every green thing. A stray hen at the
door went almost mad with excitement, longing to eat these succulent angels and not knowing where to begin; no
sooner did she begin on one that she rushed to attack others, clucking with frantic excitement at such an embarras
de richesse.\fn{Embarrassment of riches} The swarm was such a rapidly moving one that it did little damage, and
such damage as was done was quickly restored by the eager growths of the season, which was spring.
*
Stevens was familiar with the whole place as one is with a lover; he got to know both its contours and its spirit,
and never tired of either. Parts of the mountain behind the house were so wild and hard of access that they were
scarcely ever entered except in quest of missing sheep.
Sheer rock faces, tenanted by bats, birds, and rock-rabbits, and tufted with small shrubs and tree-heaths, rose
one above the other to bar the way to lost pastures and hidden uplands. Often the face of such a cliff, or krans as it
was called locally, contained a low cave or two, and once, hurrying to shelter from a storm, he noticed strange
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markings on the walls of one of these caves, and looking closer, discovered a whole series of Bushman drawings,
partially rubbed out by time and by sheep crowding against it.
It was still possible to make out an elaborate hunting scene, in which naked figures with bows and arrows were
running with grace and agility after ostriches and various kinds of antelopes; besides some sort of festival, where
numbers of fat women were clapping their hands while the menfolk were dancing with long sticks and knobkerries. The colors were red and yellow ochre and black, and the drawing was free and lively.
Looking out from the cave on superb mountain views with misty blue lowlands faint in the distance, Stevens
remembered that the Bushmen had been hunted up and up into these craggy fastnesses, being shot at sight as if
they were no more than baboons, until the advancing invader had, by reducing and finally extinguishing the race
altogether, succeeded at once in obtaining possession of wide acres and in securing his flocks and herds against
theft.
On the very afternoon that Stevens took shelter in the cave, an extraordinary thing happened.
His cousin Kimball was driving back to his farm from the town, when the storm, which was a severe one, and
which had been gathering for a day or two, suddenly broke overhead. It was what is called a “dry” storm, that is to
say, there was a great deal of thunder and lightning and very little rain. And Kimball happened to be driving a
cape cart, because his car was being repaired.
He had with him a native servant, and had just reached the highest and narrowest part of the road, which, for a
hundred yards or so, was in that place actually composed of solid rock. With some presentiment of danger he
urged the horses forward, but it was already too late, and the cart was struck by lightning. The hood was buckled;
the native was killed instantaneously; Kimball was dazed and momentarily blinded; and the horses bolted.
Down the rough mountain road they rushed, the wheels bounding over the stones and ruts, the corpse at the
back jogging from side to side, and Kimball, who by a miracle had never relaxed his hold on the reins, straining
every nerve to guide and restrain them.
Half an hour later he was safely back at his farm, trembling all over from exhaustion and shock, the smell of
singed hair and scorched flesh in his nostrils, his horses in a lather, and his whole being agog with the news of his
escape.
If, when a white and a native are together and are struck by lightning, they are not both killed, then it is the
white who gets off most lightly or even unscathed, as in this case. God helps those who help themselves. …
*
During the following winter, which was a severe one, there were several heavy falls of snow.
One day, for example, Stevens was entirely occupied in mending the roof of a sheep-shed which had been torn
off bodily in a blizzard the night before, so that in the morning the sheep were discovered standing huddled
together with snow on their backs.
Not that the sun came out then, or that the storm stopped to make things easier. On the contrary, if the bitter
black wind had lost some of its fury, it gained in steadiness, and brought with it continually, in a strangely
darkened world, swirling drifts of snow.
And Stevens, wrapped up to the ears, gloved and gaitered, his face burning, spent the day carrying beams of
wood or sheets of corrugated iron edgeways against the wind, using by turns a saw, a chisel, a screw-brace, a
hammer, to anchor his new roof with iron wires to the massive walls that supported it, and finally laying large
stones on the top to prevent the accident recurring.
And over the fire in the evening, which had set in early, he thought with satisfaction of the stupid, woolen
sheep, so vulnerable, but now by his labor made snug against the elements.
The snow continued, off and on, for several days. It was already late in the season for such weather to be in the
least likely, and as it happened to coincide with the arrival of the first lambs, many anxious hours had to be spent
to ensure the safety and comfort of a new generation of wool-bearers.
In one field, sheltered a little by an angle of the mountain, some tufted herbage protruded from the driven
snow, and there some thirty ewes, lambing or about to lamb, were taken for the day. A strange scene it was, the
sky and mountains looming somberly through the now more scantily falling flakes, and the dark figures of
Stevens and Plaatje moving among the gray sheep, a scene almost colorless, but for a little blood on the snow.
Along rock-edge and roof-edge the icicles had lengthened into rows of crystal stalactites, and as the wind and
the thermometer tended to fall, they now began to drip.
On the following day the thaw set in.
A brilliant sun, and a warm one, burst upon a cloudless, silent, sugary world, so that in a few hours the air was
full of varying sounds of water, running, dropping, gurgling and splashing.
By noon there was little snow left except in shady places.
At night, and indeed every succeeding night, there was a sharp frost. Under a sky in which the very stars
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seemed to crackle and gleam like ice the breathless earth was quickly rendered brittle, and in the mornings one
stepped out into a vast clear landscape that gave one the sensation of being in a glass case of infinite dimensions,
under whose flawless canopy everything sparkled and shone with newness and freshness and hope. Sounds traveled infinitely far, tinkling and ringing; every step seemed to be taken on broken glass; while the breath of living
creatures rose up comfortably warm and misty in an air too rarefied to last.
Even a week after the snowstorm, a few patches of snow, in spite of the African sun, still lay about in odd
places; one came across them in the afternoon, in stray hollows under the mountain, or behind some sunward
rock, the shadows upon them intensely blue; while if one took up a handful of snow one found that the repeated
frosts had reduced it to a strange consistency like that of innumerable glass beads.
Even the mud had dried, and a little dust was beginning to rise from the roads, so that there was little to remind
one of recent events.
*
Things being in this state, Stevens happened to wake very early one Sunday morning. The sun had not yet
risen, and once more there had been a frost, but he decided to go out and enjoy the opening day, for he could not
go to sleep again, and the household rose late on Sundays.
After dressing, he opened a drawer to find himself a handkerchief and happened to notice lying there a small
silver brandy flask, which he thought he might just as well slip into his pocket against the cold. Considering how
rarely he used it, it was a lucky chance that prompted him to do so on this particular occasion.
He had meant to walk, but as soon as he got out of the house changed his mind and went and saddled one of
the horses. It was with a feeling of extreme exhilaration that he cantered away from the homestead, the fresh air
stinging his ears, the horse snorting at the cold, and the whole sky, not yet starless, warming to its matutinal\fn
{Morning.} rose.
To be raised above the earth and to move rhythmically through freshness and silence was in itself delightful,
and he rode with natural eases, so between him and his mount was that tacit sympathy without which riding is
nothing.
“How well I ride you, and how well you carry me!”
He decided to take a road which led through the remotest part of the farm and likewise through the remotest
part of Kimball’s adjoining farm to a kraal where some shepherds lived with their families, a kraal called
Klipplaats, built among the ruins of an old farmhouse surrounded with poplars and straggling peach trees, where
he wished to inquire about some building stone.
The exercise soon made him warm, and approaching the boundary he slowed down to a walk, and lighted a
cigarette. Some smoke blew into his eye, which was already inclined to water from the cold, and he rubbed it.
*
It was just at this moment, when the sun had caught the western heights, that he thought he heard a sound like
a groan.
In that lonely place at such a time it not only surprised but alarmed him, and he looked anxiously round to see
where the sound could have come from, but seeing nothing supposed he had imagined it, and was about to ride
uneasily on when he heard it again. He hurriedly dismounted, and tying his horse up to the fence, prepared to
solve the mystery.
“Hullo!” he cried aloud, but the echo of his voice rang bell-like up the kloofs, and there was no answer. It was
then that he caught sight of what seemed at first to be a bundle of old clothes, lying under the lee of a large rock.
It proved to be a human being, a woman in a dark blue dress, which had about it something familiar.
“Asleep?” he thought, “asleep here, at this time? Is it possible? Who is it?”
It was Zenobia, the wife of Willem. Her eyes were closed, and she groaned again.
He spoke to her, but she made no answer. He, of course, wanted to find out what was wrong with her and how
long she had been there, and was just wondering what to do when he noticed the ashes of a small brushwood fire
by her side. They were quite cold.
Then when he also saw that she had been very sick, he suddenly understood why she was here.
There had been a beer-drink the previous night at Klipplaats and she had been too drunk to get home. It was
only lately that he had heard of two men getting frozen to death in similar circumstances, and he looked anxiously
at her again.
Heaven alone knew how long she had been there. Her hands and face were swollen and purple with cold, her
lips were cracked, and he could not find her pulse. As was often the case with her, she was far gone in the family
way—surely she was risking two lives?
He now remembered the brandy flask, and tried to force her to drink, but it was evident that she was in too
much pain to be even conscious of his presence; her teeth were firmly set together, and her lips twitched
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spasmodically, while a greenish foam appeared upon them.
For a moment he thought she might be in her death agony, but determined to take no more chances and waste
no more time, he forced her jaws apart and held the mouth of the bottle between her teeth so that she was obliged
to swallow some of the brandy. This he repeated three times, between her groans, but the only result was that she
opened her eyes for an instant, showing only the whites, which were discolored. He tried to make her sit up, he
tried to chafe her wrists into some sort of warmth, but it seemed useless.
Then with a sudden movement she rolled over with her face on the earth and uttered an almost inhuman shriek.
His blood ran cold as a fearful suspicion came into his mind, a suspicion which, when he saw her suddenly
clutch at her belly, ripened into a certainty.
These were labor pains!
*
The mild sun rose higher on this remarkable scene; the horse awaited its rider; the rocks re-echoed the cries of
the unfortunate Zenobia who, from being half-frozen, was now forced by agony into a profuse sweat; and Stevens, with his coat off, and his mind running on Cæsarean sections and such matters, prepared, without experience or equipment, to act as doctor and midwife combined.
It is hardly an exaggeration to say that Stevens sweated almost as much as his patient, and that had he not been
so busy he, too, might have been sick. What is important is that Zenobia’s delivery was at last successful, and that
the moment came when Stevens actually held in his hands a tiny, slippery, wizened caricature of Willem, and
heard it utter its first unearthly cry, so small and weird that it seemed a protest, and an entreaty to be returned to
pre-natal security.
He had no water to wash it with, and could only make it presentable to its mother by using a piece of his shirt,
which he took off for the purpose and tore in pieces. He wrapped the infant with infinite care in his coat, and put it
in the arms of Zenobia, telling her to hold it till he could get help. He kept reminding himself how lucky it was
that this was not by any means a first confinement, that Zenobia was a strong woman, and that there seemed some
faint chance of both her and her offspring surviving.
He was able to make her understand that all would soon be well (“one way or another,” he said to himself) but
that she must remain as she was for a short time. Having said which, he turned to his horse, and left Zenobia
moaning and the infant faintly wailing.
Imagine the astonishment of Willem, rubbing his sleepy Sabbath eyes in the sun at the door of his hut, and preparing to see to the milking, when his master, stripped to the waist, approached him at a gallop out of nowhere,
and told him the news!
And the further astonishment of Mrs. Stevens, brought out by the sound of frantic hoofs, and still in her nightgown, with a border of pansies appliqué!
In an incredibly short time these three drove off in the buggy to the succor of the unfortunate woman, leaving
the cows to call for their calves and wonder why they were not being milked.
*
Breakfast was late that morning, but the conversation was animated.
“You ought to be a doctor, Tom,” said Mrs. Stevens, “instead of a farmer.” And she looked at her husband’s
large red hands and thought of the wonders they had performed.
Later in the day Zenobia was so much better that she asked to see Stevens in order to thank him. He found her
very weak, but holding at her breast the absurd little baby, towards which he felt almost paternal. To her gratitude
Willem joined his, and even called his new child “Stevens” after his master, who had now risen to the status of a
hero.
Mrs. Kimball, however, thought that Mrs. Stevens had lowered herself by driving to minister to Zenobia, and
Kimball told Stevens he was inclined to spoil his servants, whereupon a distinct coldness ensued between the two
families.
*
For a long time Zenobia had acted as laundress for both the Kimballs and the Stevenses, but she suddenly
decided that the work was too much for her, in view of her increasing family, and asked that in future she might
wash only for the Stevenses. Actually, she had proposed that her young half-sister, Rita, who was living with her,
should take her place on the other farm, an arrangement to which Mrs. Kimball reluctantly agreed.
It happened that Rita was in many ways the exact opposite of Zenobia. Zenobia was rather stately and somber
but Rita was something of a minx. Her body was thin and supple, her eyes were roguish, and she loved to strut
about with her hands on her hips in order to make her short skirt swing from side to side and to call attention to
her somewhat boyish posterior. She promised, or rather threatened, to be too much of a success with the opposite
sex, and for some time both Stevens and Willem had been inclined to shake their heads when they saw what a
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demoralizing effect she had on the other servants.
After Rita had made her first excursion to wash for the Kimballs, they had cause to shake their heads, for it
was also her last. Not that she was an inefficient washer girl—far from it—but what actually happened was this.
Mrs. Kimball decided that she would go along in the middle of the morning and see how Rita was progressing
at the stream. It was the most brilliant spring morning, and even Mrs. Kimball could not help noticing how green
the grass was, how loudly the birds were chirping, and how frisky the lambs were.
However, it was not only the lambs that were frisky, as she very soon discovered when she came upon the
secluded spot where the washing was done, and found that, among the suds and chemises, Rita had invited a
handsome young wagoner to help her to appreciate the beauties of the season. Here choice did credit to her taste,
for the young man, who had lately arrived from Kaffrariafn{“The descriptive name given to the southeast part of what is
today the Eastern Cape of South Africa”:W} was already the idol of every feminine heart among the natives of the
environs.
And now it was a case of love among the linen!
Instead of tactfully withdrawing and later checking the clean linen by the list in the usual way (which must
surely be the procedure recommended by books of etiquette in a situation of this kind) Mrs. Kimball rushed in
where angels would have been too delicate to tread, and seizing a scrubbing-board, proceeded to belabor the
amorous pair, uttering meanwhile the most frightful threats and imprecations.
The unlucky Rita fled, bruised and howling, to her sister for protection, while the wagoner was instantly dismissed by Kimball, who was nothing if not a puritan, and who tried, with only moderate success, both to cheat the
man out of his wages and to do him physical violence.
Zenobia was not easily roused, but when she was roused it was to some purpose, and it seemed to her a
shocking injustice that Rita should have been knocked about just because she had seen fit to improve the shining
hour with a little innocent fun. She at once made a fierce scene for the benefit of her husband, Willem, and persuaded that usually meek man to go and complain in his turn to their master Stevens.
And the immediate result of this was a very decided difference of opinion and, indeed, some exceedingly plain
speaking between Stevens and his wife on the one hand and Kimball and his on the other.
They parted now on really bad terms and, although the two farmhouses were within sight of each other, held
no communication for weeks.
*
When they were brought together again, it was by the arrival of two letters.
Both of these letters were written by an old lady, a Mrs. Didgett, a frail and elderly relation of both families,
who addressed one letter to each of them. To Mrs. Stevens she wrote saying that she would like to come and stay
with her for a month or two; to Mrs. Kimball she wrote telling of her intention.
As soon as the Kimballs heard that the old woman was coming, they were ready to move heaven and earth to
get her to go and stay with them, for she had money. But Mrs. Digettt was not so blind that she could not see
through their cupidity, and in any case her will had already been secretly made in favor of the Stevenses, whom
she had always preferred.
The Kimballs now, with an extraordinary lack of pride, hastened to be nicer than they had ever been before to
their cousins, and the footpath that led from Brakfontein to Adventure was soon quite worn with their comings
and goings.
Mrs. Didgett came to stay at Adventure, and stay she did.
She was a very old woman and very absentminded, and would sometimes come to meals in her petticoat, having completely forgotten to put on her skirt. She often mistook the afternoon for the morning, and had a morbid
fear that while she was in the country Sunday might slip by without her noticing. She was very garrulous, and had
repeated her memories so often that some of them had become a perfect farrago.\fn{Mixture of truth and falsehood.}
She was especially fond of talking about local celebrities of an earlier generation. Although she had never
known any of them well, she liked people to think that she had, and tried to achieve this result by saying something to the discredit of the celebrities in question, and looking very knowing, as if she had had inside information.
“Olive Schreiner!”\fn{One of the authors in this Data Base of Human Character, reputedly one of the finest female writers in
South African history.} she would exclaim shrilly. “I knew Olive quite well when my father took us to the diamond
fields. Headstrong, asthmatic, ambitious! She never wrote any of those books, you know … And confessed as
much!”
Kruger\fn{Stephanus Johannes Kruger (1825-1904) Afrikaaner politican.} was half colored, Rhodes\fn{Cecil John Rhodes
(1853-1902) English financier and administrator in South Africa.} had a secret vice, and so on. …
When Mrs. Didgett fell suddenly ill, the Kimballs at once tried to get her moved to Brakfontein, where, they
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said, it would be much easier to look after her, but the doctor said she was not to be moved on any account, and
was likely to die within a few days.
The assiduity\fn{Constant attention} with which Mrs. Kimball insisted on dancing attendance on the death-bed
was positively indecent, particularly as Mrs. Didgett took a very long time to do her dying.
*
One morning at eleven o’clock Mrs. Kimball appeared on the verandah and called loudly for Willem. She told
him to hurry off and call his master as quickly as possible, for Mrs. Digett was much worse.
Unfortunately Stevens was at least two miles away, up in the mountain, where he had gone to mend a fence,
and it was no little trouble for Willem to reach him—indeed, as the colored man himself expressed it later,
“I sprang from rock to rock like a goat, sweating like a pig, and panting like a dog, but did that prevent the old
woman from dying?”
It did not prevent her, for she died before Stevens could reach the house. Late that afternoon it was Stevens
who appeared on the verandah to call Willem. He was holding a small parcel in his hand.
“I want you to do this for me,” he said. “Get a spade and bury these somewhere—anywhere—in the garden,
Fairly deep. I don’t know what else to do with them.”
“Yes, baas,”\fn{Boss.} said Willem, in a mild but rather puzzled and questioning voice, so that Stevens felt he
ought to explain.
“As a matter of fact,” he said, unaccountably serious and shamefaced, “it’s the old missus’s false teeth. She
didn’t die in them.”
Willem took the parcel rather gingerly and went and dug a hold under a poplar tree in the garden, carefully
burying the teeth in it. So instinctive and spontaneous was his trust in his master that it was not until he was
finally patting the earth with the flat of his spade that he began to be troubled by the possible consequences of his
action.
Might not the spirit of the deceased seek vengeance on behalf of these exiled molars?
Would not bad luck come upon his master, himself, or the garden, or upon all three?
These questions made him uneasy, but he did not care to discuss them with anybody. And just because he kept
the matter to himself it lay on his conscience, got mixed up in his dreams, and made him more silent than usual
during the several days’ absence of both Stevenses and Kimballs on account of Mrs. Digettt’s funeral. He looked
forward impatiently to his master’s return, and when Stevens came back, took the very first chance of broaching
the matter.
“Baas,” he said, “I wonder if it was wise to bury those teeth apart from the body?”
Many people would have laughed at this question, but Stevens remained quite serious, though there was
certainly a twinkle in his eye.
“As she did not choose to die in them,” he said, “it is clear that her spirit wanted to discard them. There’s no
need to trouble yourself.”
And he immediately went on to talk of more practical affairs, as though the matter had been settled once and
for all. Thus a heavy load was taken off Willem’s mind.
A day or two later the terms of Mrs. Didgett’s will became known. She was found to have left everything
unconditionally to the Stevenses. At this, the annoyance of the Kimballs knew no bounds, and once more the two
families ceased to be on speaking terms. …
*
And now it is spring again, and those yellow flowers are all out, just as they are every year at about this time.
Stevens is walking through them, quietly tapping his leg with the old riding-crop which he carries in his hand. He
stands still a moment, and a yellow light from the flowers is dimly reflected on his boots.
He looks a little fatter, as he raises his head and gazes across the boundary fence towards Brakfontein. He
smiles to himself, because he knows that the Kimballs will soon try to get on good terms with him again, for after
all, he is now a man of property, and deserves the respect due to such a person. …
He turns round, and is pleased to see Willem coming towards him. He has prudently refrained from increasing
Willem’s wages. He gives him ten shillings a week and half a bag of maize flour, and since he is absolutely
satisfied with him, why should he give him any more?
“I couldn’t do without him,” he said to his wife, “and I’m not going to run any risk of spoiling him. I don’t
want to show him that he’s just everything to me.”
“Everything, Tom?” she said.
“Well,” he answered, “you know what I mean.”
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103.60 1. Swallowed By A Monster 2. Children Of The Anthill: Two Folktales\fn{told by Nongenile Masithathu Zenani
(1905- )} Gatyana District, Transkei, Eastern Cape Province, South Africa (F) 7
1
There were a woman and a man. The woman gave birth to a large number of children, among whom was a
child who was exceedingly greedy. Her name was Siswana-sibomvana, Little red-stomach.
Time passed for this child, and she remained very greedy. It was continually said of her,
“This child will do something to me one day! I’ve never seen such a grasping child!”
So time passed for Siswana-sibomvana.
Far from these homesteads was a very large pool to which no one ever went. It was said that the pool belonged
to a wild animal. The weather became very hot that season, and no matter where the people went to drink, the
water was warm. No matter where they went to get water, it was tepid. Siswana-sibomvana said,
“I’m going to drink in that pool over there! I don’t care if they do say that no one should go there, I am going!
I refuse to go on being so thirsty!” The others said,
“Siswana-sibomvana, do not go to that forbidden pool! How could you think of going in the face of the prohibition?” Siswana-sibomvana said,
“I will go!”
She said this to the other children, but they did not follow her. They were tempted to follow her, but they were
afraid, so they turned around and went back home.
Siswana-sibomvana walked in the direction of that pool. Then, when she was fairly near the pool, she met a
thing. She did not know what it was, it seemed to be an animal. It called her by name:
“Siswana-sibomvana, where are you going?” She said,
“I am going to drink.”
“Where will you drink?”
“I shall drink here at this pool.” This thing said,
“But surely no one drinks there!”
“I refuse not to drink! I shall drink! Why is this water not drunk? Who has this water for himself alone?”
She walked on. Siswana-sibomvana went over there to the pool. She was determined to drink. She arrived at
the pool, and she looked about but saw nothing. She saw only the water. She said,
“Oh! This water is nice! It’s cool!” She said, “I’m going to drink it and feel it inside me. Then I’ll be able to
rest.”
She drank, she drank and drank. Then she rested. She remained there a while.
Then, because the water was so good, she was thirsty again. So she drank more. She drank a lot of the water.
She drank so much that the skin began to crack in her groin, it almost developed into sores. She drank tremendous
quantities of water and her skin cracked,. it cracked, it cracked. It was difficult for her to get up, she had a hard
time getting up. Siswana-sibomvana sat down then, because it was so difficult for her to get up.
Then, suddenly, an animal appeared. It said,
“Oh! Siswana-sibomvana!” She said,
“Mmmm?”
“Who drained this water?” Siswana-sibomvana said,
“I drank the water! I refuse not to drink the water! Even you will drink it!” That animal passed on, saying,
“Your inquisitor is coming. The time will come when you’ll have to speak the truth!” Another animal
approached. It said,
Siswana-sibomvana!
Siswana-sibomvana, who drank this water?”

Siswana-sibomvana said, “Well, why don’t you ask my mother and father, people who are always thirsty?” She
could not get up, she wanted to get up but could not do so. She was unable to stand. That creature traveled on, it
passed her by. Then another arrived, and said,
Siswana-sibomvana!
Siswana-sibomvana, who drank the king’s water?

Siswana-sibomvana said, “Why don’t you ask my mother and father, people who are always thirsty?” That one
moved on, saying, “Your inquisitor is coming!” Then it appeared—a huge thing. It said,.
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Siswana-sibomvana!
Siswana-sibomvana,. who drank this water?

She said, “Why don’t you ask my mother and father, people who are always thirsty?” The thing came closer to
her; it approached her, shuffling its feet. It said,
Siswana-sibomvana!
Siswana-sibomvana, who drank this water?

Siswana-sibomvana said, “Why don’t you ask my mother and father, people who are always thirsty?” This
thing took her and swallowed her—it did not chew her, it just swallowed her quickly. Then it went on, it traveled,
having swallowed her in that way.
*
At the time that she was swallowed, her mothers and fathers were returning to their homes, coming at the
appropriate time from wherever they had been. They arrived, they arrived and everyone was present except Siswana-sibomvana. Someone asked,
“Where has Siswana-sibomvana gone?” The other children said,
“She said that she was going to drink at the prohibited pool. We followed her for a while, but then turned
around because we were afraid.”
“She said that she refused not to drink water which was clearly available. The very existence of it was a challenge to her!”
“Now we don’t know where she is.”
“We haven’t seen her return.”
“Oh!” Her mother cried, and her husband also wept a little, because they knew that she was dead. There was
no question about this, nothing else was possible.
At dawn, the man departed, he went to chop wood. His wife took an ax, she also went to chop wood. It
happened that there was a sneeze-wood tree: she chopped it, she chopped and chopped, she chopped the firewood
and put it to the side. She made a bundle of it, then she took a small three-legged pot. She took a long knife, she
sharpened it, she sharpened it. Then she wrapped it in a cloth.
In the morning—her husband was not there at the time—she tied the knife tightly to her waist, against her
backbone. Then she took the pot and hid it under her garments, so that she appeared to be pregnant. She took a
very small can and poured some water into it; then she fixed the lid as if she were going to give the child some
water to drink.
The woman went off in a spirited manner, she went to that pool. When she got there, no one was present. She
had decided that she would allow the thing to do to her what it had done to her child, this thing must do to her
what it had done to her child. She arrived and sang,
Help me find my child!
Help me find my child!
What has swallowed
Siswana-sibomvana?

All was quiet. Then she heard something roar, but she did not fear it. She concluded that it was the thing that
had swallowed her child. She heard it again—it roared. It roared, then it hopped about. The animals that had
passed Siswana-sibomvana at first had hopped in the same way. She sensed that the thing was roaring on this side,
so she went there, she walked to that place. She descended, the thing seemed to be below. She came to a large
homestead, she was just north of it. She sang,
Help me find my child!
Help me find my child!
What has swallowed
Siswana-sibomvana?

Someone said, “Go further down, woman!”
“Woman, go further down! We can’t hear you!”
The mother descended; she girded herself, and hurried down. When she arrived, something said,
“Approach!”
She approached. When she came closer, the thing again said,
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“Nearer!”
“Approach the king!”
But this thing called a king was actually the thing that ate people, that swallowed people without chewing
them.
The woman proceeded, and as she did the thing swallowed her, it swallowed her along with those things that
she was carrying on her back.
So it was that the woman arrived inside the stomach of this thing that had devoured her. Then she took the
knife, she brought out the long knife and slashed its liver. She cut it, and put the liver into this pot that she had
carried. The thing said,
“I have a pain in my stomach, Daughter-in-law! I’m in pain, Daughter-in-law!” It was said,
“What’s the matter?”
“The king is in pain!”
“What kind of person has he swallowed today?”
“Mmmm! I’m in pain, Daughter-in-law! Mmmm! I am in pain!” Someone said,
“Come! Bring some water!”
Water was brought, and the king drank the water. The water roared past the people inside its stomach in a
torrent. The woman continued to chop, she chopped the liver and finished it. Then she hacked its kidneys, and put
them into the pot. She kindled a fire, and the sneezewood burned, the fire stormed in the king’s stomach. Smoke
came out through its nose and mouth. The king kept saying,
“I am in pain, daughter-in-law!” Water was brought. The king said,
“I am in pain, daughter-in-law!”
Water was brought, and the king drank it. As for the woman inside its stomach: the liver was cooked, then she
dished it out of the pot and gave it to the people. They ate—there were a lot of people inside the stomach. The
mother was now with her child, the one who had been swallowed. She gave some of the liver to the child, and the
child ate it. The woman said,
“Eat, my child, you’re hungry! The monster has met its equal today! It’ll never swallow another person!” This
thing said,
“I am in pain, daughter-in-law!” Someone said,
“What kind of person has the king swallowed?”
Smoke was coming out of its nostrils, smoke was also coming out of its ears; the animal seemed to be on fire!
And smoke was coming out of its mouth as well. The woman was having a devastating effect on the king, and
finally it was overcome.
It fainted. It fainted, it collapsed because this woman had cut it up inside. It fainted, she had achieved her
purpose. She hewed, she cut it all over. She carved a long slice of meat, and roasted it. Then that was eaten.
The king swooned, he died. He fell over, he died, and when he had died, the woman tore him open with the
long knife. She ripped open his stomach.
The first thing that came out, the first thing that spoke was a fowl that had been swallowed by the monster. It
said,
“Kulukuku! I see the sun at last!”
Then it died. An ox came out:
“Mmmm!”
And it died. The first person came out:
“I see the sun at last!”
And he died. .
After that, all the others came out, and they did not die. Everything now came out, alive. The people came out,
too. The woman had saved them. Many people who had been picked up and swallowed by the monster in various
places were now released.And the woman remained with her child.
The others thanked her for the great thing that she had done for them. They presented her with many gifts
because of what she had accomplished, and then she went home with that child of hers.
Her husband saw her approaching with the child—the child was well, there was nothing wrong with her.
2
A woman of a certain homestead was pregnant. Because she had become pregnant before getting married, she
realized that her condition was shameful. She hid her growing stomach, she attempted to disguise her pregnancy.
The months went by and her stomach became bigger; her breasts also revealed that she was pregnant. She
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tended now to remain by herself, to hide her condition from other people. Time passed for her, time passed and
she continued her efforts to conceal her situation.
Then, after a time, she began to feel birth pains. When she experienced those severe pains, she knew that
something was going to happen.
She therefore left her home, and journeyed a great distance. She went a long way from her home. She came to
a certain place, and the pains were becoming stronger.
*
She began to dig into an anthill; she dug, she dug and dug, making a kind of house in that anthill. When she
had finished digging, the birth pains quickened, and she struggled to give birth. Finally, she gave birth to two children, a boy and a girl. And when she had delivered these children, she wrapped some of her rags about them, and
left them there in that anthill.
Now that she was no longer pregnant, she presented an appearance of someone who was blameless, one who
had done nothing wrong. She remained at her home.
*
As for the children, they grew up there at the anthill; they became older, and in time were able to crawl. They
had to eat soil, because there was no one in that place to feed them. The children grew up, eating the soil. They
crawled, after a time they walked, and finally they developed into children who were mentally awake. They
observed the things that passed by, as they remained in the anthill.
After a long time, the boy began to travel about, hunting. He hunted birds: he would strike them down, then
bring them to his sister. They would roast the birds.
Time passed, time passed, and the boy realized that something might happen to them at this stage of their lives.
They were still alone, and their minds were developing, even though they continued to live in this anthill. He
contemplated what he should do, because they were getting more and more mature. This child said,
“Sister, this land that we live in contains a great many things. You know that I’ve been wandering about every
day, then returning here at dusk. I have found that just about everything is present in this country.
“There are ogres here, too, creatures that eat people! There are dangers in this land. You must continue to close
the door of this place until I return from my trips. Don’t open that door until you hear my voice! Whenever I’ve
gone off, for the sake of your security, you should not open the door until I say a certain thing. You know my
voice. I’ll stand by the door, and say,
Open! Open!
Open! Open! .
At the rock with two openings, Open!
Where no swallows dwell, Open!'

“Now, just in case someone overhears me saying this, and attempts to imitate my voice, note the tone of my
voice carefully.”
His sister understood his warning.
So it was that he continued to travel about, seeking various things to eat. He would go hunting, then return.
When he returned, he would stand there at the door his sister had closed, and would say,
Open! Open!
Open! Open!
At the rock with two openings, Open!
Where no swallows dwell, Open!

And his sister would open the door.
“Child of my mother!” he would say, and they would eat then and be happy.
And so time passed for them.
*
But the existence of these children had already been observed by the fabulous beasts that dwelled in this land,
these ogres. The smells of the children were very pleasant to these creatures. They sensed the presence of people
by their odors, and they would hunt these people. One of these creatures had heard the song that was sung at the
anthill: the song would be sung, then the anthill would be opened. He told his fellow beasts, and they determined
to go to that anthill when the sister was alone, when the other one had departed. One of the beasts went there, he
stood by the door and said,
Open! Open!
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Open! Open!
At the rock with two openings, Open!
Where no swallows dwell, Open!

But the girl refused to open the door
The beast tried again, he tried and tried and tried, but the girl utterly refused to open the door, hearing quite
clearly that the singer was not her brother.
The beast departed then, and after he had gone, the girl’s brother returned.
Open! Open!
Open! Open!
At the rock with two openings, Open!
Where no swallows dwell, Open!

She opened the door, his sister opened the door, and the boy entered. His sister told him,
“Oh, child of my mother, something came by here! It spoke with a gruff voice here at the doorway, saying that
I should open the door and let it in. I determined not to open the door, because I knew that it wasn’t you! Then
that thing left, it shuffled off!” Her brother said,
“Do not open the door, even a little!”
That creature went back to his fellows, and asked some of his companions for advice. Did they, perhaps, have a
plan that would enable him to get this “bird” that refused to open the door? How could he obtain a voice that
resembled that of the bird? He heard the song, he saw the way the door was opened. He understood that the girl
recognized that his voice was that of a beast, and that was the reason the door had not been opened to him. One of
those creatures gave him some advice then:
“Your voice is too gruff, too loud. You must heat an ax, heat it until it’s red-hot. Then, while it’s still red-hot,
swallow it. It’ll come out below, through your anus.”
That creature swallowed the ax then because he wanted that “bird;” he swallowed the ax. But the ax was not
very hot; he swallowed it just as it was turning red. Consequently, the ax did not go right through his body and
come out of the anus. The beast traveled, he went over there to that place. Again he sang the song, and this time,
too, his voice was gruff:
Open! Open!
At the rock with two openings, Open!
Where no swallows dwell, Open!"

The girl did not open the door. She knew again that the voice was not that of her brother. That beast departed
once more, frustrated again. Then the girl’s brother arrived:
Open! Open!
At the rock with two openings, Open!
Where no swallows dwell, Open!

She opened the door. The girl again narrated to him what had occurred:
“Once again, during your absence, a creature arrived.” She thought it was a different creature this time, she did
not realize that it was the same one as before. “This thing also had a rough voice, as it told me that I should open
the door. I didn’t open it. Then the creature departed.”
“You were right not to open the door. You must never open it, except for me!” her brother said emphatically,
again instructing her that she must not open the door.
When the beast arrived at his home, he told the others that the door was again not opened by the girl. It was
clear that his voice was not yet what it should be. The other one said,
“You didn’t do it right. I said that you should heat an ax until it’s red-hot, then swallow it so that it comes out
below.”
He heated the ax, then, and it was truly red-hot this time. He swallowed it, and the ax came out of his anus.
Then he went again to this “bird;” he arrived there and stood at the door:
Open! Open!
At the rock with two openings, Open!
Where no swallows dwell, Open!

The girl opened the door this time, thinking that it was the voice of her brother.
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But something else entered! It was a thing that had furry ears that reached down to its legs!
The child was alarmed. He came right inside, then took her and put her into a sack. He carried her off on his
shoulder, taking her to his home.
*
She was crying, and, as she was being taken away; she took a handful of ashes from the hearth. She dropped
those ashes as they were traveling, making a line with them that trailed after them, sprinkling the ashes until she
came to the house of the ogre. When they arrived at the ogre’s house, he uncovered her, and found that the girl
was exceptionally beautiful.
Obviously, she should not be eaten. She ought to become his wife, “because this woman is lovely! and she
might produce a fine breed of children for me!”
She was kept by the ogre then, and became his wife. She blossomed, she became even more beautiful when
they decided not to eat her, when they kept her alive and appreciated her. She preferred to become the wife of this
creature than be cooked.
So it was, then, that she became a wife and acquired a married name: she became Nojikolo, the wife of this
homestead.
Time passed, time passed for her, and she remained a wife there. Her brother, in the meantime, had come
home, and had discovered immediately the ashes in the doorway. It was bad news, he knew that she had been
kidnapped. Still, no matter what he thought might have happened, even though he was certain that she was gone,
he decided to try the song again anyway. He said,
Open! Open!
At the rock with two openings, Open!
Where no swallows dwell, Open!

Nothing happened. He opened the door himself, and said,
“My mother's child is gone! They got her today!”
Her brother sat there and cried, he cried and cried. Then he took his sticks and prepared to travel. He closed the
door behind him, knowing that he could not live comfortably until he knew precisely what had happened to his
sister, until he knew whether she was dead, or alive.
He followed the trail of ashes that she had dropped, and finally arrived in that country where she had been
taken. When he came to the other side of a valley, his sister had a glimpse of him as she sat outside her home with
her husband. She looked at her brother, and recognized him by his gait; she knew that it was her mother’s child.
She thought,
“I wonder what will be done to him ?” Then she said to her husband,
“My lord, do you see that person?” The creature said that he indeed saw him. She said,
“It’s a child from my country, from the neighborhood of my home. It’s my servant. You see, he knows that I
parted from him a long time ago, and he has come now to rejoin me. His coming should be welcomed warmly. He
will do nice things for me, so that my prestige will be heightened. I must have that servant next to me.”
“Do you say so, wife?” said her husband. “Is that your servant?”
“Yes,” the wife said. Then she said,
“Ki ki ki ki ki! The wife’s servant has arrived! The servant of Nojikolo!” The great man, her husband, said,
“Come, Servant of Nojikolo! Servant of my wife, my wife of the Great House!”
The “servant” approached them then, the brother played the role of minion very well. He arrived, and was
immediately welcomed and provided with privileges. A mat was spread out for him. He sat by the door, he was
treated with dignity because he was valued by the wife, Nojikolo.
The next day, the creatures went hunting, and the servant had an opportunity to talk with his sister, discussing
the possibility of escape.
“I want us to go home.”
His sister agreed. She had two children already, one of whom was a boy. Nojikolo said,
“All right, don’t worry. The people will leave this place and go off to hunt. During such hunting expeditions,
my husband must go along as well. Because I don’t eat human flesh, my husband must see to it that animals that I
can eat will be caught. That’s why he can’t remain behind, he can’t even think of remaining behind. So don’t
worry about him, he’ll be gone. And I shall tell him that this minion of mine doesn’t eat human flesh either.”
They whispered these things to each other when the husband had gone out. When he returned, his wife said to
him,
“Lord, this servant doesn’t put human flesh into his mouth at all. He eats the kind of meat that I eat.”
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“All right, Wife. We’ll try to accommodate him.”
So it was that the husband also went off on the hunt. And when they had all departed, only a little old woman
was left behind, a woman who no longer knew how to walk, who limped and crawled along the ground. That little
old woman was left behind when the others departed, going off on their hunting expedition.
When Nojikolo and her servant estimated that the creatures were far away on their hunt, the brother stopped
playing the role of minion; he stood on both feet, and gathered together everything that was movable in this
homestead. The wagons were inspanned,\fn{ Yoked to oxen or horses.} and they loaded everything that they needed on
the wagons; they left behind only what they did not need. And they also rounded up all the livestock of this
homestead.
The little old woman realized that something was going on when she heard the rattling of the wagons:
“Something is clattering!”
She crawled along the ground, then peered through the door at all the movement and commotion, the shikishiki and the ngxashi-ngxashi here in this homestead. Yet she knew that there was no one here except Nojikolo, a
person who was unable to go anywhere. Then she saw that all of the livestock of this home was being rounded up,
that it was being lined up. Nothing was being left behind! She shuffled along, trying to reach a more or less
elevated place, a hill. Then she called out,
“The homestead is being robbed by the servant of Nojikolo!” One of the creatures, far below, said,
“Something seems to be calling to us from that mountain.” The little old woman repeated,
“The homestead is being robbed by the servant of Nojikoooooolo!” A creature said,
“What is she saying?”
“She says that the game is below, going directly toward the forest!”
The creatures hurried off then, in groups of varying sizes and speeds. Then the old woman called out again,
“The homestead is being robbed by the servant of Nojikooooolo!” One of them said,
“What is she saying?”
“The old woman over there says that we should exchange legs! She says that a tall person should take a leg of
a short person!”
They did that, then. The leg from a tall creature was snapped off and was affixed to a short creature, and the
short leg was taken and attached to a tall creature. Then they walked off, each creature with one tall leg and one
short leg; they limped now, they limped, and they had no speed at all because they were not moving on their own
legs. Each creature moved with one long leg and one short leg.
The little old woman called out, and in the meantime the boy and his sister were far off, having completely
disappeared by now. The woman called out,
“The homestead is being robbed by the servant of Nojikoooooolo!”
“What is she saying?”
“She says, ‘The homestead is being robbed by the servant of Nojikolo!’”
Then, in a rush, they began to take off those legs, they fell over each other, limping, hurrying. Finally, they
arrived at their home. And the little old woman told them what had happened.
They pursued the brother and sister. After a long time, the sister looked back and saw them coming:
“We’re in big trouble now,” she said. “There are the ogres! What will happen to us?”
The ogres were all pursuing them, trying everything to capture these humans. Then the brother said,
“All right, let come what may!” He was carrying a spear, so he took no action until they caught up with him.
But the creatures were in disarray, some were ahead of others. He stabbed the first one that came to him. And
when he had stabbed it, all the creatures died. They were all destroyed, even though he had done nothing to the
others.
The brother and sister went on, then, traveling now in happiness. They arrived at their home, and, because of
what they had brought back with them, they now had a homestead that was more elegant than others.
91.224 The Coffin\fn{by Uys Matthevis Krige (1910-1987)} Bonteboksloof, Western Cape Province, South Africa (M)
5
In the early hours of the morning on which I, his first great-grandchild, was born, Great Oupa\fn{Grandfather.}
Lourens was the first to be up. And when later he heard of my safe and happy entry into life, he tiptoed through
the house and, stooping to get his large frame through the kitchen door, came out under the bright, still stars.
In the wagon-house he took his whip from its hook, swung it over his shoulder and strode out on to the veld.
There, amongst the dark hills about a mile from the homestead, he let fly at the sleeping world around him.
The long lash curled and writhed, tearing apart the deep, early morning stillness as if the peace of the fields
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were something fragile and brittle. With his feet planted wide apart and his tall figure—supple in spite of his 60
years—slightly bent, Great Oupa stood on the ridge, outlined against the starry sky. With powerful arms—on
which the muscles stretched taut as wires—he plied the whipstock: a mobile pitch-black shape against the
immobility of everything around him and the faint, gray light now touching the hilltops.
Now the lash would coil round the long stock like a nest of snakes. Then it would rustle like a scythe. And
when Great Oupa laid about him with greater gusto, the whip would crack continuously, the echoes rippling away
down the dark kloof.\fn{Gorge.}
A dim light was stealing over the veld. Through the gaps among the somber clouds, massed over the horizon,
the day, bronze and scarlet, was breaking. Then the light came so quickly, it was as if the whip had split the
clouds, letting in the new life and investing that spacious world with another dawn.
A last lazy flick of the voorslag\fn{The end of the whip.} and a cluster of dewdrops on a tuft of grass splintered
into sparks.
*
With his boots wet from the dew, Great Oupa Lourens stood in the voorkamer,\fn{Parlor.} gazing pensively up
at the framed family tree that occupied a place of honor on the wall. An old Dutch tramp who had arrived on the
farm one morning with a little bundle and a black case full of paint and brushed on his back, had painted the tree
with great care accordingly to the details provided him by Great Oupa. No one could have said to what species the
family tree belonged, but there was no doubt about it—it was the Lournes tree, gnarled and old, with its roots
deep in an unknown fruitful soil, and with spreading branches and many fresh shoots, reaching to the heights.
And now Francina would have to take down that picture and paint in—as meticulously as the old peddler—the
new green bough … Why, for a whole year he, Great Oupa, had paid for special drawing lessons for Francina in
the village and he hadn’t sent her to that old English spinster to gather pumpkins …
It was in the voorkamer that the old colored woman, Ai Rosie, who had helped Great Ouma\fn{Grandmother.}
bring me into the world, came upon her master. A few years older than he, she had looked after him when he was
a baby, often carrying him on her back about the house or outside on the wide, sloping werf.
“Why on earth is Oubaas looking at a dead painted old tree,” she broke into his reverie, “when there’s a fat
bouncing baby shouting to be looked at in that room over there?”
“You’re right, Ai Rosie!” Great Oupa said gaily. “But how strange to think you are only a branch of the tree,
yet you feel as old and as strong as one of its deepest roots ...”
Somewhat ill at ease, he stood in front of the bed where Mother and I were lying. He bent over me, looked at
me with a frown, and gave Mother’s pale forehead a slight caress with is large, rough hand.
“Anna, child, it’s a fine strong son!” was his only remark. “We are proud of you.”
In the kitchen he drank three cups of coffee and finished off a plate of rusks; then walked slowly towards the
sheep-kraal where he slaughtered six sheep, hanging the skins in a row to dry among the cobwebs in a far corner
of the wagon-house.
One for the new Petrus Lafras Lourens who this morning for the first time had opened his eyes to God’s fair
world; the second for Ai Rosie and her family; the third for his colored laborers who were dipping sheep at Kleinplaas; another for the Dominee\fn{Minister.} who would later come and baptize the child; number five for the first
visitor to set foot on the farm.
And the last sheep for his neighbor, pig-headed old Kobus van Graan, with whom he was always at loggerheads—for two long years the two families hadn’t spoken a Christian word to one another and all because of a
cursed patch of grazing land; once the Van Graans, by planting an open garden right on the boundary between the
two farms, had even enticed some of his cattle beyond the disputed piece of grazing land on to the garden and
then whisked the cattle off to have them impounded in the village miles away; but that was an old story, he did not
want to think about it any more. …
About noon that day Great Ouma was at last free to fetch the apples she needed for the midday meal from the
loft. The door at the top of the stone staircase stood ajar, and a grayish-blue mistiness lingered about the loft.
Broad tobacco leaves—a ripe gold and deep brown—hung in rows from the roof; and in the dim corners there
was a reddish glow where apples lay in heaps.
*
Great Oupa’s coffin stood in its customary place in the middle; but the small bags of dried fruit, tea and sugar,
and the tinned food that were usually stored inside the coffin, now surrounded it in disorder, either dumped on one
side or clumsily stacked one on top of the other. On a tin of sardines, at the head of the coffin, lay Great Oupa’s
pipe.
Puzzled, Great Ouma walked towards the coffin, and stopped beside it.
There, stretched out on his back, lay Great Oupa, fast asleep.
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Nonplussed, Great Ouma stood gazing down at her sleeping husband. When she had been a young girl people
had said, “Young Lafras has got a screw loose …” or, “Sure as eggs that pokkel\fn{Fatty.} of a Piet Lourens hasn’t
got all his little pigs in his sty …” But during all the years of their happy marriage it had been precisely his sudden
whims or “inspirations”—something spontaneous and boyish in his character—that had given her some of the
happiest hours of her life.
He looked contented lying there …
Then her lips tightened and her small, square chin set in its usual firm lines. What nonsense was this, lying in
his coffin in broad daylight! Bending over, she shook him by the arm.
Without stirring, Great Oupa gazed up at her with a happy, calm expression on his face. Then, with his voice a
little drowsy from the sleep, he explained:
“I was standing here, thinking … My bed I know only too well, I have long since got used to it. My parents
slept in it, I was born in it, you and I have slept in it these many years. And I must die in it. But what of my bed
later on? The coffin in which I shall have to lie so much longer—until this teak wood and I, my very bones, are
dust and ashes? So I climbed in just to see what it feels like. I lit my pipe, lay looking at the cobwebs up there”—
he had picked up his pipe and was pointing at the cobwebs—“and with the pleasant smell from the tobacco leaves
and the apples, my thoughts started drifting. …” And Great Oupa made several slow gestures with the pipe as if to
indicate just how smooth and elegant had been the drift of his thoughts.
“But, old Santa”—he now sat upright in his coffin—“what about those mutton chops of yours? You know it is
my favorite dish … And I am so hungry my insides are shouting for food!”
Laughing happily, they went arm in arm down the broad staircase.
*
In those days the farmers whose farms, like that of Great Oupa, were a long way from Swellendam, went very
seldom into the village. Death, like a hailstorm in the wheat, rinderpest among the cattle, blue tongue among the
sheep, could come at any moment. So everyone had his coffin ready on the loft.
Great Oupa’s coffin must have cost quite a sum. It had stood there, a glossy brown, among half a dozen black
coffins in the undertaker’s shop at Swellendam. Great Oupa did not hesitate for a moment.
“This is it, my cot!” and he drummed with his knuckles against the coffin lid. He had it put on his wagon and
then drove to the house of his friend, Jan Steyn, where he, his host and three or four of their cronies had a long
“session” on the Drosdy stoep, swilling their gullets with old Cape wine until the shadows crowded around them
so, they couldn’t see the glasses in their hands.
I often saw the coffin up there in the loft.
I remember distinctly when I first came upon it. I had crept into the loft to steal some dried fruit; and suddenly
I saw it—slim but solidly built, dark but with a gleam to it in that half-light among the red and green tins, white
boxes, warmly-glowing apples and the pendant tobacco leaves with their warm tones. Without knowing it I had
removed my cap; and I remained standing there, unable to take my eyes off the coffin.
But I wasn’t long before I got busy on the dried fruit. The next time I saw the coffin, the lid was off and Great
Ouma was again using it as a larder for her tea, sugar and tinned foods.
When Great Oupa with Francina, his favorite grandchild, seated on the wakis\fn{Wagon-box.} beside him, drove
off from Bontebokskloof on his thousand-mile trek to the Transvaal\fn{ One of the (former) provinces of South Africa, in
the extreme north-west of the country. Long associated with Afrikaaner oppression, since majority-rule, it has been divided into four
provinces, and the very name of the place has disappeared .} to visit relations he hadn’t seen for years and also to do some

business there, the coffin, filled to the brim with provisions, stood jammed amongst a clutter of other bulky articles at the back of the covered wagon.
Grerat Oupa cracked his whip, bellowed to the oxen, for the last time Francia waved her spotted bonnet—her
head, tilted back, fair as ripe corn in the sun—and soon the groaning, creaking wagon had dropped behind the
ridge.
Nine months later they returned from their long trip—without the coffin. When Oom Lewies of Tant Sarie had
died there in the wilderness of the Bushveld of the poison from the lion’s claws, Great Oupa had ceded his “teak
bed” to him.
Why, he asked, should he worry about so small a thing as death? He was as strong as an ox and felt stronger
every day.
But when communion came round again, he took the precaution of making a fresh choice from a bunch of
brand-new “black sheep” in the undertaker’s shop at Swellendam.
*
In those parts it was the custom among the framers to give their coffins in loan to one another. For instance, if
there was a sudden death with no coffin handy and the village was too far away for a wagon or cart and horse to
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get there in time, well, then you just had to help your neighbor to a “last haven.”
I remember Great Oupa’s coffin making at least three changes up there on the loft. First Koos Badenhorst was
carried in Great Oupa’s coffin to the Badenhorst churchyard near the old homestead at Soetwater. In its substitute,
provided by the Badenhorsts, “Squint-eye” Frans de Vries, of Ouplaas, found his last resting-place. And a year
later, if I remember correctly, it was old “Barrel-belly” Hans Boshoff, of Heuningrant, who went to his grave in
Great Oupa’s “cot.”
*
Once again I was spending the long summer vacation on the old farm.
The second afternoon after my arrival the old dispute between the two families was again nagging at Great
Oupa’s mind. Beside the kraal gate he discussed it with his eldest son, Oom Piet.
“What a contrary fellow Neef Kobus is!” he was saying. “Just like a sheep that won’t go into the kraal gate!
Everything I could do to make an end of this eternal squabbling I have done—but nothing helps! I even suggested
that he take three-quarters of that piece of grazing land. He can do what he likes with it, plough and sow there,
even put a fence round it.
“I hear some of our farmers have no more use for beacons. They’re beginning to use barbed wire now, strange
idea—then we’ll call it our Wire of Peace! Only we must retain that small strip next to the stream so that we can
have some of the water. They get most of it, in any case, higher up.”
The long summer days passed quickly. Great Oupa, I soon discovered, had developed a new habit. During the
day one would suddenly miss him, find him neither in the wheatfields nor at the dam.
One afternoon I was walking along the riverbed, about two miles from the homestead. There, in a desolate
kloof against the mountain, I was startled by a weird protracted sound from somewhere nearby. It stopped, then
began again. It was like a long drawn-out groan; that of an animal, I thought, in great pain. I had come to a dead
stop, listening. Then I walked forward mechanically and, forcing my way through some undergrowth, came upon
Great Oupa sitting on a grassy bank.
He was bending over with his hands clenching his knees. On his contorted face there was an expression I shall
never forget; and while he clenched and unclenched his hands, fierce groans broke from his lips.
A cold had seemed to touch my heart. Then Great Oupa noticed me where I stood, bewildered and speechless,
beside a shrub.
At once the agonized expression had disappeared, the face was normal again, the gaze calm and the eyes had
the first little spark of a smile.
He beckoned to me. I sat down beside him;. Within a few minutes he was as amusing as ever, telling me about
the good old days when he and his three brothers were small boys; how they practically lived down here in the
river-bed; how with enormous guns that today would kick grown-up people clean out of their boots, they had
hunted wild animals, yes, even leopards, all on their own, here, in this same tangled kloof.
But I had a strong feeling something was wrong and I could hear my heart throbbing.
Beads of sweat, I noticed, stood on Great Oupa’s forehead; and now and again his fingers would tremble
slightly.
We walked through the veld. Great Oupa was still talking animatedly; and as he talked, he would flick off the
head of a veld flower with is horse-whip, something I had never seen him do before.
At table that evening he was as humorous as ever. But I did not sleep much that night.
The feeling of fear and horror, the cruel assault on my young mind and imagination that I had experienced that
afternoon in the kloof, was repeated with shattering immediacy when a few months later I learned in one of my
first Latin lessons that the word cancer meant “crab.”
When with the passing of time the disease struck deeper roots into that big, strong body and Great Oupa was
often so exhausted that he no longer felt capable of repairing to his old sanctuary, the veld, he and Great Ouma
changed their bedroom—moving to the old part of the house where the walls were several feet thick. It would be
cooler there in summer, Great Oupa said. And as far as winter was concerned, it was the only room in the house
with a decent fireplace …
Nobody knew what actually was happening behind those thick walls. Only as time went by Great Ouma’s face
became more wrinkled and her back more bent; as if in her efforts to draw on all her resources of love, patience
and an obstinate resistance, her small body was gradually shrinking.
Always after one of those terrible attacks, Great Oupa would be at his gayest. Then there was no coping with
his high spirits, his debonair sense of humor.
A group of us would sit around the dining-room table or in the warm, late afternoon sun on the stoep, listening
spellbound to everything he said. No one would interrupt him. Only one person would be speaking, Great Oupa.
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At times his humor would have a light touch—subtle, playful, ironical. But his irony was directed mostly
against himself; and where it touched on the failings of his fellow-men, it never hurt.
On other occasions his mood was warm and human, full of understanding—gentle as sunlight on green hills
after rain.
Sometimes, however, it became boisterous, extravagant. Then his laughter would come in great gusts of bawdy
humor; he would be so forthright, so exuberantly coarse that many of us, especially the older ones, would have
tears running down our cheeks and Great Ouma, if she were present, would lift up her hands as if to ward off a
blow, and then quietly but very effectively put an end to all this “godlessness.”
It was then I always felt his humor was vital and earthy; and it had something physical like sea-water streaming over you on a hot summer’s day and making your whole body tingle with coolness.
“Laughter is a glorious, sacred thing,” Great Oupa once said, “a gift from God. …
“In this old life of ours that can be so hard and bitter, laughter is often our only defence against life.
“And also our only defence against death enabling us to look it straight in the face and even, sometimes, play
the fool with it …
“Laughter is of us humans, the land, the earth; and the nearer you get to the earth, the nearer you get to
heaven.”
*
In her lean-to against the hill old Mieta was found dead one morning. More than a hundred years old, she had
been one of the slaves\fn{The British abolished slavery in South Africa in 1833, the last of three measures bitterly resented by many
of the Dutch-colonials, who came to South Africa as early as 1652, long before the English—the others were the establishment of English
as the official language of South Africa (1822) and laws protecting native labor (1828)—resulting in the Great Trek (1835-the early 1840’s)
in which between 12,000 and 15,000 Afrikaaner families—approximately a quarter of all the Dutch-colonials—together with their slaves
and servants, left Cape Colony for the northern parts of the country not then within the English political orbit of control .} of Great

Oupa’s grandfather down at the Cape many, many years ago, and had served the Lourens family faithfully all her
long life.
She had had, even in her old age, a vivid personality and a great fund of humor; and with her store of Malay
folklore, her Boer samples for every ailment and her endless picturesque anecdotes from the past, she had been
Great Oupa’s favorite among his colored servants.
Quite often I would see him standing in front of her shack talking to her where she sat with her back propped
up against the mud wall, turning her wizened old face now up at him and then at the sun; and not infrequently
during our long talks on the stoep he would embellish some talk he had heard, I knew, from Mieta.
Now Great Oupa again stood in front of old Mieta’s lean-to, but this time he seemed angry—rebuking her
grandson, Adoons, who until a few minutes ago had been busy nailing together some planks for a coffin for his
grandmother.
“Shame on you, Adoons!” he exclaimed. “Surely your old Granny deserves something better than that? To
think of that awful contraption being her crib for all eternity! Go and fetch my coffin from the loft!”
So the small, shriveled body was laid out in the large, heavy coffin with its glistening copper fittings. Carefully
Adoons filled up the large gap at Mieta’s feet with two of her own blankets, “just to balance poor old Oumatjie.”
The burial service was conducted by Great Oupa himself.
He sat in the driver’s seat with beside him his brother, Nicolaas, “Crazy Nick” or “Nick the Noodle,” as he was
called in the neighborhood. In the middle of the open wagon stood the beautiful dark-brown coffin, the sun
striking sparks from its handles. Slowly the wagon rolled over the werf.\fn{Farmyard.}
A little ahead, sexton for the occasion Adoons paced with slow, measured tread—elegant and dignified,
conscious of his importance in this last solemn rite; the tails of the morning coat Great Oupa had given him some
years ago almost trailing, in spite of the large tuck at the back, in the dust.
The procession swung away from the werf to follow the road where a thick aloe hedge shut it off on both sides
from the wheatfields.
“Lafras, man, charge Adoons! Get him!” Oom Nicholaas shouted.
I do not know what it was—the fine day, the vitality Great Oupa suddenly felt surging within him in this long
pause between two attacks, or perhaps Oom Nic’s suggestion—but the next moment the great whip-thong curled
through the air. Three loud cracks and the mules had jerked into action, the wagon lurching forward and gravel
flying in all directions.
Adoon’s first great oath was swept away on the wind. With coat tails spread out almost horizontally, he ran
down the road as if the devil and all his imps were jabbing him in the heels.
The first mule was almost on top of Adoons, when he swerved off the road, dashed through a large opening in
the hedge and went racing over the open veld. Great Oupa swung the wagon through the opening and started
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chasing Adoons over the uneven stubble land, the coffin bouncing up and down on the wagon.
Against the still, golden surface of the freshly-mown fields, Adoons was a pitch-black charging form with
whirling arms and long coat tails flapping in the wind. After some distance of clattering progress Great Oupa
came to his senses, halting the wagon. On top of a small rise, about a hundred yards off, stood Adoons, breathless
but full of righteous indignation.
Great Oupa beckoned Adoons with the whip to come and resume his office in the ceremony.
Against the ridge above the drif he conducted the service, together the three of them sang “Rest, My Soul, Thy
God is King,” each dropped a handful of red earth upon the coffin, Adoons filled up the open grave with a spade
Oom Nic had placed in the wagon for the purpose, and Great Oupa, seeing a couple of hawks circling high above
his head, marched off to fetch his gun and fix those blasted pests that were always gobbling up Great Ouma’s
eggs.
*
Death was slow in coming to Great Oupa.
On an afternoon when the last sheaves of the loveliest harvest Great Oupa had ever seen, were being gathered
into his sheds, Great Ouma died suddenly of a heart attack.
And Great Oupa had to bear his cross in solitude until Francia resigned her teaching post at Swellendam to
come and keep house at Bontebokskloof.
Shortly after Great Ouma’s death, Great Oupa wrote Oom Kobus a long, friendly letter—but there was no
answer.
It was then, in the first few months after her death, that I noticed how deeply the folds and wrinkles had bitten
into Great Oupa’s face. Above the broad arched forehead the hair had become whiter, scarcer. Great Oupa’s long
coat now hung loose around his body, he looked thinner and his collars were too wide for him. Under his chin the
skin hung slack; and once, when I was sitting next to him on the stoep, I thought of the peculiar neck of the
mountain tortoise that I had come upon near the kraal the day before, and that I had finally coaxed into pushing
its head out of its shell.
*
It was at the beginning of the Great Drought that Great Oupa came to hear of the sudden death overnight of his
old neighbor and “bosom enemy,” Kobus van Graan; and that the oubaas\fn{Old master; a title of respect for age or
position.} had made no provision for himself and was now lying cold and without a coffin in his large four-poster at
Blouklip.
One of Oom Kobus’s colored servants had told Adoons about it down at the spruit. The old quarrel about the
grazing land had recently flared up again. Louren’s and Van Graans no longer greeted one another, not even in
front of the church door. Great Oupa told his grandson, Mattheus, to get his new coffin from the loft, put it on the
wagon and take it to Blouklip.
“When I let Kobus van Graan know the other day he should pay us a visit so that we could clear up this matter
once and for all,” Great Oupa said quietly, “he did not even answer my letter. But he told Neef Jan Louw he
would never set foot in my house again. Now he’ll be my house’s guest till Judgment Day. …”
*
The Great Drought had scorched the earth a gray-black when Great Oupa eventually came to die.
Spent, with his face bonier than ever, he lay in his large, wide bed as if for the first time he was utterly
abandoned and helpless—and with at times such a calm expression on his face he seemed already dead.
At his bedside Francina wept without restraint and in a bunched group near the farther window the menfolk
whispered together; for the eldest among them, Oom Piet, had only just discovered that the coffin on the loft
would be too small for his father.
Berend, Kobus van Graan’s youngest son, careless bungler that he was, had brought a coffin that in no way
conformed to Great Oupa’s stature. And to get to Swellendam today or tomorrow, or even this week, was quite out
of the question. Where before there had been a wide sheet of water in the pan, the earth now was as cracked as a
dead leaf; the few remaining horses had just enough strength to plod from one patch of shadow to the other in
their vain search for food; and in the parched river-bed the skulls and bones of oxen lay bleaching in the flat,
white glare of the sun.
Of their neighbors, the three De Villiers were short men, and all the other men of medium height … Nowhere
in the neighborhood would they find a coffin to fit Great Oupa’s six feet three inches.
Great Oupa, whose ear was so acute he could hear from the front stoep the call of a tarentaal against the ridge,
slowly opened his eyes and turned his head in the direction of his children.
“Francina, don’t cry any more, my child. Life is much too precious for you to mourn over someone’s death.
“Life goes on.
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“It’s only death that comes to a dead-end like the cave I showed you one day in the mountain up there.” And
lifting his hand, he pointed through the window beside his bed at the distant Langeberge.
“Be glad that we’ve had such pleasant times together.
“And for your heartache, the days that lie ahead will be good doctors.
“And Petrus, Mattheus, Johannes, Jacobus, Christoffel, Arnoldus”—it was the first time I heard him solemnly
calling his sons by their full, sonorous names and not merely Piet, Tewis, Jan, Koos, Chris and Nols—“you have
your hands full enough just keeping your families alive until the drought breaks for you to be worrying your heads
about such a trifle as a coffin that’s too small. Do you think I don’t know it’s too small? I measured it myself the
week before last. Funny, that even in death Kobus van Graan should have caught me out …
“Look, Piet, get Adoons. He is a good carpenter. Those deal planks at the back of the wagon-shed, let him
knock them together and give them a good lick of varnish. It’ll be dry by tomorrow. And don’t break your necks
because I won’t be put away in a teak coffin. Sailors used to wrap some of our ancestors in a piece of sail and
drop them into the sea …
“Piet, you are the eldest. This eternal quarrel with the Van Graans must stop now for good and all. With our
everlasting bickering, old Kobus and I were thorns enough in the side of our good Lord. Give Berend and the
others the grazing land or what remains of it, and basta!\fn{Italian for “Enough!”, as in the kind of command a mother would
use to her children.} Then if I meet Kobus van Graan on the other side, he’ll probably greet me …”
A little laugh and Great Oupa turned his head to the window, gazing at the mountains for some time. Then he
closed his eyes.
He never spoke again.
*
On a wind-still afternoon full of scorching sunlight, gray bone-dry old Mother Earth took back her son in a
plain deal coffin without a single fitting.
On the night after the funeral Great Oupa’s twentieth great-grandchild was born.
103.94 Sathana’s Daughter: A Folktale\fn{told by Nontsomi Langa (c.1912-after 1967)} Gatyana Location, Transkei,
Eastern Cape Province, South Africa (F) 7
A certain young man was thirsty one night, just before dawn, so he took a container and went down to a river.
At the river, he found a young man who was crouching on a rock. He greeted him.
“Hello there!”
“Yes, hello!”
They conversed, and at daybreak they parted. The young man dipped his water and went home.
The next night, again just before dawn, he again became thirsty. He awakened at the same time, in the middle
of the night, just before the dawn, and he again went to the river. And that same man was there. They chatted once
more, they talked and talked. As they were parting, that man said,
“My friend, where do you come from?” He said,
“My home’s right over there.” The other man said,
“I’m asking you this because even though we’re on friendly terms we haven’t discussed our own personal
lives.”
“And where do you come from?” He said,
“There’s my home, over there on the horizon. You can just see it above the trees. There are jobs available at my
home. You must come over there if you’re looking for work.”
“Good! I’ll come tomorrow! When I get there, what shall I say? Whose homestead shall I say I’m looking
for?”
“Just say that you want Sathana’s homestead.”
The young man woke up the next morning, and went off to Sathana’s homestead. When he got there, he found
that the person with whom he had chatted was not there. Only the daughter of Sathana was at home.
“Hello.”
“Yes.”
“This is terrible! How can you be coming to this homestead? No one ever comes here!”
“Well, I met a man from this homestead, and he told me that this was his home. He said that there was work
here. I have come to seek employment.”
“Well, today you’re going to die! No one ever comes to this house! Come here, I’ll show you. This is our
house.”
They went into the house. She said,
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“Look up there. Do you see those seven heads? The seventh is the head of my mother. My father, Sathana,
wants to have eight heads, that’s why he wants yours.”
The young man sat down and wept.
“What shall I do?”
He just sat there and cried.
Sathana arrived. When he got there, the youth saw that Sathana was no longer a young man: the person who
arrived was very old. He said,
“Hello.”
“Yes!”
“Go into that house over there, and sleep.”
So he went into the house with the seven heads.
During the night, Sathana’s daughter came to him. She had stolen some food for him. She said,
“Don’t tell my father that I did this for you. If you tell him, I too will die.”
“I thank you for this food.”
And he did not tell her father what she had done. The next morning, Sathana came along, and said,
“Say, Fellow.” The other said,
“Hii?”
“Come out!”
He came out.
“Do you see that forest over there?” He said,
“I see it.”
“I want it all to be cut down. Today! All of it! Completely! Level everything, even trees as small as this.”
“All right.”
The man thrust a huge ax into the youth’s hands and departed, riding away on his gelding—a horse powered by
fire.
The young man went to the forest, but no matter how hard he struck the trees, they would not fall down. No
matter how forcefully he struck them, they would not fall.
At midday, the girl came to the forest, having stolen some food for him. She took the ax and swung it. With
that single blow, she cut down a mimosa tree—and all the trees in the forest fell at once. Then the girl went home,
saying,
“Don’t tell my father what I did. If you do, I too will die.”
Well then, the young man returned some time later. Sathana returned from his trip—he was still searching for
heads.
“Well, my friend, did you down that mimosa forest?” He said,
“Completely. I just cut the trees down!”
“Oh. Well. That is good.”
Then it was time to sleep. In the morning, Sathana came again.
“Say, Fellow.”
“Hii?”
“Come out.”
And he came out.
When he had come out, he saw that there was a large plain where the forest had been the day before—and it
was filled with crows. Sathana said,
“Do you see those crows?” He said,
“I see them.”
“Take this then.” He gave him a gun.
“Are you a good shot?”
“I am.”
“By the time I return, there should not be one living crow. You should have killed them all. Shoot even the
young ones.”
He gave him bullets, and the young man loaded the gun. But no matter what he did, the crows scattered—then
immediately flew down again. Not even one was killed. No matter how he shot, the crows merely scattered, and
returned. Not even one died.
Finally, the girl came to him again. She loaded the gun, she loaded the gun and shot one crow.
And they all died at once. Then she said,
“Don’t tell my father what I’ve just done. Just say that you destroyed these birds yourself.”
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She went home. And when she got home, her father arrived. Soon afterward, the young man returned also, and
Sathana asked,
“Well, did you shoot the birds?” He said,
“They are all dead. I got rid of them, and I’ve returned with bullets to spare.”
It was night, and all went to sleep. Then they got up, and the older man went to the other and said,
“Say, Fellow!’
“Hii?”
“Come out.”
He came out.
On the plain where the crows were the day before, there was now a glimmering pool of water.
“Do you see that pool?” He said,
“I see it.”
“A needle belonging to my daughter is in that pool. By the time I return, you should have retrieved that needle
and brought it here.”
The young man disrobed and wallowed in that pool, scooping up mud, scooping up mud, but he was unable to
find the needle.
The girl came again at midday. She took off her clothes, went into the pool, and emerged with the needle. She
gave it to the young man, and went home. He followed shortly afterward. Sathana returned from his journey, and
said,
“Well, I admit that you are a very skillful worker!”
The young man had already earned thirty shillings for the work that he had done, but Sathana did not give him
the money. Instead, he kept it. They slept, and then it was time to get up. Sathana went over to him:
“Hey, Fellow!”
“Hii?”
“Come out!”
He came out.
Where the pool had been the day before there was now a dam. He said,
“Do you see that dam over there?” He said,
“I see it.”
“Go and find my daughter’s ring in that dam! Have it here when I return.”
Sathana saddled his horse and departed. At the dam, the young man sifted through the mud, he sifted it, and
sifted it. After a time, the girl came, and she found the ring. She gave it to the young man, and then she went
home. He also went home, and found that Sathana was already there.
“I found it.”
“That is good.”
At night, they slept. Then Sathana woke up and went to that house once again.
“Say, Fellow!”
“Hii?”
“Come out.”
And he came out.
There was now a meadow where the dam had been, and there was much undergrowth. Sathana said,
“Take this bag of millet and sow it over there. Sow it all, don’t leave one grain in the bag. When you’ve done
that, you must pick up every grain and fill the bag once more.”
The young man scattered the grain. He scattered it, then began to pick the grains up, putting them into the bag.
He would sit down and cry, then pick up two grains of millet and throw them into the bag; then he would sit and
cry, and again pick up two grains and put them into the bag. He would sit down and cry, pick up two grains and
put them into this bag.
Finally, the girl came. She picked up one grain and put it into the bag. And immediately the bag filled up, and
the girl went home. The fellow put the bag on his shoulder, and carried it home. He arrived at the same time as
Sathana.
“Well, did you gather the grain?”
“Yes, I did, my lord. Actually, I’m used to filling a bag with grains that have been sown in the undergrowth.
I’ve done it before.”
“Well. You are quite a worker, young man! But now, what have you been eating all this time?”
“I live on water. At home, I never eat food. It’s just as you saw me over there at the river. That’s all I eat, just
water.”
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“Oh!”
Time passed, it was dusk and they went to sleep. They awakened in the morning and Sathana came once again.
“Say, Fellow!
“Hii?”
“I am going again. This time, I’m going to let you rest a little. Just go over there to my horse, untie it and take
it to the dam to drink water. Then tether it on that other ridge.”
Well then, friends, the young man went over to the horse, but it was very troublesome. No matter how hard he
tried, the horse created obstacles for him.
Then the girl came, and she managed to get the horse to the dam. When she had given it water, she went on to
tether it on that other ridge. Then she went home, and so did the young man.
Sathana returned.
“Well, have you put my horse over there?”
“I have done so, lord.”
“Oh. You are quite strong. Didn’t the horse make things difficult for you?”
“It did give me a lot of trouble, but I persevered.”
“Well. That is all right. You are a good worker.”
Then it was night, and they slept. When they had risen the next morning, Sathana went to him.
“Say, Fellow!”
“Hii?”
“Come out.”
He came out.
“Today, once again I’m going to let you rest. Just pass the time away at my home. But before you rest, do you
see that willow tree?”
“I see it.”
“Just go over there and bring my life secret down from that tree. My life secret is over there, up in the willow
tree, over there on that ridge—you can see the tree swaying this way. Do you see it?”
“Yes.”
This willow tree had been barked. It had been made smooth, it had been smoothed, smoothed, and then it had
been greased with pig fat. The young man went to the tree, but he could not get a firm foot-hold.
Then the young woman came. At first it seemed that it would be an easy climb for her. But when she was
halfway up the tree, she slipped and fell and landed on the ground on her buttocks. She darted up the tree once
more, but again when she was midway, she slipped and fell to the ground.
The young man wept. But the girl ran off and went into her house. She came out with a cat and she put the cat
on the tree. Up went the cat up the tree, with its claws. It reached the top of the tree, the very top, and it took that
life secret—two eggs. The cat brought the eggs down in its mouth, it came down from the tree and deposited the
eggs on the ground. Then the young man said,
“Young woman, I am courting you now. You have preserved my life. We must flee now, while your father is
away. You’ve been devising plans for me constantly, but my luck may soon run out here. I want you to become
my wife!”
The young woman agreed to his proposal so they packed their things. They packed and packed, tying their
provisions on top of that horse-of-the-wind. Then they mounted the horse, carrying with them those two eggs.
Sathana, wherever he was, knew at once that there had been a departure from his home. So he hurriedly
returned, but found the place deserted. Nothing remained, not even his money. Everything had been taken away.
He gave chase. Actually, he had already stopped their progress. They imagined that they were running away,
but they were only marking time. He had used his magic to slow them down: while they thought that they were
galloping at full speed, the horse was just standing still it was not gaining ground.
The young woman then took one of the eggs, and she dropped it behind her. It broke—and suddenly cliffs and
stony hills appeared, great rivers materialized. It was now impossible for Sathana to go on, so he turned around
and went back home. There, he obtained an ax and a spade; he also brought a knife along and, to empty the river,
a dish. He returned, and he splashed the water out of the rivers, he splashed it, he splashed and splashed it. He
knocked the hills and cliffs down with his ax, and everything became level again. Then he mounted his horse, and
gave chase.
The young woman allowed Sathana to move in front of them. Then she took the other egg, and threw it at him.
The egg struck him right in the forehead, and he fell. He died, along with that gelding on which he was mounted,
a gelding hog.
The young woman thereby gained her freedom, and she went on with her husband.
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*
On and on they went, on and on. Then, when they were close to his home, near the river where water was
dipped by the people, the young woman said,
“We just can’t, the two of us, go into town this way, mounted on these horses. Why don’t you just go ahead
and unload the things at your home? When you’ve done that, inspan\fn{ Hitch up.} a yoke of oxen and come and
fetch me. But you mustn’t greet anyone during this period! If you do that, you’ll forget about me. You must not
even allow your dog to welcome you. You might have to strike it to keep it away from you. You can pet it when I
arrive at your home.”
He agreed. When the young man reached his home, he proceeded to lay out the yokes, remaining quiet the
whole time. He spread them out over there at his home, and instructed the boys to bring up the oxen.
His mother was asking him questions the whole time.
“My child, I’ve missed you so much. Why? What happened? Who?”
Finally, he greeted his mother. His dog also came to him and fussed over him. And now the young man forgot
that he had left someone over by the hill, at the river.
And that was the end of that.
*
In the meantime, this young woman was being exposed to the hot rays of the sun. There was a mimosa tree that
slanted over the water. This young woman of his climbed up that tree and sat there, so that she could get a cool
breeze. When she had been there for some time, a certain woman who lived across the river told her child,
“Run, my child. Go and dip some water for me at the river. I’m thirsty, I’ve been working in the fields.”
The child refused, she utterly refused. But in the end, she was persuaded to go. And when this child looked into
the water, she said,
“Oh! My mother has no right to send me on an errand—because I’m so beautiful! I can’t submit to that! Let
her die of thirst!” So she went home with her empty container.
“Where’s the water?” The child said,
“I didn’t realize that I am so beautiful! No one has any right to send me on such an errand. I refuse to consider
it! Never again will I go to the river—because I’m so beautiful!”
Her mother took a bucket, and she went to the river. When she got there, she looked into the water and—
“Oh! What has happened to me? I have never been aware that I look so young! I did not know that I was still
so beautiful!”
She dipped, she dipped, and when she looked more closely at this face that was reflected in the water, she saw
that it was really quite unlike her own in its complexion. This face was light in color. Because she was mature, she
realized that it was not her own reflection.
“There’s someone here!” she said. “Hello, my child!”
“Yes.”
“Whose child are you?” The young woman said,
“I might as well be yours.” She said,
“Come down.”
So she came down. When she had done so, the mother said,
“Whose child are you, my child?” She said,
“You may adopt me, mother. I’m lost. I don’t know who I am.”
“Come with me.”
The two went home. They reached her home, and the young woman became the woman’s child. She was given
as a gift two little fowls—a hen and a cock. And this young woman began to teach these fowls to talk, she
continually taught them how to speak. Then one day, she said,
“Mother.”
“Yes.”
“My fowls are able to talk.”
“What do they say?” She said,
“Bring me some maize, and I’ll show you how they do it.”
The woman brought some maize, and she gave it to them. They ate and ate. Then the hen said,
You eat and eat, and then attack me!
Aren’t you the one to whom my father said,
‘Cut down the forest’?
I came and found you crying, and assisted you!
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And the hen ate the maize: go go go go-xho!\fn{An ideophone, suggesting a fowl eating grain.}
You eat and eat, and then attack me!
Aren’t you the one to whom my father said,
‘Shoot crows on the veld’?
I came and found you crying, and assisted you!

Go go go go-xho!
You eat and eat, and then attack me!
Aren’t you the one to whom my father said,
‘Bring my daughter’s needle from the pool’?
I came and found you crying, and assisted you!

Go go go go-xho!
You eat and eat, and then attack me!
Aren’t you the one to whom my father said,
‘Bring my daughter’s ring from the pool’?
I came and found you crying, and assisted you!

Go go go go-xho!
You eat and eat, and then attack me!
Aren’t you the one to whom my father said,
‘Gather millet from the undergrowth’?
I came and found you crying, and assisted you!

Go go go go-xho!
You eat and eat, and then attack me!
Aren’t you the one to whom my father said,
‘Bring my fiery horse’?
I came and found you crying, and assisted you!

Go go go go-xho!
You eat and eat, and then attack me!
Aren’t you the one to whom my father said,
‘Bring my life from the willow tree’?
I came and found you crying, and assisted you!

Go go go go-xho!
You eat and eat, and then attack me!
Aren’t you the one who said,
‘I should kill my father on the veld’?
I came and found you crying, and assisted you!

Go go go go-xho!
You eat and eat, and then attack me!
Aren’t you the one who abandoned me on the veld?
Left me alone on the veld?
I came and found you crying, and assisted you!

Then her mother said,
“Stop now, my child!”
*
In another homestead, a wedding was taking place. That young man was getting married: when he had arrived
at his home, he had gone courting in speedy fashion—with the help of that large amount of money he had brought
from Sathana’s place.
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These fowls also went to that man’s wedding. The woman went too, she and her adopted mother took these
fowls along with them. They arrived just before the ceremony was to take place, this child was carrying both of
the fowls.
Her adopted mother whistled, “Viiiiiiiiyo!” She stopped the marriage, saying that it could not go on.
“I have a child here with some talking fowls! If you want them to talk, just say so.”
The response was a calm of anticipation, everybody was ready to listen to these fowls. Someone suggested that
maize be brought. It was brought and fed to them. They ate and ate: go go go go-xho!
You eat and eat, and then attack me!
Aren’t you the one to whom my father said,
‘Cut down the forest’?
I came and found you crying, and assisted you!

Go go go go-xho!
You eat and eat, and then attack me!
Aren’t you the one to whom my father said,
‘Shoot crows on the veld’?
I came and found you crying, and assisted you!

Go go go go-xho!
You eat and eat, and then attack me!
Aren’t you the one to whom my father said,
‘Bring my daughter’s needle from the pool’?
I came and found you crying, and assisted you!

Go go go go-xho!
You eat and eat, and then attack me!
Aren’t you the one to whom my father said,
‘Bring my daughter’s ring from the pool’?
I came and found you crying and assisted you!

Go go go go-xho!
You eat and eat and then attack me!
Aren’t you the one to whom my father said,
‘Scatter millet over the undergrowth’?
I came and found you crying, and assisted you!

Go go go go-xho!
You eat and eat, and then attack me!
Aren’t you the one to whom my father said,
‘Bring my fiery horse’?
I came and found you crying: and assisted you!

Go go go go-xho!
You eat and eat, and then attack me!
Aren’t you the one to whom my father said,
‘Bring my life from the willow tree’?
I came and found you crying, and assisted you!

Go go go go-xho!
You eat and eat, and then attack me!
Aren’t you the one who said,
‘I should kill my father on the veld’?
I came and found you crying, and assisted you!

Go go go go-xho!
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You eat and eat, and then attack me!
Aren’t you the one who said,
‘I should remain in the wilderness’?
And then you abandoned me!

Suddenly that man remembered!
He threw the wedding proceedings into confusion, the ceremony was nullified.
The bridal party was driven away.
He made a fresh start now, he initiated the procedure for marrying the first young woman, the daughter of
Sathana.
He asked the woman who had adopted her if he could marry the young woman.
Then there was a wedding ceremony, and she became his wife.
3.72 Kalahari Rose\fn{by Jack Cope aka Robert Knox Cope (1913-1991)} Mooi River, kwaZulu-Natal Province, South
Africa (M) 8\fn{The author’s singular affection for “Mrica” (by which he means Africa) has been restored to its traditional spelling, in
the interests of machine readability for the sake of the Protocol; but there are no other changes:H}
It was before sunrise.
Hendrik Gonzalez was scrubbing down the little white deck of the boat and she watched him at work. He kept
his face averted, shy and young. In his movements was a curious absorption, a completeness as if each action had
its precise rhythm, a harmonic of his fundamental living tone.
She knew he was instinctively musical and it seemed natural to see his unusual balance in those terms. He had
on a blue short-sleeved vest and tight faded denims rolled up to the knee. His thick black hair was too long,
untidy, and he shook it from his face with a slight, easy movement.
Gonzalez—of Portuguese origin, or the name could as well have come to him like other accidents in the
mystery of his past. He would be inconspicuous in any of the hot fishing harbors of the Mediterranean, brown,
small-boned but with an ancient physical delicacy, a power beyond himself. And yet he was far removed from the
Old World, a colored boy who had drifted from the country of the Western Cape to become a fisherman at
Saldanha Bay.
They heard two rapid shots, a left-right of a sporting gun, and he half turned, looking not at her but to one side
over the stern of the boat.
“He has hit this time maybe, mevrou.” He did not smile though his eyes were mocking.
Then he raised his dark glance to follow the birds wheeling and crying above the enormous quiet surface of the
bay and the gray sand-dunes dotted with tough little desert bushes.
She said nothing but followed his look. As the gulls flew up from the gray water higher and higher into the sky
they threw back suddenly an astonishing metallic gleam, a flash, turning on black-tipped wings into the level rays
of the coming sun.
“How wonderful,” she said.
“They are first in the sun,” he said and looked to the East above the low black hills beyond the sand-dunes.
The sky shaded from orange and pink to a pulsing dome of blue, cloudless. All round the horizon were the
softening color layers, salmon and pale heliotrope merged into fire-blue. In a few minutes all would disappear
under the white, throbbing, brilliant African day. He stood leaning on the broom a moment and then went on
scrubbing, his head to one side.
She stepped across to the planks of the jetty to collect the things sent down from the house for the day’s boat
trip. When she stood up she saw the man with the gun coming at a distance along the edge of the bay. The gun
was across his shoulder and a brown and white spaniel followed him. Sunlight was touching the factory roofs, it
crept down the boat masts and soon she felt the flush of pleasant warmth on her neck. She turned full-face into the
sun, smiling, creasing her wide, light-blue eyes.
She had turned away from the man with his dog and sporting-gun to face into the sunlight and with her smile
of pleasure the lines smoothed gradually out of her forehead. Unthinkingly she loosened the clip and shook out
her soft brown hair.
There was one perfect time of the day here, the half-hour before and after sunrise. She could imagine how,
gazing over a like sunrise on the Mesopotamian desert, men had seen their pattern of the Creation. They had
witnessed the unfolding of a lordly earth out of chaos.
She, a northerner, blonde, from the little nation of Holland clinging with bare nails to the watery edge of a cold
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continent, she had felt her heart expand to Africa, the sun, the desert, until she had slowly grown aware within
herself of an unknown and disturbing person. For this one hour she wanted to be left in peace, with the strong
melon-scented sea water, the birds, the surrounding desert; and with Hendrik Gonzalez too since he was a part of
it; he might well have been part of the Creation itself, simple and alive, still ignorant, wondering but smiling at the
earth. The way he had said “They are first in the sun,” as if he loved the birds for their marvelous daring, and did
not envy them.
“Hello, Mariana,” the man with the gun called.
“Oh, hello, Philip.”
“You’re up early.” He came nearer, his gray eyes flickering in a familiar smile. He had a war scar that drew up
his right eyelid at the comer and made him look more provocative, restless. His lips were red and moist and he
had a short reddish mustache, his skin very sunburnt and peeling. He looked English, prodigiously, amusingly
English; almost unbelievable there on the barren coast, tall with a high-bridged nose and hard chin and his clothes
in careless good taste except for the loose rawhide velschoens. He was a generation removed from England. South
Mrica had reared and developed him, white South Mrica, leaving him oddly incomplete with a kind of blank at
the back of his mentality.
“I missed,” he said. “A sand-piper flying a real crazy rig-zag. Wonderful practice really, those birds.”
“Are you going up to the Hotel?” He came close to her, smiling warily, and put the shotgun butt down between
his feet.
“You’re not going out in the boat are you?”
“I am, of course, and I shall wait for you. But please don’t keep me long.”
“Not today, Mariana. My directors are coming down from Cape Town.”
“Oh, then I shall go alone.”
“Your husband’s coming down too.”
“I know.”
“And you’re not waiting to see him?”
“No,” she answered without raising her eyes. “He hates sailing. I’ll go now if you can’t come.”
“Don’t be silly—not alone.”
“With Hendrik, of course.”
“But Mariana, he’s clueless. What if the wind gets up stronger than usual?”
“We can put up a sail and come romping home.”
“Which sail?”
She glanced impatiently at him and gathered up the basket and parcels and the two short fishing-rods with
large-size American reels.
“Mariana,” he said, suddenly tense and dropping the stubborn, enduring outer shell he wore habitually. “I mean
this—can’t we hoist sail and head slap out into the Ocean, to Tristan da Cunha, or Rio, or the Gulf of Mexico. It’s
being done every day, why not by us? The boat’s as sturdy as a tree. All we need is water and three months’
supplies.”
“Wonderful,” she said. He had followed her aboard and she leaned against the low deck-house facing him.
“Get finished with your directors and with Frikkie and we can take a sail round to Cape Columbine tomorrow.”
“Cape Columbine be blowed. Mariana, I’m serious. What’s to stop us sailing out West away from all this; just
you and I.”
“And what about our deck-hand Hendrik?”
“He would never venture out of sight of land.”
“Nor would I, Philip. It’s a healthy instinct. Well, the sun will soon be getting hot. Help me cast off, Philip.”
He made no move. The smile came back on his lips and danced in that provocative eye, a steel-hard shielding
smile.
“Mariana, can you guess why my directors and Frikkie and his lot are all bundling down here today?”
“If it’s business, I can’t guess; I don’t want to know, really. And they are not coming for a picnic, are they?”
“No.” He was gazing at her with a twitch of his lips. She spoke perfect English but with a wholly lovable
accent which gave her speech precision yet sounded as if her mouth had in it some small soft membrane muting
the sharpness of a foreign tongue.
“I don’t care either,” he said. “I could do anything. I could send them all to hell, if only I was sure of you,
Mariana.”
“Why, don’t you feel sure?”
“You never let me.”
“Philip, I love you more than I love anyone else. You know I don’t care about Frikkie.”
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“And he, does he know?” She had ducked into the little cabin to tidy away things and came up, leaning her
elbows on the companion rails.
“Something is wrong with you, something awful. We have never asked questions, we have never made
confessions. No. Between us we have been free. But now, Philip, you sound like a small boy, afraid. You are in a
panic.”
He laughed, lifting the gun across his shoulders. The spaniel stayed on the jetty, shuddering from nose to tail
with anxiety and watching his slightest move. Gonzalez was up in the bows on his haunches deftly polishing the
brass.
“Well, goodbye,” Philip said and held out a hand. She put her hand in his.
“But what is this—why goodbye?”
“Wish me luck anyway.”
“Of course 1 do, Philip.”
“Against your husband?”
“Now you are being a small boy again. Philip, if you mix with man-eaters you know what to expect. No, I
won’t wish you luck against him. But if you are still alive and not eaten up tomorrow, come sailing to Cape
Columbine.”
“Tomorrow. And tonight you will have the company of the excellent and successful Frikkie. I may be his
employee by then, obliged to ask his permission for a day off with his wife. Or I may be out on my ear.”
She had lowered herself into the cabin and was so long there he thought she had not heard. He stepped back to
the jetty planks and the dog jumped up eagerly, fawning on him. She bobbed out to wave, her face a creamy
brown tan with a natural freshness in her cheeks, a Northern freshness, and round white teeth.
“Good luck, Philip!”
“I need it,” he called back and the muscles of his face answered, imperfectly, with a ghastly smile.
She watched him go, one hand in his pocket, the other hung across the gun stock and the barrels aslant his
shoulder gleaming blue in the sun. His back was slender and straight like a boy’s but he swung along ungainly and
slapped down the rawhide velschoens in an aimless manner among the small pebbles and shells and the
scrunching sand.
She felt against him a hot center of fury. He needed protection and she could not feel protective; he seemed to
have come to her like a child only to leave her dismayed at the bewildering lack within her, the lack of feminine
tenderness. She dreaded she too was petrifying, and when she felt down in her heart for a flower she would find a
Kalahari rose, the perfect form of a rose left by the fine chiseling of the desert sand, but not a rose at all, scentless,
lifeless, a thing of soft crumbling stone. Was she going that way too?
*
He had forgotten to help her cast off and Hendrik started the auxiliary motor and slipped the moorings himself.
The bows swung slowly out until he let in the gear. The craft gave a little thrill of life and she felt the wheel
answer. A small gull dipped close over her head in a salute of unexpressed joy and she could see for a moment its
beautiful ruby-red bill glowing in the sunlight as if suffused with translucent blood. Ripples lapped under the
bows.
Hendrik was busy with the mainsail which they would hoist when they met the first wind. He leaned on the
bulging canvas along the boom unhurriedly loosening the ties.
The boat skimmed on with the little engine muttering evenly and a slight sway of the mast. The water surface
was filmy with the sub-visual life of uncountable sea organisms and at intervals a big sheen-pink jellyfish
undulated on its blind course. Foam patches sailed by. The sun was now throwing down big irregular stampings of
pure gold on the sea and Mariana narrowed her eyes like a fishing skipper and scanned calmly the whole lazy
expanse receding into colourless, opaque density at its furthest. There was twenty miles of uninterrupted sailing
inside the landlocked bay, and off to the West was the wide opening to the Atlantic, low rocky islands, and the
Ocean murmuring, cold, restless, gray-blue.
“No fish,” she said to Gonzalez. He looked up and pointed off the bow.
“A shoal there mevrou, maasbankers or haarders.”
She saw now the sea-birds converging on an air-circus a mile off; a flight of black cormorants skimmed like a
great arrow-head low over the boat, their hooked wings hissing with speed. Small shoal-fish were merely a good
sign, no more. The bigger game would be somewhere about, off the islands or way out in the open.
Hendrik slowed down the motor until it was barely turning over, coughing water from the cooling pipe and
sending smoke in wisps over the surface. She could see what he was preparing for. The morning breeze was
coming across from the desert hills and sand dunes. Like frost, like a shiver under an unexpected cold hand, the
sea face wrinkled and drew into itself and shook with a dark sigh.
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She secured the wheel and climbed out quickly and together they hauled up the big red-and-white striped
mainsail. The canvas filled softly as if with light, not air, and a rich glow streamed down over them and on the
deck and sea. The head turned a few points out towards the ocean and then the first full puff caught the sail and
the little boat dipped, almost leaping for the endless freedom of the open West.
Hendrik Gonzalez was clueless with a boat, Philip said. He got flustered when given orders in yachting terms.
But left to himself he knew what to do and she gave no orders; she did what happened next, she fished or
sunbathed or sailed or simply drifted in a lolling oily trough, and she knew he was watching with piercing eyes
like a sea-eagle all three elements, the gray-toothed treacherous desert coast that he never let out of his sight, the
water and the clouds. He was always one move ahead of the elements.
The wind they had caught was a land-breeze born of the desert and it had in it the smell of sleeping sand, the
morning dew quickly sucked up and the bitter edge of arid herbs. It blew over tiny hamlets with a well and clay
huts but no trees, and over parched little fishing villages. It smelt of them, their desolation. It blew over the
cramped graveyards where the dead slept dry under a ring of crumbled whitening pearl-shells and rock-crystals—
waterless flowers in the white sand. She tried to think of life in a village like that, of growing up, manhood and
womanhood.
“What part of the country do you come from?” she asked her deck-hand who was laying out fishing tackle on
the fore-deck.
He turned his head like a wild animal stopped in its tracks by a suspicious sound. His glance slid across her
face and beyond to the land. There was deference in those eyes but also, she thought, a streak of insolence. He
was proud in his own way, proud of his acquired skill on the water, of his success with the factory girls. Insolence
was a substitute for dignity in the face of the white race, yet the subconscious dignity was there all the time, in his
strength and manhood and youth and in the balance and harmony of him pitted against the elements. He lifted a
hand in a short gesture, speaking quietly.
“My home is there, mevrou. But a long way, over the Cold Bokkeveld Mountains. Mevrou would not know the
place.”
He was not inviting more questions about himself.
“You have learnt to be a fisherman then, instead of a farm hand. Have you been far out to sea?”
“Far enough, mevrou. Beyond that is the grave of the white sailors.”
“Why do you say that?”
“Many ships, many lives have been lost there, they say. The women who go to collect feather-down of the
malmocks blown up from the sea on to the beaches sometimes find the bone of a drowned man there.”
“The sea is full of death, but you are not afraid when you are on it.”
“No.”
“If you know the presence of death and you see the workings of death and you live in the mercy of being
spared, then it loses its terror. But when you live with a hole in your heart and something unknown up against the
hills, something that is always behind you, then you turn into something fear-ridden like a man with a secret
cancer. You become a partner of death, destructive.”
“Mevrou?” he said, frowning, puzzled. Then he turned away and went on with his work, coloring darkly as if a
door had been slammed in his face. She was no longer talking to him.
She felt exultant holding the boat into the wind, its whole frame vibrating gently, eager and joyful, the gold on
the ripples and, funneled down the big sheet of the sail, a ruddy fall of light. It was her husband’s boat; she had
got him to buy it and he had sailed in it once only. He was sea-sick and hated it.
They had bought it six weeks ago and of that time she had spent every week except one at Saldanha, loving the
boat, the sea and the intoxicating freedom they shared. Her seaside house was built of white crumbly sandstone,
two former fishermen’s cottages joined together, enlarged and modernized but retaining something primitive—the
ceilings of smoke-darkened polished bamboos, an old-fashioned bake-oven and pot-hooks and roasting spit in the
kitchen. She had the floors done with Dutch tiles and put blue Dutch china on the dresser shelves.
Her husband was not a sensitive man but he had the delicacy to leave her to herself. She knew it would not last
and she felt as she had in Holland when a child of eleven on the eve of war, tantalized, excited but resigned to the
unknown.
*
She met Frikkie after Holland was liberated; he was then an Air Force lieutenant, handsome with his dark burnt
skin and violet-blue eyes, a rather long face, droll and irresponsible as if he were always ready with a joke against
each new absurdity. He did think things were absurd, especially the stuffiness of old Europe that everybody was
busy crawling back into after the upheaval.
Holland was amusing, and to him was no more his mother country than was Japan, although he spoke Afri144

kaans, a close relative of Holland’s. She was sixteen, slender, bright-eyed and hurt deeply in her consciousness by
the occupation, the treachery and suspicion and the awful denial of freedom. She had seen Frikkie as a gay knighterrant, an emanation from the far world of sun and freedom, broadness, broad horizons, distance, toleration after
the little cold concentration camp of her native Holland.
She lavished on him an unconditional worship, measureless and generous as only a child’s love could be. They
were married in South Africa two years later, and she began to see him at work as a civilian. He had a science
degree but he was muscling into business.
Two passions absorbed him, an old childhood love of things mechanical and, transforming and reacting on it,
an almost insane material ambition. He read and seemed to enjoy books of popular mathematics. For hours he
would sit toying with an outsize slide-rule, calculating, calculating, calculating, and always there would be a halfsmile on his handsome but droll face as if he found an intense fascination and enchantment in the precision of
symbols.
She lost track of his interests and pursuits and his involvement in the financial side of affairs. This was a time
when she was discovering herself and simultaneously Frikkie and his associates. She had soon felt the incongruity
of thinking of Africa, or South Africa, as a land of free horizons, a “young” country. It was neither; it was
incredibly, primordially ancient and exclusive. Only what was ancient or instinctual belonged, merged integrally
with the great sombrely glittering reality.
Everything else was alien. The dark races belonged by a rhythm and sympathy that had nothing to do with
what the world called civilization. When they were at the pinnacles of civilization they would still merge. It took
an antelope perhaps millions of years to adapt its poise and coloring into the cycle, the throb of the bush-veld.
And that ancestry was his claim, a tide that could not be understood save by the most acute fineness of sense.
A white woman might find the true harmonic, the vibration of Africa, because she was more instinctual,
ancient and tender in her feelings, provided she was untrammeled, not dominated by her males. But the white
male was an alien.
*
She could not explain it, but since the understanding had gestated within her she had watched and felt and had
found no exception. The white males were alien. Most of the females were too, but the men remained insidiously
apart, angled, unhappy.
She remembered seeing as a child in Holland an art book with a strange and shocking reproduction of a canvas
by some South American painter whose name she had forgotten. It was the head of a young man in profile with
large feeling eyes, soft mouth and a brow lined subtly with incomprehension as if he failed quite to grasp some
thought. And everything about the head was full, alive and perceptive, except that the artist had painted the back
of the skull open and empty. The bone cut away and the brain matter visible but scooped out. And the face giving
no indication that he knew what was missing.
To her, Frikkie was like that. Some part of his brain which he had been gifted with at birth had gone dead,
smashed up or severed or withered from disuse. The rest of the brain was terribly alive, virulent, avid. But he was
not a whole person, and once you knew you always waited for his thought to run into that dead hollow like a train
skipping the rails.
Others were like that; she began to judge men by how much she thought was lost, Frikkie’s business friends,
the set they mixed with at parties and dances and official functions. All of them had a point like a notch on a
steam-gauge when their eyes suddenly went blank. They were no more capable of thought because there was
nothing left to think with, just the hole, the pulp.
Sometimes she would see it or imagine it when she read about things that happened; big, gentle and unroused
men brought to a dead stop, and then the rise of fear like impure blood in the neck arteries, the quick turn of the
head like a snake’s to deceit, violence, panic.
She had also seen streams of her own people passing through Cape Town after the Dutch pulled out of the East
Indies. They were white men, Dutchmen, but you could not call them Europeans, they were so incomplete, so
damaged. In a way they were like the white males of South Mrica.
She wondered if this was the fate of the white man and his civilizing mission, that in the end he lost his grip on
his own values.
Or was it merely the colonist, the master race, the colon regardless of race who consumed himself? Maybe the
Romans had streamed back while their empire collapsed with just the same fury and incomprehension in their
impaired brains as the Dutch out of Java, the English from India or the remnants of the Conquistadores from the
Americas.
*
Mariana had thought she had found the exception when she met Philip. He was a businessman but a rebel, un145

orthodox in his methods, keen and impressionable about everything. He joked that his grandfather had owned a
£25,000 pottery in Burslem. His father had made—and lost—£50,000 as a sugar planter in South Africa and there
was nothing left for him to do but double up again. He started with a rock-lobster boat in the Cape waters, went
on to own two little deck vessels and trawl nets and then switched into processing—canned and frozen sea foods,
fishmeal, oils, fertilizer. His original and branch companies were nearing a capitalization of £100,000.
“What will you do then?” somebody had asked him.
“Chuck the whole thing up and breed horses,” he said.
He was a bachelor and lived on a small farm in an old gabled Dutch house he had repaired in faithful detail.
She was enchanted with Philip and with his home, his collection of prints and paintings and old weapons. His
only pose was that of an English gentleman.
But he was too thin-skinned; he laughed at his own ideal for fear others would laugh first. On his boats, he
worked like a deck-hand or mechanic. He stood over the factory machines or would slosh about among the fishtanks in thigh-boots. His working clothes stank of fish. He lent his factory hands the company lorries for Sunday
picnics and outings and went along with them to drink sherry and enjoy the fun.
And yet, behind it all, was a gaping inadequacy.
He could never “chuck up” his business because he was too involved and his methods made him inefficient
and vulnerable. He made no real or intimate contact with his employees and felt always the ugly blank between
himself and them.
And with Mariana he was lost.
He lay with her feeling the agony steal down into his soul that she was coming to despise him, this lithe,
smooth-skinned intangible girl who looked at him solemnly but with a rising impulse of laughter in the glistening
light-blue of her eyes. They did not discuss it, that was part of their convention. But he felt with her like a glazed
desert-insect whose wings she could pluck off one by one from curiosity when she felt inclined.
Frikkie, her husband, had been fascinated by Philip’s enterprise. He knew nothing about boats, fish or foodpacking but he got busy, probing, calculating. He saw Philip’s weak spots, his business inefficiency and his lack
of capital, and he was amused at his friendship with Mariana. He and his associates went in with a rival company.
They had backing from a special finance corporation and they had plenty of pull-permits, quotas, labor direction
smoothed in months the way Philip had trodden in years. They were waiting to absorb the unorthodox amateur
and they knew his limit was near. The final straw had been an official contract for fishmeal giving them effective
control and laying Philip’s concern open to their pressure.
Mariana knew the broad drift of the matter and refused to be concerned with details. She had no wish to be
drawn in, to save Philip or to intercede with her husband.
Frikkie was not acting from jealousy. He was a natural man-eater. When he had swallowed Philip and his outfit
he would turn to something else and devour that. Most likely, she thought, he would pull out of the fish business
at a sizeable profit, sell everything, the cottage and boat as well as the factories and jetties and trawlers. Then she
would be stranded again.
She felt a pang about that, but about Philip she had a different feeling, a stab of guilt, of regret that she found
no desire, no tenderness to shelter him in. When she said she loved him he knew all the while it was to soothe, a
touch of salve, leaving the torment to rage deep in his breast.
*
The wind was blowing up more briskly and Gonzalez moved back to help her take in the sail. They were
passing the low rocky headland about a mile to windward and the boat was leaping the easy swell like a beautiful
bird.
“Is mevrou going to fish?” Gonzalez asked.
“No, I am going to sail. Will the wind last, Hendrik?”
“The wind will last and it is coming up stronger.”
“I am going down the wind and then beat back level with Vondeling Island and run in on the afternoon blow. I
shall stay and fish at the turn if there’s time.”
She wanted to sail out of sight of land and steer back by the compass, and she wondered from the cautious way
he looked round if he had guessed her thoughts. He hauled up the foresail, the canvas filled and they turned,
racing down the sparkling path of the southeaster. She laughed aloud at the exhilaration of surging movement.
“Could you throw out a spoon in case of tunny,” she called. She watched Hendrik play out a few fathoms of
line and secure the reel. Turning, she could see through the green water of the boat’s wake a glint of the sun on tile
silver spinning lure. “Do you go out again tonight?”
“Yes, mevrou, trekking,” he answered, standing against the mast and without looking at her. Trekking was net
fishing inshore.
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“Could I come trekking?”
“You could come, mevrou. But it may be dangerous.”
“What can be dangerous about it? You don’t go out far.”
He did not answer but watched the flicker of the rod.
“You mean women don’t go trekking?”
“Dis gevaarlik.” He repeated his warning of danger.
“Well, I am not afraid. I’m sailing out of sight of land today, over the grave of the white sailors. Do you
mind?”
He shook his head.
“Can you swim?”
“I cannot swim, mevrou.”
“Why don’t you learn—you are a fisherman.”
But he merely shrugged in perfect indifference. He sat down with his back to the mast and his small dark feet
drawn up together. The wind ruffled his black hair and blew lank strands across his eyes.
They sailed on and the land went down into a reddish gauzy band between the sea and the sky. She asked him
to take the wheel and went up and stretched out on the forward deck. She had on a brief sun-suit and her back and
legs were exposed to the sun. Pressing down her breasts she felt the warmth of the scrubbed planks strike through
the thin print, like the warmth of a man’s body.
But the ship was female—people called it that. She. Mariana loved the little craft; could it be an unnatural
love? She smiled.
No, a ship was of all things conceived by man the most masculine, wholly virile, a supple vaulting splendor
infused with pure spirit. Maybe the placid rush boats of Egyptian papyri were female but the tall-masted craft of
the North was all male.
She was in love with the sea itself and its dwellers. The sea could never be conquered, it was too wily and
ancient, too patient, cruel. Africa was like that, all the while striking back secretly at its would-be dominators,
finally unconquerable. First into the dawn through the deep-back millennia of the Pharaohs, it would also be last
in the evening of man and woman, their life-cradle and their bier.
That was the germ of what she had begun to discover. She wanted her dreams and her daring, she wanted to be
free and to be left in peace in that hour of creation announced by the rising sun. Turning, she could see in the
angle of her eye the swift curves of the big sail, red and white against the distilled blue fire of the sky. She rolled
back her head on her arms and fell asleep.
*
Mariana did not know if they had sailed over the grave of the white sailors, out of sight of land. She woke to
find Hendrik Gonzalez had brought the boat to in sight of a rocky island with a squat red-and-black lighthouse.
“But that’s Dassen Island!” she said, amazed.
“You slept a long time, mevrou.”
“We are miles and miles south, however did we get here?”
“The boat sailed, mevrou.”
“My God, and I missed it. Was it wonderful?”
“The wind got up strong and I came round.” He swept his arm in a curve. “Now it has turned south and we can
get home without the engine.”
“That’s good. Have you caught any fish?”
“No fish. If mevrou wants to fish now I will bait a line, there are perhaps snoek running.”
“I’ll sail, and I want to get something to eat. You get on with the fishing.”
She turned the boat before the light southerly breeze and they both settled to the routine of the voyage home.
She felt drowsy, full of content. Her skin tingled and with her even heartbeats she felt inwardly the blood ripple in
her neck and down her stomach and thighs. Tiny needle-points of light sparked in her eyes. After half an hour
Hendrik cried out,
“Hey, skelm!”
He reeled in one of the lines and a long slender fish, silver and gleaming with black and purple, was swung on
to the deck, snapping vicious jaws. He clubbed the snoek deftly and threw it in a fish-basket. He did not glance at
her and she turned to check the course. The sun was a quarter angle over the sea. They should, if all went well,
make the jetty and home before it set.
*
Later, the wind failed and it was after dark when they came in. Fishermen helped them tie up and took off
Hendrik’s catch of snoek. At the cottage she found a note from Frikkie; they were waiting dinner for her at the
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hotel.
She had dressed when she heard his car sweep round the gravel outside. He came in flushed and excited, his
long droll face printed with an ineradicable smile. There was a brightness in his deep-blue eyes, attractive perhaps, except that he had been drinking and the lines of his skin were strained, dissolute. They talked, on the way
to the hotel, about the boat and the day’s trip.
The dinner party took up all of the small main dining room. The directors were there from both sides, Frikkie’s
people and Philip’s. Some had brought their wives for the day’s outing. The factory managers and a few others
Mariana did not know lined up to wait for their places.
Philip looked like a high-school rugby captain who has lost his match and broken a knee but is smiling bloodlessly through the wreck of his dreams. She was suddenly nauseated and bitterly angry. The way his eyes sought
hers across the room like a beaten dog, the drawn smile. Her forehead seemed to go icy cold.
Why did he take his thrashing like this, why not send them to hell, as he had said? There they all were, lumpy,
preposterous half-men, and he in his terrible thin skin quivering with pain. They were waiting for Frikkie to get at
the table.
He was the hero of the evening, he had the right pull, he had their money safe enough in his control. They
bunched about, humored him and roared at his drolleries.
She went round to Philip, calmer now, and looked directly but softly into his eyes.
“I’m sorry, Philip.”
“It’s all right.”
“Is that all you want to say? I know you are hurt, Philip, but you’re not blaming me, are you?”
“Why should I?”
“You said if you were sure about me …”
“I’m sure.”
She was frightened for a moment, wondering what he meant. His voice sounded so battered and hollow.
“Philip, why do you stay here and let them tear the flesh off your bones? Look at them, they are lizards,
alligators. And Frikkie, tonight he’s all evil to his marrow. You can’t stay, Philip.”
“I will, I’ll show them.”
“My God,” she said, feeling sick.
*
Hendrik Gonzalez sat on the step outside the kitchen door of the hotel. It was late, almost midnight by the
wheel of the stars. He was waiting for two serving men and the wine steward to make up his boat-crew for the
trekking. Plenty of time, all the ages before dawn.
But they would be a little tired rushing to and fro, waiting on the white people. He had seen his mevrou leave
earlier in the evening. She took her husband’s car and drove herself down to the cottage although it was only five
minutes’ walk.
White women were like she-leopards, full of terror and savagery, they valued themselves highly even if they
were ugly old bones in a sack of skin. But she was not like that, she was not simply another in the run of white
women. She was a foreigner, proud and high in her own right, an ulanner, aristocrat.
Yet how could you explain her wanting to come and trek fish with a boatload of rough men? Or what was
more, her choice of a husband?
Women were beyond understanding.
He had his mandolin across his knees and plucked muted notes from it with the soft of his thumb. He sang
quietly a song about a Cape girl with her hair in plaits and bells at her ankles.
The Englishman came out of the hotel alone and walked off; tall and straight he looked against the skyline in
the light of the stars with his gun across one shoulder. What was he going to shoot at night—a dikkop perhaps?
But how could one tell where the dikkops flew except by their sad baby-like cry which seemed to drop out of the
stars themselves.
The Englishman was crazy.
A little later the three men of his boat-crew came out at the kitchen door and Hendrik Gonzalez stood up,
stretching. One of them handed him a half-bottle of sherry which he slid into the inner pocket of his jacket.
“Come,” he said, hitching the cord of the mandolin on his shoulder. They took the path to the bay in single file,
Gonzalez picking a tune on sharp strings and the others humming. From the hotel behind them they heard a burst
of laughter.
“Ag, they spend money like water but with their tips they are mean,” the wine steward said.
Their feet raked into the shelly gravel, going down. As they passed some distance below Frikkie’s cottage, the
curtains of a window were thrown open and they could see the outline of the white woman against the shine of an
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oil-lamp. Then the lamp was blown out and Gonzalez was almost sure he saw the pale shape of the girl again in
the black window frame. But it could be a trick of his eyes. The stars seemed to sway like leaves on fire in the
enormous black trees of a forest.
They took the pole across their shoulders and slid the boat down the sand and shingle until it was borne up by
the cold water. One by one they jumped in and began putting out the oars. The net was piled in a great black heap
in the stem with the cork floats faintly visible like a row of toy train wheels.
“Ready,” Hendrik called. Across the desert sands beside the bay came a single shot.
“Ai!” he said, resting forward on the oar. “That is the mad Englishman.”
“What’s he shooting?”
“No, it is not like him at all. He always fires bam-bam—left and right. I thought he might be after dikkop.”
“But who could see a dikkop in the dark?”
“Ag, then he must have shot himself.”
“Toe maar!” another of the three reproved him mildly.
Gonzalez dipped his oar and pulled a long, gentle sweep and when he raised it from the black surface it
sheared into the air with a broad flash of phosphorescence, scattering drops like fiery quicksilver.
“Ah, that’s lucky,” one of the serving men sang out, a touch of rapture in his voice, running out his oar with a
rumble through the iron ring.
“That’s a lucky sign for us, I say—lucky.”
291.150 Excerpt from Long Walk To Freedom\fn{by Nelson Mandela (1918-2013)} Mvezo Village, Umtata District,
Eastern Cape Province, South Africa (M) 13
Apart from life, a strong constitution, and an abiding connection to the Thembu royal house, the only thing my
father bestowed upon me at birth was a name, Rolihlahla. In Xhosa, Rolihlahla literally means “pulling the branch
of a tree,” but its colloquial meaning more accurately would be “troublemaker.” I do not believe that names are
destiny or that my father somehow divined my future, but in later years, friends and relatives would ascribe to my
birth name the many storms I have both caused and weathered. My more familiar English or Christian name was
not given to me until my first day of school. But I am getting ahead of myself.
I was born on the eighteenth of July, 1918, at Mvezo, a tiny village on the banks of the Mbashe River in the
district of Umtata, the capital of the Transkei. The year of my birth marked the end of the Great War;\fn{ World War
I:H} the outbreak of an influenza epidemic that killed millions throughout the world; and the visit of a delegation
of the African National Congress to the Versailles peace conference to voice the grievances of the African people
of South Africa. Mvezo, however, was a place apart, a tiny precinct removed from the world of great events,
where life was lived much as it had been for hundreds of years.
The Transkei is eight hundred miles east of Cape Town, five hundred fifty miles south of Johannesburg, and
lies between the Kei River and the Natal border, between the rugged Drakensberg mountains to the north and the
blue waters of the Indian Ocean to the east. It is a beautiful country of rolling hills, fertile valleys, and a thousand
rivers and streams, which keep the landscape green even in winter. The Transkei used to be one of the largest
territorial divisions within South Africa, covering an area the size of Switzerland, with a population of about three
and a half million Xhosas and a tiny minority of Basothos and whites. It is home to the Thembu people, who are
part of the Xhosa nation, of which I am a member.
My father, Gadla Henry Mphakanyiswa, was a chief by both blood and custom. He was confirmed as chief of
Mvezo by the king of the Thembu tribe, but under British rule, his selection had to be ratified by the government,
which in Mvezo took the form of the local magistrate. As a government-appointed chief, he was eligible for a
stipend as well as a portion of the fees the government levied on the community for vaccination of livestock and
communal grazing land. Although the role of chief was a venerable and esteemed one, it had, even seventy-five
years ago, become debased by the control of an unsympathetic white government.
*
The Thembu tribe reaches back for twenty generations to King Zwide. According to tradition, the Thembu
people lived in the foothills of the Drakenberg mountains and migrated toward the coast in the sixteenth century,
where they were incorporated into the Xhosa nation. The Xhosa are part of the Nguni people who have lived,
hunted, and fished in the rich and temperate southeastern region of South Africa, between the great interior
plateau to the north and the Indian Ocean to the south, since at least the eleventh century. The Nguni can be
divided into a northern group—the Zulu and the Swazi people—and a southern group, which is made up of
amalBaca, amaBomyana, amaGealeka, amaMfengu, amaMpodomis, amaMpondo, abeSotho, and abeThembu,
and together they comprise the Xhosa nation.
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The Xhosa ae a proud and patrilineal people with an expressive and euphonious language and an abiding belief
in the importance of laws, education, and courtesy. Xhosa society was a balanced and harmonious social order in
which every individual knew his or her place. Each Xhosa belongs to a clan that trces its descent back to a
specific forefather. I am a member of the Madiba clan, named after a Thembu chief who ruled in the Transkei in
the eighteenth century. I am often addressed as Madiba, my clan name, a term of respect.
Ngubengcuka, one of the greatest monarchs, who united the Thembu tribe, died in 1832. As was the custom, he
had wives from the principal royal houses, the Great House, from which the heir is selected, the Right Hand
House, and the Ishiba, a minor house that is referred to by some as the Left Hand House. It was the task of the
sons of the Ishiba or Left Hand House to settle royal disputes. Mthikrakra, the eldest son of the Great House,
succeeded Ngubengcuka and amongst his sons were Ngangelizwe and Matamnzima. Sabata, who ruled the
Thembu from 1954, was the grandson of Ngangelizwe and a senior to Ka. Sabata, who ruled the Thembu from
1954, was the grandson of Ngangelizwe and a senior to Kalzer Daliwonga, better known as K. D. Matanzima, the
former chief minister of the Transkei—my nephew, by law and custom—who was a descendant of Matanzima.
The eldest son of the Ixhiba house was Simakaade, whose younger brother was Mandela, my grandfather.
Although over the decades there have been many stories that I was in the line of succession to the Thembu
throne, the simple genealogy I have just outlined exposes these tales as a myth. Although I was a member of the
royal household, I was not among the privileged few who were trained for rule. Instead, as a descendant of the
Ixhiba house, I was groomed, like my father before me, to counsel the rulers of the tribe.
*
My father was a tall, dark-skinned man with a straight and stately posture, which I like to think I inherited. He
had a tuft of white hair just above his forehead, and as a boy, I would take white ash and rub it into my hair in
imitation of him. My father had a stern manner and did not spare the rod when disciplining his children. He could
be exceedingly stubborn, another trait that may unfortunately have been passed down from father to son.
My father has sometimes been referred tgo as the prime minister of Thembuland during the regins of
Dalindyebo, the father of Sabata, who ruled in the early 1900s, and that of his son, Jongintaba, who succeeded
him. That is a minsnomer in that no such title existed, but the role he played was not so different from what the
designation implies. As a respected and valued counselor to both kings, he accompanied them on their travels and
was usually to be found by their sides during important meetings with government officials. He was an
acknowledged custodian of Xhosa history, and it was particularly for that reason that he was valued as an adviser.
My own interest in history had early roots and was encouraged by my father. Although my father could neither
read nor write, he was reputed to be an excellent orator who captivated his audiences by entertaining them as well
as teaching them.
In later yhears, I discovered that my father was not only an adviser to kings but a kingmaker. After the
untimely death of Jongilizwe in the 1920s, his son Sabata, the infant of the Great Wife, was too young to ascend
to the throne. A dispute arose as to which of Dalindyebo’s three most senior sons from other mothers—
Jongintaba, Dabulamanzi, and Melithafa—should be selected to succeed him. My father was consulted and
recommended Jongintaba on the grounds that he was the best educated. Jongintaba, he argued, would not only be
a fine custodian of the crown but an excellent mentor to the young prince. My father, and a few other influential
chiefs, had the great respect for education that is often present in those who are uneducated. The recommendation
was controversial, for Jongintaba’s mother was from a lesser house, but my father’s choice was ultimately
accepted by both the Thembus and the British government. In time, Jongintaba would return the favor in a way
that my father could not then imagine.
All told, my father had four wives, the third of whom, my mother, Nosekeni Fanny, the daughter of Nkedama
from the amaMpemvu clan of the Xhosa, belonged tgo the Right Hand House. Each of thee wives—the gReat
Wife, the Right Hand wife (my mother), the Left Ahand wife, and the wife of the Iqadi or support house—had her
own kraal. A kraal was a homestead and usually included a simple fenced-in enclosure for animals, fields for
growing crops, and one or more thatched huts. The kraals of my father’s wives were separated by many miles and
he commuted among them. In these travels, my father sired thirteen children in all, four boys and nine girls. I am
the eldest child of the Right Hand House, and the youngest of my father’s four sons. I have three sister, Baliwe,
who was the oldest girl, Notancu, and Maldhutswana. Although the eldest of my father’s sons was Mlahlwa, my
father’s heir as chief was Daligqili, the son of the Great House, who died in the early 1930s. All of his sons, with
the exception of myself, are now decased, and each was my senior not only in age but in status.
*
When I was not much more than a newborn child, my father was involved ina dispute that deprived him f his
chieftainship at Mvezo and revealed a strain in his character I brelieve he passed on tohis son. I maintain that
nurture, rather than nature, is the primary molder of personality, but my father possessed a proud rebelliousness, a
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stubborn sense of fairness, that I recognize in myself. As a chief—or headman, as it was often known among the
whites—my father was compelled to account for his stewardship not only to the Thembu king but to the local
magistrate. One day one of mh father’s subjects lodged a complaing atainst him involving an ox that had strayed
from its owner. The magistrate accordingly sent a message ordering my father to appear before him. When my
father received the summons, he sent back the following reply:
“Andizi, ndisaqula.” (I will not come, I am still girding for battle.)
One did not defy magistrates in those days. Such behavior would be regarded as the height of insolence—and
in this case it was.
My father’s response bespoke his belief that the magistrate had no legitimate power over him. When it came to
tribal matters, he was guided not by the laws of the king of England, but by Thembu custom. This defiance was
not a fit of pique, but a matter of principle. He was asserting his traditional prerogative as a chief and was
challenging the authority of the magistrate.
When the magistrate received my father’s response, he promptly chargd him with insubordination. There was
no inquiry or investigation; that was rserved for white civil servants. The magistrate simply deposed my father,
thus ending the Mandela family chieftainship.
I was unaware of these events at the time, but I was not unaffectged. My father, who was a wealthy nobleman
by the standards of his time, lost both his fortune and his title. He was deprived of most of his herd and land, and
the revenue that came with them. Because of our straitened circumstances, my mother moved to Qunu, a slightly
larger village north of Mvezo, where she would have the support of friends and relations. We lived in a less grand
style in Qunu, but it was in that village near Umtata that I spent the happiest years of my boyhood and whence I
trace my earliest memories.
2
The village of Qunu was situated in a narrow, grassy valley crisscrossed by clear streams, and overlooked by
green hills. It consisted of no more than a few hundred people who lived in huts, which were beehive-shaped
structures of mud walls, with a wooden pole in the center holding up a peaked, grass roof. The floor was made of
crushed ant-heap, the hard dome of excavated earth above an ant colony, and was kept smooth by smearing it
regularly with fresh cow dung. The smoke from the hearth escaped through the roof, and the only opening was a
low doorway one had to stoop to walk through.
The huts were generally grouped together in a residential area that was some distance away from the maize
fields. There were no roads, only paths through the grass worn away by bare-footed boys and women. The women
and children of the village wore blankets dyed in ocher; only the few Christians in the village wore Western-style
clothing. Cattle, sheep, goats, and horses grazed together in common pastures.
The land around Qunu was mostly treeless except for a cluster of poplars on a hill overlooking the village. The
land itself was owned by the state. With very few exceptions, Africans at the time did not enjoy private title to
land in South Africa but were tenants paying rent annually to the government. In the area, there were two small
primary schools, a general store, and a dipping tank to rid the cattle of ticks and diseases.
Maize (what we called mealies and people in the West call corn), sorghum, beans, and pumpkins formed the
largest portion of our diet, not because of any inherent preference for these foods, but because the people could
not afford anything richer. The wealthiest families in our village supplemented their diets with tea, coffee, and
sugar, but for most people in Qunu these were exotic luxuries far beyond their means.
The water used for farming, cooking, and washing had to be fetched in buckets from streams and springs. This
was women’s work, and indeed, Qunu was a village of women and children: most of the men spent the greater
part of the year working on remote farms or in the mines along the Reef, the great ridge of gold-bearing rock and
shale that forms the southern boundary of Johannesburg. They returned perhaps twice a year, mainly to plow their
fields. The hoeing, weeding, and harvesting were left to the women and children. Few if any of the people in the
village knew how to read or write, and the concept of education was still a foreign one to many.
My mother presided over three huts at Qunu which, as I remember, were always filled with the babies and
children of my relations. In fact, I hardly recall any occasion as a child when I was alone. In African culture, the
sons and daughers of one’s aunts or uncles are considered brothers and sisters, not cousins. We do not make the
same distinctions among relatios practiced by whites. We have no half-brothers or half-sisters. My mother’s sister
is my mother; my uncle’s son is my brother; my brother’s child is my son, my daughter.
Of my mother’s three huts, one was used for cooking, one for sleeping, and one for storage. In the hut in which
we slept, there was no furniture in the Western sense. We slept on mats and sat on the ground. I did not discover
pillows until I went to Mqhekezweni. My mother cooked food in a three-legged iron pot over an open fire in the
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center of the hut or outside. Everything we ate we grew and made ourselves. My mother planted and harvested her
own mealies.
Mealies were harvested from the field when they were hard and dry. They were stored in sacks or pits dug in
the ground. When preparing the mealies, the women used different methods. They could grind the kernels
between two stones to make bread, or boil the mealies first, producing umphotbulo (mealie flour eaten with sour
milk) or umngqusho (samp, sometimes plain or mixed with beans). Unlike mealies, which were sometimes in
short supply, milk from our cows and goats was always plentiful.
*
From an early age, I spent most of my free time in the veld playing and fighting with the other boys of the
village. A boy who remained at home tied to his mother’s apron strings was regarded as a sissy. At night, I shared
my food and blanket with these same boys.
I was no more than five when I became a herd-boy, looking after sheep and calves in the fields. I discovered
the almost mystical attachment that the Xhosa have for cattle, not only as a source of food and wealth, but as a
blessing from God and a source of happiness.
It was in the fields that I learned how to knock birds out of the sky with a slingshot, to gether wild honey and
fruits and edible roots, to drink warm, sweet milk straight from the udder of a cow, to swim in the clear, cold
streams, and to catch fish with twine and sharpened bits of wire. I learned to stick-fight—essential knowledge to
any rural African boy—and bcame adept at its various techniques, parrying blows, feinting in one direction and
striking in another; breaking away from an opponent with quick footwork. Even these days I date my love of the
veld, of open spaces, the simple beauties ofnature, the clean line of the horizon.
As boys,we were mostly left to our own devices. We played with toys we made ourselves. We molded animals
and birds out of clay. We made ox-drawn sleighs out of tree branches. Nature was our playground. The hills above
Qunu were dotted with large smooth rocks which we transformed into our own roller coaster. We sat on flat stones
and slid down the face of the large rocks. We did this until our backsides were so sore we could hardly sit down. I
learned to ride by sitting atop weaned calves—after being tnrown to the ground several times, one got the hang of
it.
I learned my lesson one day from an unruly donkey. We had been taking turns climbing up and down its back
and when my chance came I jumped on and the donkey bolted into a nearby thornbush. It bent its head, trying to
unseat me, which it did, but not before the throns had pricked and scratched my face, embarrassing me in front of
my friends. Like the people of the East, Africans have a highly developed sense of dignity, or what the Chinese
call “face.” I had lost face among my friends. Even though it was a donkey that unseated me, I learned that to
humiliate another person is to make him suffer an unnecessarily cruel fate. Even as a boy, I defeated my
opponents without dishonoring them.
Usually the boys played among themselves, but we sometimes allowed our sisers to join us. Boys and girls
would play games like ndize (hide-and-seek) and icekwa (touch-and-run). But the game I most enjoyed playing
with the girls was what we called khetha, or choose-the-one-you-like. This was not so much an organized game,
but a spur-of-the-moment sport that took place when we accosted a group of girls our own age and demanded that
each select the boy she loved. Our rules dictated that the girl’s choice be respected and once she had chosen her
favorite, she was free to continue on her journey escored by the lucky boy she loved. But the girls were nimblewitted—far cleverer than we doltish lads—and would often confer among themselves and choose one boy, usually
the plainest fellow, and then tease him all the way home.
The most popular game for boys was thinti, and like most boys’ games it was a youthful approximation of war.
Two sticks, used as targets, would be driven firmly into the ground in an upright position about one hundred feet
apart. The goal of the game was for each team to hurl sticks at the opposing targt and knock it down. We each
defended our own target and attempted to prevent the other side from retrieving the sticks that had been thrown
over. As we grew older, we organized matches against boys from neighboring villages, and those who
distinguished themselves in these fraternal battles were greatly admired, as generals who achieve great victories in
war are justly celebrated.
After games such as these, I would return to my mother’s kraal where she was preparing supper. Whereas my
father once told stories of historic battles and heroic Xhosa warriors, my moher would enchant us with Xhosa
legends and fables that had come down from numberless generations. These tales stimulated my childish
imagination, and usually contained some moral lesson. I recall one story mymother told us about a traveler who
was approached by an old woman with terrible cataracts on her eyes. The woman asked the traveler for help, and
the man averted his eyes. Then another man came along and was approached by the old woman. She asked him to
clean her eyes, and even though he found the task unpleasant, he did as she asked. Then, miraculously, the scales
fell from the old woman’s eyes and she became young and beautiful. The man married her and became wealthy
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and prosperous. It is a simple tale, but its message is an enduring one: virtue and generosity will be rewarded in
ways that one cannot know.
Like all Xhosa children, I acquired knowledge mainly through observation. We were meant to learn through
imitation and emulation, not through questions. When I first visited the homes of whites, I was often
dumbfounded by the number and nature of questions that children asked of their parents—and their parents
unfailing willingness to answer them. In my household questions were considered a nuisance; adults imparted
information as they considered necessary.
My life, and that of most Xhosas at the time, was shaped by custom, ritual, and taboo. This was the alpha and
omega of our existence, and went unquestioned. Men followed the path laid out for them by their fathers, women
led the same lives as their mothers had before them. Without being told, I soon assimilated the elaborate rituals
that governed the relations between men and women. I discovered that a man may not enter a house where a
woman has recently given birth, and that a newly married woman would not enter the kraal of her new home
without elaborate ceremony. I also learned that to neglect one’s ancestors would bring ill-fortune and failure in
life. If you dishonored your ancestors in some fashion, the only way to atone for that lapse was to consult with a
traditional healer or tribal elder, who communicated with the ancestors and conveyed profound apologies. All of
these beliefs seemed perfectly natural to me.
I came across few whites as a boy at Qunu. The local magistrate, of course, was white, as was the nearest
shopkeeper. Occasionally white travelers or policemen passed through our area. These whites appeared as grand
as gods to me, and I was aware that they were to be treated with a mixture of fear and respect. But their role in my
life was a distant one, and I thought little if at all about the white man in general or relations between my own
people and those curious and remote figures.
The only rivalry between different clans or tribes in our small world at Qunu was that between the Xhosas and
the amaMfengu, a small number of whom lived in our village. AmaMfengju arrived on the eastern Cape after
fleeing from Shaka Zulu’s armies in a eriod known as the iMfecane, the great wave of battles and migration
between 1820 and 1840 set in motion by the rise of Shaka and the Zulu state, during which the Zulu warrior
sought to conquer and then unite all the tribes under military rule. AmaMfengu, who were not originally Xhosaspeakers, were refugees from the iMfecane and were forced to do jobs that no other African would do. They
worked on white farms and in white businesses, something that was looked down upon by the more established
Xhosa tribes. But amaMfengu were an industrious people, and because of their contact with Europeans, they were
often more educated and “Western” than other Africans.
When I was a boy, amaMfengu were the most advanced section of the community and furnished our
clergymen, policemen, teachers, clerks, and interpreters. They were also amongst the first to become Christians,
to build better houses, and to use scientific methods of agricultgure, and they were wealthier than their Xhosa
compatriots. They confirmed the missionaries’ axiom, that to be Christian was to be civilized, and to be civilized
was to be Christian. There still existed some hostility towad amaMfengu, but in retrospect, I would attribute this
more to jealousy than tribal animosity. This local form of tribalism that I observed as a boy was relatively
harmless. At that stage, I did not witness nor even suspect the virdent tribal rivalies that would subsequently be
promoted by the white rulers of South Africa.
My father did not subscribe to local prejudice toward amaMfengu and befriended two amaMfengu brothers,
George and Ben Mbekela. The brothers were an exception in Qunu: they were educated and Christian. George,
the older of the two, was a retired teacher and Ben was a police sergeant. Despite the proselytizing of the Mbekela
brothers, my father remained aloof from Christianity and instead reserved his own faith for the great spirit of the
Xhosas, Qamata, the God of his fathers. My father was an unofficial priest and presided over ritual slaughtering of
goats and calves and officiated at local traditional rites concerning planting, harvest, birth, marriage, initiation
ceremonies, and funerals. He did not need to be ordained, for the traditional religion of the Xhosas is
characterized by a cosmic wholeness, so that there is little distinction between the sacred and the secular, between
the natural and the supernatural.
While th faith of the Mbekela brothers did not rub off on my father, it did inspire my mother, who beame a
Christian. In fact, Fanny was literally her Christian name, for she had been given it in church. It was due to the
influence of the Mbekela brothers that I myself was baptized into the Methodist , or Wesleyan Church as it was
then known, and sent toschool. The brothers would often see me playing or minding sheep and come over to talk
to me. One day, George Mbekela paid a visit to my mother.
“Your son is a clever young fellow,” he said. “He should go to school.”
My mother remained silent. No one in my family had ever attended school and my mother was unprepared for
Mbekela’s suggestion. But she did relay it to my father, who despite—or perhaps because of—his own lack of
eduction immediately decided that his youngest son should go to school.
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The schoolhoiuse consisted of a single room, with a Western-style roof, on the other side of the hill from Qunu.
I was seven years old, and on the day before I was to begin my father took me aside and told me that I must be
dressed properly for school. Until that time, I, like all the other boys I Qunu, had worn only a blanket, which was
wrapped around one shoulder and pinned at the waist. My father took a pair of his trousers and cut them at the
knee. He told me to put them on, whidch I did, and they were roughly the correct length, although the waist was
far too large. My father then took a piece of string and cinched the trousers at the waist. I must have been a
comical sight, but I have never owned a suit I was prouder to wear than my father’s cut-off pants.
On the first day of school, my geacher, Miss Mdingane, gave each of us an English name and said that from
thenceforth that was the name we would answer to in school. This was the custom among Africans in those days
and was undoubtedly due to the British bias of our education. The education I received was a British education, in
which British ideas, British culture, British institutions, were automatifally assumed to be superior. There was no
such thing as African culture.
Africans of my generation—and even todeay—generally have both an English and an African name. Whites
were either unable or unwilling to pronounce an African name, and considered it uncivilized to have one. That
day, Miss Mdingane told me tha my new name was Nelson. Why she bestowed this particular name upon me I
have no idea. Perhaps it had something to do with the great British sea captain Lord Nelson, but that would be
only a guess.
3
One night when I was nine years old, I was aware of a commotion in the household. My father, who took turns
visiting his wives and usually came to us for perhaps one week a month, had arrived. But it was not at his
accustomed time, for he was not scheduled to be with us for another few days. I found him in my mother’s hut,
lying on his back on the floor, in the midst of what seemed like an endless fit of coughing. Even to my young
eyes, it was clear that my father was not long for this world. He was ill with some type of lung disease, but it was
not diagnosed, as my father had never visited a doctor. He remained in the hut for several days without moving or
speaking, and then one night he took a turn for the worse. Mymother and my father’s youngest wife, Nodayimani,
who had come to stay wit us,were looking after him, and late that night he called for Nodayimani.
“Bring me my tobacco,” he told her.
My mother and Nodayimani conferred, and decided that it was unwiswe that he have tobacco in his current
state. But he persisted in calling for it, and eventually Nodayimani filled his pipe, lit it, and then handed it to him.
My father smoked and became calm. He continued smoking for perhaps an hour, and then, his pipe still lit, he
died.
I do not remember experiencing great grief so much as feeling cut adrift. Although my mother was the center
of my existence, I defined myself through my father. My father’s passing changed my whole life in a way that I
did not suspect at the time. After a brief period of mourning, my mother informed me that I would be leaving
Qunu. I did not ask her why, or where I was going.
I packed the few things that I possessed, and early one morning we set out on a journey westward to my new
residence. I mourned less for my father than for the world I was leaving behind. Qunu was all that I knew, and I
loved it in the unconditional way that a child loves his first home. Before we disappeared behind the hills, I turned
and looked for what I imagined was the last time at my village. I could see the simple huts and the people goiing
about their chores; the stream where I had splashed and played with the other boys; the maize fields and green
pastures where the herds and flocks were lazily grazing. I imagined my friends out hunting for small birds,
drinking the sweet milk from the cow’s udder, cavorting in the pond at the end of the stream. Above all else, my
eyes rested on the three simple huts where I had enjoyed my mother’s love and protection. It was these three huts
that I associated with all my happiness, with life itself, and I rued the fact that I had not kissed each of them
before I left. I could not imagine that the future I was walking toward could comnpare in any way to the past that I
was leaving behind.
We traveled by foot and in silence until the sun was sinking slowly towad the horizon. But the silence of the
heart between mother and child is not a lonely one. My mother and I never talked very much, but we did not need
to. I never doubted her love or questioned her support. It was an exhausting journey, along rocky dirt roads, up
and down hills, past numerous villages, but we did not pause. Late in the afternoon, at the bottom of a shallow
valley surrounded by trees, we came upon a village at the center of which was a large and gracious home that so
far exceeded anything that I had ever seen that all I could do was marvel at it.
The buildings consisted of two iingxande (rectangular houses) and seven stately rondavels (superior huts), all
washed in white lime, dazzling even in the light of the setting sun. There was a large front garden and a maize
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field bordered by rounded peach trees. An even more spacious garden spread out in back, which boasted apple
trees, a vegetable garden, a strip of flowers, and a patch of wattles. Nearby was a white stucco church.
In the shade of two gum trees that graced the doorway of the front of the main house sat a group of about
twenty tribal elders. Encircling the proerty, contentedly grazing on the rich land, was a herd of at least fifty cattle
and perhaps five hundred sheep. Everything was beautifully tended, and it was a vision of wealth and order
beyond my imagination.
This was the Great Place, Mqhekezweni, the provisional capital of Thembuland, the royal residence of Chief
Jongintaba Dalindyebo, acting regent of the Thembu people.
As I contemplated all this grandeur, an enormous motorcar rumbled through the western gate and the men
sitting in the shade immediately arose. They doffed their hats and then jumped to their feet shouting, “ Bayete a-aa, Jongintaba!” (Hail, Jongintaba!), the traditional salute of the Xhosas for their chief. Out of the motorcar (I
learned later that this majestic vehicle was a Ford V8) stepped a short, thickset man wearing a smart suit. I could
see that he had the confidence and bearing of a man who was used to the exercise of authority. His name suited
him, for Jongintaba literally means “One who looks at the mountain” and he was a man with a sturdy presence
toward whom all eyes gazed. He had a dark complexion and an intelligent face, and he casually shook hands with
each of the men beneath the tree, men who as I later discovered comrised the highest Thembu court of justice.
This was the regent who was to become my guardian and benefactor fo the next decade.
In that moment of beholding Jongintaba and his court I felt like a sapling pulled root and branch from the earth
and flung into the center of a stream whose strong current I could not resist. I felt a sense of awe mixed with
bewilderment. Until then I had had no thought of anything but my own pleasure, nohigher ambition than to eat
well and become a champion stick fighter.
*
I learned later that, in the wake of my father’s death, Jongintaba had offered to become my guardian. He would
treat me as he treated his other children, and I would have the same advantages as they. My mother had no choice;
one did not turn down such an overture from the regent. She was satisfied that although she would miss me, I
would have a more advantageous upbringing in the regent’s care than in her own. The regent had not forgotten
that it was due to my father’s intervention that he had become acting paramount chief.
My mother remained in Mqhekerweni for a day or two before returning to Qunu. Our parting was without fuss.
She offered no sermons, no words of wisdom, no kisses.i suspect she did not want me to feel berft at her
departure, and so was matter-of-fact. I knew that myh father had wanted me to be educated and prepared for a
wide world, and I could not do that in Qunu. Her tender look was all the affection and support I needed, and as
she departed she turned to me and said,
“Uqinisufokotho, Kwedini!” (Brace yourself, my boy!)
Children are often the least sentimental of creatures, especially if they are absorbed in some new pleasure.
Even as my dear mother and first friend was leaving, my head was swimming with the delights of my new home.
How could I not be braced up? I was already wearing the handsome new outfit purchased for me by my guardian.
I was quickly caught up in the daily life of Mqhekezweni. A child adapts rapidly, or not at all—and I had taken
to the Great Place as though I had been raised there. To me, it was a magical kingdom; everything was delightful;
the chores that were tedious in Qunu became an adventure in Mqhekezweni. When I was not in school, I was a
plowboy, as wagon guide, a shepherd. I rode horses and shot birds with slingshots and found boys to joust with,
and some nights I danced the evening away to the beautiful singing and clapping of Thembu maidens. Although I
missed Qunu and my mother, I was completely absorbed in my new world.
I attended a one-room school next door to the palace and studied English, Xhosa, history, and geography We
read Chambers English Reader and did our lessons on black slates. Our teachers, Mr. Fadana, and later, Mr.
Giqwa, took a special interest in me. I did well in school not so much through cloeverness and though
doggedness. My own self-discipline was reinforced by my aunt Phathiwe, who lived in the Great Place and
scrutinized my homework every night.,
Mqhekezweni was a mission station of the Methodist Church and far more up-to-date and Westernized than
Qunu. People dressed in modern clothes. The men wore suits and the women affected the severe Protestant style
of the missionaries: thick long skirts and high-necked blouses, with a blanket draped over the shoulder and a scarf
wound elegantly around the head.
*
If the world of Mqhekezweni revolved around the regent, my smaller world revolved around his two children.
Justice, the elder, was his only son and heir to the Great Place, and Nomafu was the regent’s daughter. I lived with
them and was treated exactly as they were. We ate the same food, wore the same clothes, performed the same
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chores. We were later joined by Nxeko, the older brother to Swabata, the heir to the throne. The four of us formed
a royal quartet.
The regent and his wife No-England brought me up as if I were their own child. They worried about me,
guided me, and punished me, all in a spirit of loving fairness. Jongintaba was stern, but I never doubted his love.
They called me by the pet name of Tatomkhulu, which means “Grandpa,” because they said when I was very
serious, I looked like an old man.
Justice was four years older than I and became my first hero after my father. I looked up to him in every way.
He was already at Clarkebury, a boarding school about sixty miles distant. Tall, handsome, and muscular, he was a
fine sportsman, excelling in track and field, cricket, rugby, and soccer. Cheerful and outgoing, he was a natural
performer who enchanted audiences with his singing and transfixed them with his ballroom dancing. He had a
bevy of female admirers—but also a coterie of critics, who considerd him a dandy and a playboy. Justice and I
became the best of friends, though we were opposites in many ways: he was extroverted, I was introverted; he
was lighthearted, I was serious. Things came easily to him; I had to drill myself. To me, he was everything a
young man should be and everything I longed to be. Though treated alike, our destinies were different: Justice
would inherit one of the most powerful chieftainships of the Thembu tribe, while I would inherit whatever the
regent, in his generosity, decided to give me.
Every day I was in and out of the regent’s house doing errands. Of the chores I did for the regent, the one I
enjoyed most was pressing his suits; a job in which I took great pride. He owned half-a-dozen Western suits, and I
spent many an hour carefully making the crease in his trousers.
His palace, as it were, consisted of two large western-style houses with tin roofs. In those days, very few
Africans had Western houses and they were considered a mark of great wealth. Six rondavels stood in a semicircle
around the main house. They had wooden floorboards, something I had never seen before. The regent and the
queen slept in the right-hand rondavel, the queen’s sister in the cener one, and the leftr-hand hut served as a
pantry. Under the floor of the queen’s sister’s hut was a beehive, and we would sometimes take up a floorboard or
two and feast on its honey.
Shortly after I moved to Mqhekezweni, the regent and his wife moved to the uexande (middle house), which
automatically became the Great House. There were three small rondavels near it; one for the regent’s mother, one
for visitors, and one shared by Justice and myself.
*
The two principles that governed my life at Mqhekezweni were chieftaincy and the Church. These two
doctrines existed in uneasy harmony, although I did not then see them as antagonistic. For me, Christianity was
not so much a system of beliefs as it was the powerful creed of a single man: Reverend Matyolo. For me, his
powerful presence embodied all that was alluring in Christianity. He was as popuar and beloved as the regent, and
the fact that he was the regent’s superior in spiritual matters made a strong impression on me. But the Church was
as concerned with this world as the next: I saw that virtually all of the achievements of Africans seemed to have
come about through the missioary work of the Church. The mission schools trained the clerks, the interpreters,
and the policemen, who at the time represented the height of African aspirations.
Reverend Maryolo as a stout man in his mid-fifties, with a deep and potent voice that lent itself to both
preaching and singing. When he preached at the simple church at the western end of Mqhekezweni, the hall was
always brimming with people. The hall rang with the hosannas of the faithful, while the women knelt at his feet to
beg for salvation. The first tale I heard about him when I arrived at the Great Place was that the Reverend had
chased away a dangerous ghost with only a Bible and a lantern as weapons. I saw neither implausibility nor
contradiction in this story. The Methodism preached by Reverend Maryolo was of the fire-and-brimstone variety,
seasoned with a bit of Afrian animism. The Lord was wise and omnipotent, but He was also a vengeful God who
let no bad deed go unpunished.
At Qunu, the only time I had ever attended church was on the day that I was baptized. Religion was a ritual
that I indulged in for mymother’s sake and to which I attached no maning. But at Mqhekezweni, religion was a
part of the fabric of the life and I attended church each Sunday along with the regent and his wifre. The regent
took his religion very seriously. In fact the only time that I was ever given a hiding by him was when I dodged a
Sunday service to take part in a fight against boys from another village, a transgression I never committed again.
That was not the only rebuke I received on account of my trespasses against the reverend. One afternoon, I
crept into Reverend Matyolo’s garden and stole some maize, which I roasted and ate right there. A young girl saw
me eating the corn in the garden and immediately reported my presence to the priest. The news quickly made the
rounds and reached the regent’s wife.
That evening, she waited until prayer time—which was a daily ritual in the house—and confronted me with
my misdeed, reproaching me for taking the bread from a poor servant of God and disgracing the fmily. She said
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the devil would ceretianly take me to task for my sin. I felt an unpleasant mixture of fear and shame—fear that I
would get some cosmic comeuppance and shame that I had abused the trust of my adopted fanily.
*
Because of the universal respect the regent enjoyed—from both black and white—and the seemingly
untempered power that he wielded, I saw chieftaincy as being the very center around which life revolved. The
power and influence of chieftaincy pervaded every aspect of our lives in Mqhekezwemi nd wads the preeminent
means through which one could a hieve influence and status.
My later notions of ledership were profoundly influenced by observing the regent and his court. I watched and
learned from the tribal meetings that were regularly held at the Great Place. These were not scheduled but were
called as needed, and were held to discuss national matters such as a draught, the culling of cattle, policies
ordered by the magistrate, or new laws decreed by the government. All Thembus were free to come—and a great
many did, on horseback or by foot.
On these occasions, the regent was surrounded by his amaphakathi, a group of councilors of high rank who
functioned as the regent’s parliament and judiciary. They were wise men who retained the knowledge of tribal
history and custom in their heads and whose opinions carried great weight.
Letters advising these chiefs and headmen of a meeting were dispatched from the rgent, and soon the Great
Place became alive with important visitors and travgelers from all over thembuland. The guests would gather in
the courtyard in front of the reent’s house and he would open the meeting by thanking everyone for coming and
explaining why he had summoned them. From that point on, he would not utter another word untgil the meeting
was nearing its end.
Everyone who wanted to speak did os. It was democracy in its purest form. There may have been a hierarchy
of importance among the speakers, but everyone was heard, chief and subject, warrior and medicine man,
shopkeeper and farmer, landlwner and laborer. People spoke without interruption and the meeting lasted for many
hours. The foundation of self-govbernment was that all men were freeto voice their opinions and equal in their
value as citizens. (Women, I am afraid, were deemed second-class citizens.)
A great banquet was served during the day, and I often gave myself a bellyache by eating too much while
listening to speaker after speaker. I noticed how some speakers rambled and never seemed to get to the point. I
grasped how others came to the matter at hand directly, and who made a set of arguments succinctly and cogently.
I observed how some speakers used emotion and dramatic language, and tried to move the audience with such
techniques, while other speakers were sober and even, and shunned emotion.
At first, I was astonished by the vehemence—and candor—with which people criticized the regent. He was not
above criticism—in fact, he was often the principal targt of it. But no matter how flagrant the charge, the regent
simply listened, not defending himself, showing no emotion at all.
The meeting would continue until some kind of consensus was reched. They ended in unanimityor not at all.
Unanimity, however, might be an agreement to disagree, to wait fof a more propitious time to propose a solution.
Democracy meant all men were to be heard, and a decision was taken together as a people Majority rule was a
foreign notion. A minority was not to be crushed by a majority.
Only at the end of the meeting, as the sun was setting, would the regent speak. His purpose was to sum up
what had beensaid and form some consensus among the diverseopinions. But no conclusions were forced on
people who disagreed. If no agreement could be reached,another meeting would beheld. At the very end of the
council, a praise-singer or poet would deliver a panegyric to the ancient kings, and a mixture of compliments to
and satire on the present chiefs, and the audience, ld by the regent, would roar with laughter.
As a leader, I have always followed the principles I first saw demonstrated by the regent at the Great Place. I
have always endeavored to listen to what each and every person in a discussion had to say before venturing my
own opinion. Oftentimes, my own opinion will simply represent a consensus of what I heard in the discussion. I
always remember the regent’s axiom: a leader, he said, is like a shepherd. He stays behind the flock, letting the
most nimble go out ahead, whereupon the others follow, not realizing that all along they are being directed from
behind.
*
It was at Mqhehezwemi that I developed my interesting African history. Until then I had heard only of Xhosa
heroes, but at the Great Place I learned of other African heroes like Sekhukhune, king of the Bapedi, and the
Basotho king, Moshoeshoe, and Dingane, king of th Zulus, and others such as Bambatha, Hintsa and Makana,
Montshiwa and Kgama. I learned of these men from the chiefs and headmen who came to the Great Place to settle
disputes and try cses. Though not lawyers, these men presented cses and then adjudicated them. Some days, they
would finish early and sit around telling stries. I hovered silently and listened. They spoke in an idiom that I’d
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never heard before. Their speech was formal and lofty, their manner slow and unhurried, and the traditional clicks
of our language were long and dramatic.
At first, they shooed me away and told me I was too young to listen. Later they would beckon me to fetch fire
or water for them, or to tell the women they wanted tea, and in those early months I was too busy runnig errands
to follow their conversation. But, eventually, they permited me to stay, and I discovered the great African patriots
who fought against Western domination. My imagination was fired by the glory of these African warriors.
The most ancient of the chiefs who regaled the gathered elders with ancient tales was Zwelibhangile Joyi, a
son from the Great House of King Ngubengcuka. Chief Joyi was so old that his wrinkled skin hung on him like a
loose fiting coat. His stories unfolded slowly and were often punctuated by a great wheezing cough, which would
force him to stop for minutes at a time. Chief Joyi was the great authority on the history of the Thembus in large
part because he had lived through so much of it.
But as grizzled as Chief Joyi often seemed, the decades fell off him when he spoke of the young impis, or
warriors, in the army of King Nganggelizwe fighting the British. In pantomime, Chief Joyi would fling his spear
and creep along the veld as he narrated the victories and defeats. He spoke of Ngangelizewe’s heroism, generosity,
an humility.
Not all of Chief Joyi’s stories revolved around the Thembus. When he first spoke of non-Xhosa warriors, I
wondered why I was like a boy who worships a local soccer hero and is not interested in a national soccer star
with whom he has no connection. Only later was I moved by the broad sweep of African history, and the deeds of
all African heroes regardless of tribe.
Chief Joyi railed against the white man, who he believed had deliberately sundered the Xhosa tribe, dividing
brother from brother. The white man had told the Thembu that their true chief was the great white queen across
the ocean and that they were her subjects. But the white queen brought nothing but misery and perfidy to the
black people, and if she was a chief she was an evil chief. Chief Joyi’s war stories and his indictment of the
British made me feel angry and cheated, as though I had already been robbed of my own birthright.
Chief Joyi said that the African people lived in relative peace until the coming of the abelungu, the white
people, who arrived from across the sea with fire-beathing weapons. Once, he said, the Thembu, the Mpondo, the
Xhosa, and the Zulu were all children of one father, and lived as brothers. The white man shattered the abantu, the
fellowship, of the various tribes. The white man was hungry and greedy for land, and the black man shared the
land with him as they shared the air and water; land was not for man to possess. But the white man took the land
as you might seize another man’s horse.
I did not yet know that the real history of our country was not to be found in standard British textbooks, which
claimed South Africa began with the landing of Jan Van Riebeeck at the Cape of Good Hope in 1652. It was from
Chief Joyi that I began to discover that the history of the Bantu-speaking people began far to the north, in a
country of lakes and green plains and valleys, and that slowly over the millennia we made our way down to the
very tip of the great green continent. However, I later discovered that Chief Joyi’s account of African history,
particularly after 1652, was not always so accurate.
*
In Mqhekezwemi, I felt not unlike the proverbial counry boy who comes to the big city. Mqhekezwemi was far
more sophisticated than Qunu, whose residents were regaqrded as backward by the people of Mqhekezwemi. The
regent was loath to have me visit Qunu, thinking I would regress and fall into bad company back in my old
village. When I did visit, I sensed that my mother had been briefed by the regent, for she would question me
closely as to whom I was playing with. On many occasions, however, the regent woud arrange for my mother and
sisters to be brought to the Great Place.
When I first arrived in Mqhekezwemi I was regarded by some of my peers as a yokel who was hopelessly
unequipped to exist in the rarefied atmosphere of the Great Place. As young men will, I did my best to appear
suave and sophisticated. In chuch one day, I had nticed a lovely young woman who was one of the daughters of
the Reverend Maryolo. Her name was Winnie, and I asked her out and she accepted. She was keen on me, but her
eldest sister, nomaMpondo, regarded me as hopelessly backward. She told her sister that I was a barbarian who
was not good enough for the daughter of Reverend Maryolo. To prove to her younger sister how uncivilized I
was, she invited me to the rectory for lunch. I was still used to eating at home, where we did not use knife and
fork. At the family table, this mischievous eldere sister handed me a plate that contgained a single chicken wing.
But the wing, instead of being soft and tender, was a bit tough, so the meat did not fall exactly off the bone.
I watched the others using their knives and forks with ease and slowly picked up mine. I observed the others
for a few moments, and then attempted to carve my little wing. At first I just moved it around the plate, hoping
that the flesh would fall from the bone. Then I tried in vain to pin the thing down, and cut it, but it eluded me, and
in my frustration I was clanking my knife on the plate. I tried this repeatedly and then noticed that the older sister
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was smiling at me and looking knowingly at the younger sister as if to say, “I told you so.” I struggled and
struggled and became wet with perspiration, but I did not want to admit defeat and pick the infernal thing up with
my hands. I did not eat much chicken that day at luncheon.
Aftereward the older sister told the younger, “You will waste your whole life if you fall in love with such a
backward boy,” but I am happy to say the young lady did not listen—she loved me, as backward as I was.
Eventually, of course, we went different ways and drifted apart. She attended a different school, and qualified as a
teacher. We corresponded for a few years and then I lost track of her, but by that time I had considerably improved
my table etiquette.
4
When I was sixteen, the regent decided that it was time that I became a man. In Xhosa tradition, this is
achieved through one means only: circumcision. In my tradition, an uncircumcised male canot be heir to his
father’s wealth, cannot marry or officiate in tribal rituals. An uncircumcised Xhosa man is a contradictionin terms,
for he is not considered a man at all, but a boy. For the Xhosa people, circumcision represents the formal
incorporation of males into society. It is not just a surgical procedure, but a lengthy and elaborate ritual in
preparation for manhood. As a Xhosa, I count my years as a man from the day of my circumcision.
The traditional ceremony of the circumcision school was arranged principally for Justice—the rest of us,
twenty-six in all—were there mainly to keep him company. Early in the new year, we journeyed to two grass huts
in a secluded valley on the banks of the Mbashe River, known as Tyhalarha, the traditional place of circumcision
for Thembu kings. The huts were seclusion lodges, where we were to live isolated from society. It was a sacred
time; I felt happy and fulfilled taking part in my people’s customs and ready to make the transition from boyhood
to manhood.
We had moved to Tyhalarha by the river for a few days before the actual circumcision ceremony. These last
few days of boyhood were spent with the other initiates, and I found the comraderie enjoyable. The lodge was
near the home of Banabakhe Blayui, the wealthiest and most popular boy at the circumcision school. He was an
engaging fellow, a champion stick-fighter and a glamour boy, whose many girlfriends kept us all supplied with
delacicies.although he could neither read nor write, he was one of the most intelligent among us. He regaled us
with stories of his trips to Johannesburg, a place none of us had ever been before. He so thrilled us with tales of
the mines that he almost persuaded me that to be a miner was more alluring than to be a monarch. Miners had a
mystique; to be a miner meant to be strong and daring, the deal of manhood. Much later, I realized that it was the
exaggerated tales of boys like Banabakhe that caused so many young men to run away to work in the mines of
Johannesburg, where they often lost their health and their lives. In those days, working in the mines was almost as
much of a rite of passage as circumcision school, a myth that helped the mine-owners more than it helped my
people.
A custom of circumcision school is that one must perform a daring exploit before the ceremony. In days of old,
this might have involved a cattle raid or even a battle, but in our time the deeds were more mischievous than
martial. Two nights before we moved to Tyhalarha, we decided to steal a pig. In Mqhekezwemi there was a
tribesman with an ornery old pig. To avoid making noise and alarming him, we arranged for the pig to do our
work for us. We took handfuls of sediment from homemade African beer, which had a strong scent much favored
by pigs, and placed it upwind of the pig. The pig was so aroused by the scent that he came out of the kraal,
following a trail we had laid, gradually made his way to us, wheezing and snorting and eating the sediment. When
he got near us, we captured the poor pig, slaughtered it, and then built a fire and ate roast pork underneath the
stars. No piece of pork has ever tasted as good before or since.
The night before the circumcision, there was a ceremony near our huts wih singing and dancing.Women came
from the nearby villages, and we danced to their singing and clapping. As the music became faser and louder, our
dance turned more frenzied and we forgot for a moment what lay ahead.
At dawn, when the stars were still in the sky, we began our preparations. We were escorted to the river to bathe
in its cold waters, a ritual that signified our purification before the ceremony. The ceremony was at midday, and
we were commanded to stand in a row in a clearing some distance from the river where a crowd of parents and
relatives, including the regent, as well as a handful of chiefs and counselors, had gathered. We were clad only in
our blankets and as the ceremony began, with drums pounding, we were ordered to sit on a blanket on the ground
with our legs spread out in front of us. I was tense and anxious, uncertain of how I would react when the ritual
moment came. Flinching or crying out was a sign of weakness and stigmatized one’s manhood. I was determined
not to disgrace myself, the group, or my guardian. Circumcision is a trial of bravery and stoicism; no anesthetic is
used; a man must suffer in silence.
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To the right,out of the corner of my eye, I could see a thin, elderly man emerge from a tent and kneel in front
of the first boy. There was excitement in the crowd, and I shuddered slightly knowing that the ritual was about to
begin. The old man was a famous ingcibi, a circumscision expert, from Gcalekaland, who would use his
assegai\fn{A short spear, made for thrusting rather than throwing:H} to change us from boys to men with a single blow.
Suddenly, I heard the first boy cry out, “Ndiyindoda!” (I am a man!), which we were trained to say in the
moment of circumcision. Second later, I heard Justice’s strangled voice pronounce the same phrase. There were
now two boys before the ingcibi reached me, and my mind must have gone blank because before I knew it, the old
man was kneeling in front of me.
I looked directly into his eyes. He was pale, and though the day was cold, his face was shining with
perspiration. His hands moved so fast they seemed to be conrolled by an otherworldly force. Without a word, he
took my foreskin, pulled it forward, and then, in a single motion, brought down his assegai.
I felt as if fire was shooting through my veins; the pain was so intense that I buried my chin into my chest.
Many seconds seemed to pass before I remembered the cry, and then I recovered and called out,
“Ndiyindoda!”
I looked down and saw a perfect cut, clean and round like a ring. But I felt ashamed because the other boys
seemed much stronger and braver than I had been: they had called out more promptly than I had. I was distressed
that I had been disabled, however briefly, by the pain, and I did my best to hide my agony. A boy may cry; a man
conceals his pain.
I had now taken the essential step in the life of every Xhosa man. Now, I might marry, set up my own home,
and plow my own field. I could now be admitted to the councils of the community; my words would be taken
seriously. At the ceremony, I was given my circumcision name, Dalibunga, meaning “Founder of the Bunga,” the
traditional ruling body of the Transkei. To Xhosa traditionalists, this name is more acceptable than either of my
two previous givn names, Rolihlahla or Nelson, and I was proud to har my new name pronounced: Dalibunga.
Immediately after the blow had been delivered, an assistant who follows the circumcision master takes the
foreskin that is on the ground and ties it to a corner of your blanket. Our wounds were then dressed with a healing
plant, the leaves of which were thorny on the outside but smooth on theinside, which absorbed the blood and other
secretions.
At the conclusion of the ceremony, we returned to our huts, where a fire was burning with wet wood that cast
off clouds of smoke, which was thought to promote healing. We were ordered to lie on our backs in the smoky
huts, with one leg flat, and one leg bent. We were now abakhwetha, initiates into the world of manhood. We were
looked after by an amakhankatha, or guardian, who explained the rules we must follow if we were to enter
manhood properly. The first chore of the amakhankatha was to paint our naked and shaved bodies from head to
foot in white ocher, turning us into ghosts. The white chalk symbolized our purity, and I still recall how stiff and
dried clay felt on my body.
That first night, at midnight, an attendant, or ikhankatha, crept around the hut, gently waking each of us. We
were then insructed to leave the hut and go tramping through the night to bury our foreskins. The traditional
reason for this practice was so that our foreskins would be hidden before wizards could use them for evil
purposes, but, symbolically, we were also burying our youth. I did not want to leave the warm hut and wander
through the bush in the darkness, but I walked into the rees and, after a few minutes, untied my foreskin and
buried it in the earth. I felt as though I had now discarded the last remnant of my childhood.
We lived in our huts—thirteen in each—while our wounds healed., when outsie the huts, we were covered in
blankets, for we were not allowed to be seen by women. It was a period of quietude, a kind of spiritual
preparation for the trials of manhood that lay ahead. On the day of our re-emergence, we went down to the river
early in the morning to wash away the white ocher in the waters of the Mbashe. Once we were clean and dry, we
were coated in red ochre. The tradition was that one should sleep with a woman, who later may become one’s
wife, and she rubs off the pigment wither body. In my case, however, the ocher was removed with a mixture of fat
and lard.
*
At the end of our seclusion, the lodges and all their contents were burned, destroying our last links to
childhood, and a great ceremony as held to welcome us as men to society. Our families, friends, and local church
gathered for speeches, songs and gift-giving. I was given two heifers and four sheep, and felt far richer than I ever
had before. I who had never owned anything suddenly posssed property. It was already feeling, even though my
gifts were paltry next to those of Justice, who inherited an entire herd. I was not jealous of Justice’s gifts. He was
the son of a king: I was merely destined to be a counselor to a king. I felt strong and proud that day. I remember
walking differently on that day, straighter, taller, firmer. I was hopeful, and thinking that I might some day have
wealth, property, and status.
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The main speaker of the day was Chief Meligqili, the son of Dalindyebo, and after listening to him, my gaily
colored dreams suddenly darkened. He began conventionally, remarking on how fine it was that we were
continuing a tradition that had been going on for as long as anyone could remember. Then he turned to us and his
tone suddenly changed.
“There sit our sons,” he said, “young healthy, and handsome, the flower of the Xhosa tribe, the pride of our
nation. We have just circumcised them in a ritual that promises them manhood, but I am here to tell you that it is
an empty, illusory promise, a promise that can never be fulfilled. For we Xhosas, and all black South Africans, are
a conquered people we are slaves in our own country. We are tenants on our own soil. We have no strength, no
power, no control over our own destiny in the land of our birth. They will go to cities where they will live in
shacks and drink cheap alcohol, all because we have no land to give them where they could prosper and multiply.
They will cough their lungs out deep in the bowls of the white man’s mines, destroying their health, never seeing
the sun, so that the white man can live a life of unequaled prosperity. Among these young men are chiefs who will
never rule because we have no power to govern ourselves; soldiers who will never fight for we have no weapons
to fight with; scholars who will never teach because we have no place for them to study. The abilities, the
intelligence, the promise of these young men will be squandered in their attempt to eke out a living doing the
simplest most mindless chores for the white man. These gifts today are naught, for we cannot give them the
greatest gift of all, which is freedom and independence. I well know that Qamata is all-seeing and never sleeps,
but I have a suspicion that Qamata may in fact be dozing. If this is the case, the sooner I die the better because
then I can meet him and shake him awaje and tell him that the children of Ngubengcuka, the flower of the Xhosa
nation, are dying.”
The audience had become more and more quiet as Chief Meligqili spoke and, I think, more and more angry.
No one wanted to hear the words that he spoke that day. I know that I myself did not want to hear them. I was
cross ather than aroused by the chief’s remarks, dismissing his words as the abusive comments of an ignorant man
who was unable to appreciate the value of the education and benefits that the white man had brought to our
counry. At the time, I looked on the white man not as an oppressor but as a benefactor, and I thought the chief was
enormously ungrateful. This upstart chief was ruining my day, spoiling the proud feeling with wrongheaded
remarks.
But without exactly understanfding why, his words soon began to work in me. He had planted a seed, and
though I let that seed lie dormant for a long season, it eventually began to grow. Later, I realized that the ignorant
man that day was not the chief by myself.
After the ceremony, I walked back to the river and watched it meander on its way to where, many miles
distant, it emptied into the Indian Ocean. I had never crossed that river, and I knew little or nothing of the world
beyond it, a world that beckoned me that day.
It was almost sunset and I hurried on to where our seclusion lodges had been. Though it was forbidden to look
back while the lodges were burning, I could not resist. When I reached the area, all that remained were two
pyramids of ashes by a large mimosa tree.
In these ash heaps lay a lost and delightful world, the world of my childhood, the world of sweet and
irresponsible days at Qunu and Mqhekezweni. Now I was a man, and I would never again play thinti, or steal
maize, or drink milk from a cow’s udder. I was already in mourning for my own youth.
Looking back I know that I was not a man that day and would not truly become one for many years.
103.67 1. The Floating Room 2. A Certain Girl: Two Folktales\fn{told by Asilita Philisiwe Khulamo (c.1922Nongoma District, Zululand, kwaZulu-Natal Province, South Africa (F) 12

)}

1
It happened long ago, at the beginning.
A woman bore two girls, one after the other. As the girls grew up, one of them was very clever, the older was
rather dull. The younger sister was the precocious one, and continually worsted the older one.
They grew up, these two girls. Whenever their mother left home, she instructed them to cook the food. And
when she had departed, the younger one, the more intelligent one, a cunning girl, would say,
“Mother said that you should cook.” And the other girl, the older, would say,
“Why? I remember, Mother said that both of us should cook.”
“Oh no! She meant you only! She never directed that to me!”
So indeed this older girl would cook.
It went on like that—whatever work was in progress. When the mother would leave home, the word would be,
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“This work should be done by both of you.” And the older girl would say,
“Why is it that the two of us do not do this chore?” And the younger girl would say,
“At no time was it assigned to me, it was never said that I should do it! It was said that you should do it!” And
the other would say,
“Mother clearly said that the two of us should do it!”
But this older girl would never report to her mother that she performed all the chores of the home singlehandedly. She just resigned herself to it.
So it went—she endured that sorrow. She was troubled and harassed by her own sister, who was not bothered
about the matter by her parents.
Things continued in this way: She was not allowed to develop her talents, but was tormented by her younger
sister. And after a time, the parents also began to plague this child. Why? Because whenever her parent returned,
the cunning sister began to tell lies. She would say,
“I am the one who has done the cooking. This one has been loafing around and doing nothing. She is slothful
beyond description!” The parents of this older girl started to reprove her, saying,
“Why do you leave all the work for a mere child while you do nothing here at home?” She said,
“But I do work, all the time. She’s the one who does nothing at all.”
The younger one insisted, however, that she did all the work. She said,
“Oh no! The work—all of it—is done by me!” And she added, “She lies, she lies! She will not do anything to
help. All she does is sit idle here at home!”
One day, the older girl was told, “Dip some water with this ladle. You should go, Nkombose!”
Nkombose was the name of this older girl.
“You go and dip water, Nkombose, you’re a little older. This younger one should not go, this Hlangisabashise.”\fn{Pinching-shoe.}
Hlangisabashise was delighted today that all the chores had been assigned to Nkombose. So it was that, when
the adults had departed from home, Nkombose took the ladle, and she went to dip water. As she was coming back
with the water, the ladle slipped from her hand and fell to the ground and broke. Nkombose cried and said,
“What shall I do? My parents will beat me. They’ll ask, ‘Where is the ladle?’—and here it is, broken!”
She nevertheless went home. When she got home, her younger sister was there. She asked,
“What’s the matter? Why have you come without the ladle?” She could only say,
“The ladle broke!”
“Why did you break the ladle of my father?”
“I stumbled and it broke.”
The younger sister ridiculed her, taunted her. The older one remained quiet, weeping because her father’s
property had broken in her hands. At about dusk, her parents came home. As they returned home, the younger girl
went out to meet them.
“Mama, you haven’t heard the news! Nkombose has broken the ladle!”
“Really? She has broken it?”
“Yes! Yes! It is no more!” Her mother became agitated.
“What kind of thing—? For a long time now, I’ve been observing that this child is quite stupid! She’s not like
others!” Nkombose’s father said,
“It has become clear that all the chores at home here are being done by Hlangisabashise. The older one never
works at anything! What kind of child is this?”
“No, this is no child, this one!” Husband and wife agreed. When they reached home, the child was still crying
over what had happened. They asked,
“Where’s the ladle, you?”
“The ladle! As I was walking, it slipped and fell and broke.”
“It’s because of your stupidity! When we instruct you to remain here, working at home, you do not work at all,
you let the younger one do the work. What kind of work can you do? What kind of person are you? Are you a real
human being? Judging by your pattern of behavior, you’re not really a human being. It would be better if you had
died long ago, because you’re nothing!” Nkombose cried, and her mother said,
“I shall beat you! There is no way I can leave you alone!” Her mother picked up a stick and beat her. Her
father got up, too, and together they beat this child, they beat her again and again. Her father said,
“Nothing would be lost if this child were to die!”
So it was that they took this child—the child had passed out—they took her away. It was night by now. They
took her away, saying,
“It does not matter if we throw her into this deep pool here or into this shrubbery.”
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That shrub was an umsenge bush. They cast her there and left her.
“We don’t care. At least it’s dry.”
They returned to their home, and time passed in their home with this favorite of theirs, the younger daughter.
*
Then, in the middle of the night, a huge storm arose. This storm raged. It howled, and it turned out that this
mighty wind would be Nkombose’s salvation over there. That wind lifted her and threw her into the middle of the
deep pool.
And as Nkombose landed there, in the middle of that pool, she came to, she revived. When she descended into
the pool, a crocodile was there. It said,
“Here’s a human being, coming on her own to us, without our seeking her! Well, she’ll have to be eaten!” But
a python was there as well, there in the middle of the water, and it said,
“No, this person should not be eaten. She should be left alone. We should choose a monarch, we can make this
person the King of the Waters. We are the rulers of all the pools of water, so let us have our own leader, and let it
be this one.”
“Well,” said the crocodile, “let it be as you say.” The python said,
“Yes, I say so. She should be left alone. She won’t be eaten. She will be our child, our daughter. She’ll be the
King of the Deep Pools.”
So indeed they took her from this place and put her into a pleasant place in a cave. This was a floating room
without any water—in the middle of the pool where all these animals dwelled, this python as well as the crocodile. They put her there and prepared food for her. The child ate, she hungrily ate. She was shivering with fright
there among these animals, but she ate because she was hungry.
And so they lived with her.
Time passed, time passed, they having made her King of the Deep Pools. All the animals of the water were
brought in:
“Here is your king,” they were told, “the one who rules over you now in the waters. She is the King of the
Deep Pools, this one is the King of the Deep Pools.”
They all rejoiced, they came to love this Nkombose, because she was also a beautiful young woman—serene,
humble, not haughty.
*
One day, Nkombose was basking in the sun outside here. These animals regularly took her out of the pool so
that she could bask in the sun. And they too would bask—these crocodiles and these pythons, they would bask
right here on the banks of the river. They said that Nkombose too should come out and luxuriate in the sun.
While Nkombose was sitting there, Hlangisabashise suddenly appeared carrying a clay pot: she was coming to
dip water. The crocodile said,
“Go into the water. Here’s a human being.”
She slipped into the water. And the animals, too, went into the water. Hlangisabashise was startled.
“What’s this! That seemed to be a human being! How could she go into the water like that? And I saw some
animals enter afterward! But what went into the pool first was surely a human being!”
Well, this girl paid no further attention to that. She dipped water, raised it to her head, and went home. When
she got home, she reported:
“There was a human being whom I saw going into the water. And these animals, the crocodiles and the others,
went in after her.” They said,
“Don’t talk nonsense! It is impossible for a human being to live in water. A person would surely choke if she
lived in water. No! That’s impossible!”
So it was that they contradicted her. She did not mind. Then one day, when she went to the river again, as
Hlangisabashise came to the water, Nkombose did not see her. She was sitting, facing the other way. The python
was there with her. The crocodile was not there on that day—only the python was there. But this python did not
see the other girl. This girl of her home, Hlangisabashise, approached. Then she realized for certain:
“It is really she! It’s Nkombose! She is clothed in the very thing she was wearing that day! Could it be that
Nkombose never died? She’s alive!
“Well! What can be done about this matter? What shall I do?”
One thought that she had in her heart was that she should call out. But no, she was afraid to do that. She feared
this animal, the python, that was on the other side of her, that was next to her. So she dipped water, making a lot
of noise as she did so, causing the water to make noise against the pot. When Nkombose looked back, she saw
her:
“Here she is!” And she dove into the water. So did the python.
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When she got home, Hlangisabashise reported this matter again:
“I definitely saw her! Nkombose is over there in the water!” Her father said,
“No such thing!” He contradicted her, and would not listen. But she said,
“Truly, she is there in the water.” He said,
“All right.” In the morning, she would go to dip water again. “And we shall follow you.”
So they went, and they arrived and hid as Hlangisabashise went ahead to dip in the water. However, as she
dipped water and looked around this time, she saw no one.
“Oh!”
She came away from the river wondering. When she returned home, her parents said,
“You tell lies! Where is that person? She was not there!”
*
Time passed. Then, on a certain day, she went back again, saying to herself,
“Surely I saw her going into the water here. Perhaps I should call out. Maybe she’ll hear, because I’m a child
of her home.” She filled her clay pot, and put it down. Then she said,
You! Nkombose!
You, Nkombose,
Daughter of my father!
Just see! Help me hoist this water!

But Nkombose did not reply, thinking, “Here is Hlangisabashise, calling for me.” The crocodile said, along
with the python, “It’s all right. Respond to her, tell her this:
Chevu! Chevu!
Do you mean to say you are not Thwazingane.\fn{ Infant-killer.}
Who said that your father and mother should kill me,
They gave me a thorough thrashing
And stretched me out on an umsenge tree,
Then I was saved by the wind
Which threw me into the water here?

And again, Hlangisabashise said,
Oh Nkombose!
Oh Nkombose,
Child of my father!
Please come and help me lift this water to my head!

Thereupon Nkombose responded from inside the water, saying,
Krishi krishi krishi!
Your father and mother, Hlangisabashise!
Flogged and flogged me, Hlangisabashise!
They stretched me out on an umsenge tree, Hlangisabashise,
And the wind raged furiously, Hlangisabashise!
And threw me into a pool, Hlangisabashise!
A crocodile said that I should be devoured, Hlangisabashise!
But a python said no, Hlangisabashise,
And I became King of the Deep Pools, Hlangisabashise!

Thereupon the crocodile said, “Go out of the water and help her.” Nkombose, she came out of the water and
helped her lift her clay pot to her head. Hlangisabashise saw Nkombose very clearly:
“How are you doing, Sister?”
“I am all right.”
“Let us go home together.”
“Oh no! I will not go to that home, because you people wanted to kill me. Indeed, Father and Mother would
have killed me. You too wanted me to die. I shall not go home. I came out of the water only to help you to lift this
clay pot.”
So she did help her to raise it.
Then the younger girl, Hlangisabashise, departed, she went home. The other three—Nkombose, the crocodile,
and the python—went back to the water.
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*
Time passed, and when the girl got back home, she made a report:
“I really saw Nkombose. I spoke with her mouth to mouth. And she responded to me.”
“What happened then?”
“When I had filled my clay pot, I wondered what I could do so that I should see her. I said to myself, ‘Let me
call out and see if she will respond.’ So I called out and said,
You, Nkombose!
You Nkombose,
Child of my father!
Please come and help me to hoist my pot!

“Then she called back and said, ‘Krishi krishi.’ And I asked her to come and help me to lift my pot to my head.
She said that her father and mother flogged her and spread her on an umsenge tree, that the wind blew strongly
and she was thrown into a pool, and a crocodile said that she should be eaten, and a python said that she should be
left alone, that she should become the King of the Deep Pools.”
“Is that true? Is that a fact?”
“Yes, yes, I’m certain!”
“Could you call her again in the morning?”
“Oh yes! Tomorrow morning, I can call out to her.”
“All right then. We’ll go tomorrow morning.”
They went. And they stealthily moved closer and closer to the river. When they got there, the parents hid themselves. And when the parents had hidden themselves here, Hlangisabashise dipped water into the clay pot, and
proceeded like that until her pot was full. When this pot was full, she was heard saying,
You, Nkombose!
You Nkombose,
Child of my father!
Please come and help me to lift this pot!

Then Nkombose said,
Krishi krishi, Hlangisabashise,
Your father and mother, Hlangisabashise,
Flogged and flogged me, Hlangisabashise,
They stretched me out on an umsenge tree, Hlangisabashise,
And the wind raged furiously, Hlangisabashise,
And threw me to a pool, Hlangisabashise,
A crocodile said that I should be devoured, Hlangisabashise,
But a python said that I should be preserved, Hlangisabashise,
And I became the King of the Deep Pools, Hlangisabashise.

The python said, “Go out and help her.”
Nkombose came out of the water and got hold of the pot and helped her heave it to her head.
“Well! Hello, my friend.”
“Yes.”
“How are you? Are you all right?”
“Yes, I am all right.” All this time, the parents of Nkombose were observing her.
“Hlangisabashise spoke the truth!”
Their first thought was to rush to her. However, they changed their minds and decided to remain quiet.
“Let us give this more serious thought, to determine what kind of thing it is.” So her parents remained quiet.
Nkombose went back into the water. And Hlangisabashise departed, she went home with her parents. The
parents, having seen all this, said,
“So this child still lives on the earth!” Hlangisabashise said,
“Yes indeed, she lives, that is certain! Now what shall we do?”
“We don’t know.”
“I too don’t know what we should do.”
Her father departed, saying that he would seek advice about the matter from other people. He said to people,
“Tell me what to do. My child is living right there in the water. I myself have seen her, with my own eyes: she
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was right there in the water. What can I do so that this child of mine can return home?” The people said that they
did not know what could be done.
“What can you do?” Finally, someone said,
“One thing that could be done is this: when she has come out of the water, you should rush her and catch her,
abduct her and take her home.”
The father of Nkombose invited people to accompany him. Many people came the next morning, and they all
hid near that deep pool.
“Go ahead then, Hlangisabashise!”
Hlangisabashise went ahead: She dipped, she dipped, she dipped the water.
You, Nkombose!
You Nkombose,
Child of my father!
Please come and help me!

And Nkombose said,
Krishi krishi krishi, Hlangisabashise!
Your father and mother, Hlangisabashise!
They flogged and flogged me, Hlangisabashise!
They stretched me out on an umsenge tree, Hlangisabashise!
And the wind raged furiously, Hlangisabashise!
And threw me into a pooL Hlangisabashise!
A crocodile said that I should be devoured, Hlangisabashise!
But a python said no, Hlangisabashise!"

Then the python said, “Go out and help her.’ Nkombose came out. As she was about to take hold of the clay
pot to help Hlangisabashise, up sprang the men on every side—on every side, and they seized her. Nkombose
screamed, asking,
“Why are you seizing me? Why are you abducting me? Why?”
But they went away with her. The python and the crocodile, when they realized that a space of time had
elapsed, wondered,
“Why is she taking so long to come back? There is no sound coming from above the pool! Where could she
have disappeared to?”
The crocodile came out of the pool. She was no more! There is where she had been screaming and crying.
“Well,” they said, “it’s all right. Let’s wait and see, we’ll wait until dusk.” These animals returned to the pool,
and time passed.
*
In the meantime, these people carried Nkombose with them, they took her home. When they had arrived with
her at home, her father said,
“Now, my child, don’t persist in this screaming. I’ll never again attempt to kill you. The reason I tried to kill
you was because you would not pay heed to me. You were very foolish. And so your mother and I decided to flog
you and to kill you. Forgive me, my child.”
It turned out that Nkombose was very unhappy at home here, because over there in the pool she reigned, she
enjoyed deference, her word was law. When she said, “Let meat appear,” the meat would appear, and she would
eat. “Let milk appear,” and the milk appeared, and she would drink. Any kind of food. And the animals would ask,
“Nkombose, what would you like?” And Nkombose would say, “I want such-and-such,” and it would be said,
“Let it appear!” and it would be there and Nkombose would eat.
When it was dusk, the crocodile arrived here at Nkombose’s home, as the children were shutting the cattle up
in the kraal. They said,
“Here is an animal!”
They fled as the crocodile seized an ox. The ox said, “Hoooooooo!” and was felled to the ground.
“There’s an animal killing the cattle!”
“Oh!”
“This animal—oh!”
“It’s a crocodile!”
“Oh!” They came out with the intention of stabbing this creature. But the crocodile was like stone, it was
invulnerable. It attacked another ox.
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“Oh!” they said.
“We abase ourselves before you, sir!”
“Tell us on what mission of vengeance you have come to our home here!”
The women were told to come out and humble themselves. They took mats and offered obeisance, saying,
“On what grounds has the lord come down here?” The crocodile then ceased attacking the cattle, he calmed
down and said,
“I have come in wrath. I have come to seek Nkombose. She is my child, she became mine when she was
thrown into the deep pool. We initially wanted to devour her, but we did not do so. Instead, we preserved her, and
she became King of the Deep Pools.” They said,
“We were certain that Nkombose had died. Yet, as it turned out, she had not died. We see that Nkombose lives!
We heard it from her younger sister, that Nkombose was alive over there in the pool. Hlangisabashise said that
Nkombose was in the habit of coming out to help her hoist her pot of water to her head, and then she would return
into the water.” The crocodile said,
“Since you know that she lives in the water, who do you think supports her? On the day you caught her and
went away with her, who did you think feeds her? With whom did you think she lived in the water?” They said,
“We did not know. We beg your pardon. If there is anything we can do to mollify you, we shall do it!” The
crocodile then said,
“I hear your pleas. What is necessary, however, is that I take Nkombose away with me.” Her father said,
“Lord, ask for whatever you like, and I shall give it to you, if only you’ll give me my child.” This crocodile
said,
“Even if I may ask for whatever I want, I shall nevertheless depart with Nkombose. If you want her, you will
have to take a pure white ox without a spot. Drive this ox to the pool. You will call out and say, ‘There is the ox of
the king!’ I shall come out with Nkombose, we shall give you Nkombose then, and take our ox and enter the pool
with it.”
“Well,” the father of Nkombose said, “I shall procure the ox. We do not have it here at home. However, I will
seek it from other people.”
*
The crocodile took Nkombose then, and departed and returned to the pool. When she reached the pools, she
was rejoicing because she was somebody important, she was royalty in the pool.
And time passed.
*
Her father went all over, seeking a white ox, but he could not find it. He found cattle of various colors, some
pitch-black, others crimson red. He went all over the land, until he finally found a pure white ox without a spot.
When he found it, he said, “I am so happy!” and he offered two cattle to buy this ox, because this ox was very big.
The man who owned the ox said,
“I give you this ox only because you are in trouble. Otherwise, it would never leave home here.”
Nkombose’s father took the ox. They fixed the day on which they would go over to the pool. And so they went
to the pool, driving this ox. When they arrived, they said,
“There’s the ox of the king!”
The crocodile said that the python should go out and see. The python looked on all sides. Then he said,
reporting back to the crocodile,
“Indeed, it is the right ox.” Addressing Nkombose, it said,
“You will be leaving today. See now! We shall give you a pebble that belongs to us. This pebble is a stone that
we live with here in the water. This stone will do for you all that you want. You will, when you are unhappy, if
your parents again harass you, speak to this stone and say,
Stone of mine,
Stone of mine,
Stone which was given to me
By my lords of the waters,
I desire such-and-such.
Let such-and-such appear,

And it will appear. Or, if you should wish that what you don’t want should return to the ground, it will return.”
Nkombose then took that stone, she held it in her hand.
They handed her over to her father. They exchanged thanks, she and these animals—these animals, the python
and the crocodile. They took this ox of theirs and gave Nkombose to the people. They departed with her and they
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reached home.
*
When they reached home, Nkombose was treated very well indeed. By now, she was a king, this very Nkombose, to her parents.
They found this girl saying, “I want meat. I say that meat should appear!” and the meat would appear—a lot of
it, moreover already cut in pieces, as if it were designed for an elaborate table. And everything would be there,
even the appropriate knives. The girl would take a taste and apportion it to those in the house, and they would eat.
Her father boasted about her.
“What has happened to my child? When she returned from the water, she was a changed person, no longer a
human being actually. It was like that about everything. I refer even to her manner of dress.” Nkombose would
say,
“Stone of mine, I ask that there appear clothes that I like!” If she wanted a shoestring, she would say, “Let it
appear,” and the shoestring would appear. Should she want to dress up, she would say, “I want my garment,” and
it would appear. And even on the day she was getting married, her father did not buy her a thing. Concerning the
goods that she would go away with, she just said to the stone, “Stone of mine, produce everything I will need to
take to my home of marriage.” And this stone produced it all, all the goods that Nkombose would need. And these
were many—her gifts, grass goods, garments, beads, all these appeared on account of this stone of hers. The
crocodile had told her,
“Take this stone with you when you get married. All you will do in your married life, you will do with the help
of this stone. If, in your home by marriage, you want something to appear, it will appear—because of this stone.
Only death will end all this.”
So indeed, Nkombose departed with this stone, she packed it in her luggage, and went into the married state.
She married well, according to protocol. Her people returned, and time passed, Nkombose being married.
2
A certain girl was born after her father had died. Her mother had given birth to all her other children somewhat
earlier. When the mother was two months pregnant with this child, the father died. So it was that the woman had
borne this child of hers when her husband was no longer alive.
When the period of mourning was at an end, the mother married someone else. She took her children with her
to her new house of marriage, then bore yet other children to that man whom she had just married.
These children whom she had brought with her to this homestead were treated well. The man did not show any
partiality; he showed no discrimination simply because “these children are not my own.” He treated these children
very well; it was as if they were his own. When the man came home with sweets, he would usually give them to
these children first, to the children who had come to his home with his wife, even before giving them to the
children he himself had fathered.
The children did not even know that this was not their natural father. All they knew was that “this one is our
father!” because he did not mistreat them in any way. This youngest one, the girl who did not know her real father,
whose father had died before she was born—she too knew only that she was this man’s child. She was not old
enough to know otherwise. As time went on, when she had grown up, she learned that “this father is not your
biological father.”
*
Now, back there at the first house of marriage, there was a woman called Zakowabo.
This Zakowabo had borne sons, and the sons moved away from that place; they went to establish themselves
elsewhere. One of these sons of Zakowabo married a certain woman, and his young wife gave birth to a child.
Then this young man became troubled; he looked for a child who could help this wife of his during the period that
she was a nursing mother. He thought about this problem a great deal, then decided,
“Let me go to my mother, at her new house of marriage. I’ll just go and ask if that younger daughter of hers,
the one with whom she departed from our homestead, can come and help my wife.”
He departed then; he went to the home of his mother’s sister, and said,
“I request that this child of yours, the one who was so young when you left our home over there, come and be
a nursemaid to my child. I need help, my young wife is alone. We live by ourselves near the mountain. I’d appreciate it if you would help me, if you’d let me have the child to take care of my infant.”
The woman listened, and she agreed to the request. She spoke to her husband:
“This is my son. He has come here to ask that this child of mine go and live with him and his wife.” The father
of the child agreed, and the young man said,
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“I'll come for her in a few days. I’ll come here and fetch her. I don’t have money just now for the bus ride.”
He returned on another day, he and his brother coming on their bicycles. These young men said,
“Mother, we’ve come to fetch the child.”
The mother was satisfied; she took out the small clothes of her child, and these were tied to one of the bicycles.
A coat was tied to the frame as a cushion for the child.
So they set out with this little girl. They traveled with this child. It was a long trip, near the sea. They went on,
they went on and on. Finally, the child became tired and began to feel pain here on the waist. It had been very nice
at the beginning. She had imagined that she would be going by automobile—she had never been in a motorcar,
she had no experience of it. When she first got on the bicycle, she was happy; it seemed as good as a motorcar.
When she began to be pained on the buttocks and waist, the girl could do nothing. But she was unable to sit still.
That is why they had put the coat on the bicycle, but this did not help. They went on, and finally they reached that
home. When they got there, it was said,
“Here’s the child who will nurse our child.”
The girl was very happy. She knew this brother of hers, although she did not know his new young wife.
Time passed.
*
At the beginning, the child was treated well. She took care of the infant. She took care of the infant, but it
turned out that this young wife treated the girl roughly. And it was not long before she began to beat the child.
“Why do you merely look at the infant when it is straying or doing something wrong?” she would ask, and she
would take a stick and lash the child. And the girl would cry. She would cry, and sometimes she told her brother,
“This wife of yours is beating me for nothing! Just because I wasn’t present when the infant did something
wrong.” And he would say,
“She should have beat you harder! I’ll beat you, too! You must be alert!”
The poor child was confused, she did not know what to do. Time passed, and the child concluded,
“This is no way to live! Was it for this kind of life that my older brother came to fetch me from my mother?
Only to come here to be made a plaything of?” They said,
“This is no mere infant to be strapped to the back!”
“Let her go dip water!”
When this child got to the river, she filled the bucket with water. But when she tried to raise it to her head, she
could not quite do it. The bucket was a little too big for her. When she finally did get the bucket to her head, the
water was spilling all over her. Then she cried because she was wet. So she went back to the homestead, soaking
wet—everything was wet. When she got home:
“Why have you poured water all over yourself?”
“I was trying to raise the bucket to my head. I couldn’t quite do it, and the water spilled all over me.”
“It’s only because you’re so naughty and foolish.”
The young wife unstrapped her child from the girl’s back and put it down. Then she took a stick and beat this
child, this little girl. The girl cried, and tried to move toward her brother. But her brother ran at her with his belt in
his hand, prepared to lash her.
“The trouble is that you’re so stupid!”
“God knows what has happened to me!” the child said.
So things went, this unhappy situation persisted.
*
Then, one day, her sister, a girl also borne by her mother, came to visit her: This sister of hers, knowing that
she was now living with her brother, came to visit her. That sister was employed, she worked at Mbonana. She
had boarded a train to come here.
“I have come to visit the child.”
“That’s all right.”
“How are you?” And this sister of the child went on to say,
“Now then, Brother, I have one request to make. This child lives with you now, nursing this infant of yours. I
request this one thing. She must go to school. I don’t want a child of my home to be illiterate—not even to know
the letter A—and be like me.
“I didn’t have a teacher. I don’t want this child to be like me, I’m a person who knows nothing. Even if she
gets only a little education, I want her to be able to write a letter at least.”
“Ah well,” he said, “that’s all right. What you say is true. The child should go to school.
“But I don’t have the money to educate the child. Here I am, working to buy food. The food that we eat here,
it’s bought with money.” She said,
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“I understand that. I’ll pay her way through school, because I’ve got a job.” He said,
“In that case, it’s all right.” She said,
“I hope she can start her schooling at the beginning of the year.”
Then the sister of this child departed. She left some clothes for the child, and some money. She gave these to
the young wife. But this wife did not give the money to the child. She gave her only the clothes.
*
So it went, and this child was confused. She had to rise early and go to the kitchen to wash the dishes. When
she had finished the dishes, she took the bucket and went to the river. When she returned from the river, the young
wife screamed at her:
“You! Come and take the baby!” The girl took the infant.
“Put the porridge on the hearth!”
The child cooked the porridge then, and when the water boiled the wife stirred it. Then they ate.
That is the way things went for her.
Now this girl was not yet able to wash properly. Someone should have been washing things for her. The young
wife did not wash for her child. When the infant had relieved itself all over this girl, the girl would take the
clothes and hide them. Once, when she was doing this, the young wife saw her.
“How are you washing these clothes?”
“But I don’t know how to wash them.”
She beat the child.
When her own clothes were dirtied with the feces of the infant, the girl would take these small garments of
hers and snuggle them over there against the trunk of some bush or other. One day, her own brother came. Her
brother came from the girl’s home, he came to visit her.
“How is the child? Is she well?”
“Yes, she’s fine. And she’s very happy here.”
But when the older couple was absent, this child told her brother everything. He said,
“Why have you been wearing the same dress the whole time I’ve been here? Don’t you have other dresses?”
The girl said,
“I do have dresses. But this baby Dandi, has defecated on all of them. And I’m unable to wash them! When I
try to wash them, the dresses only come up with a lot of feces on them. Then the wife beats me, asking me why I
haven’t washed them properly. But I don’t know how to do it!”
The brother of this child was unhappy about this. He took all of the clothes that were so badly soiled, the ones
belonging to this child of his home. He took some soap, then went to the river and washed them for the child. He
returned with the clothes and put them away, saying,
“Here are your clothes. You must wear these. And when the infant defecates on you, you must go and wash the
clothes in the river.”
After a time, he departed.
*
Then the beginning of the school term came around, and it was time for the girl to start school. The girl’s sister
arrived.
“Here is the money. Send the girl to school. Did they give you the money that I left for you the first time I
came?” The girl said,
“No, she did not give it to me.”
“She didn’t give it to you?”
“No, she did not give it to me.”
“This is not good at all!” She said, “Here, here is some money. I’ll leave it with you this time. Here’s ten
shillings. It’s your money, so that you can attend school. Whenever the other children buy something—like sweets
—you should buy it too. But hide this from the wife, so that she doesn’t see it. Do you understand?”
“Yes, yes, I understand you, Sister.”
So it went, and indeed this child was put into school. She attended school, and she studied hard, she studied
hard.
But it soon became clear that the child would always be late in coming to school, because she was first
required to wash the dishes, to go and dip water, to cook the porridge. All this time, the infant was strapped to her
back. Then, when these chores were completed, and after eating the porridge, she had to wash the dishes used for
the morning meal.
Only then could she wash herself, take a bath, dress, and go to school. She always arrived late.
Finally, the teacher asked the child why she was late all the time. He would beat her if she kept coming late to
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school.
“Why are you always late coming to school? Why can’t you get to school on time, like the other children?”
The child said,
“Well, it’s the wife. I get up very early and take the infant and do all the chores, and she does not allow me to
leave home at the right time. When I say, ‘It’s time to go,’ she says, ‘Never! You can’t go to school before you do
this and that!’” And the child would have to finish the job that had been set by the wife. Only then could she go to
school.
“That is why I always come to school late.” The teacher was upset by this. He said,
“Why does this wife do such things?”
It was clear that the child did not know. The teacher said,
“Well, it’s all right.” So the child kept coming late. The child had gone home to tell the couple,
“When I get to school late, the teacher beats me for it.” And they said,
“The real reason you’re late is because you play along the way! That’s why you’re always late.”
“No! When I leave home, I run all the way to school. But school has always started by the time I get there.”
“Do you say that you want to go to school without doing your work first? That’ll never happen!”
The teacher tended to ignore the child’s tardiness, because he knew now why she was always late. Once, he
asked,
“But where is your mother?”
“My mother is far away. I came to live here.”
*
He began to understand. After all, he was a grown man. He could see the difficult problem the child was
facing. So the teacher ignored it when she came late. He would go on and teach her.
So it went, on and on.
When the schools closed, it was found that this child had passed her examinations. She passed, even though
she was always late in coming to school because of the extraordinary behavior of these people who were treating
her so badly. She passed because she was very bright.
When the schools reopened the following year, the child was very troubled.
“How I wish Mother would come to visit me.”
Whenever her sister came to see her, she would cry, asking her to take her away from here. But her sister could
only say,
“How can I take you with me? I’m at work, I’m not at home. Anyway, I don’t have the power to take you away
from here. I can’t take you back to Mother, because my brother would hate me for that. But my dear sister, be
patient. When I get back to my job, I’ll write a letter to Mother, asking her to come here and visit you. I’ll tell her
that your situation is not good, I’ll tell her what the teacher said, that ‘this child of your home could be really very
intelligent. The only problem is that she regularly comes to school late. However, she did tell me the reason for
her tardiness.’”
So the child was patient. Her sister departed, and she wrote the letter to her mother as she promised.
*
Sometime after this, the girl was coming home from school, picking berries along the way and eating them,
carrying some of them in her hand. Usually when she returned from school, she would walk quickly, leaving the
other children behind, because she would get a beating even as she came into the homestead. They would say that
she had purposely delayed, that she had walked slowly coming home from school, that she was playing along the
way.
On this day, to surprise her, her mother arrived while the child was away at school. As soon as the child
appeared over the ridge, she saw this wife of her brother coming out of the kitchen. As soon as the child appeared,
she heard the wife say,
“My lord! There she comes! There comes my girl, my daughter! My people! She must be terribly hungry! My
people! I’m so glad to see her! But why do you hurry so, my girl?”
The child was surprised by all this.
“What has happened to this woman? What’s the reason for all this? What’s making her so happy today?”
The child came closer, and she became more anxious. She said to herself,
“I wonder what’s wrong today? I can’t understand this. I’m sure there’s something that she’ll beat me for. I
wonder what I forgot to do this morning. What did I do wrong this morning?”
When the child arrived, the wife came out of the house again, and she danced.
“Have you arrived already, child of our home?”
The child said, “Yes, yes, I have arrived already.”
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“Isn’t this nice? Just take a look, see who’s in the house!”
The child was even more confused. Where would she be sent? On what errand? The child said,
“I don't know who it could be.”
“Just look inside and see!” The child said,
“My sister must be in there.” She said,
“You’re wrong. It’s not your sister.” The child said,
“Then it must be my brother.” She said,
“Ha! You’re wrong again! It’s not your brother.”
“Oh!” said the child. “Then I don’t know who it might be.” She said,
“Come, let’s go into the house. We’ll see what happens.”
The wife went in, walking in front. She was laughing, she was very happy. As soon as the child put her foot in
the doorway—
“Who is this? She looks like my mother!”
The child hurried, she went and embraced her mother. Her mother was also happy, she laughed and laughed.
Everyone laughed, including the brother of this home. It was very pleasant. The one married to this wife—he
laughed also. It was nice.
“My girl, you’re so happy! Your mother has come today!”
It was very pleasant. The mother was now fussing over her daughter. Then the wife:
“Take some food to eat, please. First, before everything else, little girl, I’m sure you must be very hungry. Do
take some food, little mother.”
So the child took something to eat. She was still very excited over her mother’s presence. Until sunset on that
day, the child was called nice names, and sent here and there.
“Please do this, my little girl.” When the child rushed to the infant to put her on her back, according to the
daily routine, the wife said,
“Oh, leave the child alone. You can’t wash dishes with a child strapped to your back.”
The girl suddenly realized:
“This is for the benefit of my mother. Today, I’m washing without the child on my back. And the child is
crying over there because it knows that I’m the one who plays the part of its mother most of the time. Its real
mother is a stranger to it.”
Now, when the infant came to this girl, the wife hurried to stop it.
“Get away! You’re disturbing the child! Come back here to me.” The infant too did not understand that “today
I won’t be with this other one.”
*
The next morning, the child began to do her normal chores—washing the dishes, taking the bucket to the river,
the usual pattern. But that wife said,
“No, come back here! So early in the morning, and you’re going off to the river! Don’t you see how cold it is?
You’ll get sick. I’ve been telling you every day that you must not go to the river so early.”
“Well,” said the child, “it’s clear that I don’t have to go to the river today.”
And that morning, when she went to wash the dishes:
“Leave them alone! It’s still so early. I should drink my morning tea first. And you too! Before you wash the
dishes, drink some tea. Eat some porridge. Then go to school, I don’t want anyone to be late for school.”
How can this be? What is this all about? This is really strange!
“I’ve been telling her that for a long time. She mustn’t be late to school.”
But all through the night, the child had been recounting everything to her mother. This wife and her husband
slept in another house, some distance away; while the child slept with her mother here. The child reported to her
mother—everything. By now, the mother knew all that had happened, she was full of it inside. And all the time
this wife was doing all these nice things for the child, she did not know that the child had already, all through the
night, told her mother everything. The child had not slept, she had told her mother everything.
In the morning, the child was offered tea in a nice way, was for the first time given a slice of bread. She drank
tea, she ate bread and porridge.
“Now go and dress quickly! Go off to school.”
The child did go to school. And that day she reached school even before the other children did. The teacher
was surprised. How could this have happened? The child said,
“I just don’t know! The young wife told me that I should go to school. I don’t understand why, Teacher.”
But the child was beginning to comprehend what had happened.
“I don’t know why, Teacher. But my mother has come. I don’t know, perhaps she is trying to impress my
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mother. Because all the chores that I usually do, I didn’t have to do them because, I think, my mother is here.”
“Oh!” The teacher laughed. “Certainly! It’s because she sees your mother! That is why this is the first time
you’ve come to school early.”
The sun went down, and the girl’s mother was still there. And the child was still being treated well. But then
came the day when the mother of the child would leave. During the night, the child said,
“Mother, I want to leave with you.” Her mother said,
“How can I go off with you, my child? You know that your brother will be very unhappy.” The child said,
“No, Mother! I shall not remain here! Not for a minute longer! I’m going!”
“What can I do? Well, if you insist on going with me—when you go to bed, you must take your clothes, I’ll put
them in my bag. Actually, a child doesn’t have that many clothes. It’s only these small items of yours, the ones
that you wear to school.”
So the child gathered all her clothes, all the new ones, and she gave them to her mother. All of this was done
before the young wife came in. Her mother hid all these clothes in her bag, and she kept calm. The child had taken
some paper—her clothes were kept in cardboard boxes—she had taken some paper and put the paper into the
boxes, replacing the clothing with paper. Then she took her old clothes, and put them on top of the paper in the
boxes, so that when the young wife looked at the cardboard boxes, she would see that “well, all her clothes are
here in the boxes.” But the clothes were no longer there, they were already in her mother’s bag.
She also took the money that her sister had given her, and she gave that to her mother.
The next day arrived, the day when her mother would leave.
The young wife had made the preparations for the mother—provisions, she had prepared everything. Now it
was necessary to depart, to board the bus. The brother of this child said,
“You hurry up and go to school! We’ll take Mother to the bus stop. You can say goodbye to her now.”
The child became difficult.
“No! I want to say goodbye to her at the bus stop, too.” Then the brother said,
“But won’t the teacher beat you?” The child said,
“No, Teacher won’t beat me. I’ll just tell him that my mother was leaving.” The child’s mother said,
“All she has to do is talk to the teacher. My child shouldn’t be going off to school on the day that I leave!
When I get to the bus stop, I want her there to say goodbye.”
They all went to the bus stop then. The mother’s ticket was purchased, and she boarded the bus. The bus was
just about to move off.
“Go well, Mother! Travel well!” The child also kept saying,
“Travel well, Mother!” But the child was standing near the door of the bus.
“Go well, Mother!”
When the bus groaned, that child leapt on! Her brother shouted,
“You! Heee, Mother! Get that child off the bus!” The bus conductor said,
“Woman, your son there seems to be calling out for the child.” The woman said to the conductor,
“You be quiet!”
*
There goes the bus, shooting along, up and down the hills and mountains.
And the others remained behind, embarrassed.
The child looked at them through the window. They were saying,
“There goes the bus, there go the mother and child, far away!”
In time, the bus reached the place where the mother lived.
The child lived there, happily.
While the child lived there at home, her sister came too, and she went to talk to the teachers of the neighborhood, to ask that this child be admitted to the school. The teachers admitted her, and she continued her education.
The child lived happily with her mother.
91.245 The Bridegroom\fn{by Nadine Gordimer (1923-

)}

Springs, Gautang Province, South Africa (F) 4

He came into his road camp that afternoon for the last time.
It was neater than any house would ever be; the sand raked smooth in the clearing, the water drums under the
tarpaulin, the flaps of his tent closed against the heat. Thirty yards away a black woman knelt, pounding mealies,
and two or three children, gray with Kalahari\fn{ The Kalahari Desert, a small part of which occupies part of northwestern South
Africa.} dust, played with a skinny dog.
Their shrillness was no more than a bird’s piping in the great spaces in which the camp was lost.
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Inside his tent, something of the chill of the night before always remained, stale but cool, like the air of a
church. There was his iron bed, with its clean pillowcase and big kaross.\fn{Rug made of animal skins.} there was his
table, his folding chair with the red canvas seat, and the chest in which his clothes were put away. Standing on the
chest was the alarm clock that woke him at five every morning and the photograph of a seventeen-year-old girl
from Francistown\fn{A town in northeastern Botswana.} whom he was going to marry.
*
They had been there a long time, the girl and the alarm clock; in the morning when he opened his eyes, in the
afternoon when he came off the job. But now this was the last time. He was leaving for Francistown in the roads
Department ten-tonner, in the morning; when he came back, the next week, he would be married and he would
have with him the girl, and the caravan which the department provided for married men.
He had his eye on her as he sat down on the bed and took off his boots; the smiling girl was like one of those
faces cut out of a magazine. He began to shed his working overalls, a rind of khaki stiff with dust that held his
shape as he discarded it, and he called, easily and softly,
“Ou Piet, ek wag.”
But the bony black man with his eyebrows raised like a clown’s, in effort, and his bare feet shuffling under the
weight, was already at the tent with a tin bath in which hot water made a twanging tune as it slopped from side to
side.
When he had washed and put on a clean khaki shirt and a pair of worn gray trousers, and streaked back his hair
with sweet-smelling pomade, he stepped out of his tent just as the lid of the horizon closed on the bloody eye of
the sun.
It was winter and the sun set shortly after five; the gray sand turned a fading pink, the low thorn scrub gave out
spreading stains of lilac shadow that presently all ran together; then the surface of the desert showed pocked and
pored, for a minute or two, like the surface of the moon through a telescope, while the sky remained light over the
darkened earth and the clean crystal pebble of the evening star shone.
The campfires—his own and the black men’s, over there—changed from near-invisible flickers of liquid color
to brilliant focuses of leaping tongues of light; it was dark. Every evening he sat like this through the short ceremony of the closing of the day, slowly filling his pipe, slowly easing his back round to the fire, yawning off the
stiffness of his labor.
Suddenly he gave a smothered giggle, to himself, of excitement. Her existence became real to him; he saw the
face of the photograph, posed against a caravan door.
He got up and began to pace about the camp, alert to promise. He kicked a log farther into the fire, he called an
order to Piet, he walked up towards the tent and then changed his mind and strolled away again.
In their own encampment at the edge of his, the road gang had taken up the exchange of laughing, talking,
yelling, and arguing that never failed them when their work was done. Black arms gestured under a thick foam of
white soap, there was a gasp and splutter as a head broke the cold force of a bucketful of water, the gleaming
bellies of iron cooking pots were carried here and there in a talkative preparation of food.
He did not understand much of what they were saying—he knew just enough Tswana\fn{ The language of a number
of Bantu-speaking African peoples dwelling between the Orange and Zambezi rivers, particularly in Botswana .} to give them his
orders, with help from Piet and one or two others who understood his own tongue, Afrikaans \fn{ The language of the
Dutch colonial tribe.}—but the sound of their voices belonged to this time of evening. One of the babies who always
cried was keeping up a thin, ignored wail; the naked children were playing the chasing game that made the dog
bark.
He came back and sat down again at the fire, to finish his pipe.
After a certain interval (it was exact, though it was not timed by a watch, but by long habit that had established
the appropriate lapse of time between his bath, his pipe, and his food) he called out, in Afrikaans,
“Have you forgotten my dinner, man?”
From across the patch of distorted darkness where the light of the two fires did not meet, but flung wobbling
shapes and opaque, overlapping radiances, came the hoarse, protesting laugh that was, better than the tribute to a
new joke, the pleasure in constancy to an old one. Then a few minutes later:
“Piet! I suppose you’ve burned everything, eh?”
“Baas?”
“Where’s the food, man?”
In his own time the black man appeared with the folding table and an oil lamp. He went back and forth between the dark and light, bringing pots and dishes and food, and nagging with deep satisfaction, in a mixture of
English and Afrikaans.
“You want koeksusters,\fn{“A plaited doughnut deep-fried and soaked in syrup”:W} so I make koeksusters. You ask me
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this morning. So I got to make the oil nice and hot, I got to get everything ready … It’s a little bit slow. Yes, I
know. But I can’t get everything quick, quick. You hurry tonight, you don’t want wait, then it’s better you have
koeksusters on Saturday, then I’m got time in the afternoon, I do it nice … Yes, I think next time it’s better …”
Piet was a good cook.
“I’ve taught my boy how to make everything,” the young man always told people, back in Francistown. “He
can even make koeksusters,” he had told the girl’s mother, in one of those silences of the woman’s disapproval
that it was so difficult to fill.
He had had a hard time, trying to overcome the prejudice of the girl’s parents against the sort of life he could
offer her. He had managed to convince them that the life was not impossible, and they had given their consent to
the marriage, but they still felt that the life was unsuitable, and his desire to please and reassure them had made
him anxious to see it with their eyes and so forestall, by changes, their objections.
The girl was a farm girl, and would not pine for town life, but, at the same time, he could not deny to her parents that living on a farm with her family around her, and neighbors only thirty or forty miles away, would e very
different from living two hundred and twenty miles from a town or village, alone with him in a road camp “surroundded by a gang of kaffirs\fn{Blacks; a derogatory term.} all day,” as her mother had said.
He himself simply did not think at all about what the girl would do while he was out on the road; and as for the
girl, until it was over, nothing could exist for her but the wedding, with her two little sisters in pink walking behind her, and her dress that she didn’t recognize herself in, being made at the dressmaker’s, and the cake that was
ordered with a tiny china bride and groom in evening dress, on the top.
He looked at the scored table, and the rim of the open jam tin, and the salt cellar with a piece of brown paper
tied neatly over the broken top, and said to Piet,
“You must do everything nice when the missus comes.”
“Baas?”
They looked at each other and it was not really necessary to say anything.
“You must make the table properly and do everything clean.”
“Always I make everything clean. Why you say now I must make clean …”
The young man bent his head over his food, dismissing him.
While he ate his mind went automatically over the changes that would have to be made for the girl. He was not
used to visualizing situations, but to dealing with what existed. It was like a lesson learned by rote; he knew the
totality of what was needed, but if he found himself confronted by one of the component details, he foundered: he
did not recognize it or know how to deal with it.
The boys must keep out of the way. That was the main thing. Piet would have to come to the caravan quite a
lot, to cook and clean. The boys—especially the boys who were responsible for the maintenance of the lorries and
road-making equipment—were always coming with questions, what to do about this and that. They’d mess things
up, otherwise. He spat out a piece of gristle he could not swallow; his mind went to something else.
The women over there—they could do the washing for the girl. They were such a raw bunch of kaffirs, would
they ever be able to do anything right? Twenty boys and above five of their women—you couldn’t hide them
under a thorn bush. They just mustn’t hang around, that’s all. They must just understand that they mustn’t hang
around.
He looked round keenly through the shadow-puppets of the half-dark on the margin of his fire’s light; the
voices, companionably quieter, now, intermittent over food, the echoing chut of wood being chopped, the thin
film of a baby’s wail through which all these sounded—they were on their own side.
Yet he felt an odd, rankling suspicion.
His thoughts shuttled, as he ate, in a slow and painstaking way that he had never experienced before in his life
—he was worrying. He sucked on a tooth;
Piet, Piet, that kaffir talks such a hell of a lot. How’s Piet going to stop talking, talking every time he comes
near? If he talks to her … Man, it’s sure he’ll talk to her. He thought, in actual words, what he would say to Piet
about this; the words were like those unsayable things that people write on walls for others to see in private
moments, but that are never spoken in their mouths.
*
Piet brought coffee and koeksusters and the young man did not look at him.
But the koeksusters were delicious, crisp, sticky, and sweet, and as he felt the familiar substance and taste on
his tongue, alternating with the hot bite of the coffee, he at once became occupied with the pure happiness of eating as a child is fully occupied with a bag of sweets.
Koeksusters never failed to give him this innocent, total pleasure. When first he had taken the job of overseer
to the road gang, he had had strange, restless hours at night and on Sundays. It seemed that he was hungry. He ate
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but never felt satisfied. He walked about all the time, like a hungry creature.
One Sunday he actually set out to walk (the roads Department was very strict about the use of the ten-tonner
for private purposes) the fourteen miles across the sand to the cattle-dipping post where the government cattle
officer and his wife, Afrikaners like himself and the only other white people between the road camp and Francistown, lived in their corrugated-iron house. By a coincidence, they had decided to drive over and see him, that day,
and they had met him a little less than halfway, when he was already slowed and dazed by heat.
But shortly after that Piet had taken over the cooking of his meals and the care of his person, and Piet had even
learned to make koeksusters, according to instructions given to the young man by the cattle officer’s wife. The
koeksusters, a childhood treat that he could indulge in whenever he liked, seemed to mark his settling down; the
solitary camp became a personal way of life, with its own special arrangements and indulgences.
“Ou Piet! Kèrel! What did you do to the koeksusters, hey?” he called out joyously.
A shout came that meant “Right away.” The black man appeared, drying his hands on a rag, with the diffident,
kidding manner of someone who knows he has excelled himself.
“Whatsa matter with the koeksusters, man?” Piet shrugged.
“You must tell me. I don’t know what’s matter. Here, bring me some more, man.”
The young man shoved the empty plate at him, with a grin. And as the other went off, laughing, the young man
called.
“You must always make them like that, see?”
*
He liked to drink at celebrations, at weddings or Christmas, but he wasn’t a man who drank his brandy every
day. He would have two brandies on a Saturday afternoon, when the week’s work was over, and for the rest of the
time, the bottle that he brought from Francistown when he went to collect stores lay in the chest in his tent.
But on this last night he got up from the fire on impulse and went over to the tent to fetch the bottle (one thing
he didn’t do, he didn’t expect a kaffir to handle his drink for him; it was too much of a temptation to put in their
way). He brought a glass with him, too, one of a set of six made of tinted imitation cut glass, and he poured
himself a tot and stretched out his legs where he could feel the warmth of the fire through the soles of his boots.
The nights were not cold, until the wind came up at two or three in the morning, but there was a clarifying chill
to the air; now and then a figure came over from the black men’s camp to put another log on the fire whose flames
had dropped and become blue. The young man felt inside himself a similar low incandescence; he poured himself
another brandy.
The long yelping of the jackals prowled the sky without, like the wind about a house; there was no house, but
the sounds beyond the light his fire tremblingly inflated into the dark—that jumble of meaningless voices, crying
babies, coughs, and hawking—had built walls to enclose a roof to shelter. He was exposed, turning naked to space
on the sphere of the world as the speck that is a fly plastered on the window of an airplane, but he was not aware
of it.
The lilt of various kinds of small music began and died in the dark; threads of notes, blown and plucked, that
disappeared under the voices. Presently a huge man whose thick black body had strained apart every seam in his
ragged pants and shirt loped silently into the light and dropped just within it, not too near the fire. His feet
intimately crossed, were cracked and weathered like driftwood. He held to his mouth a one-stringed instrument
shaped like a lyre, made out of a half-moon of bent wood with a ribbon of dried palm leaf tied from tip to tip. His
big lips rested gently on the strip and while he blew, his one hand, by controlling the vibration of the palm leaf,
made of his breath a small, faint, perfect music. It was caught by the very limits of the capacity of the human ear;
it was almost out of range. The first music men ever heard, when they began to stand upright among the rises at
the river, might have been like it. When it died away it was difficult to notice at what point it really had gone.
“Play that other one,” said the young man, in Tswana. Only the spoke from his pipe moved.
The pink-palmed hands settled down round the instrument. The thick, tender lips were wet once. The faint
desolate\fn{The text has: disolate.} voice spoke again, so lonely a music that it came to the player and listener as if
they heard it inside themselves. This time the player took a short stick in his other hand and, while he blew,
scratched it back and forth inside the curve of the lyre, where the notches cut there produced a dry, shaking,
slithering sound, like the far-off movement of dancers’ feet.
There were two or three figures with more substance than the shadows, where the firelight merged with the
darkness. They came and squatted.
One of them had half a paraffin tin, with a wooden neck and other attachments of gut and wire. When the lyreplayer paused, lowering his piece of stick and leaf slowly, in ebb, from his mouth, and wiping his lips on the back
of his hand, the other began to play. It was a thrumming, repetitive, banjo tune. The young man’s boot patted the
sand in time to it and he took it up with hand-claps once or twice.
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A thin, yellowish man in an old hat pushed his way to the front past sarcastic remarks and twittings and sat on
his haunches with a little clay bowl between his feet. Over its mouth there was a keyboard of metal tongues. After
some exchange, he played it and the others sang low and nasally, bringing a few more strollers to the fire. The
music came to an end, pleasantly, and started up again, like a breath drawn.
In one of the intervals the young man said, “Let’s have a look at that contraption of yours, isn’t it a new one?”
and the man to whom he signaled did not understand what was being said to him but handed over his paraffin-tin
mandolin with pride and also with amusement at his own handiwork.
The young man turned it over, twanged it once, grinning and shaking his head. Two bits of string and an old
jam tin and they’ll make a whole band, man. He’s heard them playing some crazy-looking things.
The circle of faces watched him with pleasure; they laughed and lazily remarked to each other; it was a funnylooking thing, all right, but it worked. The owner took it back and played it, clowning a little. The audience
laughed and joked appreciatively; they were sitting close in to the fire now, painted by it.
“Next week” the young man raised his voice gaily—“next week when I come back, I bring radio with me,
plenty real music. All the big white bands play over it …”
Someone who had once worked in Johannesburg\fn{ Founded in 1886, now South Africa’s chief industrial and financial
metropolis, the Greater Johannesburg Area forms the largest urban complex in the country and one of the largest on the African continent,
covering over 200 square miles and including more than 500 suburbs and townships .} said, “Satchmo,”\fn{The nickname of Louis
Armstrong (1901-1971), an American jazz-trumpet virtuoso, a wonder of a musician, known to the world .}and the others took it up,

understanding that this was the word for what the white man was going to bring from town. Satchmo. Satch-mo.
They tried it out, politely.
“Music, just like at a big white dance in town. Next week.”
A friendly, appreciative silence fell, with them all resting back in the warmth of the fire and looking at him
indulgently.
A strange thing happened to him. He felt hot, over first his neck, then his ears and his face. It didn’t matter, of
course; by next week they would have forgotten. They wouldn’t expect it. He shut down his mind on a picture of
them, hanging round the caravan to listen, and him coming out on the steps to tell them …
He thought for a moment that he would give them the rest of the bottle of brandy. Hell, no, ma, it was mad. If
they got the taste for the stuff, they’d be pinching it all the time. He’d give Piet some sugar and yeast and things
from the stores, for them to make beer tomorrow when he was gone.
He put is hands deep in his pockets and stretched out to the fire with his head sunk on his chest. The lyreplayer picked up his flimsy piece of wood again, and slowly what the young man was feeling inside himself
seemed to find a voice; up into the night beyond the fire, it went, uncoiling from his breast and bringing ease. As
if it had been made audible out of infinity and could be returned to infinity at any point, the lonely voice of the
lyre went on and on.
Nobody spoke, the barriers of tongues fell with silence. The whole dirty tide of worry and planning had gone
out of the young man. The small, high moon, outshone by a spiky spread of cold stars, repeated the shape of the
lyre. He sat for he was not aware how long, just as he had for so many other nights, with the stars at his head and
the fire at his feet.
*
But at last the music stopped and time began again. There was tonight; there was tomorrow, when he was going to drive to Francistown.
He stood up; the company fragmented. The lyre-player blew his nose into his fingers. Dusty feet took their accustomed weight. They went off to their tents and he went off to his. Faint plangencies\fn{ Plaintive, expressive resonances.} followed them.
The young man gave a loud, ugly, animal yawn, the sort of unashamed personal noise a man can make when
he lives alone. He walked very slowly across the sand; it was dark but he knew the way more surely than with his
eyes.
“Piet! Hey!” he bawled as he reached his tent. “You get up early tomorrow, eh? And I don’t want to hear the
lorry won’t start. You get it going and then you call me. D’you hear?”
He was lighting the oil lamp that Piet had left ready on the chest and as it came up softly it brought the whole
interior of the tent with it: the chest, the bed, the clock, and the coy smiling face of the seventeen-year-old girl.
He sat down on the bed, sliding his palms through the silky fur of the kaross. He drew a breath and held it for a
moment, looking round purposefully.
And then he picked up the photograph, folded the cardboard support back flat to the frame, and put it in the
chest with all his other things, ready for the journey.
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99.36 Under The Blue Gum Trees\fn{by Dyke H. Sentso (1924(M) 7

)}

Kroonstad, Free State Province, South Africa

At first, a deep-rooted suspicion and mistrust and then a fear, ugly and profound.
Men went about their daily work with their ears a-cocked, their eyes wide open. A rustle among the leaves, a
whisper in the night—and men’s hearts stopped still with misgiving. An unguarded word here, a misplaced word
there and men strove feverishly to interpret them into an intelligible whole. Suspicion sprouted and grew—
But nothing happened. The people waited with their breaths held in. Two years, four years … ten years …
Perhaps the fears were unfounded, the doubts misplaced. The people waited still. Ten years, fifteen … thirty …
all was still … Ha! …
But suddenly the suspicions were redoubled and a fear, stark and naked, throttled the hearts of men. They slept
with their hearts in their throats, pistols under their pillows. During the day they practiced shooting locusts … at
night locusts shot them. In the cities they barred and barricaded their doors and windows; in the farms they
hedged in their homes with barbed wire and thin meshed wire netting, and allowed huge dogs to saunter
arrogantly within their yards. Then men slept better, with pistols for cushions and dogs for guardian angels.
Such was the time when our story begins …
*
The big white man stripped off his dull-white overall slowly and hung it on the wall, then he dropped himself
easily on a couch and composed himself to sleep. But the sleep refused to come. It was Saturday and with his
work finished, his mind sought some form of recreation, which, on the farm, he found difficult to find. He turned
over on his side and began to think …
At this moment, his wife entered with a big cup of coffee and a few slices of heavily buttered bread.
“Ma,” he said, “let us visit the Jansens.”
“How can we go there, Japie? We were there only last week!”
“O ja,” he said, “I had forgotten.” He considered the matter and then:
“Let us go to town then.”
Japie had no doubt that his wife would agree immediately. She loved town. But he was wrong.
“Is there anything special in town?” she asked. “Why not wait until next Saturday. Sunday is Nagmaal,\fn{Holy
Communion service, celebrated monthly by the Dutch Reformed Church .} you know.”
Japie was dumbfounded but then he remembered the new frock in the bedroom and he understood. His wife
wanted to wear the new frock then … it would be most effective. But what could he do to pass the day?
Suddenly he stood up and went into the bedroom. He pulled a drawer, produced a bottle of brandy and poured
himself a glassful. The burning liquid flowed pleasantly down his throat. For a few minutes he experienced a
pleasant muddling of the brain. But soon his mind cleared and he found himself thinking all over again where to
go and what to do.
Again he stood up but this time he went outside and stood in the verandah. Away to the east, the sun had left
dawn by four hours. In the west, there was nothing unusual.
Japie Genade went aimlessly from room to room, then he went outside only to re-enter the house. When he
went outside again, he watched his son chasing butterflies in the garden, with unseeing eyes he saw him trample
one flower after another and he was startled as much as the boy when his wife suddenly called out:
“Gert, get out of the garden!”
Gert looked once at his mother and then vanished round a corner of the house. A smile creased Japie’s face.
“Saturday,” he thought. “Saturday!”
He paced the verandah slowly with his hands behind his back. Just what could he do? The idea came like a
flash. He walked briskly into the house.
“Ma,” he said, “I am going to tell Moiloa to collect the sheep tomorrow for counting,” and before his wife
replied, he was already well on his way towards the stable.
A voice suddenly spoke close by, frightening him, and when he turned round Moiloa was standing below him
with his hat in the air.
“Good-day, Morena!\fn{Chief.} he was saying.
“Oh, is it you, Moiloa? Where do you come from—among the trees?”
“No, Morena … from beyond them … from the graves.” Tapie nodded understandingly.
“But you go to your son’s grave often, Moiloa. Is that good?”
“It is good, Baas.\fn{Master.} When I have been to his grave I feel well. It is as if he tells me what to do. You
see, he was my eldest son. When he died I was left alone. My other son is only twelve years. If I should die what
will happen to my children?”
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Genade did not answer this question. Indeed, he did not know how to answer it, so he changed the subject. He
told Moiloa about the sheep and then:
“O ja, next Saturday I want you to get ready to go with me to Baas Meyer’s farm. There will be a great show
there. Is that clear?”
“It is clear, Baas.”
“Well, good-bye.”
Genade trotted slowly homewards.
*
When Moiloa arrived at the village, the men were drinking and talking in a room specially reserved for the
purpose. They did not see him come and when he approached, they were talking about white men.
“Genade is a very good man,” one of them was saying. “I have never worked for anyone farmer for more than
four years and yet I have been here six! I do not know what will cause me to leave here.”
“Brother,” said Moiloa, “you must not speak like that. There are many things to cause you to leave here.” The
men sat bolt-upright and looked at each other slyly.
“Like what?” they shouted in chorus.
Moiloa filled his pipe deliberately, lit it and smoked in silence for a while. Then he asked abruptly,
“Have you ever been to Baas de Beer’s farm?” Every one of them had been there.
“Well, what did you see there?”
They had seen many things. They had seen sheep and cattle and a new house being built and lands filled with
sunflowers.
“Did you see the number of ruins there?”
The men looked at each other and tried to recollect how many empty huts they had seen but they failed. Moiloa told them.
“Six,” he said. “Six! They did not leave because they wanted to. De Beer did not chase them away. Something
else did … a roaring … two, three roaring monsters which do in a day what thirty men do in ten days.”
“What are they?” they asked.
“Go and see them for yourselves. They roar continuously during the day, and when night falls they put on their
lights and continue to roar. At night they look like so many ghosts in the mealie-lands\fn{ The cereal-growing lands.}
and do the white farmers love them! You will see what will happen when they come,” he warned.
The men looked at each other again.
“Moiloa is talking in parables,” one said.
“What did you say?” asked another. The first one replied:
“Moiloa is talking in parables.”
*
The mistiness of dawn dissipated slowly and the gates of The Orchards stood open to welcome people to the
farmer’s show.
In a big open space under a row of trees nestled fifteen brand new tractors, and all kinds of farm implements.
There were planters and windmills; ploughs and trailers; milk-separators and diesel engines, everything from
shellers and waterboring machines to windchargers. Mr. Hoarding stood at the entrance and welcomed the first
visitors to his show. The Orchards hummed with life.
Moiloa led a few friends from one exhibit to another, and when they had seen everything he led them aside and
swept his hands from side to side.
“These, my friends, are wonderful inventions!” he said.
“Ha!” they said, with their hands on their mouths as they expressed amazement.
“But these things are the things I was telling my friends at home about. You see them yourselves. They do a
hundred men’s work in one day! They are very good, my friends, but some of us will be the sorrier for their presence!”
Genade came beaming to Moiloa, then:
“I am going to buy two tractors,” he said.
“How many, Morena?”
“Two, Moiloa!!”
“Jo,” said Moiloa.
“You do not seem to be pleased, Moiloa?” Moiloa rubbed his face with his hands uneasily.
“I am pleased, Morena,” he said.
*
Back at the house, the little white boy looked east and then looked west. He looked down, scratched his head
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and then looked up. The Saturday sun shone brightly down at him. He turned his head from side to side and
wished he had gone with his father to the show. Anyway, it did not matter much. for soon his father would be back
and then they would go to town. Meantime what to do?
His eyes rested on the towering leaves of the blue gum trees and an idea shone through his eyes. Yes, he had
found a solution to his regular Saturday problem of what to do with twelve hours of no school, no arithmetic and
no real work to do. He rushed into the yard and when he came out he was holding a catapult. He ran into the plantation whistling.
The little black boy was already in the plantation. When he saw the little white boy, his face spread in a happy
smile of welcome.
“Why are you running, Gert?” he asked in broken Afrikaans.
The little white boy placed two fingers on his mouth and jerked his index finger towards the house.
“My mother,” he said, “she always says I spoil her garden,” and then without further thought on the matter he
asked, “Where are the birds?”
The birds screamed wildly among the branches, their eyes wild with fear. They flew from branch to branch,
from tree to tree, but still the pebbles missed them by fractions of an inch. Some hid in their nests, others flew into
the air, but not knowing where to go, they landed again on the trees to scamper away panic-stricken again when
the pebbles hit against the branches with a thud.
“Gert,” said the little black boy, “these catapults are no good; they miss too much.”
“Ja,” said the white boy, “they are no good.” He stopped a little and thought a while.
Suddenly he began running. Over his shoulder he shouted,
“I am coming!” In a little while he was back, but the little black boy gaped in surprise.
“It is a gun,” he said, “where did you get it?”
“Still,” said the white boy, “it is my father’s.”
The black boy came nearer to examine the gun and then suddenly he retreated. The white boy laughed.
“You are afraid!” he said.
The black boy continued to retreat. The white boy called to him,
“Man, it cannot shoot … it has no bullets … look!”
*
There was a shattering report and both boys fell down like broken trees. The white boy rose and looked at his
mate.
Blood was gushing out through a small hole above the left eye. Gert turned then, and fled with bulging eyes
out of the plantation towards his home.
Japie Genade saw his son running out of the plantation from the van which was then coming towards home. He
saw his wife, too, rush out of the house and run towards the boy. He pressed the accelerator hard and the van shot
forward. He saw his son point to the plantation. Then his wife saw him. She ran towards the van. He shouted from
the van,
“What is it?”
“Gert,” she said, “he has shot a boy.”
“Where?”
“In the plantation.”
Moiloa heard the words from the rear of the van. When the van stopped he was running towards the plantation
followed hard by Genade. In the plantation, they stopped suddenly and looked …
The little black boy was lying as he had fallen. The two men looked at each other … no words passed between
them … then the white man stepped forward and touched the boy. A tear rolled quickly down his cheek … Moiloa
nodded.
“There is no more life in him,” he said, and he stood there and looked at his master, then he looked at his son
and then he just stood there … stunned.
*
There was no voice under the blue gum trees, no breeze when they lowered the little coffin into the grave
beside his brother.
There were no tears, the tears had dried up.
People just stood near the little mound and drooped their heads.
Only one person cried … Japie Genade!
*
When the first tractor arrived, Genade drove it himself and was very excited. He showed it to his boys.
“It cost me a lot of money. A lot of money,” he said impressively.
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The men looked at it. It was red as the setting sun and roared like a charging bull.
“The other is not like this,” he said. “It is as blue as the sky.”
The men clustered around the tractor. Then they shook their heads sadly. One asked,
“Do you remember what Moiloa said?”
“I remember, my brother.”
“Well, those monsters have arrived.”
The men shook their heads and went their ways. The following morning early, one neighbor peeped through
the window of his house and spoke with a hushed voice.
“Have you heard that the Ditsebe’s are going away?”
“I have heard, brother. Moiloa is at it again …”
“No,” said the first. “It is not Moiloa’s action: this is retrenchment!”
A few hours later two young men walked towards the mealie-lands. They spoke little, then:
“Have you heard that Moiloa is going away?”
“No, why … has he quarreled with Genade?”
“No, they have not quarreled. Genade said it was very difficult to part with Moiloa but his financial position
compelled him to retrench all the old hands.”
“What did Moiloa say?”
“He asked Genade whether his action was not caused by the fear that Moiloa would one day kill him because
his son had shot Moiloa’s little boy? Genade denied this vehemently.”
“Well, do you know where he is going to?”
“I do not know, my brother.”
The men fell into silence and then they shook their heads sadly.
“Haai,” they said. Then after a while:
“Perhaps tomorrow it is you.”
“Perhaps tomorrow it is you.”
And beyond the blue gum trees, in the misty grayness of the morn, before two raised mounds of cold earth, an
old man spoke softly with the tenderness of the depth of his heart.
“Farewell, my sons!” he said.
*
When Moiloa reached home, his wife looked at him. The look spoke and he understood.
“Excuse me,” he said, “but I am an old man now and I love the quiet and the peace.”
His face twitched, there was sorrow in his eyes. He spoke softly,
“I hoped too much. I hoped that someone else would move instead of me.”
His children looked at him. There was fear and doubt in their eyes.
“Don’t look at me like that my children, don’t look at me like that. Where is the horse? I must go and look for
work once again.”
The eldest girl of eight years came running to her father,
“Let me go and look for work, father.” Moiloa smiled and then he sobered,
“I will go, my child!”
*
“Can you give me work, my Baas?”
“I cannot give you work, my man. I am using tractors. Can you drive a tractor? No, but you are old and you
cannot drive it. Go to Baas Adams. Perhaps you will get work there …”
“Can you give me work, my Baas?”
“I cannot give you work, my boy. I have bought another Jeep and I am using Jeeps. Have you been to Baas
Viljoen?”
“Can you give me work, my Baas/’
“For twenty nice, shiny round shillings. Come, surely that is good pay. Times are hard and I want to buy
tractors too!”
“But I got thirty shillings where I worked and it was insufficient.”
“I cannot give you so much. It is too much for me—and for you too. Look, you are old and you cannot do what
you used to do. Will you work?”
The sun was sinking fast in the west but the sun had sunk in Moiloa’s heart. Twenty shillings …!
“I must tell my wife and my children first, Baas, but twenty shillings is little money.”
“It is not little, my friend. It is a lot of money and there are many people who want work!”
The sun had set when Moiloa reached home. The sun would never rise in Moiloa’s heart. A fire was burning
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low in the house, and when he sat and cupped his chin in his hands the fire burned lower still. There could never
be another day. It would always be darkness and night, the one followed by the other. The children sensed the
sadness and shifted closer to each other. Moiloa bent his head and brooded. Wood was put into the fire … there
was smoke and silence, the one worse than the other.
Suddenly Moiloa raised his head.
His voice was confident, there was hope in his eyes.
“I am going to apply for a stand in the location tomorrow!”
The flames leaped up in the fire. The wood crackled and cracked. The little children giggled and tittered and
Moiloa’s wife looked at her husband with a song in her heart. Yes … the location. That was what she wanted. That
was what every farm laborer strove for … that was her ambition! She repeated the little word to herself …
location … location … this was living!
*
“Can you give me a stand in the location, Baas?”
“A stand in the location? Who are you? Where do you come from?”
“I come from Baas Genade … Baas Japie Genade.”
“Oh, yes, I know him … why did you leave him? … But no, I cannot give you a stand in the location.”
He repeated the words:
“I cannot give you a stand in the location.”
Another white man had entered and had heard. He looked at Moiloa. His heart wept for him. .
“Why can’t you give him a stand in the location?”
“Why can’t I give him a stand?” the first man repeated incredulously … “Why? Because who is going to work
on the farms if all these poor people come to the locations? Besides, the locations are full already—filled with old
idle hands, and they are supposed to be labor reserves for the towns!”
The other white man was not satisfied. They argued, they almost wrangled. Then suddenly the one gave in.
“You know,” he said, “it is unfair … it is unsympathetic … but,” he said, “what can 1 do? It is against the
law!”
Moiloa had heard and had understood. There was no hope for him here. No haven for his there. He must go
back to the farms and seek a new home.
He looked forlornly about. The question hit him hard … where? He felt very tired and there was something
wrong with his knees. He could scarcely get on the horse.
*
“Baas Viljoen, will you take me on?”
“Oh, is it you? Let me see. Yes … but 1 have since found out that I cannot pay you twenty shillings. I will give
you eighteen shillings. Will you work?”
There was a queer film in the eyes, a queer trembling of the voice, as if it was hard to speak …
“I will work, Baas!”
*
The branches and twigs of the mimosa trees brushed and crackled loudly as a dry branch was broken here and
a twig was picked up there. Then suddenly the woman, with a bundle of firewood on her head, stopped short in
her tracks, and listened.
Before her, a man, with hands held aloft and looking steadfastly above him, was praying:
“Please Lord, take me to your land of promise and rest where there is neither want nor care … where there is
neither sorrow nor night.”
The woman did not wait for the man to finish his prayers. She retraced her steps carefully and when she
reached her home she made a fire as if nothing had happened. When her husband came in, he found breakfast
ready for him, and as he began to eat in silence, his wife abruptly spoke:
“Moiloa, I want to die!”
He was shocked and for a moment he could not speak. Then:
“What did you say?”
“I said I want to die.”
“Why do you want to die?”
“Because I think it is wrong for me to live a life of despair and have no hope for the future … it were best that
I should die.”
“But how can you die? What about the children and what about me? Do you lack anything … are you not
satisfied with your lot?”
She did not answer him immediately. Instead she put more fuel into the fire.
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“You do not want me to die?”
“I do not want you to die.” She turned then and looked steadily at her husband.
“What is it?” he asked.
“I am sorry, but this morning you were praying to die. Is that right?”
He was ashamed and embarrassed. It was only natural and human that he should attempt to deny it, but when
he looked at his wife, true light dawned on him.
“I am sorry, my dear. I did not realize how my prayer would affect you. Please pardon me … I shall work and
hope!”
*
Mr. Japie Genade was very happy … doubly happy. It was the happiness of success. He had just parted with
his last guest who had congratulated him on his recent election to the Town Council. Mr. and Mrs. Genade sat on
the verandah of their new home in town and enjoyed their happiness in silence.
Mrs. Genade thought of her previous home on the farm. She had lived well there. But many times she had been
very lonely. When her husband was away, she had suffered from a terrible fear—the fear of being alone with
many black people around her. Her husband had often reprimanded her for it, but the fear had remained real to
her. Her husband had told her that it was imaginary … black people were faithful, and when treated well, could
always be relied upon.
But she read newspapers and in the newspapers were many stories—like the ones she had read in her old
history book a few years ago at school … They must be true! On the farm there were jackals too, but she did not
fear these. People, too, told strange eerie ghost stories … but these did not frighten her … her fear was the fear of
black people.
That was why she had kept her husband’s gun—the one her son had used in the accident—in the corner of the
kitchen, behind the dresser. There it was within easy reach in case of an emergency, but the emergency never
came, what came instead was tragedy and remorse …
She thought of the incident … the shiny buttons of the police uniforms … the stricken faces of the white and
black people … their questions:
“Where was your husband?”
“Why was the gun kept within such easy access?”
“Were the boys friends, did they often play together?”
She shook herself free from these thoughts … all that was over now … she had a lovely house in town and
many friends. A policeman passed her house every day on his regular beat … this was living!
“Ma,” said Genade, “that was a neat little deal I made, eh? Twenty thousand pounds with surface rights to the
farm. Ha! I always thought there was gold on the farm. It brought me in a tidy little sum and I now can think of
that little business I always dreamed to build for myself. It will be pleasant to live here.”
His wife did not answer him. She was much too happy for that. She remembered the nice words that people
had spoken to her during the day … how people looked at her when she walked in the street. She could almost
hear them.
“That is Mrs. Genade, you know, the wife of Mr. Genade who sold his farm for twenty thousand pounds!”
She had always desired a mink … perhaps …
*
A dark old man passed in the street.
Genade stared at him.
“Moiloa,” he called … “Moiloa!”
The man stopped and looked at them.
“Did you call?” he asked.
He came nearer. Genade saw his mistake then. The man was not Moiloa but he looked very much like him.
“I am sorry,” he said, “but I thought you were a certain servant who once worked for me.”
The black man went on his way.
But this incident had spoiled the day for Genade. He wondered how Moiloa was faring.
His son, he remembered, had killed—he corrected hurriedly, had been the cause of the death of—Moiloa’s son.
He remembered too that it had been found to be accidental shooting at the inquest and that Moiloa had felt the
same and had shown no animosity.
He remembered vividly Moiloa coming to him after the inquest …
“It is all over now,” he had said. “I am very glad; one does not always want to talk about a sad thing, but to
remember that they were such friends.”
Genade remembered these words and he decided.
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*
The following day he found Moiloa hard at work, with the sun beating down on him. The oxen looked at him
with anticipation; they thought he had come to release them. No sweat ran down Moiloa’s face. Perhaps he had no
more sweat left in him.
Moiloa looked at Genade.
Could it be him?
Yes, it was. Genade had not changed, but the clothes and the car … Genade spoke.
“I have come to fetch you. You know I live in town now, I have sold the farm.”
Moiloa was radiant with happiness but he did not lose his balance.
“Where will I live, Baas? I cannot live in a little room at the back, you know. I have a family and some
animals. Can you get me a stand in the location?”
Genade raised himself up—to the height of a rich man.
“I will see about that,” he said.
“It will be difficult,” Moiloa warned.
Genade raised himself to his full height—the height of a rich town councilor.
“With me,” he said, “many things are possible. You know that, don’t you?”
Moiloa knew and he knew, too, that with white people, many things were possible … were made possible. But
that did not matter at the moment. What mattered was that he would get a stand … his life’s ambition.
“Thank you very much,” he said. . . and then,
“Thank you very much.”
105.129 The Story Of Chakijana: A Folktale\fn{told by Sondonda Ngcobo (1924Natal Province, South Africa (M) 10

)}

Mahlabatini District, kwaZulu-

There was a woman who had a child, a small child. She had had another child in her maidenhood, before she
had married.
This boy grew up, the one she had given birth to when she was still unmarried. He became a fine young fellow.
It was when he was already a young man, the one she had borne in her maidenhood, that she gave birth to a small
child. Then her husband died, and the wife remained behind with the small child and the son whom she had given
birth to in her maidenhood.
One day, when she had gone to the fields to hoe, she was approached by Chakijana. He said to her,
“Mother, let me watch the child for you. I can see that the sun is too much for him.” The woman refused. She
said,
“No, I don’t want you to watch my child! I’m satisfied with the baby strapped to my back.” She hoed on, then
she went home.
*
The next day, the sun was very hot. Again, Chakijana came along. He said,
“Mother, Mother, let me watch your child for you. Can’t you hear that the child is crying?” The mother said,
“All right, just sit nearby, and carry the child.”
The mother gave the child to Chakijana, and Chakijana played with him. The mother hoed on. She finished,
then prepared to go home when the cattle were returning from the pasture. Chakijana said,
“Will you come back, Mother, when the cattle return to the pasture?” The woman said,
“Yes, I’ll come back—but only when it’s cooler.”
So Chakijana remained there, waiting for the mother to return to this field. She did come back, she came as the
cattle moved into the pasture. Then Chakijana said,
“Mother! Mother, let me watch the child for you.”
The mother gave the child to him, she had no suspicions any more. No more did she wonder “what sort of
person this is who offers to watch my child,” anxious lest he be some kind of monster who might bewitch the
child.
Chakijana watched the child, and the mother went on hoeing. At sunset, she thanked Chakijana, saying,
“I thank you, my child, for watching my child for me.” She added.
“I’ll bring you some boiled corn from home next time, so that you can munch on something as you look after
the child.” Chakijana expressed his thanks, and said,
“Mother, I’ll return in the morning.”
The woman did not think to ask, “Just tell me, my child, where have you come from? Where do you live?
You’re so generous, all this time looking after my child in this way.” The women departed.
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*
On the third day, Chakijana came in the company of an animal—a duiker. He drove it ahead. The woman was
hoeing when he suddenly appeared.
“Mother, I’m here. Isn’t the baby crying?” She said,
“Are you already here, my child?” He said,
“Yes, I’m already here. Isn’t the baby crying, Mother? Give him to me, I’ll look after him.” Then he said,
“I want to teach him some games. I even brought something for him to play with.”
“What have you brought, my child?”
“I’ve brought him this beautiful thing—he can throw it in front of himself, he can throw it in front. That way,
the child will not be crying while you’re hoeing.”
The mother gave him the child. Then Chakijana said,
“Well, Mother, we’ll just sit down under that tree, over there in the middle of the field.” Then he pointed to his
duiker and said,
“There! The child can ride on the duiker!” Later, he said,
“Mother! Look how I play with the child!”
So this mother was happy.
Then the mother said that she thought it was time for her to return to her home, to go and prepare food for that
other son of hers, the one who was at home. So she said to Chakijana,
“Chakijana, where’s my child? Bring him here! Why don’t I hear you talking to the child?” He said,
“Here he is, Mother! He’s still here! He merely followed the duiker, that’s all! The duiker went into the thicket
there.” She said,
“When did the child learn to walk? Come now, Chakijana, I know that the child can’t walk. My child can’t
walk yet.” He said,
“The duiker’s teaching him to walk, Mother. That animal is a very beautiful animal. He’s resourceful and wise.
He’s teaching the child. He’ll bring the child back any minute now. He’s gone to the stream with him, they went
to get a drink.”
The mother was silent, she stared at Chakijana.
“Chakijana, it’s time for me to go. Just look! You can see that it’s about time for the cattle to come home. I
must go and prepare food for my son at home!” Chakijana said,
“Mother, I’ll bring the child when he cries. You’re in a hurry. Go on! Or don’t you trust me, Mother? I’m not
distrustful of you. You’re my real mother!” The woman said,
“Chakijana, I really cannot leave my child behind! What will my neighbors think when they see me return
without my child? And I’m still nursing the infant!” Chakijana said,
“Well, mother, trust me. I’m sure the duiker won’t harm the child. He’s just gone down to the stream for a little
while, to get some water to drink.”
But the mother would not be persuaded. She persisted,
“No! I can’t trust you, I want my child!” Then Chakijana said,
“Well, Mother, I’ll go and look for the duiker. He disappeared just as we started to talk, you and I. He was here
just now. He and the infant went away for a short time. They were playing here together.” The mother said,
“No, let’s go together, Chakijana! Let’s go together and find them!”
When they set out, Chakijana made certain that he walked in front. He said,
“Follow me then, Mother! Follow me! I’m the one who knows where they’ve gone, where they’ve disappeared
to.” So the mother followed, walking behind Chakijana.
As he went along, Chakijana devised all sorts of schemes, thinking,
“I’ve already transported the child, he’s no longer here. He’s gone! Ee! Now how can I shake this woman from
my back?”
Chakijana went down to the thicket at the edge of the field, then he caused himself to fall. He said,
“I stumbled, Mother! I’m hurt, I’m really hurt! I’m badly injured, Mother!” She said,
“Oh no, Chakijana! Get on your feet! Give me my child! You must realize that it’s getting very late. The boy
will soon be driving the cattle home, and he won’t find anything to eat there.” Chakijana said,
“Mother, I’m really hurt! I’m really hurt! I’m unable to walk further!” The mother caught hold of him then,
and said,
“Get up, Chakijana!”
Chakijana refused to get up, he went limp. The mother said,
“No, no! Get up! Show me my child, Chakijana!”
Chakijana refused.
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The woman loosened her cape now, and she began to hit him with it. Chakijana endured it all. She hit him
harder, Chakijana endured the beating. She said,
“I beat you on the shins, I beat you on the waist, but it makes no impression on you! I’ll beat you on the ears
with the strings of this garment. See if that won’t make you get up!”
The women did that—she beat him on the ears. But Chakijana persevered. She said,
“He doesn’t feel any pain. I’ll push him!”
So the women pushed him, she pushed him and shook him by the ears, she pinched him. Chakijana burst out
crying.
Then the duiker arrived. He said,
“Duiker! Duiker, turn back! The day has not yet arrived for us to go off with the child!”
The duiker realized that Chakijana was crying here under the tree. Then he said,
“Mother, I told you that the duiker had gone down to drink. And here’s the child, he’s come with the duiker.”
The woman looked back and saw the child riding on the duiker’s back. The duiker had the child on its back.
“Oh!” the mother said. “Chakijana, what you almost did to me! What is this?” He said,
“Well, Mother I told you that the duiker had gone for a drink. But you acted as if I had killed the child!” The
mother took the child then, and said,
“Chakijana, I don’t see how I can come back. You’ve given me a fright! But I do appreciate your looking after
my child, I appreciate your keeping my child occupied so that he didn’t cry as I hoed these weeds. But after today,
I won’t be able to come back. I’ve already delayed too long.”
So saying, the woman departed.
*
Chakijana also departed, he went to visit some cannibals.
Chakijana had been indulging in this trickery because he had previously deceived the cannibals. He had tricked
the cannibals, he had taken their cattle. Now the cannibals were demanding that he bring them a small game
animal, their favorite meat—something like a human being. Chakijana had agreed to do this:
“All right, I shall bring it to you. I’ll bring the young game, tender soft meat, not meat that has become tough.”
They said,
“You bring it to us, Chakijana! Bring tender meat.” He said,
“Another person would fail! But not me!”
That is why Chakijana had attempted to trick the mother. He was about the business of getting the meat that he
had promised the cannibals, in payment for those cattle that he had consumed, that he had taken away, that the
cannibals had then sought and could not reclaim.
*
The next day, the mother came back. When she got there, Chakijana was waiting for her in the field. No sooner
had she arrived than he said,
“Mother, I’ve been here a long time, waiting for you. Now then, Mother, I left my bucket right here. I brought
the bucket with me this time so that I can dip water with it. I thought you would be in the field already. I thought
you would come early. But you had not yet arrived when I got here. So I’ve been waiting and waiting. I thought
that I would be insulting you if I just went away.” The mother said,
“Well, you did well to bring the bucket along, to dip water. When your throat is dry, you’ll be able to drink. I
should have brought a scoop from home, but I forgot it. You do help me, Chakijana.”
Chakijana remained quiet. Then he said,
“Just give me the child, Mother.”
The mother was happy to do so, she did not have the slightest suspicion because of Chakijana’s actions the day
before.\fn{One could think at this point that some people are really stupid; but then, if she was not, there would be no tale:H } Here he
was once again, Chakijana had again appeared to watch her child.
So it happened that Chakijana and the mother both returned on the day after the incident when the duiker and
the child had been missed. Today, Chakijana had left the duiker behind, at the stream. When he was speaking of
the bucket, he actually meant the duiker itself. Now he was asking for the back strap from the child’s mother. He
said,
“Mother, give me the back strap. Untie it from your body. Give it to me, I’ll carry the child on my back. I’ll
take the child to the stream, all right? Then I’ll come back with some water, so that I can drink as well as the
child. And you too, you’ll become thirsty. The sun will be hot soon, you’ll also be dry. And you too can drink
some of this water, it’ll be right here!” Well, this mother said,
“That’ll be very good indeed, my child. I can see that the sun’s getting hot. And I know that I’ll get dry too.
Go, get the water.” Then he said,
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“Well, Mother, I’ll go with the child. I’ll carry him on my back.” She said,
“It’s still early. Let me get to work, it’s still early. I can’t go back just now, it’s not yet time for the cattle to
return.” Chakijana was pleased in his heart. He said,
“Today, I’ll get that tender meat, and I’ll deliver it to the cannibals. The cannibals are pushing me now because
of the debt regarding their cattle.” So Chakijana departed, cooing to the child:
“Oya! Oya! Oya! Oya! Oya!” Chakijana disappeared, going to the stream. When he got to the stream. Chakijana took the child and gave him to the duiker. Then he took a stone from the stream, and he tied that to his back.
He took the scoop, which he had been carrying all the time, which he had left here with the duiker. He took the
scoop, and, as he took it in his hand and carried it in the proper manner, he returned to the fields, all the time
pretending to coo to the child:
“Oya! Oya! Oya! Oya!” Then the mother asked,
“Is the child crying, Chakijana?” He said,
“Not at all, Mother! He’s not crying yet. He’s still quiet. I’m cooing so that he sleeps well, Mother, so that you
won’t be bothered by the child.”
But the duiker was then going off with the child, right up the stream, going up the stream. There were some
bushes on the river bed. The duiker went on. Chakijana remained here. But all this while, he was calming and
cajoling a stone! There was no longer a child with Chakijana. The child had gone off with the duiker.
*
When it was about time for the mother to return to her home, when the cattle were returning, she asked for the
child. She said,
“Well, Chakijana, would you give me the child so that I can nurse him? I do trust you very much, but it’s time
for me to hurry home. I’ll only nurse the child, then I’ll leave him here with you. I’ll come back quickly. I’ll get
home, prepare some ground boiled maize over there at home, so that my son can eat and take the cattle to the
pasture. Then I’ll rush back.” Chakijana said,
“You may go. I’m very happy that you trust me so much.” Then he said,
“Mother, wait a minute. Have patience with me. Just let me go and relieve myself. I’ll come back presently.
But actually, you can go right now, Mother. The child hasn’t cried yet. And there’s plenty of water here. As you
say, you won’t be long. You’re going to prepare some boiled maize at home, that won’t take long, Mother. You’ll
hurry and return. And you’ll find me here. Today, I’m determined to leave when you return in the later afternoon.”
The mother said,
“Well, Chakijana, I’ll not let you down this time, I really do trust you, my child. You’re a very good person,
you watch my child well for me. And you get along very well with my child.”
*
So the mother hurried; she took big strides, hurrying to prepare food for the boy who was herding cattle. She
got there and made the preparations. The boy asked,
“Mother, where’s the baby? Why have you come home alone? Where have you left the child?” Then she said,
“There’s my boy, over there. I left the child with him over there in the field.”
“What could he possibly be eating? The child is still—”
“Well, there’s a little food that I took with me this morning. I left instructions that he should continue to feed it
to the child.”
“Oh!” The boy was startled. He said,
“How could Mother leave the child behind and just say, ‘There’s a boy who’s staying with him’? It’s not even
a girl who is a relative of some kind!” The boy began to think about this, and he said,
“Mh! Mh! My mother’s child is no more. But she refuses to tell me where he is. I’m certain that the child is no
more. Perhaps he’s been hurt by wild animals, perhaps he’s been eaten by the wild animals.”
The boy remained quiet. Soon, his mother departed. When she appeared in the fields again, Chakijana went out
to meet her.
“Mother, the child hasn’t cried yet, he’s very still. Listen yourself. He hasn’t cried since you left, not a sound.
Your child—”
*
But the son of this woman had an idea. He decided to leave the cattle over there in the pasture, and he turned
back with the dogs. He departed like a person who was hunting wild game. He walked on and on, silently. Then
he saw this person here in the field—with his mother. He approached stealthily, little by little, edging closer. The
dogs were chafing to go after him. But the boy restrained them, saying,
“I want to observe this person very carefully. They say that some people go around with animals. I want to
catch this creature with my dogs.”
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Quietly, the boy came closer, little by little, restraining his dogs. They came closer and closer. Suddenly, he
said:
“Mother! Mother, the child—is this the one who looks after the child?”
“Yes, my child.” Chakijana said,
“Mother, just let me go and get a drink of water over there at the stream.” She said,
“Go quickly, Chakijana! I should go back at once, my child, because here’s the boy who herds the cattle—he’s
here already. I’ll be going back soon too, I must get some water for home.”
Chakijana departed immediately, carrying his scoop. As soon as Chakijana had left the field, the boy let the
dogs loose, saying,
“Mother, this is not the child!”
As Chakijana was leaving, the boy was examining whether or not this was actually the child, because he could
not see the child’s head—and he knew that when the child is strapped to the back by its mother, with the back
strap, one can usually see the child’s head clearly, and the feet and the arms as well. The boy looked closely, but
he could not see the feet, he could not see the head, he could not see the hands. All he could see was a hump on
Chakijana’s back!
So the boy loosed his dogs. And Chakijana then opened the hump on his back, and began to run. Chakijana ran
away from the dogs! The boy said,
“Mother, look! You said the child is being carried on Chakijana’s back. Where is the child now? There’s
Chakijana, and he’s dropping a stone!”
“Oh! Oh, my child! Chakijana has deceived me! Chakijana has deceived me!”
*
The boy gave chase with his dogs. And the woman seized her hoe, and she ran too. The woman ran! She came
to the stream, and when she got there, she realized that—well, she had no stone with which to hit him. The dogs
also lost the trail. As they ran, the dogs did not look carefully.
But Chakijana knew this river well, he had purposely lured them there. When he got there, he moved to one
side of the river. As the dogs came straight ahead, they reached a dead end at the river’s bank.
As the boy moved along, he remembered that he should be with the cattle-the sun was setting, and the cattle
would stray into the fields of other people. But the mother rushed on. She said,
“I’ll go right there, to the place where he went in. I’ll get there and catch him, wherever he is, this Chakijana!”
She ran, the mother ran. She said,
“Chakijana! Give me my child! Chakijana! Give me my child!”
But Chakijana kept running. They approached a second stream, and this stream was overflowing its banks. It
had been raining further up, and the rain caused these streams to be full. Then the mother arrived.
Chakijana then turned himself into a stone. When he realized that there was no way to cross this stream, he
changed himself into a stone. When the mother got there:
“I thought he stopped here! I thought he stopped here.”
All she could see was stones. There were three beautiful stones there, with very pleasing shapes. She looked
across the stream, she looked downstream to see if perhaps Chakijana had thrown himself into the water, and the
water had then swept him downstream. But she could see nothing. Then she looked upstream. No, the mother saw
nothing. She looked on the banks of the stream, perhaps he had submerged his body and was holding to a root on
the river bank. But no, Chakijana was not to be seen. So the mother just stood there, and she cried. She said,
“You did deceive me regarding my child, Chakijana! Where will I get another child? I no longer have a husband, I have nothing!”
The mother went on thinking in this way. Now and then, she would look across the river, but she did not see
Chakijana. Suddenly, she took one of the stones, and said,
“If I had him here, I would strike him with this stone! I would do this to him!”
Saying this, she took the stone and threw it across the river. Then Chakijana said,
“You helped me to cross! You helped me to cross! You helped me to cross!”
The mother now broke down and cried. Oh! She could see that.
“Now I’ve helped him to cross the river! And here’s all this water, blocking my way!”
The mother fainted, she passed out.
*
But Chakijana went on his way, and soon he met that animal of his, the duiker. The plan now was to take this
child to the cannibals. Chakijana caught up with the duiker.
“Now then, duiker, where’s the child of—oh, here he is! Let’s go then. Now you, duiker, you must stay over
there. I’ll go in with this little game animal of the cannibals!”
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As it turned out, while Chakijana was saying that, he had already deceived the duiker as well; that duiker had
been betrayed to these cannibals.
Chakijana went on, and when he got to the place of the cannibals, he went in. As soon as he had appeared, as
soon as the cannibals saw him, they were glad. They danced and danced. They said,
“Oh! Here’s Chakijana!”
“He’s arrived!”
“Surely he’s bringing with him the game animal that has tender meat!”
Well, Chakijana came along, and said,
“Don’t you see? I told you I would bring some beautiful game animal for you! Don’t cause me any more
trouble now because I robbed you of your livestock! Besides, you stole that stock too! It didn’t belong to you, you
didn’t work for it! You didn’t fight for it like the rest of mankind. After all, livestock is obtained only by acts of
daring and heroism.” Then he said,
“Well, I’ll give you another game animal to make up for the cattle that I took.” The cannibals said,
“You’ll have discharged your obligation to us then, Chakijana!”
“Because here you are, you’ve brought his game animal of ours!”
“The one we’ve craved so much!”
Chakijana went outside. He said.
“Give me a rope! The animal’s here, I’ll drive it by myself. I won’t carry it.”
So the cannibals gave him a rope, and he went away. When he got to the duiker, he said,
“Now duiker, come here. I want to tie you up. Then I’ll go back with you, I want to take you back all tied up.”
He said,
“You’ll be jumping around and struggling in the courtyard all the time, struggling, struggling, and just keep on
struggling when I’ve tied you to the posts of the house. Keep on jumping around.”
He did not tell the duiker that “I have betrayed you!” He only said, “Duiker, just say that you’ve come there to
play and dance.”
The duiker cooperated, he did everything that Chakijana told him to do. The duiker did it, and Chakijana tied
him to the posts of the house. The duiker jumped around, round and round. They speared him, that was the end of
the duiker.
*
Then Chakijana moved on. He walked along, carrying a scoop that he had taken from the cannibals. He came
to some boys. Chakijana found these boys just sitting around, herding livestock in the pasture. He went to the
boys, and said,
“How could you just be sitting around here without water? Where do you get water when you’re dry?”
“Well, we just go down to the stream when we’re thirsty.” He said,
“I could give you a fine container. Look, here’s my scoop. Who wants to go and drink? Who wants to go and
drink?” One boy said,
“I do.”
Chakijana made a quick trip to the stream. He scooped up some water, then returned with it. He put the water
down, and said,
“Don’t you see how clever I am? Why don’t you carry scoops for water for yourselves? Just look, I’ve brought
you something useful. Now you can drink water.” The boys said,
“Well, Chakijana, make some scoops for us too, because there are no drinking vessels at our homes.” He said,
“Well, I could make some scoops for you. But today, we’ll just sit around a little, and you can drink from my
scoop.” As the boys sat there, they said,
“Let’s do some stick-fighting!”
“Yes, let’s do a little stick-fighting!”
“Here are the sticks, they’re here.”
“We’ll spar gently with them.”
“We won’t hit one another hard.”
Chakijana also took a stick, and they parried. Then he said,
“Why don’t you spar among yourselves? You see now, I don’t want to take unfair advantage of you. This scoop
—let’s have a contest, to determine who among you is the champion, who is the hero!”
The boys, because boys are always ready to fight one another, were easily deceived. They took their sticks and
fought. They fought each other just above Chakijana’s scoop.
And they accidentally broke the scoop.
Chakijana was enraged over the broken scoop. He said,
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I want my scoop, my scoop!
The scoop that I took from the cannibals!
The cannibals took my game animal,
The animal that I got from the woman!

The boys wondered what had happened.
“Chakijana, take our sticks in return for the broken scoop. Because you walk with no stick.” Chakijana said,
“No, I don’t want these sticks of yours. They’re not attractive! Ee! Get me some beautiful sticks!” Then he
said,
“Look here, tomorrow morning, I’ll be here to collect these sticks!” So saying, Chakijana turning around and
departed. He said,
“I really want those sticks! I shall not take this broken scoop.” The boys said,
“All right, Chakijana, we’ll bring the sticks for you in the morning. But take the scoop, and try to get another.”
The boys left, they looked for the sticks. They returned with some really fine sticks. And Chakijana also
returned. They said,
“Here are your sticks, Chakijana. We’ve brought them for you.”
Chakijana took them and examined them closely, admiring them. He looked at them carefully. He satisfied
himself that they were indeed fine sticks. Then he said, “Stay well!” and he left those boys there.
*
He went on. And when he had gone on, Chakijana came to a forest. He found two men fighting and wrestling
with their hands. Chakijana said,
“I’ve never seen such fools! Big fellows like you! When you have a misunderstanding, you hit each other with
your bare hands. Here are sticks. Take them, you’ll get what you want out of each other.”
He took two sticks, and gave them to one of the men. He took two more, and gave them to the other. So these
young men went at each other with these sticks. When they had been hitting each other with the sticks, the sticks
snapped—they broke!
Chakijana became very upset about the broken sticks. He said,
I want my sticks, my sticks,
Given to me by the boys!
The boys destroyed my scoop,
My scoop! My scoop!
The scoop I took from the cannibals!
The cannibals took my game animal.
The animal I got from the woman!"

“Before Chakijana came, we were fighting in our own way. You gave us the sticks to fight with!”
“Well, there’s not much we can do. We’ll replace your sticks.”
“Just tell us how you want your sticks paid back to you, tell us what will satisfy you.” Chakijana said,
“I want clothes that are nicely decorated, with splendid buttons or beads.” The young men said,
“We’ll bring them for you, Chakijana, because you did help us.”
“We had contemptuous attitudes for each other all this time. Now, all that has changed.”
“Our animosity toward each other has cooled.” Chakijana said,
“Well, I’ll come tomorrow morning. I’m going back there for a while, then I’ll pass by here again. You’ll find
me right here, and I should find you here too!” The young men said,
“It’s all right. We concede to you, Chakijana.”
So Chakijana departed. He came back the next morning, and, true enough, he found the young men waiting for
him. They said,
“Well, Chakijana, here we are. We’re very happy to see you.”
*
Chakijana, for all his craftiness, did not realize that the youth who was the brother of the child he had given to
the cannibals had gone ahead of him. Now, Chakijana went on with his booty, but he was going straight to this
boy. That boy was just ahead of him, on this very road.
As Chakijana traveled, he came to a festive gathering. He encountered some young men who had no weapons.
Chakijana said,
“Just look here! Here are some weapons—you’re not armed! I could supply you with weapons—beautiful
ones, weapons that surpass those!”
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Then he saw this boy. The boy thought,
“Here’s the person who abducted the child of my home.” But he said nothing. He thought,
“I don’t want to strike him, I want to catch him. Then I’ll kill him in a very painful way, because he killed the
child of my home in a painful way. I don’t have a sibling any more because of this Chakijana.”
The boy then attempted to persuade the other boys of his homestead, the homestead where the festivities were
taking place. The boy said,
“Give me two fasteners. I want two fasteners. I’ll return with them in the morning. There’s a little creature that
I have, I want to go out and drive it this way. I want to go and make it crawl. But I’m alone here, I don’t think I
can drive it by myself. I’ll just have to bind it, then make it crawl. When it’s too tired to run, it’ll raise its head.”
The young men waited for him. They said,
“Well, hurry, turn your creature around, fellow.”
“The others will be angry with us when they want their fasteners and don’t find them.”
“I’ll hurry, and then return them.”
The boy took these fasteners, and he made a lasso. Then he moved about like the other people who were
bumping into each other in the dance. He behaved as they did. As he approached Chakijana, the other did not
recognize him; Chakijana did not know that this was the brother of the infant he had sold to the cannibals. The
boy came with these fasteners and things.
Before he knew what was happening, Chakijana was trapped. The others wondered,
“Where has this young man come from?”
Because this Chakijana was a very crafty person, he could perform all kinds of tricks.
The young men were quiet, then they said,
“Where is this young man from?” Others said,
“Don’t you see that it’s Chakijana? It seems to be Chakijana!” Someone said,
“He seems to be dallying with that boy. What’s he doing? Now he’s been caught by the boy. They seem to be
playing.”
In the meantime, the boy pulled the lasso, and tightened his hold on Chakijana. Chakijana struggled, and said,
“Let go of me! Let go of me! Pulling me like this—where are you taking me?” The boy said,
“Come here! There’s something for us to talk about.”
The boy tied Chakijana's hands, and dragged him. Chakijana did not know what to do. Because there were so
many people here and because there was such a commotion caused by the dancing, no one at the party took any
notice. There were many people here, and they were minding their own business. They thought only of participating in the dancing. They took no notice of this activity that was occurring to the side of and behind them. They
were observing only what they had come here for.
So the boy dragged Chakijana, pulling the ropes tighter and tighter. These other boys were watching him, and
following. When the boy was out of the sight of the mass of people, he was joined by the others. He explained.
“This Chakijana is the one who killed my mother’s child. Now I’m left alone because of this person!”
“Is that so?”
“Yes!” Then the boys said,
“Well, we won’t kill him by ourselves! Let’s go and call our brothers.”
“Our brothers will beat him and kill him.”
“We can’t find it in ourselves to kill him.” The boy said,
“Well, I won’t find it hard to kill him! I have the same nerve he has, the one who killed the child of my home,
an only child!”
Chakijana now began to go soft, he turned himself into various things. He changed himself into all sorts of
things, whatever the boys desired.
He changed himself into a goat. Then he turned himself into a cow. The boy said,
“I won’t let you go, no matter what you change yourself into! I’ll never let you go, you! I’ll take you with me,
Chakijana!”
When the boy got to a tree, he thought of tying Chakijana to it. Then he thought,
“No, he’ll just untie himself.”
*
So the boy dragged him on. He went on, going now to his mother at his home. He dragged Chakijana, and
when his prisoner resisted the boy flogged him. Then Chakijana cooperated. When he changed himself into all
manner of things, the boy beat him up. So Chakijana stopped changing himself. The boy said,
“Don’t change yourself anymore! I want to do to you what you did to my mother’s child!”
The boy went on, dragging him along. When they were close to his home, when it had come into view, the boy
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called out loudly, and said,
“Mother! Come outside! And see! Here’s the one who killed the child of my home! I’m coming with him!
Burn that house at the side!” Chakijana now began to beg him.
“But young man, you’re determined to kill me, ee? But I can bring the child back!” He said,
“Oh, no! I’m not interested in that anymore! My mother’s child is not here anymore! He’s not alive anymore,
Chakijana! You killed him long ago! We’ve already heard that he’s been devoured by the cannibals, that he was
devoured long ago. But you’re still alive! And you must die also!”
The mother came outside. At first, she did not know who was calling out so loudly. Again, the boy said,
“Mother, ignite that house of the side. By the time I arrive, I want to be able to throw him into the fire!”
The mother was perplexed as to why she should bum that house. Then she saw that the youth was getting
close, and he was saying,
“Here’s Chakijana, the one who abducted your child!” The boy dragged him along, and he said,
“Mother, I’ve been telling you to ignite that house!” The woman said,
“No, my child, wait a little. Let’s just wait before we kill him. Let us beat him, let’s beat him to satisfy our
hearts. We’ve lost everything because of Chakijana.”
Then the woman took the handle of the hoe, and she tried to remove the hoe from the handle. It was not easy to
do, because in the beginning hoes were attached in a certain way. The boy took one end, and said,
“Hold it here!”
He realized that he too would be pulled. He pulled on the hoe, and pulled his mother. He said,
“Well, hit it against this—like this. Mother, hit it here!”
So the mother hit the hoe, and it came loose. Then the boy caught hold of Chakijana, and said,
“Hit him, hit him, Mother! I’m holding him down!” So she hit him, she hit him, she hit him. Chakijana said,
“I’m as good as dead!”
Then Chakijana turned himself into a snake—a snake long dead. The boys said,
“Under no circumstances will I release you—no matter what you do! I’ll never let you loose, no matter what
you turn into, Chakijana! I just won’t let go of you!” Then he said,
“Mother, bring flaming firewood. I’ll burn him. He will come out—here he is, he’s turned himself into this!”
The mother said,
“Wait a little, my child. There’s firewood here in the wood pile.”
The mother took it. Her son piled the wood on top of Chakijana. Then Chakijana said,
“Forgive me! Don’t burn me, I’ve changed again. I’m a human being again!” Chakijana said,
“Do forgive me. I’ll give you many cattle! Right now! Cattle, and many other things! Goats! Because I’ve sold
your child!” The young man said,
“Yes, I understand all that, Chakijana. However, I am demanding your soul, I want your soul to become like
that of my mother’s child, the child who is gone now!” Chakijana said,
“Well, they ate the child long ago, they finished it.” The boy said,
“You agree then, Chakijana, that they ate the child long ago.” He said,
“Yes, ee! I handed it over, together with the duiker that carried the child on its back. I’m telling everything
now, so that you may pardon me, so that I may give you everything! Everything! Oxen! goats! To pacify you
regarding the child of your homestead. I am pleading with you.” The boy said,
“No, my one demand is that you allow me to take your life, and do to it what you did to the child of our
homestead.” Then the boy said,
“Mother, get up early in the morning. I won’t sleep, I’ll tie him here until the break of day. I’ll rope him here,
I’ll watch him.”
The boy took his shield and his spear, and he tied Chakijana. He said,
“If you but move, I’ll stab you! Mother, you go and fetch the cannibals. I want the cannibals to eat him up right
here before my eyes.”
*
The mother got up and went out, and when she had done so, she met a duiker. It said,
“Hello, Mother.” The woman responded. It said,
“Mother, you travel as if you’re troubled by something. And you seem to be in a hurry. Where are you rushing
to?” The mother said,
“Oh, my child, I’m rushing to the land of the cannibals.”
“Hurry, Mother, the day is all but gone!”
So the woman traveled on and on. Along the way, she met an old woman. The old woman said,
“Hello, my child.” The woman said,
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“Hello, Mother.” She said,
“Where are you hurrying to? Where are you rushing to? You walk as if you’re troubled.” She said,
“Well, I am hurrying, I’m going a great distance—to the land of the cannibals.”
“What business do you have in the land of the cannibals?”
“Well, there is certain business that takes me to the land of the cannibals.”
“Well, you’ll never find the cannibals!”
“Oh!”
“Go down this way. Go down this way, down there. I met them going down this way!” The mother said,
“I see, Mother.”
Then the mother went on her way. She went up a ridge, then she came to a snake. The snake said,
“Madam, why is it you walk as if you're troubled? Are you sad?” The mother said,
“Yes, I am indeed troubled, Snake, at this time! I don’t know whether my disease can be cured. My destination
is the land of the cannibals. But a short time ago, I met a very old women over there, and she said that the
cannibals are not to be found in this direction, that they went up over this ridge.” It said,
“Ee ee, indeed, I too met them in this direction. But this distress of yours, Mother—do you think I can help
you!” The mother said,
“I don’t know, Snake. Could you help me to find the land of the cannibals?” The snake said,
“Just keep moving ahead. But if you can’t find the land of the cannibals, come back. You’ll find me right here
on the road.”
But this was one of Chakijana’s tricks.
*
The woman passed on. And soon enough, she saw the dust of the cannibals, as they moved along. The woman
called out, she clapped her hands, and said,
“Hello there! Cannibals, come this way!”
The cannibals stopped. They said,
“What is this? What is this that has spoken?”
“What’s this that has spoken on this side?”
“She seems to be saying, ‘Say, you of the land of the cannibals, come this way!’”
Well, the cannibals remained silent. Then they looked this way. The woman called out and said,
“Say, Cannibals! Come this way!” The cannibals mumbled and said,
“It seems to be an animal that has become tough.” They said,
“Speak up!” They were drawing nearer to her, and they said,
“Speak up, speak up, speak up, speak up!” Repeatedly, they said,
“What is it? What is your trouble?”
“I have been sent to you. I have been told to come to you. We caught Chakijana, and now I have been sent here
by my son. He says, ‘Come on and take him!’”
“Really? Have you actually caught Chakijana?” A cannibal said,
“Chakijana deceived us also, he ate up our cattle, then brought us an animal in return, an animal that was quite
small.” She said,
“That animal that he brought to you was my child!” They said,
“Mother, was that indeed your child?”
“Ee ee!”
“There is nothing we can do about that. We place the blame on Chakijana!”
“But we do mourn with you.”
*
So the cannibals went along with the mother all that day, the mother showing them the way. When the cannibals arrived, Chakijana again turned himself into an old snake, a snake that had long since rotted. The cannibals
remained silent. They said,
“Mother, but where is Chakijana?” She said,
“He is here.” Then she said, “Point him out to them, my child.”
The boy told them to approach. They should come close so that he could talk seriously to them. The cannibals
came, and he said,
“Do you indeed want me to produce Chakijana for you? Do you want to see him?” They said,
“Ee ee! We do want to see him!”
“Do you really know what Chakijana is like?” They said,
“Yes, we do know Chakijana.”
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“But Chakijana is capable of changing himself into all sorts of creatures here on earth.” Then he said,
“I’ll show you that I have apprehended Chakijana.” He said, “Mother, let me have that burning wood.”
Chakijana immediately changed himself into whatever he turned himself into, and the mother came with the
burning wood. She put the wood on Chakijana. He said,
“Forgive me! Don’t kill me with fire!” He said,
“You can see what they are saying.”
“Ee ee!” Then he said,
“You see, I don’t want to drive him away. If you’ll eat him here, while I watch you, I’ll give you these two
oxen—to thank you. And you can sing my praises as I praise you.” So the cannibals said,
“Now what’ll we do to him?” He said,
“Well, I’ll ignite this house, and we’ll burn him in it. But we don’t know if you want him cooked.” The
cannibals said,
“We do want to roast him.” The boy remained quiet, and then he said,
“Now, when you roast him, will he come out of the pot? They said,
“No! Never!” He said,
“Wait! It turns out that you are in league with Chakijana! You mean to let him go!” The cannibals said,
“Not at all! We would never let him go!”
“Chakijana has given us a lot of trouble too!”
“He has been slipping out of our hands all this time because of his cunning!”
“Now that you’ve caught him, we want to finish Chakijana off—so that anything by the name of Chakijana
should perish! Because he is responsible for the bad reputation that we have among humans and animals!” Then
the boy said,
“Well, I’ll show you a plan whereby we can kill Chakijana. Make a fire here. Here’s a large pot, take it.”
The cannibals took this large pot, and they put it on supports. He said,
“Kindle a fire!”
A fire was made, the fire was kindled. Then the boy got large stones. He placed the pot on them. Then he
caught Chakijana, and said,
“Let’s put him inside.” The cannibals said,
“Has water been put into the pot?” The boy said,
“No, you dare not! If you should put water into the pot, Chakijana will escape! No water should be put in!”
The cannibals remained silent. Chakijana cried now, realizing that the sun was setting for him. His last day had
come.
“Are you really killing me, young man? Do you actually refuse the cattle that I would give to you?” The boy
said,
“I am only making you feel what you made the child of my homestead feel!” Meanwhile, the cannibals were
saying,
“Chakijana, you’re making us angry!”
“We’re hungry!”
“We’re hungry! We’re anxious, we can’t wait to eat, Chakijana!”
“Don’t make us angry! Don’t try us!”
There was silence for a time, and then he said,
“Mother, make a fire.”
Immediately, the cannibals kindled a fire just beneath the pot. They made the fire. Some were holding
Chakijana. The pot began to heat up. It got hotter and hotter. Chakijana began to bum. He said,
“I’m dying! I’m dying!” The boy said,
“When you see him cry aloud, bring all the vessels of water.”
Water was brought. Then the cannibals came close. They were in a hurry to eat. So the cannibals were made to
come close to the pot. Any they began to share the parts.
“Chakijana is gone! If you don’t claim these parts, I’ll kill you!”
The cannibals then regarded the various parts. They also heard the word about killing:
“We might be killed, and such nice food has been offered to us!”
The cannibals then became serious about eating. The boy poured on the water. After a time, after the boy had
poured on the water and Chakijana was boiling, Chakijana tried to come out! The boy beat him back with a club,
and Chakijana went back into the pot. When the victim became agitated, the boy beat him with the club, and
Chakijana went back inside.
*
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So Chakijana boiled, he was cooked, and there was a meal for the cannibals.
When the cannibals had eaten Chakijana, the boy offered them the two oxen that he had promised them.
He gave the oxen to the cannibals as a thanksgiving.
The cannibals thanked him, and they departed, driving the cattle.
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“Yeh-yeh-yeh,” yelled one group of excited greenhorns in the furthest corner of the crowded hall.
“Come on now, girls, more, more, more!” echoed a bunch of collegians in the center, clapping vigorously and
stamping in a standing ovation prompted by the excitingly beautiful song sung by the girls of Canca.
The echoes of “yeh-yeh-yeh” and “more, more, more” were accompanied by loud peals of laughter which
resounded through the building for seconds after the girls had left the stage. It was the Saturday evening of the
Easter weekend in 1970 at Cacadu Institution way down across the river Kei, eKoloni.
The two sisters Noku and the younger Nose had, over the past three months, demonstrated their musical talent
at open-air concerts. But, unlike the current performance, the previous acts had been impromptu and part of the
traditional drill observed in missionary colleges in the Cape Province. It was then that the two had lilted their way
into the hearts of the majority of the students at the girls’ hostel. The way in which they sang the hits of the times
did not fail to hold their audience spellbound. In fact, the two had become so popular that many sought their
friendship and others adopted them as their “babies.”
The programme for this long weekend was intended to keep the students out of mischief. Many students
organized themselves into groups and sang in double quartets, quartets, trios and duets. The Canca girls were considered especially gifted duet singers. Everyone had high expectations for the weekend and for the Easter Monday
in particular. This was to be the day of days in which boys were scheduled to dine in with the females for the very
first time at their dining hall.
To mark the occasion, dramatic shows were to be staged in the afternoon. This was to whet the appetites for
the historic “mixed” dinner in the evening.
The girls of Canca had prepared a short, two-act comedy. They had secretly rehearsed every afternoon after
classes in the bathrooms when no-one was in sight. This had not been easy at all, but the twosome relied heavily
on their ability to improvise. After all, had they not worked out many an act whilst they stamped mealies in preparation for meals back home? And had they not been ready to delight the whole family with their sketches that
same evening?
Understandably, the sisters anticipated the forthcoming events with much enthusiasm.
Noku and Nose were gripped in this new experience when a senior prefect approached them at breakfast on
this Monday morning. She advised them formally that the matron wished to see them at eight-thirty in her office.
*
There was no reason for the young girls to suspect that dark clouds of doom were gathering way up above,
ready to dispel their innocent happiness in one clean sweep. They were too engrossed in the joyous present to
guess what lay ahead. It was not surprising, therefore, that the two marched into the matron’s office with blank
faces and equally blank minds.
“Sit down, Noku, sit down, Nocawe,” said the matron, pointing to a pair of dejected wooden chairs which must
have endured all variety of weights for decades.
The matron’s office was crowded with stacks of files, most of them in disarray. Nose disapproved silently. The
matron was seated at her congested desk and did not raise her eyes from a telegram in front of her when she
announced in a staccato and monotonous tone:
“I have news for you. You have to leave for home today. Transport is ready to take you to the railway station at
noon.” She did not notice the alarm on the girls’ faces as they replied sheepishly:
“Yes, matron.”
Nose could not help wondering why Noku did not request—in fact, demand—a much-needed explanation. Nor
did she admit to herself that she also lacked the guts to question those in authority. Both girls were shocked into
silence.
And as custom demanded, they would do as they were told. It was not for them to question why or argue about
what could uproot them from so pleasant a place at so inopportune a time.
By the time they reached their dormitory, the young girls’ spirits were at a low. An older student who noticed
the gloominess about the normal cheerful twosome, took it upon herself to enquire:
“Awu, Noku, how come you are packing? Where are you off to?”
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No answer.
Undeterred, she sat herself down next to Nose and persisted:
“Yintoni Nose? Tell me wethu.”
“Hayi, sisi, matron tells us that we have been called home by telegram.”
“Why? Are you to fetch school fees perhaps?”
“No, sisi, Tata gave us enough money to pay for six months,” replied Nose as she continued packing.
“Then who has died, Mmm?”
“Why should anyone be dead?” queried a puzzled Nose.
“We don’t know, sisi, inene,” Noku stepped in quickly.
“Woo-oo, Nkosiyam, I am sure someone has died. Kaloku the matron would never tell you directly—Unjalo,
she is like that. We all know her.”
Nose’s heart began to gallop at such a rate that she had to sit down on a trunk to try to calm herself. Why was
she so shocked? Did she have a premonition? Whatever the physiological responses, Nose’s mind was not
prepared to guess who could have died at such a happy time in her life. Besides, the occasion to ponder such
grave matters had never presented itself to her. Surely, day-to-day living was a full-time occupation for a twelveyear old girl?
Older Noku, however, had got the message at once, but preferred to leave Nose in her apparent ignorance.
After all, she knew what every adult member of their clan knew—that matters relating to death are not meant for
children’s ears. Nose was a child, who, as last-born, had been particularly attached to their father. And so the two
continued to pack their bags in complete silence after the older friend had left..
*
The boarding master took them to the station in his 1955 Plymouth. He saw them into their compartment and
left them to settle in. Normally, they would have chatted all day until sleep silenced them. Yet today they simply
lay, each one on her side of the grass-green leather rail coach, wrapped in confounded thoughts. Luckily, Nose had
the gift of being able to sleep soundly under any conditions, and she was the first to begin snoring gently. Noku
was unable to join her sister in this temporary oblivion and tried unsuccessfully to read a book.
The train meandered slowly on its way to Xabana, stopping at Cikashe, the junction. Here, unexpectedly, who
should appear heading for their compartment but Dudu, their eldest sister. Dudu was headmistress at a nearby
primary school. The younger girls’ cloak of gloom was momentarily lifted as they echoed joyfully:
“Usisi, here is our sister, Usisi!”
Dudu kissed them happily and they helped her with her luggage.
“Children of my mother, how are you?” asked Dudu as they made themselves comfortable.
“We are all right, Sisi, and how are you, child of my mother?” answered Noku.
Dudu did not reply. Instead, she threw herself on the couch dejectedly. She buried her face in her cupped hands
and the young ones witnessed this picture of sadness and bewilderment. Nose thought she had noticed an unusual
glistening in her elder sister’s eyes and she wondered why Dudu could ever have cause to cry. Dudu began to
weep, silently at first, then more audibly until her broad shoulders heaved with the intensity of her deep grief.
Noku and Nose watched in amazement. Nose had half a mind to join in the sad chorus, but the other half questioned the cause for her sister’s puzzling performance. What could make a big sister cry like a child? In all the
twelve years of her life, she had not witnessed her sister shed a single tear drop. How could she, when she herself
was so often the cause of the other sibling’s misery? Nose’s heart was in pain at the recollection of certain of
Dudu’s acts in the past.
“Very strange things are happening, truly. Something must have gone wrong at home,” Nose murmured in
Noku’s ear.
She wondered, just what could warrant such grief at home. Perhaps their mother was seriously ill? But she dismissed this idea immediately, for she had never heard so much as a word of complaint from her. She seemed
immune even to the commonest headache. No, their mother could not be the cause of grief. Perhaps uTata, their
father, who was known to have trouble with his knees, must have sent for them. That was more likely, thought
Nose.
Just then, between Dudu's sobbing, Noku thought she caught something like “Daddy, oh Daddy, dead, ooh,
ooh, ooh.”
That was it then! At this, Noku joined in the hearty lamentation of her elder sister. Nose was left high and dry,
but before long, she too, caught a notion of something that sounded like “Daddy—dead—oho, hoo!”
Nose was dazed. Daddy dead? Why? If so, why had no one had the courtesy to tell them before they left the
institution? Surely it was the duty of a matron to explain such matters? How could she simply order them to
depart if she knew of such a sound reason?
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Nose pondered for a while before she accepted that there must be truth in what their friend had said:
“Unjalo, uMatron—she is like that.”
After all, why would she change just because Noku and Nose were involved?
Nose could not understand it all. What was death anyway? Why had no one defined it to her? Her failure to
grasp the details of the situation was the direct cause of her dismay. Yet she was not so sad as to cry.
The journey was endless. And what was infinitely worse, was that no one had remembered to prepare a roasted
chicken for their provisions—they had to make do with the sandwiches their sister had brought.
*
On arrival at the station in Nceba, the girls were met by a party of relatives on ox wagon.
At home, Nose was struck by the air of sadness which seemed to permeate their home. Nothing appeared in its
customary place. Every hut was topsy-turvy. Bedsteads were piled outside against the aloes of the cattle byre.
Grass mats and mattresses were being used instead of chairs. Mirrors and family photographs that had always
graced the dining room were turned to face the wall.
Almost everyone was in black—even the newlyweds had substituted their long, flowing German-print skirts
for black skirts and shawls draped over their shoulders. Their customary headgear was tied so low as to almost
cover their upper eyelids, Nose noticed.
Their mother was huddled on a mattress behind the door in the big rondavel that was her bedroom. A cluster of
relatives—aunts, grannies, younger mothers, many of whom were unknown to the girls—sat with her. Their father
(uTata) was conspicuous by his absence. It was only after the evening devotions that the girls were formally
informed that their beloved father was no more.
Everyone was so spirited that evening as they prayed in relays one after the other, that Nose felt she had moved
nearer to heaven. Throughout the evening and most of that night, Nose’s mind was flooded with endless questions
that no one could answer. No one heard them. Everything was so strange. So hurting. So incompre-hensible.
Nose recalled how her father had told her one goes to heaven when one dies, on condition, of course, that one
had not sinned on earth. Nose could not equate her father with sin, which was why she failed to understand the
grief being displayed at his death. Could it be that her good and kind father had missed his direction to heaven?
Could that be the hidden cause of all this misery?
No, Nose could not harbor such thoughts! After all, she liked to believe what she knew—that her father, uTata,
was a good man.
“There was no way he could miss heaven on his death, surely,” she concluded. Yet, how did God expect her,
little Nose, to remain here without her Tata’s love from now on? His departure, when viewed in that light, was
hardly a Godly act.
Nose chastised herself for blaming the Good Lord. And, yet, she could not, in all honesty, reconcile the loss of
such a precious love with either fairness or justice. She just could not.
*
The burial ceremony took place the following morning in the local church where their father had been a pastor
for as long as they could recall.
Until then, Nose had not been seen to shed a tear. She was too confused and puzzled by the catastrophe to act
normally.
When the people returned from the graveyard, Noku was dismayed to find Nose huddled on the mattress behind the door, alone. For a while the two sat together in silence.
Unspoken grief. Each young woman wrapped in her own thoughts, retracing her steps along secret pathways to
earlier common beginnings. To roots nourished with the moisture of affection and genuine parental love.
Nose longed for the feel of her father’s hand as he stroked her crinkled hair fondly and called her mysteriously
“my wonderful Nose.” The longing pierced her heart like a blade. Pain.
Noku realized that her younger sister was only now being struck for the first time by the loss and tragic finality
of the occurrence.
She sobbed softly, then wept bitterly in Noku’s arms despite her elder sister’s attempts to comfort her. Nose
was completely overcome by grief. Her very being was drowned in the emptiness, the hollowness of the loss of a
treasured figure.
A tide of despair caught up with the little girl. She was numbed by her agony. Nose had no ear for relatives’
words of comfort as they took turns to console her. Even Noku’s attempts were a dismal failure, because she
found herself breaking down and joining her younger sister’s pitiful lamentations.
Nose could hear her father's voice saying lovingly,
“Nose, intombi yam entusi Madoda.”
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She was indeed her father’s. And then, as she listened intently and wished to reply, the voice would fade. A
void, a bleakness would reign.
Oh, who could ever repeat such honeyed words and in that manner? Who? Who? At such moments, Nose cried
most vehemently until her eyes were puffy and as red as ripe tomatoes. Unanswered questions pounded the young
girl’s mind like waves that beat the seashore relentlessly. They receded for a second only to gather momentum and
return to bash more forcibly again and again, stabbing the very fiber of her bleeding heart.
That tragic day, Nose cried herself to sleep on the mattress behind the door.
“Oh, Lord, Nkosi, my poor child. I did not know she would take this so heavily,” remarked Nose’s mother to
close relatives. “I am considering taking her to see a doctor tomorrow, truly, this is just unbearable!”
“I was going to suggest the very same thing, Mama,” said Dudu.
*
But it was a relieved clan that noted a faint smile on little Nose’s face the next morning. But not one of the onlookers suspected the reason behind it. Nose kept the secret to herself until she and Noku returned to college a
week later.
Only then did she reveal to her sister that she had had a beautiful encounter with her father that night and that
he had embraced her lovingly and patted her head gently in the old familiar manner.
“Then he smiled so warmly and realistically that I simply smiled back at him,” said Nose. “I think I must have
actually had a smile on my face when I awoke, Noku. That is why I no longer remain sad.”
“What are you saying to me here, Nose? Really! How lucky you are to have seen uTata once again!!”
Nose sensed a tinge of jealousy in her sister’s voice.
From then on, Nose was convinced that her beloved Daddy could not forsake her. In fact, she knew he never
would.
91.265 No Room At Solitarie\fn{by Richard Moore Rive (1931-1989)} Cape Town, Western Cape Province, South
Africa (M) 4
Now Fanie van der Merwe had every right to be annoyed.
Here he stood, owner of the only hotel in Solitaire, wiping glasses in an empty bar on Christmas Eve. The
owner of the only canteen till Donkergat, and facing empty tables and chairs. Well, not quite empty, because old
Dawie Volkwyn sat sullen and morose at the counter. But then Dawie Volkwyn always sat sullen and morose at
the counter. Fanie couldn’t remember when Dawie had not sat on the very same stool opposite the kitchen door.
To have the only canteen for miles around empty on Christmas Eve.
It was obviously done for spite.
Oom\fn{Uncle.} Sarel always did things for spite. Take the case of Marietjie Louw when she went out with Dawie. His argument with Fanie had started with politics.
Oom Sarel had sat at the counter, the way he always sat, holding forth on every subject. God’s gift to South
African politics, Fanie had mumbled under his breath. Fanie had kept calm until Oom Sarel had said that
kaffirs\fn{An racist slur for Africans.} could not be educated beyond Standard II. Fanie had been annoyed, very annoyed, and had quoted the case of Withbooi’s cousin.
Now Witbooi’s cousin had reached Standard VI at a school in Cape Town. Oom Sarel had insisted that it was
unheard of, and if it were so it was deliberately done by the missionaries or the English or something like that. Fanie had added that Witbooi’s cousin could read and write in Afrikaans\fn{ Principally derived from the south Holland
dialect of mid-17th century Dutch settlers in South Africa, it officially replaced Standard Dutch as the official language of South Africa in
1925, and is now one of 11 official languages in the new free South Africa (which dates from the results of the first truly free and democratic national elections, held on April 27, 1994).} even better than some of the white bywoners.\fn{Squatters; sharecroppers.}

Oom Sarel had become very red about the neck and had said he would not drink in a bar owned by a Communist. Then he had walked out.
Now many had walked out before, but Oom Sarel was different. He owned Bo-Plaas, the richest maize farm in
the District, and had already been to Johannesburg twice and sometimes visited Hermanus in the Cape for his holidays.
So it was obviously done for spite.
Otherwise why should Oom Sarel had a Christmas Eve braaivleis\fn{Barbecue.} and invite everyone in Solitaire
except Fanie van der Merwe and, well, and Dawie Volkwyn? The free boerewors\fn{Beef-sausage.} and brandy
were given to lure away all his customers. Louw Viijoen and Daantijie Pretorius and Jan Mostert and them.
Fanie would have loved to be there. He would have closed the bar and given Witbooi the evening off. But then,
he had been pointedly ignored.
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So now he halfheartedly wiped glasses on Christmas Eve and surveyed the deserted canteen. Only Dawie. But
then no one ever invited Dawie anywhere. Though in spite of his drinking and bad reputation with women, Dawie
Volkwyn knew life. And when he had had sufficient brandy, he would belch, lean back comfortably, narrow his
eyes, and hold forth on religion., politics, the English, why the world was going to the dogs, and Marietjie Louw.
He was certain that Marietjie was a little more than interested in him, but her father thought Dawie too old at
fifty. Marietjie herself must be well over forty, and there was no prospect of a husband in sight.
“Ja,\fn{Yes.} Dawie,” said Fanie sitting opposite him, “so goes the world.”
Dawie made no reply, so Fanie opened a bottle of brandy and filled two glasses. They drank in silence, each
occupied with his own thoughts. Fanie filled again.
“It is hard when there is no business.” Another long silence, while they sipped their brandy. After the third
glass Dawie replied.
“I hear that Oom Sarel slaughtered two oxen.”
“Ja.”
“And three lambs, and fowls and geese.”
“Ja.”
“And Oom Sarel bought all the wine and brandy from Cohen in Donkergat.”
“Ja,” repeated Fanie fatalistically. He began to have serous doubts about the ability of Witbooi’s cousin to read
and write in Afrikaans. He would have to ask his kitchen boy. Witbooi’s cousin was beginning to mess up his
business.
“I never could have thought my bar would be empty on Christmas Eve.”
“So goes the world.” Fanie poured Dawie another drink.
“Well here’s to Christmas. Veels geluk.”\fn{Good luck!}
“Veels geluk.”
“A long time ago in Bethlehem.”
“Ja,” said Dawie, looking far back in time, far beyond his fifty years. “It was a long time ago.”
“But He will return.”
“It says so in the Book.”\fn{The Christian New Testament is meant.}
“Ja.”
“In Revelations.”
“He will come in all His glory.”
“And the trumpets shall sound.”
“But I’ve been thinking, Fanie.”
“Ja?”
“When He first came they didn’t know Him.”
“So?”
“It stands so in the Book.”
“I know.”
“How will we know Him when He comes again?”
“You are speaking dangerous things.”
“What if He is not a White man?”
“He is a White man!”
“I know,” Darwie said weakly. They slipped back into silence and Fanie automatically refilled the glasses.
“How will we know Him when He comes again?”
“There will be signs, Dawie.”
“Like what?”
“It stands in the Book.”
Fanie hoped that Louw Viljoen, Jan Mostert, and Daantjie Pretorius would still come in for a quick one, even if
Oom Sarel’s wine was free. So he bought it from Cohen in Donkergat. Sheer spite.
“Fanie, I’m not a religious man.”
“I know, Dawie.”
“I’m not a church-going man.”
“I know.”
“But I like to ask questions.”
“Ja.”
“How will we know Him when He comes again?”
“It stands in the book.”
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“What does it say?”
“You must read it in the book.”
“I’m not a reading man.”
“Ja.” Fanie felt that the conversation was leading nowhere, and decided to revert to the subject of Witbooi’s
cousin.
“Do you believe kaffirs can read?”
“I don’t know, Fanie.”
“If they went to school in Cape Town?”
“Maybe.”
“That’s what I told Oom Sarel.”
“And so?”
“Called me a kaffir-boetie.”\fn{Literally, “little brother of the kaffir,” a term used contemptuously in white minority-rule times
to describe those who associated with non-Europeans. There is a similar term associated with black people in my country, but it is equally
disgusting and not worthy of repetition:H}
“Wragtig.”\fn{Bloody Hell!}

“And a Communist.”
“That is bad.”
“So I told him about Witbooi’s cousin.”
“Ja?”
“You know him?”
“No.”
“He passed Standard VI.”
“That can be.”
“Then Oom Sarel walked out on me!”
Both men moodily sipped at their glasses. Dawie wondered whether Marietjie Louw was also at Bo-Plaas and
if she was thinking of him. Fanie hoped Louw Wiljoen and Daantjie Pretorius would drop in after the braaivleis.
After all he liked Louw.
“Baas.”\fn{Boss.}
Louw was argumentative, but one could get on with him.
“Baas!”
“Ja, Witbooi?”
“There is a man with a woman outside who want to see the baas.”
“Tell them to come in.”
“Baas, they are from my people.”
“Tell them to go to hell.” He turned back to Dawie. “Kaffirs are becoming more and more cheeky.”
“That is true.”
“A lazy bunch of good-for-nothings.”
“I agree with you.”
“But that doesn’t mean some can’t read and write.”
“True.”
“In Afrikaans.”
“That is so.”
“Take Witbooi’s cousin.”
“Ja. Witbooi’s cousin.”
The kitchen boy reappeared, greatly agitated.
“Baas, the man say it is serious.”
“Chase them away.”
“I tried to, baas.”
“Tell them I’ll come with my shotgun.”
“It’s no use, baas.”
“Get rid of them.”
“I try again, baas.”
Fanie removed a fresh bottle of brandy from the shelf and removed the tinsel expertly with his teeth. He
twisted the corkscrew in and pulled. He refilled two glasses, feeling much better, even jovial.
“Now take Witbooi’s cousin.”
“Ja.”
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“Now there’s a clever kaffir.”
“Must be.”
“He works in an office in Cape Town.”
“Ja?”
“Writes letters for his boss.”
“Wragtig!”
“And at the end of the month he send out accounts.”
“Some of these people can dot it.”
“But Oom Sarel can’t understand.”
“Oom Sarel is difficult.” Witbooi tapped Fanie lightly on the sleeve.
“Please, baas, come and see.”
“What?”
“The man and woman at the back door.”
“Didn’t you chase them away?”
“I can’t, baas.”
“Verdomp!\fn{Blast you!} Bring my shotgun!”
“Ja, baas.”
“Kom, Dawie, let’s get rid of them.”
Dawie was reluctant to shift from the half-full bottle of brandy, but had to be careful not to annoy Fanie. He
climbed unsteadily to his feet and swayed behind the hotel-keeper through the canteen and kitchen.
In the doorway stood a bearded man of an indefinite age, holding a donkey by a loose rein. A black woman sat
groaning on the stoep.
“Ja?” said Fnie.
“My wife, she is sick.”
“So what is wrong?”
“She is sick, baas.”
“But what is the matter?”
“She is going to have a child.”
“I am not a verdomde\fn{Blasted.} midwife.”
“I look for a doctor, baas.”
“Yes?”
“There is no one in the dorp.”\fn{Rural town.}
“So what can I do?”
“They all at Bo-Plaas, baas.”
“So?”
“I need help, baas, my wife is sick.”
“Go to Bo-Plaas.”
“She is sick, baas.”
“Come on, get away.”
“Please, baas.”
“Voetsak!”\fn{“Get out”: a very insulting term, usually used for dogs.}
Fanie turned on his heels, followed by Dawie. They settled down to their disturbed drink.
“As if I’m a verdomde midwife.”
“Kaffirs are getting more cheeky.”
“They come to me of all people.”
“Wragtig.”
“I run a hotel, I don’t deliver babies.”
“That’s the worst of these people.” Suddenly Fanie’s eyes gleamed with a sadistic delight.
“I hope they go to Bo-Plaas.”
“Ja.”
“That would put Ooom Sarel in his place.”
“That would.”
“And the woman must give birth right there.”
“Ja, that would be very funny.”
“Please, my baas.” Fanie turned around, annoyed at Witbooi.
“They’re still here, baas.”
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“Huh?”
“They won’t go away.”
“Chase them.”
“They want a place to rest.”
“There’s no room.”
“In one of the shelters, baas.”
“There’s no place.”
“The woman is very sick.”
Fanie downed his brandy at one gulp and then drank two more in quick succession.
“There’s no room!” he repeated, then stared, amazed, at Dawie, who had begun to laugh hysterically in a highpitched giggle.
“And what do you find so funny?”
“There’s no room,” Dawie repeated, “no room in the inn.”
“And so?”
“Can’t you see, man?”
“No.”
“It’s Christmas Eve.”
“Allewereld!”\fn{Good heavens!}
“The kaffir had a donkey.”
“Ja, ja!” Fanie burst out in a guffaw, but there was a false ring. He choked, spluttered, and then burst into a fit
of coughing. He recovered and laughed till the tears streamed down his cheeks. Dawie laughed dutifully.
“No room at the inn.”
“Ja, that is very funny.”
Fanie was suddenly silent. Dawie stifled a half-hearted attempt to laugh.
“Come, let’s go and see,” Fanie said suddenly.
“The kaffir?”
“Ja.”
“All right.”
“Bring the brandy along.”
“And the glasses.”
They got up unsteadily and walked to the back door. Fanie looked ash gray under his leathery skin. There was
no one at the door.
“Witbooi!”
No rely.
“Witbooi!”
The servant appeared suddenly, as if from nowhere.
“Baas?”
“Where’s the man?”
“I don’t know, baas.”
“You’re lying.”
“It’s true, baas.”
“Where are they?”
“The woman is very sick.”
“So where did they go?”
“I put them in the stable, baas.”
“Hemelsnaam!”\fn{In Heaven’s name!}
“Allewereld!”
Fanie and Dawie slowly looked at each other and then, at the same time, timidly looked toward the sky to see
whether there was a bright star.
103.47 1. Strange Cargo 2. The Cast-Off 3. The Girl Who Was Sold To A Monster: Three Folktales\fn{told by
Noplani Gxavu (c.1932- )} Gatyana Location, Transkei, Eastern Cape Province, South Africa (F) 13
1
There were two girls, Ntongana-yentsimbi\fn{ Little-steel-rod.} and Dengekazi.\fn{Foolish-one.} They went to visit
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their aunt, Nomehlo-mehlo.
They traveled a great distance, and finally reached their aunt’s home. They found a girl there, a person with
only one arm and one leg, one ear—only half an ear, only half a mouth, half a nose.
Those girls had come to visit their aunt, and they arrived to find this sort of person. They inquired of this
person where their aunt was. This person said,
“I pity you because your aunt has become an ogre. She devours people. However, since you have come from
afar, and because the day is already far spent, you can stay on here.
“It will not help for me to tell you to depart, because when she catches your scent she is certain to see you
before you get very far. She is now an ogre that devours the people, people whose scent she detects. She will eat
you up.
“Now, she will come soon now, and this is what you should do: she will arrive carrying something, a big thing,
maybe a man she has killed, maybe a woman. She has a big ax with which she kills people. The reason this land is
uninhabited is that the people have been devoured by this aunt of yours. She has become an ogre.”
The two girls stayed on there.
“She will also be bringing game. She will arrive and cook all this meat, she will cook the human flesh separately. And the game meat will be cooked separately: that meat is for me. I don’t eat human flesh so she brings
venison for me. The human flesh she cooks for herself.
“You should eat from my dish, the dish containing venison. You should not eat the human flesh. You will see
for yourselves when she cuts up the human carcass that she brings back from the hunt for humans.”
Time passed for these two girls, a time full of anxiety. That person said,
“And I, if you will look at me, you will see that I have just one leg, one arm—she is responsible. The reason
the other half of me was not devoured—as you can see, I now have one arm, one leg, one ear—the reason is that
she said I was bitter. So I have been reduced to being a burden for her. I am her daughter, an only child.”
These girls stayed on.
*
The approach of their aunt could not be missed. She came, and when she arrived a thud was heard as she
dropped her load outside. Then she came inside. Even before she entered, she was already chewing—even as she
dropped that man she had killed, she had torn off his lips, and she came in chewing and picking her teeth.
While she was at the doorway, she detected an appealing scent in my house!
“What’s happened, Mlenzana-mnye,\fn{One-legged-one.} that there is such a delicious aroma in my house?”
Mlenzana-mnye said,
“Well, I don’t know. You have some visitors, the daughters of your brother.”
Well then, Mlenzana-mnye slipped outside. She had warned the two girls.
“She will be very affectionate when she comes in, she will want to kiss you. You should refuse to be kissed. If
you feel pressed, merely offer your cheek to her—but not the mouth. Otherwise, she will tear off your lips!”
The aunt came in. She came in and was affectionate. She said,
“Oh! Oh, these children! Where do you come from, Ntongana-yentsimbi?” referring to the younger of the two
sisters. “Oh, oh, oh! The children of my brother! Hello there!”
Immediately, the aunt rushed at them, wanting to kiss them. But the girls had already been warned by Mlenzana-mnye, “You should refuse to be kissed on the mouth, let her kiss you on the cheek. She will tear your lip off
otherwise.”
Well then, she greeted them, and the older girl, Dengekazi, let herself be kissed.
Her aunt bit her a little and drew blood. She licked it when the girl screamed.
Then she went to Ntongana-yentsimbi, shook her hand, going to kiss her. But Ntongana-yentsimbi said,
“No, Aunt! No one ever kisses me!” So the aunt left them alone.
Then she came in with her strange cargo—it was a man, and she chopped up the body. A grass container had
been prepared, and she began to chop up the carcass. She then cooked it, along with the venison, which she prepared in a separate pot. When it was cooked, she dished out this meat. She gave it to them, telling them to eat the
human meat.
Ntongana-yentsimbi declined, saying they did not want it, they would eat only the game meat. But Dengekazi,
the older one, ate the human flesh despite the fact that the other one, Ntongana-yentsimbi, kept nudging her, saying,
“What is the matter with you? Why are you eating it?” Dengekazi said,
“Leave me alone!” This man was quite fat.
Dengekazi was foolish, and Ntongana-yentsimbi, the younger one, gave up on her. She herself ate the game
meat along with Mlenzana-mnye, the girl of the homestead. They ate the game meat, and Dengekazi and her aunt
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ate the human meat.
*
Then it was bedtime. Mlenzana-mnye had warned the two girls,
“In the middle of the night, it will be clear when your aunt is asleep: there will be many noises, things knocking about inside her stomach. That will be the time when you should get up and flee. And don’t go slowly! By
dawn, you should be gone! But don’t get up before you hear the strange noises from inside her stomach. You will
hear the noises at some time during the night.”
Everybody went to sleep, friends. After they had slept for some time and it was the middle of the night, the
aunt stirred. Then she crept softy; she took her ax, stealing up on those girls. As the aunt crept slowly to pick up
her ax, the younger girl, the more alert of the two, said,
“Aunt, I am cold, your house is very cold!” The aunt said,
“Well, why did you not take another blanket to keep warm? Take this, here’s another blanket.” She gave the
blanket to them, threw the blanket at them. They took the blanket and spread it over themselves.
After a while, the ogre, when she assumed that the girls had fallen asleep, got up and edged toward the ax once
more, determined to decapitate the girls, wanting to eat them. She was about to lunge at the bodies of the girls
with the ax. While she was dragging the ax, going on her knees, ax in hand, once again that younger girl, Ntongana-yentsimbi, spoke.
“Aunt, this house of yours is full of bedbugs. What is this? Do you allow the ewe lambs to sleep inside with
you, is this why there are so many bugs? There are a lot of them.” The aunt said,
“The trouble with you is that you cannot sleep. Bedbugs are not much trouble. Here, take this blanket of mine
and place it underneath your bodies. I have no trouble with bedbugs. The reason is that I don’t spend much time
here indoors, I hunt a lot.” They took that blanket and placed it underneath their bodies, and they slept.
At length, the ogre fell sound asleep, this time she really passed out.
*
As she slept, a variety of noises could be heard: cocks crowed, sheep bleated, pigs squealed, all manner of
things made appropriate sounds—including people and children, because when she began to be sick she swallowed humans whole, without chewing them. Only after being an ogre for a long time did she begin to chop people up.
The girls satisfied themselves that she was really asleep, and then that Mlenzana-mnye of this homestead, the
ogre’s daughter, began to nudge them. She said to them,
“Heyi!” She shook them, and prodded them, saying,
“Go! Go! Go, she’s asleep!”
Well, Dengekazi, the older girl, the one who along with her aunt had eaten human flesh despite efforts to stop
her, was fast asleep. She was sound asleep, sated by the human flesh that she had eaten. She was not accustomed
to eating human flesh.
The younger girl, Ntongana-yentsimbi, quickly got up, then had a hard time trying to awaken her sister so that
they could run away. It was difficult: her sister would not stir. She dragged her, she and Mlenzana-mnye dragged
her. They pulled her outside, and outside her mind cleared.
Then they ran. They ran, and when the girls were a long way off, promptly at cock crow the ogre woke up.
When the ogre was jolted awake, she understood what had happened:
“They’ve gone!” She called, “Mlenzana-mnye!”
“Mama.”
“Where are they? Where are Ntongana-yentsimbi and Dengekazi?” Mlenzana-mnye said,
“Well, as you know, I was sound asleep.”
*
The ogre took off in great anger. On and on she ran; she gave chase, following their scent. She had become, as
you might imagine like a dog, a greyhound: she followed the human scent. She sniffed and sniffed in the breeze,
and perceived the direction they had taken. The ogre gave chase, she chased them and finally she could see them.
The two girls saw the dust that the ogre was raising on the road. The alert Ntongana-yentsimbi said,
“Oh, Dengekazi, we’re as good as dead! There comes our aunt!” Dengekazi said,
“Yes, it’s our aunt!” The other one said,
“Don’t just say, ‘Yes, it’s our aunt!’ Run! Now! Let’s go!”
But they could not match the ogre’s speed. She was really moving fast, she was gaining ground on them. Then
the ogre closed in, she was carrying the ax on her shoulder. When she neared them, when she was as close as that
house just in front of us—oh! Ntongana-yentsimbi said,
“Dengekazi, there is no way out now. We’re as good as dead, our aunt Nomehlo-mehlo is upon us. What shall
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we do?” Dengekazi said,
“I don’t know! Let’s just stop, we’re tired! Let her eat us.” Ntongana-yentsimbi said,
“That is not what I had in mind. I had only gone to visit her, and she turns out to be an ogre. I shall try to save
myself. Let us work out a plan.”
By then, the ogre was quite close. The ogre said,
“The two sides are face to face now. I always knew it would come to this. Why, Ntongana-yentsimbi, why
have you taken it upon yourself to take away from me such fat meat, Dengekazi?” Ntongana-yentsimbi said,
“Wait, Dengekazi, let me try another plan.”
There was no response. Ntongana-yentsimbi said,
“I shall sing a little song. It may work, but I cannot know in advance whether it will cause the ogre to turn back
or delay her.” Ntongana-yentsimbi sang,
O oyo aye. O oyo aye!
It is this Nomehlo-mehlo, aye!
She is our aunt, aye!
A slaughterer, aye!
She will slaughter us, ahe!
Oyo ahe. Ho yo ahe!

Now the ogre danced, and, as she danced, she sang, “Oho ahe! Oyo ahe!” As she danced, she closed her eyes
and moved backward until she hit her own homestead with her rear end. As she danced, the ogre moved backward
until she was at her own homestead.
In the meantime, the two girls ran on, they covered a lot of ground while the ogre was reversing her direction,
moving in a trance toward her homestead.
Then the aunt came to:
“Oh! I’m back at my home! How did this happen, fellows?”
Once again, she gave chase. By now, the girls were a long way off. When she had almost caught up with them,
having closed the distance, Ntongana-yentsimbi said,
“Dengekazi, please sing! It’s your turn now. I am tired, it’s been a long time.”
Dengekazi said, “All right.” She began to sing. Ntongana-yentsimbi said,
“Sing quickly! This ogre will devour us!”
Dengekazi sang, she sang that same song. Ntongana-yentsimbi said, “Sing, sing quickly!” And Dengekazi
sang,
Oyo ahe! O oyo ahe!
It is Nomehlo-mehlo, ahe!
She is our aunt, ahe!
She will cut us up, ahe!"

Ntongana-yentsimbi said, “No! That’s not it! You’re going to cause us to be eaten by the ogre! You’re taking
too long to sing, you can see that the ogre is close now!” Ntongana-yentsimbi herself began to sing:
O oyo aye! O oyo aye!
It is this Nomehlo-mehlo, aye!
She is our aunt, aye!
A slaughterer, aye!
She will slaughter us, ahe!
Oyo ahe. Ho yo ahe!

The ogre danced again, she moved backward, once again returning to her home, reversing her direction with
her eyes closed, imagining that the dance was a prologue to her suddenly devouring them. At length, she was back
at her own homestead. When she came out of the trance, she understood what had happened:
“They’ve disappeared! And I am back home, although I was dancing over there in that land! Ek!”
She retraced her steps.
“No, I shall not listen to their song again! I shall throw myself at them headlong, I won’t listen to any music!
Not at all! I know myself!”
She took her breasts and flung them over her shoulders, and, very angry by now, she ran hard. She ran hard, on
and on she went! Yes! Ntongana-yentsimbi said.
“Yeyi, Dengekazi! Do you see that tree? That ogre won’t be distracted at all now! I’m tired of singing. And
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you’re not singing, you take too long to sing! All you’ll achieve is to expose us so that we’re eaten by the ogre!”
Dengekazi said,
“Well, since we’re tired, let’s just give up and let her eat us.” She said,
“I don’t want that! That’s not what I came here for. I won’t stand for that.”
Meanwhile, the ogre was angrily approaching. Ntongana-yentsimbi said,
“Please sing now! Please sing!” Dengekazi said,
“No, there’s no point in singing!”
The ogre was closing the distance between them. Ntongana-yentsimbi said,
“Oh! This ogre is about to devour us! My judgment is that she will no longer listen to our song. Let’s climb
this tree!”
There was a tall tree in front of them, and they climbed it, they climbed it quickly. They remained in this tree.
The ogre arrived, and she began to cut the tree down with her sharp ax. As she was chopping the tree, she said,
“Well, we have meat today! If climbing up this tree is all you can now rely on, if you have no other plan, then
it’s as if I have already eaten you! You’re as good as between my jaws!”
And she began to chop more earnestly with her ax, cutting into the tree, bit by bit. As the tree was falling, a
little bird, a fork-tailed drongo, appeared. This bird said,
Drongo drongo!
Little wood chips!
The wonder is:
What have these children of the people
Done wrong?
You, Tree, be firm!

And the tree was firm, it became as it had been before.
The ogre began to look around to see what it was that had uttered those words. She saw it:
“Oh! There it is! It’s that drongo bird,” and she immediately gave chase. She caught the bird, and ate it. But a
feather fell off as she ate the bird, as she swallowed it.
“Ek!” she said. “We have met today! That’s the end of the drongo bird, the bird that was talking. I’ve swallowed it.”
But the ogre had not noticed the feather. She thought that she had swallowed it as well.
She attacked the tree again, chopping and chopping. As the tree was about to fall—with those girls, having
now given up hope, in it—the feather appeared, and it said,
Drongo drongo!
Little wood chips!
These children of the people
Have done nothing wrong!
Tree, let it happen to you:
Be firm!

The tree became whole, as before.
The ogre wondered what it was that had spoken, because she could not see it. She looked around, and, when
she saw this little thing, she pursued it.
“Oh! It’s a feather!”
She realized that it was a feather. She took it, and swallowed that feather, too. Then she said,
“I have swallowed the feather. There can be no drongo any more! We don’t know,” she said. And she began to
chop, to chop and chop.
It turned out that there was a little piece between the ogre’s teeth, a bit of the drongo bird that remained behind.
The ogre chopped and chopped. Ntongana-yentsimbi said,
“Look here, while she chases that feather, here’s one thing that might save us. When she comes back, this ogre
will chop at the tree and it will fall and she will devour us. Let’s try another ruse. Our home is now within sight.
There it is. Perhaps the dogs of our home will hear us. Let’s shout loudly.”Dengekazi said,
“All right, Ntongana-yentsimbi.”
So they cried out loudly, calling for the dogs of their home. There were dogs at the girls’ home, and they had a
brother there. There were two dogs, very big ones. They shouted loudly, to draw the attention of the dogs at home.
“Tumtum! Mbambo-zezel’!”
The dogs, Tumtum and Mbambo-zezel’, had been given food in a washbasin in front of the house. They
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stopped eating and growled at each other, they stopped eating and looked around. The girls’ brother, who had been
standing over the dogs to supervise their eating and to assure that they would not fight over the food, began to
wonder at their restlessness. Even though he coaxed them, the dogs would not eat.
He did not notice that there was someone making noises. But the dogs heard and they ignored the food.
Then the youth rushed into the house to get his weapons, and, as the dogs ran, he followed in their wake. He
ran vigorously after them.
The ogre returned from chasing the feather which she had now swallowed. She came back to chop at the tree.
The tree was about to fall, and there still remained a bit of the bird between the ogre’s teeth. It said,
Drongo drongo!
Little wood chips!

By now, the young man was fairly close with the dogs.
Drongo drongo!
Little wood chips!
What do you have against
The people’s children?
Tree, be restored,
Be whole!

The tree reformed, and became as before. The ogre began to look around for the mysterious thing, but she
could not see it. In that state of confusion, she discarded everything.
Then that young man arrived along with the dogs of his home, both of them. When he got there, he said,
“These are my sisters! Ntongana-yentsimbi!”
“Brother!”
“What’s the matter? What are you doing up in the tree?”
“We went to visit our aunt, as you know. We were surprised to find that our aunt is a human-eater. We found
her daughter, whom we knew. She now has only one leg, one arm. The half of her that remains, she said, was not
eaten only because it was bitter. She said it was bitter.
Now then, now then, she said that we should get up early and flee. So, early in the morning, we got up and
fled. When she fell asleep, we ran. We ran at dawn. When she woke up, she pursued us. The reason she is chopping at this tree is to eat us.” The brother of these girls asked the ogre,
“Are you cutting down this tree in which these children are to eat them?” The ogre said,
“No, they say they’re having difficulty getting down. All I’m trying to do is to enable the children of my
brother to get down. I’m trying to help them to come down. They say they don’t know how.”
“They can’t come down? How did they get up there?”
“I don’t know how they got up there.” He said,
“It’s all right. Let them come down.” He spoke to them, “Come down.”
Ntongana-yentsimbi came down, the ogre helped her down. As the ogre helped her down, she produced a long
needle. She had a long needle, a long needle. When she was about to pierce the girl with the needle, Ntonganayentsimbi said,
“What is the matter, Aunt? Why are you going to sting me with that needle?” She said,
“I thought you had a thorn on you.” She said,
“No, I have no thorn embedded in my flesh.”
So the ogre put her down, and went to Dengekazi and helped her down. She took this needle, then, and pierced
Dengekazi a little on the buttock with the needle, and she sucked that blood. Dengekazi said,
“You’re piercing me, Aunt!” Her brother said,
“Why do you let yourself be pierced by an ogre, even though I’m right here? Why don’t you say at once that
she is piercing you? And you, why do you pierce her?”
“I did not mean to hurt her. I meant to dislodge a thorn from her flesh.”
“Why do you do that while she is getting down from the tree?”
*
Well then, the ogre got those children down. And when she had helped them down, the brother of those
children said to the dogs,
“Ntum-ntumshe, Mbambo-zezele, take her!”
Each dog tore off one of her legs and put it in a certain place, each tore off one of her legs and put it in another
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place.
The ogre died. Then the brother departed with his sisters. He said,
“Let us go home.”
The girls were saved because of those dogs and their brother. That brother traveled with them, and the dogs
had by now completely forgotten about the ogre.
Behind, where the ogre had been abandoned in pieces, she tried to put herself together on her own, tried to put
herself together. While she was getting herself together, the others having departed, while she groaned with pain,
she noticed that there were people who were gathering wood. She ran, attempting to sneak up on these people, to
seize them and then eat them. But she became entangled in a creeper just as she pounced on those women who
were gathering wood there. She got entangled in the creeper. The women said,
“Hold onto her, Creeper!”
This creeper, the Mauritius thorn, is a plant with spikes on it. If one’s body gets caught in it, there is no way to
break loose. So the ogre perished there, she withered into bones.
Mlenzana-mnye, that daughter of hers who had remained at home alone, was fetched by the young man, by
this young man, the brother of these girls. He went over to get that Mlenzana-mnye who had been eaten piece by
piece by the ogre. The ogre was now dead, and she went to live with them there.
2
A certain man fathered two children—daughters, a young one and an older one. But he did not love Thintwayo, the older one; he loved the younger instead.\fn{ This is illogical, since a beautiful daughter would command far more lobola
(bride-price) when she came of marriageable age, and this would be the property of her parents. On the other hand, it is logical from the
point of view of the ugly daughter, since the assumption in the tale is that the ugly daughter is naturally jealous of her sister (though this is
nowhere explicitly stated) and is revealed to be happy now that her beautiful sister is no longer living in the house. Still, the parents seem to
be unmoved by the plight of either sister’s inability to transport water to satisfy the parents needs, for we will see that they are both beaten
with equal severity—so we must not assume they are partial to the ugly daughter out of any feelings of compassion for her because of her
ugliness. Indeed, the man has no feelings of tenderness for his own wife, for we will see that he beats her unmercifully as well; and neither
one of them thinks further than the satisfaction of their own desires. This reduces us to the contemplation of abstractions: beauty at the
mercy of ugliness and parental selfish indifference—ugliness and parental indifference seemingly triumphant—beauty assisted by justice
winning out—parental selfish indifference in the end completely reforming, but a sort of lukewarm ugliness remaining in the form of
perpetual sorrow and servitude. Well, it is only a tale …H } This younger daughter was quite ugly, especially her eyes, which

were turned upward. And the elder of the two girls was very beautiful.
Time passed, and these girls grew up. When they had reached marriageable age, it was the proper time for
them to go and dig ochre. Because they hated their elder daughter, whose name was Thintwayo, her parents found
a means whereby they might kill her.
First, they spoke to the girls of the village, the girls who were going along with their daughters to dig ochre.
Then they said to the daughter whom they loved,
“This is what you must do. As soon as Thintwayo enters the clay pit over there, bury her in the hole where
you’ll dig the ochre!”
They went then, and when they had come fairly close to the ochre pit, a girl from another homestead, a
neighbor of Thintwayo’s parents, turned around as if she were going to relieve herself, and she said to this girl,
“Watch out! I’m warning you because we’re friends, because you’re my age mate. Don’t go into that hole over
there! We’ve been ordered by your parents to bury you in the hole.”
Well, Thintwayo heard this, she heard it clearly. The other girl added,
“Now, don’t worry. We’ll share our ochre with you, even if your sister gives you none. Look at her, do you see
how happy she is? She’s pleased because we’re going to destroy you today in the ochre pit.”
*
The journey continued, and they came to the ochre pit. The younger sister immediately threw herself into the
work: she was the first one into the pit, already pulling off the garments of her sister, throwing them down over
there, saying,
“Let’s go inside, child of my father! Let’s not waste time!” Her sister said,
“No! I’m not going in!” She said,
“What do you mean, you’re not going in? Do you have servants to dig clay for you, that you refuse to enter?
You won’t go in despite the fact that we’re going in?”
“No!” she said. “No, I’m not going in. I’ll go home even if I have no clay! I’m lazy, that’s the reason! Who
cares?” She said,
“You’re not lazy! You just want to take advantage of us! You want us to dig clay for you!” She said,
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“All right, don’t give me any clay, if that’s what you want. What I say to you I’ll say to the others, too. If you
don’t want to, don’t give me any ochre. I’ll go on my way, even if I have no ochre. And I won’t feel left out.”
Well then, the girls went into the pit without responding to her. The two sisters had already discussed it, there
was no use pursuing the matter any further.
And one of the other girls had whispered those warnings to her. The other girls went in and dug clay, continuing to throw it outside on the garments that they had spread there, throwing the clay out on their garments. She sat
there, and she kneaded the clay that the other girls were throwing out. She continued to knead the other girls’ clay.
Her sister said again and again,
“I don’t care if you knead the clay! You’ll not get even a fragment of it!” She said,
“It doesn’t matter, I’ll go just as I am.”
*
Well, friends, the clay was dug, and then the girls came out of the hole. The loads were fastened and they prepared to set out on their return journey. Conversation now dried up for the younger sister, the one who had been
happy when they were about to kill the other one and bury her in the clay pit. There was no joy anymore.
Conversation ended, and she saw that.
“Oh! People are folding their things up, and we haven’t buried her yet in this hole! These others cannot bring
themselves to compel her, they seem unable to drag her forcibly when she refuses to go in—even though they
were asked to do so by her mother and father.
“And they agreed to do so! They were even promised a reward: they were to be given many sheep, much money!
“Now, out of pity, they are unable to fulfill that request.
“Now they do not want to kill this sister, and I had hoped to become the only child in the house!”
And so it was that she became a person who did not converse.
*
They fastened their loads, they apportioned out to Thintwayo parts of their ochre, and because each of the girls,
other than her sister, provided her with a share of her ochre, her part amounted to even more than theirs. Her share
of the ochre was large compared to hat of the other girls of the village, they gave her a lot of clay. She was so
burdened now that the others said,
“If you’ve got too much, you can take some of your ochre and give it to us now while we’re still far from
home. Then, when we’re almost there, we’ll give you back your clay, and it’ll again amount to more than ours.
After all, you did knead the clay for us, and our hearts were loosened by the work that you did for us.”
Well then, they traveled, and when they were on the way, Thintwayo said,
“Oh! I’m really weighed down!”
They said, “All right!” They loosened their loads, then lessened hers. When they were fairly near to their
homes then, they took her load and added to it again, and hers was bigger once more than theirs.
*
But where is her sister now? Where is her sister? There she is! A person who is friends only with herself, up
there in front. She has no one to chat with because she has concluded that “all these people who were asked to do
something by my parents are not trustworthy!
“Look at this! I’m returning home with my older sister. And I was gleefully hoping to have buried her in that
clay pit!”
*
The father was milking in the cattle kraal, and when he saw his daughter he hastily pulled the kraal post from
the earth. He did not pick up the bar that was lying there on the ground; he pulled the kraal post up from the earth,
he was so upset.
And he threw himself at that girl, Thintwayo, the girls of the other homesteads already having turned to go to
their own homes. He threw himself at this daughter of his now, and he beat her.
The load of ochre fell to the ground. Thintwayo picked it up, and as she was putting it down on the upper side
of the house, her mother was stirring the food here on the hearth. When she saw that her daughter was still alive,
she no longer stirred purposefully, she only stirred absentmindedly. And she went straight at her daughter with
that stirrer still covered with bubbling hot food. She hit the girl on the head with it. The girl fell near the door,
then got up and ran. She realized that “I cannot go to the village, because my family will just go there and bring
me back.”
*
She ran, then, to a large river in which, in those olden days, water was dipped. She hurried by that place and
went on to the spot where they dip water now. She went to that place, she arrived and cried, she cried while sitting
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above this river.
While the girl was crying, a monitor lizard appeared. The lizard asked,
“What’s the matter, Girl?” The girl said,
“I’m not loved by my mother and father!”
“Why not?”
“There’s no reason. Even you, Lizard, would know the reason by now if there were one, because you too
belong to the village. You wouldn’t miss the news because you’re a part of the village. When the women of the
village come to the river to dip water, you would have overheard them gossiping about the matter. There’s no
reason.” The lizard said,
“Just watch me as I enter the water, then come in yourself. You won’t drown.”
So saying, the lizard went into the water. The girl also entered; she threw herself in, crying. She entered the
water, and when she got over there,
“Oh! This is a homestead! And where’s the lizard?”
Here is the lizard, sitting behind a door, already explaining the situation and being listened to by an old woman
who was sitting over there near the door. The lizard was recounting to her the journey of this girl, and the mercy
that the lizard had had on her. Then the lizard turned to the girl and said,
“The assistance that I gave you is not mine. I am merely a messenger of this home. There’s my mother at the
door. Just go on, Girl, explain.”
Thintwayo explained, knowing that her parents and her sister, those who had been beating her with kraal posts
and stirrers, might come in at any time and drag her off. So she pushed on, the girl pushed on with her story, and
then a sound was heard over there on the upper side of the house. When that sound occurred, the old woman got
up; she carried a small club—not really much of a club, actually, more like a twig. She beat, she beat in that place
where the sound came from, a sound that was like thunder. Then there was silence. As soon as the old woman beat
with this twig, there was silence. This old woman beat in a dark place over there on the upper side of the house,
she beat there and then there was silence. When it was quiet, the old woman came toward the girl and said,
“Well, my girl, you’re welcome here at the royal residence, because we already know the reason you have left
your parents. We asked you to explain, but this was only because we wanted you to be heard by these people here
in the royal residence; we wanted them to know how it happened that you came to be here. We knew the reason
while you were still leaving your home, we knew the reason when you were still going to the clay pit, we knew
when you were experiencing the harsh treatment, we knew of the conspiracy to kill you by your parents, we knew
when they were planning your burial in the wilderness, in the pit. We knew about the conspiracy. You’re welcome
here at the royal residence.
“As for your parents and sister, we’ll give them a little punishment and, if you so desire, we’ll make it possible
for you to be reunited with them. But if you wish, you may decide to remain here with us.”
Well, friends, that is how it happened. The girl remained there. They prepared something for her to eat—thick
milk was poured over boiled corn for her. And she ate. There was happiness at this home, it was very pleasant
here. The girl ate.
*
Then, at dawn, after people had slept, very early in the morning, that sister of hers came to dip water here in
this place, because this was the place where people dipped water. She came there and just put the bucket down.
She sang as she went along, happy because she was now alone at home. She did not care where her sister
might have gone to die. She felt that Thintwayo must surely be dead, because she had seen how severely she had
been beaten by her parents. She had seen her run away, to go and die in some unknown place—at least, that was
her hope, that she had gone somewhere and died there.
Thintwayo must have died, because she had never seen anyone survive such treatment, beaten as she had been
by a cattle kraal post and a stirrer clogged with hot smoking food. She could not believe that anyone could have
endured such beatings.
Well then, she dipped with a dish. She dipped and dipped, and eventually the bucket was filled. When the
bucket was filled, the girl took it. She was full of dreams, and she was well fed because she was now alone at her
home.
But then—the bucket would not lift from the ground!
That was a mystery, that was the mystery that confounded this girl. The fat congealed, and the songs of joy
stopped in her mouth.
The bucket just would not lift up from the ground. She tried again and again, but the bucket continued to refuse
to be lifted from the ground. So she got up and went hurriedly to report this at home, that the bucket would not be
lifted. Her father angrily took his great club, a club that he had not even finished cutting properly yet—he had
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barked it with an ax, but had not finished it. The father took the club, and hit her on the neck with it. And the girl
fell. Her mother, who had been sweeping, took the broom and turned it backward, and she hit the girl on the head.
The daughter ran as they said,
“You’re a lazy one! It’s a shame that we killed our other child! Now we’re left with the likes of you! These
children! It’s as if we had given birth to children who had died immediately, at birth! As if all our children had
died in infancy! At least we were satisfied with the work the other one did. It’s just that we didn’t love her. It was
an irrational dislike, an intense dislike that we felt for her. Our very blood, our flesh resented her. Go, Dog! Go
and sleep wherever you like!”
*
Her mother got up in a fury, and—she quickly snatched up another bucket—the one that remained there at
home, it was a leaky bucket. And she traveled, she went and half filled it with clay, trying to patch it so that she
might dip some water with it. She dipped in a hurry, she did not even use a dish as might have been expected. She
just dipped the whole bucket in the water.
Well, the woman yanked it angrily—and the bucket did not move from the ground.
The woman tugged at it, but the bucket would not move. She spilled the water, and the bucket did not\fn{ The
word not is not in the text, but it is obvious from what has transpired and from what follows in the tale that it should have been supplied by
the folkteller:H} move when it was empty.

“Now what is this? I’d better go and report this to my husband.”
She went then, she left the bucket there and went to tell her husband what had happened. The man said,
“What kind of disease is this that you people have? You and your progeny? Was there ever such a thing as a
bucket that refused to be lifted from the ground?” She said,
“Well, it doesn’t lift from the ground!”
Then the man threw himself furiously at the woman with his fist, he was that angry. He did not even have time
to pick up a stick; he flew at her with his fist. They both fell over there, behind the lower portion of the door. As
they got up, the man did not bother to take anything with him, because there was no bucket here anymore.
Instead, he hurried to fetch that milk bucket over there. He went quickly, saying,
“I’ll drink this water myself, alone. It’s impossible! Never has a bucket not gotten up from the ground. It must
be something that your boyfriend told you, that you should bring me nothing to drink! That there should be no
eating here at home today! Your boyfriend must have put you up to this.”
*
The man went off, shouting in anger, and he came to the river. He arrived there, infuriated, and he dipped the
entire bucket into the river. When he had dipped the entire bucket, that vessel would not budge.
It was filled with water, and it remained on the ground and threatened to pull the man in as well. He spilled the
water from the bucket, and dipped again, and that too refused to be taken up from the ground.
He spilled most of that water from the bucket, he left just a little in the bucket so that he could have at least one
swallow as he stood there. But no, even this little drop of water would not leave the ground.
*
He lowered the bucket, he knelt down to the bucket, hoping to drink with his mouth, and he felt that his entire
body would go right into the bucket.
He realized that “I’ll sink here at this rate! I’ll dip with my hand, that’s better!” But he had the same sensation,
that he would disappear. He took just a little bit of water, even less than a cupful, so that he could have a mouthful; he was tired now, he had been here a long time. The sun now was about to set. But even that little bit of water
would not come to his mouth!
He gave up, he turned the bucket upside down and it became dry. Then the man took the bucket and went
home, cursing as he went.
“What kind of judgment is this, oh God, that you have made on me and my family?”
He walked on, and arrived at home. His wife peered out at him while he was still on the way, because she had
heard from her daughter that he was coming. She could see that he seemed to be carrying nothing but the bucketno water, just the empty bucket.
Well then, this man arrived and said,
“I’ve given up! Please go to the neighbors and ask for just a drop of water so that we can go to sleep having
drunk.”
They went to the neighbors to ask for water, and that is how it was that they had water in that homestead
before they went to bed that night.
*
The next morning, the girl was sent out again:
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“You go, because this matter of the bucket refusing to get up from the ground started with you!” The girl went
then, and as she prepared to go, she said,
“I won’t even bother to take a bucket this time. I’ll just try with this big can.” They said,
“Travel, you dog! You’ve always been lazy! You were the reason that the bucket did not get up from the
ground. We’ve been dipping from that place for a long time, we’ve grown old dipping water over there.”
She traveled, she went, and she dipped with this can. But the can would not leave the ground.
She tried again and again—she dipped, then spilled the water out, dipped again, and finally she put the can
down and cried. She cried and cried.
*
Then the girl who was her sister appeared. Thintwayo just appeared, she did not speak. She stared at the girl,
then disappeared again.
*
The other one was still crying, and she cried the more when she saw that her sister was still alive, and here, in
this place. She said,
“Maybe that’s the reason for these problems we’ve been having with the water. It might be because she was
expelled in such an ugly way by her parents! If that’s the case, then I have even more reason to cry. Why is it that
she appeared so healthy just now?” This girl cried the more.
*
And then the lizard appeared. The lizard asked,
“What’s the matter, Girl? Why are you crying?” She said,
“I’m not wanted by my mother and father!”
“Why is that?”
“They said that I must dip water here, but it refuses to be dipped!”
“What happened to the water that it refuses to be dipped?” The girl said,
“It’s a mystery, Lizard, that I’ve never before seen! It all began with me. And now my parents are holding me
responsible for it. ‘It was because of you that dipping became impossible, so it will be with you that the dipping
will start again! Go, until the end of the year!’”
“Is that what they said?” It was the lizard speaking. The girl said,
“That is what they said.” The lizard said,
“That is really a civilized punishment that they have given you! I think that I should contribute to your punishment!”
So saying, the lizard threw itself at the girl, beating her with its tail. It bruised her, it flogged her with its tail, as
the girl cried. It was painful. She cried, and ran to her home. When her parents saw that she was coming and
carrying nothing, they went out to meet her with sticks. So she disappeared and secretly went off to sleep in other
homesteads. When she got up the next morning, she thought of home. And she went home. Again, it was said,
“To the river!”
She went to the river, she arrived and dipped water. But the water again refused to be dipped. And so she sang
a song. A little plan came to her mind, that she should sing a little song here above the river.\fn{ The text of this song
does not occur here, but it seems from the places that it does occur below that it must have been placed here at some time, since only at its
presence (except in the single instance above) does the beautiful daughter manifest herself. I have taken the liberty of inserting it in the
place in which it probably first appeared:H}
Won’t you help me, me, me, me?
Won’t you help me, me,
Child of my mother, Thintwayo?
Won’t you help me, me,
Child of my mother, Thintwayo?

The lizard waited there below, and listened to the efforts that were being made by the girl above the river. After
a while, the girl was heard saying,
“I’m tired! I must just rest for a time.”
She sat there and rested, she rested for a time, and then her sister appeared. She said,
“What’s the matter, Sister?” The girl said,
“It’s this water! It won’t be dipped! From the time you left home, we have not been able to drink water. And
the people in the village are tired of us asking for water.” Her sister said,
“Should I help you? Won’t you tell on me?” She said,
“No, I won’t tell on you!”
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So she helped her sister to put the can of water on her head. Then, when she was leaving, Thintwayo kicked
her and said,
“If you tell on me, you devil, I’ll hear you before you even go to sleep!”
The girl went, and then she appeared carrying the water. Her mother told her father, and her father peered outoh! It was a good thing! They went out to meet her, admiring her now.
“How did you manage to dip it?”
“Well, it just happened.” All was well then.
“Now you must go there regularly,” and the next day she went.
The same thing happened: when she got there, this girl sang her song, joyful now, as she hoped that the water
would again allow itself to be dipped. She sang,
Won’t you help me, me, me, me?
Won’t you help me, me,
Child of my mother, Thintwayo?
Won’t you help me, me,
Child of my mother, Thintwayo?

Thintwayo suddenly appeared. She said,
“Did you tell about me?” She said,
“No, I said nothing about you!” She said,
“All right, dip!”
She dipped. Her sister helped her to put the water on her head, and she went away. She said,
“If you tell about me, I’ll hear you—even if I am this far away!”
She went.
As soon as she appeared at the homestead, her mother saw her coming with the water. And her father was full
of kindness. The girl was smiling, and she continued to smile, looking to the side to hide the smile. Her mother
asked again and again,
“How did you manage to dip this water, my child?”
“Well,” she said, “I just dipped it”—continuing to smile, looking to the side to hide the smile.
Her mother knew that she should really press this child. Why does she always look to the side after she has
dipped the water? She was not smiling the day before yesterday! Or yesterday; for that matter! She pressed her:
“Now, how did you manage to dip it?”
“No, I just sat there at the river and cried. When I got tired, I cried. I cried, and then a lizard appeared. That day
that you beat me when I had come home having left the water can over there, the lizard beat me too. It beat me as
I cried at the river. And you added to the beating! Thintwayo is alive! She’s not dead! We didn’t know it, but she’s
been living over there, and she’s very healthy. She says that she eats curdled milk over there.”
“What? She is there?”
“Yes.”
“Our child! What can we do to see her?”
“Please, Mama! Don’t tell on me! Please! She has warned me gravely: she said that she would hear me!”
“No, no, we won’t talk about that! Now, this is what you must do, my child. Amazing! To think that our child
is the chief of the river! When you go there next time, put this dish of boiled maize in the pail. Then, when she’s
about to help you to lift it to your head, you must say, ‘Let’s eat a little boiled maize. Don’t you crave curdled
milk from home?’”
“All right, Mama!”
It was as if dawn would never come. They slept, and in the morning she poured the curdled milk that was there
into a dish, then seized a pail and said,
“Well then, Mama, I’ll go on that errand now, the one we decided on yesterday.”
She went to the river then, walking and singing. She arrived there, and sang. She was very happy today, there
was no crying. But then she stopped smiling when some time had passed and her sister had not yet appeared. She
stopped smiling now, but she did not stop singing her song:
Won’t you help me, me, me?
Won’t you help me, me,
Child of my mother, Thintwayo?
Won’t you help me, me,
Child of my mother, Thintwayo?
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Thintwayo appeared, and said, “You told on me. I warned you! I said that I would hear, even without your
telling me. You told your parents about me. All right, dip.” She said,
“No, I didn’t tell on you! I didn’t tell on you! You’re accusing me wrongly.” She said,
“No, you told on me.”
“Oh, please, Thintwayo!” She begged her.
Then her sister came out of the water to help her to put the pail on her head. When she was beginning to help
her, the other girl said,
“No, please wait! Here’s some boiled maize in the pail. Let’s just eat a little.” The other one said,
“No, I’ve had enough here at the royal residence. I’m almost tired of it. It’s even eaten by pigs here, it’s so
plentiful!” She said,
“Oh, please! It couldn’t be as good as that from your own father’s cows! Let’s just eat a little, child of my
mother!”
Her father had come there along with some other men from the village, and their plan was to lie in wait,
surround the pool, then ambush her. They planned to seize her, to lasso her and go home with her. The men had
now surrounded the pool, only the tops of their heads showing above the bushes, so that when the sisters were
eating the boiled maize, this girl could be circled, then caught and taken home.
Thintwayo dipped some boiled maize, and as she was about to dip the spoon a second time, she said,
“I just don’t feel like eating anymore. I ate the boiled maize only to please you. I’ve had enough. And anyway,
my body feels as if something is creeping on it, my body tells me not to eat, because when I’m on the outside of
the pool, I’m vulnerable.” Her sister said,
“No, go on and eat. You feel that way because it’s been some time since you’ve been away from home. There’s
nothing in the boiled maize that can harm you! You can see that I myself am still eating. What do you think I’ve
put in it? Do you think I’d be eating it myself?”
While the sisters were talking like this, the men edged closer. Someone said,
“Move in!”
She was seized, and they departed with her and her sister.
But that deep pool followed them, it heaved in such a way that there was no avoiding it. It was like high tide in
this place. Someone said,
“Let us try the ways of the ancestors! Let us consider how it was dealt with in the past, and do that!”
“We’re going to have to shout, because there’s no way for us to go and get the cattle that are needed to satisfy
these angry waters! There’s no way to get out of the door!”
And indeed, the pool moved in. The homestead was now right in the pool! The men called out,
“We’ll offer a red ox!”
But the pool remained.
“We’re offering a black ox!”
The pool did not move.
They mentioned all the colors of cattle, but the pool did not recede. And here she is, the good sister, shut up in
a house! Oh!
“What is the solution to this?”
“We have gone through all the colors of oxen.”
An old man, an age-mate of the father of this owner of the homestead, said,
“Please point out a dun-colored ox. In the old days, the homestead of the royal residence, the river, used to
prefer that kind of ox.” Someone said,
“We offer this dun-colored ox, Homestead of the royal residence! And we are asking that you give us this girl
as a loan.”
“You have punished us. We shall never again treat her in that way!”
“We are asking for her as a loan from you, we are asking that she remain here with us, that she not return with
you.”
“But we want you to know that we are not claiming her in any aggressive way. Loan her to us. We are pleading with you.”
“Take that ox, that dun-colored one. We give it to you, Homestead of the royal residence.”
Then this dun-colored ox came out of the kraal on its own. No one brought it out—the people were trapped in
the house because of the pool. The ox came out on its own, and the water of the pool reached up to its belly. And
so the pool departed with its ox.
*
The girl who had just been taken from the royal residence of the river was loved greatly now, the one who had
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been driven away from home because she was hated there but who had been loved at the royal residence of the
river.
The other sister, the younger one, lived in sorrow.
She became a servant.
But the older girl never dealt with her sister as she herself had been treated.
She was generously disposed toward her, even though they had gone through all those unhappy experiences.
She loved her, and the parents’ hearts also loosened up in the end, and they came to love their children without
partiality.
3
In a certain land, there was a drought. And there was a huge monster that dwelt in a lake where, because that
monster devoured people, no human dared to venture.
An old man lived in that land with his daughter. He had no wife. Because he was aged, he was in the habit of
sending his daughter to go and beg for water, to get water on account from this monster. And the daughter would
go to get it.
In time, she reached the age of sixteen years.
At about that time, the monster went to the home of the girl to demand what was due to it, the payment for the
water that repeatedly had to be obtained on credit.
Well, friends, the monster arrived while the girl was in the house, working at the millstone. While she was
grinding, the monster greeted her father at the cattle kraal. Her father asked,
“What have you come for, Sir?” The monster said,
“I have come from my home to seek my payment.” This man said,
“I have nothing, I am as you see me. I am an old man who lives with this child of mine. I will offer her as
payment. There she is, trembling in the house. Let her be your wife.”
*
As she was grinding, the girl had been listening. She went out of the house and fled from the monster.
She went all over the land. She came to a homestead where there was a party going on, a party of uncircumcised boys. When she came to this homestead—she came in running—where the party was occurring, she reported this matter. The boys said,
“We shall beat that thing! Go and join the chorus up there.”
So this girl went in and joined the chorus at the farther part of the house. During the singing, she clapped her
hands only two times before the monster appeared on the upper side of the homestead. When the boys saw the
monster, they said,
“Come out, Girl. We are not in a position to fight that thing! We have never encountered such a monstrous
creature.”
*
So the girl came out running, she ran further ahead. She saw a crowd of men who were riding horses. She
greeted them. The men could see that the girl was perspiring. They asked,
“What is the matter, Girl?” She told them all:
“I am being sold at home to pay for water.” The men said,
“Girl, come in here among the horses, even though you are on foot. After all, we are twelve men. That thing
cannot be more than we can handle, all of us.”
The monster appeared while they were talking and before they progressed on their journey. When the monster
appeared, it was the horses that made them aware of its presence because of their restlessness. They were bucking,
and would not respond to the reins. The men looked ahead, and when they looked they saw that monster. They
said,
“Girl, we shall not follow another route, because we are not adequately armed to fight that monster.”
*
So the girl ran forward as before. She reached another land, a land that she did not know. By that time, it was
sunset, early dusk. She heard chanting coming from a homestead. It was a young men’s party. When she arrived
there, she threw herself, hurrying to the further side of the house, and fainted.
The young men touched her with their hands, and produced medicines. They made her smell the medicines.
When she came to, they asked about her difficulty. She explained and said,
“My father at home is selling me. He owns nothing, and he is therefore using me as a payment. I must become
a monster’s wife. You will see the monster when it arrives. That is why I am fleeing. But I am tired, I have run all
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over the land, and can find no one who will save me.” The young men then said,
“There is no chance that a full house like this would be unable to cope with that thing. Just join the singing
here for a while, up there with the young women.”
So the girl went there; she clapped hands perhaps twice, and before she opened her mouth to sing, a young
man who happened to be outside was suddenly heard to say (I am about to use gross language)—he was urinating
—he said,
“Fellows, stop singing and dancing! Just look and see what is coming from the upper side of the homestead! It
could well raze this homestead to the ground!”
All the young men went out, leaving the young women inside the house. When they came back in, they lifted
this girl in their arms, pushing her out, to the upper side of the homestead. They said,
“Be off! We don’t own this house, and we can see that the homestead could well be destroyed.”
*
So the girl continued her escape. By now, it was dark. She saw a fire that burned in a land that seemed secure,
a certain village—she saw a glimmering fire. She went there.
It turned out that it was one of the local white farmers who owned a homestead and lived there with his servants—they lived in the back rooms. She went straight toward the white people’s house. They opened the door to
her, but the dogs harassed this person who had come in, in such an unusual manner, by jumping over the gate. The
white man asked,
“What is the matter, Girl?” The girl explained,
“I am running away from a monster to whom my father has offered me as a wife.” The white man asked,
“How far away was the monster at the time you arrived at this homestead?” The girl said,
“Well, maybe I will get a chance to sleep. Perhaps it will arrive at dawn.”
The white man sent out six servants to dig a pit in front of the gate, so that as the monster entered it would fall
into the pit. He made the servants work very hand, and instructed that water be boiled in two large pots. All that
was done quickly; a pit was dug in front of the gate.
The monster arrived, loud and agitated, calling to its wife. As it tried to go through the entrance, it fell into the
pit. Then those two pots of boiling water were poured into the pit into which the monster had fallen.
The monster died.
*
The son of the owner of this homestead was much pleased by this young woman, and desired to take her as his
wife, to marry her. The father of that young man was also pleased with her. So the fortunes of that young woman
began to change for the better.
After some time had elapsed and the future had come, and after she had had two children, the young woman
asked for permission to visit her father, to see if he was still alive. Permission was granted by the groom, because
he too wanted to go and see the person who had sired such a person and had given her away.
Well, then, friends, they packed everything, because the young woman had explained her father’s hardship,
how poor he was. All sorts of food were loaded on a lorry, all kinds of food, as well as two gelded sheep, blankets, large ones, and bedding for that old man. Money was also sent, so that if he should die the people who
buried him should be rewarded with the money.
They set out for that homestead. When they reached that home, the old man was now blind. He asked where
these people had come from. The young woman explained, and said,
“I am yours. I am the one you gave away to the monster as payment for the water.”
The old man broke into tears. As he cried, the young husband and his servants comforted him, to stop him
from crying.
She had not died. The monster itself had been killed. All people now had freedom to use the dam in that land,
all could dip water freely. The monster was no more. It could not rise from death.
They left all the good things they had brought as gifts to that old man, and they asked the headman to allow
them to take the old man with them to the home into which his daughter had married. Clearly, he was old and had
no one to look after him.
The headman agreed, and pleaded with the old man. The old man agreed fully.
*
They loaded him onto the lorry on the appointed day of departure. The young husband did not want to spend
one night here. He wanted to set out at once, that very night.
Well then, all of them set out. They departed with that old man, having clothed him with all sorts of clothes
that they had brought, along with the provisions.
They returned to the home of the young husband because they had come to the conclusion that they should not
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leave him behind.
92.124 Point Of No Return\fn{by Miriam Masoli Tlali (19337

)}

Doornfontein, Gauteng Province, South Africa (F)

S’bongile stopped at the corner of Sauer and Jeppe Streets and looked up at the robot. As she waited for the
green light to go on, she realized from the throbbing of her heart and her quick breathing that she had been moving too fast. For the first time since she had left Senaoane, she became conscious of the weight of Gugu,\fn{ The
name means: My pride.} strapped tightly on her back.
All the way from home, traveling first by bus and then by train from Nhlanzane to Westgate station, her
thoughts had dwelt on Mojalefa, the father of her baby. Despite all efforts to forget, her mind had continually reverted to the awesome results of what might lie ahead for them, if they (Mojalefa and the other men) carried out
their plans to challenge the government of the Republic of South Africa.\fn{ Between 1910 and 1961, South African was
known as the Union of South Africa. In 1961, with the approval of a majority of the white voters [who racially never formed more than
20% of the entire population, are at present (2011) only about 9.1%] in a referendum the previous October [but without consultation with
any Africans, Colored, or Indians, the racist Government having abolished (1959) even the seats that African voters had been entitled to
elect white people to in order to represent them] the country became a republic .}

The incessant rumbling of traffic on the two intersecting one-way streets partially muffled the eager male
voices audible through the open windows on the second floor of Myler House on the other side of the street. The
men were singing freedom songs. She stood and listened for a while before she crossed the street.
Although he showed no sign of emotion, it came as a surprise to Mojalefa when one of the men told him that a
lady was downstairs waiting to see him. He guessed that it must be S’bongile and he felt elated at the prospect of
seeing her. He quickly descended the two flights of stairs to the foyer. His heart missed a beat when he saw her.
He led her away from the stairs, to a wooden bench further away opposite a narrow dusty window overlooking
the courtyard. A dim ray of light pierced through the window-panes making that spot the only brighter area in the
dimly-lit foyer.
He took out a piece of tissue from his coat-pocket, wiped off the dust from the sill and sat down facing her. He
said:
“I’m very happy you came. I—”
“I had to come, Mojalefa,” she interrupted.
“I could not bear it any longer; I cold not get my mind off the quarrel. I could not do any work, everything I
picked up kept falling out of my hands. Even the washing I tried to do I could not get done. I had to leave
everything and come. I kept thinking of you … as if it was all over, and I would not see you nor touch you ever
again. I came to convince myself that I could still see you as a free man; that I could still come close to you and
touch you. Mojalefa, I’m sorry I behaved like that last night. I thought you were indifferent to what I was going
through. I was jealous because you kept on telling me that you were committed. That like all the others, you had
already resigned from your job, and that there was no turning back. I thought you cared more for the course you
have chosen than for Gugu and me.”
“There’s no need for you to apologize, Bongi, I never blamed you for behaving like that and I bear you no
malice at all. All I want from you is that you should understand. Can we not talk abut something else? I am so
happy you came.”
They sat looking at each other in silence. There was so much they wanted to say to one another, just this once.
Yet both felt tongue-tied; they could not think of the right thing to say. She felt uneasy, just sitting there and looking at him while time was running out for them. She wanted to steer off the painful subject of their parting, so she
said:
“I have not yet submitted those forms to Baragwanath. They want the applicants to send them in together with
their pass numbers. You’ve always discouraged me from going for a pass,\fn{ Racial segregation became the governing
orthodoxy in South Africa after 1910. The pass system seems to have dated from 1950, when the white-only (and Afrikaans-dominated)
South African Parliament passed a plethora of laws to institutionalize their system of racial segregation known as apartheid (an Afrikaans
word meaning “apartness”).} and now they want a number. It’s almost certain they’ll accept me because of my
matric \fn{Matriculation; graduation.} certificate.

“That is if I submit my form with the number by the end of this month, of course. What do you think I should
do, go for registration? Many women and girls are already rushing to the registration centers. They say it’s useless
for us to refuse to carry them like you men because we will not be allowed to go anywhere for a visit or buy anything valuable. And now the hospitals, too—”
“No, no wait … Wait until … Until after this … After you know what the outcome is of what we are about to
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do.”
Mojalefa shook his head.
It was intolerable. Everything that happened around you just went to emphasize the hopelessness of even trying to live like a human being.\fn{Indeed, with the exception of Nazi Germany (and only because the ultimate aim of the population-separation legislation there was the actual physical destruction of those population groups against whom their legislation was passed—
Jews, Poles, homosexuals, the mentally ill, and gypsies), the Afrikaans-supported racial policies which dominated the political agenda from
their inception in 1950 to 1991, when Parliament repealed the basic apartheid laws, lifted the State of Emergency which it had imposed in
1985, freed many political prisoners and allowed many exiles to return home, was the most thorough-going attempt at population segregation the world had ever seen .} Imagine a woman having to carry a pass everywhere she goes; being stopped and

searched or ordered to produce her pass! This was outrageous, the ultimate desecration and an insult to her very
existence. He had already seen some of these “simple” women who come to seek work from “outside”,\fn{ Outside
the cities and towns.} proudly moving in the streets with those plastic containers dangling round their necks like sling
bags. He immediately thought of the tied-down bitch and it nauseated him.
*
S’bongile stopped talking. She had tried to change the topic from the matter of their parting but now she could
discern that she had only succeeded in making his thoughts wander away into a world unknown to her. She felt as
if he had shut her out, aloof. She needed his nearness, now more than ever. She attempted to draw him closer to
herself; to be with him just this last time. She could not think of anything to say. She sat listening to the music
coming from the upper floors. She remarked:
“That music, those two songs they have just been singing; I haven’t heard them before. Who composes them?”
“Most of the men contribute something now and again. Some melodies are from old tunes, they just supply the
appropriate words. Some learn “new” tunes from old people at home, old songs from our past. Some are very old.
Some of our boys have attended the tribal dancing ceremonies on the mines and they learn these during the
festivities. Most of these are spontaneous, they come from the feelings of the people as they go about their work;
mostly laborers.
“Don’t you sometimes hear them chanting to rhythm as they perform tasks; carrying heavy iron bars or timber
blocks along the railway lines or road construction sites? They even sing about the white foreman who sits smoking a pipe and watches them as they sweat.”
S’bongile sat morose, looking towards the entrance at the multitudes moving towards the center of town and
down towards Newtown. She doubted whether any of those people knew anything of the plans of the men who
were singing of the aspirations of the blacks and their hope for the happier South Africa they were envisaging.
Her face, although beautiful as ever, reflected her depressed state. She nodded in half-hearted approval at his enthusiastic efforts to explain. He went on:
“Most of the songs are in fact lamentations—they reflect the disposition of the people. We shall be thundering
them tomorrow morning on our way as we march towards the gaols\fn{ Jails.} of this country!” With her eyes still
focussed on the stream of pedestrians and without stopping to think, she asked:
“Isn’t it a bit premature? Going, I mean. You are so few; a drop in an ocean.”
“It isn’t numbers that count, Bongi,” he answered, forcing a smile.
How many times had he had to go through that, he asked himself. In the trains, the busses, at work … Bongi
was unyielding. Her refusal to accept that he must go was animated by her selfish love, the fear of facing life
without him. He tried to explain although he had long realized that his efforts would always be fruitless. It was
also clear to him that it was futile to try and run away from the issue.
“In any case,” he went on, “it will be up to you, the ones who remain behind, the women and the mothers, to
motivate those who are still dragging their feet; you’ll remain only to show them why they must follow in our
foot-steps. That the future and dignity of the blacks as a nation and as human beings is worth sacrificing for.”
Her reply only served to demonstrate to him that he might just as well have kept quiet. She remarked:
“Even your father feels that this is of no use. He thinks it would perhaps only work if all of you first went out
to educate the people so that they may join in.”
“No, father does not understand. He thinks we are too few as compared to the millions of all the black people
of this land. He feels that we are sticking out our necks. That we can never hope to get the white man to sit round
a table and speak to us, here. All he’ll do is order his police to shoot us dead.\fn{ In 1986 the Afrikaaner-dominated government embarked on a savage attempt to eliminate all opposition to it. For three years police and soldiers patrolled the African townships
in armed vehicles, destroying black squatter camps and detaining, beating and killing thousands of Africans, while the army continued a
policy of attempting to destabilize the regimes of neighboring countries hostile to the apartheid system by conducting armed invasions of
them. At the same time a rigid press censorship was imposed in an effort to concealing these activities by banning television, radio and
newspaper coverage of them.} If they don’t do that, then they’ll throw us into the gaols, and we shall either die there or

be released with all sorts of afflictions.
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“It’s because I’m his only son. He’s thinking of himself, Bongi, he does not understand.”
“He does understand, and he loves you.”
“Maybe that’s just where the trouble lies. Because he loves me, he fails to think and reason properly. We do not
agree. He is a different kind of person from me, and he can’t accept that. He wants me to speak, act, and even
think like him, and that is impossible.”
“He wants to be proud of you, Mojalefa.”
“If he can’t be proud of me as I am, then he’ll never be. He says I’ve changed. That I’ve turned against everything he taught me. He wants me to go to church regularly and pray more often. I sometimes feel he hates me, and
I sympathize with him.”
“He does not hate you, Mojalefa; you two just do not see eye to eye.”
“My father moves around with a broken heart. He feels I am a renegade, a disappointment; an embarrassment
to him. You see, as a preacher, he has to stand before the congregation every Sunday and preach on the importance of obedience, of how as Christians we have to be submissive and tolerant and respect those who are in authority over us under all conditions. That we should leave it to ‘the hand of God’ to right all wrongs. As a reprisal
against all injustices we must kneel down and pray because, as the Scriptures tell us, God said: ‘Vengeance is
Mine’. He wants me to follow in his footsteps.”
“Be a priest or preacher, you mean?”
“Yes. Or show some interest in his part-time ministry. Sing in the church choir and so on, like when I was still
a child.” He smiled wryly.
“Why don’t you show some interest then? Even if it is only for his sake? Aren’t you a Christian, don’t you believe in God?”
“I suppose I do. But not like him and those like him, no.”
“What is that supposed to mean?”
“What’s the use of praying all the time? In the first place, how can a slave kneel down and pray without feeling
that he is not quite a man, human? Every time I try to pray I keep asking myself—if God loves me like the Bible
says he does, then why should I have to carry a pass?
“Why should I have to be a virtual tramp in the land of my forefathers, why?
“Why should I have all these obnoxious laws passed against me?”
Then the baby on Bongi’s back coughed, and Mojalefa’s eyes drifted slowly towards it. He looked at the sleeping Gugu tenderly for a while and sighed, a sad expression passing over his eyes. He wanted to say something but
hesitated and kept quiet.
Bongi felt the strap cutting painfully into her shoulder muscles and decided to transfer the baby to her lap, Mojalefa paced up and down in the small space, deep in thought. Bongi said:
“I have to breast-feed him. He hasn’t had his last feed. I forgot everything. I just grabbed him and came here,
and he didn’t cry or complain. Sometimes I wish he wold cry more often like other children.”
Mojalefa watched her suckling the baby. He reluctantly picked up the tiny clasped fist and eased his thumb
slowly into it so as not to rouse the child. The chubby fingers immediately caressed his thumb and embraced it
tightly. His heart sank, and there was a lump in his throat. He had a strong urge to relieve S’bongile of the child,
pick him up in his strong arms and kiss him, but he suppressed the desire. It was at times like these that he
experienced great conflict. He said:
“I should never have met you, Bongi. I am not worthy of your love.”
“It was cruel of you Mojalefa. All along you knew you would have to go, and yet you made me fall for you.
You made me feel that life without you is no life at all. Why did you do this to me?”
He unclasped his thumb slowly from the baby’s instinctive clutch, stroking it tenderly for a moment. He
walked slowly towards the dim dusty window. He looked through into the barely visible yard, over the roofs of
the nearby buildings, into the clear blue sky above. He said:
“It is because I have the belief that we shall meet again, Bongi; that we shall meet again, in a free Africa!” The
music rose in a slow crescendo.
“That song. It is so sad. It sounds like a hymn.”
They were both silent. The thoughts of both of them anchored on how unbearable the other’s absence would
be. Mojalefa consoled himself that at least he knew his father would be able to provide the infant with all its
needs. That he was fortunate and not like some of his colleagues who had been ready—in the midst of severe poverty—to sacrifice all. Thinking of some of them humbled him a great deal. S’bongile would perhaps be accepted
in Baragwanath where she would take up training as a nurse. He very much wanted to break the silence. He went
near his wife and touched her arm. He whispered:
“Promise me Bongi, that you will do your best. That you will look after him, please.”
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“I shall. He is our valuable keepsake—your father’s and mine—something to remind me of you. A link nobody can destroy. All yours and mine.”
He left her and started pacing again. He searched hopelessly in his mind for something to say; something pleasant. He wanted to drown the sudden whirl of emotion he felt in his heart when he looked down at S’bongile, his
young bride of only a few weeks, and the two-month-old child he had brought into this world.
S’bongile came to his rescue. She said:
“I did not tell my mother that I was coming here. I said that I was taking Gugu over to your father for a visit.
He is always so happy to see him.”
Thankful for the change of topic, Mojalefa replied, smiling:
“You know, my father is a strange man. He is unpredictable. For instance, when I had put you into trouble and
we realized to our horror that Gugu was on the way, I thought that he would skin me alive, that that was now the
last straw. I did not know how I would approach him, because then it was clear that you would also have to
explain to your mother why you would not be in a position to start at Turfloop. There was also the thought that
your mother had paid all the fees for your first year and had bought you all those clothes and so forth.
“It nearly drove me mad worrying about the whole mess. I kept thinking of your poor widowed mother; how
she had toiled and saved so that you would be able to start at university after having waited a whole year for the
chance.
“I decided to go and tell my uncle in Pretoria and send him to face my father with that catastrophic announcement. I stayed away from home for weeks after that.”
“Oh yes, it was nerve-racking, wasn’t it? And they were all so kind to us. After the initial shock, I mean. We
have to remember that all our lives, and be thankful for the kind of parents God gave us. I worried so much, I
even contemplated suicide, you know. Oh well, I suppose you could not help yourself!” She sighed deeply,
shaking her head slowly. Majalefa continued:
“Mind you, I knew something like that would happen, yet I went right ahead and talked you into yielding to
me. I was drawn to you by a force so great, I just could not resist it. I hated myself for weeks after that. I actually
despised myself.
“What is worse is that I had vowed to myself that I would never bring into this world a soul that would have to
inherit my servitude. I had failed to ‘develop and show a true respect for our African womanhood’, a clause we
are very proud of in our disciplinary code, and I remonstrated with myself for my weakness.”
“But your father came personally to see my people and apologize for what you had done, and later to pay all
the lobola\fn{Bride-price; dowry.} they wanted. He said that we would have to marry immediately as against what
you had said to me—why it would not be wise for us to marry, I mean.”
“That was when I had gone through worse nightmares. I had to explain to him why I did not want to tie you
down to me when I felt that I would not be able to offer you anything, that I would only make you unhappy. You
know why I was against us marrying, Bongi, of course. I wanted you to be free to marry a ‘better’ man, and I had
no doubt it would not be long before he grabbed you. Any man would be proud to have you as his wife, even with
a child who is not his.” He touched her smooth cheek with the back of his hand, and added:
“You possess those rare delicate attributes that any man would want to feel around him and be enkindled by.”
“Your father would never let Gugu go, not for anything, Mojalefa. He did not name his “his pride” for nothing.
I should be thankful that I met the son of a person like that. Not all women are so fortunate. How many beautiful
girls have been deserted by their lovers and are roaming the streets with illegitimate babies on their backs, children they cannot support?”
“I think it is an unforgivable sin. And not all those men do it intentionally, mind you. Sometimes, with all their
good intentions, they just do not have the means to do much about the problem of having to pay lobola, so they
disappear, and the girls never see them again.”
“How long do you think they’ll lock you up, Mojalefa?” she asked,\fn{ In 1955, in conjunction with Indians, Coloreds
and sympathetic whites, the African National Congress (then committed to non-violent change) convened a mass meeting that adopted the
Freedom Charter, asserting that “South Africa belongs to all who live in it, black or white, and no Government can justly claim authority
unless it is based on the will of the people.” The Government broke up the meeting and subsequently arrested 156 people and charged them
with high treason. None was found guilty, but the trial dragged on until 1961, when the last of the accused were released .} suddenly

remembering that it might be years before she could speak to him like that again. She adored him, and speaking of
parting with him broke her heart.
“I do not know, and I do not worry about that, Bongi. If I had you and Gugu and they thrust me into a desert
for a thousand years, I would not care. But then I am only a small part of a whole. I’m like a single minute cell in
the living body composed of millions of cells, and I have to play my small part for the well-being and perpetuation of life in the whole body.”
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“But you are likely to be thrust into the midst of hardened criminals, murderers, rapists and so on.”
“Very likely. But then that should not deter us. After all most of them have been driven into being like that by
the very evils we are exposed to as people without a say in the running of our lives. Most of them have ceased to
be proud because there’s nothing to be proud of.
“You amuse me, Bongi. So you think because we are more educated we have reason to be proud? Of what
should we feel proud in a society where the mere pigmentation of your skin condemns you to nothingness? Tell
me, of what?”
She shook her head violently, biting her lips in sorrow, and with tears in her eyes, she replied, softly:
“I do not know, Mojalefa.”
*
They stood in silence for a while. She sighed deeply and held back the tears. They felt uneasy. It was useless,
she thought bitterly. They had gone through with what she considered to be an ill-fated undertaking. Yet he was
relentlessly adamant. She remembered how they had quarreled the previous night. How at first she had told
herself that she had come to accept what was about to happen with quiet composure, “like a mature person” as
they say.
She had however lost control of herself when they were alone outside her home, when he had bidden her
mother and other relatives farewell. She had become hysterical and could not go on pretending any longer. In a fit
of anger, she had accused Mojalefa of being a coward who was running away from his responsibilities as a father
and husband.
It had been a very bad row and they had parted unceremoniously She had resolved that today she would only
speak of those things which would not make them unhappy. And now she realized with regret that she was right
back where she had started. She murmured to herself.
“Oh God, why should it be us, why should we be the lambs for the slaughter? Why should you be one of those
handing themselves over? It’s like giving up. What will you be able to do for your people in gaol, or if you should
be …”
She could not utter the word “killed”.
“Somebody has got to sacrifice so that others may be free.\fn{ So it does indeed appear. During the struggles in the United
States carried out by my generation and sympathetic elements from past generations to end the system of legal segregation in this country,
several young men of my generation deliberately participated in activities—Freedom Rides, the registering of black voters in Southern
states—in which they knew that death might await them. Still, they went. But I did not go. I was not that brave:H } The real things,

those that really matter, are never acquired the easy way.
“All the peoples of this world who were oppressed like us have had to give up something, Bongi. Nothing
good or of real value comes easily. Our freedom will never be handed over to us on a silver platter. In our movement, we labor under no illusions; we know we can expect no hand-outs. We know that the path ahead of us is not
lined with soft velvety flower petals: we are aware that we shall have to tread on thorns. We are committed to a
life of service, sacrifice and suffering.
“Oh no, Bongi, you have got it all wrong. It is not like throwing in the towel. On the contrary, it is the beginning of something our people will never look back at with shame. We shall never regret what we are about to do,
and there is no turning back. We are at the point of no return! If I changed my mind now and went back home and
sat down and deceived myself that all was alright, I would die a very unhappy man indeed.
“I would die in dishonor.”\fn{Or he would have done what I did: which was to find a type of bravery he could perform:H } He
was silent awhile.
“Bongi, I want to tell you my story. I’ve never related it to anyone before because just thinking about the sad
event is to me a very unpleasant and extremely exacting experience …” He was picking his way carefully through
memories.
“After my father had completed altering that house we live in from a four-roomed matchbox to what it is now,
he was a proud man. He was called to the office by the superintendent to complete a contract with an electrical
contractor. It had been a costly business and the contractor had insisted that the final arrangements be concluded
before the City Council official. It was on that very day that the superintendent asked him if he could bring some
of his colleagues to see the house when it was completed. My father agreed.
“I was there on that day when they (a group of about fifteen whites) arrived. I had heard my parents speak with
great expectation to their friends and everybody about the intended ‘visit’ by the white people. Naturally, I was
delighted and proud as any youngster would be. I made sure I would be home and not at the football grounds that
afternoon. I thought it was a great honor to have such respectable white people coming to our house. I looked forward to it and I had actually warned some of my friends …
“After showing them through all the nine rooms of the double-story house, my obviously gratified parents both
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saw the party out along the slasto pathway to the front gate. I was standing with one of my friends near the front
verandah. I still remember vividly the superintendent’s last words. He said:
“‘John, on behalf of my colleagues here and myself, we are very thankful that you and your kind mosade
allowed us to come and see your beautiful house. You must have spent a lot of money to build and furnish it so
well. But, you should have built it on wheels!’” And the official added, with his arms swinging forward like
someone pushing some imaginary object:
“‘It should have had wheels so that it may move easily!’ And they departed, leaving my petrified parents
standing there agape and looking at each other in helpless amazement.
“I remember, later, my mother trying her best to put my stunned father at ease, saying: “ Au, oa blanya, mo
lebale; ha a tsebe bore ontse a re’ng. Ntate ble!” (“He is mad; just forget about him. He does not know what he is
saying!”)
“As a fifteen-year-old youth, I was also puzzled. But unlike my parents, I did not sit down and forget—or try
to do so.
“That day marked the turning point in my life. From that day on, I could not rest. Those remarks by that government official kept ringing in my mind. I had to know why he had said that. I probed, and probed; I asked my
teachers at school, clerks at the municipal offices, anyone who I thought would be in a position to help me. Of
course I made it as general as I could and I grew more and more restless. I went to libraries and read all the
available literature I could find on the South African blacks.
“I studied South African history as I had never done before. The history of the discovery of gold, diamonds and
other minerals in this land, and the growth of the towns.\fn{Gold and diamonds were discovered in the Vaal and Tati valleys in
1866-1867, and in the northern and eastern Transvaal in 1871; and in 1886, the largest goldfields in the world were discovered on the
Witwatersrand (hitherto an economic backwater) .} I read of the rush to the main industrial centers and the influx of the

Africans into them, following their early reluctance, and sometimes refusal, to work there, and the subsequent
laws which necessitated their coming like the vagrancy laws and the pass laws. I read about the removals of the
so-called “black spots” and why they were not labeled that. The influenza epidemics which resulted in the
building of the Western Native and George Goch townships in 1919. I dug into any information I could get about
the history of the urban Africans. I discovered the slyness, hypocrisy, dishonesty and greed of the law-makers.
“When elderly people came to visit us and sat in the evenings to speak about their experiences of the past, of
how they first came into contact with the whites, their lives with the Boers on the farms and so forth, I listened.
Whenever my father’s relations went to the remote areas in Lesotho and Matatiele, or to Zululand and Natal
where my mother’s people are, during school holidays, I grabbed the opportunity and accompanied them.
“Learning history ceased to be the usual matter of committing to memory a whole lot of intangible facts from
some obscure detached past. It became a living thing and a challenge. I was in search of my true self. And like
Moses in the bible, I was disillusioned.
“Instead of having been raised like the slave I am, I had been nurtured like a prince, clothed in a fine white
linen loincloth and girdle when I should have been wrapped in the rough woven clothing of my kind.
“When I had come to know most of the facts, when I had read through most of the numerous laws pertaining to
the urban blacks—the acts, clauses, sub-clauses, regulations, sections and sub-sections: the amendments and subamendments—I saw myself for the first time.
“I was a prince, descended from a noble proud house of Monaheng—the true Kings of the Basuto nation. I
stopped going to the sports clubs and the church. Even my father’s flashy American Impala ceased to bring to me
the thrill it used to when I drove round the townships in it.
“I attended political meetings because there, at least, I found people trying to find ways and means of solving
and overcoming our problems. At least I knew now what I really was … an underdog, a voiceless creature. Unlike
my father, I was not going to be blindfolded and led along a garden path by someone else, a foreigner from other
continents.
“I learnt that as a black, there was a responsibility I was carrying on my shoulders as a son of this soil. I realized that I had to take an active part in deciding (or in insisting that I should decide) the path along which my descendants will tread. Something was wrong, radically wrong, and it was my duty as a black person to try and put it
right. To free myself and my people became an obsession, a dedication.
“I sometimes listen with interest when my father complains. Poor father. He would say:
“‘Mojalefa oa polotika. All Mojalefa reads is politics, politics, politics. He no longer plays football like other
youths. When he passed matric\fn{Matriculation.} with flying colors in History, his History master came to my
house to tell me how my son is a promising leader. I was proud and I moved around with my head in the air. I
wanted him to start immediately at University, but he insisted that he wanted to work. I wondered why because I
could afford it and there was no pressing need for him to work. He said he would study under UNISA and I paid
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fees for the first year, and they sent him lectures. But instead of studying, he locks himself up in his room and
reads politics all the time. He has stopped sending in scripts for correction. He is morose and never goes to
church. He does not appreciate what I do for him!’”
“Sometimes I actually pity my father. He would say:
“‘My father was proud when Mojalefa was born. He walked on foot rather than take a bus all the way from
Eastern Native township to Bridgman Memorial Hospital in Brixton to offer his blessings at the bedside of my
latte wire, and to thank our ancestors for a son and heir. He named him Mojalefa. And now that boy is about to
sacrifice himself—for what he calls “a worthy cause”. He gives up all this … a house I’ve built and furnished for
R21000,\fn{Twenty-one thousand Rand (the South African currency).} most of my money from the insurance policy my
good old boss was clever enough to force me to take when I first started working for him. Mojalefa gives up all
this for a gaol cell!’”
*
There were tears in the eyes of S’bongile as she sat staring in bewilderment at Mojalefa. She saw now a different man; a man with convictions and ideals; who was not going to be shaken from his beliefs, come what may. He
stopped for a while and paused. All the time he spoke as if to some unseen being, as if he was unconscious of her
presence. He went on:
“My father always speaks of how his grandfather used to tell him that as a boy in what is now known as the
Free State (I don’t know why)\fn{Because when it was founded by the Afrikaaners, it was free of English laws, being beyond their
political control.} the white people (the Boers) used to come, clothed only in a stertriem, and ask for permission to
settle on their land. Just like that, bare-footed and with cracked soles, begging for land. My father does not realize
that he is now in a worse position than those Boers: that all that makes a man has been stripped from under his
feet:\fn{By 1900 there were no more independent African entities left on the entire continent, except for Liberia and Ethiopia: the
colonial powers had defeated them all.} that he now has to float in the air.
“He sits back in his favorite comfortable armchair in his living room, looks around him at the splendor surroundding him, and sadly asks: ‘When I go, who’ll take over from me?’ He thinks he is still a man, you know. He
never stops to ask himself:
“‘Take what over … a house on wheels. Something with no firm ground to stand on?’”
He turned away from her and looked through the dusty window pane. He raised his arms and grabbed the
vertical steel bars over the window. He clung viciously to them and shook them until they rattled. He said:
“No Bongi. There is no turning back. Something has got to be done .. something. It cannot go on like this!”\fn
{And that, of course, is exactly what animated my generation—most of us—with regards to legal segregation in the United States. I just
could not be allowed to go on any longer. There must be no more separate-but-equal facilities; there must be no more “Colored Waiting
Rooms” in Grayhound bus terminals, and “Colored Drinking Fountains” in local high schools—even in the North, even in my little town of
Bath, New York, in that last instance, where I grew to manhood. And so, we overthrew it in the 1960’s, my magnificent and enormous
generation of 77,000,000 baby-boomers, overthrew that filthy disease of racism once and for all: H }

Strange as it may seem, at that moment, they both had visions of a gaol cell. They both felt like trapped
animals. He kept on shaking the bars and shouting:
“Something’s got to be done … Now!”
She could not bear the sight any longer. He seemed to be going through great emotional torture. She shouted:
“Mojalefa!”
He swung round and faced her like someone only waking up from a bad dream. He starred through the open
entrance, and up at the stair leading to the upper floor where the humming voices were audible. They both stood
still listening for a while. Then he spoke softly yet earnestly clenching his fists and looking up towards the sound
of the music. He said:
“Tomorrow, when dawn breaks, we shall march … Our men will advance from different parts of the Republic
of South Africa. They will leave their pass-books behind and not feel the heavy weight in their pockets as they
proceed towards the gates of the prisons of this land of our forefathers!”
Bongi stood up slowly. She did not utter a word. There seemed to be nothing to say. She seemed to be drained
of all feeling. She felt blank. He thought he detected an air of resignation, a look of calmness in her manner as she
moved slowly in the direction of the opening into the street. They stopped and looked at each other. She sighed,
and there were no tears in her eyes now. He brushed the back of his had tenderly over the soft cheeks of the
sleeping Gugu and with his dry lips, kissed S’bongile’s brow. He lifted her chin slightly with his forefinger and
looked into her eyes.
They seemed to smile at him.
They parted.
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17.9 One Last Look At Paradise Road\fn{by Gladys Thomas (1935- )} Salt River, nr. Cape Town, Western Cape
Province, South Africa (F) 6
Miriam, not knowing where to start, looked wearily around the house at her duties for the day.
Washing lay on the bedroom floor ready for the automatic washing machine. Dishes were piled high in the
kitchen sink indicating that a good time was had by all at Madam’s party. After she had served dinner to the guests
last night, she had left the kitchen about nine o’clock. Most nights she would spend with her friend who worked
across the road. They would talk about their families, their Madams and everything that affected their lives.
Last night, however, Miriam had felt too tired and just fell asleep in her tiny room. This morning she was back
in the big house to do the cleaning up!
Today her heart felt heavy in her breast. She was nervous and had dropped things. Already she had broken a
porcelain figurine when she was dusting. Tonight she would have to face the consequences. All she could do, as
was usual after such a confrontation, was to return to the lonely maid’s room in the back yard, and sulk.
She carried a transistor radio from room to room while doing her chores. She was listening expectantly for
news of the worsening unrest in the townships. And it was a special day because of the call to march to Pollsmoor
Prison to demand the release of Nelson Mandela.\fn{ Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela (1918-2013), co-winner of the 1993 Nobel
Peace Prize, first President of black-majority-rule South Africa (1994-1999) .} Why could she not be with her family and her
people at a time like this? Instead she was compelled to spend her time cleaning for the rich and unconcerned.
At eleven-thirty she heard those special bleeps on the radio which preceded the news. Anxiously she turned up
the sound for the urgent news flash. The police had taken over Athlone and the march on Pollsmoor had been put
to an abrupt end! The police had used batons, quirts\fn{ Riding whips with short handles and lashes made of braided rawhide .}
and teargas. There were many injured and detained.
Miriam stood stunned and shocked because some of the reported incidents had taken place near her home.
After a while she decided that it would be best to return to the township where she lived, to where she felt that she
would be needed by her family and neighbours. She filled the dog’s water bowl, kicked the washing into a corner,
locked all the doors, and left the big house in a hurry.
As she locked the gate she remembered that Madam would certainly telephone that afternoon to enquire, as she
usually did, about what she would be cooking for supper that night. Now that was the least of her worries—she
was on her way home!
She walked as quickly as her ungainly tired body could carry her. She turned into Paradise Road which was
lined with tall green oak trees; birds flew about, and squirrels with their frenetic bushy tails jumped along the
branches. The avenue, so peaceful with its beautiful spring-green trees stretching almost as far as the eye could
see, was just like some fabled Eden.
Almost breathless, she arrived at the Claremont bus terminus and was just in time for a departing bus to her
township. She had little time to waste as she had to return to her work before the white family arrived home that
night. She sat down resolutely in a vacant seat at the window. As she stared out she thought about her husband,
Amos. Yes, together they had been through hard times bringing up their three children; both working to make
ends meet until three months ago when he was brought home in one of the construction company’s trucks.
The driver had to carry him inside the house! He had been employed by the company for ten years. Yet the day
he injured himself the foreman said that he was too busy to fill in the compensation forms! Until now he had
received just two weeks’ pay and a pair of crutches.
These thoughts made her angry and, given the opportunity, she would have walked in the front row of that
march! But she could not stay at home as she needed the job so badly. The family depended on the hundred-andtwenty rand a month which she earned as a maid. She thought about her daughter Winnie, the other breadwinner
of the family. She worked at Groote Schuur Hospital as a trainee nurse. Every month Winnie would bring home
her pay packet unopened. Miriam was very proud of her and loved her very much.
Her two sons were now both at high school. Ah, how she adored them! They never complained and were
always satisfied. They wore patched pants and their shoes were often down at heel, but they never missed school.
She really admired them and their dedication to their studies.
Steve was now in his final matriculation year and her baby, Fassie, now sixteen, was in Standard Eight. They
were both so bright that she smiled as she thought about them. They would have joined the march that moming as
they were supporters of the People’s United Front. She remembered how her boys insisted on taking her to the
mass political rally at the skating rink in Athlone. She had never seen such a crowd in her life! All were meeting
for the struggle for freedom. The speeches were fiery and pertinent about the oppressive laws of her cruel country.
She had felt pleased that her sons had brought her to the rally.
She was so deep in thought that she almost missed her stop. As she alighted, stones came smashing into the bus
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windows. The driver in great fear jumped out and ran for his life. Everyone scattered as the stones rained down
upon the bus. Some of the youths were shouting slogans and angry words:
“Down with the bus fares!”
“We did not ask to be here!”
“The govemment moved us to this ghetto!”
They shouted at the empty bus as if it had ears! Missiles were aimed at the bright smiling face of a girl
advertising toothpaste on the side of the bus. The stones smashed into the face with dull thuds. She saw flames
quickly consume the smiling face leaving the side of the bus a blackened charred mass. Soon the whole bus was
buming fiercely, as she hurried home, shocked at what she had witnessed.
The township looked like a battlefield. Clumsy-looking troop-carriers called Casspirs, army trucks filled with
troops armed to the teeth and police with guns were to be seen everywhere. A soldier in full battle-dress and riot
gear came towards her. Her heart began to pound fast and in a panic she half ran home. Children and adults were
being chased like cornered animals. She turned a street corner; the teargas and burning tyres’ smoke choked her as
she stumbled into her home.
“Amos, Amos!” she cried and ran into the small dark bedroom. He stood at the window leaning on his crutches. They fell into each other’s arms.
“I’m glad you’re home, Mother. This all started this morning. It was going to be a peaceful march to Pollsmoor. Then came the batons and the guns. Standing here, and I’m unable to go out and help the injured, is driving
me mad.”
“Where are the children?” she asked anxiously.
“They joined the march this morning. I never saw them after that.”
“Oh God, please bring them home safe. It is terrible out there and all we can do is just sit here while our children are fighting the whole army and all those guns. I feel so helpless, Amos.”
“I feel exacrly the same, Miriam. I wish I had died in that accident!”
“Oh Amos, my husband. Why do you talk like that? Soon you will be strong and on your feet again. We must
not give in now. Our children need our support. Come, let’s see what there is to eat. What you need is a nice cup
of tea.”\fn{Everywhere the English have been, there is this thing about tea!:H }
“Don’t worry, my wife. You go and look for the boys. I can get something to eat for myself. Besides, I feel like
being alone.”
“Why do you want to be alone? I’ve just come in from work to be with you, and you want to be alone?”
“I know your heart is out there with the boys. You go and look for them. I’ll be all right.”
“Are you sure, Amos?” she asked tenderly.
She went to the kitchen to drink some water as her throat was irritated by the gas. She noticed that the boys
had left in a great hurry—plates of half-eaten mealie meal still stood on the table. The large enamelled basin was
filled with dirty dishes and the bucket that Fassie used to scrub the floor stood under the old wooden kitchen table.
They had never before left for school before cleaning the house, but that morning was obviously an exception.
She went back into the bedroom to tell Amos that she was leaving. As she turned away Amos looked sadly at her,
thinking,
“We live in such dangerous times that you don’t know if you’ll see your loved ones again once they leave the
house. Bloody murderers!”
Miriam reached the gate and then tumed quickly back into the house. She stood in the doorway and shouted,
“Are you sure you’re all right? Don’t leave the house until I return. Do you hear me, Amos?”
“Go wife, go! But take care. These people are out to kill us today.”
She rushed out into the street. Stones rained from behind walls and bushes. She had to dodge and run to avoid
the missiles. There were tyres buming in the streets, barricading the way of the Casspirs. But the iron monsters
moved forward relentlessly. The faces of the men on the Casspirs, she noticed, were red with anger. Thick palls of
tear-smoke filled the air and the tyres gave off acrid fumes which inflamed the eyes and throat. She heard gunshots in the next street and the piercing cries of the children. It was like a nightmare as she made her way to her
sister’s home a few streets away. She found herself running with the crowd at times. Perhaps her sons were at
their Aunt Susan’s home, hiding?
As she entered Susan’s home she immediately felt that something was amiss. She found her in the kitchen
shaking in a panic. Holding her ten-month-old baby over the kitchen sink she was blowing air into the child’s
mouth. This beautiful child with her large brown eyes, who was always gurgling with delight, now lay limp in her
mother’s arms!
“What happened?” Miriam asked very alarmed.
“They threw a teargas canister through the doorway. Little Dolly had just crawled there to sit in the sun,”
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answered Susan, tears running down her cheeks. “My baby almost choked to death.”
“Give her to me,” said Miriam, and she held the child to her body. Slowly she rocked Dolly while her sister
wiped the little face with a wet cold face cloth.
“I’m looking for Steve and Fassie. They didn’t attend school today but joined the march. I thought they may he
here with you, Sister.”
“I didn’t see them today, Miriam. Where can they be? Perhaps they’re hiding someplace.”
“But I want to find them before I go back to my work this evening.”
“Are you off today?”
“I decided to come home when I heard the news of the beatings on the radio.”
“Why didn’t they allow this peaceful march?” Susan asked angrily.
“Yes, they want to shoot all of us,” answered Miriam. “Here, I think she’s sleeping,” Miriam handed Dolly
back to Susan. “You must watch her, anything can happen. I must leave now and search for the boys. Keep your
door closed,” she warned as she left.
Back on the streets she followed the crowd. By now her heavy body felt tired and sweaty. She ran along
searching the crowd for her sons’ faces amongst them. They were all singing freedom songs but nowhere did she
see Steve or Fassie. The faces of the youth shocked her. She detected signs of hope, determination and defiance in
them. On the way she met many mothers and stopped to talk to some of them that she knew.
“I’m looking for my sons,” she tried to explain. They ignored her in their rush to get away.
“No time to talk,” said one of the young men in the crowd.
“Come on, Mama. If you stand too long in one place they will shoot you,” said another.
She joined the others, half running and half walking. Passing another woman she asked,
“Are you also looking for your children?”
“Yes, yes!” several of the mothers in the crowd answered in great apprehension.
“Not one of them are at school today.”
“They say that they are doing what we should have done years ago.”
“That’s true,” approved several women. When she approached her street she said goodbye to them and
retumed home very disappointed.
“Miriam, Miriam. Is it you?” Amos called from the bedroom. “Did you find them?”
“Oh, Amos. You’ll never believe what’s going on out there! It seems that all the high school students joined the
march this moming. I tell you Amos, these children don’t care about their lives!” She was now so overcome that
she just sat down on the bed, crying.
“All right, Mother. Don’t worry! It will tum out all right. I know it,” he pacified her.
“I will not go back to work until I’ve found my sons,” she said between her tears.
“What if you lose your job?”
“We will manage on Winnie’s money. We’ve been through worse times before. But I’m going to stay here
where I belong. Let the rich do their own work for a change. I’m tired of cooking, cleaning and picking up after
them. I hate them all! They couldn’t care a damn about us.”
“My wife, you’ve been running around since this moming,” said Amos looking at her with great concem.
“Come let me make that cup of tea we were going to have this moming.” He shuffled into the kitchen followed by
Miriam.
“You must rest that leg of yours. Let me make the tea instead and I’ll tell you what is going on out there. The
children are all over the township. The roads are blocked with old mattresses and oil drums. I saw some of them
making petrol bombs behind a wall. I can’t believe it! There is a war going on out there, Amos.”
“And no sign of our sons? I’m sure they will come home soon.”
“Want some more tea?” she asked him. They continued to discuss the situation until late in the aftemoon.
Suddenly the front door burst open and about six young people stormed inside breathlessly, seeking a place to
hide. With them was Steve. When he saw his mother he was visibly surprised.
“Mama, why are you home from your work?”
“How can I stay at work with all this happening here?” All Steve’s friends seemed extremely nervous and
fearful and cast anxious looks towards the front door.
“We must hide in here. Away from the police, Ma! They’re after us and they are going to kill us, Ma!”
“Kill? Not while I’m around.”
Amos suggested that two should hide behind the toilet in the back yard. They ran outside as fast as they could.
Miriam pushed two boys into the bedroom. Steve and the last one jumped into the old fireplace which was
covered by an old floral curtain. When they were safely in their hiding places, Miriam poked her head behind the
curtain.
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“Where is your brother, Fassie?”
“I don’t know. Shuh! Please go away, Mama. We’ll go and look for him later. Please go, Ma.”
She retumed to Amos and they stared at each other as a deathly silence fell over the house.
A loud crash preceded the front door being kicked open and in marched several policemen. They went straight
into the kitchen without any invitation. Miriam’s heart beat so fast that she could feel the color warming her face,
her hair soaked in sweat.
Amos pretended that he was reading a book. It looked as if a blue-gray cloud of uniforms and hateful brown,
black and red faces had invaded Miriam’s kitchen. They confronted her and Amos with their guns at the ready.
Miriam said a silent prayer.
“Where are they?” demanded the leader. “We saw them come in this house,” he shouted at the two old people.
His men backed him in unison.
“You saw wrong,” Miriam shouted back in the same tone, surprising even Amos with her courage. “There is no
one in this house but myself and my husband. How do you know they came here? All these council houses look
the same.”
“Search the whole place! And outside in the yard,” the big red bull bellowed to his men.
They kicked over the dustbin in the yard. They threw everything around with absolute contempt. The men
inside were deliberately knocking over chairs and one officer ripped the curtains from the windows, declaring,
“This bloody house is as dark as hell!”
Others went kicking open the inside doors of the house, searching everywhere. One even tumed over the old
zinc bath which the family used for their weekly bath. He flung it to the cement floor so that it made the sound of
a bomb going off in the room. They appeared to be pleased with the chaos they were causing. But they did not
discover any of the children! One of the policemen retumed:
“There is only that old stink shithouse out there.”
“Where are they?” the sergeant shouted at Amos in anger and pulled at his crutch. Amos almost fell and a
sharp pain shot up his bad leg. Miriam quickly held on to him.
“We don’t know. We are alone here, my Baas,” he whimpered. On hearing the word Baas the sergeant looked
pleased, thinking that he was in control of the situation. He called his men and ordered them to stop the search.
The house was a shambles when they marched out.
“We will be back,” shouted the sergeant over his shoulder.
As a parting gift one of the policemen threw a teargas canister into the kitchen. Miriam and Amos struggled
towards the bedroom to save themselves from choking. After shutting the bedroom door behind them they fell
down on to the bed, bewildered. Every room in the house was soon filled with tearsmoke. Miriam had grabbed a
wet facecloth from behind the bedroom door and held it over Amos’s face as he had seemed to faint. Quickly she
opened the bedroom window.
“They are pigs. Just smell this house! Are you all right?” she asked Amos.
“We must live like this because we are of the wrong color, Mother.”
One by one the boys crept out of their hiding places and thanked Miriam and Amos politely, almost apologeticcally, for the trouble they had caused. Miriam ordered them to open all the windows and doors to get the smell
out of the house.
“It’s our duty to protect you children,” said Miriam.
The children discussed the events of the day in the back room where Steve and Fassie slept. In their bedroom
Miriam and Amos sat in silence. Finally she asked,
“Where is our Fassie?”
“I hope he is safe,” answered Amos. She started to weep softly. After a while she knelt down to pray at his
side. Amos tenderly laid his hand on her while the young people continued their meeting. Their loud and angry
voices filtered through to the bedroom.
“I saw them baton charge a young girl as she lay on the ground.”
“That policeman hit her over the body with the strength of an ox!” said Steve.
“I saw them whip a priest full in the face, shattering his spectacles. I’m sure he’s lost the sight in that eye. I’ve
never seen anything so cruel,” said another.
“What about the two old nuns they arrested!” someone complained angrily.
“All our leaders have been detained. Tomorrow we will meet at school and decide how to protest against this
injustice,” said Steve.
“One of you go outside and see if the police vans are still patrolling. We must search for my brother. We must
find him!”
As they prepared to leave, their lookout retumed to whisper,
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“It’s all clear. They’ve left the area.”
On the way out Steve went into his parents’ room. His father was asleep but his mother was sitting next to him,
just staring into space.
“We are going to look for Fassie, Ma. You rest now, I can see that you are tired.”
“God go with you, Son.”
She lay down next to her husband, but she was awake for a long time still. In the distance she heard the sound
of gunshots, and people running and screaming.
*
The following moming she awoke with a headache and her body felt stiff all over. Quietly she tiptoed into the
next room to see if Steve had retumed home the previous night. On seeing the sleeping figure she murmured,
“Thank God.” Miriam shook him awake, asking sofdy,
“Do you have any news about your brother?”
“We’ve looked all over, Ma. But he cannot be found.”
Miriam went silently into the kitchen to cook a pot of mealie meal for breakfast. As she stirred the porridge she
decided to go to Groote Schuur Hospital to tell Winnie about Fassie’s disappearance.
“Maybe she can help,” she said to herself. After they had had their breakfast Steve prepared to leave for
school.
“I’m going to Winnie for help. Maybe Fassie is in the hospital,” Miriam stated.
“Take care how you walk, Ma. Don’t take chances out there,” said Steve. “I’m off now. Bye Ma and Pa. Take
care now,” he shouted on his way out.
“I must be off, too,” Miriam said to Amos.
“Will you be all right or shall I come with you?”
“Now how can you come with your injured leg? No, you stay here. I won’t be long.” She pulled a scarf over
her head, kissed him and left the house with feelings of anticipation that she would somehow find Fassie.
The streets were scattered with stones and the burnt-out tyres had left imprinted circles on the asphalt road
from the previous day’s unrest. As she passed the high school she saw massive army trucks parked outside the
grounds with police and soldiers patrolling inside the fence. Their rifles were hanging down their sides. A
helicopter hovered overhead. A Buffel troop carrier appeared from around a comer like an angry buffalo with a
cannon for a nose, ready to attack. The township looked like a battlefield and a deathly atmosphere pervaded the
scene which seemed to expect more violence. She hurried on and when she arrived at the hospital she climbed the
stairs to Ward T2 where Winnie was on duty. They embraced each other.
“You look terrible, Ma. Are Steve and Fassie okay?” Winnie asked anxiously.
“That’s why I’m here. They joined the march to Pollsmoor yesterday. Now Fassie is missing. We are sick with
worry.”
“Wait let me ask Matron for a few minutes off, then we can talk inside.”
After a short while Winnie returned and took her mother’s arm. They went through the male wards of the
hospital. Winnie searched among the faces of the patients for her brother’s, but without success.
“Come let’s go to the out-patients, Ma,” suggested Winnie. They found the corridors crowded with injured
people from the townships. Inside the hall the benches were packed, and the doctors were busy attending to some
people with gunshot wounds.
A young boy howled for his mother. Winnie and Miriam walked amongst the injured people searching for Fassie but he was not to be found there.
Winnie saw her mother out, kissed her and promised to change her shift and come home as soon as possible.
Miriam walked to the bus stop as if in a trance. After she had paid her fare, she counted the money in her purse.
As there wasn’t enough left for her to go straight home, she decided to collect her wages at the big house. However, to her surprise Steve was waiting for her at the Claremont bus terminus. Her heart started racing as he came
towards her.
“What is it, Son?” she asked apprehensively.
“Fassie is on the run, Ma,” he blurted out.
“Why, what happened?” she asked. “What does it mean?”
“He threw a petrol bomb at a police van. They saw his face and gave chase. He hid in someone’s house and
then jumped the fences. They followed him. If they find him he will go to jail. They know who he is! We will just
have to wait for him to return home when the time is right.”
“I thank the Lord, he is alive. When will this unrest end?” she cried.
“No one knows. Looks like it’s only started.” Steve looked grim-faced.
“Look Steve, I have no more money. We need food. I’m going to Madam to explain the situation to her. She
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will understand and give me my money. I’ll go back to work when Fassie comes home. Now I must go to the big
house. Are you coming with me, Steve?”
“No, Ma. I don’t like it amongst those people. You go. I’ll go home to Pa. But please bring some food home,
Ma.”
They each went their own way, she back to Paradise Road and Steve back to the township.
As she opened the gate of her employer’s home, the dog ran to meet her. She went around to the back door and
in the yard, to her surprise, she met a new maid with a bucket and rags hanging from her arm.
“Is the Madam home?”
“Yes. She is drinking her tea on the patio,” the girl answered shyly. Miriam walked through the huge house to
the poolside. There she saw Madam sunbathing. She went closer.
“Good afternoon, Madam,” she said in a shaking voice. She didn’t know how to go on.
Madam looked up and replied casually,
“Oh, you finally arrived, Miriam.” In a defiant mood Miriam replied,
“I’ve had a lot of trouble, Madam. My son is gone. My Fassie is missing!”
“I believe there is unrest in all the townships. Why are you people so violent? And where is your son? He is
supposed to be at school, not so?”
“I see someone has already taken my place. Why the hurry?”
“Well, you let me down badly, Miriam. I had no alternative—if you can run home whenever you hear a gunshot sound in the township! Master and I have decided that it would be best if you stay home. Now let me pay you
your month’s wages. I have decided to deduct from your money the cost of the figurine you smashed. Is that okay,
Miriam?”
“Yes, Madam. And my reference? I will have to look for other work. My husband is sick at home as you
know,” Miriam pleaded softly.
“I shall post your papers, or you can tell your new employer to phone me.” Madam went inside and soon retumed with Miriam’s wages.
“Now if you don’t mind Miriam, my tea is getting cold.” Miriam walked away, her shoulders slumped.
“Now that is appreciation for all the work 1 have done here!” she thought.
She walked through the large kitchen, opened the refrigerator and helped herself to a cool drink. On the table
she saw a tempting cream cake topped with red cherries—Master’s favourite nightcap! She cut a slice, then
another and another—she could not stop eating. When she had had her fill she cut another large slice and wrapped
it up to take home to Amos. She picked all the cherries off the topping and stuffed them into her mouth. Finally,
feeling satisfied, she went out into the back yard.
Suddenly she remembered that Madam had a bad habit of accusing her servants of stealing.
She had a pen in her handbag and she went back to the kitchen. She took a piece of writing paper from the
kitchen cupboard drawer and wrote a message to Madam.
I ate the cake and enjoyed it, Madam.

She pushed the note into the cream of the leftover cake. On her way out she greeted the new maid.
“Poor girl,” she said to herself.
As she walked down the avenue she felt good—even a little happy.
“How foolish can one get! Why should I feel this way over a piece of cake?” she thought.
The trees looked even greener than the day before. The birdsongs sounded louder and sweeter. She stopped to
open her pay-packet to see how much Madam had taken for the figurine. Counting the money, she discovered that
her carelessness had cost her ten rand. She swore to herself!
*
She decided that she must hurry home now, back to the gunshots and all the chaos. The avenue seemed longer
today, or was it perhaps her tiredness? She stopped for a short rest, sitting on an old tree stump. A squirrel ran past
her with an acom in its mouth. As she admired the little creature which scrambled up a huge tree to feed its family, she remembered her family had eaten only one mealie meal that moming. She would have to go to the shops
on her way through Claremont. The loss of the ten rand for the figurine had set her back financially, but they
would manage somehow. She must also buy the daily newspapers for Amos as he was an avid reader. And some
fruit and a chocolate for each one!
“But what will I do with Fassie’s bar? 1 will have to keep it until his retum,” she said to herself and then,
without expecting any answer,
“I wonder where my son is hiding now?”
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Suddenly she felt sad as she pictured Amos alone all day, wobbling around on crutches in the small dark council house. Miriam remembered that he had always brought her fruit and a chocolate bar on his pay-day. She got up
from the old tree stump and continued down the road. At the bottom of the hill she tumed back and could still see
the big house in the distance. She wiped the sweat from her forehead and took one last look at Paradise Road.
93.197 A Different Time\fn{by Lewis “Chicks” Nkosi (1936-

)}

Durban, kwaZulu-Natal Prvince, South Africa (M) 4

Umhlathi owehlula izimolontshisi zama khafula emabhunu, the jaw that defied the force of kaffir\fn{A (usually
disparagingly used) term for a member of a group of southern African Bantu-speaking peoples of Ngoni stock; or of a South African of
negroid ancestry; or of the Xhosa.} knobkerries.\fn{Rather short wooden clubs with a heavy round knob at one end that may be thrown
as a missile or used in close attack and that is used especially by aborigines of southern Africa .} Those were his praises.
Whenever one of the old men greeted him with these praises, he would shake his head and say: “ Shiyakhona,
leave it there.”
His jaw was crooked and a big scar ran from ear to chin. He was a kind old soul who always greeted us children with a smile, even though the smile was a bit wry because of his disfigured jaw.
Still, we liked him very much, but wondered what it was that had hurt him so badly.
One evening we were sitting around a fire eating imbasha. Imbasha is a word for grains of dry mealies
\fn{Maize.} which have been soaked overnight in water. We fried imbasha in a likesi, the upturned lid of a threelegged iron pot. We had to snatch it off the likesi whilst it was still hot and dancing. Once imbasha cooled, it
became hard again and unchewable.
We were having our imbasha when bold Mncina started telling us about what they used to do when they were
umbutho, the King’s regiment
“You know Nkambule,” he said screwing up his jaw. “You know whom I mean?” Yes, we knew whom he
meant.
“I was in the same regiment with him. Ho, ho, you boys do not know anything. Ask from this one,” he said
pointing at his chest.
“You say so, Mkhulu?”
“Yes, I say so. What can you tell me? You whose food is cooked for you by women, and yet have the liver to
call yourselves men! Sukani lapha, get off. You are nothing. You would never survive a single battle. You would
die like flies sprayed with sheep dip.”
“What are we supposed to do, Mkhulu?”
“Supposed to do? Listen to them. They ask what they are supposed to do!
“Do you not know that you should defend your king, your women, your children, your country and your
cattle? Is that not what a man was made for?
“Do you think that the Gods of Mswati made you to live and work for whitemen\fn{ So the text, here and
elsewhere.} and become their kaffirs? You are like women who work for their husbands. You till the fields and do
all the odd chores. You work for your white bosses in exchange for money, food and shelter. Sukani lapha, get
away. You area disgrace.
“Thina, we became regiments of the king. We learnt to live a hard life. Nobody gave us food. We had to fend
for ourselves. Who would feed you in the field of battle?”
“You say so, Mkhulu?”
The old man did not answer. He looked into the distance, the distance of time.
The firelight showed the skin of his furrowed forehead. It drew tighter and tighter into wrinkles and his eyes
shone brighter and smaller as he looked back into the past.
No one could disturb him then.
“Ya,”\fn{Yes.} he said after a time. “You cannot understand, children of my children. I lived in a different
world. You cannot understand.”
“Hawu Mkhulu?”
“I was telling you about the scar on …” Mkhulu twisted his jaw to indicate whom he meant.
“Yes, Mkhulu. Please tell us. What happened to him?”
“What happened? He nearly died, that one. But, hayi, the man is strong. I tell you, they though they had
finished him. Ubani yena, not that one. He got away through the small hole of a rat.”
“Hawu Mkhulu?”
“Lalelani nginitshele, just listen and let me tell you. You see, it all started a long time ago, this trouble with the
white people. It started when the great king Somhlolo\fn{ Sobhuza I (c.1795-1836/39, reigned from c.1815), founder of the
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Swazi nation. The name Somhlolo means “the wonder”.}

prophesied that people with white skins, blue eyes and hair that
hangs down like mealie tassels would come from the sea.
“King Somhlolo said we should not fight them. We should not spill even a drop of that foreign blood on this
land.
“Indeed, long after he of the right hand had gone to join his forefathers, the white people came.\fn{ During the
1860’s.}
“When they came, they asked for, and were given land by the good king Mbandzeni who was reigning at the
time.\fn{He began his reign in 1875; the stream of European prospectors and concession hungers became a flood under his rule .}
“You see, it was our tradition that strangers to a country should be given land and helped to set up home. It was
in that spirit that they\fn{Boers, largely, expanding south and east from their settlements in Transvaal .} were given land to
pasture their sheep and cattle.
“The white people used to come down to Swaziland in the winter, driving flocks of sheep to eat up the king’s
green grass.
“Unlike other black people who had come to the country, the whites did not join the Swazi nations.\fn{ The
Swazi nation has at its core the Dlamini tribe, who strove to establish their control over the clans among whom they had settled; and who,
by the end of the 18th century, had achieved considerable success in assimilating some of them and in forging bonds with others to create a
new political grouping. By 1860, under the rule of Mswati II, Sobhuza’s son, whom later generations describe as “their greatest fighting
king”, this amalgamation of clans extended their power through conquest and assimilation far beyond the boundaries of present-day
Swaziland.} They merely used the privileges and rights of the Swazis without the attendant responsibilities, like

serving in the regiments, joining in collective community work and so on.
“Naturally, we did not like that. We did not like to see those flocks driven down from faraway Transvaal, coming here to devour our grass free of charge. Especially because those animals, the tiklabu sheep, were so very tasty
to the tongue.
“We decided to have our own back for the destruction of our grass by these animals.
“The whitemen used to come here with people whom they had dressed up in old torn dirty clothing. These
people they called their kaffirs, and that is how we came to call them, emakhafula emabhunu.
“Usually two of these men would look after a big flock of sheep. They used to drive the sheep in a long line on
the road. One chap would lead the flock and the other would be right at the back.
“The line would extend as far as from here to that antheap.” Mkhulu pointed into the dark at an antheap that
was about two hundred yards away.
“We studied the way they were driven,” said Mkhulu. “We got the kaffirs to get used to seeing us washing in
the rivers near the bridges over which they passed.
“The bridges were low and narrow in those days; just wide enough for a wagon to cross.
“As the line of sheep went past over the bridge, we quickly snatched a few, and sat on them in the water. Sheep
do not cry so they drowned quietly, and the shepherds went on unaware.
“At the next bridge the same thing happened. Altogether, we found ourselves with over twenty sheep.
“The sheep were normally counted in the mornings to see if any had strayed off or been stolen during the
night.
“That gave us the whole night to hide our loot. We never regarded ourselves as having stolen the sheep. We felt
we were entitled to repossess some of these animals to avenge the loss of our grass, that’s all.
“Anyway we dug a big hole in the middle of the king’s field and buried our sheep in a hole this deep.” Mkhulu
raised his hand about four feet from the ground.
“We stacked the animals close, wool. And all, and we covered the hole. Then early in the morning when you
could only see the horns of the cattle, we were up collecting wood and stacking the wood over our secret.
“The Lion of Somhlolo had been pleased to give relish to the regiment,\fn{ Refreshment to the troops. “Regiment” is
the correct expression; Sobhuza I adopted the Zulu age-group system of military organization, which created regiments across clan loyalties
and which were at all times strictly disciplined .} that day we got the sheep. Relish for the regiments meant an ox. It had

been slaughtered and hung overnight.
“By sunrise the fire was roaring and we were cutting up the beast, ready to roast it.
“When the shepherds counted their flock that morning, they found over twenty sheep missing.
“The Boer had arrived at the camp with dogs to watch overnight. No dog had barked in the night.
“However, the shepherds remembered seeing members of the regiment bathing in the rivers when they were
driving the sheep.
“The Boer suspected.
“Onto his horse, straight to the nearest police post at Bremersdorp.
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“When the sun was this high, we saw them raising dust in the distance. The metal plates on their mounts
glittered in the morning sun. It was them. It was the formidable mounted police, zona ngempela izimawundeni.
“They came with the Boer and his shepherds in tow.
“Yes, the shepherds recognized some of us. We were the ones they had passed as they drove the sheep down
the previous day.
“Did we see any lost sheep?
“No. Which lost sheep?
“What are we roasting on the fire?
“Meat.
“Meat? What kind of meat?
“Meat from an ox. There is the skin.
“Sure. Why not? Any piece you fancy.
“After that the Boer and the police held short counsel. They left a few to search over us and the rest continued
to the Great Place. They got permission to search our huts. Nothing.
“They searched the surrounding area. Nothing.
“They gave up the search and came back to join those they had left to watch us.
“We were too busy roasting and feasting on our meat to worry about them and their lost sheep.
“After lingering around a bit, asking stupid questions and getting stupid answers, they decided to go.
“I do not need to tell you that the sheep were roasting beautifully in the earth below the big fire. The coolness
of the earth preserved the meat for days and days. Every evening we dug up a sheep or two.”
“Kanti Mkhulu, you used to be naughty when you were young,” somebody said.
“Naughty? Just listen to this one. What do you mean naughty? Can’t you see that ours was a mere act of
avenging the grass which belonged to the land, grass that was being destroyed by these animals? What are you
saying, kanti bakuthengile, eh? You have eaten the saliva of the white man.”
We all laughed.
“But Mkhulu, you have not told us about the one who is like this.”
“Ssh,” whispered Mkhulu. “He does not like it. Never talk about it again.”
He looked about him in the dark to see if anyone was snooping.
“You see,” he continued, “most Boers used to come with their flocks of sheep and go back to the Transvaal in
summer.
“But there was this one who decided to bring his wife and build a house across the river. He came down with
his shepherds, his sheep, cattle, goats, pits and chickens.
“He was clever. He changed his workers frequently so that we never came to know them well enough to get
them drunk and help ourselves to the Boer’s animals.
“However, our hearts did not stop bleeding for the King’s grass as the animals multiplied. We decided that
enough was enough.
“One evening we approached the place about midnight. It was a cloudy and misty night, just the right time and
setting for repossession.
“Quickly, we collected a few chickens and sheep. Sheep are easy because they never make a noise and, of
course, they are the tastiest.”
“What about the chickens, Mkhulu? They are so noisy.”
“Boys of today know nothing. We had learnt that when it rains, chickens hide their heads under their wings.
“So, we carried a tin of water with us and as we approached the chickens, we scattered the water over the
fowls and the fowls put their heads under their wings.
“Whilst it was still in that position, we would grab a fowl and wring its neck. Not a sound.
“The following day the Boer quarreled with his workers and sent them away. He brought out a new group but
he continued to lose his animals.
“But, lafika ilanga elisilima, and indeed, when it dawned we did not realize that it was the day that was to
make us look stupid with our well-planned designs.
“We used to go in turns to pick up something from the Boer’s farm. It happened to be Nkambule’s turn that
night.
“He had just got inside the fence when he stumbled over a string.
“Maye babo. O fathers. The string was tied to a bell on the Boer’s verandah. The bell went kring, kring, kring.
“The Boer was up, gun in hand. His workers came out carrying lanterns and kerries. They surrounded the
whole place. Feet were running and people were shouting; the place was in an uproar.
“The chickens clacked and the pigs squealed and grunted, grousing at the untimely disturbance.
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“The night was so dark you could not see your own hand if you put it out in front of your eyes. The mist was
thick and it was drizzling and slippery. The lanterns were closing in around the yard.
“He knew he did not dare to try and get out. He was trapped.
“The area in which the Boer kept his animals was fenced in and the lanterns were surrounding it. Nkambule
decided at that moment to take off the only thing he had on, emajobo, the loin skin covering his front and back
below the waist.
“He put his head between his forearms and joined the pigs, grunting and pushing in the dark.
“His shining black body was difficult to detect among the large black pigs, in the dim light of the lanterns.
They could not spot him, but they knew he was somewhere in there.
“After waiting for some time in the dampness of the night, the Boer left the others with instructions to vang
hom, you must catch him, and went back into his house to catch some sleep.
“By this time, if it had been a clear night, the morning star inkwenkwezi would be rising. Before long it was
going to be light. Nkambule realized his time was running out.
“Gingerly, he crawled towards the fence. He had his hand outstretched in an attempt to feel for the string. He
touched nothing.
“He crawled further and still he touched nothing. He raised his head just that much. His head found the string.
“He had no time. He jumped over the fence and dashed. He was just a little slower than the raised knobkerrie
in front of him.
“It caught him flush on the jaw.
“He stumbled and fell. He got up and ran on all fours.
“The man behind reached out to catch him. The man’s hand glided down the slippery wet naked body.
“Nkambule regained his feet and ran. Nango eshona. But suka, the man behind him was closing in again fast.
The thudding steps were directly behind him.
“Quickly, he squatted on the ground. The chap came upon him full speed. He tripped over Nkambule’s body
and fell on his face. He landed on hard gravel which stripped his flesh into strings.
“Meantime, Nkambule picked himself up and got on to the man. ‘Nangu nyoko,’ he said, bringing his bare foot
down hard onto the back of the man’s head.
“The man’s front teeth collided violently with the hard gravel and dislodged.
“Gone was Nkambule.”
92.136 Africans\fn{by Sheila May Kohler (1941-

)}

Johannesburg, Gauteng Province, South Africa (F) 3

Mother preferred Zulu servants. She said they had been disciplined warriors.\fn{ Their military power, which may be
said to have been perfected by 1817 under Shaka, was not broken until the Zulu War of 1879, and then only with the use of well-placed
artillery and a small army of 4,200 Europeans under General F. A. Thesiger .} They were obedient, conscientious, and fiercely
loyal. Their society was built on loyalty. They had had great, autocratic rulers who were astute military strategists
and who conquered much territory in a series of bloody wars.\fn{ Zulu legend, reinforced by traveler’s tales, make the Zulu a

separate tribe in the valley of the White Mfolosi River by the end of the 17 th century; in 1756 they were described by shipwrecked
Europeans as very proud, careful in the preparation of food, very cleanly in their person and jealous of their women .} There was
Dingane.\fn{One of Shaka’s half-brothers, who murdered him in 1828 and ruled the Zulu until he was himself was overthrown in
1829.} There was Dingiswayo.\fn{Paramount Chief of the Zulu (1807-1818); lord over thirty Chiefs, though only some 2,000 Zulu
in all), it was probably he who converted both their circumcision guilds into the basis of a regimental system for military as distinct from
social purposes, and also the horned-crescent formation of the ceremonial hunting into a military tactic .} There was the cruel
Shaka, \fn{(1787-1828), Paramount Chief from 1817; a Norwegian missionary long resident in Zululand, named Schreuder, described
Shaka as “a really great man, cruel and unscrupulous but with many great qualities” and Digane, who appears to have exceeded Shak’s
reign in wanton cruelty, as “merely a beast on two legs.” } who armed his men with short, stabbing spears\fn{ Assegai.} and
made them walk barefoot for greater speed and mobility.\fn{ They were said to be able to cover some 40 miles a day .} He
taught them new military tactics\fn{The use of the assegai was made general; shields were improved; spies, scouts and decoys
were efficiently used; and a scorched-earth policy mandated if the Zulu were forced to retreat .} and obliged them to remain
celibate until they were forty. He ordered his impis\fn{Regiments of armed men.} to walk off a cliff to prove their

loyalty. They were our Prussians, Mother said.
Mother preferred the men to the women because, she said, they worked even harder, did not fall pregnant, did
not indulge in unnecessary chatter, and did not hesitate to perform whatever was asked of them. They rose before
dawn to brush the carpets, to polish the silver and the floors, piling all the furniture in the middle of the room.
They scrubbed the kitchen floor on their knees.
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When they served at table, they dressed in starched white jackets and trousers, which rustled as they floated
quietly and efficiently about in soft sand-shoes. Red sashes ran slantwise across their chests from shoulder to
waist and ended in tassels that dangled on their hips like decorations of valor. They wore white gloves and tapped
an opener against the bottle to ask us what we would like to drink.
*
The Zulu my sister and I loved best was John Mazaboko. He called my sister Mk-Mk-Mkatie because of the
initials on her silver christening bowl, which he polished almost into oblivion. Whenever he saw her, he would
chuckle as though they shared some secret understanding. We followed him around the house and watched him as
he polished the floors and the furniture and the shoes, even the soles of the shoes.
He was unusually tall, and so strong he was able to catch the ancient armoire when it fell forward and almost
crushed my sister as a small child. But his hands were gentle. Mother said he could not bear to hear us cry when
we were babies and would beg the severe Scottish nanny to allow him to hold us in his arms.
He taught us how to ride bicycles and ran down the bank beside my sister under the flamboyants, waving the
dishcloth at her and shouting, “Khale, khale, Mkatie,” warning her to watch out as she wobbled along.
He told us stories about the Tokolosh, the evil spirit who lived in the fish pond at the bottom of the garden. He
told us all the jacarandas in the garden were good except for the last one on the left, which was bad. We never
went near it.
He was the one my sister called when she accidentally stepped on her beloved little budgerigar, a small,
brightly colored parrot, which lay flapping its broken wings on the floor. He took its pulsing neck between his
fingers and wrung it swiftly. “Better like this,” he told her.
He brought us freshly squeezed orange juice in the early mornings, entering the nursery with a tray and the
newspaper for the nanny, drawing back the lined curtains to let light into the room and wishing us a good morning
with a grave Sawubona.
Once, the Scottish nanny, a diminutive woman, known as a “white nanny” to distinguish her from the black
ones, summoned him to clean the inside of a malodorous cupboard. Wrinkling her nose, she said, “It smells Zulu.”
He bent down from his great height onto his hands and knees and scrubbed the closet clean.
*
After our father’s death, our mother withdrew, closed many of the rooms in the house, draped the furniture
with sheets, and gradually fired all the other servants. Even the Scottish nanny was fired, for stealing Mother’s
knitting needles and hiding them under her mattress so that Mother would not find them. The nanny slammed the
door behind her and mumbled,
“These children would be better off in an orphanage.”
Only John remained.
It was South Africa in the forties, and he was looking after two little girls and their mother. He seemed sad.
“He’s not too pleased,” Mother told us. “He’s actually a bit of a snob, you know.”
Sometimes when he came indoors we would find Mother slumped on the sofa, food trickling down her chiffon
dress, a cigarette burning her fingers, an empty glass on the floor. We would call John, and he would carry her to
bed.
I can see him, in a brief moment of reprieve, leaning against the whitewashed wall of the empty servants’
quarters, smoking his pipe in the sun. My sister sits beside him on the red earth.
*
I remember my sister running into him in the narrow corridor after emerging from her bath. A slip of a girl
despite all the food she consumed, she was totally naked. John lifted his eyes to the ceiling and gasped in horror.
*
For some years we did not see John except during the holidays. Mother sent my sister and me to a boarding
school run along the lines of an English school from the last century; we wore green tunics, measured four inches
above the knee; we read nineteenth-century authors and studied history that stopped before the First World
War,\fn{1914-1918.} which was considered too recent to be taught objectively. We slept in long dormitories, the
little ones crying out for their mothers. My sister dreamed that she had passed John on the stairs without knowing
who he was.
We were kept busy. We spent most of our time after class doing sport to combat sexual urges, and to learn team
spirit. My sister, who was tall and athletic, won prizes. But ambition was not considered seemly for Christian
girls. We were taught meekness—for the meek would inherit the earth—as well as obedience, diligence, and, like
the Zulus, loyalty. As our headmistress pointed out, most of us were destined to be mothers and wives.
*
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When my sister first told me about her decision to marry, I was living overseas with my husband and home just
for a visit. It was raining hard that afternoon and hailing, as it does so often out there, and we could hear the
hailstones beating against the long windows. We were in the big kitchen with the pull-out bins where the flour and
the meal were kept, near the small, dark pantry where the big sacks of oranges were stored. There was the familiar
smell of wet coal from John’s fire in the courtyard. The room was dimly lit, and John, as usual, was polishing the
silver with a toothbrush. His head was bent, and he whistled softly as he worked, the newspaper spread before
him. He lifted his head and tilted it with interest, listening to us.
“Who is he?” I asked.
“A doctor, a heart surgeon,” my sister said.
“You said you wanted to be a doctor, Mkatie,” John reminded her, and chuckled.
My sister hesitated.
“He’s an Afrikaner. You can imagine how much Mother likes that.” She paced back and forth restlessly. Lightning lit up the room.
“She’s dead set against the match, thinks the family is common, and keeps talking about his mother being too
broad in the beam. Some old girlfriend of my fiancé’s called Mother and begged her not to let me marry him.”
John waved the toothbrush at my sister as he had the dishcloth when she wobbled down the bank on her
bicycle for the first time. “What did this woman say?” he asked.
“She just kept saying, ‘please don’t let her marry him.’ My sister went on. “He’s really very handsome and
clever. Passed his matric at sixteen. Did all his studies on scholarship. Father does something on the railways.
Doesn’t have any money.”
“What is he like?” I asked her.
“Frank, brutally frank. It’s refreshing. Do you know what I mean?” I nodded my head, and John stared down at
the toothbrush in his hand.
*
At the wedding my sister stood in her white dress, the handsome groom and all the bridesmaids and flower
girls at her side on the stone steps of the church. Naturally, John was not with them.\fn{ It would have been forbidden by
statute for him to be there, because, though the overwhelming majority of his skin color in his own country, he was an African .} My
sister said,
“Thank goodness Mother has let me have John.”
“What did he say?”
“I didn’t even ask him. I can’t imagine starting up housekeeping, or life, for that matter, without him. I don’t
know how you do without help. Mother will move to the cottage, and he will stay with us in the big house.”
*
The next time I visited my sister, John greeted us in the driveway of the house.
“Nkosaszana,” he said, addressing my daughter with the Zulu title of honor and bowing his head, holding her
hand.
My sister told me that something had happened. We were enjoying the December weather. The garden was
green and filled with flowers: blue and white agapanthus grew by the pool, and the jacarandas were in bloom
again. We were wearing our swimsuits and sun hats, rocking back and forth on the swing seat and sipping lemonade, the ice melting in our glasses. The shifting light from the water shimmered in the feathery leaves of the
acacia tree. My sister paused, forcing me to pay attention.
“Go on. So what was it?” I said.
She had given a party for her husband’s family, inviting all the brothers and sisters, uncles and aunts, and their
friends. She had done the flowers, great bowls of arum lilies and peonies, and ordered champagne. John had roasted chickens, baked gem squash and apple pies. He had laid them out on the trestle table on the verandah, next to
the bottles of champagne, which were lined up like soldiers on a field of damask. He was wearing his starched
white uniform and the red sash with the tassel.
In the middle of it all, my sister noticed that her husband was not in the crowded room, so she went looking for
him.
Her husband had seemed short-tempered that evening, as he often did, saying it was because of fatigue from
the long hours in the operating room, or because of my sister’s careless housekeeping. He insisted that she be at
home every day for lunch and complained that there was no discipline in the house. They had argued over the
state of his white linen pants. John had not pressed them properly, her husband claimed.
Now she could not find him.
It was a particularly fine night, the air warm, the sky wild with stars. She burst into his study, where she
discovered him on the floor, embracing another man.
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“It was such a terrible shock. His whole family was there, all of our friends. What could I do?” my sister asked
me.
“Screamed,” I said. “Kicked them in the balls. Turned them out of the house. Made a scandal!”
“But I couldn’t, you see. He would have been ruined, struck off the doctor rolls.”
*
My sister’s husband made their boy exercise in the morning to keep slim. He had him do sit-ups and scrub his
fair skin with a loofah in the bath. When the boy brought his friends home to play, his father followed them into
the changing rooms by the swimming pool and stared at them and touched them. The boy grew silent and sullen.
*
My sister asked, “Will you go to the lawyer with me? I can’t. He follows me. He will find me anywhere. I am
afraid of what he will do.”
*
“Sorrow seems incongruous here,” my sister said to me as John brought us a cup of tea in the garden. It was
late afternoon, and I was visiting again.
All those visits, year after year, have run into one another. Only certain moments remain clear in my mind. By
then my sister was keeping the shutters down and sleeping for hours in the afternoons. We could hear the flapping
of wings, the cry of the swallows. Someone was singing in the bamboo. It was spring and already hot out there.
The three of us, she, John, and I, strolled down into the cool of the garden together and sat I the shade of the
flamboyants, where John had taught us to ride our bicycles.
He had grown thinner over the years, his face more gaunt, as though he had turned inward and was bent on
polishing himself into oblivion. Life in that house had worn away his spirit. His eyes had lost that glimmer of
humor when he looked at my sister.
Now he seat beside us in his impeccable khaki trousers and shirt. Big, bulbous clouds floated across the sky.
He looked at my sister and said,
“Mkatie, you are not eating enough, I keep telling you. You don’t listen to me any more. You are losing too
much weight.”
“How can I eat?” she said. She told us she had awakened one night and found her husband digging up the rose
garden outside Mother’s cottage in order to plant cabbages. He had thrown a glass at her, cutting her lip, the blood
streaming down her chin.
*
Shortly afterward, my sister left for Rome and Istanbul. She wrote to me that she had met someone there.
“He was at the airport, and I watched him stride across the runway. He looks like a David, Donatello’s\fn
{Which he made between c.1430-1435, the first nude statue of the Renaissance, and the first statue since Antiquity to be cast in the
round.} and Michaelangelo’s.”\fn{Which he made between 1501-1504.}
When my sister arrived back home, her husband found a letter from the Turkish lover and cut his wrists and
lay at the bottom of the stairs and called John and all the children to come and watch him die. John clucked his
tongue and shook his head and did what he was asked to do. All the children stood in a hushed circle with John at
the bottom of the stairs and watched the blood running down their father’s hands. My sister found them,
unmoving, the light behind them, “Like a chorus of angels in some medieval painting,” she wrote. They rushed
her husband to a clinic, where he recuperated, and he came home to fly into rages if anyone spoke of Turkish
delight.
*
He beat the children with a belt, especially the boy, broke his bones. He beat the eldest girl unconscious. My
sister did not submit to his beating her or the children without a fight. She was stronger than he when she was
angry, grabbing his hair and biting, kicking his shins.
*
Once she had him at her mercy. He shouted for the servant. “John, help me,” he screamed.
They were in her bedroom, the long windows open onto the lawn.
“Yes, Baas.” John came as usual, swiftly and silently, looming in the doorway, watching my sister hold her
husband, his arms pinned.
“What are you standing there for, help me, for God’s sake,” his master cried.
John did not move.
“Do what I tell you. Put her on the bed.”
John grasped my sister and held her down. At first she struggled, called out to him. “What are you doing!” But
when he did not reply and she saw no glimmer of response in his eyes, she gave up.
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I imagine her lying on the blue silk counterpane, her face swollen as if she has soaked up water. All the
delicate colors have run. She can hear the cries of children, see the sprinkler turning, a rainbow in the spray. Her
hair blows across her pale forehead, a flush spreads over her cheeks like a stain. There is a scar on her lower lip.
Her small chin trembles. Her eyes are round and strained, shaded by thick lashes, awash with tears, and as soft a
blue as the silk beneath her. She looks up and sees the faces bending over her, a blur of black and white.
The white baas takes off his belt and beats her across her legs, her breasts, her face.
92.139 The Prophetess\fn{by Njabulo Simakahle Ndebele (1948(M) 8

)}

Johannesburg, Gauteng Province, South Africa

The boy knocked timidly on the door, while a big fluffy dog sniffed at his ankles. That dog made him uneasy;
he was afraid of strange dogs and this fear made him anxious to go into the house as soon as possible.
But there was no answer to his knock. Should he simply turn the doorknob and get in? What would the
prophetess say? Would she curse him?
He was not sure now which he feared more: the prophetess or the dog. If he stood longer there at the door, the
dog might soon decide that he was up to some mischief after all. If he left, the dog might decide he was running
away.
And the prophetess! What would she say when she eventually opened the door to find no one there? She might
decide someone had been fooling, and would surely send lightning after the boy.
But then, leaving would also bring the boy another problem: he would have to leave without the holy water for
which his sick mother had sent him to the prophetess.
There was something strangely intriguing about the prophetess and holy water. All that one was to do, the boy
had so many times heard in the streets of the township, was fill a bottle with water and take it to the prophetess.
She would then lay her hands on the bottle and pray. And the water would be holy. And the water would have
curing powers. That‘s what his mother had said too.
The boy knocked again, this time with more urgency. But he had to be careful not to annoy the prophetess. It
was getting darker and the dog continued to sniff at his ankles. The boy tightened his grip round the neck of the
bottle he had just filled with water from the street tap on the other side of the street, just opposite the prophetess’s
house. He would hit the dog with this bottle. What’s more, if the bottle broke he would stab the dog with the sharp
glass. But what would the prophetess say? She would probably curse him.
The boy knocked again, but this time he heard the faint voice of a woman.
“Kena!” the voice said.
The boy quickly turned the knob and pushed. The door did not yield. And the dog growled. The boy turned the
knob again and pushed. This time the dog gave a sharp bark, and the boy knocked frantically.
Then he heard the bolt shoot back, and saw the door open to reveal darkness. Half the door seemed to have
disappeared into the dark. The boy felt fur brush past his leg as the dog scurried into the house.
“Voetsek!” the woman cursed suddenly.
The boy wondered whether the woman was the prophetess. But as he was wondering, the dog brushed past him
again, slowly this time. In spite of himself, the boy felt a pleasant, tickling sensation and a slight warmth where
the fur of the dog had touched him.
The warmth did not last, but the tickling sensation lingered, going up to the back of his neck and seeming to
caress it. Then he shivered and the sensation disappeared, shaken off in the brief involuntary tremor.
“Dogs stay out!” shouted the woman, adding, “This is not at the white man’s.”
The boy heard a slow shuffle of soft leather shoes receding into the dark room. The woman must be moving
away from the door, the boy thought. He followed into the house.
“Close the door,” ordered the woman who was still moving somewhere in the dark. But the boy had already
done so.
*
Although it was getting dark outside, the room was much darker and the fading day threw some of its waning
light into the room through the windows. The curtains had not yet been drawn. Was it an effort to save candles,
the boy wondered. His mother had scolded him many times for lighting up\fn{ Lighting the candles.} before it was
completely dark.
The boy looked instinctively toward the dull light coming in through the window. He was anxious, though,
about where the woman was now, in the dark. Would she think he was afraid when she caught him looking out to
the light?
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But the thick, dark green leaves of vine outside, lapping lazily against the window, attracted and held him like
a spell. There was no comfort in that light; it merely reminded the boy of his fear, only a few minutes ago, when
he walked under that dark tunnel of vine which arched over the path from the gate to the door. He had dared not
touch that vine and its countless velvety, black, and juicy grapes that hung temptingly within reach, or rested
lusciously on forked branches. Silhouetted against the darkening summer sky, the bunches of grapes had each
looked like a cluster of small cones narrowing down to a point.
“Don’t touch that vine!” was the warning almost everyone in Charterstown township knew. It was said that the
vine was all coated with thick, invisible glue. And that was how the prophetess caught all those who stole out in
the night to steal her grapes.
They would be glued there to the vine, and would be moaning for forgiveness throughout the cold night, until
the morning, when the prophetess would come out of the house with the first rays of the sun, raise her arms into
the sky, and say:
“Away, away, sinful man; go and sin no more!”
Suddenly, the thief would be free, and would walk away feeling a great release that turned him into a new man.
That vine; it was on the lips of everyone in the township every summer.
*
One day when the boy had played truant with three of his friends, and they were coming back from town by
bus, some grown-ups in the bus were arguing about the prophetess’s vine. The bus was so full that it was hard for
anyone to move. The three truant friends, having given their seats to grown-ups, pressed against each other in a
line in the middle of the bus and could see most of the passengers.
“Not even a cow can tear away from that glue,” said a tall, dark man who had high cheekbones. His
balaclava \fn{A hoodlike knitted cap covering the head, neck, and part of the shoulders and worn especially by soldiers and
mountaineers; named after a village in the Crimea, Russia, where a battle of the Crimean War was fought on October 25, 1854 .} was a
careless heap on his head. His mustache, which had been finely rolled into two semicircular horns, made him look
fierce. And when he gesticulated with his tin lunch box, he looked fiercer still.
“My question is only one,” said a big woman whose big arms rested thickly on a bundle of washing on her lap.
“Have you ever seen a person caught there? Just answer that one question.”
She spoke with finality, and threw her defiant skepticism outside at the receding scene of men cycling home
from work in single file. The bus moved so close to them that the boy had feared the men might get hit.
“I have heard of one silly chap that got caught!” declared a young man.
He was sitting with others on the long seat at the rear of the bus. They had all along been laughing and exchanging ribald jokes. The young man had thick lips and red eyes. As he spoke he applied the final touches of saliva
with his tongue to brown paper rolled up with tobacco.
“When?” asked the big woman. “Exactly when, I say? Who was that person?”
“These things really happen!” said a general chorus of women.
“That’s what I know,” endorsed the man with the balaclava, and then added, “You see, the problem with some
women is that they will not listen; they have to oppose a man. They just have to.”
“What is that man saying now?” asked another woman. “This matter started off very well, but his road you are
now taking will get us lost.”
“That’s what I’m saying too,” said the big woman, adjusting her bundle of washing somewhat unnecessarily.
She continued: “A person shouldn’t look this way or that, or take a corner here or there. Just face me straight: I
asked a question.”
“These things really happen,” said the chorus again.
“That’s it, good ladies, make your point: push very strongly,” shouted the young man at the back. “Love is
having women like you,” he added, much to the enjoyment of his friends. He was now smoking, and his rolled-up
cigarette looked small between his thick fingers.
“Although you have no respect,” said the big woman, “I will let you know that this matter is no joke.”
“Of course this is not a joke!” shouted a new contributor. He spoke firmly and in English. His eyes seemed to
burn with anger. He was young and immaculately dressed, his white shirt collar resting neatly on the collar of his
jacket. A young nurse in a white uniform sat next to him.
“The mother there,” he continued, “asks you very clearly whether you have ever seen a person caught by the
supposed prophetess’s supposed trap. Have you?”
“She didn’t say that, man,” said the young man at the back, passing the roll\fn{ The cigarette.} to one of his
friends. “She only asked when this person was caught and who it was.”
The boys at the back laughed. There was a lot of smoke now at the back of the bus.
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“My question was,” said the big woman, turning her head to glare at the young man, “have you ever seen a
person caught there? That’s all.” Then she looked outside. She seemed angry now.
“Don’t be angry, mother,” said the young man at the back. There was more laughter. “I was only trying to
understand,” he added.
“And that’s our problem,” said the immaculately dressed man, addressing the bus. His voice was sure and
strong.
“We laugh at everything; just stopping short of seriousness. Is it any wonder that the white man is still sitting
on us? The mother there asked a very straightforward question, but she is answered vaguely about things happening.
“Then there is disrespectful laughter at the back there.
“The truth is you have no proof. None of you. Have you ever seen anybody caught by this prophetess? Never.
It’s all superstition. And so much about this prophetess also. Some of us are tired of her stories.”
There was a stunned silence in the bus. Only the heavy drone of an engine struggling with an overloaded bus
could be heard. It was the man with the balaclava who broke the silence.
“Young man,” he said, “by the look of things you must be a clever, educated person, but you just note one
thing. The prophetess might just be hearing all this, so don’t be surprised when a bolt of lightning strikes you on a
hot sunny day. And we shall be there at your funeral, young man, to say how you brought misfortune upon your
head.”
Thus had the discussion ended. But the boy had remembered how, every summer, bottles of all sizes filled with
liquids of all kinds of colors would dangle from vines and peach and apricot trees in many yards in the township.
No one dared steal fruit from those trees. Who wanted to be glued in shame to a fruit tree? Strangely, though,
only the prophetess’s tress had no bottles hanging from their branches.
*
The boy turned his eyes away from the window and focused into the dark room. His eyes had adjusted slowly
to the darkness, and he saw the dark form of the woman shuffling away from him.
She probably wore those slippers that had a fluff on top. Old women seemed to love them.
Then a white receding object came into focus. The woman wore a white doek\fn{An Afrikaans word for a cloth,
especially a head-cloth.} on her head. The boy’s eyes followed the doek. It took a right-angled turn—probably round
the table. And then the dark form of the table came into focus. The doek stopped, and the boy heard the screech of
a chair being pulled; and the doek descended somewhat and was still.
There was silence in the room. The boy wondered what to do. Should he grope for a chair? Or should he squat
on the floor respectfully? Should he greet or wait to be greeted? One never knew with the prophetess. Why did his
mother have to send him to this place? The fascinating stories about the prophetess, to which the boy would add
graphic details as if he had also met her, were one thing; but being in her actual presence was another.
The boy then became conscious of the smell of camphor. His mother always used camphor whenever she
complained of pains in her joints. Was the prophetess ill then? Did she pray for her on water? Suddenly, the boy
felt at ease, as if the discovery that a prophetess could also feel pain somehow made her explainable.
“Lumela ’me,” he greeted. Then he cleared his throat.
“Eea ngoanaka,” she responded. After a little while she asked:
“Is there something you want, little man?”
It was a very thin voice. It would have been completely detached had it not been for a hint of tiredness in it.
She breathed somewhat heavily. Then she coughed, cleared her throat, and coughed again. A mixture of rough
discordant sounds filled the dark room as if everything was coming out of her insides, for she seemed to breathe
out her cough from deep within her.
And the boy wondered: If she coughed too long, what would happen? Would something come out? A lung?
The boy saw the form of the woman clearly now: she had bent forward somewhat. Did anything come out of her
on to the floor?
The cough subsided. The woman sat up and her hands fumbled with something around her breasts. A white
cloth emerged. She leaned forward again, cupped her hands, and spat into the cloth. Then she stood up and
shuffled away into further darkness away from the boy. A door creaked, and the white doek disappeared. The boy
wondered what to do because the prophetess had disappeared before he could say what he had come for. He
waited.
More objects came into focus. Three white spots on the table emerged. They were placed diagonally across the
table. Tablemats. There was a small round black patch on the middle one. Because the prophetess was not in the
room, the boy was bold enough to move near the table and touch the mats. They were crocheted mats. The boy
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remembered the huge lacing that his mother had crocheted for the church altar. ALL SAINTS CHURCH was
crocheted all over the lacing. There were a number of designs of chalices that carried the Blood of Our Lord.
Then the boy heard the sound of a match being struck. There were many attempts before the match finally
caught fire. Soon, the dull orange light of a candle came into the living room where the boy was, through a halfclosed door. More light flushed the living room as the woman came in carrying a candle. She looked round as if
she was wondering where to put the candle. Then she saw the ashtray on the middle mat, pulled it toward her, sat
down, and turned the candle over into the ashtray. Hot was dropped onto the ashtray. Then the prophetess turned
the candle upright and pressed its bottom on to the wax. The candle held.
The prophetess now peered through the light of the candle at the boy. Her thick lips protruded, pulling the
wrinkled skin and caving in the cheeks to form a kind of lip circle. She seemed always ready to kiss. There was a
line tattooed from the forehead to the ridge of a nose that separated small eyes that were half closed by large,
drooping eyelids. The white doek on her head was so huge that it made her face look small. She wore a green
dress and a starched green cape that had many white crosses embroidered on it. Behind her, leaning against the
wall, was a long bamboo cross.
The prophetess stood up again, and shuffled toward the window which was behind the boy. She closed the
curtains and walked back to her chair. The boy saw another big cross embroidered on the back of her cape. Before
she sat down she picked up the bamboo cross and held it in front of her.
“What did you say you wanted, little man?” she asked slowly.
“My mother sent me to ask for water,” said the boy, putting the bottle of water on the table.
“To ask for water?” she asked with mild exclamation, looking up at the bamboo cross. “That is very strange.
You came all the way from home to ask for water?”
“I mean,” said the boy, “holy water.”
“Ahh!” exclaimed the prophetess, “you did not say what you meant, little man.” She coughed, just once.
“Sit down, little man,” she said, and continued, “You see, you should learn to say what you mean. Words, little
man, are a gift from the Almighty, the Eternal Wisdom. He gave us all a little pinch of his mind and called on us
to think. That is why it is folly to misuse words or not to know how to use them well. Now, who is your mother?”
“My mother?” asked the boy, confused by the sudden transition. “My mother is staff nurse Masemola.”
“Ao!” exclaimed the prophetess, “you are the son of the nurse? Does she have such a big man now?” She
smiled a little and the lip circle opened. She smiled like a pretty woman who did not want to expose her cavities.
The boy relaxed somewhat, vaguely feeling safe because the prophetess knew his mother. This made him look
away from the prophetess for a while, and he saw that there was a huge mask on the wall just opposite her. It was
shining and black. It grinned all the time showing two canine teeth pointing upward. About ten feet away at the
other side of the wall was a picture of Jesus in which His chest was open, revealing His heart which had many
shafts of light radiating from it.
“Your mother has a heart of gold, my son,” continued the prophetess. “You are very fortunate, indeed, to have
such a parent. Remember, when she says, “My boy, take this message to that house”, go. When she says, “My
boy, let me send you to the shop”, go. And when she says, “My boy, pick up a book and read”, pick up a book and
read. In all this she is actually saying to you, learn and serve. Those two things, little man, are the greatest inheritance.”
Then the prophetess looked up at the bamboo cross as if she saw something in it that the boy could not see.
She seemed to lose her breath for a while. She coughed deeply again, after which she went silent, her cheeks
moving as if she was chewing.
“Bring the bottle nearer,” she said finally. She put one hand on the bottle while with the other she held the
bamboo cross. Her eyes closed, she turned her face toward the ceiling. The boy saw that her face seemed to have
contracted into an intense concentration in such a way that the wrinkles seemed to have become deep gorges.
Then she began to speak.
“You will not know this hymn, boy, so listen. Always listen to new things. Then try to create too. Just as I have
learned never to page through the dead leaves of hymn books.” And she began to sing.
If the fish in a river
Boiled by the midday sun
Can wait for the coming of evening,
We too can wait
In this wind-frosted land,
The spring will come,
The spring will come.
If the reeds in winter
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Can dry up and seem dead
And then rise
In the spring,
We too will survive the fire that is coming
The fire that is coming,
We too will survive the fire that is coming.

It was a long, slow song. Slowly, the prophetess began to pray.
“God, the All Powerful! When called upon, You always listen. We direct our hearts and thoughts to You. How
else could it be? There is so much evil in the world; so much emptiness in our hearts; so much debasement of the
mind. But You, God of all power, are the wind that sweeps away evil and fills our hearts and minds with renewed
strength and hope. Remember Samson? Of course You do, O Lord. You created him, You, maker of all things. You
brought him out of a barren woman’s womb, and since then, we have known that out of the desert things will
grow, and that what grows out of the barren wastes has a strength that can never be destroyed.”
Suddenly, the candle flame went down. The light seemed to have gone into retreat as the darkness loomed out,
seemingly out of the very light itself, and bore down upon it, until there was a tiny blue flame on the table looking
so vulnerable and so strong at the same time. They boy shuddered and felt the coldness of the floor going up his
bare feet.
Then out of the dark came the prophetess’s laugh. It began as a giggle, the kind the girls would make when the
boy and his friends chased them down the street for a little kiss. The giggle broke into the kind of laughter that
produced tears when one was very happy. There was a kind of strange pleasurable rhythm to it that gave the boy a
momentary enjoyment of the dark, but the laugh gave way to a long shriek.
The boy wanted to rush out of the house. But something strong, yet intangible, held him fast to where he was.
It was probably the shriek itself that had filled the dark room and now seemed to come out of the mask on the
wall. The boy felt like throwing himself on the floor to wriggle and roll like a snake until he became tired and fell
into a long sleep at the end of which would be the kind of bliss the boy would feel when he was happy and his
mother was happy and she embraced him, so closely.
But the giggle, the laugh, the shriek, all ended as abruptly as they had started as the darkness swiftly receded
from the candle like the way ripples run away from where a stone has been thrown in the water. And there was
light. On the wall, the mask smiled silently, and the heart of Jesus sent out yellow light.
“Lord, Lord, Lord,” said the prophetess slowly in a quiet, surprisingly full voice which carried the same kind
of contentment that had been in the voice of the boy’s mother when one day he had come home from playing in
the street, and she was seated on the chair close to the kitchen door, just opposite the warm stove. And as soon as
she saw him come n, she embrace him all the while saying:
“I’ve been so ill; for so long, but I’ve got you. You’re my son. You’re my son. You’re my son.”
And the boy had smelled the faint smell of camphor on her, and he too embraced her, holding her firmly
although his arms could not go beyond his mother’s armpits. He remembered how warm his hands had become in
her armpits.
“Lord, Lord, Lord,” continued the prophetess, “have mercy on the desert in our hearts and in our thoughts.
Have mercy. Bless this water; fill it with your power; and may it bring rebirth. Let her and all others who will
drink of it feel the flower of newness spring alive in them; let those who drink it, break the chains of despair, and
may they realize that the desert wastes are really not barren, but that the vast sands that stretch into the horizon are
the measure of the seed in us.”
As the prophetess stopped speaking, she slowly lowered the bamboo cross until it rested on the floor. The boy
wondered if it was all over now. Should he stand up and get the blessed water and leave? But the prophetess soon
gave him direction.
“Come here, my son,” she said, “and kneel before me here.”
The boy stood up and walked slowly toward the prophetess. He knelt on the floor, his hands hanging at his
sides. The prophetess placed her hands on his head. They were warm, and the warmth seemed to go through his
hair, penetrating deep through his scalp into the very center of his head.
Perhaps, he thought, that was the soul of the prophetess going into him. Wasn’t it said that when the prophetess
placed her hands on a person’s head, she was seeing with her soul deep into that person; that, as a result, the
prophetess could never be deceived?
And the boy wondered how his lungs looked to her. Did she see the water that he had drunk from the tap just
across the street? Where was the water now? In the stomach? In the kidneys?
Then the hands of the prophetess moved all over the boy’s head, seeming to feel for something. They went
down the neck. They seemed cooler now, and the coolness seemed to tickle the boy for his neck was colder than
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those hands. Now they covered his face, and he saw, just before he closed his eyes, the skin folds on the hands so
close to his eyes that they looked like many mountains. Those hands smelled of blue soap and candle wax. But
there was no smell of snuff.
The boy wondered. Perhaps the prophetess did not use snuff after all. But the boy’s grandmother did, and her
hands always smelled of snuff. Then the prophetess spoke.
“My son,” she said, “we are made of all that is in the world. Go. Go and heal your mother.”
When she removed her hands from the boy’s face, he felt his face grow cold, and there was a slight sensation
of his skin shrinking. He rose from the floor, lifted the bottle with its snout, and backed away from the prophetess.
He then turned and walked toward the door.
As he closed it, he saw the prophetess shuffling away to the bedroom carrying the candle with her. He wondered when she would return the ashtray to the table. When he finally closed the door, the living room was dark,
and there was light in the bedroom.
*
It was night outside.
The boy stood on the verandah for a while, wanting his eyes to adjust to the darkness. He wondered also about
the dog. But it did not seem to be around. And there was that vine archway with its forbidden fruit and the
multicolored worms that always crawled all over the vine. As the boy walked under the tunnel of vine, he tensed
his neck, lowering his head as people to when walking in the rain. He was anticipating the reflex action of shaking
of a falling worm. Those worms were disgustingly huge, he thought. And there was also something terrifying
about their bright colors.
In the middle of the tunnel, the boy broke into a run and was out of the gate: free. He thought of his mother
waiting for the holy water; and he broke into a sprint, running west up Thipe Street toward home. As he got to the
end of the street, he heard the hum of the noise that came from the ever-crowded barbershops and the huge beer
hall just behind those shops. After the brief retreat in the house of the prophetess, the noise, the people, the shops,
the streetlights, the buses, and the taxis all seemed new.
Yet, somehow, he wanted to avoid any contact with all this activity. If he turned left at the corner, he would
have to go past the shops into the lit Moshoeshoe Street and its Friday night crowds. If he went right, he would
have to go past the now dark, ghostly Bantu-Batho post office, and then down through the huge gum trees behind
the Charterston clinic, and then past the quiet golf course.
The latter way would be faster, but too dark and dangerous for a mere boy, even with the spirit of the
prophetess in him. And were not dead bodies found there sometimes?
The boy turned left.
At the shops, the boy slowed down to maneuver through the crowds. He lifted the bottle to his chest and
supported it from below with the other hand. He must hold on to that bottle. He was going to heal his mother. He
tightened the bottle cap. Not a drop was to be lost. The boy passed the shops.
Under a street lamp just a few feet from the gate into the beer hall was a gang of boys standing in a tight circle.
The boy slowed down to an anxious stroll. Who were they, he wondered. He would have to run past them quickly.
No, there would be no need. He recognized Timi and Bubu. They were with the rest of the gang from the boy’s
neighborhood. Those were the bigger boys who were either in Standard Six or were already in secondary school
or were now working in town.
Timi recognized the boy.
“Ja, sonny boy,” greeted Timi. “What’s a picaninny like you doing alone in the streets at night?”
“Heit, bra Timi,” said the boy, returning the greeting. “Just from the shops, bra Timi,” he lied, not wanting to
reveal his real mission. Somehow that would not have been appropriate.
“Come on, you!” yelled another member of the gang, glaring at Timi.
It was Biza. Most of the times when the boy had seen Biza, the latter was stopping a girl and talking to her.
Sometimes the girl would laugh. Sometimes Biza would twist her arm until she “agreed”. In broad daylight!
“You don’t believe me,” continued Biza to Timi, “and when I try to show you some proof you turn away to
greet an ant.”
“Okay then,” said another, “what proof do you have? Everybody knows that Sonto is a hard girl to get.”
“Come closer then,” said Biza, “and I’ll show you.” The boy was closed out of the circle as the gang closed in
toward Biza, who was at the center. The boy became curious and got closer. The wall was impenetrable. But he
could clearly hear Biza.
“You see? You can all see. I’ve just come from that girl. Look! See? The liquid? See? When I touch it with my
finger and then leave it, it follows like a spider’s web.”
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“Well, my man,” said someone, “you can’t deceive anybody with that. It’s the usual trick. A fellow just blows
his nose and then applies the mucus there, and then emerges out of the dark saying he has just had a girl.”
“Let’s look again closely,” said another, “before we decide one way or the other.” And the gang pressed close
again.
“You see? You see?” Biza kept saying.
“I think Biza has had that girl,” said someone.
“It’s mucus, man, and nothing else,” said another.
“But you know Biza’s record in these matters, gents.”
“Another thing, how do we know it’s Sonto and not some other girl. Where is it written on Biza’s cigar that he
has just had Sonto? Show me where it’s written ‘Sonto’ there.”
“You’re jealous, you guys, that’s your problem,” said Biza.
The circle went loose and there was just enough time for the boy to see Biza’s penis disappear into his trousers.
A thick little thing, thought the boy. It looked sad. It had first been squeezed in retreat against the fly like a
concertina, before it finally disappeared. Then Biza, with a twitch of alarm across his face, saw the boy.
“What did you see, you?” screamed Biza. “Fuck off!”
The boy took to his heels wondering what Biza could have been doing with his penis under the street lamp. It
was funny, whatever it was. It was silly too. Sinful. The boy was glad that he had got the holy water away from
those boys and that none of them had touched the bottle.
And the teachers were right, thought the boy. Silliness was all those boys knew. And then they would go to
school and fail test after test. Silliness and school did not go together.
The boy felt strangely superior. He had the power of the prophetess in him. And he was going to pass that
power to his mother, and heal her.
Those boys were not healing their mothers. They just left their mothers alone at home.
The boy increased his speed. He had to get home quickly. He turned right at the charge office and sped toward
the clinic. He crossed the road that went to town and entered Mayaba Street. Mayaba Street was dark and the boy
could not see. But he did not lower his speed. Home was near now, instinct would take him there. His eyes would
adjust to the darkness as he raced along. He lowered the bottle from his chest and let it hang at his side, like a
pendulum that was not moving. He looked up at the sky as if light would come from the stars high up to lead him
home.
But when he lowered his face, he saw something suddenly loom before him, and, almost simultaneously, felt a
dull yet painful impact against his thigh. Then there was a grating of metal seeming to scoop up sand from the
street. The boy did not remember how he fell but, on the ground, he lay clutching at his painful thigh. A few feet
away, a man groaned and cursed.
“Blasted child!” he shouted. “Shouldn’t I kick you? Just running in the street as if you owned it. Shit of a child,
you don’t even pay tax. Fuck off home before I do more damage to you!” The man lifted his bicycle, and the boy
saw him straightening the handles. And the man rode away.
The boy raised himself from the ground and began to limp home, conscious of nothing but the pain in his
thigh.
But it was not long before he felt a jab of pain at the center of his chest and his heart beating faster. He was
thinking of the broken bottle and the spilt holy water and his mother waiting for him and the water that would
help to cure her. What would his mother say? If only he had not stopped to see those silly boys he might not have
been run over by a bicycle.
Should he go back to the prophetess? No. There was the dog, there was the vine, there were the worms. There
was the prophetess herself. She would not let anyone who wasted her prayers get away without punishment.
Would it be lightning? Would it be the fire of Hell? What would it be?
The boy limped home to face his mother. He would walk in to his doom. He wold walk into his mother’s
bedroom, carrying no cure, and face the pain in her sad eyes.
But as the boy entered the yard of his home, he hard the sound of bottles coming from where his dog had its
kennel. Rex had jumped over the bottles, knocking some stones against them in his rush to meet the boy. And the
boy remembered the pile of bottles next to the kennel.
He felt grateful as he embraced the dog. He selected a bottle from the heap. Calmly, as if he had known all the
time what he would do in such a situation, the boy walked out of the yard again, toward the street tap on Mayaba
Street. And there, almost mechanically, he cleaned the bottle, shaking it many times with clean water. Finally, he
filled it with water and wiped its outside clean against his trousers. He tightened the cap, and limped home.
*
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As soon as he opened the door, he heard his mother’s voice in the bedroom. It seemed some visitors had come
while he was away.
“I’m telling you, Sisi,” his mother was saying, “and take it from me, a trained nurse. Pills, medicines, and all
those injections are not enough. I take herbs too, and then think of the wonders of the universe as our people have
always done. Son, is that you?”
“Yes, ma,” said the boy who had just closed the door with a deliberate bang.
“And did you bring the water?”
“Yes, Ma.”
“Good. I knew you would. Bring the water and three cups. MaShange, and MaMokoena are here.”
The boy’s eyes misted with tears. His mother’s trust in him: would he repay it with such dishonesty? He would
have to be calm.
He wiped his eyes with the back of his hand, and then put the bottle and three cups on a tray. He would have to
walk straight. He would have to hide the pain in his thigh. He would have to smile at his mother. He would have
to smile at the visitors.
He picked up the tray; but just before he entered the passage leading to the bedroom, he stopped, trying to
muster courage. The voices of the women in the bedroom reached him clearly.
“I hear you very well, Nurse,” said one of the women. “It is that kind of sense I was trying to spread before the
minds of these people. You see, the two children are first cousins. The same blood runs through them.”
“That close!” exclaimed the boy’s mother.
“Yes, that close. MaMokoena here can bear me out; I told them in her presence. Tell the nurse, you were
there.”
“I have never seen such people in all my life,” affirmed MaMokoena.
“So I say to them, my voice reaching up to the ceiling, ‘Hey, you people, I have seen many years. If these two
children really want to marry each other, then a beast has to be slaughtered to cancel the ties of blood. …’”
“And do you want to hear what they said?” interrupted MaMokoena.
“I’m listening with both ears,” said the boy’s mother.
“Tell her, child of Shange,” said MaMokoena.
“They said that was old, crusted foolishness. So I said to myself, ‘Daughter of Shange, shut your mouth, sit
back, open your eyes, and watch.’ And that’s what I did.”
“Two weeks before the marriage, the ancestors struck. Just as I had thought. The girl had to be rushed to hospital, her legs swollen like trousers full of air on the washing line. Then I got my chance, and opened my mouth,
pointing my finger at them, and said,
“‘Did you ask the ancestors’ permission for this unacceptable marriage?’
“You should have seen their necks becoming as flexible as a goose’s. They looked this way, and looked that
way, but never at me. But my words had sunk. And before the sun went down, we were eating the insides of a
goat. A week later, the children walked up to the altar. And the priest said to them, ‘You are such beautiful
children!’”
“Isn’t it terrible that some people just let misfortune fall upon them?” remarked the boy’s mother.
“Only those who ignore the words of the world speaking to them,” said MaShange.
*
“Where is this boy now?” said the boy’s mother. “Son! Is the water coming?”
Instinctively the boy looked down at his legs. Would the pain in his thigh lead to the swelling of his legs? Or
would it be because of his deception? A tremor of fear went through him; but he had to control it, and be steady,
or the bottle of water would topple over.
He stepped forward into the passage. There was his mother! Her bed faced the passage, and he had seen her as
soon as he turned into the passage. She had propped herself up with many pillows. Their eyes met, and she
smiled, showing the gap in her upper front teeth that she liked to poke her tongue into. She wore a fawn chiffon
doek which had slanted into a careless heap on one side of her head. This exposed her undone hair on the other
side of her head.
As the boy entered the bedroom, he smelled camphor. He greeted the two visitors and noticed that, although it
was warm in the bedroom, MaShange, whom he knew, wore her huge, heavy, black, and shining overcoat.
MaMokoena had a blanket over her shoulders. Their doeks were more orderly than the boy’s mother’s.
The boy placed the tray on the dressing chest close to his mother’s bed. He stepped back and watched his
mother, not sure whether he should go back to the kitchen, or wait to meet his doom.
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“I don’t know what I would do without this boy,” said the mother as she leaned on an elbow, lifted the bottle
with the other hand, and turned the cap rather laboriously with the hand on whose elbow she was resting. The boy
wanted to help, but he felt he couldn’t move.
The mother poured water into one cup, drank from it briefly, turned her face toward the ceiling, and closed her
eyes.
“Such cool water!” she sighed deeply, and added, “Now I can pour for you,” as she poured water into the other
two cups.
There was such a glow of warmth in the boy as he watched his mother, so much gladness in him that he
forgave himself.
What had the prophetess seen in him? Did she still feel him in her hands? Did she know what he had just
done? Did holy water taste any differently from ordinary water? His mother didn’t seem to find any difference.
Would she be healed?
“As we drink the prophetess’s water,” said MaShange, “we want to say how grateful we are that we came to
see for ourselves how you are.”
“I think I feel better already. This water, and you … I can feel a soothing coolness deep down.”
As the boy slowly went out of the bedroom, he felt the pain in his leg, and felt grateful. He had healed his
mother. He would heal her tomorrow, and always with all the water in the world.
He had healed her.
46.84 A Split Society—Fast Sounds On The Horizon\fn{by Dulcie September (1953-1988)} Athlone, Western Cape
Province, South Africa (F) 6
Bella gave the impression that she was always ready to embrace everybody—she always had a friendly smile,
a friendly word. Her home was a place where everybody felt free to call at any time. Sometimes she did not have
much to offer them in the line of refreshments, but she would give them what she could even if it meant standing
behind the kitchen door beating her head with her fists because she could not think of things that she could
prepare.
When she eventually appeared in the lounge with a tray of nice things to eat, nobody could have guessed just
how exhausted, both mentally and physically, she was.
“Come along, help yourself to some mince pie. I curried the meat. It is lovely and spicy, just the way you like
it. And what about some toast and sardines? With tomato salad? We’ll have these while the stamp mielies and
beans are cooking.
“Who’s for coffee? Or tea? Let’s see now: one, two, three coffees; one, two, three teas. I’ll bring the milk and
sugar so that you can help yourself.” Off she would dart to the kitchen to make the tea and coffee.
“I have some more pies in the oven. So don’t be afraid to help yourself,” Bella would shout from the kitchen.
At last, the coffee and tea would be ready. She could then go and sit down and have a lovely chit-chat with her
friends. That was how she liked it. Shoulders down, handing around whatever was wanted, chin at the wag.
It was always very obvious that Bella’s home was the focal point of life because it was there that she could cut
herself off from all the ugliness of the society in which she lived. She was actually saying:
“Let it be just us and those who understand what I mean.”\fn{ Quotation marks inserted:H}
Eric, a tall, well-built character, who would sport a crew-cut hair-style today and a few months later would
have his hair lying on his shoulders, would always tell Bella that he loved her just the way she was. But under his
breath he would mumble so that only those near him would hear:
“I must be hard-up for friends, to be saying this to her!”
Those who overheard him would have a hearty laugh and good-natured Bella would know that something
nasty had been said about her. But she would laugh along with the others at a remark about herself, that was not
meant for her ears but which she vaguely heard.
*
Poppie was there in that happy atmosphere that Bella created, but was never part of it. She could not meet her
friends or visit them. She was forced by an order which banned her and stopped her from being a social being. A
knock at the door at any time of the day or night could mean that her jailers were coming to check whether she
was breaking some clause in the order. This order which made her her own jailer. Very often Poppie would say to
herself:
“But I am my own wardress. I am putting myself into jail every evening at six o’clock; only allowed to unlock
that gate again at six o’clock in the next morning.”
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Yes, Bella’s happy home was Poppie’s jail where Poppie lived a twilight existence. Her whole lifestyle had
suddenly changed. This order that banned her, suddenly changed everything. Suddenly there were no more weekend meetings, or midnight watermelon feasts on the open beaches.
“No, there is nothing like that now because this blasted order is making all my decisions for me. It decides that
I have to deposit myself on my side of the garden gate every evening at six o’clock, with myself as company. I
can’t pick up the phone and ask my friends to call and spend the evening with me.”
All of a sudden Poppie was no longer supposed to be a social being. Parked cars in the vicinity of Poppie’s
home always meant that there were some prying, watching eyes checking whether she would be on her side of the
gate by the time the clock in the tower of the Nederduitse Gereformeerde Church struck six in hollow, off-tune
beats.
*
When Poppie was still a child she used to wonder about this Nederduitse Gereformeerde Kerk, where only
white people used to go on Sundays. She would sit on the pavement and wriggle her filthy toes while watching all
these white people going to church.
“I wonder why they pull their lips so tightly together. They are so tight-lipped, no smile. It can’t be very nice to
be a white person going to church on Sundays to pray. Mama says they pray in there, pray to God. But I don’t
think I’ll want to pray in there, even if I could, because I don’t want to look sad.
“I saw Mama being sad when Papa died but now she is all right, I think. And they wear such strange clothes.
They always mourn on Sundays. When my Papa died everybody, almost everybody wore black. Mama said they
did so because they were mourning and were very sad. Those stiff-starched collars seem to be choking them. I
suppose that is the reason why they pull their lips together in such tight lines.”
“Mama says that the women wear sensible clothes. I wonder what Mama means by that. I did not want to ask
her. I wonder whether the clothes that I have on are sensible? Mama always says that I look a real disgrace in my
tatters, in my filthy khaki shorts and shirts. But it is so puzzling to me that I can’t keep them clean or without
holes. They just get dirty and torn.
“These women always wear hats when they go and pray in this Nederduitse Gereformeerde Church. I wonder
why. I wonder whether the men also put their hats on again when they get inside the church because I notice that
they take their hats off as they move up the pathway towards the church door. Rather funny, this is.
“Today I stay here in the gutter and wait for them to come out of church because I must see whether they will
be smiling then. At school the teacher told us that God was good. If he does good things to them then they must be
happy. Look how happy I am when Mama brings me fruit and sweets. That is good and I laugh and thank Mama
and Mama smiles. So, if God is good to them then they should be smiling. Oh, I don’t understand all this. Maybe
God is not good to them.
“Oh, here they come, first the Dominee. He is shaking hands with the people as they leave the church. I see no
difference in the faces and expressions of these people. They seem to be just as tight-lipped and unhappy. I
wonder whether God has scolded them.
“When Mama scolds me, I also look unhappy because I don’t like Mama to scold me. That’s it. They must
have had a scolding from God.
*
Today Poppie knows all too well that these tight-lipped people are indoctrinated with false belief that they are
here by virtue of the fact that they are white and therefore superior to people of color.
Those with darker skins are naturally inferior according to their doctrine, and not to be trusted.
“Oh! No! What’s to-be-trusted? Let’s arm ourselves, brother and sisters, old and young, against the dangers of
people of color.”
The minister ventriloquizes through his tight lips. So these people wilth their stiffly starched collars and tight
lips are the upholders of Afrikanerdom and Christian Nationalism, the pure superior race—civilization. The women in their sensible clothes cover up, because it is degrading for a good woman to show her arms or chest:
“Good women cover up! Don’t expose your flesh, which is the curse of this world. Cover up good women or
our Christian society will go to the dogs,” preaches the Dominee.
The silly little hats that these good women wear cannot hide the shallowness of their thoughts, their empty way
of life, which revolves around floral decorations, the latest recipe and their ability to play some musical instrument.
While they prattle away on empty topics, somewhere a mother is watching a young baby starve to death. There
cannot be idle prattle about floral decorations, the latest recipes or musical instruments. The only music this
mother knows is the death rattle of her starving, dying baby.
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This death rattle that gnaws away at her brain until she thinks that she is going crazy. And when that death rattle stops besides her, that gnawing, gnawing goes on in her brain like a needle that has got itself stuck in the
grooves of a record.
When she again finds herself sitting in the same position, again listening to the death rattle of yet another baby,
she knows that the sound of the death rattle in her brain has never stopped. But she firmly knows that it must stop
some time.
*
Poppie says quietly to her:
“I know of another kind of nationalism which just a few decades ago had the whole world bleeding. Is this not
a very similar nationalism, under cover of Christianity which breeds, breeds, but which will eventually erupt and
have the whole world bleeding again?
“These upholders of Afrikanerdom are the thieves in our country, the plunderers, the murderers. They stole
everything that once belonged to us. Today they dump us in the worst areas that cannot bring forth anything but
barrenness. The best land these thieves have stolen, and are now plundering everything—our land, our gold, our
coal, our diamonds—everything.
“And while they steal and plunder they murder. Murder by starvation: murder by hanging: murder in the
mines, on the streets, in jails.
“Murder to these Christian Nationalists is not crime. Stealing is not a crime because of the superior white position they hold. But the suffering millions have already decided that they will bring these criminals to justice.”
*
In Poppie’s frustration she calls out:
“What crime have I committed to be sitting here in jail, Bella’s happy home, my jail? That I am forced to
create it for myself. No social life, home at six, no talking to a crowd of people, no meeting, nothing! House arrest
because I dare oppose the wrong that we have to endure. No! We won’t let them go unpunished!”
*
From time to time Poppie’s mind dwells on Bella and she says to herself:
“Bella’s life is too insular. She means well but her whole life actually revolves around herself.”
Bella’s home was comfortable. There was happiness. But just down the road there was a shanty town where
the shacks in which the people lived were constructed of zinc, cardboard, rags and sticks—any material for that
matter could help towards putting a roof over the heads of those who have nothing at all.
In a shanty town like this everybody is congested, with one shack built right on top of the other, as it were.
There is no breathing space. And one very often gets the impression that the wind turns the other way and blows
in the opposite direction when it gets anywhere near this shanty-town. Even the wind is shocked at these conditions.
Yes, here even God does not temper the wind to help the shorn lambs.
There is no drainage and on a sweltering day, the flies seem to attack not only the filth but everything
including the people, especially the bare-backed children.
For some reason they seem to be looking for some opening so that they can get into that hollowness inside.
The bare-backed children run the streets looking for more morsels to fill that hollowness inside. To these
children the gutters and the garbage bins are like Bella’s pleasant refreshment trays, laden with nice things to eat.
A velvety green mouldy crust of bread, a gravel-encrusted toffee in a green-infested hand, rescued from a garbage
bin, will keep those howling hollow pangs away long enough until the next meal of the same dreary fare.
*
There are some who are fortunate enough to have employment.
They run like mad march hares to collect garbage from palatial homes with rows and rows of pretty flowers,
sprawling lawns: for you it is the path which leads to the back of the house. For you the paths which lead to those
lovely ornate doors are out of bounds. As Sam, the garbage collector, runs, he says to himself.
“Is that a green carpet lying over there? No, man, you old silly, it is only the green lawn you are squinting at as
you run, run for the garbage.”
Now, the garbage bin, then run, run after the blasted truck that never stops. Run, run or else you’ll miss it and
you won’t be able to toss the garbage on the truck. If you could only run as fast as you do when you run from the
police who are always around to arrest you for vagrancy—some type of violation of the vagrancy laws. Vagrant in
my own country?”
Run, run, run, Sam!
“Vagrancy laws! Made it! I won’t let this blasted truck with its white driver get me. I’ll show them both that I
can still run, run. But I am really sorry that I could not scrounge around in this bin for bits of waste which I know
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are there. lf only I could have laid my hands on them then I could have stilled these hunger pains in my stomach.
Had only a cup of weak, black sugarless tea this morning. It was all my Rachel had for me. But what are you
doing, thinking about food in garbage bins that you could have had if it had not been for this blasted truck-colletor
of garbage—that never stops.”
Run, Sam, run, back to those palatial houses for their garbage.
“This is the house where I always get a little parcel of waste neatly wrapped in tin foil. Oh! This woman who
works here always keeps some of the scraps for my children.”
Sam grabs the bin and hoists it on his shoulder. He runs, runs, out by the gate and into the street. He thinks to
himself:
“I must run carefully because I know that the white truck driver that never stops that truck is watching in his
rear-view mirror. Now let’s run slowly towards the left of the truck while you push your hand under the lid. Now
pull off the lid. The silver parcel, where is it? There! Grab it! Push it into the front of your shirt and at the same
time empty the bin. Now back to the house with your empty bin.”
As Sam leaves the next house he wonders what day of the week it is. Monday is it? That means that this household has had fish for their Friday supper. They obviously have not heard the Pope say that they could eat other
things besides fish on Fridays. Sam mumbles to himself:
“Oh, this fish house again. I must run, run faster so that I can get the contents of this bin emptied as fast as
possible. Look, even the cats turn and walk the other way.”
What a stink! Sam grabs the awfully smelling bin that has had fish entrails, fish heads and fried fish-bones in it
since Friday night. And it has been boiling hot the whole weekend. I wonder what the neighbors say and think of
this revolting stench here in civilization alleys. But then their noses are so far above this revolting fish stench that
it does not bother them. And, they don’t exactly live on top of one another. No, no there is no congestion here.
Sam runs and tosses the contents of the bin into the truck.
Filth, dried, stinking fish entrails, heads and bones. The stench almost makes Sam throw up. But there is only
emptiness, hollowness. Even the weak, black, sugarless tea is no longer there. It has mingled with the sweat and
salt on the surface of his skin.
At last it is Friday night and Sam feels happier with his pay in his packet. It is nothing much, not enough to
give his wife and family the bare necessities of life. This pay packet is actually worthless, but Sam must go to the
shebeen\fn{Saloon.} to meet his friends and have a few glasses of Oom Tas, which is specially brewed for us to
help us forget the ugliness of this society and that damned truck that never stops. On the one hand it helps us to
forget our problems, but on the other hand it also subdues our tempers.
As Sam walks into the shebeen where he has decided to meet his friends and to have some Oom Tas that will
drown his frustrations, it is:
“Hello, John, man. Hello, Jack, hello hello hello.”
“Hello, man,” my friends chorus, “you are a bit late, are you not?”
“Yes, fellows. These old legs are not what they used to be. They get tired much faster than they used to,”
laughs Sam.
*
“One Oom Tas, please, Queen Marie. How are you then, Queen Marie?”
Queen Marie smiles and says that she is fine.
“She has been our shebeen queen for as long as we can remember. She is part of our little community. If she
should leave us one day then part of us will be lost,” thinks Sam fondly.
Queen Marie is big and does not fear any of her regular customers. Sometimes after a few bottles of Oom Tas
many troublesome ones have had a foretaste and five fingers of Queen Marie’s big brown fist that has had them
fully tasting dust before they knew where they were.
Nobody argues with Queen Marie. No, you pick yourself up, that is if you can, dust yourself back, with a
sheepish look: Queen Marie is not a bad old soul at all. What would this community do without her?
Queen Marie, like so many in her “profession,” is a victim of this rotten society. As a little girl Queen Marie
had a vision of becoming a nurse.
Oh! Those lovely starched uniforms, the hustle and bustle of a busy hospital. She wanted to be part of it. She
pictures herself looking very tenderly after all the ill people in the overcrowded hospitals. She would have had to
write so carefully that she did not make mistakes and administered the wrong medicines and pills. That could be
dangerous and people could die.
Well, she knows of people who have died because they were given the wrong medicines and pills. But the poor
overworked nurses and doctors can’t be blamed. How can they possibly do their work properly with patients lying
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all over the place—on the floor, under the beds, on benches, in the corridors. There are even two or three children
to a cot.
When Queen Marie was still a child she went to a hospital with her Mama where she saw the people in the
hospital turn very ill patients away, or send very ill patients home because there was no place for them. Yes, conditions are still bad, very bad.
But Queen Marie never became a nurse because she had to leave school before completing high school to help
her family. They did not have enough money to feed and clothe the family.
So Queen Marie also went to work in the vineyards where her mother, father and elder brother were working.
Then she could not help her family much because the pay was so low and every night they were each given a
bottle of cheap, patent wine as part of their wages.
This only meant that her father had an extra bottle of wine to drink each night and was in a perpetual drunken
stupor. The children had less and less to eat.
There was many a weekend when they each brought home only a bottle of wine because they owed so much at
the farm shop that the debts took all their wages—every penny. It was on these occasions that they used to live for
that bottle of wine with which to drown their problems.
But you had to eat sometimes and what of the younger children? You went back to the farm shop and asked
that bloodsucker behind the counter for more credit which tied you more and more tightly to this farm.
When Marie got married she came to live with her husband’s family: the property belonged to the same person
whose vineyards she had worked. He wanted to get rid of his liquor, so he brought it to her to sell.
What else could she do but comply?
She already had two children with a third on the way. Her Ernie was out of work, had been for more than a
year and she was unemployed as well. If she had not agreed to sell that octopus liquor, she, her Ernie and family
would have been out in the cold street.
Yes, Queen Marie called him an octopus because he had his big, ugly tentacles everywhere.
But Friday nights at Queen Marie’s shebeen must also come to an end and one has to pick up one’s quivering
bones, this time not from the tiredness of running after blasted garbage trucks, but a nice shivery Oom Tas feeling
in one’s bones.
*
“So come now, friend, John Jack, let’s find our way home,” says Sam. Slowly and laboriously they pick themselves up.
“Night, Queen Marie, sleep well,” they chorus, and, “Night,” calls Queen Marie.
“Be careful,” and then: “Oh, look at that moon and the majestic mountain! What about a song, pals?” asks
Sam.
As they stumble their way home the stillness of the night is disturbed by Mona Lisa.
“Now let’s mind the pot holes, we don’t want to break our legs because we’ll have to run, run again early on
Monday morning after garbage trucks that won’t stop,” says Sam.
“You so like the lady with thaat mystic smiileee …” their drunken voices rend the still air.
“Oops! Jack has lost his balance and is here somewhere in the gutter,” says John.
“Now where is that blasted moon? I can’t see!” shouts Sam.
“Here he is, let’s help him up,” hiccups John.
But this is not such an easy task because Jack seems to have acquired such a lot of weight—a dead weight. At
last he is on his feet and stumble-stumble.
“Mona-Lisa”—stumble-stumble—“mystic-smilee.”
They get to shanty-town.
It takes ages for old friends to say good night to each other. But at last after a lot of back-patting and stumbling
they bid each other fond farewell and stumble along their respective paths, narrow, dirty and covered in pot-holes.
“Must be careful that I get to my shack and not to that of somebody else. These shacks are all so close to one
another and look so alike especially in the darkness. I don’t think that the moon shines on this place. And I wish
that these scraggy dogs will stop barking. What is that that I hear in the distance? It is a blood-curdling scream.
Some poor fellow on his way home is being attacked by knife-wielding thugs, I’m sure. Poor fellow! I hope Jack
and John get home safely,” thinks Sam.
*
Like Queen Marie in her shebeen, these knife-wielding thugs are also victims of this society. Unemployment,
boredom, a feeling of rejection, make them what they are.
“Here is my door. Yes, number 56 in big white figures,” murmurs Sam to himself.
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He pushes the rickety door open and stumbles over his sleeping children. In the far corner a lonely candle
burns on the old rickety table that his long-suffering wife, Rachel, salvaged from her white employer, for whom
she cleans and cooks. As Sam stumbles nearer, he can see Rachel’s tired features. As she glares at him the tired
lines in her face seem to get deeper and deeper.
“The same old thing,” thinks Rachel. “The children had to go and sleep without anything decent to eat. The
money that she got this evening for cleaning, and cooking lovely suppers for these white people, had to be given
to the landlord for having this—a shack of sticks, zinc, cardboard and rags—on his property. There was only
enough money left for a loaf of bread and some tea. No milk. No sugar.”
Suddenly something gives way inside Rachel.
“What does this Sam of mine think he is doing, drinking the way he is, while there is nothing for the children
to eat! There is little Grace, three months old, who has been coughing for a week and needs some cough mixture.
The other children, five of them, need shoes, books, clothing,” thinks Rachel, fuming with anger.
Not even thinking about what she is doing, Rachel punches Sam in the face. She had to vent her anger and
frustration on somebody, and Sam’s drunken face was just the place.
Rachel is angry and fed-up with everything around her. This poverty, hunger, disease, filth. She knows very
well that it is not Sam’s fault that she and the children suffer in this way. She knows that Sam is very hardworking and needs to relax with his friends, but not when she needs the money so badly just to survive on. The
blow makes Sam stagger, almost fall, but he manages to keep on his feet.
“What do you think you are doing, woman?” He yells at Rachel. He stumbles towards her, grabs her and the
punching, screaming, tearing, pushing, shake the little shack.
The little children are all wide awake. They instinctively huddle wide-eyed and frightened in the remotest corner and wish that this fighting would stop. Elsie, the eldest, edges across to the crying baby and gathers her up.
The other children know that this is a sign for them to escape into the dark night with the dogs howling and barking all around them.
With one of her hardest punches, Rachel gets Sam falling to the ground like a ton of bricks. This is her chance.
She struggles towards the door over bags which do for bedding, boxes which are used for sitting on, to get away
from Sam and to find her children so that they can somewhere find a sheltered nook where they can huddle close
together to spend the rest of the night.
*
At least, tonight it is not raining. Poppie sits back in the armchair at the window and closes her eyes. She can
hear Bella in the kitchen where she is preparing nice things because she is going to entertain again this evening.
Bella, unfortunately, is one of those people who became part of the system in which she lived.
She had a piece of land on which she used cheap labor that worked that land for her. These men, that she
fetched from the Transkei to work her land for her, slaved long hours in the hot sun, and in wind and rain. They
lived in shacks on her property, where they had no amenities. The pay was low, extremely low, and very often
they were hungry.
But there was no way they could get back to Transkei, and Bella’s place was the only home they knew. They
were actually chained to her and her piece of land.
Bella sold her vegetables on the local market where she had a stall. Over the years her profits grew and Bella
was able to get a comfortable house built where she liked to entertain her friends and relatives. She saw no wrong
in exploiting those men that she brought from the Transkei. This was what the system was all about and she was
part of it.
But even now at night when Bella goes and sleeps, she can’t help hearing the shouts of the Rachels being beaten up.
She can’t help hearing the blood-curdling screams of those that are being attacked by knife-wielding thugs.
When Bella goes down the road, when she has to leave this cocoon that she has created for herself, she can’t
miss shanty-town and all its misery. She sees, hears and smells that misery. It scares her but she is not prepared to
do anything to change what she sees. Bella usually falls asleep uneasily.
On this night, while Bella is entertaining, she suddenly feels a pain across her chest. The pain becomes worse
although Bella tries to keep a brave face. But eventually Bella can no longer ignore the pain across her chest. She
goes to the room and a doctor is sent for. On her arrival Bella is certified dead.
Death came to Bella the way she liked to live—with her friends, her relatives, the remains of a party, and
Poppie.
*
Poppie likes being in her room at night with her thoughts, with her plans. She smiles to herself as she thinks of
the plans.
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Everything is going well. The children are on strike up and down the country. Tomorrow the workers are
coming out on strike as well to bring the economy of this country, that bleeds them, starves them, to a stand-still.
The oppressed of this country know too well how to use the strike weapon.
And in the distance we can hear sounds of steadily running feet, steadfast feet, steady feet. And we know that
these sounds that we hear are the sounds of those who are going to eradicate all this ugliness. These sounds that
we hear are drawing nearer and nearer. They are getting very close, drawing closer and closer. And the sun creeps
over the horizon, adding long silhouettes to the sounds of the steady running feet.
45.210 The

WHITES ONLY
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Yesterday our visitors’ book, which Portia has covered in zebra-skin wrapping-paper and shiny plastic, recorded the name of another important person: Coretta King.\fn{ Coretta Scott King (1927-2006), wife of the slain civil rights
leader, Martin Luther King, Jr., (1929-1968), whom she married in 1953 .} When Mrs. King had finished her tour, with Strickland herself playing the guide, she was treated to tea and cakes in the cafeteria. The photographers, who had been
trailing around after her trying to sniff out interesting angles and ironic juxtapositions against the exhibits, tucked
in\fn{Ate.} as well, I’m told, and made pigs of themselves.
After the snacks Mrs. King popped into the gift shop for a few mementoes, and bought generously—soapstone
hippopotami with sly expressions, coffee-table catalogues, little wire bicycles and riot-control vehicles, garish
place-mats and beaded fly-whisks, among other things. Her aide had to chip in to make up the cost of a set of
mugs in the popular “Leaders Past and Present” range.
The honored guests were making their way back to the bus when Mrs. King spotted the bench in the courtyard
and suggested that she pose there for a few shots. I happened to be watching from the workshop window, and I
had a feeling the photographs would be exceptional. A spring shower had just fallen, out of the blue, and the
courtyard was a well of clear light. Tendrils of fragrant steam coiled up evocatively from a windfall of blossoms
on the flagstones. The scene had been set by chance. Perhaps the photographers had something to prove, too,
having failed to notice a photo opportunity so steeped in ironic significance.
The Star carried one of the pictures on its front page this morning. Charmaine picked up a copy on her way to
work and she couldn’t wait to show it to me.
The interest of the composition derives—if I may make the obvious analysis—from a lively dispute of horizontals and verticals. The bench is a syllogism of horizontal lines, flatly contradicted by the vertical bars of the
legs at either end (these legs are shaped like h’s, actually, but from the front they look like l’s). Three other
verticals assert their position: on the left—our left, that is—the concrete stalk of the Black Sash drinking fountain;
in the middle, thrusting up behind the bench, the trunk of the controversial kaffirboom; and on the right, perched
on the very end of her seat, our subject: Mrs. King.
Mrs. King has her left thigh crossed over her right, her left foot crooked around her right ankle, her left arm
coiled to clutch one of our glossy brochures to her breast. The wooden slats are slickly varnished with sunlight,
and she sits upon them gingerly, as if the last coat’s not quite dry. Yet her right arm reposes along the backrest
with the careless grace of a stem. There’s an odd ambiguity in her body, and it’s reflected in her face too, in an
expression which superimposes the past upon the present: she looks both timorous and audacious.
The WHITES ONLY sign under her dangling thumb in the very middle of the picture might be taken up the wrong
way as an irreverent reference to her eyes, which she opens wide in an expression of mock alarm—or is it outrage? The rest of her features are more prudently composed, the lips quilted with bitterness, but tucked in mockingly at one corner.
The photographer was wise to choose black and white. These stark contrasts, coupled with Mrs. King’s oldfashioned suit and hairdo, confound the period entirely. The photograph might have been taken thirty years ago, or
yesterday.
Charmaine was tickled pink. She says her bench is finally avenged for being upstaged by that impostor from
the Municipal Bus Drivers’ Association. I doubt that Strickland has even noticed.
There seems to be a tacit agreement around here that Mrs. King is an acceptable form, although it won’t do for
anyone else. When I pointed this out, Charmaine said it’s a special case because Mr. King, rest his soul, is no
more. I fail to see what difference that makes, and I said so. Then Reddy, whose ears were flapping, said that
“Mrs. King” is tolerated precisely because it preserves the memory of the absent Mr. King, like it or not. He said
it’s like a dead metaphor.
I can’t make up my mind.
Aren’t we reading too much into it?
*
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Charmaine has sliced the photograph out of the unread newspaper with a Stanley knife and pinned the cutting
up on the notice board in Reception. She says her bench has been immortalized. “Immortality” is easy to bandy
about, but for a while it was touch and go whether Charmaine’s bench would make it to the end of the week.
We were working late one evening, as usual, when the little drama began. The Museum was due to open in six
weeks’ time but the whole place was still upside down. It wasn’t clear yet who was in charge, if anyone, and we
were all in a state.
Charmaine was putting the finishing touches to her bench, I was knocking together a couple of rostra for the
Congress of the People, when Strickland came in. She had been with us for less than a week and it was the first
time she had set foot in the workshop. We weren’t sure at all then what to make of our new Director, and so we
both greeted her politely and went on with our work.
She waved a right hand as limp as a kid glove to show that we shouldn’t mind her, and then clasped it behind
her back. She began to wander around on tiptoe, even though I was hammering in nails, swivelling her head from
side to side, peering into boxes, scanning the photographs and diagrams pinned to chipboard display stands,
taking stock of the contents of tables and desks.
She never touched a thing, but there was something grossly intrusive about the inspection. Strickland wears
large, rimless spectacles, double glazed and tinted pink, and they sometimes make her look like a pair of television monitors.
After a soundless, interrogative circuit of the room she stopped behind Charmaine and looked over her shoulder. Charmaine had just finished the “ I”, and now she laid her brush across the top of the paint tin, peeled off the
stencil and flourished it in the air to dry the excess paint.
I put down my hammer—the racket had become unbearable—and took up some sandpaper instead. The people
here will tell you that I don’t miss a thing.
Strickland looked at the half-formed word. Then she unclasped her hands and slid them smoothly into the
pockets of her linen suit. The cloth was fresh cream with a dab of butter in it, richly textured, the pockets cool as
arum lilies.
“What are you doing?” Strickland asked, in a tone that bristled like a new broom.
Charmaine stood back with the stencil in her hand and Strickland had to step hastily aside to preserve a decent
distance between her suit and the grubby overall. Unnoticed by anyone but myself, a drop of white paint fell from
the end of the brush resting across the tin on to the shapely beige toe of Strickland’s shoe.
The answer to Strickland’s question was so plain to see that it hardly needed voicing, but she blinked her
enlarged eyes expectantly, and so Charmaine said:
“It’s the WHITES ONLY bench.”
When Strickland showed no sign of recognition, Charmaine added:
“You remember the benches. For whites only?”
Silence. What on earth did she want? My sandpaper was doing nothing to smooth the ragged edges of our
nerves, and so I put it down. We all looked at the bench.
It was a beautiful bench—as a useful object, I mean, rather than a symbol of injustice. The wooden slats were
tomato-sauce red. The arms and legs were made of iron, but cleverly moulded to resemble branches and painted
brown to enhance a rustic illusion. The bench looked well used, which is often a sign that a thing has been loved.
But when you looked closer, as Strickland was doing now, you saw that all these signs of wear and tear were
no more than skin-deep. Charmaine had applied all of them in the workshop. The bruised hollows on the seat,
where the surface had been abraded by decades of white thighs and buttocks, were really patches of brown and
purple paint. The flashes of raw metal on the armrests, where the paint had been worn away by countless white
palms and elbows, turned out to be mere discs of silver paint themselves. Charmaine had even smeared the city’s
grimy shadows into the grain.
Strickland pored over these special effects with an expression of amazed distaste, and then stared for a minute
on end at the letters WHI on the uppermost slat of the backrest.
The silence congealed around us, slowing us down, making us slur our movements, until the absence of sound
was as tangible as a crinkly skin on the surface of the air.
“Forgive me,” she said at last, with an awakening toss of her head. “You’re manufacturing a WHITES ONLY
bench?”
“Ja. For Room 27.”
Strickland went to the floor plan taped to one of the walls and looked for Room 27: Petty Apartheid. Then she
gazed at the calendar next to the plan, but whether she was mulling over the dates, or studying the photograph—
children with stones in their hands, riot policemen with rifles, between the lines a misplaced reporter with a
camera—or simply lost in thought, I couldn’t tell. Did she realize that the calendar was ten years old? Charmaine
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and I exchanged glances behind her back.
“Surely we should have the real thing,” Strickland said, turning.
“Of course—if only we could find it.”
“You can’t find a genuine WHITES ONLY bench?”
“No.”
“That’s very hard to believe.”
“We’ve looked everywhere. It’s not as easy as you’d think. This kind of thing was frowned upon, you know, in
the end. Discrimination I mean. The municipalities were given instructions to paint them over. There wasn’t much
point in hunting for something that doesn’t exist, so we decided at our last meeting—this was before your time,
I’m afraid—that it would be better if I recreated one.”
“Recreated one,” Strickland echoed.
“Faithfully. I researched it and everything. I’ve got the sources here somewhere.”
Charmaine scratched together some photocopies splattered with paint and dusted with fingerprints and treadmarks from her running-shoes.
“The bench itself is a genuine 1960s one, I’m glad to say, from the darkest decade of repression. Donated by
Reddy’s father-in-law, who stole it from a bus stop for use in the garden. It was a long time ago, mind you, the
family is very respectable. From a black bus stop—for Indians. Interestingly, the Indian benches didn’t have INDIANS ONLY on them—not in Natal anyway, according to Mr. Mookadam. Or even ASIATICS . Not that it matters.”
“It matters to me,” Strickland said curtly—Charmaine does go on sometimes—and pushed her glasses up on
her nose so that her eyes were doubly magnified.
“This is a museum, not some high school operetta. It is our historical duty to be authentic.”
I must say that made me feel bad, when I thought about all the effort Charmaine and I had put into everything
from the Sharpeville Massacre to the Soweto Uprising, trying to get the details right, every abandoned shoe, every
spent cartridge, every bloodied stitch of clothing, only to have this Jenny-come-lately (as Charmaine puts it) give
us a lecture about authenticity. What about our professional duty (Charmaine again)?
“Have we advertised?” Strickland asked, and I could tell by her voice that she meant to argue the issue out. But
at that moment she glanced down and saw the blob of paint on the toe of her shoe. I had the fantastic notion to
venture an excuse on Channaine’s behalf: to tell Strickland that she had dripped ice-cream on her shoe. Vanilla
ice-cream! I actually saw her hand grasping the cone, her sharp tongue curling around the white cupola, the
droplet plummeting. Fortunately I came to my senses before I opened my big mouth.
*
It was the first proper meeting of the Steering Committee with the new Director. We hadn’t had a meeting for a
month. When Charlie Sibeko left in a huff after the fiasco with the wooden AK47s, we all heaved a sigh of relief.
We were sick to death of meetings: the man’s appetite for circular discussion was insatiable.
Strickland sat down at the head of the table, and having captured that coveted chair laid claim to another by
declaring the meeting open. She seemed to assume that this was her prerogative as Director, and no one had the
nerve to challenge her.
The reportbacks were straightforward: we were all behind schedule and over budget. I might add that we were
almost past caring. It seemed impossible that we’d be finished in time for the official opening. The builders were
still knocking down walls left, right and center, and establishing piles of rubble in every room. Pincus joked that
the only exhibit sure to be ready on time was the row of concrete bunks—they were part of the original compound
in which the Museum is housed and we had decided to leave them exactly as we found them. He suggested that
we think seriously about delaying the opening, which was Portia’s cue to produce the invitations, just back from
the printers. Everyone groaned (excluding Strickland and me) and breathed in the chastening scent of fresh ink.
“As far as we’re concerned, this date is written in stone,” Strickland said, snapping one of the copperplate
cards shut. “We will be ready on time. People will have to learn to take their deadlines seriously.”
At that point Channaine began to doodle on her agenda—a hand with a stiff index finger, emerging from a lacy
cuff, pointing at Item 4: Bench.
Item 2: Posters, which followed the reports, was an interesting one. Pincus had had a letter from a man in
Bethlehem, a former town clerk and electoral officer, who had collected copies of every election poster displayed
in the town since it was founded. He was prepared to entrust the collection to us if it was kept intact. Barbara said
she could probably use a couple in the Birth of Apartheid exhibit. We agreed that Pincus would write to the donor, care of the Bethlehem Old Age Home, offering to house the entire collection and display selected items on a
rotating basis.
Item 3: Poetry, was Portia’s. Ernest Dladla, she informed us, had declined our invitation to read a poem at the
opening ceremony, on the perfectly reasonable grounds that he was not a poet.
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“I have poetic impulses,” he said in his charming note, “but I do not act upon them.”
Should she go ahead, Portia wanted to know, and approach Alfred Qabula instead, as Ernie suggested?
Then Strickland asked in an acerbic tone whether an issue this trivial needed to be tabled at an important meeting. But Portia responded magnificently, pointing out that she knew nothing about poetry, not having had the
benefit of a decent education, had embarrassed herself once in the performance of her duties and did not wish to
do so again. All she wanted was an answer to a simple question: Is Alfred Qabula a poet? Yes or no?
No sooner was that settled than Strickland announced Item 4: Bench, and stood up. Perhaps this was a technique she had read about in the business pages somewhere, calculated to intimidate the opposition.
“It has come to my attention,” she said, “that our workshop personnel are busily recreating beautiful replicas of
apartheid memorabilia, when the ugly originals could be ours for the asking. I do not know what Mr. Sibeko’s
policy on this question was, although the saga of the wooden AK47s is full of suggestion, but as far as I’m concerned it’s an appalling waste of time and money. It’s also dishonest. This is a museum, not an amusement arcade.
“My immediate concern is the WHITES ONLY bench, which is taking up so much of Charmaine’s time and talent.
I find it hard to believe that there is not a genuine example of a bench of this nature somewhere in the country.”
“Petty apartheid went out ages ago,” said Charmaine, “even in the Free State.”\fn{ The Orange Free State, which
originated in 1854, one of the Boer-dominated “Republics” whose territory constituted a portion of the old “Union of South Africa,” which
itself came to an end in 1961.}

“The first Indian townships in the Orange Free State were established way back in October 1986,” said Reddy,
who had been unusually quiet so far, “in Harrismith, Virginia and Odendaalsrus. Not many people know that. I
remember hearing the glad tidings from my father-in-law, Mr. Mookadam, who confessed that ever since he was a
boy it had been a dream of his to visit that forbidden province.”
“I’ll wager that there are at least a dozen real WHITES ONLY benches in this city alone, in private collections,”
Strickland insisted, erasing Reddy’s tangent with the back of her hand. “People are fascinated by the bizarre.”
“We asked everyone we know,” said Charmaine. “And we asked them to ask everyone they know, and so on.
Like a chain-letter—except that we didn’t say they would have a terrible accident if they broke the chain. And we
couldn’t find a single bench. Not one.”
“Have we advertised?”
“No commercials,” said Reddy, and there was a murmur of assenting voices.
“Why ever not?”
“It just causes more headache.”
“Oh, nonsense!”
Reddy held up his right hand, with the palm out, and batted the air with it, as if he was bouncing a ball off
Strickland’s forehead. This gesture had a peculiarly mollifying effect on her, and she put her hand over her eyes
and sat down. Reddy stood up in his ponderous way and padded out of the room. Pincus, who has a very low tolerance for silence, said:
“Wouldn’t it be funny if Charmaine’s bench turned out to be the whites’ only bench?”
No one laughed, so he said “whites’ only” again, and drew the apostrophe in the air with his forefmger.
Reddy came back, carrying a photograph, a Tupperware lunch-box and a paper-knife. He put the photograph in
the middle of the table, facing Strickland. She had to lean forward in her chair to see what it was. I wondered
whether she fully appreciated the havoc her outsize spectacles wreaked on her face, how they disjointed her features. She looked like a composite portrait in a magazine competition, in which some cartoon character’s eyes had
been mismatched with the jaw of a real-life heroine.
Everyone at the table, with the exception of our Director, had seen this routine before. Some of us had sat
through it half a dozen times, with a range of donors, do-gooders, interest groups. For some reason, it never failed
to involve me. I also leant forward to view the eight by ten. No one else moved.
I looked first at the pinprick stigmata in the four comers. Then I looked, as I always did, at the girl’s outflung
hand. Her hand is a jagged speech-bubble filled with disbelief. It casts a shadow shaped like a howling mouth on
her body, and that mouth takes up the cry of outrage. The palm Reddy had waved in Strickland’s face was a much
more distant echo.
I looked next at the right hand of the boy who is carrying Hector Peterson. His fingers press into the flesh of a
thigh that is still warm, willing it to live, prompting the muscle, animating it. Hector Peterson’s right hand, by
contrast, lolling numbly on his belly, knows that it is dead, and it expresses that certainty in dark tones of shadow
and blood.
These hands are stilI moving, they still speak to me.
Reddy jabbed the photograph with the point of his paper-knife.
“This is a photograph of Hector Peterson, in the hour of his death,” he said.
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Strickland nodded her head impatiently.
“The day was 16 June 1976.”
She nodded again, urging him to skip the common knowledge and come to the point.
“A Wednesday. As it happened, it was fine and mild. The sun rose that morning at six fifty-three and set that
evening at five twenty-five. The shot was taken at ten fifteen on the dot. It was the third in a series of six. Hector
Peterson was the first fatality of what we would come to call the Soweto Riots—the first in a series of seven
hundred odd. The photographer was Sam Nzima, then in the employ of the World. The subject, according to the
tombstone that now marks his grave, was Zolile Hector Pietersen, P-I-E-T-E-R-S-E-N, but the newspapers called
him Hector Peterson and it stuck. We struck out the “I”, we put in to rout in the alphabet of the oppressor. We bore
the hero’s body from the uneven field of battle and anointed it with English.\fn{ PIETERSEN is Afrikaans.} According
to the tombstone he was thirteen years old, but as you can see he looked no more than half that age. Or is it just
the angle? If only we had some other pictures of the subject to compare this one with, we might feel able to speak
with more authority.”
This welter of detail, and the offhand tone of the delivery, produced in Strickland the usual baffled silence.
“Not many people know these things.” Reddy slid the point of the knife on to the girl. “This is Hector’s sister
Margot, aka Tiny, now living in Soweto.” The knife slid again. “And this is Mbuyisa Makhubu, whereabouts your
guess is as good as mine. Not many people know them either. We have come to the conclusion, here at the
Museum, that the living are seldom as famous as the dead.”
The knife moved again. It creased Mbuyisa Makhubu’s lips, which are bent into a bow of pain, like the
grimace of a tragic mask, it rasped the brick wall of the matchbox house which we see over his shoulder, skipped
along the top of a wire gate, and came to rest on the small figure of a woman in the background.
“And who on earth do you suppose this is?”
Strickland gazed at the little figure as if it was someone famous she should be able to recognize in an instant,
some household name. In fact, the features of this woman—she is wearing a skirt and doek—are no :more than a
gray smudge, continuous with the shadowed wall behind her.
I looked at Hector Peterson’s left arm, floating on air, and the shadow of his hand on Mbuyisa Makhubu’s
knee, a shadow so hard-edged and muscular it could trip the bearer up.
The child is dead. With his rumpled sock around his ankle, his grazed knee, his jersey stuck with dry grass, you
would think he had taken a tumble in the playground, if it were not for the gout of blood from his mouth. The
jersey is a bit too big for him: it was meant to last another year at least. Or is it just that he was small for his age?
Or is it the angle? In his hair is a stalk of grass shaped like a praying mantis.
“Nobody knows.”
Strickland sat back with a sigh, but Reddy went on relentlessly.
“Nevertheless, theories were advanced: some people said that this woman, this apparent bystander, was holding Hector Peterson in her arms when he died. She was a mother herself. She cradled him in her lap—you can see
the bloodstains here—and when Makhubu took the body from her and carried it away, she found a bullet caught
in the folds of her skirt. She is holding that fatal bullet in her right hand, here.
“Other people said that it didn’t happen like that at all. Lies and fantasies. When Nzima took this photograph
Hector Peterson was still alive! What you see here, according to one reliable caption, is a critically wounded
youth. The police open fire, Hector falls at Mbuyisa’s feet. The boy picks him up and runs towards the nearest car,
which happens to belong to Sam Nzima and Sophie Tema, a journalist on the World, Nzima’s partner that day.
Sam takes his photographs. Then Mbuyisa and Tiny pile into the back of the Volkswagen—did I mention that it
was a Volkswagen?—they pile into the back with Hector; Sam and Sophie pile into the front with their driver,
Thomas Khoza. They rush to the Orlando Clinic, but Hector Peterson is certified dead on arrival. And that’s the
real story. You can look it up for yourself.
“But the theories persisted. So we thought we would try to lay the ghost—we have a duty after all to tell the
truth. This is a museum, not a paperback novel. We advertised. We called on this woman to come forward and tell
her story. We said it would be nice—although it wasn’t essential—if she brought the bullet with her.”
“Anyone respond?”
“I’ll say.”
Reddy opened his lunch-box and pushed it over to Strickland with the edge of his palm, like a croupier. She
looked at the contents: there were .38 Magnum slugs, 9 mm and AK cartridges, shiny .22 bullets, a .357 hollowpoint that had blossomed on impact into a perfect corolla. There were even a couple of doppies and a misshapen
ball from an old voorlaaier.
Strickland zoomed in for a close-up. She stilI didn’t get it.
“If you’ll aIlow me a poetic licence,” Reddy said, as if poetic licence was a certificate you could stick on a
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page in your Book of Life, “this is the bullet that killed Hector Peterson.”
*
So we didn’t advertise. But Strickland stuck to her guns about the WHITES ONLY bench: we would have the real
thing or nothing at all. She made a few enquiries of her own, and wouldn’t you know it, before the week was out,
she turned up the genuine article.
The chosen bench belonged to the Municipal Bus Drivers’ Association, and in exchange for a smaIl contribution to their coffers—the replacement costs plus ten per cent—they were happy to part with it. The honor of fetching the trophy from their clubhouse in MarshaIl Street fell to Pincus. Unbeknown to us, the Treasurer of the
MBDA had decided that there was a bit of publicity to be gained from his Association’s public-spirited gesture,
and when our representative arrived he found a photographer ready to record the event for posterity.
Pincus was never the most politic member of our Committee. With his enthusiastic cooperation the photographer was able to produce an entire essay, which subsequently appeared, without a by-line, in the Saturday Star. It
showed the bench in its original quarters (weighted down by a squad of bus drivers of all races, pin-up girls—
whites only—looking over the drivers’ shoulders, all of them, whether flesh and blood or paper, saying cheese);
the bench on its way out of the door (Pincus steering, the Treasurer pushing); being loaded on to the back of our
bakkie (Pincus and the Treasurer shaking hands and stretching the cheque between them like a Christmas
cracker); and finally driven away (Pincus hanging out of the window to give us a thumbs-up, the Treasurer waving goodbye, the Treasurer waving back at himself from the rearview mirror).
These pictures caused exactly the kind of headache Reddy had tried so hard to avoid. Offers of benches poured
in from far and wide. Pincus was made to write the polite letters of thanks but no thanks. For our purposes, one
bench is quite enough, thank you.
You can see the WHITES ONLY bench now, if you like, in Room 27. Just follow the arrows. I may as well warn
you that it says EUROPEANS ONLY , to be precise. There’s a second prohibition too, an entirely non-racial one,
strung on a chain between the armrests:
PLEASE DO NOT SIT ON THIS BENCH
That little sign is Charmaine’s work, and making her paint it was Strickland’s way of rubbing turpentine in her
wounds.
When the genuine bench came to light, Charmaine received instructions to get rid of “the fake.”
But she refused to part with it. I was persuaded to help her carry it into the storeroom, where it remained for a
month or so. As the deadline for the opening neared, Charmaine would take refuge in there from time to time,
whenever things got too much for her, and put the fInishing touches to her creation. At first, she was furious about
all the publicity given to the impostor. But once the offers began to roll in, and it became apparent that WHITES
ONLY benches were not nearly as scarce as we’d thought, she saw an opportunity to bring her own bench out of
the closet. The night before the grand opening, in the early hours, when the sky was already going gray behind the
minedump on the far side of the parking lot, we carried her bench outside and put it in the arbor under the
controversial kaffirboom.
“When Strickland asks about it,” said Charmaine, “you can tell her it was a foundling, left on our doorstep, and
we just had to take it in.”
Funny thing is, Strickland never made a peep.
*
I can see Channaine’s WHITES ONLY bench now, from my window. The kaffirboom, relocated here fully grown
from a Nelspruit nursery, has acclimatized wonderfully well.
“Erythrina caffra, a sensible choice,” said Reddy, “deciduous, patulous and umbrageous.” And he was quite
right, it casts a welcome shade. Charmaine’s faithful copy reclines in the dapple below, and its ability to attract
and repel our visitors never ceases to impress me.
Take Mrs. King. And talking about Mrs. King, Mr. King is a total misnomer, of course. I must point it out to
Reddy. The Rev. King, yes, and Dr. King, yes, and possibly even the Rev. Dr. King. But Mr. King? No ways.
It seems unfair, but Charmaine’s bench has the edge on that old museum piece in Room 27. Occasionally I
look up from my work-bench and see a white man sitting there, a history teacher say. While the schoolchildren he
has brought here on an outing hunt in the grass for lucky beans, he sits down on our bench to rest his back. And
after a while he pulls up his long socks, crosses one pink leg over the other, laces his fmgers behind his head and
closes his eyes.
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Then again, I’ll look up to see a black woman shuffling resolutely past, casting a resentful eye on the ench and
muttering a protest under her breath, while the flame-red blossoms of the kaffirboom detonate beneath her aching
feet.
92.151 Catastrophe\fn{by Gugulethu S. Dlamini (1967-

)}

Durban, kwaZulu-Natal Province, South Africa (F) 3

As I walked down the hospital corridor following a white-uniformed nurse to the exit, I felt pain all over: pain
in my legs, pain in my head, pain in my stomach, pain in my breast, pain in my knees, pain everywhere and pain
all over.
The pain that bothered me most was the one I felt in my heart.
I felt like crying out aloud. I was bitter against the world. I hated the nurses in that hospital. I felt bitter against
the women that were hugging and suckling their babies contentedly. I thought, at least they have what they wanted. One step after the other was a trauma. I never imagined such pain and bitterness were possible.
I do not remember signing my name as we reached the desk at the exit, but I know I did, because everyone
does it as a rule. At the exit my brother was waiting patiently for me. He took the baby from the nurse and mumbled something to which I did not respond.
Outside the hospital the sun was so bright it seemed to be mocking my mood, because I was feeling so low and
so dark inside. I remember I heard some laughter coming from the out-patient department of the hospital, and that
made me really angry. I thought people had no right to be happy when I was this depressed.
*
I sat on the passenger’s seat holding my baby against my lap. I did not look at her face. I knew I did not feel
anything for her. She had already caused me so much trouble and pain.
As we drove home, we passed some schoolboys and girls walking down the road, chatting cheerfully. I
guessed they were my age, about thirteen to fourteen. I envied them; I wished I were there with them and not
here, feeling the way I did.
My brother drove silently, avoiding looking at me; instead he concentrated on the road. I guess he could tell I
was not in the mood for talking. I felt very grouchy.
At home my Aunts Zodwa and Thola were waiting excitedly outside. As soon as the car stopped, they flew to
the passenger’s door, opened it, took the baby and started asking questions, none of which I answered. I just proceeded straight to my bedroom and lay down quietly.
I noticed changes in the room which annoyed me: there was a new cot, a white chest of drawers, and some
brightly-coloured things for the baby. I did not like the new look of my bedroom. It seemed already crowded and
disorderly.
I wished the pain and baby would go away. I thought quietly,
“Lord, why should it be me? Why didn’t someone tell me it would be like this? Why was I so naïve? So
stupid?”
I blamed myself for letting this happen to me. I blamed my mother for not being open and freely discussing
sex with me. I blamed the school for not teaching sex education as part of the curriculum. I blamed Zulu culture
for being the way it is. I believed if I was from other societies and cultures, where sex and childbirth are an open
subject, or at least where abortion is legal, things would not have been this way.
As I was lying there, I vowed to myself that I would live the rest of my life the way I want to live. I would do
what I think is best for me and never let myself be talked into doing anything that I do not believe in. With that
vow, I drifted slowly into a fitful sleep.
*
It all began during the 1977 June vacation. Maybe I should not have stayed back at school during that vacation.
I should have gone home with my brother when the schools closed.
But I desperately wanted to be a member of the camping crew that was going to the Crocodile Camping Site
near Scottburgh, on the Natal South Coast. Among the crew was my best friend, Queen, and we were the only two
juniors. Most of the crew was composed of seniors. We were to stay at the camp site for a week and help with the
outdoor cleaning campaign organized to “Keep South Africa Clean.”
On the fourteenth of June our school crew, together with some students from Amangwane High and Ukhahlamba High, the neighbouring schools, left for the South Coast at around 9:30 in the morning. Most of the students were well acquainted, because they were classmates and age-mates.
We noticed we were the only two left out. So to avoid being nuisances and targets for everyone’s little errands,
we decided to sit on the back seat of the bus. It was nicer, for everyone was in front of us and we could see all of
them. Another advantage was that we were far from the three teachers who were traveling with us.
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People were chatting in pairs or groups of four or five, and we began singing and chanting loudly. There was
one song which seemed to last forever. It went:
Shosholoza! Roll
Shosholoza! Roll
Kulezontaba Into those mountains
Sitimela Train
Sigond’e mampondweni. Headed for Pondoland.

We reached the South Coast at around three o’clock in the afternoon. There were already three other buses
from different districts in Natal. We were allocated sleeping chalets, two to each. I shared mine with Queen. A
welcome party was organised for the same night, and the cleaning programme was scheduled to commence on the
next morning. The party was meant to welcome us as well as give us a chance to get to know one another.
The party was held at the main hall. This was my first experience of a party other than the local, boring birthday parties we always attended at home. I was very excited, and Queen thought it was wonderful. Some older
girls were dressed to kill, in stockings, high-heeled shoes, jewelry and all. I remember Queen whispering to me,
“Look at this one, she can’t even walk properly. I wonder why she wore those high heels.”
We giggled and started dancing crazily to the music. Some boys came and introduced themselves to us and
danced with us. We tired of their company and excused ourselves, pretended we were going outside, but just disappeared in the crowd and hid away from those boys.
The second pair of boys that approached us was really dazzling. We liked them. They were cute, tallish; one
was dark and handsome, the other was light and attractive. Mine was Thamie and Queen’s was Sandile. We
danced with them for the rest of the evening.
After the party, they escorted us to the chalet. It became a routine for the whole week. Most of the time we
never met during the day, because we were divided into groups and worked in different places. We only met for
supper at the dining hall. Each evening our boys would sit with us and then escort us to our chalet.
On Friday the 19th of June, it was the last day of the cleaning session, and a farewell party was organized for
us. This party also began at 7:00 p.m. The party was more relaxed and jolly than the first one. Everyone had
loosened up and was well acquainted with everyone else.
For Queen and me the week had been the most exciting of our lives. We had been to real parties, and now we
had boyfriends—things which were taboo for us at home and at school. Here, things were different. No one really
bothered what we did.
In fact we started kissing those boys on Wednesday. I remember we talked about it long after the chalet lights
were turned off.
At the party we danced a little, had some soft drinks, and then the boys suggested we all go back to their
chalet. We suggested our own. The boys agreed and we all left.
On our way to our room there were couples of boys and girls talking under the trees, some leaning against the
walls. We just proceeded straight to our destination.
We sat talking and laughing until the lights were turned off. We asked the boys to go. But they insisted on
staying.
That is when it all happened.
*
When the schools reopened in July, we went back to school. I did not feel any different. I only noticed that I
had gained weight. Towards the end of August I remember Martha and Ethel whispering in the showers.
“See! I told you.”
“I haven’t noticed anything.”
“Look closely. I think it’s true.”
I did not really care what they were saying; I wasn’t interested in gossip. In fact I did not think anything was
wrong with me. Moreover I was still menstruating normally, and that was the only symptom of pregnancy I knew.
Some of the girls were even brave enough to question me.
“Nonhlanhla, you seem to have gained weight so much. What’s wrong with you?” inquired Nomsa one day.
“I don’t know,” I replied innocently.
They laughed out loud. Still I was not bothered.
It was only at the end of October that I missed my period. Then I began to panic. I realised I could be pregnant.
Queen, on the other hand, seemed normal. She hadn’t gained weight. She did not look anxious or anything. I was
scared even to discuss the issue with her. I just hoped it was not true.
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It was 17 November when the hostel matron called me to her office and asked me to go and see the doctor. She
handed me a note that I was supposed to give to the doctor. Though I was curious to know what was in the letter, I
didn’t dare open it. The doctor thoroughly checked me and scribbled something for me to give to the matron. The
temptation to tear the letter open was even greater, but I did not.
At school the matron took the letter and sent me back to class.
The following day my mother came to school. Now I was sure that I was pregnant. She looked at me once, and
tears welled in her eyes. I started crying also. I was so scared. I was especially scared of my father.
My mother went into the principal’s office. I went back to class, but I could not concentrate; I was distracted; I
felt so lonely and lost. I even noticed for the first time that most of the girls had recently started avoiding me.
At lunch my mother told me not to worry. She said the principal had allowed me to stay at school until the end
of the exams, which was a week away. That was the worst week I had lived through. I contemplated suicide, but I
didn’t know how to go about it. I thought of an abortion, but I knew it was illegal and I might go to jail. When the
exams ended I dreaded going home, yet I knew I had to go.
My father came to take me home. I didn’t dare look him in the eyes. I was so scared, I thought he might kill
me. He did not say anything, though. He just took my luggage, talked to the principal and the matron, and then we
drove straight home in total silence.
I never noticed Amanzimtoti, Umkomaas, Doonside and Ifafa, the small towns I love so much; nor the palm
trees and a series of beaches that border the South Coast. I was just looking straight ahead of me, dreading the rest
of my whole life.
At home Fanny, my dog, came bouncing towards us, flapping her long ears and wagging her tail happily. But I
just ignored her and walked straight to the kitchen door. My mother and brother were waiting for us. Lunch was
ready on the table. There was a lovely aroma of roast beef in the air, but I still had no appetite. I picked at my food
with downcast eyes. I could tell that everyone was trying his best to be cheerful and talk enthusiastically. The conversation covered everything except my pregnancy.
Everyone made an effort to cheer me up. All the members of my family were there for me. My brother, who
was then sixteen, two years older than me, became my best friend. He was always with me. I could tell he was
feeling sorry for me, but he did not discuss my state.
On Christmas Eve everyone went to church. I couldn’t go. I felt cut out of the whole society. When schools reopened and my brother had to go, I felt like I was the only person in the world.
Sometimes I could tell that my mother wanted to say something to me, but as soon as she sat down next to me,
tears welled in her eyes and she would stand up and busy herself with something else. My father never said
anything either. I guess the whole situation of tenseness and discomfort stemmed from our culture.
Zulu parents never discuss sex with their children. Even older people amongst themselves don’t talk about sex.
March came, and I went to the hospital to give birth.
*
Postscript
Nonhlanhla is now past thirty years old and unmarried. She and her daughter, who attends the University of
Durban-Westville, stay together and are very loving friends. Nonhlanhla qualified as a teacher, and she is now
employed as a sex educator by a governmental health unit. She says,
“If I could help it, no teenager would go through what I went through.”
57.116 Letters From Afar\fn{by Stirro Moffat Banda (1969-

)}

Kagiso, Gauteng Province, South Africa (M) 1

Dear Mama:
Brother Zuki was lying to you when he said we were staying in town. Actually, Mama, I can’t afford to stay in
town. I lost my job, long ago.
I was retrenched, you know. What it means is the boss feels shit about you or regrets the day you were
employed. Something along those lines.
You know, Mama, you are wiser than me. I hope this letter finds you in good shape.
Well, Mama, I am doing just fine. I am trying every day to find a job, I am registered at the local labor offices.
I go there once a month or even phone in. God will guide me, Mama. I know I will get a job.
My brother Zuki, your elder son, Mama, is a killer, a thief, a rapist, a crook, a swindler, a drug peddler.
Don’t tell Papa. He will be very, very cross. You know your man, Mama, he might think of coming down here.
No, Mama, please don’t tell him.
Your son, bra Zuki, is a member of the mafia. The mafia is an organized crime syndicate, so your son, your
favourite son Zuki, is a mafioso. He sells anything from stolen goods to hijacked cars, drugs, women, you name it.
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He has been making a lot of money lately. I mean big money. At times he has come home with more than half a
million rands. Cash. Blood money.
One of his buddies sold him out and the police came down on him. As I am writing to you, your son Zuki is
out on bail of three hundred thousand rands. Your son’s lawyer paid the bail money. Cash. One, two and three
hundred thousand rands. Cash. Blood money. A lot of money, Mama, a lot of dirty, shit, stinking, bloody money.
Mama, your son Zuki is no businessman. I don’t stay with your son anymore. He is still in Hillbrow at The
Highveld. I don’t mean Highveld Stereo, I mean the block of flats in Twist Street. Sorry, Mama, for trying to
explain to you in simple terms, I always forget you are wiser than I am.
Recently, bra Zuki shot his friend point-blank and wounded him. Called the police and they called me a liar.
Mama, imagine—me a liar The man was bleeding to death, and he told the cops he shot himself he wanted to
commit suicide and my brother Zuki intervened and in the process the man shot and wounded himself. Mama,
your son Zuk laughed the whole night, he threw a party that night.
Dear Mama, don’ you believe this? I will tell you what, it is the power of the mafia, Mama You don’t doublecross them. Zuki’s friend couldn’t double-cross my brother, because he was his boss, you see.
The following day, I went in search of alternative accommodation, so here I am in the informal settlement Regakanegile. The town is so cruel its inhabitants are cruel, Mama, Hillbrow no more. They stand at street corners,
them sisters, them brothers, looking for clients, I mean then prostitutes and pimps, some of them old, others
young, very young, mean, fifteen years, Mama. Some have been brought to town from Maputo, Mozambique,
others from further north. All in search of idayimani, ndalama, shuma, imali—wealth.
It’s pitiful. Slave sex trade, some prosper, some get shot by rivals, arrested by the police, get deported very few
manage to break the chains and run away. Mostly they are caught and brought back again.
Life in Hillbrow isn’t a bed of roses. Some make it big, some very big some huge. It’s part of life, you see.
Some are born great,. some achieve greatness and some have greatness thrust upon them. Who can blame them:
I just can’t stand it, remember when you used to say stay away from criminal elements. I am doing just that.
There are times, Mama, when I feel like coming home to you. But then I remember, I came here to make money,
get rich and one day help you to live a happy and peaceful life.
I want to buy you a mansion in Sandton, that’s my dream. I don’t wan to be a bad boy like big brother Zuki.
I’m a good boy. I should now be your favorite son, Mama. I must go, Mama, my candle is burning out only left
with a few rands until I get my blue-card cheque in a week’s time.
Pass my regards to all friends and relatives. I will be coming down to the Eastern Cape some time next month.
Your loving son Bafana
*
Bafana
I see no need to write the address. You know it anyway.
Don’t bother replying we don’t want to see your face ever again. Thanks for the letter, you did a great job
telling us how stupid you are.
We had a long chat and you know what? Don’t call us your parents again. We thought you left home for
greener pastures. Egoli. Gauteng. Jo’burg. Jozi. But all you have done is to become a police sell-out, an informer.
Your brother Zuki is a self-made man, strong willed. All you’re good at is destroying his fortune, shame on
you. All Zuki is doing is redistributing wealth, that wealth which formerly belonged to the chosen or the lucky
few. He steals? No, your brother is not a thief! He just takes without permission or he borrows permanently from
the owners and gives to the poor like us. Who do you think you are, questioning the morality of a man like your
brother Zuki like that?
You of all people, you who could have been working with your brother, on his side, as his business manager or
his financial advisor. Why did you do what you did? You threw your own flesh and blood to the wolves. Where
the hell do you think you will ever get the money to buy us a house in Sandton? Your stupidity has no boundaries,
boy!
Your brother did us proud, he was the first in this communal lands to go to varsity. You failed your matric three
times, passing only with your fourth attempt. Are you jealous of your brother’s achievements? Foolish enough not
to admire a good thing when you see it?
Your brother had done us all proud down here, he had been the first in almost everything, if not everything.
What did you do for us as your parents?
Nothing, yes, nothing!
If only we could have been proud of you too.
Busisiwe Helen Banda
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57.107 Mr. Cellular\fn{by Moses Sovumani Mahlangu (1974-

)}

Klipgat, North West Province, South Africa (M) 2

During my time on the Mamelodi campus of Vista University, you’d have been a laughing stock if you did not
know about Mr. Cellular. Seriously speaking, you’d have been thought to belong either to Vista Soweto or Vista
Sebokeng. Only a handful on campus, the most ignorant ones, were unaware of the presence of this campus Adonis. Who was he, this Mr. Cellular?
Ingoapele Tlhoaele, Bachelor of Arts student and a Psychology tutor, was nicknamed Mr. Cellular because he
was the first on the Mamelodi campus to be clutching that irritating technological device: an eminent figure
whose popularity went beyond the boundaries of the Psychology department, which was the largest community
during our years.
He was one of the Romanos on campus, those guys with the many girlfriends. In fact, the most outstanding
Ro-mano.
Believe me, it was no child’s play to be a Romano. But whenever mamgos—gossipers of the campus—were
listing campus Romanos, Mr. Cellular would come out tops.
Few students knew Mr. Cellular’s real name. Some of them knew it from attending first-year classes with him,
just before he acquired that tormenting technological device. Also amongst those who knew his real name were
his fellow homeboys and girls, the folks from his hometown, Ga Rankuwa—a township known for the enormous
Medical University of South Africa, commonly known to its folks as “Garakas.” But to the rest of those on
campus, Ingoapele was known as Mr. Cellular.
*
To me it wasn’t clear what really made Mr. Cellular such an outstanding Romano. I’m not sure whether it was
his physical appearance, his fluency in English, his charming personality or his brilliant brain.
Mr. Cellular was beautiful. What?
We Africans are not supposed to say males are beautiful, are we?
As the Zulu wedding song says: Ubuhle bendoda ziinkomo zayo, a man’s beauty lies in the heads of cattle he
pays for lobola.\fn{Bride price; dowry.} But I don’t care what one should or should not say. Mr. Cellular was beautyful.
He was dark in complexion and had a spotless face, a captivating smile and smooth kiss-hungry lips. His physique would have made you swear he was a frequent visitor to the gym.
But no, not Mr. Cellular. This was his natural body.
While some of his former high school mates from Mmanotshi-Moduane, in Heilbron, were struggling to
express themselves in English, Mr. Cellular’s English flowed like the Toloane River. You’d have sworn by your
long dead father that he was the product of a private school. His accent outwitted that of Tshenolo, of the famous
Gaabo Motho TV series. And he was well aware of his own command of the language.
I remember asking him how and where he had acquired such a good command of English.
“Mlotjwa, it’s easy. Reading, reading and more reading makes one good at a language,” he replied with
confidence. “When I’m talking about reading, I’m referring to heavy stuff. The work of Ngugi wa Thiongo,
Chinua Achebe, Thomas Hardy, D.H. Lawrence, William Shakespeare, William Wordsworth. South African works
by masters like Gomolemo Mokae, Kaizer Nyatsumba, Es’kia\fn{ Ezekiel.} Mphahlele and Ellen Kuzwayo. And
reading doesn’t stop there—there are the daily newpapers, the Sunday newspapers, the magazines …”
With regard to acquiring an American accent he said one should frequent a cinema and acquaint yourself with
television. Although I bought his idea about the sources of good English, I was not impressed by his second idea.
I, Mlotjwa Ngoma, an Ndebele boy, wasn’t interested in picking up an American accent from television soapies
and talk shows. No, not me.
Mr. Cellular was always elegantly dressed. He was “expensive”—township jargon for those whose clothes carried desirable labels such as Carvelle, Jonathan D, Etienne Aigner, Bass and Bruno Magli. He wore ubucwebe—
chains, rings and bracelets—all over his body. From the scent of the perfumes he used, you could tell that he must
have dug deep down into his pocket for them.
Academically, Mr. Cellular was a giant. He passed his two major courses, Psychology and Sociology, with
distinction. Whenever Mr. Cellular was present, any lecturer who had come to class ill prepared, bragging to the
students, as often happened in the Psychology department, would leave the lecture hall tail between the legs.
*
Although the majority of students were impressed by Mr. Cellular’s academic prowess, a handful of individuals were not. Not surprising, as one man’s meat is another man’s poison. The unimpressed were Law and Commerce students. Those were the students who claimed to be doing better, more difficult and prestigious courses on
campus. They used to say Mr. Cellular excelled because he was doing easy courses. This amused me because the
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same Mr. Cellular outwitted them at most of the campus students’ mass meetings.
As a student who was also registered in the looked-down-upon Faculty of Arts, I understood Mr. Cellular’s
fate. Like him, I was not bothered by those who used to say I was doing “female courses,” because I knew what I
wanted in life. Like my friend Mr. Cellular, I often outsmarted them in our chatty debates, regardless of the
subject on the table. We in the Arts read much more widely.
You’d wonder how I, a typical Ndebele guy from kwaMusi village in the kwaMhlanga region of Mpumalanga
province, came to befriend Mr. Cellular. A “cheap” chap from the dusty streets of kwaMusi befriending such an
“expensive” lad from the famous Garakas?
Yet, to us it was simple. As Sociology students we were brought together by the dictum, “no man is an island
—interaction carries you through.” We were both doing Psychology and I was a tutor in Sociology. Our offices
were next to each other in the Social Sciences Building.
I give credit to those scientists who invented contraceptives. If it was not for the existence of a loop, a pill and
the most reliable of them all, the French letter, Mr. Cellular would have completed his BA degree simultaneously
with BB—Bachelor of Babymaking. During vital student occasions on campus, such as the Freshers’ Ball, PreExam Bash, Stress-relief Bash and the Spring Bash, one would really see that Mr. Cellular was a big bug when it
came to the ladies. Once they had acquired Dutch courage, those ladies known as “occasional drinkers” would exclaim in unison,
“Beshe ke hyona, Bjwala buteng. Bana batlile. Mr. Cellular keBoss!”—“It's bash time. Booze is available.
Ladies have come, and Mr. Cellular’s tops!”
*
Among Mr. Cellular’s girlfriends there was only one lady whom I happened to know by name. That was
Tintswalo. She was a first-year Psychology student and hailed from Bushbuckridge.
Tintswalo was the prettiest in Mr. Cellular’s “choir”—as I called the group of ladies surrounding him. She was
neither tall nor short, just in between. Her peach-red complexion made one doubt her Shangaan origin. She had a
sharp nose, ever-shining eyes, milky teeth and perfect legs.
Wait!
Her smile was of its own kind, incomparable and inexplicable. It just killed softly. Most importantly, she was
the only lady with an ever-clean-shaven head on campus. Surprisingly and disappointingly, Mr. Cellular claimed
not to love her because she was just a beauty without much gray matter. In fact, he used to say:
“I pursued Tintswalo only out of greed. Although I have an insatiable appetite when it comes to ladies, I hate
ever-smiling ladies who are good listeners but show no innovation.”
Mr. Cellular had a surplus amount of self-confidence. He knew he could pick and choose.
*
Then one Thursday, just a month after we had come back from our winter vacation, I saw Mr. Cellular packing
all his belongings from his office. Playfully, I asked:
“Hey my man, where to? Have you been promised a better office in the lecturers’ block?”
“Things are bad, Mlotjwa. I’m kissing this office goodbye. The Psychology department has—”
“Suspended you? Sacked you?What?” I asked before he could finish.
In a shaky voice he told me the department had fired him. When I asked for more details, he said,
“Please help me clear the office first.” I helped him eagerly, hastening the clearing process so that I could be
fed with the full details of this incredible story. It was unbelievable that such misfortune could befall a man like
Mr. C.
“Mlotjwa …” Mr Cellular began hesitantly while we were sitting in my office.
“I’m listening, my friend,” I encouraged him to continue. He told me that he was sacked because of a scandal
unveiled by the department.
“I suppose you know that I love ladies, and more importantly, beautiful ones. Although it is easy to hook them,
it has not been easy to keep them,” he sighed, adding, “I have done the most risky things just to keep a lady in the
register of my beauties, unbelievable things. It is difficult to tell you what happened, but I’ll try—sooner or later,
the whole campus will know anyway.”
I kept quiet, not wanting to disturb him. Responding to my attentive listening, he said:
“I don’t know about the Sociology tutors, but the Psychology tutors have access to test question papers for the
classes we are tutoring prior to each and every test. We are the ones who take original question papers to be
photocopied, take the copies back to the department and count them, in preparation for the next test.”
I started to see direction in his story. Did he really take advantage of the situation and sell the question papers?
He denied having sold any question paper.
“I only gave those who asked for them. For the past six months things were running smoothly until Monday,
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when Tintswalo approached me.
“Although I know that she is struggling with the course, she has never asked for a question paper before. It was
the first time. Without any suspicion or hesitation I gave her a question paper for the test that was supposed to be
written today.
“On Tuesday, the unexpected happened. She came back to blackmail me. She told me that she was aware of
the whole campus’s knowledge that I don’t love her, but am just using her. She told me she was not the fool I
thought her to be and she was going to teach me a lesson I’ll never forget. She demanded one thousand rand in
cash or else she would let all hell break loose.
“In desperation, I made some threats myself, but she just laughed, saying she didn’t care what action I wanted
to take. She had already photocopied the question paper and had given copies to her four friends who would be
witnesses if anything happened to her.”
Mr. Cellular paused for a moment.
“The day on which I was supposed to give her the money was yesterday, at noon. I failed to meet the final
deadline of half past three. Firstly, I was not convinced that she would have the guts to execute her threats.
Secondly, I was not prepared to pass on such a huge amount of money to a parasite.
“Today, at about quarter past nine, ten minutes before the scheduled time for the test, I was called urgently by
the Head of the Department. When I arrived in her office I nearly died of fright. There Tintswalo was, in the office
of the Head of the Department, with her friend Tsakani. It was clear that they had come to spill the beans—copies
of the question paper were spread out on the table. I was summoned to a disciplinary committee, comprising of
the Dean of the Faculty, and all other members of my department. The committee accused me of exchanging
question papers for sexual favours and took a joint decision that I should resign and vacate the office within an
hour.”
When he finished, I was already soaking with sweat.
“I’ve learnt the hard way,” he ended his unbelievable story.
Mr. Cellular stood up and left the office. For good.
The beautiful Tintswalo was certainly no fool.
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